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PREFACE.

BY THE DEPUTY MASTER AND COMPTROLLER or THE MINT.

THIS Catalogue has been prepared to facilitate reference to the

contents of the Museum which have recently been installed in a

new room in the Department, where the whole series has been

re-arranged for exhibition.

ln the compilation of the Catalogue reference has been made to

the records that exist in the Mint. Many new facts have come to

light, especially in the case of British Colonial coinages. These

are duly noted in connection with the coins to which they relate.

Amongst other points, it will be interesting to students of

monetary history to find that the Virginian halfpenny was an

authorised issue, and that there was a proposal from North
Carolina for a coinage in 1754.

The Roman coins struck in Britain are added because of

their intimate connection with the currency of this country. A
number of coins of the Far East which have been for some time

in the Museum cabinets, were found, upon classification, to

contain a fairly representative series of the coins of China. These

Oriental coins are described in Supp1ement\B.

Every eifort has been made to obtain the correct weights and

fineness of the various coins of the British Imperial and Colonial

series. These data are given in connection with each section, and

the principal changes of standards from mediaeval times are

summarised in Appendix No. I.

. WILLIAM ELLISON-MACARTNEY.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

THE formation of a collection of coins and medals in the Royal
Mint was begun nearly a hundred years ago. Shortly after the

commencement of coinage operations in the present buildings
on Tower Hill, the Master and Worker, William Wellesley Pole

(afterwards Lord Maryborough), in a Memorandum, dated

12th February, 1816, and read at the Mint Board, stated that he

“observed with pain that not only there is no collection of coins

in His Majesty’s Mint, but that there is not a single proof coin, or

a single serviceable matrix or puncheon preserved in the ofiice."

1n consequence of the Master’s representation, measures were

concerted by the Mint officers for the collection and preservation

of such matrices, puncheons, and dies as still remained in the

custody of the Engravers and the Clerk of the Irons, and also of

all available specimens of coins and medals.

In 1818 a presentation was made to the Mint by Sir Joseph and

Lady Banks of a considerable number and variety of coins and

medals, originally the property of Miss Banks. This gift became

the nucleus of the newly-projected Mint collection, to which

additions of proof and other coins have been subsequently made

at irregular intervals.

The cabinets of coins, medals, and dies remained in the Mint

oflice until 1871, when they were removed to a room in the Die

Department, set apart as a Museum. Here the coins, numbering

nearly two thousand, were arranged in show-cases for exhibition

to the public, and a catalogue, compiled by the late W. Webster,

was published in 1874.

In 1902 the entire collection, which, in the interval, had been

considerably augmented, was transferred to a spacious room pro

vided in the new Die and Medal Department. Advantage was

taken of this opportunity to re-arrange the coins, medals, and

dies, and also to acquire such coins as were wanting to make the

series representative of the successive types of British coinage

from early times. In the case of some scarce coins, it was found
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desirable, as a temporary measure, to fill the gaps with electro

types, and these instances are indicated in the catalogue by an

asterisk which is placed before the number of the coin.

In the case of the Scottish and Irish series the representation

of the various types is not complete. Particular attention has,

however, been given to the Colonial coins, and it is hoped that

the contents of this section of the catalogue will be found of some

service by students in the elucidation of this important branch of

British numismatics.

In addition to the descriptions of the coins themselves, brief
historical notes and memoranda are inserted with the view of

forming, together with the Appendices, a general survey of the

principal events in the monetary history of the country, and of

its colonies and dependencies.

A selection of Romano-British coins, mostly struck in London,

has been added. Coming, as these coins do, between the British
and Anglo-Saxon periods, they illustrate the continuity of coinage

operations on Tower Hill or its vicinity from the time of the

Roman occupation.

In compiling this Catalogue, I have necessarily made use of the

researches of many numisrnatists and others, most of whom are

mentioned by name in the body of this work. Where possible,

however, the facts have been verified by reference to the original

Mint records.

I am glad to have this opportunity of acknowledging the great

assistance I have received in the work of arranging the English,
Scottish and Irish coins from the able and compendious Handbook

of the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland in the B7"'H’t8]L Museum,

by Mr. H. A". Grueber, F.S.A., who also has been so kind as to

read the proof-sheets of the volume throughout. The portion of

the Catalogue relating to English coins prior to the milled series

has been examined by Mr. Frederick A. Walters, F.S.A.

I have further to acknowledge various suggestions received from

Mr. Percy Webb as to the Romano-British section, while Dr. S. W.
Bushell, C.M.G., has been good enough to revise the Supplement

dealing with the coins of the Far East. Professor Edward J.
Rapson, M.A., Mi.R.A.S., of the British Museum, kindly identified

the native coins of India in the collection.
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I submitted a copy of this volume in its final proof form to

Sir John Evans, K.O.B., F.R.S., &c., President of the Royal

Numismatic Society, and I am pleased to state that he has

signified his approval of its plan and execution.

In the general arrangement of t-he Museum itself, and the

planning of the cases to receive the coins and tokens, I am greatly

indebted to the practical advice and direction of Mr. Edward Rigg,

I.S.O., M.A_., Superintendent of the Operative Department.

I may add that the work of classification of the extensive series

of medals, dies and seals in the Museum is in progress, and no

time will be lost in the preparation and issue of the second volume

of the catalogue.

WILLIAM JOHN HOOKING.

Royal Mint Museum,

9th January, 1906.
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CATALOGUE,
OF

COINS, TOKENS, MEDALS, DIES, AND

SEALS.

VOL. I.—COINS AND TOKENS.

ANCIENT BRITISH COINS.
The Ancient British coinage was introduced from Gaul, probably through

commercial intercourse, about 150 B.C. The earliest type was one whose origin
has been traced by Sir John Evans through several stages of degeneracy to the
gold stater issued by Philip II. of Macedon (_B.O. 359-336).

These coins are uninscribed, but being found mostly in the central and southern
districts of England, they are assigned to these localities. Some of the coins
have a device only on one side, which is concave, the convex side being plain.
They are for the most part struck in gold.

The later coins are inscribed and are of superior execution. These were struck
after the Roman invasion, and bear the names of British princes mentioned by
contemporary historians. Amongst the names occurring “ there is Gommius, the
king of the Atrebates, who was in Britain at the time of Caesar‘s second invasion
in 54 B.C., and his sons, Tincommius. Verica, and Eppillus ; also Cunobelinus, king
of the Trinobantes (the Uymbeline of Shakespeare), whose mint was at Colchester,
and Cartimandua, queen of the Brigantes, who is mentioned by Tacitus.”

The Ancient British coinage ceased soon after the second invasion of the
country by the Romans (A.D. 43), and the coins of the conquerors were imported
in large quantities into Britain for currency purposes.

Roman mints were set up by Uarausius (AD. 287-293), and coins were struck
by him and his successors at London and Colchester. Magnus Maximus, who
died in A.D. 388, was the last Roman Emperor to strike coins in Britain.

Some of the Romano-British coins are shown in a separate exhibit, and a list
of these coins is given in a supplement to this catalogue (pp. 381-396).

Only 15 coins of the Ancient British period are in the Mint collection. They
comprise representatives of the following classes :

(a.) 1 to 4—-Uninscribed gold coins.

(b.) 5 and 6—Coins of Tincommius and Verica in the South-eastern district
(Hants, Sussex, and West Surrey).

(0.) 7—Goin of Dubnovellaunos in the Kentish district.

(d.) B—Coin of Addedomaros in the Eastern district (Norfolk, Suffolk).

(e.) 9, l0—Goins of Tasciovanus and Cunobeline in the Central district.

(f.) ll to 13—Coins of the Iceni in the Eastern district.

(g.) 14, 15-Uninscribed billon coins, known as the Channel Islands type.

9070 A



2 ENGLISH coms.

GOLD. 1, Uningcribed Stater, Obv., a rude representation of a bust.
Re:/'., a horse galloping to left.

2, Sta,te1'_ Obv.. bust to the right. Rev., horse and Victory,
to the right (not to left as in plate), with a rosette below,
and various pellets above (114'1 grs.).

Evans, pl. A., 4.

3_ Sta,te1'_ Obv., central portion of bust to right. Rev., horse
to right; above, a crescent and various pellets; below,
a pellet.

Evans, pl. B., 7.

4, State;-_ Obv., portion of laureate bust. Rev., horse with
mane galloping to right; pellets above and a large one
below.

E/va'/18,pl. C., 5.

*5. Stater (Tincommius). Obv., TINC in a sunken compart
ment. Rev., horseman poising a javelin or spear and
galloping to the right; below, C . F. ; above, a six-rayed
star; around, a beaded circle.

Evans, pl. i.
,

I3.

”6- Stater (Verica). Obv., a vine-leaf between VI and RI
Rev., CO . F .; horseman with shield and weapon
galloping to right; around, a beaded circle.

Evam, pl, ii., 9
.

'7
. Stater (Dubnovellaunos). 0bv., plain. Rev., [DVB

NOVELL]AVNOS, horse prancing to right; above, a
bucranium; below, a serpent; with various ring orna
ments and pellets.

Evans, pl. iv., 10.

8
. Stater (Addedomaros). 0bv., from three crescents with

their convexities contiguous in the centre of the piece,
six tassel-shaped ornaments spring and curve to the
right towards the circumference. Rev., horse with long
curving tail prancing to the right.

'
Evans, pl. xiv., 5

.

*9. Stater (Tasciovanus). Obv., cruciform ornament with
crescents and ring ornaments in the centre. Rev.,
TASCIOVAN ; horse galloping to right, with a ring
ornament above its head, and below, also a ring ornament
encircled by pellets above the horse.

Evans, pl. v., 7
.

'10. Stater (flunobelinus). 0bv., CAMVL between horizontal
beaded lines with beaded ornaments above and below.
Rev., a pair of horses galloping to the left ; above, a large
leaf ; below, a wheel with four spokes and pellets.

Evans, pl. ix., 1
.
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11.'Sta.ter (Icenian). Obv., a trefoil ornament forming the
centre portion of a voided cross. Rev., horse standing
with wheel below and a crescent-shaped compartment
above.

Evans, pl. xxiii., 4.

12. Coin Of Antedrigus (Icenian). 0bv., two crescents in
juxtaposition, divided by two pellets; on the concave
sides two curved lines meet in a point forming enclo
sures; plain and beaded lines above and below. Rev.,
horse galloping to right; below, ANTD, the first three
letters in monogram.

Emns, pl. xv., l0.

13, IQe11ia,n_ Obv., boar to right. Rev., horse to left; above,
a rosette and ring ornament; below, two other ring
ornaments.

Evans, pl. xvi., 12.

14-5. Channel Islands or Jersey Types. 0bv., profile head
to right. Rev., horse to right ; below, a boar.

Evans, pl. I.
, l.

ANGLO-SAXON COINS.

The interval between the departure of the Romans about the middle of the
5th century and the establishment of the English is without any definite
numismaiic records. It is probable that the Romano-British coins continued to
circulate, and possibly rude imitations of these coins were also struck.

The English, however. eventually introduced a currency of their own which
was of a new order in the history of Britain. The Ancient British coinage
consisted mainly of gold, and was allied to that of Gaul. The Romano-British
coins were struck in brass, and were of purely Roman types. But the Anglo
Saxon coinage, introduced about the beginning of the 7th century, was almost
entirely of silver, and was founded on a type of coin which previously had been
in circulation among Germanic peoples.

The Anglo-Saxon period was characterised by three distinct types of coins
(l) the Ureat Series, (2) the Penny Series, and (3) the Sty/ca Series.

(1.) Se-eat Series.—~Like the early British coins, the first sceats or sceattas
were uninscribed, and therefore are assigned in a general way to the beginning
of the 7th century. The regal series, bearing the names of monarchs, commenced
as far as is known about 655, in the reign of Peada of Mercia. Sceatt-as were
also struck in East Anglia and other kingdoms beside Mercia. They were of
gold and silver. -

The sceat was rather a thick coin, about half-an-inch in diameter, and
weighed from 20 to 12 grains. The types varied considerably, and the inscriptions
are either blundered imitations of Roman letters, or Runic characters.

Scent appears to have been a generic term, and signified treasure, payment,
or anything of monetary value. The modern phrases, “ paying your shot,” “ a

shot in the locker,” “ soot and lot,” are derived from the word.

(2.) .Pe1m_z/Series-.—The penny was first struck by Pepin le Bref, the father
of Charlemagne, about 755, and was shortly afterwards introduced into England
by Ofia, king of Mercia. This coin was known on the Continent as the uorus

9070 A 2

GOLD.

SILVER.

BILLON.
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denarius, and was generally adopted in Western Europe, where it remained the
principal medium of exchange until the revival of gold coinage in the middle of
the 13th century. In England the penny quickly superseded the sceat, and
became, with but very few exceptions, the sole denomination of coin issued for
nearly six centuries, until Edward III. introduced an English gold coinage
in 1343, and the silver groat and half groat in 1351.

The penny was a larger and thinner coin than the sceat. Its weight was
22; grains, and ‘Z40 pennies weighed one Saxon pound, subsequently known as
the Tower pound. The term penny-weight (dwt.) as a measure of weight is still
used, only in 1526 the pound of 5,760 grains was adopted instead of that of
5,400 grains, so that 5;‘,-,;thof a lb. Troy was increased to 24 grains, and remains
so at the present time.

(3.) Styaa Serz'es.—The styca circulated in Northumbria for about two
centuries from 670. It was a coin allied in form to the sceat rather than to the
penny. The weight varied from 19 to 14 grains. The early issues were in base
silver, but it was afterwards struck in copper in imitation of the Roman coins
which preceded it.

About 875 the penny was introduced in place of the styca by the Danish kings
of Northumbria.

The coinages of the Anglo-Saxon period reflect the general history of the
various kingdoms. The rise of a kingdom to a position of relative political
importance is marked by the initiation of a local currency, which ceases on the
decline of the kingdom and its absorption by more powerful neighbours.

The duration of the coinages in the several kingdoms of Mercia (A),
Kent (B), East Anglia (C), Northumbria (D), and Wessex (E), followed
in 959 by the coinage for all England. (F), is illustrated by the horizontal
lines on the chart (page iv.). Approximate dates are inserted to show how the
various periods of issue overlap.

The order of the kingdoms on this chart, while not strictly chronological, is
that adopted by Mr. H. A. Grueber* of the British Museum, and has been
followed in the arrangement of the few coins of this period which are in the
Mint collection.

In Kent the right of coinage was held by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who
issued coins concurrently with the regal series. A quasi-ecclesiastical series was
issued in East Anglia. This was a coinage struck in memory of St. Eadmund,
king of East Anglia, who was murdered by the Danes in 870.

An ecclesiastical series concurrent with the regal series also circulated in
Northumbria, being issued by the Archbishops of York. Under the Danish rule
in Northumbria the St. Peter pence of York constituted a quasi-ecclesiastical
series. The period of issue is uncertain, but it is considered to have been from
about 920 to 940.

The penny series was characterised throughout this period by general uni
formity of type. The obverse design usually consisted of the king’s bust, which
though generally feeble does not altogether lack individuality, but sometimes of
a cross, while the reverse design was some form of cross or other religious symbol.
The obverse inscription was the king’s name and title, and on the reverse was the
name of the moneyer who was responsible to maintain the standard Weight and
fineness of the coin, and, in later years of the period, the name of the mint was
added.

The various Anglo-Saxon kingdoms while under separate rule usually
possessed one chief mint, London being the principal mint of Mercia. The
multiplication of mints began with the growth of Wessex towards supremacy,
and rapidly increased to nearly forty during the reign of Eadgar, the first king
of all England (959-975), and to twice this number during the reigns of his
successors.

The earliest monetary law extant is of the reign of Aethelstan of Wessex. It
was then enacted by the Council of Greatley (928) that there should be one kind
of money throughout the realm, and no coins were to be struck except within
the city gates. Each burg was entitled to at least one moneyer. Important

* Handbook of the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland, 1899.
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towns had more. London was granted eight ruoneycrs. The result of this
measure was the rapid increase in the number of mints, to which reference has
already been made.

The first distinct assertion that coining was exclusively a royal prerogative
was made by Aethelred II. about 997, but this right had probably existed
previously. Up to the close of the 10th century, however, it was shared by
the archbishops.

There were also moneys of account, such as the pound (240 pennies), the mark
(12-1)pennies), the mancus (30 pennies), the éra (3 or 3%shillings), the shilling
(4 or 5 pennies), and the thrymsa (equal to the triens, which was a third of the
Roman solidus). There are no coins extant corresponding with these denomina
tions. There are a few gold pieces extant of the sceat period, but apparently
there was no regular currency in this metal.

(A). KINGDOM OF MERGIA.

The coinage of Mercia consisted at first of sceattas, which were issued for
about a hundred years (655-760). Tn the reign of Offa. (7 57-796) the penny was
first coined. Oifa’s coins “are remarkable for their artistic excellence, both in
design and execution, and in this respect far surpass succeeding issues. The
types are numerous and varied.”

The penny series continued to be issued throughout the period of the inde
pendence of Mercia, which began to decline after the death of Coenwulf in 822,
and after many vicissitudes finally disappeared in 878, when, by the treaty of
Wedmore between Aelfred and Guthorm, the Danish leader, Mercia was divided
between Wessex and East Anglia.

The chief mints of Mercia were London and Canterbury.

(a). Sonar SERIES (Gino. A.D. 655-760).

16, Sceatta, Ob-11., TIC; radiate bust to right; behind, A
between two annulets. Rev., a square compartment

TT
enclosing letters thus arranged, O/ \

Keary, i.
, pl. i.
, 5
.

1'7. Sceatta-.
from the back, on each side a small cross.
representation of No. 16.

Obv., bird to right with long feathers standing up
Rev., a rude

Keary, i.
,

pl. ii., 8
.

18, Sceatta, Obv., full-faced head between two crosses.

a dragon to the left, looking to the right.
Reu.,

Keary, i.,p1. iii., 18.

(b). PENNY Snmns (760-874).

OFFA, 757-796.

"19. Penny. 01212., >
X

<

OFFK MEREIOR ; draped bust to right
with plaited hair. 1{8’U., EIXDHVN ; a lozenge-shaped
compartment containing a cross and dots; the sides of
the compartment are incurved, and terminate in crosses

(Eadhun or Eadmund).
Kean-;1/, i.

,

pl. xv. 8
.

SILVER.
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OOENWULF, 796-822.

29. Penny. 0bv., >
X

-<

COENVVLF REXT; bust to right with
diadem. Rev., >

{
<

DIORTOD TONETK; cross fleury
of peculiar shape, with pellet in centre (Diormod,
moneyer).

Keary, i.
,

pl. viii., 16.

21. Penny. Obv., similar to No. 20. Rev., + PERNEKRD
MON ETK. Similar type to No. 20 (Werneard, moneyer).

BURGRED, 853-874.

22. Penny_ Obv., BVRERED REX, diademed bust to right.
MON

Rev., DVDI-ERE ; the upper and lower lines enclosed in
ET7I .

lunettes (Cuthere. moneyer).
Keary, i.

, pl. x., 9.

23, Penny, Obv., BVRE-RED IREX; bust to right with diadem.
MON

Rev., EENRED ; the upper and lower lines enclosed in
ET7-I

lunettes (Cenred, moneyer).
Kem-y, i.

, pl. x., 9
.

24, Penny, Obv., BVRDRED REX; bust to right with diadem.
MON

Rev., >
{

<

DVDDK ; the upper and lower lines in lunettes
ET7I

(Dudda, moneyer).
Keary, i.

, pl. x., 15.

(B). KINGDOM OF KENT.

The coinage of Kent belongs entirely to the penny series, and is divided into
two classes, viz., those issued (a) by the kings of Kent and (b) by the Archbishops
of Canterbury.

The regal series lasted for some sixty years only, commencing in the reign of
Ecgbert (765-791) and closing with the reign of Baldred (807-825). At this date
the kingdom was annexed by Wessex.

Although Kent was an older kingdom than Mercia, it was in the latter that
the new penny coinage was first introduced. And from the first Mercia seems to
have exercised a certain amount of direction and control over the monetary
matters of Kent, as well as over its government, the same moneyers at times
striking for the two kingdoms.

(a). REGAL Snmns (765-825).

ECGBERHT, 765-791.

“'25. Penny. Obv., + EGCBERHT. In centre, R, Rev.,
VDD E between two dotted lines; above and below, a

cross with dots within a floral ornament (Udd).
Keary, i.

, pl. xi., 1
.
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7

CUTHRED, 798-807.

*26. Penny. 0bv., -p EVDRED REX EANT; diademed bust SILVER.
to Fight Rev-. >X< SIDEBERI-Tl MONET/\; GPOSB

pommée over cross pattée (Sigebert, moneyer).
Keary, i.

,

pl. xi., 4
.

BALDRED, 807-825.

"27. Penny. Obv., -1- BKLDRED REX ERNT; bust to right,
diademed. Rev., >

{
<

DIORTOD TONETK; in centre,
ofi \7R En fs [= DOROVERNIA CIVITAS] (Diormod,
moneyer of Canterbury).

Keary, i.
, pl. xi., 8
.

"28. Penny. 0111)., BALDRED REX || bust to right, an
demei R611-, >

X
<

EDELTOD TOI/ETK; star of six
wedge-shaped rays issuing from a circle (Ethelmod,
moneyer).

Keary, i.
, pl. xi., 9.

(b). ECGLESIASTICAL SERIES (765-914).

The archiepiscopal series commences with the coins of Jaenberht, who was
Archbishop of Canterbury from 766 to 790. The dominating influence of Mercia

is illustrated by the fact that his coins bear the name of Offa, king of Mercia, on"
the reverse, as those of his successor, Aethelbeard, bear the name, first of Ofia and
subsequently of Coenwulf.

Both regal and ecclesiastical coins were struck at the Canterbury mint, many
having the mint-name Dorobernia (Canterbury) on the reverse.

The Archbishops of Canterbury continued to exercise the right of coining
after the incorporation of Kent with Wessex. Plegmund (890—9l4) was the last
Archbishop in Anglo-Saxon times to strike coins diifering in type and legend
from the regal issues.

A coin of Lincoln bears the name of St. Martin, and is allied to the “ St. Peter”
money of York.

JAENBERHT (Archbishop), 757-796.

"29. Penny. 0bv., >
1

.

UXENBERHT 7YF,‘,EP; eight-rayed star.

Rev., @F Fll Within an ornamental compartment, a dotted
REX g

line dividing the inscription.
Keary, i.

, pl. xii, 2.

PLEGMUND (Archbishop), s9c»e14.

30. Penny. Obv-. -1- PLEEMVHD EDIXE. Within inner
circle, Xl__3_F. _Rev., DIKRVKLDM >§:; with five
pellets on the field (Diarwald, moneyer).

Keary, vol. i.
,

pl. xiii., n. 11.
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(0). KINGDOM OF EAST ANGLIA.

The coinage of East Anglia comprised a regal and a quasi-ecclesiastical series.

The date of the commencement of the East Anglian regal coinage can only be
ascertained approximately. A coin of Beonna, who reigned about 760, is the
earliest assigned to this kingdom. But of the eight kings named on East Anglian
coins only three are mentioned in history. The last king to strike coins in this
province was the Danish chieftain Guthorm, who was defeated by Aelfred at
Ethandune in 878, and being baptised under the name of Aethelstan, East Anglia
was placed under his rule. After Guthorm’s death in 890, East Anglia was
incorporated by the kingdom of Wessex.

The earliest coins, viz., those of Beonna and Aethelberht, were allied to the
sceat type, but were succeeded by the penny series in the reign of Eadwald
(L'l:'I‘l/‘.s19-s25).

(a). REGAL SERIES (760-890).

JETHELBERHT, 794.

"31. Penny (Sceat). 0011., + EDILBERI-T -
3- LVL (inscrip

tion partly in Runic letters); bust to right, diademed.
Rev., REX ; a dotted compartment within which are the
wolf and twins ; several dots in the exergue.

Keary, i.
, pl. xiv., 2
.

EADWALD, 819-825.

01111-, EA DV7Xl'D REX in three lines divided by
two dotted lines. Reu., EDI DI/1 OD within the four
compartments of a quartered quatrefoil (Eadnoth).

Keary, i.
, pl. xiv., 3
.

‘32. Penny.

ZETHELSTAN I., 825-837.

'33. Penny. Olw., >
{

<

EDELZEKH REX; bust to right. Rev.,

1
- (‘OOH (")OHET7-i in three lines; various dots in the

field Mon moneyer .( ’ )

Keary, i.
, pl. xiv., 5
.

34. Penny. 0bv., KEDILQJTRH R; cross pattée with dots in
the angles. Rev., I-HOHH-IO ' H I- ET; cross pattée

(Mon, moneyer).
Keary, i.

,

p. 85, n. 11 (variety).

*35. Penny, Obv., >11 EDEDUJTAN. In centre K. Rev.,

>
X

<

REX - 7
X - A - IE. In centre I.

Keary, i.
,

p. 86, n. 86.

ETHELWEARD, 837-850.

'36. Penny. ow, + EDEL - l> mo REX; in centre K and
dots. Rev., >

1
<

DVDDK MODE; c1‘0BB Pflttée with
pellets in the angles (Dudda).

Kear-y, i.
, pl. xv., 2
.
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BEORHTRIC, 852.

*3'7. Penny. 0bv., >
1

<

BEORHTRIE REX ; in gentry 7X- Rev-, SILVER

>
{

<

-1
-

EFEH7-(RD ; in centre, a cross pattee with a pellet
in each angle (Ecghard).

K _ I 8eary, 1., p . xv., .

[s'r.] EADMUND, 857-870.

38. Penny. ()bv., 4
- EKDMVND REX; in centre. 7X. Rev-,

+ EKDMKLD MO; cross pattée with (lots in angles

(Eadwald).
Keary, i.

,

pl. xvi., 7 (variety).

39. Penny. 0bv., + EKDMVND REX KN ; cross pattée with
cresconts in angles. Rev., >X<H-{Oh EDELDVLF (retro
grade) ; cross pattée with wedges in angles (Ethelwulf).

Keary, i.
,

p. 93, n. 74.

40. Penny. Obv., EKDMVND RE KN (retrograde); cross

pattée with crescents in the angles. Rev., REBEL
HELH-i; cross pattée with wedges in the angles

(Aethelhelm).
Kewry, i.

,

p. 90, n. 9
.

(b). Eoonnsmsrronn Snares (870-905).

SAINT EADMUND, 857-870.

MEMORIAL Comnen (871-901).

Eadmund, king of East Anglia, was taken prisoner by the Danes in 870 and
slain on his refusal to renounce Christianity. In the ensuing thirty years a great
number of coins were struck as memorials of his martyrdom. There is a

.

general
uniformity of type, but the names of the moneyers include some of Danish and
some of Frankish origin. Though the coins were for circulation in East Anglia,
they appear to have been struck at York.

41-6()_ Pennieg having on the obverse K with dots or pellets,
and on the reverse a

. cross pattée. The legends are as
follow :——

41, Obv., >14 cnCE7ilDMVN E. Rev., + KOKLBERTE (Adel

b ‘t .el )

Kedry, i.
,

p. 101, n. 155.

42_ 0bv_., >X<BCEKDMVNDRE. Rev., >}<KDRKDVSVVONE
(Adradus).

Kea/ry, i.
,

p. 103, n. 185.
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SILVER. 43, 0bv.,>{< c/JCEKDMVNDRE. Rev., >
1

1

BOSEEIN MONETK
(Bosecin).

Keary, i.
,

p. 110, n. 299.

Rev., >
1

1

DKIEMOVID44. Ob"-, ‘P SCEEKDMVNDRE.
MOVI ET7-I (Degemund).

K _

1

__
Meary, 1., p . xvu., .

Rev., >
1

1

EONRIL MDONI:

Kaary, i.
,

p. 136, n. 660.

45, Obv., >
X

<

EDM¢/>NRGVlD.
(Eonru P).

Rev., 4
- GRIMO MONET/\

Kaary, i.
,

p. 118, n. 419.

46, Obv., >
{

<

SCETIDMUNDRE.
(Grime).

47, Obv., + SCERDMVNDRE. Rev.,>1< ODVLF ME FECIT
(Odulf).

Keary, i.
,

pl. xviii., 4
.

Rev., >
1

1

OMIIOI/ll : 7IIR| (On

Keary, i.
,

p. 123, n. 490.

48_ Obv., >
X

<

SCL7i-MVI/1|.
nonea).

Rev., >
1

4

O ll ll ON E7ill7I

Keary, i.
,

p. 123, n. 481.

49, 0bv., >
1

4

QCEGKDMVNDRE.
(Onnonea).

50_ Obv., >
1

1

cnCE7ilDMVND.
(Otbert).

Rev., >
1

<

OTBER TIVI O

Keary, i.
, pl. xvii., 5.

51_Obv., >
1

1

coCE7I|NM|DR. Rev.,

(Quaran).

>
1

‘

QVRTINMO

Keary, i.
, pl. xviii., 9
.

52, Obv., >
{

<

SCEYIDMVNDR. Rev., + RKTI-ER MOFETK
(Rather).

Keary, i.
,

p. 125, n. 517.

Rev., >
{

<

‘IIEKRTVIODII

Keary, i.
,

p. 125, n. 521.

53, Obv., >
1

1

SCEKIDMVNDE.
(Reart).

54_ 0bv., >14 UJCEKDINVNDRE. Rev., >11 QISLEFN MOIE
(Risleca ?).

Keary, i.
, pl. xviii., 11.

Rev, -1
- . m
i

. IGE =

Keary, i.
,

p. 129, n. 573.

55, Obv., >
1

4

UJC EKDN DVIE.
FYI MON (Risleca or Sisleca).
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56, Obv.,+ERDl|VlD7IECl(retrog.). Re/v.,+cnlE|»\lONDV|OV|E SILVER.

(Saemond).
Keary, i.

,

p. 127, n. 548.

5'7_ 0bv., >{<r/JCETIDMVNDRE. Rev., >
1

-1

0>|GEMVND MON
E7IP (Sigemund).

K 1 Iem-y, i.
,

p . xviii., 6
.

58, 0bv., >
{

<

UJCETIDIIVNE. Rev., >
1

4

CATEPHIINHUJI
(Stephen).

Keary, i.
,

pl. xix., l.

59, 0bv., + VVIEDVLEVIOVE. Rev., >14 DYICIEMVNDIE
(Waedulf: The moneyer’s name, in this instance, is

placed on the obverse).
Keary, i.

,

p. 131, n. 604.

60_ Obv., v
-X

1

SCETIDMVNDREX. Rev., >
{

<

VVINIGER
MONETK (Winiger).

Kem-y, i.
, pl. xix., 3
.

(D). KINGDOM OF NORTHUMBRIA.

The Northumbrian coinage consists of two distinct series, viz.: (1) that of
the styca, and (2) that of the penny. The styca series was issued by Anglian
kings, and was followed by the penny series struck by Danish invaders who
seized the government of the kingdom.

The stycas were of base silver and degenerated into copper. In distinction
from soeattas, the coins usually bore the name of the king, and those of the later
issues that of the moneyer. Ecgfrith (670-685) is the first king of Northumbria
whose coins are known.

From the time of Ecgberht, Archbishop of York (734-766), an ecclesiastical
series of styca coins was concurrent with the regal series.

(a). REGAL (ANGLIAN) Snmas (670-867.)

EANRED, 808-841.

61. St ca. Obv. + EAI/lRED RE with small cross in cent e.

yRev., + EORDRED, cross iii centre.

I COPPER‘

Keary, i.
,

p. 151, n. 142.

62, Styca, 01112., + EAN RED RE., cross in centre. Rev.,

+ MOM N E
,

cross in centre (Monne).

Keary, i.
,

p. 156, n. 223.

ZETHELRED II., 841-848.

63_ St,yca,_ 0bv., + KEDI LRE R., cross in centre. Rev.,
+ 7ILDHERE., cross in centre, but with pellet in each
angle (Aldhere). ~

Keary, i.
, pl. xxi., 16.
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CO PPER. 64—5- Stycw Obv-. + EDILRED REX., cross in centre.
Rev-, + E7“/IRED . X ., cross in centre.

Keary, i.
, pl. xxi., 19.

66. Styca. 0511-, + AEILRED, pellet in centre. Rev.,
EANRED, pellet in centre.

Keary, i, p. 165, n. 350.

6'7. Styca. Obv-,
enclosing pellet.
enclosing a pellet.

+ EDILRED, in centre a circle of dots
Rev., + MONNE, a circle of dots

Keary, i.
, pl. xxii., 10.

68“9- Stycas. 0511-. + 1
- EDILRED +, cross in centre. .R8'L'.,

+ VVLFRED, four pellets arranged cruciformly with
a larger pellet in centre.

Keary, i.
, xxii., pl. 14.

REDWULF, 844.

70_ Sf,y(3a,_ Obv., + REDVLF RE, cross in centre, the whole
within a circle of dots. Rev., + BRODER, cross in
centre, the whole in a centre of dots.

(b). ECOLESIASTICAL (ANGLIAN) SERIES (734-867).

WIGMUND (Archbishop of York), 837-854.

71. Styca. Obv., + VICSMVND IREP; cross in centre. Rev.,
+ EOEN RED ; cross in centre (Coenred).

Keary, i.
,

p. 193, n. 723.

72, S1;ycg,_ Obv., + VICFMVVID; cross in centre. Rev.,
+ E[DE|"]HE|'M (Ethelhelm) ; cross in centre.

Keary, i.
,

p. 194, n. 741.

'73_ Styca,_ Obv., + VIGMVND AREP; cross in centre. Rev.,
+ EDILVEARD ; cross in centre (Ethelweard).

Kean-y, i.
,

p. 195, n. 749.

'74, Styca, Obv., + VIGMVI/1D IR; pellet within a circle of
pellets. Rez/'., + HVVILYYF ; cross in centre (Hunlaf).

Kearg/, i.
,

p. 197, n. 781.

Obv., + VIGMVND - IR, 1"etr0., circle of pellets
with a large one in centre. Rev., + HVNLKF, retr0.,
circle of pellets, but with a smaller pellet in the centre

(Hunlaf).

75. Styca.

Kaary, i.
,

p. 197, n. 791.
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(0). REGAL (Dnmsn) SERIES (875-954).

The coinage of Northumbria was assimilated to that of the southern kingdoms
by the introduction of the silver penny about 875. This change in the currency
of the .province was initiated by Halfdan the Viking, the first Danish ruler in
Northumbria. Halfdan‘s successor, Guthred, established a regular coinage, and
struck coins in his baptismal name of Onut. Many of his coins bear the obscure
inscription, CVN . NET . Tl, on the reverse.

Eric was the last Danish king who struck coins for Northumbria. In 954 he
was expelled by Eadred of Wessex, who thereupon assumed the government of
the province. Shortly afterwards the kings of Wessex styled themselves the
sole monarchs of England.

GNUT (GUTHRED), circa 877-894.

76-8_ P9111111-3g_ 0bv., C N V T arranged at extremities of
limbs of long cross ; between limbs R E X (dots). Rev.,
X CVN -1

-

N ET -I
- T|., cross pattée, pellet in two angles.

Keary, i.
, pl. xxv., 1
.

SILVER.

79. Penny. Similar types and legends to Nos. .76—8, but having

a pellet in each angle on the rev.

80-6, Pennieg, Obv., C N V T at extremities of limbs of

a patriarchal cross inverted, having a pellet in each
angle, with REX between the limbs of the cross and
clusters of dots. Rev., + CVN ; NET Tl 1-, cross
pattée in centre, with a pellet in two angles.

Keary, i.
,

pl. xxv., 3
.

(d). ECCLESIASTICAL (Dnmsn) SERIES (920-940).

During the time of issue of the Dano-Norse penny series (920-940), quasi
ecclesiastical coins were struck at York. The exact date of this coinage is

uncertain, but the period of issue is stated to be not earlier than 900 nor later
than 940. This coinage. which was struck under Danish rule, corresponded in
character with the “St. Eadmund ”

coinage of East Anglia. It is known as the
“ St. Peter" money.

8'7. Penny (York). Obv., + sc| PETR MO; between the two
lines of the legend, a sword to right, and a cross pattée ;

between the R and M a pall or mitre reversed. Rein,

>
1

<

EB>§:RKCEl ; within an inncr circle a cross pattée,
with dot in each angle; the letter IX between two small
crescents.

Keary, i.
, pl. xxx., 1
.

88. Penny (York). 0bv., sc |E TRN ; the legend in two lines
divided by three dots; a dot below the legend. Rev.,

>
{

<

EBORTY CIV ; a cross pattée within an inner circle.

Keary, i.
, pl. xxx., 5
.



14 ENGLISH come.

SILVER. 89. Penny (York). 0bv., §;' IPETR IN ; dots and triangles in
the field. Rev., >{<EBORNCECI ; a cross pattée within
an inner circle.

Keary, i.
, pl. xxx., 6 (variety).

90. Penny (York). Obv., SCIPETR IIIO; dots and triangles
in the field. Rev., >{< EBORKCECI-1'; a cross pattée
within an inner circle.

Keary, i.
,

pl. x!x., 6 (variety).

(E). KINGDOM OF wnssnx (825-959).

The coinage of Wessex is of the penny series only, the first issues being made
by Eogbeorht about 825. This kingdom gradually acquired supremacy over
the others of the Heptarchy, and its coinage eventually became the coinage of
all England.

About 830 Ecgbeorht obtained the ascendancy over Mercia, and struck pennies
in London which are interesting as being the earliest Anglo-Saxon coins inscribed
with the mint-name of London.

Aelfred the Great struck coins bearing the mint-name of London, some having
this name on the reverse in the form of a monogram (No. 98). The device of
the monogram seems to have been introduced by Halfdan the Viking, who took
possession of London in 874, and struck coins with this device, in imitation of
contemporary Frankish coins.

In the reign of Aethelstan, it was ordered by the Council of Greatley, 928, that
one kind of money only should be used throughout the realm.

AETHELWULF, 838(?)—858.

91. Penny. Obzx, -P 7-YEDELVVF REX . Bust to right. Rev.,

>
X

<

HVNRED MON ETK ; the inscription arranged upon
the limbs and in the angles of a beaded cross (Hunred).

Keary, ii., p. 18, n. 72.

AETHELBEARHT, 858-866.

Obv., >{< 7iEDELBE7lR[|-T] REX .

right. Rev., DEEBEYYRI-T MONETYY . arranged
upon the limbs of a beaded cross and in the angles.
(Degbearht.)

92. Penny. Bust to

Keary, ii., p
.

23, n. 15.

AETHELRED I., 863-871.

93. Penny. 0bv., + KEDELRED REX. Diademed bust w
right. R6U., >

{
<

DVDD Z MONETA; the inscription
is in three lines, the upper and lower being enclosed in
lunettes Dudd .( )

Keary, ii., p. 29, n. 13 (variety)
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wnssnx. . , L15

AELFRED, 871—901.

94-5. Pennies. Obv.-. >
1

1

ELFRED REX D<>R<> round an SILVER

inner circle enclosing a small cross pattée. Rev., DI7iRV
ALDM<> in two lines, with pellets in the field

(Diaruald).
Keary, ii., pl. iv., n. 9

.

96. Penny. Obv. as No. 94. Rev., D|7IRl/1 LDM<> in two
lines, with pellets in the field (Diaruald).

Keary, ii., pl. iv., n. 9.

9'7. Penny. Obv., >11 EL FR ED RE around an inner circle
enclosing a small cross pattée. Rev. as No. 94.

Keary, ii., p. 65, n. 261.

98. Penny (London). 0bv., /ELFRED R. Bust to right,
diademed. Rev., LONDON IA in monogram ; four
pellets above and four below.

Keary, ii., pl. v., n. 3 (variety).

EADWEARD THE ELDER, 901-925.

99. Penny." 0111)., >
1

1

EADVVEARD REX. Asmallcross pattée

within an inner circle. Rev., IOHAN MO >
1

1

in two
lines divided by three crosses pattées (John).

Kearg/‘s type ii. ; this moneyer is not noted. '5

AETHELSTAN, 925-941.

100. Penny (London). 0bv., + /E+)E|_:'r7m REX, Bust to

right, diademed. Rev.. >
1

1

LIOFHELM MO LOND El.
Small cross pattée within an inner circle. (Liofhelm.)

Keary, ii., p. 111, u. 67.

EADMUND, 941-946.

101. Penny. Obv., >11 EYYDMVND RE around an inner circle
enclosing a small cross pattée. Rev., MAN >11 NA NO .

arranged in two lines separated by three crosses-pattées,
with a triangle of pellets above and below (Manna).

Kearg, ii., p
.

136, u. 105.
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SI LVER.

EADRED, 946 -955.

102. Penny. 0bv., EADRED REX around a small cross pattée.
Rev., VVLFZTN MO arranged in two lines separated
by three crosses, above and below, a rosette of pellets.
(Uulfstan.) -

Keary, ii., p. 153, n. 87.

103. Penny. Similar type, but reading MVNRED MO (Mllnred
for Hunred) on the reverse.

Keary, ii., p. 149 (variety of Hunted coins).

104.
Penlrliy.)

Similar type, but reading FRODRIE MO (Fro
t ric .

Keary, ii., p. 148, n. 44 (variety).

EADWIG, 955-959.

105. Penny(York). 0bv., EYYDVVIE REX. Small cross pattée
in centre, the inscription being between two circles.
Rev., FREQ OE + NO DERI, in three lines a rosette
of pellets above and below within a double circle.
(Freothric of York.)

Keary, ii., p. 159, n. 10.

(F). KINGDOM OF ENGLAND (959-1066).

The coinage of Wessex gradually merged into that of all England. Eadgar
during the lifetime of his brother Eadwig reigned as under-king over the
country between the Thames and the Firth of Forth. On succeeding Eadwig in
959 Eadgar became sole monarch of all Britain, and from this time a. permanent
union of the Heptarchic kingdoms was maintained.

Under the sole monarchs the number of mints and moneyers was largely
increased, particularly in the reign of Aethelred II. Many varieties of reverse
type were also introduced, but on the obverse the king's bust was usually
represented in profile. Two exceptions occur in the reign of Edward the
Confessor. In one case the king is represented as seated on his throne. Thi is
known as the “ sovereign" type, because this style of enthroned efiigy occurs on
the gold sovereign introduced by Henry VII. The second exception is the full
faced bust, which is found on some of the coins of the Saxon monarch. This
type of bust was afterwards adopted by Henry II. (1154-1189), and from his
time to the reign of Henry VII. (1485-1509) it prevailed exclusively on English
coins.

Throughout this period the reverse of the coins bore the names of both
moneyer and mint, Eadgar being the last king to strike coins without the
mint-name.

To obtain sub-divisions of the penny for the purposes of trade, the practice
appears to have originated in the reign of Aethelred I I. of cutting the penny into
halves and quarters to pass as halfpence and farthings. The cross on the reverse
served as a rough guide for making equal divisions. There are a few contem
p'ora.ry coins extant weighing from 6 to 12 grains each which are considered by
some to have been intended to pass current as parts of the penny. These may,
however, have been pennies of light weight.



EADGAR. 17

EADGAR, 959-975.

106. Penny, (Keary’s type i.
) Obv., inscription between two SILVER.

circles, enclosing a small cross pattée . >14 E71DE71R
RE". Rev., moneyer’s name in two lines separated by
three crosses-pattées, and a triangle of dots above and
below 71LBVTC NO (Albutic).

Keary, ii., p. 177, n. 71.

107. Penny. Types as No. 106. 01211., >
1

1

EKDEKR REX. Rev.,
DVR7-1ND MO (Durand). K __

178 84eary, 11.,p. , n. .

108-9_ Pennigg_ Types as No. 106. 0bv., >14E-71'DE.'71R REX“.
Rev., E71NVLF No (Eanulf). K I 8 86eary, ii., p. 7 , n. .

110, Penny. Types as No. 106. Obv., >}< E71DE'71 ' R REX.
Rev., FKRDEN NIO (Farthen).

Kea1'_1/,ii., p. 179, n. 92.

111. Penny. Types as No. 106. Obv., >}< EKDEKR ' REX.
Rev., P-ERIEER NO (Heriger).

Keary, ii., p. 180, n. 102.

112. Penny. Types as No. 106. 0bv., >}<E71E'71'R REX. Rev.,

IVE NON EN‘ I .( V6)
Keary, ii., p. 182, n. 116.

113. Penny. Types 8.8 No. 106. 01.11., -1
- E71DE71R REV.

Rcv., + vm BEI N T40 (Unbein).
Kcary, ii., p. 181, n. 109.

114. Penny. Types as before on 0bv., but inscription on rev.
between two circles enclosing a small cross pattée
(Keary’s type iii.). Obv., E71DE71R ' REX". Rev.,

+ FAXTOLF >:<_
MOI (Fastolf).

Keary, ii., p. 188, n. 17 6 (variety).

115. Penny. Typesas No.l14. 01122., EADE ' AR'REX - Rev.,

>
1

1

FAXTOLF<lOD'F : (Fastolf and Oda).
Keary, ii., p. 189, n. 183.

116. Penny (London). Obv., crowned bust to right, dividing the
inscription, which is between two circles, >]< EADEAR
REX . (Keary’s type v.) Rev., inscription between two
circles enclosing a small cross pattée, /EDERED
MON ETA LVN (Aethered).

Keary, ii. p. 172, n. 36.

9070 B
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SILVER.

AETHELRAED II., 979-1016.

117. Penny (London). 0bv., + /EDELRED REX KNDLO.
Bust to left, diademed within an inner circle. Rev.,

>
}

<

/ELFEJIR M'O LVNDEN. Small cross pattée
within an inner circle (Aelfgar).

Keary, ii., Pl. xv., n. 2
.

118, Penny (London). Obv., >
X

<

/EDELRED REX ANBLO.
Bust to right diademed, within an inner circle. Rev.,

>
{

<

PVLFSSTAN MTO LVNDONI. Within_an inner
circle, the Hand of Providence between A and 6
(Wulfstan).

Keary, ii., pl. xv., n. 8
.

119. Penny (London). Obv., inscription as No. 118. Bust to
left, diademed, with sceptre having a cross pommée.
Rev., >

1
4

/ELFD/\R M"O LVN. Short cross voided,
with the letters C R V X in the angles (Aelfgar).

Keary, ii., pl. xv., n. 3.

120. Penny (London). Obv., + /EDELR/ED REX ANILOX.
Bust to left with sceptre. Rev., >{< BYRHTLAF M"O
LVN (Byrhtlaf). Voided cross within inner circle. In
angles E RVX.’

Keary, ii., p. 226, n. 215.

121. Penny (London). Obv., >
1

4

/EDELRED REX TINI. Rude
bust to left, with radiate hair terminating in pellets,
dividing the inscription. Rev., >1-4 BRVNSTAN M'O
LVN D. Voided cross, each limb terminating in three
crescents, with irregular markings between the angles

(Brunstan).
Keary, ii., pl. xv., n. 4

.

122. Penny (London). Obv., /EDELRED REX KN. Armoured
bust to left. Rev., LEOF PINE MO LVN. Long cross
voided as No. 121, upon a square having three pellets at
each angle and a pellet in the centre (Leofwine).

Kem-y, ii., pl. xv., 1
.

123. Penny (Winchester). Types and obv. inscription as No. 119.
Rev., >

1
4

LEOFPOLD M "O Pl NT (Leofwold).
Keary, ii., p. 239, n. 364.

GNUT, 1016-1035.

124. Penny (Lincoln). Obv., >[< ENVT . REEX Bust to

left with sceptre having cross pommée. Rev., >
-X

4

COL
ERIN . ON . LIN (Oolgrim). Short cross voided
within an inner circle; in the centre, a pellet within a

small circle.
Kcary, ii., p. 280, n. 382.
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125. Penny (Lincoln). Similar types to No. 124. Obv., SILVER.

+ ‘ENVT. REEX. Rev., -1
- LIFINE . ON . LINEO

(Lifine).
Keary, ii., p. 280, n. 839.

126.‘P'enny (Lincoln). Similar types to No. 124. 0bv.,

if ENVT . REEX . 71. Rev., + SPEKRTK . ON .

Ll NCO (Swearta).
Kmry, ii., p. 280, n. 345. ~

127. Penny (Lincoln). Similar types to No. 124. Obv.,

>
{

<

ENV'T . REE. Rev., >11 SPE7YRTBR7Y[N)] Ll
(Sweartbrand).‘

Keary, ii., p. 280, n. 349.

128. Penny (London). Similar types to No. 124. Obv..

+ ENVT REEX. R/30., + /ELP|NE . ON . LVND
(Aelfwine). -

Kear_i/, ii., p. 285, n. 429.

129. Penny (London). Similar types to No. 124. 07112.,

>
1

1

ENV-T . RE 1
- R6U., + BRANN . ON . LVl~D .

(Brunn).

130. Penny (London). Similar types to N0. 124. Obv.,

+ ENV'T REX. R07J., + EDR": ON LVNDEN.

131. Penny (London). Similar types to No. 124. 0111)..

+ ENVT REEX. R/211., >
{

<

L'EOFPOL'D . ON . LV:
(Leofwold).

Keary, ii., p. 286, n. 454.

132. Penny (London). 01111., >{<ENVT REX l\. Bust to left
with sceptre, wearing pointed helmet. Rev., + /ELF
LET ON |_VN DE. Short cross voided within an inner
circle, the limbs springing from two circles enclosing a

pellet; in the angles an annulet enclosing a pellet
(Aelfget).

_ Kearg/, pl. xvii., n. 5
.

133. Penny (London). Obv., >
{

<

ENVT REX YYNDLORVI.
Crowned bust to left within quatrefoil. Rev., >

{
<

/ELFPI
ON LVN). Long cross voided with pellet in centre, each
limb terminating in three crescents, upon a quatrefoil
with pellet at the apex of each cusp (Aelfwi).

Keary, pl. xvii., n. 3
.

134. Penny (Thetford). Similar types to No. 124. 01.11.,

>
X

<

ENVT REE AN. Rev, >
5 /ELFPINE ON DEO

(Aelfwine).
Keaa-y, ii., p. 299, n. 599 (variety).

9070 B 2
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SILVER. 135. Penny (York). Similar types to No. 124, but with fleur
de-lis at end of sceptre. 0bv., >11 ENVT REX . Rev.,

>
1

1

ERVEKN ON EOFER (Crucan).

Kmry, ii., p. 267, n. 170.

136. Penny (York). Similar types to N<>.135. 0bv., + ENV .

REEX. Rev.,>11 HILDVLF ON EOFE (Hildulf).
Keary, ii., p. 268, n. 186.

137. Penny (York). Similar types to No. 135. Obv., + ENVT
REEX Rev., -1- oem on EOFER (Othin).

Keary, ii., p. 268, n. 190.

138. Penny (York). Similar types to No. 135. 0bv., >
1

1

ENVT
REE Rev., >11 R/EFEN ON EOFER (Raefen).

Keary, ii., p. 269, n. 194.

HAROLD I., 1035-1040.

139. Penny (London). 01112.. >
1

1

HAR'OLD REX. Bust to left,
diademed. Rev., >

1
1

PVLE|'7iR ON LVN DE. Cross
formed by four ovals united at their lesser ends by two
circles enclosing pellet (Wulfgar). .

Keary, ii., p. 313, n. 63.

EDWARD THE OONFESSOR, 1042-1066.

140. Penny (Wallingford). 0bv., EADP/\ REX [AN6]. Full
length figure seated facing, enthroned, holding sceptre
and orb. Rev., >11 BRAND ON PALLI. Short CPOBS

voided with a martlet in each angle.

This type is known, from the seated figure of the king on the
obverse, as the “ sovereign

”
penny.

141. Penny (Shrewsbury). 0bv., >
1

1

EADP/\RD RE. Bearded
bust crowned to right, with sceptre. Short cross voided,
each limb of which terminates in an incurved segment
of acircle; in centre, pellet. Around, inscription. Rev.,

>
1

1

PVLM/ER ON UJLOBE (Wulmaer).

Keary, ii., p. 428, n. 1186.

142. Penny (London). 00.1., -p EDPE = . RD REX, Diademed
bust to left, with sceptre (pommée). Rev., >11/ELFPINE
ON LVN DEN E. Short cross voided, the lines springing
from two central circles and gradually expanding (Aelf
wine).

Keary, ii., p. 406, n. 916 (variety).
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143. Penny (London). Obv., + EDRNARR DEX. Diademed smvnn.
bust to left, with sceptre. Rev., + EDLDPINE ON
LVN. Short cross voided within inner circle under
four-sided ornament with three pellets at each angle.

Kea-ry, ii., P1. xxii., n. 7.

144. Penny (London). 001)., EADPARD REX. Bust to right,
with arched crown and sceptre (fleur-de-lis). Rev.,

>
X

<

GODRIE ON LVN. Short cross voided within
inner circle, from which four pyramids with pellets at
the apices point inwards (Godric).

Kean-y, ii., pl. xxii., n. 10.

145. Penny (London). 0111)., EADPARD REX A: Bearded
bust crowned and facing. Rev., ALD6/\R ON
LVND. Small cross pattée within an inner circle
(Aldgar).

Kea-1-y, ii., pl. xxii., n. 9
.

146. Penny (London). Obv., + EDPER'D REX. Bearded
bust to right, with pointed helmet and sceptre (cross) in
front. Rm. >

X
<

EEPIE ONN LVNDENE: Short
voided cross, the ends terminating in three crescents
(Ecwig).

Keary, ii., p
. 410, n. 967.

147. Penny (London). 001)., + EDPA-RD EX. Bust to left,
diademed. Rev., + DIREMA ON LVN. Short cross
voided with pellet in centre (Direma).

Kewry, ii., pl. xxii., n. 8
.

HAROLD 11., 1oee.

148. Penny (London). 01111., + HKROLD REX M6. Bust
to left, crowned; sceptre in front. Rev., >

1
1

SPETMKN
ON LV. Within an inner circle, between two lines, the
word PKX (Swetman).

Keary, ii., p. 469, n. 71.

149. Penny (London). 0022., >{< HAROLD REX l\NG. Bust
to left, crowned; sceptre in front. Rev" >

1
1

OVDGRIM
ON EOF. Within an inner circle, between two lines,
th d PKX O th

'

.e Wor ( u gum)
Keary, ii., p. 463, n. 11.

150. Halfpenny (cut). This piece is half of an Edward the
Confessor penny, struck at the Thetford mint, the coin
having been divided for currency purposes.



22 ENGLISH COINS.

SILVER.

POST-CONQUEST COINS _

The coinage during the Norman period consisted, as in Saxon times, of silver
pennies only. The standard weight of the coins was 22} grains, and the fineness
of the metal was ll oz 2 dwts. per lb., or 925 parts per 1,000, as at the present day.
The king’s bust and his title were placed on the obverse, and on the reverse an
ornamental cross surrounded by the name of the moneyer and the mint, this
general design being variously modified on both the obverse and the reverse of
the successive issues of each reign.

In the absence of definite records and of distinguishing marks on the coins. it
is difllcult to determine with accuracy the exact sequence of the various types,
and the coins of William I. and William II. cannot always be separated with
absolute confidence.

One of the types ascribed to William I. is known as the “ bonnet
”

type from
the style of the bust on the obverse which has a. large crown with fillets on each
side. Another type having II facing bust crowned beneath a canopy is usually
described as the “ canopy

"
type.

A marked deterioration in the style of execution may be observed towards the
latter part of the Norman period, particularly in the case of the coins issued in the
turbulent reign of Stephen.

Halfpennies and farthings were obtained by dividing pennies with a. pair
of shears.

WILLIAM I., 1066-1087.

151-9. Pennies. 051'-, ~14 PILLELM REX. Crowned bust
facing ; sceptre to right, held by right hand. Rev., cross
pattée within a circle ; the letters PTYXS, each in a small
circle, in angles. The inscription around gives the
name of the moneyer and the mint. This type is some
times assigned to William II.

Hawkim, pl. xix., n. 242.

The inscriptions on the reverses are :—

+ BRHTPORD QN BR| (Bristol).

152, -1
- IELFSI ON LEHEEE (Chester).

"X
4 EDP|NE ON EIEST (olllchester).

154. -1
- SILIIEPINE ON GEP (Gloucester).

P
X

‘

PINRED ON L|EPN (Lewes).

156. >
1

<

IEPI ON LVNDEI (London).

157. -1
- LIFPORD ON svos (Southwark).

158. >
1

1

DURBRN ON STNI (Steyning or Stepney).

159. -1- LIOFPOLD ON PINI (Winchester).



WILLIAM 11.
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WILLIAM II., 1087-1100.

160-174 P9nnieg_ Obv., >
1

1

Pl LLELM REX. Crowned bust SILVER
to right ; sword to right in right hand. Rev., inscription
around central circle in which is a cross pattée over cross
fleury.

Hawkins, pl. xix. n. 244.

The inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :

160. >
1

1

PRIHTPOD ON ENT (Canterbury).

161, + LIFINE ON LEIEET (Chester).

162, >
1

1

SEPINE ON IEXEEI (Exeter).

163, >
1

1

EDRIE ON LVNDNEI (London).

164, >
1

1

[G]OD[P]lNE ON SIER (Salisbury).

165. ~
1

1

SEPINE ON HMTIN (Southampton).

166, -1
<

. . . BR ON STAN (Stamford).

167. >
1

1

BRVNIE ON TAMPR (Tamworth).

168. >
1

1

FOLEIERD ON DTFI (Thetford).

169. -1
- GODPINE ON PERI (Wareham).

170. >
1

4

IELFPINE ON PILTI (Wilton).

1'71. >
1

1

BALDRIE ON PIHR (Worcester).

172-4. Unappropriated coins.

175-195. Pennies. Obv., >
1

1

PILLELM REX. Crowned bust
facing; sword to left in right hand. Rev., Inscription
around; in central circle, a cross pattée pierced within
quatrefoil, with a pellet at each angle.

Hawkizw, pl. x.i.x., n. 246.

The inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :

175. >1<SVNO[V]LF ON LEIEE (Chester).

1'76. -1
1

G[ODP|N]E on one:-: (Derby).
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SILVER. 1'77. + BRIHTOD ON GLEP (Gloucester).

1'78. + DVRST ON LINZOL (Lincoln).

179. + o . . . T ON LINEOL (Lincoln).

180. + [EDR]lNE ON LVN) (London).

181. + SE[P]ORD ON MALM (Malmesbury).

182. + SEPORD ON MALM (Malmesbury).

183. + . . . ER ON OR (Norwich).

184. + SPETMAN ON oxw (Oxford).

185. + IERNEPI ON SERV (Shrewsbury).

186. + SEPINE ON HMT (Southampton).

187. + IELFNOD ON STF (Stafiord).

188. -1
- BRVNIE ON TAM“ (Tamworth).

189. + SEFNR ON PITVN (Wilton).

190. + IESTAN ON PINE (Winchester).

191. + . . . . . . N ON PIIEI (Winchester).

192. + ESTMIER ON PIHR (Worcester).

193, >
1

4

IELFGIET ON PORE (Worcester or Dorchester).

194, >
{

<

IELFGIERD ON PH (Worcester).

195. Una,ppropria.ted coins.

196. Penny. Obv.,l>X< PILLELM REX. Bust as on No. 160.

1tev., >X<SPE[TM]AN ON OX (Oxford) ; in central

Cll‘0l6, a cross pattée pierced within quatrefoil as No. 175.
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HENRY? 1., 1100‘-1135.

A great variety of types of pennies were issued in this reign.‘ Those of the
type shown below most commonly occur in “ finds.”

197-223 Pgnni9g_ Obv., >X<hENRlEVS. Crowned bust, three- SILVER.
quarters to left, holding sceptre. Rev., tressure of four
sides, fieured outwardly at angles, upon a cross fleury,
with a pellet in each angle within tressure. Around,
inscription between two circles of pellets.

Hawkins, pl. xx., n. 255.

The inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :

197, >
X

<

[RO]DBE . . ON EAN : (Robert of Canterbury).

198, + £|_w| = ON = NIEOLE (Elwi of Lincoln).

199, >
X

<

BRVNMAN ON [LINE] (Brunman of Lincoln).

200-1. + DEREMAN R : ON : LV (Dereman of London).

202-3. + DEREMAN : ON : LVN : (Dereman of London).

204, >
X

<
. . . . . AN : ON : LVN (Dereman(i) of London).

205-6. + ESTMVND : ON : LVND (Estmund of London).

207-8. + GODRIE = ON = |_vr~o ; (Godric of London).

: LV]NDEN : (Godwin of209-10, hf GODPINE
London).

[ON

211, >
X

<

LIEFRED ON LVND (Liefred of London).

.212. >
X

<

ORDC5AR : ON : LVNDE (Ordgar of London).

213. >X<ROGIR : ON [LVNDENE] (Roger of London).

214, + . . . . . . : ON : LVND (——i- of London).

215. >
1

~

STIF . . [om = NORhAM] (Stephen of Northampton).

216, >
{

<

ALFRIEVS : ON : PINEE (Alfric of
Winchester).

217. + AL[FRlE = om] = PINEES (Alfric of Winchester).
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SILVER. 218, >
1

4

GODPIPE : ON : Pl . . (Godwin of Winchester);

219, >
1

4

[ST|E]FNE : ON : Pl : (Stephen (P) of Winchester).

>11 VLF : ON : EVERPI (Ulf of York).

221-3. Unappropriated coins.

STEPHEN, 1135-1154.

The coins of Stephen’:-1 reign are poor in execution. It is noteworthy, how
ever, that the majority are in close approximation to the standard weight of
221 grains.

226-271. Pennies. Obv-. >14 STIEFNE REX: Crowned bust
to right; sceptre to right in right hand. Rev., cross
moline with pierced ends and tressures floured internally;
inscription around.

Slight variations which occur in the obverse legends are
not noted. The inscriptions which are legible on the
reverses are as follows, but most are undecipherable :

226. >
1

4
. . . . . ON EANT ; (Uanterbury).

227. >14 . . . . EM ; ON ; EANT (Canterbury).

223, >
1

4
. . . = ON = LEPE (Leicester).

229, >
1

4
. . . F ; ON = NIEOL (Lincoln).

230. >
1

4

ESTMVND ; 0N : LVN = (London).

231, >
1

4

[EST] MVND ON Lv = (London).

232. >
1

4

eoomcvs ON LVN (London).

233. >
1

4

eoomcvs [ON] LVN (London).

234. >
1

4

B[RlHT]MAR ; [ON LV]N3 (London).

235. -1
4

- . . E[M]AR ; ON LVN = (London).

236, >14 . . . . . ON LVND : (London).

237, >
1

4
. . . . . [ON] NORPIE (Norwich).

238. >
I<

- - VSTA [ON : N]ORPI : (Norwich).

239, >
1

4
. . . . s = ON = PIL (Wilton).
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24D, wk . . . . ON PINE (Winchester).

241, + . . . . ON : PINE = (Winchester).

242, + . . . . : ON Z EOF (York).

243. + . . . . MFR QN EOFC : (York).

244—271_ On these coins the name of the mint has been either
wholly or partially defaced.

"272. Penny. Obv., >{<STIEFNE. Crowned bust facing, with
sceptre in right hand. Rev., >{<KDTYM 2 ON : DOVRE
(Dover). Short cross voided within a circle, fleured
internally.

"273. Penny. 01.11., -1- STIFENE RE, Crowned bust to right,
with sceptre in right hand. Rev., >

}
<

VRLEO : N 2 QCXIT
(Exeter). Long cross voided over tressure with fleured
arches.

"274. Penny. 0111)., -1
- SIEFNE. Crowned bust facing. Rev.,

-X
4 PILLEMI ; ON ; NOR (Norwich). Gross potent

within an inner circle, fleured internally.

STEPHEN AND HIS CONSORT (MATILDA).

The coin below is considered to have been issued in 1141, when Stephen's
queen commanded the army, and obtained the king’s release.

Coins of this type are very rare.

0

*275. Penny. Obv., >
[< STI EFN E R. Two standing figures facing

each other, between them an upright standard or long
sceptre engrailed, terminating in a lis. Rev., an escar
buncle of four engrailed limbs, each terminating in a lis,
and four plain limbs, each terminating in an annulet;
around, a border of ornaments in place of an inscription.

EMPRESS MATILDA.

Matilda was the daughter of Henry I.
,

and by her second marriage the wife of
Geoffrey Plantagenet. By her father she was nominated his successor, and
coming to England she defeated Stephen the usurper, and in 1141 was
acknowledged empress. The following year her cause lost ground, and she
returned to Normandy.

She was crowned at Oxford, where coins were struck with her name and title
(IM P for Imperatrix). There are also coins of Bristol, London, and Warwick.

"276. Penny. 01w., [+ MA]TlLD| ; IMP . Crowned bust to
right, _with_a sceptre in front. Rev., + SVETIN ; ON ;

OX (Sweting of Oxford). Cross moline with pierced
ends ; the tressures fleury.

SILVER.
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SILVER.

HENRY on BLOIS, BISHOP on WINCHESTER.

Henry of Blois was the younger brother of Stephen, whom he supported in
his seizure of the crown. His allegiance to his brother Stephen is indicated by
the latter’s name and title on the reverse of the coin.

*277. Penny. 0111)., >
1

1

(-
J

hEVl[Rl]CV2 GPC. Crowned bust to
right. with crozier and star in front. Rev., 8[TE]PhK
I/lV8 ' REX. Cross raguled on cross fleury.

‘

EUs'rAon. s0N on STEPHEN.

Eustace, the elder son of Stephen, was made Governor of York, where he
appears to have had authority to strike coins. He died in 1153.

*2'78. Penny. Obv., ® EV2T7¥ElV8 -1- (9. Full length figure
to right with conical helmet; in front, sword in right
hand, and behind, ornaments. Rev., >11 EBOR7-ICI

C
D EDOT8 (York). Cross raguled within quatrefoil,

with an annulet at each cusp, and in each spandril.

ROBERT, EARL or GLOUCESTER.

Robert, Earl of Gloucester, the illegitimate son of Henry I., though he had
sworn fealty to Stephen, took up the muse of the Empress Matilda, and was
leader of her forces from 1139 to 1147.

‘Q79. Penny. 01112., RODBERTVS D . >
1

1

Equestrian figure
to right with conical helmet, and sword in right
hand. Rev., cross pattée over cross fleury; around,
various ornaments with the letter D in place of the
usual inscription.

EUSTACE FITZ JOHN.

Eustace Fitz John was Lord of Knaresborough. He commanded forces in the
north of England against Stephen in 1138. His coins were first differentiated
from those of Eustace, son of Stephen, in 1890 (Num. CIL1-on.,1890, p. 42).

I280. Penny. Obv., >
1

1

EISTKOIIIVS. Lion passant to right;
beneath, two shacklebolts; with cross pattée and annulets
in the field. Rev., cross fleury with fleur-de-lis orna
ments and annulets in the angles ; the usual inscription

is replaced by an ornamental border.

\

Roonn, EARL or WARw1cK.

Roger, Earl of Warwick, was an adherent of the Empress Matilda, by whose
authority he struck coins at Bristol, Canterbury, Lincoln, London, and Warwick

*281. Penny. 0bv., >
1

1

PERERIE (Warwick). Crowned bust to

right, with sceptre in right hand. Rev., >
1

1

GODRICVS :

ON : LV (London). Cross moline with tressures fleured
inwardly.
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HENRY II... 1154-1189.

The policy of the Norman kings appears to have been to change the type of
coin every two or three years, but the first type of Henry II. continued to be
issued for about twenty-five years. In 1180 a reform of the coinage took place
under the superintendence of Philip Aymary of Tours. The new coins were of
superior workmanship, and, from the reverse design, are known as the “ short
eross” type. This type with but slight variations was issued throughout this
and succeeding reigns from 1180 until the year 1248.

301-338_ Pgnnigg (first issue). Obv., crowned bust nearly
facing, with sceptre to left in right hand. Inscription
around. Rev., inscription between two circles enclosing
a cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle.

The inscriptions are as follows :—

301_ Obv., >{<hENRl . REX. Rev., >11WIVLF : ON : EKNTO SILVER.
(Canterbury).

302. Obv., >11hEN . . REX. Rev., >
1

4

WILLE. : ON : ERR.
(Garlisle).

3()3_ 0bv., >{<hENR| REX . Rev., >14 KLWIN . ON : EOLE
(Colchester).

304_ 0bv., >
1

4

hENRI . EX . NGL. Rev., >{-1WFLTIER .

[ON] DVN (Durham).

3()5_ 0bv., >
1

4

hENRl REX 7-INGL. Rev., >
X

<

GVNEELIN :

ON : EXEE (Exeter).

3()6_ 0bv., + hENRl REX YYNGL. Rev., >
X

<

RIEYIRD : ON :

EXEE (Exeter).

30'7_ Obv., >
{

<

hE . . . . RE . Rev., + NIEOLE : [ON] :

. IPES (Ipswich).

308, Obv., + . . NRI R . . RN6 . Rev., >
{

<
. IEOL . : ON :

GIPE (Ipswich).

3()9_ 0bv., >
{

<
. . . .. REX. Rev.. >
1

4

RODBERD : ON :6|PE:
(Ipswich). ’

310, Obv., >14 hEl/1R . REX. Rev., >
{

<

ROD . . . : . N : GIP
(Ipswich).

311, O/»v., ~
1

1

hENR| REX. Rev., >14 TVRS . . . . : GIP
(Ipswich).

312_ 0bv., >
-]

<

hENRl REX. 7IN6L. Rev., >
1

4

[RO]DBERT:
ON ; 6|_OE (Gloucester).
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SILVER. 313.

314.

315.

316.

317.

318.

319.

320.

321.

322.

323.

324.

325.

326.

327.

328.

329.

Obv-,>{<hENRl..... Rev.,>}<.....:ON:|VEL
(Ilchester).

0bv.,+h . . . . . . . ..N6L. Rev.,+W...:.,:
LKNST (Lancaster, or Launceston).

07"’-. + hENRl REX ANGL .

ON : LERES (Leicester).
Rm. + RODBERT =

0bv.,>{< hENRl . REX. ANGL. Rmn, -1
- RAVEN = .

3

IN EO L (Lincoln).

0bv., >
1

1

hENR| RE . ANGL. Rem, >14 YYLWIN : ON :

LVND (London).

Obv., + hENRl . REX. 7me1_. Rmu, + RICK . . = . .

LVN ; (London).

0121)., >
{

<

hENRl REX HN6L.
LVNDEN (London).

Rev., >}< WIT : ON :

01:11., + hENR| REX KN6.

N IVE?-Y (Newcastle).

Rm, >
X

<

\X/ILLEM : ON :

01121., >
}

<

hENRl . R . . KN.
NORH (Northampton).

Reva. >
}

<

RIEKRD : ON :
01111., >

{
<

hENRl REX 7-TNGL. Reva, >
X

<

REIN . . . : ON :

NORh7\ (Northampton).

01:22., + . . . . . REX . KNGL. RP2)., >
{

<

hERBE . T :

ON : NORPI (Norwich).

01/11., >
}

<

hENR| RE.: Rev.,>}< . . . . . M : OI/I : I/IO

(Norwich).

0bv., >{<hENR| REX, Rem, >
{

<

FDKM : ON :OXENF:
(Oxford).

01111., >
{

<
. . . . . REX TYNGL. Rev., >
1

4

7-YDKM : ON :

OXEN FO (Oxford).

0111)., >
{

<

hENRl REX KNG. Rev., >
{

<

LIVR (?). : . N :

SKLEBR (Salisbury).

0b'u., >14 hENR| REX TYNGL. Rev., >
1

1

WILLEM ; ON ;

SE _ ED : (St. Edmundsbury).

01n'.,>[~ hENR| : R . . .

(St-. Edmundsbury).
Rem, >11 PILLKU) : S : EDM _
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330. 0711*-, >
l' - ...l:R:7-K6. Rem, >1<PlL..m:S:sI1.vEn.

EDMVN (St. Edmundsbury).

331, 0bv., + hENR| . . . KN . . Rev., >{< hENR| : ON :

S : ED (St. Edmundsbury).

332, OIm., >{< . . NRI : R : K6. Rem, >
{

<

W. . LEO’) : ON :

€TK (Stamford).

333_ 0111)., + hENRl . REX : Rem, >
{

<

R . . . N . R : ON :

TEN (Taunton).

334_ 07112., >
1

1

hENRl REX KNGL. Rem, >X< TVRS . . N :

ON : TEME : (Temsford).

335_ 0bv., >{<,hENR| : R : 7-KN. Rem, + TVRSTKN : ON :

TE (Temsford).

336_ 07221., >{<hENR . . . . N6L. Rev.-, + [P]KLT|ER : ON :

PILT (Wilton).

337_ Ob?/'., >
1

1

hENRl . REX . 7YN6L. Rem, >X<hERBERT :

ON : WINE (Winchester).

338. om, 4- . ENRI REX RNCSL. Rev., + . . . RDKN =
ON = EVERW . (York).

'

339-54, Pennieg (second issue). Ob1:., crowned bust facing,
with sceptre in right hand. Inscription around.
hGNRI(1VS REX. h’e11., inscription between two circles
enclosing a short cross voided, with a cross botonnée in
each angle.

The inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :—

339, >
5 7iL7ilN . ON . ((7YRD(Oa1-lisle).

340, + RICIUYRD] . ON . HX€(1(Exeter).

341. + WILLHLM . om . Nlq . .(Linco1n).

342, -5 OSBQR . ON . LVND . (London).

343. + PIQRQS . M .

om).
LVN . (London).

344, >§< STIVGNG . ON . LVN . (London: last two letters in
monogram). 3

345. >
X

<

hV6O . ON . NORhT . (Northampton).

346. >X<RHINKLD . ON . NOR . (Norwich).
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SILVER. 347. -1- RICXKRD . on . oxem . (Oxford).

343, -1- RODBGRT . ON .WIL (Wilton).

349, -1
- norm . ow . wmqa (Winchester).

350, -1
-

6OD[\X/|N]& . ow . WIR . (Worcester).

351. -1
- ossaa . on . \X/IRI (Worcester).

352, -1- [OSBJGR . on . WIRI (Worcester).

353, -1
- nveo . ON . €(V€(R\X/I (York).

354. + ISKCI . ow . svsRw| (York).

RICHARD I., 1189-1199.

Richard I. made no change in the inscription on the obverse of the coins

struck in his reign. His coins, however, are to be identified by slight changes

in the treatment of the king’s bust. Historical evidence referring to the
moneyers and the mints is also available.

355-64_ Pgnnie3_ 0bv., similar design to pennies of Henry II.,
but slight difierences in the shape of the bust, the pearls
in the crown, and the number of curls on each side of the
face; the inscription is as before—hqNRl(1VS REX,
Rev., short cross voided with a cross botonnée in each

angle within a circle of pellets.

The inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :—

355_ -1
- R€(lN7iLD . ON . cum . (Canterbury).

356, -1
- 7iL€(lN . on . qnao . (Carlisle).

357, -1
- KLEIN . ow . ovna . (Durham).

353, -1- R|(I7iRD . on . [diam . (Exeter).

359, -1- WILLGLM . on . NKIO . (Lincoln).

360. -1- STIVGNH = om = |_vr~o .(London).

361. -1
- RKNDVL . on . NOR . (biorthampton).

362, -1
- SIMOND . [ow . R]VL7i (Rhuddlan?).

363, -1
- Iva . ON . smop (Shrewsbury).

334, -1
- NIGOLG . om . sva(Y0r1<)
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JOHN, 1 199-1216.

In the reign of John the “short-cross” type of Henry II. was continued
without change of inscription.

A few specimens are known of halfpennies coined by this monarch at London
and Winchester. N o. 4.08 is a cut halfpenny.

365-406. Pennies.

365--6. >
i‘ FRN7-YVD . ON . Cl?-Y . (Canterbury).

337.

333.

369.

'3"/0.

371.

372.

373.

3'74. + lOhAN . ON . aqua (Exeter).

3'75. + RLISRNDRGI . ON . 6| (Ipswich).

376. + monelw . ow .lN|(I (Lincoln).

377. + lOh7XN . ON . LGN (Lynn or Lenn).

378. -1
- KBGL . ON . LVNDQ (London).

3'79. -{< RICIKRD . B . ON . LVN (London).

380-1. + \X/ILLGLM . T . ON . LV (London).

382. + 7-YD?-KM . om . NORh (Northampton).

Obv., design and inscription similar to the
short-cross coinage of Henry II. There are differences
in the shape of the bust. The beard is represented by
straight lines, and there are generally two curls enclosing
pellets on each side of the face. hQNRlC1VS REX.
Rev., short cross voided with a cross botonnée in each
angle.

The reverse inscriptions are as follows, the coinage of
this period being divided into two classes according to
the style of the work (Nos. 368—9, 3S6—7 have a cross
botonnée before the inscription) :

CLASS I.

+ hlVN . ON . (I7-KNTH = (Canterbury).

»
1

-

87-YMVGL . ON - Q7-Y : (Canterbury).

+ SIMON . ON . (U-YN (Canterbury).

+ TOM7-KS . ON . (IAR (Carlisle).

'

+ RKVF . ON . (IKIQ (Ohichester).

>
{

<

WILLELM . ON . (HQ (Chichester).

>
X

<

PIQRGS . ON . DVR (Durham).

SILVER.

9070
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SILVER. 383.

384.

>X<6lFRGl . ON . NOR (Norwich).

+ hGNR| . ON . oqse (Oxford).

385. >
1

1
KLISKN . ON . RO (Rochester).

386-7. -1
- SIMOND . ON . RVL7i (Rhuddlan).

388. >
{

<

FVLKH . ON . S . HDM (St. Edmundsbury).

389-90. >
1

1

BKRTQLMQ - ON . W (Winchester).

391.

392.

+ mczoui . om . ave (York).

+ Remxvo . ON . av (York).

393—4. + TOMKS . ON . avR (York).

395.

396.

CLASS II.

>14 IVN . ON . G7-INTGR (Canterbury).

>
1

1

SKMVQL . ON . CHIN (Canterbury).

397-8, >
1

-1

RKVF. ON . aids (Chichester).

399.

400.

401.

402.

403.

404.

405.

406.

>
{

<

7'\'L|[S7-IN]DRH . ON . 6 (Ipswich).

+ hV€ . ON . NICOLE (Lincoln).

I

>
1

1

R7-IVF. ON . LVNDG (London).

>
-X

<

7-ID7-KM . ON . NORh (Northampton).

>
X

<

|OhKN . ON . NORy (Norwich).

>{<FVLKG . ON . S . 7-IDM (St. Edmundsbury).

>
1

1

7-IDKM . ON . \X/IN (Winchester).

+ KNDRGV . ON . WIN (Winchester).

*’40'7_ Ha,1fp91my__ Obv., lOhANNES. Diademed bust to right

408.

within a circle. Reta, RKVLE LVN D. A cross pattée
within a circle, a lis and pellet in each angle.

Halfpenny (cut). This is a specimen of a London short
cross penny, divided for use as a halfpenny. Obv.,

hGNR|(1V. Rev, ON , LVN.
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HENRY III., 1216-1272

Henry III. was the first English monarch to strike gold coins. Several
European powers adopted a gold coinage about the middle of the thirteenth
century. And in 12:37a proclamation was made in Chester that the king’s new
money, called the “gold penny,” was to be current for 20 silver pennies. The
coins were unpopular, and though the currency value was in 1265 raised to
24 pence, they did not long continue in circulation. Only a very few specimens
of this coin are now known.

This penny was struck in fine gold, and weighed 45 grains. Its purchasing
power was probably equivalent to £2 or £2 10.1.of our present coinage. From
contemporary records, it is found that the king made use of gold pennies as
oiferings to the Church on feast-days.

There were two issues of silver pennies. The first (1216-1248) was similar in
type to the last issue of Henry II. In 1248 the reverse design was altered to a
cross with limbs extending to the edge of the coin, and having three pellets in
each angle. It was thought that by this means clipped coins would be more
readily detected. This long-cross type continued in use on all the silver coins
for nearly three centuries, and did not entirely disappear until the reign of
James I.

On some of the coins of the second issue the king's name is for the first time
followed by a word or numeral showing that they were struck by the third
Henry (see Nos. 409 and 426). This practice, however, was not adopted by
subsequent monarchs until the time of the Tudors.

*409. Penny. 0bv., full-length figure of the King crowned and
enthroned with sceptre and orb; IIQNRIW - RQX . I. I. I.
Rev., long cross voided, with a pellet in the centre and
with an expanded rose and three pellets in each angle ;

WILLGM : ON LVNDG.
I

410-418. Sh01‘t-OIOSS Pennies (first issue). 0bv., crowned
bust facing, three curls on each side; sceptre in right
hand; hQNRl(IVS . REX. Rev., Short cross voided
with a cross botonnée in each angle, within a circle of
pellets, outside which is the inscription.

The ‘inscriptions on the reverses are as follows :

410. + IOKN ON (17-KNTQ (Canterbury).

411-2. >
1

<

RO6ER . OF . R . ON . an (Canterbury).

413, + TOMKS ON (IKNT (Canterbury).

414, -1< ADAM ON LVNDH (LOIHIOI1).

415, >
X

<

LVN DG IIIVITAS (London). This coin has one pellet
in two of the angles on the reverse.

416, >
1

4

RKVL. ON . NORhT (Northampton).

417. >
{

<

NORMKN . ON . SFNT (St. Edmundsbury).

9070 0 2

GOLD.

SILVER.
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SILVER. 418. + NORM7-KN . ON . srm (St. Edmundsbury).

419~422. Long-cross Pennies (second issue, first type). Obv.,
crowned bust facing; sceptre to left in right hand.
Legend around outside a circle of pellets; hGf\R|(IVS .

RGX . Ill . Reta, long cross voided, with three pellets
in each angle. Legend around.

The legends on the reverses are as follows :—

419, ALGINR . ON . (IAN (Canterbury).

420, \X/A_THR . O-1 . (‘KANT (Canterbury).

421. DAVI ON LVNDHN (London).

422. PhGL . . . LVPD (London).

423-426. Long-cross Pennies (second issue, second type).
Obzx, as before, but without sceptre and with a mullet
before the king’s name. Rev., as the first type.

423. NIQOLQ ON (UNT (Canterbury).

WILLQW QN OXCN (Oxford).

425. ION . ON . S . GDMVFD (St. Edmundsbury).

426. Ph|LlP . ON . QQQH (Exeter).
on the obverse.

This coin reads THRQI

427. Halfpenny (cut). 0011., NRIQVS . R. Rev., NIGOLG.
This is a specimen of a long-cross penny divided for use
as a halfpenny.

428. Farthing (cut). This is an example of a long-cross penny
which has been divided into four parts for circulation as
farthings, one of which is shown.

ANGLO-GALLIC COINS.

HENRY II. and RICHARD I.

Henry II. initiated the series of coins struck by English sovereigns for
circulation in their dominions in France. The denier and half denier were
issued for the Duchy of Aquitaine. The former coin weighed about 17 grains,
and was of an alloy containing only 25 per cent. of silver.

436. Denier Of Aquitaine (Henry lI.). Obv., Cross pattée
within a beaded circle; >

{
<

hENRlCVS REX . Rev..
inscription in four lines within a beaded circle;

O 1
1 O7iQVlT7iNl O E Q.
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437. Denier Of Aquitaine (Eleanor, Henry II.’s widow). SILVER.
Obv., O’) and K separated by two cross pattées within a
circle >

X
<

DVCISIT. Rev., cross pattée in a circle;
>

{
<

7IC3V|T7iN|E.

438. Denier of Aquitaine (Richard 1.). 0bv., RICKRDIVS
in two lines between sf and (4). Rev., cross pattée in a

circle ; >
X

<

7-I6V|T7-INIE.

439. Denier Of P0it0lJ. (Richard I.). 0110., cross pattée within

a beaded circle; >{< RICKRDVS REX. Rev., P'|CT7-I
Vl ENSIS in three lines.

440. Half Denier of Aquitaine (Richard 1.). Similar types
to the denier (N 0. 438).

EDWARD I.. 1272-1307.

The number of mints was gradually reduced from about seventy in the time of
William I. to twelve in that of Edward I. These were consolidated by the
latter king, and, in 1279, placed under the control of William dc Turnemire of
Marseilles, who was appointed Master of the English Mint.

The mint name only, preceded by VILLA or CIVITAS, occurs on the coins,
the moneyer’s name being omitted, with one exception, viz., Robert de Hadeley
of St. Edmundsbury (.\'os. 491-3). The practice of recording the name of the
mint of origin in this manner continued for the next 250 years, and was not
altogether abolished until the reign of Mary.

Halfpence and farthings now became a. regular part of the coinage. There
was an order to strike groats, but it is considered by some that the pattern

(No. 451) should be assigned to Edward III.
In his eighth year (1279) Edward I. reduced the weight of the pennies from

22) grs. to 22% grs., and it remained so throughout the reign of Edward II. The
standard of fineness was unchanged (sec App. No. I.

,

p. 415).

The coins of the first three Edwards are only to be distinguished by the shape
of the bust, the style of lettering, and the manner of spelling the king’s name.

*451. Groat (pattern ?). Obv., crowned bust facing and clothed
within quatrefoil; a mullet on each side of the head
and on the breast; a pierced trefoil in each spandril of
quatrefoil. >-X4 EDWKRDVS : D’| : 6R7-I’ : REX :

7IN6L’. Rev., a long cross fleury with three pellets in
each angle; the inscription arranged in two concentric
circles, DN’S h|BD/E DVX 7iQVT—LOl'l.DOD.I7i (IIVI.

452-534. Pennies. Obv., crowned bust facing; around, two
circles of pellets, between which is the inscriptior
+ EDW R 7¥N6L DNS hYB. Rev., long cross pattée
with three pellets in each angle; around, the name of
the mint.
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SILVER.

The reverse legends are as follows, slight variations in
the obverse legends not being recorded :—

452. VILLK BEREWICI (Berwick).

453-463. VlLL7i BRISTOLLIQ (Bristol).

464-485. (IIVITKS QYYNTOR (Canterbury).

One of these is a very rare coin of what has been called the
“flor1n" type.

486. CIVITKS CES[TR]lE (Chester).

487-490. CIVITKS DVRGMH (Durham).
No. 490 has a. cross moline before the inscription on both sides, and

no cross pattée. The former is the badge of Anthony Beck, Bishop of
Durham (1283-1311)), by whom this coin was struck.

491. ROBERT DE h7YD€L€l€ (Hadley of St. Edmundsbury).

492-3. ROBERTVS DE h7YDL’ (Hadley of St. Edmundsbury).

494. VI LL KYNQHSTON (Kingston).
This town was Kingston-upon-Hull in Yorkshire.

495-6. d|v|T7is LINQOL’ (Lincoln).

497-521. q|v|T7is LONDON (London).

522. VILL NOVIGKSTRI (Newcastle).

523. VILLA s €(DMVND| (St.Ed1nundsbury).

524-5. VILL SGIGDMVNDI (si. Edmundsbury).

526-34. <1IV|T7iS eleomiqi (York).
Nos. 526-528 have a quatrefoil in the centre of the cross.

535-6. Halfpennies. The obverse and reverse types correspond
-with those on the pennies.

535, Obv., [€|_J]W7iRDVS [REX]. Rev., [V]|LLA BGRWIQI
(Berwick). This coin has a bear’s head in one angle of
the cross on the reverse, in reference to the armorial
bearings of the town.

536, 0bv., GDWR KNGL DNS hYB. Re'v., NOVICKSTRI
(Newcastle). This coin has but one pellet in each angle
of the cross. .

537-9_ Fm-things, Obverse and reverse types as pennies.
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537, Obv., GDWKRDVS REX. Rev» LONDONIENSIS.

538, Obv., G R 7IN6LlE. Rcv., LONDONIENSIS (London).

539, Obv., EDWTIRDVS REX KN. Rev., CIIVITYIS LONDON.

540. Ang1o—Ga.llic Denier of Bordeaux. Obv., between a'
lion passant guardant to left above and E below is K6 L,
and around >

1
4

EDWKRDVS REX. Rev., cross pattée
with E in one quarter; >

1
4

DVX KQIT BVRD’.

EDWARD II., 1307-—132'7.

In the reign of Edward II. the coins were unaltered in weight, fineness
or type.

541-613, Pennies, Obv., crowned bust facing >14
TINGL DDS hYB. (Some read Edwar, and others

Edward). Rev., long cross pattée with three pellets in
each angle ; legend around.‘

QDWK R

Minor variations in the obverse legends are not
inserted. The chief reverse readings are as follows :

541. . . . . 7
i BEREWICI (Berwick).

542-83. CIIVITYIS CUINTOR (Canterbury).

584-7. CIIVITTIS DVRHMQ (Durham). Two (Nos. 586-7) read
DVNQLM, and have one limb of the cross bent to the left
like a crozier.

The mint marks on the coins issued by the Bishops of Durham are

a
.

cross moline (Bp. Beck, 1283-1311), a crozier (Bp. Kellow, 1311
1316), and a lion rampant (Bp. Beaumont, 1316-1327).

588-603. QIVITTIS LONDON.

604. VILL’ NOVICUISTRI (Newcastle).

605. VILL’ SCIIHDMVNDI (St. Edmundsbury).

606-8. QIVITKS LOHDOII.

609-13. QIVITTIS HBORKQI (York).
These coins have a quatrefoil in the centre of the reverse.

614. Anglo-Gallic Denier of Cuhors. Obv., CIVIT/\S. Two
crosses pattées within an inner circle; above, T;
below, /\. Rev., CATVRCIS. A cross pattée within an
inner circle.

SILVER.
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EDWARD III., 1327-1377.

In 1343 a permanent gold currency was introduced by Edward III., consisting
of the florin (108 grs.) and its parts. The florin was to be current for six
shillings. The coins, however, were withdrawn in the following year, being found
to be valued too high in proportion to the silver currency. They were succeeded
by the noble, current at 68. 8d., and its sub-divisions, the half and the quarter,
which were described in the proclamation as maille and ferling nobles.

The weight of the noble was 12-364%grs. in 1344, 128-}grs. in 1346, and 120 grs.
in 1351-77, and the fineness 994.‘,-3}parts per 1,000. as the florin currency. This
composition is known as “old standard” gold, being 23 carats 35 grs. of fine
gold to 5 gr. of alloy, and was the only kind used in England until the 18th year
of Henry VIII. (1526) when “crown " gold was introduced.

The arms of France in conjunction with those of England are used on the
coins of Edward III. They continued to be so used until the latter part of the
reign of George III.

The nobles of the fourth issue are divided into three classes, according to the
titles of the king used in the obverse inscription, viz. :—(a) when he is styled
King of France but not Lord of Aquitaine (1351-60); (b) when Lord of
Aquitaine is substituted for King of France (1360-69); and (0) when both
titles are used (1369-77). Dri Gratia was first used on the coins of this reign,
although found on seals and in charters from the time of William I.

The first issue of greats and half-greats was made in 1351. The fineness of the
silver coins (925) was unchanged, but the lb. weight, which was first cut into
243 pence (22% grs.), was in 1343 cut into 266 pence (2 ‘§’_.,grs.)a in 1344 into
268 pence‘(20-H grs.), in 1346 into 270 pence (20 grs.), and in 1351 into 300 pence

(18 grs.). See App. No. 1, p. 415.

The work of coinage became still more concentrated during this period. Gold
was coined in London only, and silver in London, Canterbury, York, Durham,
Reading, and Berwick. Mint marks which began to occur on coins of Edward I.
are more prevalent on coins of this reign. Thus some York pennies have a
quatrefoil on the king’s breast (No. 658), and those of Durham have one limb of
the cross on the reverse bent in the form of a crosier. In the absence of the
names of the moneyers, the mint marks afforded a means of identification. An
official test of the coins issued, answering to the “trial of the pyx," was instituted.

An extensive series of Anglo-Gallic gold and silver coins was struck in this
reign for circulation in the French domains. ' With the exception of the coins
struck at Calais, which correspond with the types and legends of the English
coins, the Anglo-Gallic series was based chiefly on contemporary Continental
types and denominations.

In 1362 the Duchy of Aquitaine was granted to Edward the Black Prince by
his father, and constituted aprincipality. The Prince issued a variety of gold
and silver coins, including some of great beauty.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.

I

Issues. Denominations.

GOLD First (1343) Florin, Half-florin, Quarter-florin.

Second (I344) Noble, Quarter-noble.

Third (1346) Noble, Half-noble, Quarter-noble.

Fourth (1351-1377) Noble, Half-noble, Quarter-noble.

SILVER First (1327-1351) Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (I351-1377) Groat, Half-great, Penny, Half
, penny, Farthing.
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”*616_ F191-in (first issue). OI/0., crowned king seated and robed
beneath a canopy, holding sceptre and orb; a leopard
each side of the throne, the field semé with lis;
QDWR’ . D . GRYY . RGX . 7in.6L’. 5 . FR7in.C( .

one . hlB’. Rev., floriated cross, each limb crowned,
within a quatrefoil foliated at the angles; a leopard
outside each angle. >

{
<

lhq : TRTWLSIGTLS 2 PGR .

SIZGDIVSTZ : ILLORVSTZ : lB7iT : (stops, saltires).

*61'7, Half-flgrin (first issue). Obv., leopard crowned and
guardant, with banner of arms of France and England
on neck and shoulders; >

1
4

GDWYYR’ . D’ . 6R7i .

RQX . 7iN6'L’. E . FR7in.((’. DHS . h|B. Rev.,Quatre
foiled cross, the limbs terminating with three trefoils,
enclosed in a quatrefoil with lis at each angle and a

leopard outside each angle. >
1

4
: DOSTLIIIG: HG : In. :

FVRORG : TVO : YTRGVTYS : SEQ : (stops, annulets).

‘*618. Quarter-florin (first issue)
guardant on a cap of maintenance on helmet; field
semé with lis; HDWR’ : R’ : YYNGL § FRTUIQ :

D’ : h|B’ : Reta, floriated cross with quatrefoil in
centre ; HXTYLTKBITVR In. GLORIYY
(stops, annulets).

‘"619, Noble (second issue). Obv., king crowned, standing in
ship, with sword and shield; GDWKR’ : D’ : GRZX’ :
RGX : KHCSL’ : 5 : FRKIIQ’ : one : hYB’ (stops,
saltires). Rev., a floriated cross, each limb ending in
lis, within an eight-arched tressure. Within a central
compartment, L (London); in each angle of the cross,

a lion passant guardant, with crown above; trefoils i11

spandrils of the tressure; >}< : lh(I : TR7X|'l.S|Gl’i.S :

PQR : IIZHDIVJIZ : ILLORVSR: IBIXT : (stops, saltires).
The noble is thought by some to have received this name from the

“noble nature of the metal" of which it is made. The ship used on
the obverse constituted a new departure in English coin design. The
device of the king standing in the ship was probably adopted to com

memorate th: brilliant naval victory at Sluys in 1340. Some anony
mous lines of the time of Henry VI. regard this design of the noble,
which was then still in use, as symbolical of naval supremacy :-—

“For four things our noble showeth to me—
King, ship, and sword, and power of the sea.
But King Edward made a siege royall,
And wonne the town. and in speciall,
The sea was kept, and thereof he was lord,
Thus made he nobles coined of record.”

The inscription on the reverse, which is taken from Luke iv. 30,
was at that period used as a charm against thieves.

0111)., lion crowned and

*621, Quarter-noble (second issue). 0bv., royal shield within

a six-arched tressure, having a trefoil in each spandril;

>
I< GDWKR’ : RHX : 7il'1.6L’ : 5 : FRKHG’ . D .

hYB’. Rev., within an eight-arched tressure a floriated
cross, each limb having lis at the end; L (London)
in centre; in each angle, lion passant guardant; >

]< ;

QXYYLTYYBITVR : In. : 6LORl7i : (stops, saltires).

GOLD.
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GOLD. “G22, Noble (third issue). Similar to No. 619, except Q for
Edwardus instead of L in the centre of the reverse.

‘"624, Ha,]f_nQble (third issue). Similar types to the noble of
this issue (No. 622), but reading >

1
1

DOSTIIIIQ : HQ : m :

FVRORG I TVO 2 KRGVIS : ma (stops, saltires).

"B25, Quarter-ngblg (third issue). Similar types to the quarter
noble of the second issue (N o. 621), except Q for Edwardus
instead of L on the reverse. In the obv. legend RX in
RHX is omitted, and IX is used for 7

f throughout.

626, Noble (fourth issue, first period), 1351-1360. Obv., king,
crowned and facing, standing in ship, holding a sword
in right hand and shield in left hand, charged with the
arms of England and France quarterly; GDWKRD 0

DGI <
>

GRK Q REX 0 KNGLO S FRTUIQ O D <>hYB.
Reu., a double tressnre of eight arches, with a trefoil in
each spandril, containing a cross potent upon a beaded
cross voided, having floriated ends enclosing a lis. In
each angle is a lion passant, guardant, with a crown
aboveeand a trefoil below. A small G for Edwardus is

in the centre of the cross; >l< lhQ . TYVTGSTI. . TR7U1q
IGHS. P. SRGDIVIIZ. ILLORVSR. IBKT (stops, annulets
on obv. and saltires on rev.).

62'7_ Noble (fourth issue, second period), 1360-1369. Obv.,
king standing in ship. as the preceding; + HDWKRD :

DHI : 6R7i: REX : 7Wl.6L’ : DDS : hYB : § 1 KQT.
Rev., floriated cross, &c., as on the preceding; + ma :
KVTGSTI : TRTYRSIHIIS : PER : STZHDIVZ ILLORVSIZ:
lB7lT (stops, saltires on obv. and rev.).

623, N0b1e_ Similar to 627, but TR7inSl€lfl.S on the reverse
spelt correctly.

629, Noble, Similar to the last, but (I for Calais Mint in the
centre of the cross on the reverse.

630_ Noble (fourth issue, third period), 1369-1377. Obverse and
reverse types as before. 0120., GDWKRD 2 DI : GRK :

RGX :7in.6L : 5 : FR7ifi.(1:Dn.S:h|B:§:7iQVIT.
Rev., + ma : KVTGSR : TRTUISIHIIS: PER :$'fl.GDlVm:
ILLORVSTI. I IBKT. In the centre of the cross on the
reverse, Q. for Edwardus (stops, saltires on obv. and

rev.).

631, Half-noble (fourth issue, second period), 1360-1369.
Obverse and reverse types as preceding nobles, with H.
for Edwardus. Obv., QDWKRDV : DQI : 6’ . REX .

7V16L’I D- Rfiv-. >
l< DOIIZIFIH : an : FVRORQ : TVO:

YYRGVTS 2 STZG (stops, saltires).
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632_ Qua;-tel-_n0b1e (fourth issue, second period), 1360-1369.

Obzn, royal shield with English and French arms
quarterly, within a tressure of eight arches having a

trefoil at each angle; >14 GDWTYRD : DGI : 6R7i :

REX : TYHGL. R6U., floriated cross, having lis at end
of each limb, a lion passant guardant over a trefoil in
each angle. In the centre of the cross, a lis ; >11GXTYLTK
BITVR 2 In. : GLORITY (stops, saltires on obv. and 1"e12.).

633_ Qu3,rtg1~_n0b1g (fourth issue, second period). Types as

No. 632, but with an annulet in each angle of the cross ;

there are pellets on the obv. instead of trefoils, and two
pellets in first quarter of shield. Obv., >14 GD . . . . R .

KNGLIH : § : DNVS : hV. Rev., HXKLTKBITVR :

IN : . . . RI7i (stops, saltires).

634_ G-1-oat (London), 1351-1360. 0011., crowned bust facing
within an arched tressure, having trefoils at the angles;

>
X

<

EDW7iRD : D : 6 : REX : 7U/16L : 5 : FR7il/IC:

D : hYB. Rev., long cross pattée (in each angle of
which are three pellets) dividing legend, which is

arranged in two concentric circles ; + POSVI : DEVM 1

7iDlVTOR€M : MGV :—— CIVITYYS LONDON (stops,

annulets).

635—9_ Groatg (London). Varieties of No. 634, showing slight
difierences in the style of lettering.

64()_ Gmat (London), 1360-1369. Types as No. 634, but reading

>14 GDWKRD : DHI : G : RQX 2 7iN(5L: DNS : hYB:

Z : 7YQT (stops, annulets).

641-3_ Gmatg (York), 1351-1360. Types as No. 634, but
reading (IIVITKS GBORYYQI on the reverse.

644. Half-groat (London), 1351-1360. Types as the groat.
01221., >

{
<

HDWKRDVS . RGX . 7iNC'3L . E FRKNH .

Rev., >
{

<

POSVI . DGV . 7iD|VTORH.lTl—CllV|T7iS
LONDON (stops, annulets on obv. and rev.). There is

an annulet between the pellets in one of the angles of
the cross on the rev.

645-8. Half-groats (London). Varieties of No. 644, one having

a crown as mint-mark.

649-51. Half-groats (York). Types and legends as No. 644,
except (IIVITKS GBORYYGI.

652. Penny (London), 1351-1360. Obv., >
1

-'

QDWKRDVS :

REX : 7iN6L|. Rev., (IIVITKS LONDON. Types
as No. 644, but having an annulet between the pellets in
each of the angles of the cross (stops, annulets).

GOLD.

SILVER.
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SILVER.

GOLD.

653. Penny (Durham). Obv., crowned bust facing; >
1

4

GD
WKRDVS : RGX I YINGLIG. Rcv., long cross pattée,
dividing legend, CIIVITTIS DVNGLSRIG.

654. Penny (Durham). Types as No. 653. Obv., >
1

1

QDWKRDVS:
REX : YINGLI. Rev., one limb of the cross bent to the
right in the form of a crosicr. Legend as No. 653.

655-6. Pennies (Durham). Varieties of No. 654 reading
DVRHSRH, and one with E following KNGLI in the
obverse legend.

657. Penny (Durham). Another variety of No. 654, reading
DVn.O L811, and the crosier is bent to the left.

658. Penny (York). Types and legends as No. 654, but reading
GBORYICXI, and a quatrefoil on the obverse as mint
mark.

'

659. Penny (York). As No. 658, but HDWKRD :7iN(5L|H : D :

hY B
, and with a quatrefoil enclosing a pellet in the centre

of the cross on the reverse.

660. Halfpenny (London). Similar types to the penny, No. 652,
but reading QDWKRDVS _ REXX _ 7m _ on the obv. and
CIIVITKS LOHDOD, on the rev. (stops, annulets).

"661. Halfpenny (London). Similar to No. 660, but with a star
as m.m. on obv. and 1'ev., and with Roman N ’s on the rev.

”662. Farthing (London). Similar types to the penny, No. 652,
but reading >14QDWTIRDVS REX.

ANGLO-GALLIC COINS.

*663_ G-uienn()i5_ Obv., king in armour standing to right beneath
portico with sword and shield; GD . DGI 1 GRF 2 REX .

KRGLIQ DIIS : 7-IQVITT-IIIIG F. Rev., floriated cross

within arched tressure; lis and leopard in alternate
angles; >

1
4

(SLIK : In : e(xqeu_u|s : D€(O : GT: In :

TQRR7-I : PKX : h0lBV.

”'664_ Leopard, Obv.. within arched tressure a leopard to left
passant guardant and crowned ; >

1
4

GDW7-IRDVS : DGI :

6R7-I : KNGLI : FRKNQIG : RGX. Reu., floriated cross
within ornamented quatrefoil with leopard passant
guardant in each angle; >14 XRQ Z VIIICIIT : XRQ 2

RGGFLKT : XRG 2 IMPGRKT.
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‘*665_ Egu or Cha,ise_ Obv., king enthroned with sword and
shield within arched tressure; >{<QDVVKRDVS ; Dql ,

GRTY . YYGL : FRYYHQIH : RGX. Rev., trefoiled cross
within quatrefoil foliated at each angle ; XR(I ; Vl|’1,(1|T ;

XRQ 2 R€(6N7YT : XRQ : IMPHRKT.

”*666, Mouton d_’()1'_ Obv., within an arched tressure, the Agnus
Dei to left; below, QDVKRD; around, + ;](6|’I, ; Dal ;

QVI : TOLL’ [PG] (ICUY : MVDI : MISGRQ 1 NOB.
Rev., floriated cross within ornamented quatrefoil.
Legend as on the ecu.

*667. Florin of Aquita.ne_ 01112., facing figure of St. John the

Baptist standing; + S . IOMYNNGS B. Rev., large
fleur-de-lis; >

}
<

DVX : TYQITYYIIIG. There is a crown

before and after the legend on the obverse.

This coin is a copy of the jiori-no d’m-0 of Florence, struck in 1252,

which was the earliest mediacval gold coin of Europe, and was

imitated by Henry III. and Edward III.

668. Half-groat or demi-gros, Obv., cross pattée in centre;

BHDIQTV : SIT : HOSRH I Dfll : TIRI : D—

>
X

<

GD’ : REX : 7Y|'16LI€( (in two concentric circles).
Rev., Within an ornamental border, what is considered to

be a representation of a building ; + DVX h|BQRn.|G.

669. Light groat. Obv., types and legends as the last. Rev.,

a ducal crown above a lion passant, guardant, within an

ornamental border; >
{

<

DVX : YYQITYUIIH.

6'70_ ])enie1'_ Obv., crowned bust nearly facing, with the Aqui
tane lion on the breast; HDWKRD RHX HIIGL. Rev.,

long cross pattée with ornamental ends, and a ducal

crown in each of the angles ; DVX YYQVITYYIIIG.

671_ D0ub1e_ Obv., a lion passant, guardant;

7Yl’l.[6LlG]. Rev., cross calvary ; SIZOHGTYY DVPLGX.

6'72, G-103,1; (Calais). 0bv., crowned bust facing, within a double
tressnre, having an annulet on the king’s breast ;

>
X

<

QDWKRD: DGI : (5: RGX : 7Yl"L6L: DIIS: hYB:

S : YYQT . (stops, annulets). Rev.._long cross pattée

with three pellets in each angle; >X< POSV| _ Dqvm, ;

KDIVTORGSTI : STZQV
— VILLTY . GKLHSIG (stops,

saltires).

[GD] RHX

6'73. Half-groat (Calais). Ob1'., type as the groat ; + qD_
D

W7YRDVS : R€(X : 7l|’16L : DIIS : hYB (stops, annulets).
Rev, similar to the groat, but reading 7YD|VTORq_

G OLD.

SILVER.
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GOLD.

SILVER.

EDWARD THE BLACK PRINCE, 1362-1376.

"674_ G-uignngig (Bordeaux). Obv., figure of prince in armour
with sword and shield, standing under a canopy ; GD’ .

P’6fl.S’. RGGIS 7-UIGLIG P’lf1(IPS KQlT7¥n.lG- R8L'.,

floriated cross within a tressure, with leopard and lis in
alternate angles; + GLIK : In. GXGQLGIS : DGO 2

GT ID. : TRK I PKX : hOSTllfl.lBVS.

”675. Leopard. Obv., crowned leopard passant to left, guardant,
within a tressure; >{< GD’: PSRO’ : GHS : RG(5|S :

7-il’i.C5LlG PTIQGPS : 7-YQITZUIIG. Rein, floriated cross
within an ornamented quatrefoil ; in each angle, leopard
passant, guardant; >

}
<

XPG I Vln.G|T : XRG : RG6
l'l.7-KT : XRQ I IMPGRKT.

“676_ Chaise (Bordeaux). Obv., facing figure of prince crowned
and enthroneda -P GD’. PO . ens . R6618 . 7moi.|e(.
PIIS . 7iQlT7il'i.lG. Rev., floriated cross collarino within
ornamental quatrefoil ; leopard and lis in alternate
angles; >

{
<

DGVS . IVDGX . IVSTVS. FORTIS . 5 .

PTYQIGRS . B.

*'677_ Ha;-di d’()1' (Limoges). Obv., half-length figure of the
prince, robed and wearing bonnet within a tressure;

is GD’. PO’. 60.8 . RGGIS. KIIGLI’. PIIS’ . KQVI’.
Rev., cross collarino, quernée, within an arched tressure ;
leopard and lis in alternate angles; >X< : 7XVXlLlVST7. .
SRGVSR . IX . DOSRIIIO . L.

The term is possibly derived from Philippe le Hardi, Duke of
Burgundy (1347-1361) who struck similar pieces (see No. 680).

*678. Royal (l'01‘ (Bordeaux). Obv., robed figure of prince
standing facing under Gothic portico ; GD’ : PO : GUS :

RG6 2 7ifi.6L| : PYIGPS 2 7i. Rev., cross collarino,
quernée, within ornamented quatrefoil ; lis and leopard
in alternate angles; >

X
<

DDS : 7ilVTO : 5 , PTGQTO :

STLG : E : IIPO : SP7iVI :ClOR : .\TlGVSIl : B.

(La Rochelle P
). Obv., half-length figure of

the prince to right holding sword ; >{< 1 GD’ 1 PO ; 611$ ;

REGIS : RIIGLIG : R[?] (stops, annulets). Rev., long
cross pattée with pellets: PRRG PS . 7-YQITF-in. — [6 LR .

In. .] GXQQLGIS : D’O . GT . ID. . TGRRK [PAX]
(stops, annulets).

6'79. Half—groa.t

680. Hardi d’Argent (Poitiers). 01111., half-length figure of
prince facing; GD . PO . C5GD.T . RGGI . 7i6lG. Rev.,
long cross pattée with leopard and lis in alternate angles;

PRIIGPS . 7iQ(P)lT7il'l.
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681. Hardi d’Argent (Limoges). Obv., full-faced half-length SILVER,
figure of prince; ED . PO . 6T . RE6 . KGIE . L.
Re'v., type as the last ; PRIEPS . FQTKIIE.

682, Denigr (La Rochelle). Obv., half-length profile figure of
king to right with sword; >

{
<

: ED’ PO’ 6N REG’
7II'l.6L’ . R. Rev., long cross pattée with three pellets
in each angle ; : PRICI PS 7iQVT7ifl (stops, rosettes).

683_ Denier_ Obv., cross with lis and leopard alternately in the BELON
angles. Legend uncertain. Rev., cross pattée ; PRIIE PS
7IQ|T7IIl.lE.

RICHARD II., 1377-1399.

The coins of Richard II. correspond exactly in type, weight. and fineness with
those of his father, the name of the monarch being the principal distinguishing
mark.

TABLE OF’ ISSUES.

Metal. Issues.

‘

Denominations.

GOLD One Noble, Half-noble, Quarter-noble.

SILVER One Groat, Half-great, Penny, Half
penny, Farthing.

684, N0ble_ Obv., king holding a sword and shield, standing G()L])_
in a ship, as No. 626, with flag at stern ;' RIEYIRD : DEI :

6R7I : REX : 7IIl.(5L : DIIS : hYB I § : YIQVIT
(stops, saltires). Rev., floriated cross in centre, within a

double tressure of eight curves with a lion under a crown
at each angle. In centre of cross, R for RIEKRDVS;

>
-l

<

lhE : TIVTESR : TR7YI'I.S|EIl.S : PER : SIZEDIVIR :

ILLORVSR : IB7IT (stops, saltires).

On this coin there is a lis mark on the rudder of the ship. The flag
denotes a. Calais coin.

685, N()ble_ Similar to No. 684, but without flag at stern, and
reading + RIEYIRD : DI’: C5'R7I : REX : 7YIl.6L : S

FRYIIIE : DIIS : hlB S YIQ (stops, saltires).

686_ H3,1f.nob19_ Similar types to the noble, No. 685. Obv.,

RIEYIRD : DI : 6 I REX : YIIIGL . S . FRTIIIE : D :

hl (stops, saltires). Rev., DOSTZIFIE : IIE : III FVRORE :

TVO : 7IR6V7I$ : SHE (stops, saltires).
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GOLD.

SILVER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

687_ Quartgr-nQble_ Similar types to the quarter-noble of
Edward III.—No. 632. Obv., >11RIEYYRD : Dl : GRK :

REX : 7iN6L: [5] : F (stops, saltires). Rev, + EX
KLTYYBITVR : In. : GLORIK (stops, saltires).

688_ Groaf; 0bv., crowned bust of king facing, within a nine
arched double treasure; >

1
1

RIEKRD : [W : GRK : REX :

7i|'l.6L : S . FRTUIEIE (stops, saltires). Rev., long cross

pattée with three pellets in each angle; + POSVI .

osvm = ADIVTORESR = sn?i'\7—qiv|T7is . LONDON.
The inscriptions are arranged in two concentric circles.

689. Half-groat. Types as the groat, but reading + RIEKRD :

Dl I 6R7‘ 2 REX I 7in.6LlE.

690. Penny (York). 0bv., crowned bust facing, with a pellet to
the left; >X<RIEKRDVS . R[E .] 7il’l.6lLE. Rev., long
cross pattée with quatrefoil in centre, and three pellets in
each angle. A piece of rude workmanship, having part
of the obverse legend R . 7il'l.6lLE repeat-ed_on the
reverse; the remainder of the legend is TKS QBO,

691. Halfpenny. Obv., crowned bust facing; >11 RIEKRD .

REX : 7ifl.6L (stops, saltires). Rev., long cross pattée
with three pellets in each angle ; (IIVITKS , LOn.DOfl,_

$692. Farthing (London). Similar types and legends to the
halfpenny (No. 691).

ANGLO-GALLIO COINS.

‘i693. Hflirdi (1’01‘ (Bordeaux). Obv., crowned half-length figure
of the king with sword within an arched tressure;

+ RIEKRD : D : ORK : KGL2 E . FRKEIE : D I

KQITKH. Rev., types and legend similar to No. 677,
but B for Bordeaux.

#694. Demi-Hardi d’01'. Obv., similar in type to the hardi d’or,
but without sword ; >{< Rl(17iRD : RX : 7in.6LlE :

FRTYEI. Rev., similar in type to hardi d’or, but without
tressure; >X<7iVXlL|Vm : SREVSTZ : 7

i
: comm.

695. Hardi d’Argent. 0bv., crowned half-length figure of king
with sword; RIEYYRD RX KGLIE. Rev., cross pattée
with lis and leopard in -alternate angles; FRKEIE
[nus] mi.
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HENRY IV., 1 399-1413.

The coinage of Henry IV. was issued of the same standards of weight and
fineness as that of Richard II. until 1412, when the weight of the noble was reduced
from 120 grains to 108 grains, the current, value remaining at 68. 811.as before.
At the same date the weight of the penny was reduced from 18 to 15 grains.
As this change was made so late in the reign, very few specimens of the light
coinage are extant.

The three Henries who reigned between 1399 and 1461 placed no numerals
after their names. The coins of the several reigns are therefore only to be
distinguished by the weight or the mint marks, or by variations in the form of
the bust.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD First (1399-1412), “Heavy "
Noble, Half-noble, Quarter

noble.

Second (1412-1413), “ Light" Noble, Half-noble, Quarter
noble.

SILVER First (1399-1412), “Heavy” Groat, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1412-1413), “Light” Great, Half-great, Penny,
Halfpenny, Farthing.

‘"696, Neble (heavy coinage). Obv., hGl'l.R|(1’ . DI’ . GRYI’ . GOLD

RGX : YINGL’. S FRYYHQ’. DPLS’. h|B S 7IQlT
(stops, saltires). The king standing in a ship as the
usual type, with flag at stern, but on the shield the
French arms are semé de Zis. There is a crown between
rudder and the inner circle. Rev., >14 lh(I’ . YIVTQSR I

TR7YI'1.S|€(|'l.S : PGR : STZGDIV : ILLORVIR : IBYIT
(stops. saltires). Floriated cross as on previous nobles,
but h in centre of the cross.

*69'7. Quarter-noble (heavy coinage) 0011-, h€(f1RlC( : Del :
6R7Y : RGX : 71116 (stops, saltires). Royal shield within
arched tressure as No. 687. Rev., fioriated cross and
legend as N0. 687.

’”'698, Noble (light coinage). Similar types to No. 696, but the
ship is without a flag, an d there are three lis in the arms
of France. I

‘"700, Quarter-noble (light coinage). Similar types to No. 697,
but reading 7I|"l.6L S . FRYI, and there are three lis in
the arms of France.

9070 D
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SILVER 701. Halfpenny (London, heavy coinage). 0bv., hHIl.R|(I .

RHX . TIIIGL. Crowned bust facing. Rev., (IIVITTIS .

LOFLDOII. Cross pattée with pellets in the angles.

""7()2_ Grog}; (London, light coinage). Obv., + hHn.Rl(I’ . DI’ :

6R7I’ . REX : 7In.6Ll€ . Z . FRYUIG’ (stops, saltires).
Crowned bust facing within arched tressure, a pellet on
each side of the crown. Rev., >}< POSVI DGVSTZ YID :

IVTORGSTL : SRGVSTP. .-—(1lVlT7IS LONDON (in two
circles; stops, saltires). Long cross pattée with pellets.
There is a slipped trefoil on the breast on the 0bv., and
also after POSVI on the rev.

‘"703. Half-great (London, light coinage). Similar types and
inscriptions to the groat, but with annulet to left, and
trefoil to right of head on the obverse.

This coin may belong to Henry V.

"704. Penny (Durham, light coinage) Obv., >11 hGn.Rl(IVS :

RGX : TWIGLIG (stops, saltires). Crowned bust facing;
on breast, a slipped trefoil. Rev., (IIVITTIS DVIIVIG.
Cross pattée with pellets in angles. The name is probably
altered from DVNOL(').

‘"705. Halfpenny (London, light coinage).
inscriptions to No. 701 ; m.m. cross.

Similar types and

ANGLO-GALLIC COIN.

706. Hardi d’Argent. Obv., type similar to No. 695 ; GIIRIQ .

R . TUIGLIH. Rev., similar type and legend to No. 695.

HENRY V., 141 3-1422.

The coins of Henry V. were of the same weight and type as his father’s light
coinage. The gold coins are to be recognised principally by the pierced cross
mint mark and by three lis in the French arms, that number having been
fixed by Charles VI. of Fiance (1380-1422). Prior to this change the number
of lis was undefined.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD One Noble, Half-noble, Quarter-noble.

SILVER One Great, Half-great, Penny, Half
penny, Farthing.
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707. Noble, Obv., hGl’i.RlQ’ I DI’ : Co‘R7i’: RGX : 7ifi.C5L I Z : GOLD.

FRKIIG’ 2 DDS : hYB’ (stops, saltires). King holding
a sword and shield, standing in a ship, and under
the shield on the waves is a broken annulet. Rev., mm-.
cross; >

X
<

lhG . YYVTGST7. . TR7Yfl.SlGfl.S. PGR . SIZGDIV.
ILLQRV’ . IBYYT (stops, saltires). Floriated cross with

h in centre ; within a double tressure of eight curves in
each angle of cross-fleury is a lionunder a crown. There

is a mullet below the sword-arm of the king on the obv.

‘"708, Half-n0b1e_ 01221., hGi'tRl(I’ 2 DI’ : (5R7i’ : RGX : 7Yl’tC5L’ :

E : FRKNG’ : King with sword and shield, standing in

a ship, and under the sword-arm of the king is a pellet,
and over the shield a rosette. Rev., m.m. cross;
DOSRIHG : HG : In. : FVRORG 1 TVO : 7iR6V7iS :

SRG. Floriated cross with h
. in centre; within a double

tressure of eight curves, in each angle of cross-fleury, is

a lion under a crown, and in front of one lion is an
annulet (stops, saltires on obv. an.d r-ev.).

"'709_ Qug,1-1-,g1'_n0b1g_ 0bv., m.m. pierced cross; hGfl.R<|G’ .

RGX . 7il'l.6L’ . E . FRTUIG. Royal shield within
arched tressure, with annulets, lis, mullet, and trefoil
outside shield. Rev., GXGVLTKBITVR : In. : GLORIYY.
Floriated cross with lis in centre as No. 632 (stops, saltires
on olm. and 1'ev.).

710_ G-1'03,t_ Obv., -m.m. plain(?) cross ; PIGNRIG’ 3 DI’ : C5R7i' : SILVER.
REX : 7mo|_|s : E . FR7ifi.(I. F1111-faced head
crowned, within a double tressure of nine curves, having
trefoils at seven of the points, and on the king‘s.br-east

a mullet. Rev., same mm. ; POSVI : DGVSU. :

YYDIVTORG’ SRGVSTL, and in inner circle, GIVITYYS :

LOn.DO|'i.. Broad cross extending to the edge, with
three large pellets in each angle (stops, saltires on obv.

and rev.). »

7]_1_ Groat; m.m. pierced cross on both sides. Similar types
and legends to No. 710. <

712. Halfpenny. Obv., m.m. pierced cross. Crowned bust
facing, an annulet on each side of face; hGfl.RiG . R-GX .

7il'l.C5L. Rev., long cross pattée with pellets in each

angle ; GIVITYYS . LOl'i.DOl'1. (stops, saltires on obv. and

rev.).
‘

F713. Farthing. Obv., hGH.Rl(1 . Rex . 7moL. Crownedbust

- facing. Rev., GIVITTYS LOIIDOH. Long cross pattée
with pellets. t ~ -C '

9070 D 2
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GOLD.

SILVER.

ANGLO-GALLIC COINS.

*‘714_ Mgutgn d_’O1-_ Obv.,t-he Agnus Dei to left, below h F RX;
around >1-4TIGII. : DEI : QVI TOLL : PEEK : SRVDI
SRISE IIOBIS. Rev., floriated cross within ornamented
quatrefoil with lis and leopard in alternate angles;

XRE . VINEIT . XRE . REGNKT . XRE .

INPERKT (stops, annulets on obv. and cinquefoils on

rev.).

*'715_ 83,1111-,9 (St. Lo). Obv., shield of arms between an angel and
the Virgin Mary; the word TIVE on a scroll above

>I< hENR . DEI . 6R7-I . REX . 7-INGL _. HERES .

FRKNEI. Rev., cross calvary between lis and leopard
within arched tressure. Legend as No. 714 (stops,

mullets).

716. G108 d’Argent. Obv., three lis between two leopards
belowacrown; >

{
<

[h : REX] RI/ICSLIE . 5 . hqR6(S .

F RKI/IEIE. Rev., cross pattee fieured, with h in the
centre; SIT . IIOSTI-E . [DI'l.I] . BEI/IEDIEIIITV].

717. Lion gros. Obv., leopard to left passant guardant, lis
above. Legend similar to last. Rev., cross pattée with

h in the centre. Legend similar to the last.

718-9_ G1-031,3 (Calais). Obv., bust of king facing within arched
tressure; annulet at each side of the neck; hEI'l.RlE’ 2

DI . 6R7I . REX . 7II‘I.6LlE . S . FRYIHE (m.m.
pierced cross; stops, saltires). Rev., long cross pattée
with pellets; annulet between pellets in two quarters;
POSVI . DEVHI. . 7IDlVTORE STLEVSTI

——VlLL7I .

EYILISIE (stops, annulet, and saltires).

720-1. G1'08.ts (Calais). Similar types and legends to last, but
reading 7IIl.6L’.

722. Half-groat (Calais). Similar types to the groats Nos. 718-9.
Obv. (mm. plain cross), hEI1R|E . DI . 6R7I . REX .

7IIl.C5L . X . F . Rev., POSVI . DEVSIZ . TIDIVTQRE’ .

.ll7.EVSTl—VILL7I . E7ILIS"(stops, annulet, and saltires).

723. Penny (Calais). Similar types to the greats Nos. 718-9.
Obv. (m.m. plain cross), hEl’1RIEVS . REX . 7II'l.6LIE.
Rem, VILLJI . ETILIS’ (stops, saltires).
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HENRY VI., 1422-1461 and 1470-1471.

The coins of Henry VI. struck before his deposition in 1461 weigh the same
as those of his father, and are of the same types and denominations.

During the short period of his restoration (October, 1470, to April, 1471) an
indenture was granted to Sir Richard Tonstall, master of the mint, to coin the
noble and its divisions, and the new piece introduced by Edward IV., called from
its device the angel. Only angels and half-angels are known. The angel
weighed 80 grains, and was current for 63. 8d., the nominal value of the noble
being raised to 103. and its weight to 120 grains.

The weight of the silver coins was reduced at Henry’s restoration, that of the

penny from 15 to 12 grains, and other coins proportionately. In both silver and
gold he followed the standards of Edward IV.

The series of Anglo-Gallic coins issued by English monarchs practically came
to an end in this reign. A few groats only were struck subsequently by
Henry VIII. at Tournay.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues.’ Denominations.

GOLD First (1422-1461), “Heavy” Noble, Half-noble, Quarter
noble.

Second (1470-1471), “Light” Angel, Half-angel.

Srnvnn First (1422-1461), “ Heavy" Great, Half-great, Penny,
Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1470-1471), “ Light” Great, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny.

The period of the heavy gold coinage (1422-1461) has been subdivided into four
issues, distinguished by the marks separating the words of the legends, viz. :

(1) annulet ; (2) rosette or rosette and mascle ; (3) pine-cone or pine-cone and
mascle ; and (4) trefoil.

The silver coinage during the same period is similarly subdivided into six
issues : (1) annulet ; (2) rosette and mascle ; (3) pine-cone and mascle ; (4) pine
cone and trefoil ; (5) pine-cone and pellet ; and (6) cross and pellet.

p724, Noble (first issue, annulet coinage). 0bv., m.m.1is; king GOLD

standing in ship with flag; annulet at king’s wrist;
one rope from prow and two from stern ; hEl'l.RlE . DI .

6R7i . REX . 7in.6L . E . FR7il'l.E . DD.’S . hYB’ .

(stops, trefoils). Rev., floriated cross as before, but
with an annulet in the spandril of one of the arches;
|hE . 7iVT’ . TR7ifl.SlE|'l.S . PER . SREDIVSTL . IL
LORV’ . IBYYT (stops, mullet, and annulets) ; m.m. lis.

"725, Noble (first issue, annulet coinage). Similar legends and
types to No. 724, but without flag with a trefoil before
one of the lions on the rev. ; m.m. lis.
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GOLD.

SILVER.

726, Half-noble (first issue, annulet coinage). Similar types
to the noble No. 724, but no flag at the stern of the ship,
and DIIS . hYB are omitted from the legend on the
obv. The legend on the mu. is DOHIIRG . FIG . ID. .

FVRORG . TVO . YYRGVKS . met (stops, mullet, and
annulets) ; m.m. lis.

'72'7_ Qu3,1-1-,er_nQb19 (first issue, annulet coinage), m.m. lis.
Obv., royal arms with lis above, within a double tressure
of eight curves, with trefoils at the points; hGfl.R|CI’ .

DI . 6R7T . RGX . KHGL . (stops, lis, and trefoils).
Rev., fioriated cross with lis in centre within a double
tressure of eight arches in each of which is a lion and lis
alternately; GXKLTKBITVR . m . 6LORl7Y (stops,
lis, mullet, and annulets).

728. Angel (second issue). Obv., hGn.Rl((’ . DI . GRTV . REX ,

KHGL . Z . FRTUICX . (stops, trefoils). The archangel
St. Michael piercing the dragon. Rev., <m.m. pierced cross ;

PGR . QRVCIG’ . TVK’ . SYYLVK. HOS . XRQ. RQDHT’.
A ship with a cross and topcastle on the mast, with
the letter h on one side, and a lis on the other side;
suspended from the cross are the royal arms (stops,
trefoils).

729. Angel (second issue). Obv., hGfl.RI(IVS . DGI . GRK .

RQX 7Yl'l.6L . Z . FRTUIQ . (ztops, lis, and trefoils).
Rev., m.m. cross; PGR . QRVQH . TVTY . SKLVTY . NOS
XRQ’ _ RGD’Q,m.T’. Similar types, without lis at side of
mast, but having a trefoil at each side of shield, and
with B underneath, for the Bristol Mint.

‘"730. Half-angel (second issue). Obv., hGR|G’ . DGI . 6R7Y .

RGX . YYDGL . Z . FR . (stops, trefoils). The arch
angel Michael as on No. 728. Rev., O (IRVX . KVG .

SPGS . V . rum: (stops, trefoils) ; m.m. lis. Ship, cross,
and shield as on No. 728, but without h and lis at sides
of cross ; there is a lis to right of shield. .

73]“ G-1-03,1; (heavy issue, annulet coinage) m.m. pierced cross.
Obv., hQn.Rl(I . DI . 6R7i . RGX . YWLGLIG . Z .

FRTYFLCI. Crowned bust facing, withina double tressure.
Rev., POSVI . DGVSTZ . KDIVTORH . STIGVSTL —

CXIVITYYS . LOIIDOII . Long cross pattée with pellets.
Annulet after POSVI and in two quarters (stops, saltires
on both sides).

'732_ G1-93,1; (heavy issue, rosette and mascle coinage), m.m. cross.

Types and inscriptions as N0. 731, but rosette after
POSVI and mascle after LOHDOTI.
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733, G1-03,1; (heavy issue, pine-cone and mascle coinage), SILVER.
m.m. cross patonce on obv. and plain cross on
rev. Types and inscriptions as No. 731, but with
pine-cone after POSVI and LOl'l.DO|'l., and mascle
after C(lVIT7IS.

734, Great (heavy issue, pine-cone and pellet coinage),
m.m. cross patonce on obv. Types and inscrip
tions as No. 731, but pine-cone on breast, and a

pellet on each side of crown, and in two quarters
on the rev.

735. Half-great (heavy issue, cross and pellet (?) coinage).
0bv., hGf1R|(I . DI . 6R7i . RGX . 7ifi.6L . § . F -;
m.m. pierced cross. Bust facing as on No. 731, but with
crown as No. 722. Rev.,POSV| . DGVSTI. . TIDIVTORQ .

STZG—(IlVlT7IS . LOTl.DOl'l.. Long cross pattée with
pellets (stops, saltires on both sides).

There is a qnatrefoil after POSVI. It is very probably a Henry V.
coin.

736. Penny (heavy issue, York; annulet coinage), mm. cross.
0bv., hGn.Rl(IVS . RQX . 7i[l’l.C5L|]G. Full-faced bust
crowned, with a mullet on one side and an annulet on
the other. Rev., CIIVITYIS €(BOR7IQl, with an annulet
between the words. Long cross pattée with broad ends
and three pellets in each angle ; in one angle, an annulet
between the pellets; in centre, a quatrefoil enclosing
a pellet.

I737. Farthing (London), m.m. cross. 0bv., h€(D.RlC( REX
7Il'tC'3L. Bust of king, facing and crowned. Rev.,
CIIVITYIS LOl'l.DO|'l.. Long cross pattée with pellets.

'738_ Groat (light issue, York). Obv., hQ|'l.B|qV . DI . GBYI .

BGX . 7me|_ . E . FB7II'l.(I (stops, saltires). Bust of
king crowned, within arched tressure,_with G on king’s
breast. Rev., mm. lis; POSVI . DGVSR . 7KD|V_
TO . . . QV.m.—Q|VlT7IS GBORYIQI. Long cross
pattée with pellets.

I739. Half-groat (light issue, London). 0bv., m.m. cross.
Similar to the groat, but reading FR on obverse, with
R’s correct throughout. LOIIDOH. is the mint name
on the reverse.

I740. Halfpenny (light issue, London). Obv., m.m. cross;
IIGIIRICI . . . 6R7i RGX. Type similar to groat.
Reu., (IIVITNS LO|’l.DOfl..
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GOLD.

SILVER.

ANGLO-GALLIC COINS.

'741_ S3,1nte(Rouen). Obv., m.m. leopard; IIGI/IRIGVS 1 DGI 2

GRR : FR?-YGORV : Z 1 7i6LIG 1 RGX 1 A scroll
inscribed 7iVG between an angel and the Virgin Mary;
below, two shields of arms. Rev., leopard ; XRG .

VII/IGIT. XRG . RGGI/17IT. XRG . IITLPGRFT (stops,
rosettes); cross calvary between lis and leopard with h
below. There is a star of five points on the rev. and a
mullet of six points on tho obv.

‘"742. Angelot (Paris). 01.11., angel ‘facing, holding shields of
France and England; m.m. crown; hGNRIGVS '

FRKNGORV 1 GT : 7-KNGLIG 1 RGX . Rev., cross
calvary between lis and leopard; XRG ; VINGIT

"XRG 1 RGGNT-IT 1 XRG 1 ISIZPGRKT; man. crown.

743_ G1-03,1; (Calais). Obv., crowned bust of king facing, within
arched tressure ; annulet on each side of face ; hGI'I.RIG .

DI . 6R7i . RGX . KIIGL . Z . FR7Yl'l.('.( (m.m. pierced
cross; stops, saltires). R'>v., long cross pattée with
pellets; annulet in two quarters; POSVI . DGVSTI. .

TYDIVTORG . SIZGVSTI. .—VILL7I— GYILISIG (m.m.
pierced cross ; stops, annulet, and saltires).

7'44, Grunt (Calais). Similar types and legends to the last, but
a small trefoil to left of king’s crown, and after POSVI
also, one annulet only between pellets (m.m. pierced
cross on obv. ; plain cross on 1'ev.).

745, Grunt (Calais). Similar types and legends to No. 743, but
having pine-cones, mascles, and saltires for stops (m.m.
plain cross rev. and cross patonce on 0bv.).

746_ Grog Blane (Paris). Obv., h-GRIGVS above shields of
France and England; FRTII/IGORVITI. : GT 1 TIVIGLIG 1

RGX . m.m. crown. Rev., cross calvary above h-GRIGVS
and between lis and leopard; SIT ; IIOSTZGI/I : D|'i,I ;

BGI/IGDIGTV ; m.m. crown.

'74'7_ G1-Q3 Blane (Troyes). Similar types and legends to the
last, N0. 746, but m.m. rosette.

748, Petit, Blane (Rouen). 01111., two shields as before;
hGNRIGVS RGX ., m.m. leopard. Rev., cross calvary
between h and R. Legend as N 0. 746.

’749_ Denier P31-igig_ 0112)., crown above I’!-GRI . around
FRKGORV . -Z . KGL . RGX . Rev., cross pattée
fieured; PFRISIVS GIVIS.

750. Denier Tournoig (Troyes). 0bv., lis and leopard;
hGNRIGVS . RGX . Rev., cross pattée; TVRONVS .

FRKNGIG (man. rose).
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EDWARD IV., 1461-1483.

The nobles struck before 1465 weighed 108 grains like those of Henry VI.,
but the current value was 8s. 4d. instead of 6.5-.8d. Specimens are extremely

rare, only two being known. They resemble the nobles of Henry VI., but E
is struck over I1 on the reverse. The m.m-. is a fleur-de-lis.

In 1465 the weight of the noble was restored to 120 grains, as it was from
1351 to 1412, and its circulating value was raised to 10s. These new coins, from
the rose placed on the obverse and reverse, were called rose-nobles, or ryals
(royals) from a French coin, the royal d’or. Many spurious copies of this type
were made in the Netherlands (see No. 754).

This change was the first break in the uniformity of design used for the gold
coinage since the introduction of the noble in 12-$44.

A new gold coin, called an angel, weighing 80 grains and current for 6:. 871.,
was issued. Those struck before 1470 have no topcastle to the ship on the
reverse (No. 757). It received its name from the device on the obverse.

The gold coins which had hitherto been issued from the Tower Mint only,
were in this reign struck also at Bristol, Coventry, Norwich, and York. The
latter coins, as well as silver greats, were distinguished by the initial letter of
the town which was placed on the obverse.

In 1464 the weight of the silver coins was reduced, that of the penny from 15 to
12 grains, and other coins proportionately.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Denominations.Metal. Issues.

GOLD First(l464) Noble.

Second (1465-1470) Rose-noble, Half-rose-noble,
Quarter-rose-noble, Angel.

Third (1471-1483) Angel, Half-angel.

SILVER First (1461-1464), “Heavy” Groat, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1464-1483), “Light” Great, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny, Farthing.

751. Rose-noble or Ryal (second issue). Obv., m.m. sun;
EDWYIRD . DI . 6R7I’. REX - 7II'16L’ . X . FR7II'l.E’.
DIIS . I . B’ (stops, trefoils). King holding a sword and
shield standing in a ship, on the side of which is a
full-blown rose, and at the stern a flag with the letter E.
Rev., m.m. sun; IhE' . 7IVT . TRYIIISIEIIS . PER .

STIEDIVSTI. . ILLORVSTI. . IB7IT . (stops, trefoils). A
floriated cross with a rose in the centre on a sun of 16
rays; in each angle of the cross is a lion surmounted by
a crown; the whole within a double tressure of eight
arches.

GOLD.
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GOLD. 752, Rose-noble (second issue). Legends and types as No. 751
but with Q for Coventry under the rose on the obverse,
and with m.m. sun on the reverse only. .

753_ R033-noble (second issue). Legends and types as No. 751,
but with B for Bristol, and m.m. crown on the reverse.

754, R033-noble (second issue). 0110., GDWKRD . DI’ . GRK .

RQX . TYNGL’ . X . FRED. . DIIS . IB (stops, trefoils).
Rev., 1n.m. coronet; lhD . KVT . TRKIISIGIIS . PHR .

SRGDIVSR’. ILLORV’ . lB7YT . (stops, trefoils). Types
as No. 751, but of much coarser work, probably a Flemish
imitation. .

755. Half-rose-noble (second issue). Obv., HDWKRD . DI’ .

6R7Y . RQX . 7Yl'l6L’ . X . FRYUI. . (stops, trefoils).
King with sword and shield as on the rose-noble. On
the side of the ship is an G for York below the rose.
Rev., m.m. sun; DOSIIIIIG . DH . |n . FVRORG .

TVO . 7YR6VS STZG (stops, trefoils). Sun with rose on
a floriated cross as No. 752.

756, Quarter-noble (second issue). OI/v., -m.m. sun ? ;

GDWYYRD . DI . ('3R7Y . RGX . 7Yfl.C5L’ X (stops, lis).
Shield of arms within a quatrefoil; around the shield,
an Q, a sun, rose, and lis. Rev., HXTYLTYYBITVTVR |n.
GLORI. Floriated cross with rose and sun; in each
angle a lion ; the whole within an arched tressure.

7757. Angel (second issue). 0bv., HDWKRD . DI . 6R7Y . REX .7

7U’1('5L . X . FRTWIQ . DHS . I . B . (stops, saltires).
The archangel Michael piercing the dragon. Rev.
PHR . (IRVCIGSTI . TVYUT7. . S7YLV7Y . HOS . XRCI’ .

RQDHSTL PTOR (stops, trefoils). Ship with cross and
shield, but with sun and rose at sides of the mast.

758. Angel (third issue). Similar legends and types to N0. 757,
but reading DGI, without Dl'l.S . I . B . on the reverse,
and reading TV7Y’ and RQDQSTZPT’ on the reverse.
There is a top-castle on the mast, with Q and a rose at
the sides. The m.m. is a cross pierced.

759. Angel (third issue), m.m. cinquefoil pierced. Legends
and types similar to No. 758.

‘"760. Half-angel (third issue). Obv. (m.m. pierced cross),
O (IRVX . KVG . SPGS . VIIIGK (stops, trefoils). The
archangel and dragon. Rev., GDWKRD . DI . GRTY .

RGX . 7Y|’16L . X . FR7Y (stops. trefoils). Ship, cross,
and shield of arms with €( and rose as on N0. 758.
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761_ G1-(mt (light coinage, London), m.m. pierced rose or cross.

O/111., crowned bust facing, within a nine-arched tressure,
with a rose on king’s breast; QDWYYRD . DI . 6R7Y’ .

RGX . 7-UIGL’. S . FRTUIG (stops, saltires). Rev., long
cross pattée with three pellets in each angle; POSVI .

DHVSTZ . TYDIVTORG . -fllGVfll—CIlVlT7¥S . LOl'1DOl'1
(stops, saltires, and a rose).

762-3_ Grgatg (light coinage, London), m.m. rose unpierced.
Similar types and legends to No. 761, but with quatrefoil
on each side of king’s neck, but one reading STLQVII, and
the other without rose on breast and with extra pellet in
one quarter on the reverse.

764_ G1-03,1; (light coinage, London), m.m. sun. Similar types
to No. 761, but with a quatrefoil on each side of neck.

765_ G1-03,1; (light coinage. London), m.m. crown. Similar types
and legends to No. 761, with quatrefoil on each side of
king’s neck.

766_ G-1~g3,t. (light coinage, ‘London), m.m. annnlet. Similar
legends and types to No. 761, but the letters are all
badly formed.

76'7_ G1-93,1-, (light coinage, Coventry), m.m. defaced. Similar
types to No. 761, but with q on the king’s breast and a

quatrefoil each side of the king’s neck, and reading
(IOVWTRH on the reverse.

768; G1-03,1-, (light coinage, Norwich), mun. sun. Similar types
to No. 761, but with D. on the king’s breast and a quatre
foil each side of the king’s neck, and l’i.ORVl(I on the
reverse.

‘"769. Half-groat (heavy coinage,'London), m.-m. rose pierced.
Similar legends andtypes to the London groats, but
reading FRKII,

770. Half-groat (light coinage, Canterbury), m.m. rose. Similar
legends and types to No. 769, but with q on the king’s
breast, and reading (IFXFLTOR on the reverse and FR77
on the obverse.

771. Penny (light coinage, London), m.m. crown. Crowned bust
facing within a circle, with a quatrefoil on each side of
king’s neck: 6(DW7KRD’ . DHI . GRK . RGX. 7YN6L.
Rev., long cross pattée with pellets; QIVITKS TOFLDOR.

-‘Y

SILVER‘
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SILVER.’

GOLD.

772. Halfpenny (heavy coinage, London), m.m. rose. Similar
types to No. 771, but with an annulet on each side of the
king’s face, and legend on obv. ; QDWKRD . DI . GRK .

RHX; on rev., (IIVITYYS LO|’1DOI’l..

773. Halfpenny (light coinage, London), -m.m. ? Similar types
and legends to No. 772, but with a trefoil on each side
of the king’s face.

774. Halfpenny (light coinage, London), m.m. cross clechée.
Similar types to No. 772, but reading DGI for DI on the
obverse, and without annulets. Reverse legends as on
No. 772.

7775-6. Farthings (heavy coinage, London). Similar types to
No. 771, with plain cross as m.m. on the obverse.
Legend on obverse; GDWKRD : RGX : YUIGL; on
reverse, (IIVITYYS LOTIDOH. One is an electrotype.

EDWARD V., 1483.

The coins of Edward V. are identified by the mint-marks—a rose and sun
united or a boar’s head. They are of the same weight and fineness as his
father’s, and of three denominat-,ions—the angel, half-angel, and groat. All the
coins were struck at the Tower mint.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues.

I

Denominations.

GOLD ... One Angel, Half-angel.

SILVER One G 1-oat.

*"7'78. Angel. 0bv., €(DW7(RD’ . 0| . 6R7i . Rex . M161...
X . FR7in.(I (stops, saltires); nz.-m. boar’s head. The
archangel piercing the dragon. Rev., PGR (IRVQHSTI .

TVK S7YLV7Y ROS XRCI . RGDHSTZP’ : (stops, saltires);
m.m. rose and sun united. Ship with cross and shield.

"779. Half-angel. Obv., legend and type as No. 7 78, but without
§ , FR7Yn.(1; m.m. rose and sun. Rev., O : (IRVX :

KVG : SPHS : vmcm (stops, saltires). Ship as on
No. 778; m.m. as on obverse. -
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"780. Groa.t (London). Obv., GDWKRD . DI . 6R7Y . RGX SILVER.
7YI't6L X FR7Yl'l.C( (stops, saltires) ; m.1n. boar’s head.

~ Full-faced bust of king, crowned, within arched tressure;
pellet below bust. Rev., POSVI DGVSTI. : KDIVTORG .

Sl'l.HV.\TZ—(I|VlTKS LOHDOD, (in two circles; Bt0P3,
saltires); mm. rose and sun. Long cross pattée with
pellets.

RICHARD III., 14834485.

Richard III. used the same mint-marks as his nephew, Edward V., and made
no alteration in the standards of weight and fineness for the coins. The mints
were London, Durham, and York, gold being struck at the first-named
mint only by Robert Brackenbury, “ Master Worker of the Money in the Tower.”

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

i}0LD Ono Angel, Half-angel.

SILVER ... One Groat, Half-groat, Penny, Half
penny.

781. Angel. Obv., m.m. rose and sun united; RICIYIRD . DI . GOLD.
GRYI’ . RGX . YIIIGL’ . Z . FRYIHQ . (stops, saltires).
St. Michael and the dragon. Rcv., same m.m.; PQR _

QRVCIQIR .TV7I . S7YLV7I . HOS XRC(’ - RHDQSTIPT .

(stops, saltires). A ship with a cross on the mast, on one
side of which is R, and on the other a rose; at side of
ship are the royal arms.

‘"782. Half-angel, Obv., m.m. boar’s head; RIQKRD _ 0| _

6R7Y . RGX . TWIGL (stops, saltires). Similar type to
the angel. Rev., O (IRVX . YIVG - SPQS . VD.l(I7I

~ (stops, saltires); m.m. boa.r’s head. Similar type to the
angel.

-783. Groat. 0511-, m-m- vb0ar’8 head; RKIKRD . DI . 6R7Y smvnn.
RGX YYHGL . Z FRTYHQ (stops, saltires). Full-faced
head, crowned, within a double tressure of nine curves,
with trefoils at six points. ‘Rev., same m.m.; POSVI
DHVSTI KDIVTORQ’ STZQVSR, and in inner circle
(IIVITKS . LOIIDOFL. Long cross pattée, having three
pellets in each angle.
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SILVER. 784. Half-great. Obv., m.1n. rose and sun; RIETIRD. DI .6R7I’
REX’, 7II'l.6L Z FR; head as before, within a double
tressure of nine curves, with trefoils at six points. Rev.,
same m.m.; POSVI . D[EVSTl. . 7I]DIVTORE SIIEVSR,
and in illllel‘ Circle EIVITYIS . LOILDOII. Long cross
pattée, having three pellets united in each angle.

"785. Penny (York). Obv., RIEYIRD DI 6R7I REX 7Il’l.6:
boar’s head. Crowned bust facing; T and a key

at the sides of the neck. R0v., EIVITTIS EBORIIEI.
Long cross pattée with pellets in angles and quatrefoil in
centre.

The initial T is for Thomas Rotherham, Archbishop of York,
1480-1500.

‘I786. Halfpenny (London).
m.nz. rose and sun.
EIVITYIS LOIIDOII.
pellets united.

Obv.. RIEUIRD . DI .] C5R7I;

Bust facing, crowned. Rev.,
Long cross pattée with three

HENRY VII., 1485~1 509.

The Tudor monetary period is characterised by the variety and general
brilliancy of its coins as compared with the few stereotyped denominations and
designs that prevailed during the preceding 250 years.

Henry VII. issued coins of two new denominations, the sovereign and the
shilling. The sovereign (No. 791) was ordered to be struck in 1489. It was
issued in gold of the standard fineness, and weighed 210 grains. The current
value was Z08. The earliest example of portraiture on coins since the Norman
Conquest is found on the shilling (No. 805), first struck in 1504. It bears the
king‘s profile bust, which is considered “a work of the lllghfirll art in its own
kind.” From the time of Henry II., the monarchs had been represented by full
faced busts on the coins.

No changes were made in the weight, fineness, and current values of the gold
coins, and the weight of the silver coins remained on the basis fixed by
Edward IV. in 1464, viz., 12 grains for the penny.

On some of the coins of this reign, the name of the king is followed by

numerals (No. 806), or by the word SE PTIIIL This is the first occurrence of
such marks of distinction on English coins, with the exception of a few pennies
of Henry III.

TABLE or ‘Issues.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

Gonn First (1485) Ryal, Angel, Half-angel.

Second (1489) Sovereign, Angel, Half-angel.

Groat, Half-groat, Penny, Half
penny.

Great, Half-great, Penny, Half
penny, Farthing.

SILVER First (1485)

Second (1489 I)

Third (1504) Shilling, Groat, Half - grout,
Penny (sovereign type).
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‘789. Ryal (first issue). 0bI'., hen.R|q . 0| . emu: . Rex . com).
7XI'16L . X . FR1XI'I.(I . DNS . IBIXR . (stops, trefoils).
King wearing arched crown holding sword and shield,
standing in ship; flag with h from prow, and one with
a dragon from the stern. Rev., m.m. cross fitchée ; IhCX .

KVTGSTZ . TRKFLSIGIIS . PGR . STIGDIV . ILLORV .

lB7XT (stops, trefoils). Small shield bearing arms of
France only, over a double rose within arched tressure.

DI . GRK . RGX . 7YII.6L . X . FRTYIIQ . (stops, trefoils).
The archangel piercing the dragon, the left foot only
being on the beast. Rev., PQR (IRVCX . TV/\ . STYLVK .

NOS . XPG . RGDGTOR . (stops, trefoils). Ship to
right, with h and rose on each side of the cross.

‘"790. Angel (first issue). Obv., m..'m. pierced cinquefoil; hQIl.R|(I. /
791. Sovereign (second issue, fourth type). 0bv., m.m. dragon ;

hENR|CVS . DEI . GRACIA . REX . ANGLIE GT .

FRANCIG . DNS . IBAR . (stops, cinquefoils). King
crowned, and in royal mantle, seated on throne, and '

holding the sceptre and orb; the arms of chair sur- Mmounted by a dragon and greyhound; the field is
semé de lis. Rev., same m.1n.; Ih€SVS . AVTEM .

TRANSIENS . PER . MEDIVM . ILLORVM . IBAT.
(stops, cinquefoils). Royal arms in centre of a large
double rose with leaves, within a double tressure of ten
arches ; in each arch alternately a lion and lis.

Four types or classes of sovereigns are distinguished by difierences
in the details of the obv. and rev. designs. The type shown is the
fourth of Kenyon. The double rose is symbolical of the union of the
Houses of Lancaster and York. The dragon used as m.m.. and shown
to the left of the throne, was Henry's badge at Bosworth Field, and is
said to have been the ensign of Cadwaller, the last king of the
Britons, from whom Henry claimed descent. .

792. Angel (second issue). Obv., m.m. pheon ; hHI"I.RI(I’ - DI’ -

6R7? . RGX . 7YI'I.6L’ . Z . FRK’ . (stops, saltires);
St. Michael and dragon ; the archangel has both feet on
the beast. Rev., same m.m.; PGR . CIRVCIG’ . TVTY’ .

STYLVTY . HOS . XRQ’ - RGD’ (stops, saltires). Ship
with cross on mast, with h on one side and a rose on the
other ; below, the royal arms.

793. Angel’ (second issue). Similar type to the preceding,
No. 792 ; m.m. pheon.

794. Half-angel (second issue). 0bv., m.m. pheon; hQI'lR|(X .

DI’ (SR7? . REX . 7iC5L’ . Z . Rev., same m.m.;
O - CIRVX . KVG . SPGS . VIIIQTY. Types as the
Angel N0. 792 (stops, saltires on both sides).
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SILVER. 795_ Grgat (first issue), m.m. rose. Obv., bust facing, wearing
open crown, within arched tressure; a saltire on each
side of the neck; h&r'tRl(I . DI . GRK . RGX . 7¥r16L .

X . FR7-Km} (stops, trefoils). Rev., long cross pattée
with pellets; POSVI . DQVSR . KDIVTORH . STIQVSTI.

——(-IIVITFS LONDON. arranged in two circles.

The shape of the king's crown was altered in this reign. Instead
of being open, it has one or more arches.

796_ Groat (first issue), -m.m. rose. Similar to No. 795.

797. Half-groat (first issue), m.m. 1150). Obv., henalq . 0| .

GRYI . RQX . 7In.6L . X . FRK (stops, rosettes). Similar
type to Groat, but no saltires at the sides of the neck.
Rev., type and inscription as the Groat, but the cross is
fourchée with pierced ends, and voided in the centre
(stops, rosettes).

798. Penny (first issue, York). Inscriptions nearly clipped away.
Obv., crowned bust facing with T to left. Rev., long
cross with pellets, with h in centre.

The initial T is for Thomas Rotherham, Archbishop of York
(1480-1500).

7799. Halfpenny (first issue). Obv., hQn.R|(1 [DI 6R7I RQX].
Bust facing with open crown. Rev., C([|VI]T7IS
[LON] DOn.. Long cross with pellets.

800, Groat (second issue, London), man. heraldic cinquefoil.
Obv., hGfl.RlQ . DI .6R7i . RHX . 7in.6L. Z . FR7ifl.
(stops, rosettes). Bust facing with arched crown. Rcv.,
inscription as No. 795, but reading STZGV. Long cross
fourchée with pellets.

8()1_ Grgat (second issue, London). Types, inscriptions, and
mint mark similar to the last, No. 800, but stops are
saltires, and reading 7I6L . Z . FR on the obv. and
TIDIVTOH . on the rev.

802. Half-groat (second issue, Canterbury), m.m. ton. Obv.,

hGn.RlCI’. DI .C5R7I. RGX . 7YC5L . Z . F’. (no stops).
Full-faced bust with arched crown. Rev., similar type
and inscription to Groat No. 801, but reading (X7Il'i.TOR
for Canterbury.

7803. Halfpenny (second issue, London). Types and inscriptions
similar to the Groat of this issue, No. 800, m.m. cinquefoil.
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“$04. Farthing (second issue). Types and inscriptions similar SILVER
to the Groat of this issue, No. 800.

805. Shilling (third issue). 0bv., hGn.R|(1VS . DI’ . GRYY .
RGX . 7Il'l.6LlG . Z . FR . (stops, saltires). Profile bust
crowned, to right. Rev., m.m. lis; POSVI DGV’ .
YYDIVTO’ H . STl€(V’ . (stops, saltires). Royal arms upon
a cross-fourchée, with lis between each fork.

The first issue of this denomination of coin was made in this reign
(1504-1509).

806, Groat (third issue). Obv., m.m. cross-crosslet; hHn,R|(I’ ;

V.|.l’ . DI’ : 6R7I’ . R€(X : 7I6L’ . Z . FR’ . (stops,
saltires). Profile bust crowned, to right. Rev., same
m.m.; POSVI . DGV’ : YYDIVTORG’ : SIZGV’ . (stops,
saltires). Royal arms upon a cross-fourchée.

8()7_ G1-03,1; (third issue), m.m. pheon on both sides. Legends
and types as the preceding, No. 806, but reading F for FR
on obv.

*808. Half-great (third issue), m.m. lis. Types and inscriptions
as the G1-oat No. 807, but reading 7-IDlVTO€(.

809. Penny (third issue). 0bv., hanmq 0| omr R€(X K.
King holding a sceptre and orb, seated on a throne.
Rev., CIIVITYIS . DVR . . S11 (Durham). Royal shield
on cross-fourchée; at the sides R.D., and at the top of
shield a large mitre.

R.D. are probably the initials of Thomas Ruthall, Bishop of
Durham, 1509--1522.

810. Penny (third issue). Obv., hGn.Rl(1 DI GRYI RQX 7Yl'lC5.
R022, (IIVITYIS . GBORYICU (York). Types as No. 809,
but with two keys under the shield for the York mint.

HENRY VIII., 1509-1 547.
As may be seen from the table of issues, Henry VIII. added seven new

denominations to the series of gold coins. It is possible, however, that the
double-sovereign (No. 811) is a pattern piece. Many changes were made in the
current values, and in the fineness of the gold and silver coins. In 1526, the
new coins, crowns and half-crowns, were struck in gold of 22 carats fine. This
standard, then introduced for the first time, was known from the denomination
of coin struck as “crown gold,” and is the same as that employed at the present
day. It was used in Scotland by Robert III. (1390-1406). Further reductions in
weight and fineness were made until, at the close of the reign, the gold coins
were issued at 20 carats fine, and the silver at one-third fine.

Greats were struck at Tourney in 1513. _This issue concludes the series of
Anglo-Gallic coins. None had been struck since the reign of Henry VI.

In 1526 the Tower pound (5,400 grains) was abolished by royal proclamation.
This weight, which had up to this date been used 1Il the Mint, was superseded by
the pound troy of 5,760 grains.

The ecclesiastical mints of Canterbury, Durham and York were finally closed
in this reign.
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GOLD.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.
‘

Issues.

I

Fineness.

‘

Denominations.

GOLD First (I509)... 23 cts. 3; grs. Double-sovereign, Sovereign

(240 grs.), Angel (80 grs.),
I Half-angel, R-yal (120 grs.).

Second (1526) (a.) Do. (a.)Double-sovereign,Sovereign,
Angel, George-noble (7l,l,
grs.), Half-George-noble,

(b.) 22 cts. (b.) Crown (57%), grs.), Half
crown.

Third (l543).. 23 cts. Sovereign (200 grs.), Angel,
Half-angel, Quarter-angel.

Fourth (1544) 22 cts. Sovereign (192 grs.), Half
sovereign, Crown, Half
crown.

Fifth (I545)... 20 cts. Sovereign (192 grs.)., Half
sovereign, Crown, Half
crown.

SILVER First (I509)... 11 oz. 2 dwts. Great, Half-groat, Penny_(l2
grs.), Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1526) Do. Great, Half-great, Penny (10%
grs.), Halfpenny, Farthing.

Third (1543).. Five-sixths Shilling, Groat, Half-groat,

_ Penny (10 grs.), Halfpenny.

Fourth (1544) Half Shilling, Groat, Half-groat,
Penny (I0 grs.).

Fifth (I545)... One-third Shilling, Grout, Half-groat,
Penny (10 grs.).

Onnnnnr VALU1:s.-First issue: Sovereign, 20.1.; Angel, 6s. 811.; Ryal, 10s.
Second issue : Sovereign, 22s. or 22s. 611.; Crown, 5.2.; Angel, 7s. 4d. or 7s. 611.;

George-noble, 6s. 8d. Third issue .- Sovereign, 20s.; Angel, 8s. Fourth and Fifth
issues : Sovereign 208.

"811. D0l1l)l8-SOV61‘Gig'1.'l(first issue). Obv.,m.m. lis; h€inRI(1VS:
D€(| :6R7YQ|7Y: RGX : 7Ul.6Ll€ : GT : FRTWIQ’ . DFIS’.
h|B’ (stops, saltires). King on a throne of state with
sceptre and. orb, a portcullis at his feet. Rev., lhHSVS 1

7IVT€(M :TR7Yfi.S|G|'1S: PQR : MGDIVM: ILLORVM:
|B7IT : (stops, saltir-es); m.m. cross crosslet. An orna
mental tressure enclosing a royal shield upon a double rose.

‘$12. Sovereign (first issue); m.m. crowned portcullis. Types
and inscriptions as the preceding, except the reading on
the reverse, TR7Ul.(I|Gn.S, and the inner arches of the
tressure contain a lion and lis alternately, and two
saltires in each spandril.
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*814. Ryal (first issue). Obv., hQD.RI(I’ . VIII . DI . 6R7Y. RHX . GOLD.

7YI1('5L’. Z . FR7YI'l.(I’- DIIS . I . B . (stops, saltires).
King crowned, with sword and shield, standing in a ship,
having a flag at the stern bearing the letter h. Rev.,
m.m. crowned portcullis; |hC(’ . 7YVT’ . TRTYIISIGIIS .

PGR . SIZGDIVSTL : ILLORVSTI. : IBTYT (stops, saltires).
Floriated cross with rose on sun in centre.

815. Angel (first issue); m.m. portcullis crowned. Obv., hGI'I.R|(1’.
VIII . DI’. GRTY’. RGX . TYGL . Z. FR . (stops, saltires).
The archangel St. Michael piercing the dragon. Rev.,
same m.m.; PGR . (IRV(I€(’ . TVYY’. SYYLVYY . IIOS .

XRG’ . RQDQI . (stops, saltires). Ship with cross on mast,
and h on one side and a rose on the other; below, the
royal arms.

816. Angelet or Half-angel (first issue). Obv., port
cullis crowned; hGlII.RI(1’ . VIII’. DI’ . C5R7Y . RGX .

7YI_ . (stops, saltires). Rev., same m.m.; O : (IRVX :

YYVG : SP€(S : VI'I.lC(7Y . (stops, saltires). Types as on
the Angel No. 815.

*81'7. Double-sovereign (second issue). Similar types and in
scriptions to No. 811, but there are four saltires after
IBYYT, and the m.ms. are lis on obv. and pheon on rev.

819. Sovereign (second issue). Obv., m.m. lis; hGI‘),R|(IVS :

D€(I :6R7Y(II7Y : R€(X : 7YI'l.6LIG : GT: FR7YI1C(’. DI'I.S’:
hIB’ . (stops, saltires). King holding sceptre and orb,
seated in royal chair, at his feet a portcullis with chains ;

the whole within an ornamented circle. Rev., m.m.
arrow; IhGSVS : YYVTGM : TR7YI"LSIH|’I.S : PGR :

MQDIVM : ILLORVM : |B7YT. Royal arms in centre
of an expanded and foliated rose, within an ornamented
double tressure of ten curves ; alternately in each curve
a lion and lis.

820. Angel (first issue). Types, inscriptions, and mint marks
similar to No. 815, though not- struck from the same dies.
As Angels of the second issue chiefly differ from those of
the first in the mint marks, this coin is placed in this
sequence to illustrate the second issue.

821. George-noble (second issue). Obv., m.m. rose ; hE(I'l.RICI’ :

D’. C5’ R’ . 7i6L’. Z . FR7YI‘I.(X’. DI'I.S’. hIBGRI (stops,

saltires). Ship to right as on the reverse of the Angel,
but the shield replaced by a double rose and h and K at
sides of the cross. Rev., m.m. rose; T7YL| : DICIYY’:
SI60 : SIZES’: FLVQTVYYRI : IIHQVIT . (stops, saltires).
St. George on horseback slaying the dragon.

Only one specimen of the half George-noble is known. It is similar
in type to the George-noble.
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GOLD. 823_ Crown (second issue). 0bv., m.m. rose; IIGIIRIG’ . VIII’ .

RVTILKIIS : ROSK : SIIIG : SPIN’. (stops, saltires).
Double rose crowned between the letters h and R, both
crowned. Rr’v., m.m. rose; DGI : 6’ : R’ : KGL’: Z :

FRKIICI . DIIS’ . hlBHRI'll€ (stops, saltires). Royal
shield of arms crowned.

The initials H and R are for Henricus Rex.

"824, Half-grown (second issue). Obv., m.m. rose; hGI'I.RIQ’ : 8 :

DI’ : 6’ : R’ : 7Y6L’ : Z : FRK . (stops, saltires). Royal
shield crowned. R8U., m.m. rose; RVTILTWIS : ROSE :

SIIIG : SPlI'l.7i (stops, saltires). Double rose crowned
between the letters h and K.

The letters I1 and K are for Henry and Katharine, his first wife.
Arabic numerals were first used on this issue. The rose may refer to
the "‘Golden Rose

”
presented to Henry by Pope Clement VII. in 1524.

825. Sovereign (third issue). Obu., m.-m. lis; hHI'l.R|C(’ : 8 :

DI . 6R7Y’ 7Y6'L’ . FRYYIIQIQ : Z : h|BGR’ : RGX :

(stops, pheon ?). King bearded and crowned, holding
sceptre and orb, and seated in royal throne ; at his feet a
rose. Rev., m.m. lis; |hS : 7YVTH.\Tl. : TR7YI'I.SI€I'l.S :

PER STZGDIVKTZ : ILLORV’ IBKT : (stops, pheon P).
Royal arms crowned, supported by a lion and dragon;
below, on a tablet, H.R. in monogram (Henricus Rex).

826. Angel (third issue). Obv., lis; hGn.Rl(I’ . 8 . D’.
6’ . 7Y6L . FRYY’ . Z . hIB’: RGX (stops, saltires). The
archangel Michael piercing the dragon; to the left of
the angel’s head is an annulet. Rev., m.m. lis; PGR .

(IRVCIG : TV7i : S7YLV7Y . HOS: XPH : RGD’. (stops,

saltires). Ship with cross and shield as on No. 815.

'827. Half-angel (third issue). Obv., type, inscription, and mint
mark as on the Angel, No. 826, but reading R8 and
FR. Rev-. mm. lis: O . QRVX . 7W€( . SPGS .

VI’l.|(I7i . (stops, annulets). Ship, cross, and shield as on
the Angel No. 826.

828. Quarter-angel (third issue). Obv., m.m. lis; hGNRI(1VS .

VIII . DI . 6‘R7Y . YYGLIH . (stops, saltires). R8l'., m.m.
lis; FRKNGIH . GT. h|BGRNIG . REX . (stops, saltires).
Types as the Angel No. 826.

829. Sovereign (fourth issue). Obv., m.m. s; hEfl.R|(I’. 8 1

DI’. 6R7Y: 7i6L’. FRKHQIE : Z: h|BERIl.’. REX.
(stops, trefoils). Rev., m.m. S; |hS : TYVTEM : TRIVI
SIEIIS: PER MEDIVM : ILLOR’. IBKT . (stops,

trefoils). Types as No. 825.

830. Half-sovereign (fourth issue). Obv., m.m. annulet en
closing a pellet; hGI1R|(I’ . 8 : D’. 6’ . 7Y6L’.
FRTYIIQIG : Z : h|B’. RGX . (stops, trefoils). King
crowned, holding sceptre and orb, and seated on throne ;

at his feet a rose, and at left side of head an annulet.
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Rev., same m.m.; IHS : AVTE: . TRANSI’. PER . GOLD.
STZEDI’ . ILLO : IBAT. Royal arms supported by a

lion and dragon ; below, on a tablet, H.R. in monogram ;

above the crown is an annulet.

831. Half-sovereign (fourth issue). Obv.,m.1n.G; hGI'I.RI(1’ 8’
D’ . 6’ . 7Y6L’ . FR7II’I.(I|’ : Z : hIB’ . RGX : (stops,

trefoils). Rev., m.m. S; IhS’ YIVTG’ . TRYUISIGII.’ :

PGR -IIZGDI’. ILLORV’. IBYIT’. (stops, trefoils). Types
as No. 830.

832, Crown (fourth issue). Types as No. 823. Obv., hGIl.Rl(I’ :

8 : ROS7-I : SIIIG : SPIN. (stops, trefoils). Rev., m.m.
annulet with pellet; DQI . GRYI . YIGLI . FRTI . Z .

HIB . RHX (stops, trefoils), with h and R crowned at
sides of shield. An annulet to left of crown on obu.
and rev.

833_ Crown (fourth issue, Bristol). Types as No. 832; m.1n.

cinquefoil and W.S. in monogram. Obv., hGI‘tRIQ’ VIII .

ROSK . SlI'l€( . SPIIIJX. Rev., D . 6 . KIIGL’. FR7-IIICI’.
Z . hIB . RQX.

W.S. are the initials of Sir William Sharington, the master of the
Bristol mint.

834_ Half-grown (fourth issue). Types and inscriptions as
No. 832; m.m. Q, but the letters h and R are not
crowned.

7835. Sovereign (fifth issue). Obv., m.m. annulet enclosing
pellet; hEI'I.RlCt’ : 8 : DI’: 6R7lI 7I6L’ : FRYIIICIIE’ :

Z : hIBER : REX (stops, trefoils). Type as No. 825.
R911-, m-m- H8; |hS . YIVTEM : TRYIHQIEHS : PER

£1/IEIgg/’
: ILLORV’ : IBYIT (stops, trefoils). Type as

o. .

837. Half-sovereign (fifth issue). Obv., annulet enclosing a
pellet; HENRICI’ : 8 : D’: 6’ : A6L: FRANQI’ . Z .

HIB’ : REX . (stops, trefoils). Type as the Sovereign,
No. 825. Rev., same mm/1.; IHS : AVTE’ TRANSI’ :

PER : SREDI’ : ILLO’ : IBAT . (stops, trefoils)- Type
as N0. 825 ; annulet to left of crown.

838_ Crown (fifth issue). Obv., m.m. martlet; HENRIC’ . 8 :

RVTLANS’. ROSA’ . SIN’ . SP . Re-0., m.m. martlet;
DEI’. GRA’. A6L’. FRA’. Z . HIB’. REX. Types
as on No. 832, with H and R crowned at sides of shield
and rose.

*839. Half-crown (fifth issue). Obv., m.m. annulet enclosing
P911641; HENRIC :8 : D. 6 : AGL: FR: Z : HIB:
RX (stops, lozenges). Crowned shield between h and R.
Rev., same m.m.; RVTILANS : ROSA : SINE : SPI :

(stgps,
lozenges). Double rose crowned between h

an R.
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SILVER. 841_ G1-03,1; (first issue). Obv., m..m. castle; hHI"I.RI(I’ : VIII’ .

DI’ . 6R7I’ . RGX : 7I6L’ . Z . F . (stops, saltires).
Profile bust of his father crowned. Rev., same m.m.;
POSVI DGV’ : KDIVTORH’ : SIIGV’ . (stops, saltires).
Royal shield on a cross fourchée.

842. Half-groat (first issue, York). 0bv., mxm. escallop. Type
and inscription as on No. 841, except F for France
omitted. Rev., m.m. escallop; CIIVITYYS : QBORYIQI
(stops, saltires). Royal shield on a cross fourchée;
below, a cardinal’s hat and two keys (Thomas Wolsey).

843. Penny (first issue, Durham). Legends and mint marks
illegible. Obv., king robed, seated on throne and holding
sceptre and orb. Rev., royal shield on a cross fourchée ;

above, T.D. (Thomas Ruthall.)

844. Penny (first issue, London). Obv., m.m. portcullis;
hGI'I.RI(I’. DI’. 6R7Y . RGX . YIGL’ (stops, saltires).
King enthroned, with sceptre and orb. Rev., QIVITKS .

LOIIDOII. (stops, saltires). Shield of arms on cross
fourchée.

*845. Halfpenny (first issue, London). Obv., m.m. portcullis;
hHI'I.R|CI [DI’. 6R7I .] RGX . 7I6L’ . (stops, saltires).
Bust facing with arched crown. Rev.. [QIVITTYS]
LOI'I.DOI1.. Cross fourchée with pellets in angles.

*846. Farthing (first issue, London). 01111., m.m. portcullis;’
hGn.R|Q’ . DI . GRYI’ . RGX (stops, saltires). Portcullis
within an inner circle. Re11., (IIVITKS LOFLDOII,
Cross fourchée on a rose.

84'7_ G1-03,1; (second issue). OIw., m.m. rose; hGn.RlQ’ . VIII’ .

DI’ : 6’ . R’ . 7IC5L’ . Z . FRYYIIQ’ . (stops, saltires).
Profile bust crowned. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI . DHV’ ;

YIDIVTORG : SIZGV. Royal arms on a cross fourchée,
with a saltire in each fork.

848_ G1-03,1; As No. 847, but mnn. lis, on both sides, with OR of
KDIVTORG in monogram, and D’ for DI’.

849_ GrQ3,1-,_ As No. 847, but m.m. arrow or pheon on both
sides, and D’ for DI’,

85()_ Grgat (York). 0bv., mm. cross; hGI’1.R|(I’ . VIII . D’ .

(5 . R . 7I6L . Z . FR7II'I.CI’. (stops, saltires). Profile
bust as on No. 847. Rem, same m.m.; CIIVITYIS :

€(BOR7I((l. Royal shield on cross fourchée; at the
sides, T-W; and below, a cardinal’s hat. The initials
are those of Thomas Wolsey.
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851. Half-groat (second issue, Canterbury). 0120., nz.m. cross SILVER.
fleury; h€(Il.RI(1 : VIII . D . 6 . R . 7Y6L’iZ . FR
(stops, saltires). Profile bust of king as on No.8~l7.

Rev., m.m. cross fleury; CIIVITYIS Cl7IIl.TOR . Royal
shield on cross fourchée; W K at sides of shield, the
initials of Archbishop Wareharn (stops, saltires).

852. Penny (second issue, Durham). 0120., m.m. trefoil ; h’ . D’ .

6 . ROSK [SIIIH . SPIYI]. Rev., (IIVITKS. [DVR]R7I$TI..
Types as No. 843, but T.W. at sides of shield, and a

cardinal’s hat below (Thomas Wolsey).

853. Penny (second issue, Durham). 0bv., m.m. star; h’ . D’.
6. ROSYY [SIG . SP|7I]. Rev., CIIVITYIS. DVRR7UIl.
Types as No. 843, but with (I.D. at sides of shield, the
initials of Abp. Outhbert Tonstall (stops, saltires on 01122.).

‘T854. Halfpenny (second issue, Canterbury). 0121)., m.m. wheel;
h . D . 6 . ROSYY . SING . SPITY (stops, saltires).
Crowned bust of king facing, T . (I at sides. Rev.,
qIVlT7IS . CIYYIITOR. Cross fourchée and pellets
(T. Cranmer). .

*855. Farthing (second issue). Types similar to No. 846, but
the obverse legend is RVTILYIITS ROSYY, and on the
reverse is the king’s name and titles.

*856. Shilling (third issue). 01111., man. 115?; he(n.R|q .v|||.
DI’ . C5R7Y’ . TYGL’ . FRYI’ . Z . hIB’. RGX . (stops, tre

foils). Full-faced bust, crowned and wearing mantle
with fur collar. Rev., POSVI . DHVM : YYIVTORGVM :

MGVM (stops, trefoils). Double rose crowned between
h and R crowned.

857. Groat (third? issue, York). 0170., HEIIRIC’ 8 . . . . .

Z . HIB . REX. Three-quarter bust of king crowned.
Rev._. CIIVITAS QBORACI. Royal shield on cross
fourchée.

858. Half-groat (third issue, Canterbury). 007)., hermlq’ . 8 .

D . (5 . R . A6L. [Z . FR .] h|B . RGX. Bust (full
faced) of king as on No. S56. Rev., C(lVIT[7YS QTIN]
TOR. Shield of arms on cross fourchée.

859. Penny (third issue, Canterbury). 0Zw., h . D’ . 6’ . ROSA _
SINE : SPA (stops, pellets). Bust of king facing as on
No. 856. Rev., (IIVITAS . (IAIITOR. Shield of arms
on cross fourchée.

860, Halfpenny (third issue). 0bv., [h . 0 . 6 . ROS7I .

SING . SPI]. Bust of king as on No. 856. Rev., (1|V|_
TTIS [QYYNTOR P]. Cross fourchée with pellets in each
angle.
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SILVER. 862. Shilling or Testoon (fourth? issue). Obv., m.m. annulet
enclosing a pellet; hGln.RIQ . 8 . D . 6 . 7Y6L .

FRTY . Z . hIB . RGX. Full-faced bust of king crowned.
Re'v., same m.m. Type and inscription as No. 856.

863. Groat (fourth issue). Obv., HENRIC’ 8 . . .

Three-quarter face of king wearing a crown. R6L'.,

(IIVITYYS . LOI'I.DOI'l. (stops, trefoils). Royal shield on
cross fourchée, with S in forks.

864. Half-groat (fourth issue, Bristol). Obv., hfl . . . (I . 8 .

D’ . 6’ . Rn.6 FRK . Z . hIB . RH . Three-quarter
bust crowned. Rev., m.m. W. S. (in monogram);
(IIVITFS . . BRISTO . . (two pierced quatrefoils
between words of legend). Royal shield on cross

fourchée, with lis in each fork.

*865. Penny (fourth issue, Canterbury). Obv., H . D . C5 .

ROSA . SINE . SP . (stops, lozenges). Bust of king
facing. Rev., CIVIT7-KS . CKNTOR. Royal shield on
cross fourchée.

*866. Shilling or Testoon (fifth issue) ; m.m. annulet enclosing
pellet. Types and inscriptions similar to No. 862, but
reading IIGIIRICI and YYDIVTORIVSTI.

868_ Grgat (fifth issue). Obv., m.m. martlet; HENRIQ’. 8 .

D’ . 6’ . AGL’ . FRA’ . Z . HIB’. REX . (stops, pellets).
Three-quarter face of king wearing a crown. Rev.,
same m.m.; POSVI . DEV’ . ADIVTORE . MEV’.
Royal shield on cross fourchée, half a rosette at ends of
forks.

Some groats have the motto REDDE CVIQVE QVOD SVVM EST.

869. Half-groat (fifth issue, York). Obv., HENRIC . 8 . D .

6 . A6 . FR . Z . HIB . REX. Three-quarter bust
crowned. Re'v., CIVITAS . EBORACI. Royal shield
on cross fourchée.

8'70. Half-groat (fifth issue, Canterbury). Obv., HENRIC . 8 .

D . 6 . A6L . FR . Z . HI . REX. 'l‘hree-quarter bust
of king crowned. Rev., CIVITAS . CANTOR. Royal
shield on cross fourchée.

8'71. Penny (fifth issue, Canterbury). 0011., H . 0 . 6 . ROSA .

SINE . SPINE. Three-quarter bust of king crowned.
Rev., CIVITAS . CANTOR. Royal shield of arms on
cross fourchée.

The debased silver coins issued in 1645, containing only one part in
three of fine silver, are frequently alluded to in contemporary litera
ture, especially on account of their reddish colour due to the excess of
copper. Camden, in his “Remains,” speaks of “Sir John Rainsford,
who, meeting Parson Brooke, the principall deviser of the Copper
Coyne, threatened to break his head for that he had made his
Soveraigne Lord, the most beautiful Prince, King Henry, with a
redde and copper nose.”
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ANGLO-GALLIC COIN.

8'72_ G-1~0a,t (Tournay). Obv., man. E crowned ; hGI'l.RIC(’ . DI’ . SILVER.
(5R7i . RGX . FR7iI1(I . Z . 7Y(5L|G . (stops, saltires).
Profile bust of king to right, crowned and draped. Rev.,
same m.m.; CIIVITYIS : : TORIUICIGII. (stops, saltires).
Shield of arms on cross fourchée.

EDWARD VI., 1547-1553.

Edward VI., whose short reign was rich in varieties of issues, was the first
monarch to strike silver crowns, half-crowns, sixpences, and threepences.
Towards the close of the reign he reformed the debased standards of the coinage.
He introduced the practice of dating the coins, and also of marking them with
their curren-t values (see Nos. 906 and 911). The earliest dated coins of the
English series are base shillings of 1547. The first dated gold coins were issued
in the following reign.

Provincial mints were finally closed in this reign, and from this time gold and
silver have been coined in London only, except in the reigns of Charles I. and
William III. There was a mint at Soutl1wark,Where coins of each type were
struck by Sir John Yorke, with his initial Y as the mint-mark.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.
I

Issues.

I

Fineness. Denominations.

GOLD First (I547)... 20 cts. Half - sovereign (96 grs.),
Crown, Half-crown.

Second (1549) 22 cts. Triple-sovereign, Sovereign
(169171,grs.), Half-sovereign,
Crown, Half-crown.

Third (1550).. 23 cts. 3%grs. Double-sovereign, Sovereign
(240 grs.), Angel, Halfs
angel.

Fourth (1552) 22 cts. Sovereign (174T‘¥; grs.), Half
sovereign, Crown, Half
crown.

SILVER First (I547)... One-third Groat, Half-great, Penny
(10 grs.), Halfpenny.

Second (1547) (a) One-quarter, Shilling (80 grs.).
(b) One-half.

Third (1552).. ll ozs. 1 dwt. Crown, Half-crown, Shilling,
Sixpen ce,Threepence, Penny
(8grs.), Halfpenny, Farthing.

CURRENT VALUEs.—First 'is.s'u¢:: Half-sovereign, 10.x. Second 'is.sue: Sovereign,
20:. Zhird issue : Sovereign, 24.9.; Angel, 8s. Fourth issue Sovereign, 20:.

Q‘--nL|\-_
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GOLD. 874. Half-sovereign (first issue). Obv., m.m. arrow; HEN
RIC’. 8. DEI . GRA. AGL. FRA’. Z. HIB: REX
(stops, lozenges). King enthroned with a rose at his feet,
as No. 837. but the portrait is a young one, showing it

belongs to the first issue of Edward. VI., although his
father’s inscription appears. R6t'., same m.m.; IHS .

AVTEM .TRANSIENS . PER MEDI’ ILLOR . IBAT.
(stops, lozenges). Royal shield beneath a crown, with
lion and dragon as supporters.

The arrow is the mint-mark of Sir Martin Bowes, Master of the
Tower mint. He was also in charge of a mint at Durham House in
the Strand.

875. Half-sovereign (first issue). Obv., m.m. arrow; ED
WARD.6. D’. G’. AG’. FRAN’: Z. HIB’: REX:
(stops, mascles). Type similar to No. 874. R6U., same
mnn. Type and inscription similar to No. 874, but
reading AVTE, TRANSIE’, and MED.

*8'76_ C1-own (first issue). Obv., m.m. arrow; RVTILANS _

ROSA . SINE. SPlNE'.'-'-' (stops, mascles). Double
rose between E and R, both letters crowned. Rev.,
m.m. annulet enclosing a pellet; DHI . GR7I’ . TIGL’ .

FRTI . Z . hIB . REX (stops, trefoils). Royal shield
crowned between h and R, both crowned.

*8'7'7_ I-I3,1f_(;1-own (first issue). Obv., m.~m. arrow; RVTILANS :

ROSA : SINE : SPINE (stops, mascles). Rose crowned
between E and R. Rev., same m.m.; EDWARD’. 6 .

D . (5 . A6 . FR . Z . HI . REX (stops, mascles).
Royal shield crowned between E and R.

*878. Triple-sovereign(secondissue). Obv.,m.m.Y; EDWARD’.
VI : DEI :GRA’ . AGL’. FRAN’. ET: HIBER’. REX
(stops, mascles). King enthroned, without rose at feet;
an angel on each of the arms of the throne. Rev.,
same m.m.; IHS’ . AVTEM : TRANSIENS : PER
MEDI’ . ILLOR’ . IBAT (stops, mascles). Royal shield
crowned with supporters ; on a tablet below, E R.

As this coin differs only in weight from the sovereign, it is
considered by many to be a pattern only. It weighs 505 grains.

*881. Sovereign (second issue). Similar types, inscriptions, and
mint marks to No. 878.

882. Half-sovereign (second issue). Obv., m.m. bow; LV
CERNA’ PEDIBVS . MEIS . VERBVM . TVVM
(stops, crescents). Bare-headed bust of king to right in
armour. Rev., m.m. bow; EDWARD . VI . D . G .

ANGL . FRA . Z . HIBE . REX (stops, saltires or
lozenges P). Oval shield garnished and crowned between
E and R.
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883. Half-sovereign (second issue). Obv., m.m. arrow; ED
WARD’. VI : D’. G’.AGL’. FRA’. Z: HIB’. REX
(stops, lozenges). Crowned bust of king to right. Rev.,
same m.m.; SCVTVM . FIDEI . PROTEGET . EVM
(stops, rosettes). Type as No. 882.

884_ Crown (second issue). Obv., m.m. arrow; SCVTVM :

FIDEI . PROTEGET : EVM . (stops, lozenges). Bare
headed bust as No. 882. R./511., similar type and inscrip
tions to No. 882, without mint mark.

885, ()1-own (second issue); m.m. arrow on obv. Types and
inscriptions similar to No. 884, but the bust is crowned,
the legend reading AG : FR . for AGL : FRA. The
obv. legend of No. 884 occurs on the rev. of No. 885, and
the rev. legend on the obv.

886_ C1-own (pattern). 01212., m.m. rose ; EDWARD’ . VI .

REX . ANGL. FRAN : HIBE : ZC. Bare-headed bust
of king to right in armour, with a jewelled cross sus
pended from neck. Rev., same m.m.; SCVTVM . FIDEI .

PROTEGET . EVM. Full~blown rose with a foliated
stem, beneath a crown and between E and R.

887, Half-crown (second issue). 0bv., EDWARD . VI . D . G .

AG . FR . Z . HI . REX . (stops, lozenges). Crowned
bust as on No. 885. Rev, type and inscription as on
No. 885, but without E R at the sides of the shield.

888. Double-sovereign (third issue). Obv., m.m. ostrich’s
head; QDWTIRD’ . VI . D 2 6 : 7II'I.6LIH FR7II'I.(IIQ :

Z 3 hIB€(RI'I. : RGX (stops, saltires). The king crowned
and robed seated on throne holding sceptre and orb ; at
his feet a portcullis and chains; the whole within a
tressure ornamented with trefoils and pellets. Rev.,
same m.m.; |hGSV’ . KVTGM : TRYIIISIRIIS : PGR :

MGDIVM : ILLORVM : IBAT (stops, saltires). Royal
arms in centre of expanded and foliated rose within
a double tressure of ten arches, having two saltires in
each spandril.

"890. Sovereign (third issue). Similar in types and inscriptions
to No. 888, but reading IIIBGRIIIH.

*892. Angel (third issue). 0In'.,m.m.ostrich’s head; QDWTIRD’.
VI: D:6:7I6L:FR7I:Z. h|B:RGX.(stops,
saltires). The archangel St. Michael piercing the dragon.
Rev., mmz. ostrich’s head; PGR 2 QRVGG’. TVYIM :

S7ILV7Y : IIOS : XRG’. RGD : (stops, saltires). Ship
to right, as on No. 815, but with Q and rose at sides of
the mast. ‘

GOLD.
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"894-. Six-angel Piece (pattern); m.m. heraldic cinquefoil.
Similar types to the Angel No. 892, but on the reverse
is a full-rigged three-masted ship. 0bv., EDWARD’.
VI . D’. G’. REX. ANGL . FRAN’. HIBER . Z.
(stops. lozenges). Rev-, PER . CRVCEM . TVAM .

SALVA . NOS . XRE . RED’ (stops, saltires and
cinquefoils).

896. Sovereign (fourth issue). Obv., m.m. ton; :GDW7(RD’ .

VI : D’ . 6’. TYGL’ . FRA’. Z 2 hlBQR’. RGX . (stops,
lozenges). Half-length figure of king crowned to right in
profile holding sword and orb. Rev., m.m. ton; IhS’ .

WVTQSIZ .TR7YIl.S|Q’. PHR SIZQDI’. ILLORV’. IBKT .

(stops, lozenges). Royal shield with supporters, a tablet
below bearing E R.

The m.m. ton was one of punning origin, having reference to
Nicholas Throgmorton, who was then Master of the Tower mint.

897. Half-sovereign (fourth issue). 0110., mum. ton; GDWKRD :

VI : D’. 6’. 7IC5L’:FR7II1(Il’. Z . hIB’ 2 RGX : (stops,
lozenges). Half-length figure of king as on the preceding.
Rev., man. ton; IhS’ . 7IVT€(.ITl. :TR7IN(II’. PER SIIQDI’.
ILLOR’ . IBYIT . Square shield crowned between E
and R.

898_ Crown (fourth issue). Obv., m.-m. ton; QDWKRD’ . VI :

D’ : 6’ . 7I6L’ : FRA’ . Z : hIB’ . RGX (stops, lozenges).
Half-length figure of king as on the Sovereign. Rev.,
in-m ton; S<IVTVm : F|D€(| : PROTGGGT : evm
(stops, lozenges). Square shield as on the Half-sovereign.

*899_ Ha,1f_g1-own (fourth issue). Obv., m.m. ton ; GDWYIRD’ .

VI . D’ . 6’ : 71’. FR’. Z . hIB’ . RGX : (stops,
lozenges). Type as on the Sovereign. Rcv., m.m. ton;
SQVTVITI. . FIDHI . PROTG6 . GVSII. (stops, lozenges).
Type as on the crown.

Obv., '/mm. arrow; EDWARD’ . 6’

D’ . 6’ . A6’ . FR’ . Z’ . HI’. REX. Profile bust Of

king crowned, to right. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI .

DEV’ . ADIVTORE’ . MEV’ . Shield of arms on a

cross-fleury, having an annulet or crescent at each

extremity (stops, mascles on both sides).

901. Groat (firflfi issue)

902. Half-great (first issue). Obv., EDOARD’ 6 . D’ 6’ .

AGL . FRA . Z HI’ REX . Profile bust of king crowned,
to right. R€'ll., [C|V|]TAS . CANTOR (Canterbury).
Square shield of arms on a cross-fouichée (stops, mascles

on both sides).
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'903. Penny (first issue, Bristol). Obv., m.m. trefoil; GD’ , 6 _ SILVER.
D’ . 6’ . ROSE . sins . SPIHR (stops, cross after ROSE,
trefoil after SIIIQ and SPIIIK). Crowned profile bust of
king to right. Rein, CIIVIT7-KS . BRISTOLIH (stops,
cross, and saltires). Shield on cross-fourchée, trefoil in
each fork.

"904-. Halfpenny (first issue, Bristol). Obv., G’ . 6 . D’. 6’ .

ROS?-K Slflfl . SPIFL _ (stops, saltires, and pellets). Pro
file bust as on the Penny. Rev., (IIVIT7-KS BRISTOLI ;

cross-fourchée with three pellets in each angle, a trefoil (?)
in each fork.

905. Shilling (second issue, 1549). Obv., EDWARD’ _ Vl _ D’ _

6’. A6L . FRA’ . Z : HIB’. REX . (stops. lozenges).
Crowned profile bust of king to right. .R8’L’., m.m. arrow;
TIMOR : DOMINI : FONS: [VIT]AE: M : D : XLIX.
(stops, lozenges). Oval shield garnished, between E and R.

The motto is said to be that of the Master of the Mint, Lord
Dunboyne. Some have the motto INIMICOS EIVS INDVAM
CONFVSIONE.

906. Shilling (second issue). Similar types and inscriptions to
the preceding, No. 905, but dated MDLI (P) and counter
marked with a portcullis.

This countermark was added by Elizabeth, and indicated a
current value of 4§d. ; those marked with a greyhound passed at
half this value.

909_ C1-Qwn (1552), m.m. ton; I €(DW7iRD’. VI : D’ .' 6’ .‘
7Y6L’ .' FRYY .' Z .‘ hIBHR’ .' RGX : (stops, lozenges).
King crowned and in armour to right, carrying a drawn
sword with point upwards, mounted on a curvetting
horse, richly caparisoned; below, the date. Rev., m.m.
@011; I POSVI DGVSIL : TYDIVTORH’ I $Tl€-(VSTZ. Square
shield of arms on a cross-fourchée.

910, Half-grown (1551). Obv., m.m. y; IGDWYYRD’. VI I

D’ . 6’ . 7iC5L’ . FRYY : Z : hIB’ . RQX . (stops,
lozenges). Rev., same m.m.; ; POSVI , DqV’_ 7(D|\/_
TORH’ . STZHV’ . (stops, lozenges). Types as No. 909, but
with a plume on the head of the horse, which is stepping
—not curvetting.

911. Shilling (third issue). Obv., m.m. ton; : GDWYYRD’. VI :

D’. 6’ . 7Y6L’ : FRTV : Z : hIB’ . RGX . (stops. lozenges).
Full-faced bust of king crowned, in ermine robes, with
the collar of the Garter; on one side of his head is a

" double rose, and on the other XII. to denote the value.
Rev., same m.m.; POSVI . DQV’. TYDIVTORG’. SIZQV.
Square shield of_arms on a cross-fourchée.

912. Shilling, m.m. ton. Legends and types as on No. 911.

913. Shillin , m.m. y on both sides. Legends and types as on
- No. 11.

914. Shilling, m.m. y. Legends and types as on No. 911, but
reading SIIGVSTZ on the rev.
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SILVER. 915. Sixpence (third issue), m.m. ton on both sides. Legends
and types as Shilling, but with VI. on obv. as mark of
value.

916. Sixpence, m.m. ton. Legends and types as on No. 915.

917. Sixpence, m.m. y on both sides. Legends and types as on
N0. 91.5, but reads hIBQR and STLHVSTL.

918. Sixpence (York), m.m. pierced mullet; : GDWKRD , VI .

D’ . 6’ . 7i6L’ . FRK’ . Z . h|B€R’ . RQX. Full
faced bust as on No. ‘.115. Rev., m.m. mullet unpierced ;

(IIVITYYS QBORTYCII . Type as on N0. 915.

919. Threepence (third issue), m.m.. ton on both sides. Legends
and types as on the Sixpence, No. 915, but with Ill as
mark of value.

920. Penny (third issue, York). Olnz, m.m., mullet; E . D .

6 . ROSA . SINE : SPINA: Full-blown double rose.
Rev., CIVITAS EBORACI. Square shield 011 cross
fourchée.

*'921. Halfpenny (third issue, London), m.m. escallop. Similar
types and inscriptions to preceding, No. 920, but the rose
is single, and it reads SPI for SPI NA.

#922. Farthing (third issue, London). 01111., E . D . 6 . [ROSA .

SINE . SPI]. Portcullis. Rev., CIVITAS [LONDON].
Cross-pattée, three pellets in each angle.

MARY (alone), 1553-1554.
' Mary restored the standard of the gold coinage, but debased that of the silver

to 11 ozs. fine. Concurrently with the silver penny issued at this rating, a base
penny weighing 12 grs. was issued containing only one-fourth fine silver.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.
‘

Issues.
‘

Fineness.

I

Denominations.

GOLD One 23 cts.3§ grs. Sovereign (240 grs.), Ryal
(120 grs.), Angel (80 grs.),
Half-angel.

SILVER One 11 ozs. G1-oat, Half-great, Penny
(8 grs.).

CUB-BENT V.u.UEs.—Sovereign, 30s. ; Ryal, 158. ; Angel, 10.9.
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927. Sovereign, 1553. Obv., .IIZ77RI77 : D’ : 6’ : 77I'I.(3’ . FR77

Z : hIB’: RGGIII77 : SR: D : LIII . (stops, annulets,a
pomegranate after $'II.77R|77). Queen crowned, and hold
ing a sceptre and orb, seated in a royal chair, with back
ornamented, within an ornamental tressure, at her feet
a portcullis. Rev., 77 1 DI'l.O’ F77(ITV’ . HST : ISTV’ Z :

GST : SI?.|R77’. m : OQVL’ : HRIS’ : (stops, annulets,
a pomegranate after DI'l.O’). Royal arms in centre of
an expanded and foliated rose, surrounded by a double
tressure of ten arches.

The pomegranate was the badge of the house of Aragon, from
which the queen's mother was descended. The gold and silver trial
plates for this coinage were stamped with pomegranates.

The first issue of gold coins bearing dates was made in this year.

*928. Ryal,1553. Obv., .m.77RI77 . . D’ . 6’ . 77I'I.6’ . FR77’ .Z.
hlB’. RHCEIII77 . SIZ . D . LIII . (stops, annulets, and
a pomegranate after .ITZ77Rl77). Queen is standing in a

ship holding sword and shield. Below the shield a rose;
the mast has a top-castle; a flag marked with the letter M
floats at the stern. Rev., 77 : DIIO’ . F77(ITV’. GST :

ISTVD . X . SST . .ITlIR77BI’ . ID. : OCIVL’ . l'I.RI
(stops, annulets). Floriated cross with rose on sun in
centre, similar to the rose-noble of Edward IV., No. 751.

929. Angel. Obv., .IIZ77RI77 : D’. 6’ . 77Il.(3’. FR77’ . X : hIB’ .

RGGID.’ . (stops, annulets, a pomegranate after .I'fl.77R|77).
The archangel St. Michael piercing the dragon. Rev., 77 .

DI'10’. F77(lTV’ . €(ST : ISTVD Z . GST : .\TI.lR77Bl’.
E , (stops, annulets, a pomegranate after ISTVD). Ship
with cross on mast, with M on one side and a rose on the
other ; below, the royal arms.

The sign at the conclusion of the rev. legend is for etcetem.

I930. Half-angel. Obv., .ITl77RI77 . D’. 6’ . 77’. FR’. Z . hlB’.
RGGI’ (stops, annulets, pomegranate after .m.77RI77).
Rev., 77 . DIIO’. F77(ITV . GST . . ISTVD : X : E
(stops, annulets, pomegranate after GST). Types as the
Angel N 0. 929.

931_ G1-03,1-,_ Obv., .ITI.77Rl77 . . D’ . 6’ . 77I'l.6’ . FR77’ . Z .

hlB’ . RGGI’ . (stops, annulets, pomegranate after
.II'l77Rl77). Crowned bust of queen to left with long
hair, wearing a necklace with cross.

TQIIZPORIS FILI77 (pomegranate after VQRITKS),
Square shield of arms on cross-fourchée.

7932. Half-groat. Similar'types and inscriptions to the Groat,
but nae . abbreviated to 77, and FR77 to FR . on the
obverse, and TGSIIPORIS to T€(.III.PO on the reverse.

'933. Penny. Obv., M’ . D’ . 6’ . ROS77 : SINE : SPIN77
(stops, lozenges, pomegranate after ROS77). Bust of
queen as on the Groat No. 931. Rev., type and inscrip
tion as on the Groat, but reading TEMP and in Roman
letters. . 7

Rev., VQR|T77S .

{—‘Y§

GOLD.

SILVER.
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PHILIP and MARY, 1554-1558.

On the later coins of Mary after her marriage, the bust of Philip of Spain and
his titles were added. The two busts appear vie-it--via on the shilling and
sixpence (nee Nos. 940-2).

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.
I

Issues.

I

Fineness.

I

Denominations.

GOLD One 23 cts. 3} grs. Angel (80 grs.), Half-angel.

SILVER First ll ozs. Groat, Half-groat, Penny
(8 grs.).

Second 11 ozs. (Half-crown), Shilling, Six
pence.

"'935. Angel. ()bv.,m.1n. lis; PHILIP’. Z : MARIA : D’. G’.
REX _Z ; REGINA _ The archangel St. Michael piercing
the dragon. Rev.,m.m.lis ; A’ . DNO’ . FACTVM : EST :

ISTVD : Z . EST. MIRABILE . Ship as on No. 929,
but P M at sides of the cross.

936. Half-angel. 01121., m.m.1is; PHILIP. Z . MARIA . D.
G . REX . Z . The archangel St. Michael piercing the
dragon. R6l'., same m.m.; A . DNO’. FACTVM .

EST . |ST[V]D . Z . ES’. Ship with cross on mast,
with P. on one side and M. on the other; below, the
royal arms.

937. Groat (first i$311@),m.m.1is; PHILIP. MARIA . 0 . G.
REX . ET. REGINA . A . Bust of queen crowned,
to left. Rev., same m.m.; POSVIMVS _ DEVM ,

ADIVTO . NOS . Square shield of arms on a cross
fieury.

938. Half-groat (em issue), m.m.’lis; PHILIP. ET. MARIA.
D . G . REX . ET . REGINA . Rev., same m.m.;
POSVIM . DEVM . ADIVTO . NOS. Types as the
Groat.

939- Penny (first issue). 01111., m.m. rose; P . S . M . D .

G . ROSA . SINE . SPI . Bust of queen. Rev.,
CIVITAS LONDON. Square shield on cross-fourchée.
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940. Shilling (second issue, 1555).
MARIA . D . G . REX . ET . REGINA . ANG.
Busts of king and queen vis-at-vis, above them a crown
dividing the date 1555. Rev., POSVIMVS . DEVM .

ADIVTOREM . NOSTRVM. Oval garnished shield of
arms of Spain and England quarterly crowned; at sides
of crown XII indicative of value.

01121., PHILIP . ET .

The position of the busts gave rise to Butler’s well-known lines in
Hudibras, part iii., c. i. :—

“ Still amorous and fond and billing
Like Philip and Mary on a shilling.”

941. Shilling (second issue).
G. R .ANG , FR . NEAP. PR . HISP. Rev.,
legend as before. Types similar to last, but without
date.

PHILIP . ET . MARIA . D .

942. Sixpence (second issue, 1557), m.m. lis; PHILIP . z .'
MARIA . 0 = G . REX. z. REGINA . AN . Rev.,
same m.m.; POSVIMVS . DEVM . ADIVTOREM .

NOS . Types as Shilling No. 940, -but with date 1557,
and VI at sides of crown indicative of value.

ELIZABETH, 1558-1 603.

The hammered gold coins of Elizabeth were of two standards, (1) that at
23 carats 31;grs. fine, known as “standard gold,” and (2) that at 22 carats fine,
known as “crown gold.” These standards prevailed at first alternately and
then concurrently throughout the reign. The milled coins were of “crown
gold” only.

The weights of the sovereign in “standard” gold was 240 grains, and in
“ crown" gold 1741-“Tgrains, its sub-divisions being proportionate in weight.
The angel weighed 80 grains. With the exception of slight reductions in the
weight of the sovereign in 1601-02, and of the angel in 1578-82, these weights
were maintained throughout the reign. In 1601 the angel became 782%grains.

The standard of the silver was 11 ozs. fine per pound troy until 1561, when it
was raised to 11 ozs. 2 dwts. fine, at which proportion it has remained to the
present day.

The weights of the silver money were based on 8 grains for the penny, and
other coins in proportion, until 1601, when it was reduced to 75%grains. For the
indenture of 1578, see App. No. I.

,

p. 416.

Through the activity of trade a need for small change was greatly felt, and
two new denominations of small silver coin were issued—-the three-halfpence
(No. 999) and three-farthings (No. 1003). Patterns were also prepared for a

copper coinage, but none were struck.

The total number of various denominations of coins issued in this reign

(8 in gold and 11 in silver) exceeded that of any other in the English series.

Milled mone_1/.--In 1561 a new process of coining was introduced by
Eloye Mestrell from France, where it had been used in the Paris Mint. By this
method, which is known as that of the “mill and the screw,” a great improve
ment was eifected in the execution of the coinage. The pieces were more
regular in shape and neater in appearance. The edges were marked with
various patterns (Nos. 954-7 ; 1006—16).

The milled money was issued for some 12 or 14 years, but Mestrell was much
opposed by the oflicers of the Mint, and eventually, being convicted or counter
feiting and striking money outside the Tower, he was executed at Tyburn. The
new method was abandoned, and the hammer process continued to be used until
the reign of Charles II.

SILVER

9070 F
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Portcullis money/.—Coins bearing a portcullis as a reverse design were struck
for circulation in the East Indies. The denominations issued were the crown,
half-crown, shilling, and sixpence, identical in weights with the Spanish dollar
and its parts. Specimens of these coins are shown in the Colonial series

(Nos. 3451-34513), which is their more appropriate place.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Fineness. Denominations.

GOLD Hammered (a)23cts.3§ grs., Sovereign (a, 240 grs.; b,

(b) 22 cts. 174-rfi grs.), Ryal, Half
sovereign, Angel (80 grs.),
Half-angel, Quarter-angel.

Milled 22 cts. Half-sovereign (87-E; grs.),
Crown, Half-crown.

SILVER Hammered (a) ll ozs. Crown, Half-crown, Shilling,
'

(b)I1ozs.2dwts. Sixpence, Groat, Three
pence, Half-great, Three
halfpence, Penny (8 grs.),
Three-farthings, Halfpenny.

Milled ll ozs.2dwts. Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence, Groat, Threepence,
Half-groat, Penny (8 grs.),
Three-farthings.

CURRENT VALUES.—SOVe1‘eig11, 30s. (“standard”), 20;. (“crown ”) ; Angel,
I0.~'.(“standard”) ; and other gold coins proportionately. From 1561 to 1571
these values were reduced by one-third, i.e., the Sovereign (“standard”) circu
lated at 20s., and the same coin in “crown” gold at 15s. ; the Angel circulated
at 6s. 8d. During the same period the nominal value of the shilling was reduced
to 811.,and other coins in like proportions.

946. Sovereign (hammered). Obv., m.m. escallop; ELIZA
BETH. D’. G’. ANG‘. FRA’. ET. HIB’. REGINA.
Queen crowned, and holding a sceptre and orb, seated in
a chair of state with back ornamented with trellis work ;

at her feet, a portcullis, the whole surrounded by an
ornamental tressure. Rev., same m.m.; A’. DNO’.
FACTV’. EST. ISTVD. ET. EST. MIRAB’. IN .

OCVLIS . NRIS’ . Square shield of arms in centre of
an expanded double rose; within arched tressure, lis
and leaf alternately at angles.

"94'7. Ryal (hammered). om», eu_|z7iB'. D’ . 6’ . 7me' . FR’:
GT. hIB . RQGIIIJY. Queen holding sceptre and orb
in ship with high deck and rose on the side; a flag
bears the letter G. Rev., m.m. Ti; IhS’ . TYVT’ .

TR7iI'tSIGI'I.S . PGR . STIGDIV’ . ILLORVSTI. . IBYYT .

Floriated cross as No. 928, but in each spandril of the
tressure is a trefoil.
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5948. Sovereign, ton :. ELIZABETH . D’. G’. ANG’ . GOLD-' 17 '

FRA’ . ET . HIB’ . REGINA. Profile bust ofqueen
to left crowned, with long hair, wearing ruff and richly
decorated dress. The inner circle is broken by the
crown. .R611., m.m. ton; SCVTVM ; F|DE| ; PRQ_
TEG ET : EAM . Square shield garnished and crowned
between E and R.

949. Half-sovereign. 0bv.. m.m. ton; ELIZABETH . D’ .

G’. ANG’. FRA’. ET. HI’. REGINA. Profile bust
of queen crowned, to left, with flowing back hair, wear
ing ruff and richly decorated dress. Rev., same m.m.;
SCVTVM . FIDEI . PROTEGET . EAM . Plain
square shield of arms crowned, at the sides E. R.

950. Angel (hammered). Obv., mm. cross; ELIZABETH .

D’. G’. ANG’. FR’. ET: HI’. REGINA. The
archangel St. Michael slaying the dragon. Rev., same
m.m.; A DNO : FACTVM : EST. ISTVD : ET :

EST : MIRABI’ . Ship with cross on mast. with E on
one side and a rose on the other ; below, the royal arms.

951. Angel. Similar to the preceding, but mm. 7Y.

'952- Half-angel, mnn. cross on both sides. Types as the
Angel, but the ship is sailing to right, and has two ropes
from stern and one from prow. Inscriptions as Angel,
but MIRA for MIRABI. '

953. Quarter-angel. 0011., m.m. rose; ELIZABETH = 0 .

G . ANG : FRANCIE: Rev., same m.m.; ET .

HIBERNIE : REGINA . FIDEI. Types as Angel, but
the ship as on the Half-angel.

954. Half-sovereign (milled). 0bv., m.m. lis; ELIZABETH .

D’. G’. ANG’. FRA’. ET. HIB’. REGINA .

Crowned profile bust of queen to left, with falling hair,
wearing a ruff and richly ornamented dress; no inner
circle. Rev., m.m. lis. Shield of arms and inscription
as No. 949, but without inner circle. The edge is milled.

955. Half-sovereign (milled), m.m. star on both sides. This
coin is similar in type to the preceding Half-sovereign,
but is a larger piece.

"956_ _(',‘1-own (milled), m.m. lis. Types and inscriptions similar
to the Half-sovereign No. 954, but reading Fl DIEI on rev.

95'7_ Ha,lf..Q1~Qwn (milled), m.m. lis. Legends and types as the
Half-sovereign, No. 954. Plain edge.

9070 F 2
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SILVER. 960. Crown, 1601. Obv., m.m. 1: >
1

1

ELIZABETH : D’ . G’ .

ANG’. FRA’ . ET : HIBER’ . REGINA : Profile
bust of queen crowned, to left, wearing rich dress and
ruff, holding a sceptre and orb. Rev., same m.m.;
POSVI : DEVM : ADIVTOREM : MEVM : Square
shield of arms garnished and quartered on a cross
fourchée.

961, Half-crown, 1601; m.m. 1
. Legends and types as the

962. Shilling,

963. Shilling,

964. Shilling,

965. Shilling,

Crown, N0. 960.

1558-1561. Obv.,m.m.martlet; ELIZABETH E

D’. G’. AN’. FR’. ET. HI’: REGINA. Profile bust
crowned, to left. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI . DEV’ .

ADIVTOREM , MEV’ , Square plain shield of arms
on a cross-fourchée.

1558-1561; m.m. cross-crosslet. Legends and
types as No. 962, but reading ANG . and HIB . on the
Obv.

1558-1561. Obv., m.m. lis; ELIZABETH . D’.
G’ . ANG’. FRA’. Z . HIB’. REGINA. Rev., same
m.m.; POSVI . DEV’ . ADIVTOREM . MEVM .

Types as No. 962, but smaller and of neater work.

1582-1584. Obv.,m.m. bell; ELIZAB’ . D’. G’.
ANG’. FR’. ET : HIB’. REGI’. Reu., same m.m.;

POSQQQ

. DEV’ . ADIVTOREM . MEV’ . Types as
No. .

966. Shilling, 1584; m.m. bell and K, Legends and types as

987. Shilling, 1584-1587; m.m. escallop.

968. Shilling,

969. Shilling, 1590-1592; m.m. hand.

970. Shilling, 1592-1595; m.m. ton.

971. Shilling.

No. 965.

Legends and types
as No. 965.

1587-1589; m.m. crescent.
as No. 965.

Legends and types

Legends and types as
N0. 965.

Legends and types as

No. 965.

1594-1596; m.m. woolpack. Legends and types
as No, 965,
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972. Shilling, 1601-1602; m.m. ,1. Legends and types as SILVER.
No. 965.

9'73. Shilling, 1602 ; m.m. 2. Legends and types as No.
965.

9'74. Sixpence, 1565; m.m. rose. 0011., ELIZABETH . D’. G’.
ANG’ FR’ ET . HI’ . REGINA . Profile bust of
queen crowned, to left; behind, a rose. Rev.. POSVI .

DEV’ . ADIVTOREM . MEV’ . Square shield of arms
on a cross-fourchée; above the shield, the date.

975. Sixpence, 1566; m.m. portcullis. Types and legends as
No. 974.

9'76. Sixpence, 1567; m.m. coronet. Types and legends as

NO. 974.

977. Sixpence, 1569; m.m. coronet. Types and legends as
N0. 974.

978. Sixpence, 1572; m.m. ermine. Types and legends as

N0. 974.

979. Sixpence, 1573; m.m. ermine. Types and legends as
No. 974.

980. Sixpence, 1575; m.m. cinquefoil. Types and legends as
NO. 974.

981. Sixpence, 1583; -m.-m. 7-I. Types and legends as No. 974,
but reading ELIZAB’ and REGI’.

982. Sixpence, 1583; m.m. bell. Types and legends as No. 981.

983. Sixpence, 1590; m.m. hand. Types and legends as

No. 974, but reading ELIZAB’ and HIB’ REGI’.

984. Sixpence, 1592 ; m.m. ton. Types and legends as No. 983.

985. Sixpence, 1593 ; m.m. ton. Legends and types as No. 983.

986. Sixpence, 1594; m.m. woolpack on both sides. Legends
~ and types as No. 983.

987. Sixpence, 1596; m.m. key on both sides. Legends and
types as No. 983.
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SILVER.‘

.998. Half-gr

988. Sixpence, 1601; m.m. 1. ‘on both sides.
types as No. 983.

Legends and

989. Sixpence, 1602; mnn. 2. on both sides. Legends and
types as N o. 983.

990, Groat, 1558-1561. 0bv.,m.m.cross-crosslet; ELIZABETH .

D’. G’. AN’. FR’. ET. HIB’. REGINA. Profile bust
of queen crowned, to left. .R6l‘., same m.m.; POSVI .

DEV’ . ADIVTOREM . MEV’. Square shield on a

cross-fourchée.

991_ Groat, mm. cross-crosslet. Legends and types as N0. 990,
but HI for HIB.

992. Threepence, 1561; m.m. pheon. Legends and types as
Groat No. 990, but distinguished from it by having a
rose behind the queen’s head on 0bv., and the date above
shield on Rev. It also reads AN6 . FRA . on the Obv.

993. Threepence, 1566; m.m. portcullis. Legends and types
as Threepence No. 992. -

994. Threepence, 1578; m.m. cross.
No. 992, but reading FR’ and HI’.

Legends and types as

995. Threepence, 1580; m.m. cross.
No. 994.

Legends and types as

996. Half-great, 1567 (first type). 0bv., -m.m. coronet; ELIZA
BETH . D’. G . ANG . FR’. ET. HIB’. REGINA.
Profile bust of queen crowned, to left. Rev., same m.m.;
POSVI . DEV’. ADIVTOREM MEV’. Square shield
of arms on a cross-fourchée.

997. Half-great, 1584 (second type). Obv., m.m. escallop ; E’ _

D’. G’. ROSA . SINE . SPINA. Profile bust of queen
crowned, to left, behind the head are two pellets indi
cating the value. Rev., same m.m.: CIVITAS . LON
DON. Type as No. 996.

oat, 1590; m.m. hand.
No. 997.

Legends and types as

999. Three-halfpence, 1561. 0bv., m.m. pheon; E’ . D’ . G’.
ROSA . SINE . SPINA. Profile bust of queen crowned.
to left, with a rose behind her head. Rev., same m.m. ;

CIVITAS . LONDON. Square shield of arms on a
cross-fourchée, and above the shield the date.
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1000. Penny, 1558-1561; m.m. martlet. Legends and types as
No. 999, but without the rose behind the head.

1001. Penny, 1558-1561; m.m. cross-crosslet. Legends and types
as No. 1000.

1002. Penny, 1602 ; -m.m. 2. Legends and types as No. 1000.

1003. Three-farthings, 1561. ; m.m. pheon. Legends and types
as Three-halfpence No. 999.

'

1004. Halfpenny, 1602. Obv., m.m. 2.
V’

A portcullis. Rev., a
cross moline, with three pellets in each angle. There is
no inscription on obv. or rev.

1005. Halfpenny. Obv., ELIZABETH, R. in monogram under
a crown; around are three anemones, and a saltire each
side of the crown. Rev., a portcullis with chains under
the date, 1601.

1006. Shilling (milled). Obv., m.m. star; ELIZABETH . D .

G . ANG . FRA. ET . HIB . REGINA. Profile
bust of queen to left, crowned. in rufi and richly
embroidered dress; no inner circle. Rev., m.m. star;
POSVI . DEVM . ADIVTOREM . MEVM . Square
shield of arms on cross-fourchée.

1007. Sixpence (milled), 1562; m.m. star. Legends and types
as on Shilling No. 1006, but with rose behind head, and
with date above shield on rev.

1008. Sixpence (milled),_1562; m.m.. star. Legends and types
as No. 1007, but a smaller bust of the queen, and a larger
rose behind her head.

1009. Sixpence (milled), 1562; m.m. star. Legends and types
as No. 1007, but a larger bust. -

1010. Sixpence (milled), 1564; m.m. star. Legends and types
as No.1007, but with large bust and small rose, and on
Rev. the royal arms on a cross~patte'e.

1011. Sixpence (milled), 1567. om-., m.m. lis; ELIZABETH .

D’. G’ ._ ANG’. FR’. ET. HI’. REGINA . Small
bust of queen crowned, in profile, to left; behind the
head a small rose. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI . DEV’ .

ADIVTOR EM . MEV’. Royal arms on a cross-fourchée ;

above the shield the date.

Q [Ti

SILVER.
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SILVER.

PATTERN.

1012. Sixpence (milled), 1570. 000., m.m. lis; ELIZABETH.
D . G . AI/I . F . & . HI . REGII/IA. Large-headed
bust of queen crowned, to left, dividing the legend at
the bottom; behind her head a rose. Rev., same m.m.;
POSVI . DEV. ADIVTOREM . MEV. Royal arms
on a cross-fourchée, and above the shield the date.

10]_3_ G-1-03,1; (milled). ()b1'.,m.'m. star; ELIZABETH . D _ G .

ANG . FRA . ET. HIB . REGINA. Profile bust of
queen crowned, to left. Rein, same m.-m.; POSVI .

DEVM . ADIVTOREM MEVM . Type as the
Shilling No. 1006.

1014. Threepence (milled), 1562. 0011., m.m. star; ELIZA
BETH . D . G . ANG . FRA . ET . HIB . REGINA.
Profile bust of queen crowned, to left ; behind the head a

rose. R6l'., POSVI . DEVM . ADIVTOREM . MEVM.
Type as on the Shilling No. 1006.

1015. Half-groat (milled), m.m. star. Legends and types as on
the Groat No. 1013.

*1016. Three-farthings (milled), 1563. 00..., m.m. star; E . D.
G . ROSA . SINE . SPINA. Profile bust of queen,
crowned, in rufi and elnbroldered dress; rose behind
head. Rev. m.m. star; CIVITAS LONDON. Square
shield of arms on cross-pattée with the date above the
shield.

1017. Sixpence. 01111., m.m. anemone; VNVM . A .. DEO .

DVOBVS . SVSTINEO. F_ull-faced bust of queen
crowned, wearing a high rufl and a highly embroidered
bodice. Rev., AFFLICTORVM . CONSERVATRIX.
ELIZABETH, R. in monogram under a crown; at sides,

16-01.

JAMES I., 1 603-1625.

On the accession of James VI. of Scotland to the English crown, the arms of

Scotland and Ireland were added to the shield on the reverse of the coins. On

the second issue James is styled King of Great Britain. The union of the two
kingdoms was also alluded to in the term " Unite," which was applied to the

sovereign of that issue. The fourth issue of this coin was known as the “Laurel”
from the fact that the bust of the king was shown laureated instead of crowned

according to custom. On the gold coins of James I. the value is indicated for the

first time, similar value marks having been introduced on the silver coins in the

time of Edward VI.

In 1613 a patent was granted to Lord Harrington for the issue of farthing
tokens in copper. The prescribed weight was 6 grains, but they usually weigh.
more than this. Numerous forgeries were made, and the tokens were very
unpopular (No. 1092),
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TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues.

J

Fineness.
‘ '

Denominations.

GOLD First (l603— 22 cts. Sovereign (17 lg-2 grs.), Half
1604). sovereign, Crown, Half

crown.

Second (l604- 22 cts. Unite (l54§‘} grs.), Double

1619). crown, Britain-crown, Half
crown, Thistle-crown (30%
grs.).

Third (l605- 23 cts. 3-I grs. Ryal (21% grs.), Spur’-ryal,

1619). Angel (715 grs.), Half
angel (36 grs.).*

Fourth (16l9- (a)23cts.3§ grs.; (1/t.) Rose-ryal (196-I‘-; grs.),
1625), (b

)

22 Qt,g_ Spur-ryal, Angel (6515, and
'

61§§ grs.).

(b.) Laurel (14051?grs.), Half
laurel, Quarter-laurel.

SILVER First (l603- 11ozs.2dwts. Crown, Half-crown, Shilling,
1604). Sixpence, Half-groat, Penny

(7% grs.), Halfpenny.

Second (1C04-
'

Do. Crown, Half-crown, Shilling,
1625). Sixpence, Half-groat, Penny

(7% grs.), Halfpenny.

I

CURRENT VALUEs.—First issue : Sovereign, 20s. Secoml issue : Unite, 20s.;
Thistle-crown, 48. Third issue : Rose-ryal, 30s. ; Angel, 104-. ; Half-angel, 58. 6d.
Fourth issue : Rose-ryal, 30.2. ; Angel, I08. ; Laurel, 20s.

- ~* Although no half-angels are mentioned in the indeutures or proclamations,
coins of this denomination exist with mint marks shewing their issue was
subsequent to 1610.

1019. Sovereign (first issue). Obv., m.m. thistle; IACOBVS . GOLD.

D’. G’. ANG’. SCO’. FRAN’. ET . HIB’. REX.
Half-length figure of the king crowned, and in armour,
to right, holding sceptre and orb. Rev., same m.m.;
EXVRGAT . DEVS . DISSIPENTVR . INIMICI.
Square shield of arms crowned and garnished; at the
sides, I. and R. The arms on the shield are: lst and
4th quarters, France and England quarterly ; 2nd,
Scotland ; and 3rd, Ireland.

“1020. Half-sovereign (first issue). Obv., m.m. thistle ; IACO
BVS . D’ . G’. ANGL’ . SCO’. FRAN’: ET. HIBER’ .

’

REX. Bust of king crowned, to right, in armour.
Rev., same m.m. ; types and inscriptions as the
Sovereign, No. 1019, but the shield is not garnished.

‘I021, Crown (first issue). Obv., m.m. thistle; IACO BVS _ D’ _

G’ . ANG’. SCO’. FRA’. ET . HIB’. REX. Bust of I
king as on the Half-sovereign, No. 1020. Rev., m.m.
thistle; TVEATVR . VNITA . DEVS. Square shield
crowned dividing legend above and below. I and R at
sides of crown. "
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GOLD.

1031-2. Double-crowns (second issue)

*'1022_ Half-crown (first issue). Similar types and inscriptions
to the Crown, N0. 1021, but reading on the obverse,
IACOBVS. D’. G’. AN’ . SC’. FR’. ET. HI’. REX .
m.m. thistle.

1023. Sovereign or Unite (second issue), ’)7l.’I7l. lis. Obv.,
IACOBVS . D’. G’. MAG’. BRIT’. FRAN’. ET.
HIB’. REX. Rev., FACIAM . EOS . IN .GENTEM.
VNAM. Types as the Sovereign, No. 1019, but the
armour of the king is more richly ornamented.

1024—5_ Sovereigns, m.m. rose. Types and legends as No. 1023.

1026_ Sovgreign, m.m. escallop. Types and legends as N0. 1023.

1()27_ Sovereign, m.m. grapes. Types and legends as No. 1023.

1028. Sovereign, mnn. tower. Types and legends as N0.1023,
but reading FRA’ . and HI’ .

1029. Sovereign, m.m. cinquefoil. Types and legendsas N0.1023,
but reading MA’. BRI’ . FRA’ . ET HI’. REX.

1030_ Sovereign, m.m. cross. Types and legends as No. 1029.

Obv., m.m. escallop;
IACOBVS . D’. G’. MAG’. BRIT’. FRAN’. ET .

HIB’ . REX. Bust in decorated armour, crowned, to
right. Rev., HENRICVS . ROSAS . REGNA . IACO
BVS. Plain square shield of arms crowned; at the
sides, I . R . .

1()33_ Double-crown, mxm. crown. Types and legends as
No. 1031.

1()34_ Double-crown, m.m. cross. Types and legends as0
N0. 1031, but reading MA’ . BRI’ . FRA’.

1()35_ Britain-grown (second issue), m.m. lis. Legends and
types as the Double-crown, N0. 1031, but reading PRA .

instead of FRAN . and with I. R. at the sides of the
crown.

1

1Q36_ Britain-crown, m.m. rose. Types and legends as

No. 1035.
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1()37_ Britain-crown, m.m. cross. Types and Rev. legends as GOLD.‘
, No. 1035, but reading on the Obv. IACOBVS . D’ . G’.

MA’. BRI’. FRA . ET . HI . REX.

1038_ I-'_[a,1f_c1'0wn (second issue), m.m. lis. 0bv., I’ . D’ . G’.
ROSA . SINE . SPINA. Bust of king as No. 1031.
Rev., TVEATVR . VNITA . DEVS. Square shield
dividing legend; above, crown between I and R.

1039_ Thigl-,1e_(;r0wn (second issue), m.m. lis. 0110., IA’ . D’ .

, G’ . MAG’ . BR’ . F’ . ET . H’ . REX. Crowned rose
on stalk, with two leaves between I and R. Rev.,
crowned thistle on stalk, with two leaves between
I and R. Inscription as on the Half-crown No. 1038.

1040. Rose-ryal (third issue). Obv., m.m. trefoil ; IACOBVS :

D’. G’ . MAG’ . BRIT’ . FRAN’ . ET. HIBER’ .

REX. King in royal robes, crowned and enthroned,
holding sceptre and orb, and with his left leg un
covered, showing the garter; at his feet a portcullis.
Rev., A . DNO . FACTVM . EST . ISTVD . ET .

EST . MIRAB’ . IN . OCV’ . NRIS. Square
shield of arms in the centre of an expanded and
foliated rose, within an ornamented double tressure
of ten arches, a trefoil and leaf alternately in the
angles.

'104.I.. Spur-ryal (third issue) Obv., m.m. rose; IACOBVS .
'

D’ . G’. MAG’. BRIT’ . FRAN’. ET . HIB’. REX.
King crowned, holding sword and shield, and standing
in two-masted ship; rose on side of ship; flag with I.
Rev., m.m. rose; A : DNO’. FACTVM : EST. ISTVD.
ET _ EST _ M|RAB||_E_ Floriated cross beneath
a rose upon a sun, all within an arched tressure;
in each angle, crown above a lion, and a trefoil in each
spandril.

1042. Angel (third issue). 0bv., m.m. mullet; IACOBVS. D’.
' G’. MAG’. BRIT’. FRA’. ET . HI’. REX. The

archangel St. Michael piercing the dragon. Rev., m.m.
mullet; A . DNO’. FACTVM . EST. ISTVD : Ship
with mast and top-castle and large shield, but no cross ;

at sides of mast, I and rose. -

1043. Half-angel (third issue). Obv., m.m. cross; IACOBVS .

. D.G.MA.BR.FR.ET.H.REX.-Thearch
angel St. Michael slaying the dragon. Rev., same m.m. ;

A . DNO . FACTVM . EST . ISTVD. Type as the
Angel, N0. 1042.
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GOLD 1044. R086-1‘y8.l or Thirty-shilling piece (fourth issue). Obv.,
\ ‘

m.m. spur-rowel; IACOBVS D : G : MA : BRI : FR :

ET HIB : REX. King crowned and robed, wearing the
robes of the Garter, and holding a. sceptre and orb, seated
in a chair with ornamented back ; at his feet a portcullis,
and in the field are roses and lis. R8U., A DNO : FAC
TVM EST ‘ISTVD ET EST" MIRAB : IN . OC :

NRIS. Royal arms quartered by cross-fleury with XXX.
above the shield, within a garter composed of roses, lions,
and lis.

1045. Spur-ryal or Fifteen-shilling piece (fourth issue).
Obv., m.m. trefoil; IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRI :

FR : ET HI : REX. Lion facing, crowned, holding a

sceptre, and supporting the royal arms ; at the sides, XV.,
indicating the value. .R6L'., A DNO : FACTVM EST
ISTVD ET EST M|RAB|LE_ Withina dotted tressure
of eight arches. a spur-rowel with rose in centre, each
arch containing a lion and lis crowned, alternately ; out
side the tressure are eight pellets. T

1046. Angel (fourth issue). Obv., m.m. lis; IACOBVS D : G :

MAG : BRI : FRA : ET HIB : REX. The archangel
piercing the dragon; with mark of value, X, in field.
Rev., A. DOMINO : FACTVM EST . ISTVD. Three
masted ship with embroidered sails; sides ornamented
with lis and lions.

1047. Laurel or Twenty-shilling piece (fourth issue). Obv.,
m-m- spur-rowel; IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRIT :

FRAN : ET HIB : REX. Laureated and mantled bust
of king, to the left; behind, XX., indicating the value.
Rev., same m.m.; FACIAM . EOS . IN . GENTEM .

VNAM. Plain square shield of arms crowned and
quartered by a cross-fleury.

1048. Laurel or Unite, m.m. thistle. Legends and types as
No. 1047, but reading BRI’ . FRA’ .

1049—5()_ Laurels, m.m. lis. Legends and types as No. 1047.

1051-4, Laurels, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as No. IQ47.
There are slight variations in the form of abbreviating
the king’s titles in this series of Laurels.

1055. Half-laurel or Double-crown (fourth issue). m-m- 811111‘
rowel. Obv., IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA 1

ET HI : REX. Laureate bust as on the Laurel No. 1047;
behind, X for value. Rev.. HENRICVS ROSAS
REGNA IACOBVS. Square shield on cross-fleury.
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1()56_ Ha,1f_1a,u_1-91, m.m. rose. Legends and types as on GOLD. '=

No. 1055.

]_()5'7_ I-Ia,lf_1a,ure1, m.m. lis. Legends and types as on No. 1055.

1()58_ Ha,1f_1a,u1~e1, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as on
N0. 1035. a

1Q59_ Qu_a,1-ter..13,ure1 (fourth issue), m.m. spur-rowel. 01221..
IACOBVS D . G. MAG. BRI : FRA: ET HI : REX.
Laureate bust as on the Laurel No. 1047; behind
bust, V for value. R6L’., HENRICVS ROSAS REGNA
IACOBVS, Square shield of arms on a cross-fleury.

1060, Quarter-laurel, m.m. rose. Legends and types as on
No. 1059.

1061_ Quarter-laurel, m.m. thistle. Legends and types as on
N o. 1059.

1

1062-3. Quarter-laurels, m.m. lis. Legends and’ types as on
N0. 1059.

1064_ Quarter-laurel, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as on
N o. 1059.

1()66_ C1-Qwn (first issue), m.m. lis. 0bv., IACOBVS . D’ . G’ . SILVER.
ANG’ . SCO’ . FRAN’ . ET . HIB’. REX. King,
crowned, in armour, and holding a sword in his right
hand, on horseback, to right; on the housings a rose
crowned. Rev., EXVRGAT. DEVS . DISSIPENTVR .'
INIMICI. Garnished square shield of arms.

‘I067, Half-grown (first issue), m.m. thistle. Similar types and
inscriptions to the Crown, No. 1066.

1068. Shilling (first iSS118), m.m. thistle. 01.11., IACOBVS . 0' .
G’. ANG’. SCO’. FRA’. ET. HIB’. REX. Bustof
king crowned and in armour to right; behind, X||_,/40 2I

. indicating value. Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS . DISSI
PENTVR . INIMICI . Plain square shield of arms.

1069. Sixpence (first issue), 1603, m.m. thistle; IACOBVS .
D’.G’ . ANG’. SCO’. FRA’. ET . HIB’. REX . Bust
of king crowned, to right, in ornamented armour;

.behi11d the head, VI., indicating the value. Rev.,
EXVRGAT . DEVS . DISSIPENTVR . INIMICIS.
Plain square shield of arms _: above, the date.
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SILVER. 1070. Half-gr

1071.

1072.

1073.

1074.

1075.

1076.

1077.

1078.

1079.

1080.

08.13 or Twopence (first issue), m.m. thistle. Obv.,

I’ . D’ . G’ . ROSA . SINE . SPINA. Bust crowned,
to right ; behind, l|_, for value. Rev., plain square shield
of arms ; without legend.

Penny (first issue), m.m. thistle. Legends and types as

Half-groat, No. 1070, but with I. behind the king's head,
for value.

Halfpenny (first issue), m.m. thistle. Obv., a portcullis
with chains. R8l'., cross moline with three pellets in
each angle. There are no inscriptions on either side.

Grown (second issue), m.m. trefoil. Obv., IACOBVS D :

G : MAG : BRI : FRAN : ET HIB : REX. Rev.,

QV/€ DEVS CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET. Types
as on the Crown, No. 1066.

Half’-crown (second issue), m.m. trefoil. Obv., IACO BVS .

D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA : ET. HIB : REX. King
as No. 1073, on horseback to right, with a rose crowned
on the housings. Rev., QV/E . DEVS CONIVNXIT
NEMO SEPARET. Garnished square shield of arms
with Prince of Wales’ plume and coronet above.

The plume on some crowns, half-crowns, and shillings denotes that
these coins were struck from silver obtained from Welsh mines near
Aberystwith.

Half-crown, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as No. 1074.
but without the Prince of Wales’ plume, and reading H I.

Shilling, 0111)., IACOB’. 0 : G : MAG 1 BRI :

FRA : ET HIB : REX. Rev-. same in-in-: QV/E -

DEVS . CONIVNXIT. NEMO . SEPARET. Types
as the Shilling, first issue, No. 1068.

m.m. lis.

Shilling, m.m. rose.
reading IACOBVS.

Legends and types as No. 1076, but

Shilling, m.m. escallop. Legends and types as No. 1076.

Shilling, m.m. thistle; larger bust. Legends and types
as No. 1076, but with the Prince of Wales’ plume over
the arms.

Shilling, trefoil. Legends and types as No. 1077,
but reading FR’ . and HI’ ,
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1081, Shilling‘-, m.m. crown. Legends and types as No. 1078.

1082. Sixpence (second issue), 1604., m.m. lis; IACOBVS .

0' . G’ . MAG’ . BRIT’ . FRA’ . ET . HIB’ .

REX .~ Rev., ova . on-:vs . CONIVNXIT.
NEMO , SEPARET_ Types as the Sixpence, first
issue, No. 1069.

1083. Sixpence, 1605, m.m. rose. Legends and types as N 0. 1082,
but with smaller head.

1084. Sixpence, 1613, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as
No. 1083, but reading BRI’ . and HI’.

1085. Sixpence, 1621, m.m. thistle. Legends and types as

N0. 1083, but reading BRI’ . FRAN’ .

1086. Sixpence, 1623, m.m. thistle. Legends and types as
No. 1083, but reading BRI.

1087; Sixpence, 1624, m.m. trefoil. Legends and types as
N0. 1083, but reading MA . BRI . FRA . ET HI .

REX.

1088. Half-groat or Twopence (second issue), m.m. lis. 01111.,

I . D . G . ROSA . SINE . SPINA . Full-blown rose
crowned. Rev., TVEATVR . VNITA . DEVS . Thistle

Acrowned.

1089. Penny (second issue), m.m. rose. Legends and types as

the Half-groat, N0. 1088, but without the crowns, above
the rose and thistle.

1090. Halfpenny (second issue). Obv., a rose. Rev., a thistle.
There are no inscriptions.

1091. Farthing, m.m. annulet. 0bv., IACO : D : G : MAG .

BRIT . Two sceptres in saltire through a crown. Rev.,
FRA : ET. HIB : REX. A harp crowned.

1092. Farthing, m.m. fret on Rev. only. Legends and types as
No. 1091, but of much neater work; and it is a smaller
coin. 3 .

The fret clonée or Harrington Knot was the Harrington badge.

SILVER.

/Z-"‘

COPPER.
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GOLD.

CHARLES I., 1625-1649.

The issues during the reign of Charles I. comprise coins struck at (1) the
Tower Mint, (2) Local Mints, and (3) besieged towns or castles.

Most of the local mints were established after the outbreak of the Civil War
in 1642 to supply the king with money to carry on the struggle. The
Aberystwith and Oxford Mints struck gold and silver coins from bullion
produced from the Welsh mines. The Oxford coins included a Three-pound
piece in gold (No. 1197), and a.Pound and Half-pound piece in silver (No. 1201-6).
‘

Coins have been attributed to the following Local Mints :—Aberystwith,
Bristol, Chester, Combe-Martin (I), Exeter, Oxford, Salisbury (T), Shrewsbury,
Weymouth, Worcester, and York.

The last issue of the Angel for currency was made in this reign.

Copper Farthings of two types were issued in 1626 and 1635. Other types
occur also.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD Tower Mint Unite, Double-crown, Crown,
Angel.

Local Mints Triple - unite, Unite, Double
crown, Crown, Angel.

SILVER Tower Mint Crown, Half - crown, Shilling,
Sixpence, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny.

Local Mints Pound, Half-pound, Crown, Half
crown, Shilling, Sixpence, Groat,
Threepence, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny.

Gonn
SILVER }

Siege Pieces Various.

The current values of the coins were unaltered from the last issue of James I.
The weight of the Unite was 140}? grs., and that of the Angel 64%’; grs.
The weight of the silver Penny was 7.",%grs., making 62 to the ounce, other
coins being proportionate in weight. There was no change in the fineness of
either gold or silver.

Towaa MINT.

1096. Unite (first type), m.m. lis. Obv., CAROLVS D’ G’
MAG’. BR’ . FR’. ET HI’. REX. Crowned bust of
king to left, with ruff and collar of the Garter; behind
the head XX, for value. Reta. FLORENT . CON
CORDIA . REGNA. Square garnished shield crowned.
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1097. Unite (second type), m.m. cross on step.
as before.
and mantle.

Obv., legend
Crowned bust of king to left in rufi, armour,

Rev., legend and type as No. 1096.

1098. Unite, m.m. castle. Similar legends and types to
No. 1097, but reading HIB’.

1099. Unite, m.m. plume. Similar types and legends to
No. 1097, but reading BRIT’, and with oval shield
between C and R on reverse.

1100. Unite. Similar types, legends, and mint mark to No. 1099,
but reading MA’ for MAG’.

1101. Unite, m.m. rose. Similar types and legends to N0. 1099,
but reading BRI’ . FRA’ . and HIB’ .

1102. Double-crown (second type), m.m. cross on step. Obv.,
CAROLVS D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA : ET. Hl :
REX, Similar bust of king, with X for value, to Unite,
No. 1097. Rev., CVLTORES . SVI . DEVS . PRO
TEGIT. Garnished square shield of arms crowned.

'

1103. Double-crown, m.m. anchor. Similar legends and types
to No. 1102, but reading MA for MAG, and FR’ for FRA,
and with oval shield between C and R crowned on the
reverse.

1104. Double-crown, m.m. heart. Similar to No. 1103, but
without C and R on the reverse.

1105. Double-crown, m.m. portcullis. Similar to No. 1103.

1106-7. Double-crowns, m.m. ton. Similar to N0. 1103.

Obv., legend and type as
Rev., CVLTORES .

Square garnished shield

1108. CIOWII (first type), m.m. lis.
Unite, No. 1096, with V for value.

SVI . DEVS . PROTEGIT.
crowned.

1109. C1‘0Wn, m.m. cross on step. Similar legends and types to
No. 1108, but reading MA : BRI instead of MAG : BR.

1110. Crown (second type), m.m. anchor. Similar legends and
types to Double-crown N o. 1103, but without C and R,

GOLD.

9070 G
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GOLD.

SILVER.

1111. Crown, m.m. plume. Similar to the preceding, No. 1110,
but 0511- legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MA : BR : FR :

ET . HI : REX , and with square shield.

1112. Crown, m.m. ton. Similar to No. 1111, but with oval
'

shield and C and R at sides of the shield.

1113. Angel. Obzn, m.m. triangle; CAROLVS _ D ; G ; MAG ;
' BRI : FR : ET. HI : REX. The archangel piercing

the dragon, with X. to left for mark of value (10s.). Rev.,
m.m. triangle; AMOR . POPVLI . PR/ESIDIVM .

REGIS . Ship with three masts, as on No. 1046.

1114. Crown, m.m. plume. 0bv., CAROLVS . D’. G’. MAG’.
BRIT’. FRA’. ET . HIB’. REX . King crowned, to

left, on horseback, and carrying a drawn sword on
right shoulder; a plume above the horse’s head, and
St. George’s cross on the housings. Rev., CHRISTO .

AVSPICE . REGNO . Garnished oval shield, sur
mounted by a plume dividing C and R.

1115. Half-crown, m.m.lis. 01111.,CAROLVS . D . G . MAG .

BRI . FR . ET. HI . REX. King crowned and in
armour, to left, on horseback ; in his right hand a sword
in a striking posture; the horse is trotting and richly
caparisoned, with a plume of feathers on his head and on
crupper. Re2)., legend as on Crown. Garnished square
shield on cross-fleury.

1116. Half-crown, m.m. cross on step. Similar types and
legends to No. 1115, but reading FRA for FR, and
without cross fleury.

1117. Ha.lf—crown, m.m. portcullis. Similar types and legends
to No. 1115, but without plumes and sword over
shoulder, and without cross on rev., and with C and R
at sides of shield.

1118. Half-crown, m.m. crown. Similar types and legends to

No. 1115, but reading FRA and HIB, sword held upright,
and horse without trappings, and garnished oval shield
on the reverse.

1119. Half-crown, m.m. triangle in circle. Similar types and
legends to the preceding, No. 1118, but reading H I.

1120. Half-crown, m.m. eye. Similar legends and types to
No. 1118.

1121. Half-crown, sun. Similar to No. 1118.
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1122. Shilling (first type), m.m. lis. Obv., CAROLVS _ D ; SILVER.
G : MAG 2 BR t FR : ET. HI 2 REX. Crowned
bust of king, to left, with falling ruff and collar of
Garter; behind. XII. Rev., CHRISTO . AVSPICE .

REGNO. Square shield of arms quartered by cross
fieury.

1123. Shilling, m.m. harp. Obv., CAROLVS . D’. G’. MA’.
BR . FR . ET . HI , REX , Crowned bust to left,
with flowing hair and lace collar; behind, XII. Rev.,
garnished oval shield between C and R; legend as
N0. 1122. -

1124. Shilling, m.m. portcullis. 0111)., CAROLVS . 0’. G’.
MA’. BR’. FR’. ET. HIB’. REX . Crowned bust
of king, to left, with falling lace collar; behind, XII.
Rev., legend as before. Garnished oval shield; at the
sides, C — R.

1125.‘Shilling, m.m. bell. Legends and types as N 0. 1124, but
without the inner circles, and also without C — R, at sides
of shield. It reads HI’ for HIB’.

1126. Shilling, m.m. ton. Legends and types as No. 1124, but
without C- R and inner circles, also reading HI’ for
HIB’.

1127. Shilling, m.m. triangle. Obv., CAROLVS . 0’. G’.
MAG’. ‘BRI’. FRA’. ET. HIB’. REX. Bust of king,
as N0. 1124. Rev., legend as No. 1124. Square shield of
arms quartered by short cross-fleury. _

1128. Shilling, m.m. star. Legends and types as No. 1127, but
reading HI’.

1129. Shilling, m.m. triangle in circle. Legends and types as
N0. 1127, but reading BR’ and HI’.

1130. Sixpence, m.m.rose. Obv.,CAROLVS . D’ . G’ . MAG’.
BR’ . FR’ . ET . HI’ . REX . Crowned bust of king,
to left, in ruff, armour, and mantle; behind, VI., for
value. Rem, CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO
Garnished oval shield, surmounted by a plume dividing
C and R.

1131. Slxpence, m.m. harp. Obv., crowned bust, to left, with
falling hair. Revggarnished oval shield without plume,
C R at sides of the shield. Legends as N0. 1130, but
reading FRA and HIB.

9070 G 2
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SILVER.

PATTERNS.

1132. Sixpence, m.m. plume on obv. and rose on rev. Legends
and types as No. 1130, but BRI’. FRA’ . On the Obverse.

1133. Sixpence, m.m. ton.
but without inner circles and reading MA,
garnished oval shield without letters or plume.
as N0. 1130.

Obv., legend and type as No. 1130,
Rev.,

Legend

1134. Sixpence, triangle. Legend and type as N0. 1130,

but reading BRI . FRA . and HIB . Rev., legend as last,
but square shield on cross-fleury.

1135. Sixpence, m.m. triangle. Legends and types as No. 1134,
but reading HI.

1136. Ha.lf—groa.t, m.m. bell. 0b1~., CAROLVS . 0'. G’. M’.
B’. F’. ET . H’. REX . Bust crowned, to left, with
ll. behind for value. Rev., IVSTITIA . THRONVM .

FIRMAT . Garnished oval shield of arms. There are

no inner circles on obv. or rev.

1137. Half-groat, m.m. triangle. Legends and types as No. 1136,
but with inner circles.

1138. Half-great, m.m. sun. Legends and types as the last,
NO. 1137.

1139. Penny, m.m. lis. Obv.,C. 0 . G . ROSA . SINE . SPINA .

Full-blown rose.
Full-blown rose.

Rev., IVS . THRONVM . FIRMAT.

1140. Penny, two pellets(?). Legends and types as the
Half-groat, No. 1136, but with I. behind the king’s head,
for value.

1141. Halfpenny. No legends nor mint mark, but a full-blown
rose on each side. .

1142. Groat, m.-m. bell. 01.11., CAROLVS . D’. G’. MA’. B’. F’.
ET ,. H’ . REX . Profile bust of king crowned, to left.
Rev., CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO . Garnished
oval shield of arms. There are no inner circles on obv.
OI‘ 7'61).

1143. Threepence, m.m. bell. 0bv., CAROLVS . 0’ . G’ .

MA’. BR’. FR’. ET. H’. REX . Bust of king as
before, but with a rose behind. Rev., SALVS . REI
PVBLIC/E . SVPREMA . LEX. Garnished shield as
before, but with the date, 1634, above it.
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Bn1o'r’s COINS.

Nicolas Briot was appointed chief engraver at the Tower mint. The coins
from his dies were issued from 1632 to 1638.

1144. U111138. Obv., m.-mi. flower and B; CAROLVS _ D _ G _

MAGN . BRITANN . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.
Profile bust of king crowned, to left, with long hair,
falling lace collar, armour, and mantle; behind, XX.
Rev., mnn. B; FLORENT. CONCORDIA . REGNA.
Garnished square shield crowned ; at the sides, C and R
crowned.

1145. Double-crown. 0111)., m.m. flower and B; CAROLVS .

D. G . MAG. BRITAN . FRAN . ET. HIB. REX.
Rev, m.m. B; CVLTORES . SVI . DEVS . PRO
TEG|T_ Types as No. 1144, but with X. behind the
king’s head for value.

1146. Crown. 0bv., man. flower and B; CAROLVS . 0 . G _

MAGN . BRITAN . FRAN . ET . HIBER . REX.
King crowned and in armour, with mantle streaming
behind, mounted on a stepping horse, to left, with
ground underneath; in the right hand of the king is a
drawn sword. Rev., m.m. B; CHRISTO . AVSPICE .

REGNO . Oval shield of arms crowned and garnished,
a 'lion’s head forming part of the gal-niture ; at the sides,

C and R crowned.

1147. Half-crown, flower and B. Types and legends as
the Crown, No. 1146, but reading HIB . instead of
H|BER .

1148. Half-crown, m.m. anchor and B. 01111., CAROLVS _ D _

G. MAGN . BRITANN . FR . ET. HIB. REX .

Types and Rev. legend as No. 1146.

mm. flower and B. Obv., CAROLVS . D . G ,

MAGN . BRITANN . FRAN . ET. HIB . REX.
Profile bust of king crowned, to left, with long hair, and
falling lace collar ; behind the head, XI I. for value
Rem, legend as No. 1146. Square shield of arms without
garniture on a cross-fleury extending to the edge of coin.

1149. Shilling,

1150. Shilling, OIILH, cAR0Lvs . D . c . MAG .

BRIT . FR . ET . HIB . REX . Rem, legend and
types as No. 1149, but the cross-fleury extending only to
the inner circle.

m.m. anchor.

GOLD.

SILVER.
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SWVER" 1151. Sixpence, m.m. flower and B, Types and legends as

No. 1149, but reading BRITAN . FR ., and with Vl.
behind the king’s head.

1152. Sixpence, m.m. anchor. Legends and types as No. 1150,

but with VI. behind the king’s head.

1153. Half-groat, m.m. lozenge. Obv., CAROLVS . D . G .

MAG . BRIT. FR . ET. HIB. R. Profile bust of king
crowned, to left ; below, a small B, and behind the head
ll, for value. R6L'., IVSTITIA . THRONVM . FIR
MAT . Square shield of arms without garniture on a

cross-fleury extending to the edge of the coin.

1154. Penny, m.m. B. Obv., CAR . o . o . MAG . BRIT. FR .

ET . HI _ R _ Bust of king as before, but dividing the
legend ; behind the head, I. for value. Rev., legend and
type as Half-groat, N0. 1153.

PATTERNS. 1155. Shilling. Obv., CAROLVS . D . G . MAGN . BRITANN .

FRANC . ET. HIBER . REX . Profile bust of king
crowned, to left, with long hair and falling lace collar.
R8L'., ARCHETYPVS . MONET/E . ARGENT/E .

ANGLI/E _ ; small B as mint-mark. Square shield of
arms ; above, a crown dividing the date, 1635 ; at sides
of shield, C and R crowned.

1156. Shilling. Obv., CAR : D . G . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET.
HIB _ REX , Profile bust of king crowned and in
armour, to right, with long hair, plain collar, and pointed
beard; below, a small B. R€l'., FIDEI . DEFENSOR.
Square shield of arms crowned, within the Garter, with
the I110tt0 HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE.

1157. Half-great. Obv., CAR . D . G . ANG . SCO . FR . ET .

HIB . REX . Bareheaded bust of king, to right, with
ruff. Rev., m.m. rose; FLOREB|T_ IN _ /EVVM_~‘
Full-blown rose radiated.

1158. Half-groat. Obv., legend and type as No. 1157. Rev.,
REGIT . VNVS . VTROQVE. Sceptre and trident in
saltire.

Ha,]f_g1'Qa,t, m.m. rose. Obv., CAR _ D _ G , MAG , BRIT _

FR . ET . HIBER . Bust as on No. 1157. Rev., legend
and type as No. 1158, but with C, crowned on both sides
of the sceptre and trident.

1160. Half-great Obv.. CAR. o . e . MAG . BRIT. FRAN .

ET. HI . R. Bust as No. 1157. Rev., FIDEI . DE
FENSOR. Two O’s interlinked under a crown; below,
a small B.
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ABERYSTWITH MINT.

Authority was given, on the 9th July, 1637, to Thomas Bushell to establish a
mint in the Castle of Aberystwith for the coinage of all the bullion obtained
from mines within the Principality of Wales. The coins struck at this mint were
ordered to be stamped with the “ feathers on both sides,” i.e., the Prince of Wales’
plumes. This provision of the indenture was not literally complied with in all
cases, as some coins have the plumes on one side only.

The coins struck were in silver only, and comprised half-crowns, shillings,
sixpences, groats, threepences, half-greats, pence, and half-pence.

In 1642 the Aberystwith moneyers were removed to Shrewsbury and Oxford,
where they struck coins also marked with plumes.

1161. Half-crown, m.m. plume. Obv., CAROLVS‘, o _ G. _

MAG . BR . FR . ET. HIB . REX. King crowned
and on horseback, to left, holding a sword upright;
behind the king a plume, and under the horse A. R6t'.,
EXVRGAT. DEVS . DISSIPENTVR . INIMICI, and
across the field RE . PROT . L . AN : Ll : PA :

1645, in three lines ; above, two plumes, and below, A,

This coin is sometimes assigned to Aberystwith, but, on account of
its date, this attribution can hardly be correct.

1162. Shilling, m.m. open book. Obv., CAROLVS . D’. G’.
MAG’. BR’. FR’. ET. HI’. REX_. Bust of king
crowned, to left; behind the head, XII, and in front a

plume of feathers. Razz, same m.m.; CHRISTO _

AVSPICE . REGNO . Garnished oval shield of arms
surmounted by a plume.

1163. Sixpence. Mint marks, legends, and types as Shilling,
_ No. 1162, but with VI. behind the king’s head and with

out inner circle on rev.

1164. Sixpence, m.m. open book. 0bv., CAROLVS . D . G .

MAG . BRIT. FR . ET. HI . REX. Bust of king
crowned, to left; behind the head, Vl., and in front
a plume. Rev., no m.m.; EXVRGAT. DEVS . DISSI
PENTVR . INIMICI, and across the field, in four lines,
RELIG . PROT. LEG . ANG . LIBER . PAR .1643;
above, three plumes.

1165. G1'08.t, m.m. open book. Obv., CAROLVS . D’. G’. M’.
B’. F’. ET. H’. REX . Types and reverse legend as

Shilling, No. 1162, but with llll. behind t-he king’s head.

1166. Great, m.m. crown. 01.11., CAROLVS. D . e . MAG. BRI .

FRA _ ET _ H|B _ REX, Bust of king crowned, and
in armour, to left; behind the head, llll, and in front
a small plume. Rev., mnn. crown; legend and types as

N0. 1165, but with a larger plume and smaller shield.

SILVER.
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SILVER. 1167. Threepence. Mint mark, legends, and types as Great,
N0.1165, but with III. behind the king’s head and FR
for F.

1168. Threepence. Mint marks, legends, and types as Gro-at,
No. 1166, but with III. behind the king’s head, and
reading BR . FR . ET HI.

1169. Half-groat, open book. 01111., CAROLVS . 0’. ca’.
M’. B’. F’. ET. H’. REX. Bust of king crowned, to left;
behind, ll. for value. Rem, IVSTITIA . THRONVM .

F I RMAT. A large plume of feathers with coronet within
a circle of pellets.

1170. Half-groat, pellets. Obv., CAROLVS, &c., as No.1169.
Small bust of king crowned, to left; behind, ll. Rev.,
IVSTITIA .THRQNVM . FIRMAT. A large plume
with coronet dividing the date, 164(6).

The last numeral is illegible, but similar coins read 1646. The date
is too late for Aberystwith.

1171. Penny. Mint marks, legends, and types as Half-groat,
No. 1169, but with I. behind the king’s head.

1172. Halfpenny. Obv., a full-blown rose. R61/'., a large plume.
There are no legends on obv. or rev.

BRISTOL MINT.

Coins were struck at Bristol from 1643 to 1645. They are of the type known
as the “Declaration,” from the legend on the reverse, which is a reference to the
king’s declaration to the Privy Council at Wellington on 19th September, 1642.

The silver coins are the
The mint-marks are

There is a gold unite and a gold double-crown.
half-crown, shilling, sixpence, great, and half-grout.
BR (Bristol) and a plume.

1173. Half-crown, m.m. plume. Obv., CAROLVS . D 2 G :

MAG : BR : FR : ET. HI : REX. King crowned
and on horseback, to left ; sword in right hand ; behind,
a plume, and under the horse BR in man. Rev., EX
VRGAT . DEVS . &c., and across the field, in two
lines, REL : PROT : LE : AN : LI : PA :; above,
three plumes ; below, 1644 and BR in mon-.

11'74—5. Half-crowns.
both dated 1645.

Legends and types as N0. 1173, but

1176. Shilling. Obv., CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BR : FR :

ET . H : REX. Bust of king crowned, to left, wearing
a falling lace collar ; in front of head, a plume ; behind,
Xll, Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS, &c., and across the field,
in three lines, REL. PRO. LEG. ANG. LIB. PAR;
above, three plumes ; below, 1644 and BR in man.
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1177. Sixpence. 0011., CAROLVS, &c., as N0. 1176, but readillg
B . F. ET. H. Bust crowned, to left; in front, a

plume, and behind, VI. Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS .

&c., and across the field, in three lines, RELIG . PRO .

LEG . ANG . LIB . PAR; above, three plumes; below,
1644 and BR, in mun.

1178. Groat. 0bv., CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BR : FR :

ET _ HI : REX. Bust crowned, to left; in front, a

plume; and behind, Illl. R6L’., EXVRGAT . DEVS, &0-,

and across the field, in three lines, REL . PRO . LEG .

ANG . LIB . PAR; above, three plumes; below, 1644
and BR in mun.

1179. Half-groat. 0/112, CAROLVS . 0 : G : M : B = F:
ET . H 1 REX . Small bust of king crowned, to left;
behind, II. Rev., EXVRG . DEVS . DISSIP. INIMICI .,

and across the field, RE . PR . LE . AN . LI . PA .;
below, BR in man.

Cussrnn MINT.

A mint was in work at Chester during the years 1643 and 16-14. Half-crowns
are assigned to this mint, and these have as 'm.m. three gerbs or wheatsheaves,
which were the arms of the city. There are also groats and threepences.

1180. Half-crown, m.m. three gerbs (the arms of the city).
Obv., the lettering on this coin is illegible, but should be

CAROLVS. D . G . MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB.
REX. King crowned and on horseback, to left ; behind,
a plume, and below the horse, CHST. (Chester). .R8’L'.,

CHRISTO . AVSPICE REGNO. Garnished oval
shield of arms.

Exnrna MINT.

Between 1642 and 1645 coins were issued from a mint established at Exeter.
They may be distinguished by their m.m8. rose, castle, or EX. Silver coins of
each denomination from the crown to the penny were struck.

1181. Crown. m.m. rose. 0bv., CAROL[VS . D . G .] MAG’.
BRIT’. FRA’. ET . HI’ . REX. King crowned and in
armour, on horseback, to left, holding a sword. Rev.,
CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO. Oval garnished
shield of arms.

1182. Crown, m.-m. castle. Obu., CAROLVS . D : G I MAG :

BRI . FRA ; ET, HI 1 REX, King on horseback as
before, but with nearly full face. R01,-'., legend and type
as No. 1181, but with date, 1645.

SILVER.
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SII1V'ER- 1183. Half-crown, rose. 0bv., CAROLVS . D . G . MA .

BR . FR . ET. HI . REX. King crowned, and on
horseback, to left. Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS . DISSI
PENTVR . INIMICI ., and across the field, REL :

PRO : LE : ANG : LIB : PAR : in two lines; above.
three plumes ; below, 1644 _ EX.

1184. Half-crown, m.m. rose. Obv., legend and type as the last,

but the king and horse nearly full-faced. Rev., legend
and type as Crown, No. 1182.

’

1185. Half-crown, -m.m. rose. 0110., CAROLVS . D . G . MA .

BR . FR . ET. HI . REX . As No. 1183, with the
king and horse both looking to the front. Rev., man.
EX. ; legend and type as No. 1183, but dated 1645,

1186. Shilling, m.m. rose. Obv., CAROLVS, &c., as No. 1183.
Bust of king crowned, to left; behind, XII. R€l.‘.,

CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO . 1644. Oval gar
nished shield of arms.

1187. Shilling, m.m. rose. Obv., CAROLVS. &c., as No. 1183.
Bust of king crowned, to left; behind, XII. R6L’.,

EXVRGAT _ DEVS, &c., and across the field, RELIG :

PRO : LEG : ANG . LIB : PAR, in two lines; above,
three plumes ; below, the date, 1645.

1188. Sixpence, m.m. rose. Legends and types as No. 1186, but
with VI. behind the king’s head, and the mint mark
dividing the date, 1644, on the rev.

1189. Groat, m.m. rose. Obv., CAROLVS . D . G . M . B .

F . ET . H . REX. Rev., CHRISTO . AVSPICE .

REGNO, Types as No. 1186, but with IIII behind the
king’s head, and the date, 1644, preceding the obverse
legend.

'

1190. Threepence, m.m. rose. Obv., CAROLVS , D . G . MA .
" BR . F. E . H . RE. Bust of king crowned, to left;

behind, Ill. Rezn, CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO.
Square shield of arms on a cross-fleury; above the
shield, 1644.

1191. Half-groat, m.m. rose. 000., CAROLVS . D . G . M .

B . F. ET . HI . REX. Bust of king crowned, to left;
behind, II. Rev., THRO . IVSTI . FIRMAT. 1644.
A full-blown rose. "
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Oxronn MINT.

The mint originally at Aberystwith was transferred in 1642 from Shrewsbury
to the New Inn Hall, Oxford, where it was in operation until 1646, under the
direction of Sir William Parkhurst and Thomas Bushell.

There is little doubt that some of the Aberystwith and Shrewsbury dies were
again used at Oxford, so that there is much diflieulty in distinguishing the coins
of these mints with the plumes as m.m. The Shrewsbury pieces are generally
identified by the absence of the lower band of the coronet around the plume,
the band being present in the plume on the Oxford coins, some of which are also
marked OX. Some of the coins below are of Shrewsbury type.

A great variety of coins were struck at the Oxford mint, including a three-pound
piece in gold, and a pound and a half pound piece in silver. Thomas Rawlins
also produced his celebrated pattern piece, the Oxford crown (see No. 1208.)

1197. Three-pound piece, 1643. Obv., plume; CARO-,
LVS . D : G . MAGN t BRIT: FRAN : ET: HIB:
REX : , Half-length figure of king crowned and in
armour, to left, holding a drawn sword in his right
hand and an olive branch in his left ; around the king’s
neck is the chain and badge of St. George; behind the
head, a plume. R6t’., no m.m.; EXVRGAT : DEVS :

DISSIPENTVR . INIMICI : on a scroll continued
across the field, also bearing RELIG : PROT : LEG :

ANG : LIBER : PAR :; above, three plumes, and Ill,
indicating value ; below, the date, 1643.

1198. Three-pound piece, 1644. Obv., m.m. plume; CARO
LVS. D:G:MAG:BRl:FRA:ET. HIBER:
REX. Half-length figure of king as before, but with a

ribbon and smaller badge around his neck, and wearing
a sash. Rea, no m.m. Legend as No. 1197, in a con
tinuous scroll; above, three small plumes and IH, indi
cating value ; below, the date, 1644 : and OXON.

1199. Unite, 1644. Obv., m.m. plume; CAROLVS . D I G :

MAG I BRI I FR : ET . HIB : REX. Bust of king
crowned, to left, holding a sword and olive branch;
behind, XX. .R6'U., no m.m. Legend as No. 1197, in a
continuous scroll; above, three plumes ; below, the date,
1644, and OX. .

1200. Double-crown, 1643. Obv., no m.m.; CAROLVS . D :

G : M : BR : FR : ET. HI : REX. Bust of king
crowned, to left, with falling lace collar, and dividing
the legend at the bottom; behind the head, X, Rev.,
legend as N0. 1197, in a continuous scroll, but reading
ANGL : ; above, three plumes ; below, the date, 1643."

1201. Pound D : G :

‘MAG BRIT : FRA ET : HIB REX. King
crowned and on horseback, to left, holding a sword;
behind, a plume; no ground under the horse. Rev.,
I-I EXVRGAT _ DEVS, &c., and across the field,
RELIG . PROT. LEG . ANGL . LIBER . PAR .

in two lines; above, three plumes and XX ;.below. 1642.

piece, 1642. Obv., CAROLVS .

_.¢z1I‘v_

GOLD.

SILVER.
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SID VER. 1202. Pound piece, 1642. Obv., m.m. plume; CAROLVS I D 5
G : MAGNI : BRITANI : FRAN : ET: HIB : REX.
King as No. 1201, but on a smaller horse; behind, a

plume, and under the horse, cannon, drums, banners, &c.
Hev., - I - I - EXVRGAT : DEVS :, &c., and across the
field, RELIG . PROT ., &c.; above, three plumes and
XX. ; below, 1642.

‘I203. Pound piece, 1642. Obv., m.m. plume; CAROLVS _,

&c. King as before, on horseback, with plume behind;
under the horse, a cannon, cuirasses, and lance, and
below those, chequered ground. Rev., as the former
coin.

1204. Pound piece, 1643. Obv., CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :

BRIT : FRA : ET: HIBER : REX. Large figure of
king crowned, on a large and well-formed horse;
behind, a plume; under the horse, a trophy composed
of a helmet, cuirass, sword, battle-axes, and banners.
Rev., - I -I - Usual legend and type, but with date,
1643. The m.m. on the obv. is a plume.

1205. Pound piece, 1644. Obv., m.m. plume. Legend and type
as on No. 1204, but of much bolder work. Rev, legend
in small letters ; EXVRGAT . DEVS ., &c., and within a
compartnlent, RELIG . PROT. LEG . ANG . LIBER .

PAR ; above, a large plume and XX ; below, 1644 . OX.

1206. Half-pound piece, 1642. 0021., -m.rn. plume; CARO
LVS : D : G : MAGN 2 BRIT :, &c. King crowned,
on horseback, to left; behind, a plume, and under the
horse, military arms. .RBU., - I - I - EXVRGAT .

DEVS, &c., and across the field, RELIG . PROT ,, &c.;
above, three plumes and X ; below, 1642,

1207. Grown, 1643. 01111., man. plume; CAROLVS ; 0 ; G -

MAG : BRIT : FRAN : ET: HI : REX. Type as

Half-pound, No. 1206, but with ground under the horse.
Rev., legends and type as No. 1206, but with .V. under
the plumes, and date, 1643.

1208. CIOWD, 1644. Pattern piece by Rawlins. 01221.,m.m. cross

fleury; CAROLV[S . D .] G: MAG : BRIT : FRAN:
ET. HIBER . REX. King crowned, and in armour,
wearing a flowing scarf, and mounted on a high
spirited horse, to left ; underneath, a view of the city of
Oxford, with the word OXON between two steeples;
underneath the raised foreleg of horse is R. for Rawlins
the engraver. Rev., EXVRGAT. DEVS . DISSIPEN
TVR _ INIMICI , Between each word a floral orna
ment, and across the field, between two floral scrolls
RELIG . PROT. LEG . ANG . LIBER . PARL;
above, three plumes and V. ; below, 1644 . OXON.
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1209. Half-crown, 1.642. Obv., CAROLVS ; D ; c. ; MAG ;

BR ’: FRAN : ET: HIB : REX. King crowned, and
on horseback, to left; behind, a plume; ground under
the horse. Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS ., &c., and across
the field, RELIG _ PROT _, &c.; above, three plumes;
below, 1642.

1210. Half—crown, 1643. Obv., m.m. plume. Types and
legends as No. 1209, but reading MAG . BRIT . FR .

ET . HI ., and no ground under the horse ; date, 1643.

1211. Ha.lf—crown, 1643. Obv.,m.'m.plume(?); CAROLVS,&c.,
as No. 1210, but reading HIB. Usual type, but with
ground under the horse. Rev., EXVRGAT . DEVS, &c.,
and across the field, RELIG : PRO : LE : AN : LI :

PA : ; above, three large plumes ; below, 1643.

1212. Half-crown, 1643, Obv., m.m. plume; CAROLVS _ D _

G. MAG. BR . FR . ET. HIB. REX. Small figure
of king on horseback, to left; behind, a plume. R6l1.,
EXVRGAT , DEVS, &c., and across the field, RELIG .

PRO . LE . ANG . LIB . PAR; above,a large plume
between two small ones : below, 1643 OX.

1213. Shilling, m.m. plume. Obv., CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :

BR ; FR g ET 1 HI ; REX (stops, lozenges). Bust of
king crowned and in armour to left; lion’s head on
shoulder-piece, plain collar, and without scarf; behind
the head, XII. Rmu, EXVRGAT . DEVS, &c., and
across the field, in three lines, between scrolls, RELIG :

PRO : LEG . ANG : LIBER : PAR :; above, three
plumes; below, 16 44. OX.

1214. Groat. Obv., m.m. cross-fleury; CAROLVS : D : G : M 1

B ; F ; ET 3 H 1 REX, Small bust of king crowned and in
armour, to left ; lion’s head on shoulder-piece, lace collar,
and scarf ; in front of head, a small plume ; behind, lllI_
Rein, I - I EXVRGAT . DEVS, &c., and across the field,
in three lines, RELIG . PRO . LEG . ANG . LIBER .

PA ; above, three plumes ; below, 1644 . OX.

1215. Great. 01.11., CAROLVS . D : G ; M : B: FR 1 ET. HI:
REX, Bust of king crowned, to left; below. R. for
Rawlins; behind the head, IIII. R6l'., EXVRGAT _

DEVS, &c., and in a compartment, RELIG . PRO, &c., as
before ; above, a scroll ornament and plume ; below, 1645,

1216. Tll1‘88p6nCG,m.m.lis. Obv., CAROLVS . D : G : MAG :

BR I FR : ET . HI : REX. Small bust of king
crowned; behind. III. Reva, EXVRGAT. DEVS, &c.,
and across the field, RELI . PRO . LEG . ANG . LIB.
PAR . ; above, three plumes; below, 1644. There is a

small R below the bust on the obv. for Rawlins.

SILVER.
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SILVER.

Yoax MINT.

The York mint was established about 1629, and was in operation until 164-I,
when the city was captured by the Parliamentary forces. The early dies were
engraved by Briot, and the bent and oval form of many of the York coins is dueto
the process employed in their manufacture. The m.m..is 0. lion passant gnardant.

1217~8. Half—crowns, m.m. lion passant. Obv.. CAROLVS ,

D . G . MAG. BRIT. FRAN . ET. HIB . REX.
King on horseback, to left, holding a short sword ; below,
EBOR (York). Rev.. CHRISTO. AVSPICE . REGNO.
Garnished oval shield of arms crowned, with lion’s head,
claws, and tail forming part of the garniture.

1219. Shilling, m.m. lion passant. 0bv., CAROLVS . D . G .

MAG . BRI . FRA . ET. HI . REX. Bust of king
crowned, to left; behind, XII. Rmn, CHRISTO, &c.

Plain square shield of arms on a cross-fleury; above,

EBOR.

1220. Sixpence, m.m. lion passant. Olnn, CAROLVS . D . G .

MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX . Bust of
king crowned, to left; behind, VI. Rein, CHRISTO,
&c. Garnished oval shield of arms crowned; at the

sides, C and R crowned.

UNOERTAIN Mmrs.

1221. Half-crown, 1645; m.1n.lis. 01111., CAROLVS. o ; G =

MAG: BRIT: FRA : ET . HI : REX. King crowned
and on horseback, to left; long grass under the horse.
Rein, CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO. Royal arms
encircled by tI1e Garter and surmounted by a crown, and
supported by the lion and unicorn; at each side of
crown, C— R crowned, and below the shield, the date,

1645.

This coin is sometimes assigned to Combe-Martin in Devonshire.

1222. Half-crown. om», CAROLVS. D : G : MAG ; BRIT:
FRAN : ET . HIB I REX. King crowned and on horse
back, to left. Rev., m.m. rose or cinquefoil pierced;
CHRISTO, &c. Oval shield of arms, with lion’s skin
garniture, crowned.

1223. Half-crown, 1644; mm. plume. Obv., CAR[OLVS . D :

G. MA]G : BRI : FR : ET. HI : REX. King crowned
and on horseback, to left, holding a very short sword.
Rmu, EXVRGAT [DEVS DISSIPENTVR] INIMICI.
and across the field, RELIG . PROT. LE . AN . Ll .

PA ; above, three plumes ; below, the date, 1644.
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1224-. G1‘08.t, m.m. lis. 0110., CAR[OLV]S . D : G : M : B : F: $11-VERI-5 ~

ET . H : REX . Bust of king crowned, to left; behind,

||ll_ .R81)., m.m. helmet; CHRISTO . AVSPICE .

REGNO, Oval garnished shield of arms.

It has been said that this coin was struck at Salisbury.

1225. Farthing, m.m. bell. Obv., CAROLVS . D’. G’. MAG’ . COPPER

BRIT’. Two sceptres in saltire through a crown. R/1-l'.,

FRAN’. ET. HIB’. REX. A harp crowned. Inner
circles on both sides.

1226. Farthing, m.m. rose. 0bv., CARO : D’ . G’. MAG’.
BRI. Rea, FRA’ . ET HIB’. REX. Types as

No. 1225, but without inner circles. This coin is oval
in shape.

1227. Farthing, mnn. battle-axe (P). Legends as No. 1226, and
types as No. 1225, but without inner circles.

1228. Farthing, m.m. crescent. Obv., CAROLV’. D’. G’. MA’.
BRI . Two sceptres as No. 1225. Rev., FRA’. ET. HI’.
REX. Full-blown rose crowned. Inner circles on both
sides.

1229. Farthing, m.m-. mullet. 0lw., CAROLV . D . G . MA .

BRI. Two sceptres in saltire below a crown. Rev., FR .

ET _ HIB _ REX _ Full-_blown rose crowned. Inner
circles on both sides.

1230. Farthing, m.m. mullet. 01121., CAROLVS . D’. G’ .

MAG’. BRI’. Rev., FRAN’ . ET . HIB’ . REX .

Types as No. 1228. Inner circles on bot-I1 sides.

OBSIDIONAL on SIEGE PIECES.

During the Civil War, obsidional coins were struck at Beeston Castle (Cheshire).
or Lathom House, (Derbyshire), Oarlisle, Oolchester, Newark, Pontefract, and
Scarborough. They were mostly of silver, and except those of Newark and
Pontefract are of very rude workmanship. Some are only irregularly-shaped
pieces of plate cut from salvers and stamped with a.device.

1231. Oarlisle. Three-shillings. 0bv., C. : R . and III . S under SILVER.
a crown ; on each side an anemone ; the whole within a
beaded circle Rev-. C-DB8 CARE . 1645; below, an
31161110116.

1232. Carlisle. Shilling. 01111., C : R'. and XII under a crown.
Rev., - oss 3-: CAR[L] . 1645. Above and below,
3.1131161110118, ,
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SILVER. 1233. Colchester. Shilling (octagon-shaped). Obv., CAROLI
FORTUNA RESURGAM in incuse letters. Colchester
Castle. Rm», plain.

1234. Newark. Half-crown (diamond-shaped). Ob-ul, a large
crown; at the sides, C—R; below, XXX, as a mark of

yalue.
R-90., OBS : NEWARK . 1646, arranged in three

mes.

1235. Newark. Shilling. As No. 1234, but with XII under the
crown.

1236. Newark. Shilling. As No. 1235, but reading NEWARKE.
and dated 1645.

1237. Newark. Ninepence. As No. 1234, but with IX under
crown, and dated 1646.

1238. Newark. Sixpence. As No. 1234, but with VI under
crown, and dated 1646.

1239. Pontefract. Shilling (diamond-shaped).
SPIRO : SPERO . and with C— R under a crown.

Obv., DVM 2

Rev.,
OBS P C 1648. Pontefract Castle; at the side, XlI., for

A

value.

1240. Pontefract. Shilling (octagon-shaped). Obv., legend and
type as No. 1239. Reu., OBS P C 1648. Pontefract
Castle, with flag hoisted on centre turret, and a hand
holding a sword issuing from the right tower; the whole
within a dotted circle.

Pieces struck aft/.»-r the Death of O’/mmles I.

1241. Pontefract. Shilling (octagonal). 01.11., DVM 1 SPIRO :

SPERO . and with C—R . under a crown. R8l!.,
CAROLVS . SECVNDVS . 1648 : OBS . P . C .

Pontefract Castle, with flag hoisted on centre turret, and
a cannon issuing from the right tower, the whole within
a dotted circle.

1242. Pontefract. Shilling (octagonal). Obv., CAROL’: ll : D 2

G : MAG : B : F: ET: H : REX ., and in three lines
under a crown, HANC . DEVS . DEDIT . 1648.
Rev., POST: MORTEM : PATRIS : PRO : FILIO.
and OBS . P. C . Pontefract Castle; a flag hoisted
on centre turret, and a cannon issuing from the right
tower, the whole within a dotted circle.

There is a similarly-shaped piece struck in gold with similar
inscriptions. It was probably intended for a twenty-shilling piece.
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THE COMMONWEALTH, 1649-1660.

The coins of the Commonwealth were of the same weights and fineness as those
of Charles I. The legends and types are similar throughout the whole series of
the denominations.

Patterns for copper coins are extant, but no authorized issue for currency
appears to have been made.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD Twenty-shillings or Broad, Ten
shillings or Half-broad, Five
shillings.

Crown, Half-crown, Shilling,
Sixpence, Half-groat, Penny,
Halfpenny.

'

SILVER . .

1246. Twenty-shillings, 1653, m.m. sun. 0bv., THE . COM
MONWEALTH . OF . ENGLAND. Shield with St.
George’s cross between a laurel and palm branch. Rev.,
GOD . WITH . VS. Two conjoined shields, one with
St. George’s cross for England, and the other with the
harp for Ireland ; above, XX. for value, and the date.

1247. Ten-shillings, 1651, m.m. sun. Legends and types as
~ No. 1246, but with X. for value.

1248. Five-shillings, 1650, m.m. sun.
No. 1246, but with V. for value.

1249. Grown, 1653, m.m. sun. 0bv., THE . COMMON
WEALTH . OF. ENGLAND. Shield with St. Ge0rge’s
cross between a laurel and palm branch. Rev., GOD ,

WITH _ VS. Two conjoined shields, one with St.
George’s cross, and the other a harp; above, V. for value,
and the date. '

Legends and types as

1250. Half-crown, 1651, m.m. sun. Legends and types as
No. 1249, but with II - VI for value.

1251. Half-crown, 1652 (P), m.m. sun.
the last.

1252. Shilling, 1651, m.m. sun. Legends and types as N 0. 1249,
but with XII. for value.

Legends and types as

1253. Sixpence, 1656, m.m. sun. Legends and types as No. 1249,
but with VI. for value.

1254. Half-groat. As No. 1249, but without date, mint mark,
or legends, and having ll. above shields, for value.

GOLD.

SILVER.

9070 H
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SILVER.

PATTERNS.

SILVER.

COPPER.

1255. Penny. Similar to the Half-groat No. 1254, but with I.
for value.

1256. Halfpenny. Obv., shield with St. George’s cross. Rev.,
shield with Irish harp. There are no inscriptions.

1257. Half-crown, 1651, m.m. sun. Obv., THE . COMMON
WEALTH . OF . ENGLAND . Shield charged with
St. George's cross between a laurel and palm branch.

'

Rev., GOD . WITH . VS. Two shields joined, one
. with .St. George’s cross, and the other with the harp;

above, II - VI. for value, and the date. Edge inscribed
in raised letters ; TRVTH . AND . PEACE . 1651 . PETRVS .

BLONDEVS . INVENTOR . FECIT. ~

1258. Shilling, 1651, m.m. sun. Legends and typesas No. 1257,
but with XII. for value. Edge grained. I

. 1259. Sixpence, 1651, m.m. sun. As No. 1257, but with VI. for
value. Edge grained.’

1260. Shilling (by Ramage), 1651, m.m. mullet. Obv., THE .

COMMONWEALTH . OF. ENGLAND. St. George’s
shield between two branches of laurel. Rev.,
GAVRDED .WITH . ANGELES. An angel support
ing the shields of England and Ireland, which are
garnished. Edgegrained.

_
-

1261. Farthing, (pattern) m.m. mullet. Obv., THVS . VN ITED .

INV|NClB|_E_ Three pillars conjoined, surmounted by
the English cross, Irish harp, and Scotch thistle. Rev.,
AND . GOD . DIRECT . OVR . COVRS.
under sail, to left.

OLIVER OROMWELL, 1653-1658.

The coins of Cromwell were struck from dies engraved by Thomas Simon, and
the “mill and screw ” were used by Peter Blondeau of Paris in their manufacture.
It is doubtful whether these coins passed into general circulation.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

I . .

G01.» One /.*?.§*'> Fifty~shillings, Twenty-shillings
or Broad, Ten~shillings or Half
broad.

SILVER First (1656) Half-crown.

Second (1658) Grown, Half-crown, Shilling,
Sixpence.

Ship .
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‘I263. Fifty-shillings, 1656. ’0bv., OLIVAR . 0 . e . RP . cow.
ANG . SCO . ET. HIB. &c., PRO. Laureated bust
of the Protector to left. Rev., PAX . QV/ERITVR .

BELLO . 1656. The arms of the Protectorate on a
square shield, surmounted by an imperial crown. Edge
inscribed >14PROTECTOR . LITERIS . LITERZE . NUMMIS .

CORONA . ET . saws in raised letters.
The shield of arms and motto corresponded with the Great Seal.

In the 1st and 4th quarters was St. George’s cross, in the 2nd
St. Andrew’s cross, in the 3rd the harp for Ireland, in the centre on
an inescutcheon of pretence, the Protector’s arms.

1264-. B1'O8.d, 1656. Legends and types similar to the Fifty
shilling piece, No. 1263. Edge milled.

*1265. Half-broad, 1656. Similar to the Broad, No. 1264.

12'66f'Ui‘OW11,‘1658._ Obv., OLIVAR .’D’. G . R '. P {ANG .

SCO . HIB . &C., PRO. Laureated and draped bust of
Protector to left. Rev, PAX . QV/ERITVR . BELLO.
The arms of the Protectorate on a garnished shield
surmounted by a crown. Edge, 1: HAS . NISI
PERITVRVS . MIHI . ADIMAT . NEMO in raised letters.

1267. Half-crown, 1656. Legends, types, and edge as1\AIo. 1266,
but reading ET . HI, and a cross instead of a star on
the edge.

1268. Half-crown, 1658. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1266,
but reading ET . HIB, and a cross instead of a star on
the edge.

1269. Shilling, 1658. Legends and types as No. 1266, butwith
grained edge.

" 6 '

1270. Farthing.
SC . IRL.

Obv., m.m. mullet; OLIVAR . PRO . ENG .

Laureated and draped bust to left, within
an inner circle. R0v., CHARITIE . AND . CHANGE.
Arms of the Protectorate crowned on a garnished shield
within an inner circle.

CHARLES II., 1660-1685.

The early coins of Charles II. were struck by the hammer. But in 1662 an
agreement was entered into with Peter Blondeau to erect and superintend the
working of his new machinery for coining, in the Tower. From that date the
ancient method of striking was discontinued. Machinery was also used for
rolling the metal and for cutting out blank discs of the requisite size, instead of
shaping them by hand-shears as formerly.

To prevent the fraudulent and prevalent practice of clipping, the new pieces
were marked with letters and grainings on the edges, the larger coins being
inscribed DECUS ET TUTAMEN, with the year of the reign. This inscription was
suggested by Evelyn, who saw it in a vignette in Cardinal de Riche1ieu’s Greek
Testament. (See App. No. IV., p. 426).

9070 H 2

SILVER.

COPPER.

§~
be
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The series of gold and silver milled coins, based on the guinea and the shilling
and issued from 1662, formed the general model as to denominations and general
designs of the issues of succeeding reigns until the time of the great re-coinage
of l8l6—l817.

The gold pieces were mostly coined from bullion imported by the African
Company from Guinea.‘ The twenty-shilling pieces therefore became known as
guineas, and many were marked with a. small elephant or elephant and castle,
which was the stamp of the Company (No. 1300), the castle being introduced in
1675. The date of the Warrant authorising the first use of this privy mark was
the 24th Dec., 1663. The term “guinea.

” was not introduced into Mint indentures
until 1717.

Silver groats, threepences, half-groats, and pence were coined for issue as royal
alms on Maundy Thursdays. The first issue was hammered, and is undated ; the
first dated milled set is of 1670, though a half-groat is known of 1668.

In this reign the practice was established of placing the sovereign’s profile bust
in a.direction contrary to that of his predecessor.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.
I

Issues. Denominations.

Emmnnnn.
GOLD First (1660) Broad, Half-broad, Crown.

Second (1661) Broad, Half-broad, Crown.

SILVER First (1660) Half-crown, Shilling, Sixpence,
Half-groat, Penny.

Second (1661) Half-crown, Shilling, Sixpence,
Half-groat, Penny.

Third (1661-1662) Half-crown, Shilling, Sixpence,
Groat, Threepence, Half-groat,
Penny.

MILLED.
GOLD One (1662-1684) Five-guinea, Two-guinea, Guinea,

Half-guinea.

SILVER One (1662-1684) Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence; Maundy Groat, Three
pence, Half-groat, Penny.

COPPER One (1672-1679) Halfpenny, Farthing.

TIN One (1684) Farthing.

WEIGHTS AND FINENEss.—The weight of the hammered gold coins was at the
rate of 140%?grs. to the broad, and of the milled coins at 131%?grs. to the guinea.
In 1670 it was ordered by a new indenture that a pound weight of gold should be

‘ The African Company of London Merchants received a patent from Queen Elizabeth
in 1588,as the Guinea Company. Subsequent charters were granted in 1618,1631,1662,1672
and 1695. The Company finally became extinct in 1821. (Seealso under Gold Coast and
Sierra Leone, pp. 296,297.)
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coined into £44 10.2.by tale, but there is in the Mint records a copy of a Royal
Warrant, dated 24th December, 1663, authorising the same rate of coinage. This
made the weight of the guinea 129% grs., a weight which was maintained for
all subsequent guineas. On the introduction of the sovereign in 1816 it was
coined at the rate of %‘,1of the weight of the guinea, and is so coined to the
present day. (See App. No. 1

.,

pp. 413-417.)
l

The silver coins were issued at the rate of 50. 2d. to the troy ounce, as established
in 1601.

The fineness of the gold coin was 22 cts., and of the silver 1.1ozs. 2 dwts., and
both standards have remained unaltered since this reign.

The current value of the guinea was 20.9. With the exception of the Maundy
money, gold and silver milled coins were issued without marks of value until
the reign of William IV., when some instances occur.

The copper and tin money were ordered to be struck at the rate of 20 pence to
the pound avoirdupois. The date of the proclamation was the 16th August, 1672,
for the copper coins, the tin coins not being issued until 1684, although the
proposal for their coinage was referred to the Committee of Trade on the
28th March, 1676.

1273. Broad (first issue); Obv., m.m. crown; CAROLVS . II :

D : G : MAG : BRIT: FRAN : ET. HIB : REX.
Laureated bust of king, to left, with long flowing hair.
Rev., FLORENT . CONCORDIA . REGNA. Oval
shield of arms crowned ; at the sides, C — R.

——\, _-_~:\ -~_—-Vr *5-1 i n

HAMMERED
MONEY.

GOLD.

'1274. Half-broad (first issue). Legends and types as on the
'

Broad, No. 1273.

1275. Crown (first issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types as
No. 1273, but reading FR. instead of FRAN.

1276. Broad (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types
as No. 1273, but with smaller letters, and having XX,
behind the king’s head for value.

1277. Half-broad (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and
"types as N0. 1276, but with X. behind the head.

1278. Crown (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types as

No. 1276, but- reading FR. instead of FRAN., and with
V. behind the head.

1279. Half-crown (first issue). Obv., m.m. crown; CAROLVS .

ll . D . G . MAG . BRIT. FRAN . ET. HIB . REX.
King crowned, to left, and wearing a falling lace collar
over a cuirass. Reta, CHRISTO . AVSPICE . REGNO.
Square shield of arms quartered on a cross-fleury extend
ing to the edge.

1280. Shilling (first issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types as

No. 1279, but reading FR. instead of FRAN.

SILVER.
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SILVER. 1281. Sixpence (first issue), m.m. crown.
similar to the Crown, N0. 1279.

Legends and types

1282. Half-groat (first issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types
as the Crown, No. 1279, but reading MAG . B . FR .

ET . H . REX.

1283. Penny (first issue). 0bv., CROLVS . II . D . G . MA.
B . F. ET. HI . REX . Reverse legends and types
as N0. 1279.

1284. Half-crown (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and
types as Half-crown of first issue, No. 1279, but with
XXX, behind the head indicating value.

1285. Shilling (second issue), mnn. crown. Legends and types
as No. 1284, but with XII. for value, and reading BR.
instead of BRIT and FR for FRAN.

1286. Sixpence (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and
types as N0. 1284, but reading BRI , FR ,, and with VI _

for value. - -

1287. Half-great (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and
types as No. 1282, but reading M. for MAG., F. for FR.,
and HI. for H., and with II . for value.

1288. Penny (second issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types as
No. 1279, but reading on ubv. CAROLVS . II _ D . G .

M . B . F . ET. H . REX, and with I _ for-value.

1289. Half-crown (third issue), m.m. crown. 0bv., CAROLVS .

ll .'D . G . MAG . BR . FR. ET. HIB . REX. Bustof
king as No. 1284, to left, but within inner circle; behind
the head, XXX. for value. Rev., CHRISTO . AVSPICE .

REGNO. Shield of arms quartered by a cross-fleury,
within an inner circle.

1290. Shilling (third issue), m.m. crown. Legends and types
as Half-crown, N0. 1289, but reading BRIT . FR . ET .
HlB., and with XII. for value.

1291. Sixpence (third issue), mm. crown. As Half-crown,
No. 1289, but reading BRI . FRA . ET . H|B., and with
VI. for value.

1292. Groat (third issue), m.m. crown. As Half-crown, No. 1289,
but with IIII for value.
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‘1300. Five-guineas, 1668.

1293. Threepence (third issue), m.m. crown. As Half-crown,
No. 1289, but reading M . BR . FR . ET . .Hl ., and
with III for value.

1294. Half-great (third issue), m.m. crown. As Half-crown,
N0. 1289, but reading MAG . BRI 1. FRA . ET .- HIB .-

,

and with ll for value. The king’s name is mis-spelt
CAROLLVS.

1295. Penny (third issue), m.m. crown. As Half-crown, No. 1289,
but reading M . B . F. ET. HIB ., and with l' for
value.

Mintmarks are used for the last time on coins of this issue.

1296. G1‘08.'lJ (Maundy money). Obv., CAROLVS . ll . D . G .
M . B .. F. & . H . REX. Types and reverse legend as
No. 1284, but with llll. for value, and having the m.m.
crown on the Rev. The lower part of the bust extends
to the edge of the coin.

1297. Threepence (Maundy money). As the Groat, No.1296,
but with III, for value.

‘

1298. Half-groat (Maundy money). As the Groat, No. 1296,
but with ll. for value.

1299- Penny (Maundy money). As'Groat, No. 1296, but with
for value.

' ‘

Obv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI .

GRATIA . Profile to right, laureated, with flowing hair,
neck bare, love-lock in front; below, an elephant. Rev.,
MAG . BR . FRA . ET . HIB. REX .1668. Four
shields of arms crowned; 1.st, England; 2nd, Ireland;
3rd, Scotland ; 4th, France ; in the centre, four C’s inter
linked, and between the shields four sceptres, each
surmounted by a badge—cross, harp, thistle, and lis.
Edge, >

{
<

. DEOVS . ET . TVTAMEN . ANNO . REGNI .
vxensnuo.

1301.ATw0.—guinea.s, 1664. Obv., CAROLVS . 1
| DEI .

GRATIA. Profile to right, as No. 1300; below, an
elephant. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA, &c. Type as Five
guineas, N0. 1300. Edge grained. ,

, 1302. Two—guineas, 1681. As the preceding,‘ but with larger
head, and without the elephant. Edge grained obliquely.

1303. Guinea, 1663. Legends, types, and edge as Two-guineas,
N0. 1301. \ '

SILVER‘. j f

; .2‘ 44

MILLED
MONEY.

eon?
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MILLED 1304. Guinea, 1664. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1303, but
MONEY.

GOLD.

SILVER.

1305.

1306.

1307.

1308.

1309.

1310.

1311.

1312.

1313.

1314.

1315.

1316.

1317.

without the elephant.

Guinea, 1672. As N0. 1304.

Guinea, 1676. As No. 1304.

Guinea, 1679. As No. 1304.

Guinea, 1684. As No. 1304, but with oblique graining.

Half-guinea, 1684.
Guinea, No. 1304.

Types, legends, and edge as the

Crown, 1662. 0bv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI . GRA .

Laureated bust with scarf to right; below, a rose.
Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX. 1662 .

Four shields of arms crowned, arranged cruciformly;
1st and 4th, France and England, quarterly; 2nd, Ire
land; 3rd, Scotland; between the shields, two inter
linked C’s, and in the centre the star of the Order of the
Garter. Edge, mccvs . ET . TVTAMEN . u >5 0 . 1662 .

0+0.
The rose indicated that the bullion was from West of England mines,

Crown, 1662. Legends and types as No. 1310. Edge,
DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . O >5 0

Crown, 1662. Obv., CAROLVS. ll . DEI . GRATIA. As
No. 1310, but without rose under bust. Edge, DECVS .

ET . TVTAMEN . a= >
}

<

u 1662 ~ >
5 e

Crown, 1662. Legends and types as No. 1310, but without
rose. Edge, DEOVS . ET . TVTAMEN s >

{
<

1.

Crown, 1663. Legends and types as No. 1312, but
England and France not quartered but on separate
shields, as the Five-guinea piece No. 1300. Edge,
nncvs . ET . TVTAMEN a ANNO . REGNI . xv . >{< >]<

Crown, 1664. As N0. 1312, but with small head, and with
shields on the rev. as No. 1314. Edge, DECVS . &c. .

ANNO . REGNI . XVI .

Crown,-1666. As No. 1315. Edge, on-cvs.&c.. ANNO.
REGN1 . xvnr .

Crown, 1666. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1315, but
with elephant under bust.
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1318. Grown, 1667. As N0. 1315, but without elephant. Edge, SILVER.
nsovs . ET . TVTAMEN . AN = maze = nEeIMO mono . + .

1319. Crown, 1670. As No. 1315. Edge, Dmcvs &c.. ANNO .

REGNI . VICESIMO . smcvnno . + .

1320. CIOWII, 1671. As N0. 1315, but rather larger head, and
the hair differently arranged. Edge, DECVS &c. . ANNO .

REGNI . VICESIMO - TERTIO - if 2

1321. Grown, 1679. As N0. 1320. Edge, . >
X

<
. DECVS &c. .

ANNO . . . BEGNI . TRICESIMO . PRIMO . >
{

<
.

1322. GIOWH, 1679. Legends, types, and edge as the last, but
with larger head.

1323. Crown, 1684. As No. 1322. Edge, nmcvs &c. . ANNO .

BEGNI . TRICESIMO : SEXTO . -{
<

:

1324. Half—crown, 1663. Obv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI .

GRATIA . Laureated and draped bust to right. Rev.,
MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX .1663. Four
shields of arms arranged cruciformly. 1st, England;
2nd, Ireland; 3rd, Scotland; 4th, France; between
the shields two interlinked C’s, and in the centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge, DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . » .
ANNO . REGNI ; xv . >

{
<

+ .

1325. Half-crown, 1668. As N0. 1324, but slightly diiferent
head. Edge, nscvs &c. . . ANNO . REGNI . VICESIMO .

>X< .

1326. Half-crown, 1669. As No. 1324, but edge reading
VICESIMO PRIMO.

1327. Ha1f—cr0wn, 1670. As N0. 1324, but edge reading
VICESIMO SECVNDO.

1328. Half—crown, 1671. As N0. 1324, but edge reading _

VICESIMO TERTIO.

1329. Half-crown, 1673. As No. 1324, but edge reading
VICESIMO QVINTO.

1330. Half-crown, 1675. As No. 1324, but edge reading

‘ VICESIMO SEPTIMO.

1331. Half-crown, 1676. As No. 1324, but edge reading
VICEBIHO QCTAVO. '
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511.1753 ‘I 1332. Half-crown, 1677. As No. 1324, but edge reading
. VIGESIMO NoN0.

,1333. Half-crown, 1679. As N0. 1324, but edge reading
TRICESIMO PRIMO.

.1334. Half-crown, 1680. As N0. 1324, but reading TRIOESIMO.
SECVNDO.

1335. Half-crown, 1682. As N0. 1324, but reading TRICESIMO .
- qvAR'ro.

1336. Half-crown, 1683. As No. 1324, but reading TRICESIMO .

QVINTO.

1337. Half—cr0wn, 1683. As the last, but a double-struck piece.

1338. Shilling, 1663. Obv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA .

Laureated and draped bust to right. Rev., MAG . BR .

FRA . ET . HIB . REX . 1663. The four shields of
England, Ireland, Scotland, and France arranged cruci
formly ; between each shield two interlinked C‘s, and in
the centre the Star of the Garter. Edge grained with
straight lines, and through the centre of the graining
runs a fine line.

.1339; Shilling, 1668. As No. 1338. Edge grained with straight
lines, but without the fine line running through the centre
of the graining.

1340. Shilling, 1674. As No. 1338, but with a plume under the
"

bust and in centre of reverse. Edge grained with oblique
lines.

1341.'Shi11ing, 1679. As No. 1338, but with plume under the
bust only. *

'

1342. Shilling, 1683. As No. 1338, but without plume, and
with‘ larger head.

1343.’ Sixpence, 1677. Obv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA .

Laureated and draped bust to right. Rev., MAG . BR .

FRA . ET. HIB . REX . 1677. The four shields of
England, Ireland, Scotland, and France crowned, arranged
cruciformly; between each, two interlinked C’s, and in
centre the Star of Garter. Edge grained with oblique
lines.

1344. Sixpence, 1680. Legends, types, and edge as N0. 1343.

1345. Sixpence, 1683. As No. 1343.
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1346. Great, 1677. Obv., CAROLVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA . MAUNDY
Laureated and draped bust to right. Rev., MAG . BR . MONEY'

FR A . ET . H IB . REX . 1677 . Four C’s interlinked SILYEL
under a crown; in the angles, a rose, thistle, harp, and 11S. I

Plain edge.

1347. Great, 1679. Legends and types as NO. 1346.

1348

1349

1350

1351.

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

1357

. Threepence, 1670.

. Penny, 1672.

As the Groat, No. 1346, but with
three C’s interlinked under a crown, and without rose,

thistle, harp, and lis. Plain edge.
'

. Threepence, 1679. Legends and types as N0. 1348.

. Half-groat, 1675. As the Groat, N0. 1346, but with two
C’s interlinked under a crown. Plain edge.

Half-great, 1679. As NO. 1350.

As the Groat, No. 1346, but with one C
under a crown. Plain edge.

. Penny, 1673. As N6. 1352.

. Halfpenny. 0Zw., CAROLVS . A . CAROLO. Laure- corrns.
ated and cuirassed bust to left. Rev., BRITANNIA.
A figure of Britannia seated to left, leaning on a shield
bearing the united shields of St. George and St. Andrew;
in her right hand is a palm-branch, and a spear in her
left ; below, 1673.

The figure of Britannia first appears on this issue of copper coins.
The portrait is said to be that of Frances Stewart, afterwards Duchess
of Richmond (1’ep_1/s’Diary, under the date 25th Feb., 1667).

. Farthing. As No. 1354, but date 1672.

. Farthing. As N0. 1355, but date 1675.

. Farthing (Tin, with small copper plug in centre). 0bv., TIN,
CAROLVS . A , CAROLO. Bust of king laureated,
to left, with short hair and in armour. Rev.. BRI
TANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated, to left. On the
edge is inscribed: NVMMORVM . FAMVLVS . .1 1684 i

1358. Five-guineas, 1662 (pattern). 0bv.,CAROLVS. ll . DEI . PATTERNS
GRATIA. Laureated bust, with bare neck, to right. AND
Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX. 1662. PR°°Fs
Four shields of arms crowned, arranged cruciformly; 9,01,?
1st and 4th, England and France quarterly; 2nd, Ireland;
3rd, Scotland; between the shields two interlinked C’s,
and in centre the Star of the Garter. Edge, DEOVS . ET .
TVTAMEN . if + 3
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PATTERNS 1359. Broad, 1662. Obv., CAR . ll . D . G . M . BR . FR .

Plagggs ET . HI . REX. Laureated bust of king to left, wearing
___

'
armour and mantle ; below the bust is a small S, for Simon.

GOLD. Rev-, FLORENT. CONCORDIA . REGNA . 1662.
Square-topped shield of arms crowned. Plain edge.

A Royal Warrant dated 28th February, 1661-2, ordered the Mint
oflicers to coin “by way of the presse and screw” a consignment
of gold received from Stephen Fox, Esq., into twenty-shilling pieces
“ lesse in compasse

" than formerly and bearing designs, the descriptions
of which correspond with the above coin, No. 1359.

The experiment was not quite a success apparently, since there is a
subsequent Warrant, dated 8th April following, which, in consequence
of Simon‘s dies having “ proved unsufficient,” authorized that the
balance of the Fox gold consisting of scissel and defective pieces
should be coined by the hammer, presumably with other dies.

SILVER. 1360. CIOWII (Petition-crown by Simon). Obv., CAROLVS .

ll . DEI . GRA. King’s bust to right, draped, laureated,
with flowing hair and slight moustaches; below, SIMON.
Rev., MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB . REX . 1663.
The four crowned escutcheons of England, Scotland,
France, and Ireland arranged cruciformly, with two~C’s
interlinked in the angles, and in the centre St. George
and the Garter, with the motto HONI . SOIT . QVI .

MAL . Y . PENSE. On the edge, in two lines and in raised
capital letters, Thomas Simon . MOST . HVMBLY. PRAYS .

YOVR . Majesty . T0 . commas . THIS . ms TRYALL .

PIECE . WITH . THE . DVTCH . AND . IF . MORE . TRVLY .

DRAWN . & . EMBOSSPD . MORE . GRACEFVLLY . ORDER'D .

AND . MORE . ACGVRATELY . ENGRAVEN . TO . RELEIVE
[sic] . HIM. Then follow two C’s, interlinked and
crowned, and within two palm branches.

Thomas Simon, who engraved the coinage dies during the Common
wealth and immediately after the Restoration, was displaced in 1662,
and Jan Roettier, a native of Antwerp, appointed in his stead. Simon
then produced his celebrated crown piece, with a petition on its edge
praying to be reinstated as die-engraver to the Mint. His petition
was unsuccessful, but the contest, bv the production of this pattern
crown, resulted in enriching the English series with its finest coin—
an undoubted masterpiece of engraving and execution. Thomas Simon
died of the plague in 1666.

1361. Crown (known as the Reddite). This is struck from the
same dies as the Petition-crown, but on the edge is in
scribed : REDDITE . ovns . CESARIS . c./nssm . &°'- PM-,
the sun appearing out of clouds and lightning, expressive
of Nubila Phoebus.

1362. Farthing. Obv. CAROLVS . A . CAROL0. Bust of
king laureated, to left, with flowing hair, and wearing
the Roman cuirass; below, the date, 1665. Rev.,

QVATVOR . MARIA . VINDICO. The figure of
Britannia seated, to left; below, BRITANNIA. Edge
grained with straight lines.

This piece is known as Lord Lucas’ farthing, because of his reference
to it in a speech in the House of Lords, 22nd Feb., 1670-1.
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1363. Farthing. Obv., CAROLVS . A . CAROLO. B11511 Of SILVER
king as before, but with short hair, and without date.

Rev., BRITANNIA. The figure of Britannia seated, to

left ; below, the date, 1671. Edge plain.

1364. Halfpenny (proof), 1672. 0bv.,' CAROLVS . A . COPPER,&c.
CAROLO. Bust of king laureated, to left, with short
hair, and wearing the Roman cuirass. Rev., BRITAN N IA.
The figure of Britannia seated, to left; below, the date,

1672.

1365. Halfpenny (pattern). Obverse as No. 1364. Rev.,
QVATVOR . MARIA . VINDICO. The _figure of
Britannia seated, to left ; below, BRITAN N IA.

1366. Halfpenny (pattern). Obv., CAR . II . D . G . M . B .

FR . ET . HI . REX. A ship under sail, to left. Rev.,
SOLI . DEO . GLORIA. The archangel St. Michael
piercing the dragon. There is a star below the ship and
one below the dragon.

These designs are copied from those of the gold touch
pieces (see Nos. 1374-5 and Medallic Illustrations, vol. i.

,

p. 508, n. 148).

1367. Halfpenny (pattern). Legends and types as No. 1366.

Copper with a brass centre.

1368. Halfpenny (pattern). Legends and type as No. 1366, but
entirely of brass.

1369. Halfpenny (pattern). Legends and types as No. 1366, but
of brass with a copper centre.

1370. Farthing (pattern),1665. Obv., CAROLVS . A . CAROLO.
Bust of king laureated, to left, with short hair, and wearing
the Roman cuirass; below, 1665. Rev., QVATVOR ,

MARIA . VINDICO. The figure of Britannia seated,
to left; below, BRITANNIA. Edge grained with
straight lines.

1371. Farthing (pattern). Obv., m.m. a lion; CAROLVS . A .

CAROLO. Rose, thistle, harp, and fleur-de-lis crowned
and arranged cruciformly. Rev., QVATVOR . MARIA_.
VINDICO, A ship under sail. Edge grained with
straight lines.

1372. Farthing (pattern). Obv., mxm. a mullet; CAROLVS _

SECVNDVS . DEI . GRATIA. Double monogram of
C.R, under a crown. Rev., EX . NOCTE . DIEM.
The moon shining out of a cloud over a landscape.
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COPPER.

GOLD.

\;

1373. Farthing (pattern), 1663. 01111.. CAROLVS . || . DEI .
' GRATIA. Bust of king laureated, to right, with flowing

hair, and wearing a mantle fastened on the shoulder.
Rev., MAG BR . FRA . ET . HI . REX . 1663.
Rose, thistle, harp. and fleur-de-lis crowned and arranged
cruciformly ; in the centre, four C’s interlinked. Edge
grained with straight lines.

1374. Touch-piece (large size). Obv., CAR . ll . D . G . M .

B . FR . ET. HI . REX . A ship in sail, to left. Rev.,
SOLI . DEO . GLORIA . St. Michael piercing the
dragon. (52'65 grains.)

1375. Touch-piece (small size). Similar
designs to No. 1374. (29 grains.)

Edward the Confessor is said to have instituted the ceremony of
“ touching ”

persons afilicted with scrofulous complaints, and the
practice was apparently continued by his successors until the accession
of the House of Brunswick (William and Mary excepted). It was
customary to suspend a coin by a white riband round the neck of each
person “ touched,” and the coin usually employed in the more recent
times was a gold angel.

The coinage of angels having been discontinued, Charles II. ordered
special pieces to be struck at the Mint for use as touch-pieces or healing
pieces. The date of the Royal Warrant is 25th February, 1664-5.
The pieces were to be 22 carats fine, and to haveaship on one side with
the inscription, CARO . ll . D . G . M . BR . FR . ET. HIB. REX,
and, on the other, St. Michael and the dragon, as formerly used, with
the words, SOLI . DEO . GLORIA . The weight of the pieces was
to be at the rate of 106 to the troy 1b., or 54'3 grains each. They were
to be delivered to the Keeper of the Privy Purse, perforated to receive
a riband.

The weight of gold to be coined was 63 lbs. 9 ozs. 3 dwts. 15 grs.
of 22 carats fine. This amount would yield some 6,700 pieces.

Smaller pieces of similar designs were also struck, weighing about
30 grains each. In addition to the above specimens, see Nos. 1103 and
1567.

inscriptions and

JAMES II., 1 68-5—1 688.

The gold and silver coins of James II. correspond in denominations, weight,
fineness, and current values with those issued by Charles II. from 1663.

Tin halfpence and farthings were coined at the rate of 40 halfpence to the lb.
avoirdupois.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Denominations.Metal. Issues.
‘

One Five-guineas, Two-guineas, Guinea,GoLn _
Half-guinea.

Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence; Maundy Groat, -Three
pence, Half-groat, Penny.

OneSILVER

1 w~
TIN ... One

i
Halfpenny, Farthing.
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1381. Five-guinea.s,1687. Obv., mcoevs . || . ol=_| . GRA- e0m>'.f' »

TIA, Bust of king laureated, to left, bare neck, and with
long hair, the locks lying along the shoulder ; below, an
elephant and castle. Rem, MAG . BR .'FRA . ET.
HIB . REX . 1687. Four armorial shields of England,
Scotland, Ireland, and France arranged crosswise,
crowned; from the centre issue four scept-res, ter
minating respectively in orb, thistle, harp, and lis.
Edge, DEOVS &c... ANNO . REGNI . TERTIO . >{<. >5 .

1382. Two-guineas, 1687. Legends and types as Five-guineas,
No. 1381, but without elephant and castle under bust.
Edge grained obliquely.

1383. Guinea, 1685. Legends and types as Five-guineas,
No. 1381, but with slightly different head, and with
elephant and castle under the bust. Edge grained‘
obliquely. ' *

1384. Gllineai, 1686.’ Legends, types, and edge as No. 1382.1 3. '-5,”
A

1385. Guinea,
1

1687.. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1382.

1386. Half-guinea, 1686. Legends, types, and edge as
N?o.u1382._

1387. Grown,1686. Obv.,|ACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA. Bust SILVER.
of king laureated, to left, with long hair, and wearing an
antique mantle. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET . HIB .
REX . 1686. The four armorial shields of England,
Scotland, France, and Ireland crowned and arranged
cruciformly; in centre, the Star of the Garter. Edge,
DEGVS . &c... ANNO . REGNI . SEOVNDO .’ >5 .

1388. Crown, 1687. Legends anditypes as N0. 1387, but with
slightly different head. Edge, DEOVS . &c-.. . TER
TIO . >}<. .

1389...Grown, 1688. As N0. 1387. 1:498,“ nnovs . &c...
. QVARTO . >5 . , .

139,0. Half-crown, 1686. Obv., IACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA;“ '
Bust of king laureated, to left, with long hair and Roman
mantle. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX .
1686, The four shields of England, Scotland, France,
and Ireland crowned and arranged cruciformly; in

gcentre, the Star of the Gart-e_r. Edge, DEQVS. . &Q._,
, SECVNDO .

>
{

<
.

'
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SILVER. 1391. Half-crown, 1687. As No. 1390. Edge, nncvs . &c...
. TERTIO . >5 .

1392. Half-crown, 1688. As N0. 1390, but different head,
the curls being arranged as on the crown pieces.
DEGVS . . QVARTO . >

{
<

.

1393. Shilling, 1685. Obv., IACOBVS ., &c., as on the Grown
No. 1387. Bust of king laureated, to left. Rev., MAG _

BR., &c., as on the Crown, No. 1387. Four shields
crowned as before. Edge grained obliquely.

1394. Shilling, 1687. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1393.

1395. Sixpence, 1687. Legends, types, and edge as the Shilling
N0. 1393. ~

MAUNDY 1396. Great or Fourpence, 1686. 061,-., IACOBVS . || . DEI .

M(l1‘T_13Y-
GRATIA, Laureated bust of king, to left, neck bare.

SILVER" Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET . HIB . REX . 1686.
Four I’s under a crown. Plain edge.

1397. Fourpence, 1687. As No. 1396.

1398. Threepence, 1685. As No. 1396, but with three I’s under

a crown.

1399. Twopence, 1686. As N0. 1396, but with two I‘s under a

crown.

1400. Penny, 1688. As No. 1396, but with I under a crown.

TIN(0o1>1>11n 1401. Halfpenny, 1685. Obv., IACOBVS . SECVNDVS. Bust
PLUG IN of king laureated, to right, and wearing a mantle. Rev.,
°E1"RE>- . BRITANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated, to left.

Edge, NVMMORVM . FAMVLVS . -r 1685 an .

1402. Farthing, 1685. Legends, types, and edge as Halfpenny,
No. 1401, but the king is wearing a cuirass.

QQLD. 1403. Touch-piece. Obv., IACO. ll . D . G . M . B. FR . ET.

I '

HI . REX. A ship in sail, to left. Rev., SOLI . DEO .

GLORIA. St. Michael and the dragon. (29'6 grains).
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WILLIAM AND MARY, 1688-1694.

A re-arrangement of the shield of arms on the reverse
reign, and the arms of Nassau were added. No change was made in the
standards of weight and fineness, but the current value of the guinea rose from
20.9.to 21s. 6d., and in 1694 to 303.

Copper and tin coins were made at the rate of 42 halfpence to the 1b., instead
of 40 halfpence as formerly.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

types was made in this

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD One Five-guineas, Two-guineas. Guinea,
Half-guinea.

SILVER One Crown, Half-crown (two types),
Shilling, Sixpence; Maundy
Groat, Threepence, Half-groat,
Penny.

COPPER One Halfpenny, Farthing.

Halfpenny, Farthing.

1405. Five-guineas, 1692. Obv., GVLIELMVS . ET . MARIA .

DEI . GRATIA. Conjoined busts of king (laureated)
and queen, to right, long hair, and necks bare. Rcv.,
MAG . BR . FR . ET. HIB . REX . ET. REGINA.
1692. Square shield of arms (including the arms of
Nassau on an inescutcheon) crowned and garnished.
Edge, DECVS &c. . Qvanro . >

X
<

.

1406. Two-guineas, 1693. Legends and types as No. 1405.
Edge grained obliquely.

1407. Guinea, 1689. Obv., GVLIELMVS . ET. MARIA . DEI .

GRATIA. Busts of king and queen as before, but with
elephant and castle under busts. Rev., MAG . BR . FR .

ET. HIB . REX . ET. REGINA. Square shield of
arms crowned. Edge grained obliquely.

GOLD.

1408. Guinea, 1691. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1407, but -

without elephant and castle.

1409. H&lf—guin88., 1691. Legends, types, and edge as the
Guinea, No. 1407, with elephant and castle.

9070 I
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GOLI1 1410. Half-guinea, 1692. Legends, types, and ~edge as the
Guinea, No. 1408, without elephant and castle.

slnvsa. 1411. Grown,1691. 0bv., GVLIELMVS. ET. MARIA. DEI ;
GRATIA. Busts of king (laureated) and queen, to right,
with drapery over shoulders. Rev., MAG . BR . FR .

ET. HI . REX . ET. REGINA . Four shields of
England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, crowned and
arranged cruciformly; between the shields, WM in
monogram; in the centre, the Nassau escutcheon, and
around it the date, 1691. -Edge, DEGVS &c. . . TER

TIO.+

1412. Half-crown (first type), 1689. Obv., legend and type as
the Crown, No. 1411, but smaller heads. Rev., MAG .

BR . FR . ET. HIB . REX . ET. REGINA. 1689.
Square shield, crowned, bearing quarterly : 1, England ;

2, Scotland; 3, Ireland; 4, France; and in centre an
inescutcheon of pretence, Nassau. The caul of crown
frosted. Edge, DECVS &c. . . PRIMO . >11 .

1413. Half-crown, 1689. Legends and types as No. 1412, but
square-topped shield, crowned. bearing : 1_and 4, England
and France quarterly; 2, Scotland ; 3, Ireland; with in
escutcheon of Nassau. The caul and interior of crown
frosted. Edge as No. 1412.

1414. Half-crown, 1690. Legends and types as No. 1413, but
without any frosting. Edge, DECVS &c. . . TERTIO.

1415. Half-crown (second type), 1691. Obv., GVLIELMVS .'
ET . IVIARIA . DEI . GRATIA. Busts of king and
queen, to right‘, with drapery over shoulders. .R82/'.,

MAG . BR . FR . ET. HI . REX . ET. REGINA.
Four shields, of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland,
crowned and arranged crosswise; between the shields,
WM interlinked; in centre, the escutcheon of Nassau,
and around it the date, 1691. Edge, DEGVS, . &c. . .

TERTIO. ~

-1416. - Shilling, 1693. Legends and types as the Crown, No. 1411.
Edge grained obliquely.

1417. Sixpence, 1693. Legends and types as the Crown, No. 1411.
Edge grained obliquely.

'

MAUNDY 1418. Great or Fourpence, 1689. 0bv.,’GVLlELMVS ; ET.
MONEY' MARIA . D . G . Busts of king (laureated) and queen,

SILV_,?_ to right, necks bare. Rev., MAG . BR . FR . ET.
HIB . REX . ET. REGINA . 1689. The numeral 4
under crou n. Plain edge. .
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1419. Threepence, 1689. As" the Groai N6. 1418, but with 3
A under crown.

1420. Half’-groat or Twopence, 1689. As the Groat, N0. 1418,
but with 2 under crown. .

-1421. Penny, 1690. As the Groat, No. l41‘8,.but with I under
CPOWII.

1422. Penny, 1691. As No. 1421, but reading HI . instead of
HIB .

1423. Halfpenny, 1694. OIILR, GVLIELMVS . ET . MARIA.
Conjoined busts of king and queen, to right, the king
laureated and wearing a cuirass. Rev., BRITANNIA.
Figure of Britannia seated, to left, with shield, spear,
and olive branch ; below, the date, 1694.

1424. Farthin , 1694. Legends and types as the Halfpenny,
-' No. 142 , but the right leg of Britannia is bare.

.1425. Halfpenny, 1690. 0bL'., GVLIELMVS . ET . MARIA.
Conjoined busts of king and queen, to' right, the former
laureated and wearing a cuirass. R8L‘., -BRITANNIA.
Figure of Britannia seated, to left. Edge, NVM

MoRv[M . rjnnvnvs . I 1690 » .
9

1426. Halfpenny, 1691. Legends and types as No. 1425, but
below Britannia the date, 1691. Edge, NVMMORVM . + .

>{<FAMVLVS . 1691 .

1427. Farthing, 1690. Legends and types as the Halfpenny,
No. 1425, but below Britannia the date, 1690. The
right leg of Britannia is bare. Edge, NVMMORVM I

immvnvs 4 1690 I
I

_1428.,Fa.rthing, 1694 (proof). 0111)., GVLIELMVS . ET.
MARIA . Busts ofking and queen, to right, the former
laureated and cuirassed. ROU., BRITANNIA. Figure of
Britannia seated, to left, with the right leg bare ; below,
1694. Plain edge.

<,...e....>. 0110., GVLIELMVS . III . DEI .115129} _Farthing
GRA Bust‘ of king laureated, to right. Rev.,
MARIA‘, ll _ DEI . GRA _ Bust of queen, to right,
with lock of hair over left shoulder. Plain edge.

0070 1»1

MAUNDY
MONEY.

SILVER.

COPPER.

TIN (Gorrnn
PLUG IN
CENTRE).

PATTERNS
AN D

PROOFS.

SILVER.
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PATTERNS 1430. Farthing (pattern). Obverse legend and type as No. 1429.

,,,{},1‘},%S_ Rev., IGNIBVS . IMPAR . The French Admiral’s ship__ (Le Soleil royal) on fire, with the flag of France at the
SILVER. stern. This piece may have been a medalet.

COPPER 1431. Halfpenny (pattern). Obv., GVLIELMVS . III . DEI .

GRATIA . Bust of king laureated, to right. Rev.,
MARIA . II .‘ DEI . GRATIA . Bust of queen, to right.
Plain edge.

1432. Halfpenny (pattern). Obv.,GVL|ELMVS . ET . MARIA .

Conjoined busts of king and queen, to right, the former
laureated and cuirassed. Rev., BRITANNIA. Figure of
Britannia seated, to left ; below, 1694. Plain edge.

WILLIAM III., 1694-1 702.

No alteration was made in the standards of weight and fineness for gold and
silver coins. The copper coins were issued at the same rate per lb. (42 halfpence),
but no tin coins were struck.

The silver currency had sunk into such a deplorable condition through
clipping, defacement, and forgery, principally of the hammered money, that
measures were taken in 1696-7 for the withdrawal and renewal of the whole of
the silver coinage. To expedite the work of re-coinage mints were established
at Bristol, Chester, Exeter, Norwich, and York, in addition to that at the Tower.
In two years upwards of six millions sterling in half-crowns, shillings, and
sixpences were issued.

This re-coinage was carried out under the direction of Sir Isaac Newton, then
Warden and afterwards Master of the Mint.

The coins issued from the local mints are distinguished by an initial letter
under the bust. In the case of certain other of William’s coins, the origin of the
bullion is indicated by marks or symbols, viz., roses, which refer to the West of
England, plumes to Wales, and an elephant and castle to the African Company.

As a consequence of the rehabilitation of the silver coinage, a. gradual
reduction was made by Act of Parliament in the current value of the guinea,
which fell from 30s. in 1694 by successive stages to 21s. 6d. in 1698, remaining at
that value until 1717 in the next reign, when it was further reduced to 21.1.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues.

I

Denominations.

GOLD One Five-guineas, Two-guineas, Guinea,
Half-guinea.

SILVER One Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence; Maundy Groat, Three
pence, Half-groat, Penny.

Gonna One Halfpenny, Farthing.
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1435. Five-gumeas, 1699. Obv., GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI‘. GOLD

GRA . Bust of king, to right, laureated, and with
,flaming hair ; love-lock on shoulder; neck bare ; below,
an elephant. and castle. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET.
HIB . REX . 1699. The four shields of England,
Scotland, Ireland, and France crowned and arranged
cruciformly; between the shields, four sceptres sur
mounted respectively with orb, thistle, lis, and harp;

- in centre, the Nassau escutcheon. Edge, DEOVS &c. .

ANNO . REGNI . VNDECIMO . + .

1436. TWO- uineas, 1701. Legends and types as Five-guineas,
No. 435, but with larger head, without love-lock across
shoulder, and without elephant and castle. Edge
grained obliquely.

1437. Guinea, 1695. Legends and types as Two-guineas,
No. 1436, also the edge.

1438. Guinea, 1698. Legends and types as No. 1437, also the
edge.

1439. Guinea, 1701. Legends and types as No. 1438, but with
love-lock across shoulder. Edge grained obliquely.

1440. H8.1f'- uinea, 1695. Legends and types as the Guinea,
No. 437. Edge grained obliquely.

1441. Crown, 1695. 0lw., GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI . GRA . SILVER.
Bust of king to right, laureated, and with a curved
cuirass. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB. REX.
1695, The four shields of England, Scotland, Ireland.
and France crowned and arranged cruciformly; in
centre, the Nassau escutcheon. Edge, DEGVS &c. .

LNNO . REGNI . SEPTIMO .

1442. Grown, 1695. Legends and types as No. 1441. Edge,
nncvs . &c . . . . . . ocrsvo . >

{
<

. >
5 .

1443. Crown, 1696. Legends and types as No. 1441, but the
king has a straight cuirass. Edge, DECVS . &c. . . .

OCTAVO.+.+.+.+.

1444. Crown, 1700. Legends and types as No. 1441, but of a

dilferent style of work; shields larger on Rev. Edge.)
nncvs . dzc. . . DECIMO . TERTIO . + .
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SILVER.
" '

1445. Half-crown, 1696. 0bv.,GVLlELMVS. Ill . DEI .GRA.
Bust of king to right, laureated, and. with straight

- cuirass. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA‘. ET. HIB . REX .
- - 1696. The four shields of England, Scotland, Ireland,
~ and France crowned and arranged cruciformly; in

centre, the Nassau escutcheon. Edge, DECVS . &c. .

ocmvo . sp . >5.

1446. Half-crown, 1696. Legends and types as No. 1445, but
with B . under the bust for Bristol. Edge‘, DECVS . &c. . .

ocTAvo.>{<.>{<.>{<.>}<.
-

1447. Half-crown, 1696. Legends, types, and edge as N0. 1445,
but with C . under bust for Chester.

1448. Half-crown, 1696. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1445,
but with E _ under bust for Exeter; the four shields of
England, Scotland, Ireland, and France are much smaller,
while the Nassau escutcheon is larger.

1449. Half-crown, 1696. As No. 1448, but with N . under bust
for Norwich.

1450. Half-crown, 1696. As No. 1448, but with y _ for York.

1451. Half-crown, 1697. Legends and types as No. 1445, but
without letter under bust, and with large shields and
small.Nassau escutcheon. Edge, DEGVS . &c. . . NONO.

1452. Half-crown, 1697. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1451,
but with B . under bust for Bristol.

»

1453. Ha.lf—crown, 1697. As No._1451, but with C . for Chester.

1454. Half-crown, 1697. ‘As No. 1451, but with E . for Exeter.

61455. Half-crown, 1697. As No.1451,but with N . for Norwich.

1456. Half-crown,_‘1697. As No. 1451, but with y . for York.

1457. Half-crown, 1698. Legends and types as No 1445 ;

without letter under bust.’ Edge, DECVS &c. . . DECIMO.

1458. Half-crown, 1699. Legends and types as No. 1445. Edge,
nncvs . &c. VNDEGIMO . >{<. >

X
<

.

1459. Half-crown, 1700. As No. 1445. Edge, nnovs . &c. . .

DVODECIMO >
X

<
. >{< .
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1460. Half-crown, 1700. As No. 1445, but with elephant and SILVER.
castle under bust. Edge, DEGVS . &c. . . . . nsomo .

TERTIO . -}
<

. >
{

<

.

1461. Half‘-crown, 1701. As No. 1445, but without elephant
' ’ A

and castle, and with plumes between the shields. Edge as

the last.

91,462. Shilling, 1696. 0bv., GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI . GRA .

Bust ‘of king to right, laureated 'and éuirassed. Rev.,
MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX . 1696 . The

._ four shields of, England, Scotland, France, and Ireland
crowned and arranged in the form of a cross ; in centre,
the Nassau escutcheon. Edge grained obliquely.

1463. Shilling, 1696. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1462,

but with B . under bust for Bristol.

1464. Shilling, 1696. As No. 1462, but with C , for Chester.

1465. Shilling, 1696. As No. 1462, but with N . for Norwich.

1466. Shilling, 1697. Legends and types as No. 1462, but with
out letter under bust.

1467. Shilling, 1697. As No. 1462, but with B . under bust for
Bristol.

1468. Shilling, 1697. As N0. 1462, but with c. for Chester.

1469. Shilling‘-, 1697. As No. 1462, but with E ~
,

for Exeter.

1470. Shilling, 1697 . As No. 1162, but'with y , for York.

.14-7'1. Shilling, 1698. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1462,
without letter under bust, but with flaming hair above
the ki'ng’s forehead.

1472. Shilling, 1<=99.' A.‘ N... 1411.

1473. Shilling, 1699. As before, but smaller head, and hair
' high, but not flaming. -

1474. Shilling, 1699. As 1473, but roses between the
' I

, shields.
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SILVER.

MAUN DY
MONEY.

1475. Shilling, 1700. As N0. 1473, but without roses.

1476. Shilling, 1700. As N0. 1473, but with plume under bust.

1477- Shilling, 1701. As No. 1473, but plumes on the reverse.

1478. Sixpence, 1696. 01111., GVLIELMVS. ||| . DEI . GRA.
Bust of king to right, laureated and cuirassed. Rev.,
MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX . 1696. The
four shields of England, Scotland, Ireland, and France
crowned, and arranged in the form of a cross ; in centre,
the Nassau escutcheon. Edge grained obliquely.

1479. Sixpence, 1696. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1478,
but with B . under bust for Bristol.

1480. Sixpence, 1696. As No. 1478, but with C . for Chester.

1481. Sixpence, 1696. As N0. 1478, but with E . for Exeter.

1482. Sixpence, 1696. As No. 1478, but with N . for Norwich.

1483. Sixpence, 1696. As No. 1478, but with y . for York.

1484. Sixpence, 1697. Legends and types as No. 1478, but
without letter under bust.

1485. Sixpence, 1697. As No. 1478, but with C . for Chester.

1486. Sixpence, 1697. As No. 1478, but with N . for Norwich.

1487. Sixpence, 1697. As No. 1478, but with E . for Exeter.

1488. Sixpence, 1698. As No. 1478, but without letter under
bust. t

1489. Sixpence, 1698. As No. 1478, but with plumes‘ on reverse.

1490. Sixpence, 1699. As No. 1478, but with roses on reverse.

1491. Sixpence, 1700. As N6. 1478.

1492. Great or Fourpence, 1702. Obv., GVLIELMVS . Ill .

DEI . GRA. Bust of king to right, laureated.
'

Reu.,
MAG . BR . FRA . ET . HIB . REX . 1702.
Numeral 4 under a crown. Edge plain.

The Fourpence of 1702 is the only coin of William ‘bearing
this date. The date of the king’s decease was 8th March, 1702.
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‘patterns were prepared for halfpence and farthings by John Oroker,

1493. Threepence, 1701. As the Groat, N0. 1492, but with 3
under crown.

1494. Halfgroat, 1701. As the Groat, No. 1492, but with 2
under crown.

1495. Penny, 1701. As the Groat, No. 1492, but with 1 under
crown.

1496. Halfpenny, 1697. 00.1., GVLIELMVS TERTIVS.
Bust of king to right, laurea.ted- and cuir-assed. Rev.,
BRITANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated, to left, with
olive branch resting on the knee ; below, 1697.

1497. Halfpenny, 1699. Similar to No. 1496, except the date.

1498. Farthing, 1696. Legends and types as the Halfpenny,
No. 1496, but the olive branch is raised, and the right
leg is bare.

1499. Farthing, 1699.
legend.

As No. 1498, but the date follows the

1500. Farthing, 1700. As No. 1498, the date being in the
exergue.

ANNE, 1702-1714.

The weight and fineness of the gold and silver coins remained unaltered in
this reign.

There were two issues of gold and silver money, one before and the other
after the Act of Union with Scotland in 1707. The coins of the second issue are
distinguished by an alteration in the reverse types. The arms of England and
Scotland are impaled on one shield, and the inescutcheon of Nassau is omitted.

The Act of Union provided that there should be a uniform coinage throughout
the United Kingdom, and silver coins of the new type were struck in the
Edinburgh mint after the passing of this Act. They were marked either by the
letter E or E and a star beneath the bust. The mint, however, seems to have
been closed in 1709. Specimens of coins so marked are shown here and also at
the close of the Scottish series (Nos. 2823—2832).

The coins of 1702 and 1703 bearing the word VIGO under the bust were
struck from gold and silver bullion taken from Spanish ships captured in Vigo
Bay in 1702. Coins having plumes on the reverse were struck from silver
obtained from Welsh mines, while those with roses are from West of England
silver.

No copper coins were issued for circulation in this reign, but a number of
the Mint

engraver. The farthing (No. 1555) is considered by Montagu to have been
intended for circulatlon.

The theory that only three specimens of Queen Anne’s farthings exist was
exploded long ago, but credulous persons still fall victims to the delusion that a

fabulous value attaches to one of these coins.

MAUNDY
MONEY.

COPPER.
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TABLE or 1ssUr.s."_

Ii ' " Issues. Denominations.

GOLD‘ First (1702-1707) Five-guineas, Two-guineas, Guinea,
Half-guinea.

Second (1707-1714) Same as the first issue.

SILVER
’

First (1702-1707) Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence ; Maundy Groat, Three
pence, Halfgroat, Penny.

Second (1107-1714) Sarneas the first issue.

COPPEE Patterns only Halfpenny, Farthing.

1501. Five—guineas, first issue, 1703. OI/v., ANNA . DEI .

GRATIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with
fillet, and a lovelock lying across her right shoulder;
below the bust, VIGO. Reta, MAG . BR . FRA'. ET.
HIB . REG . 1703. The four shields of England, Scot
land, France, and Ireland crowned and arranged cross
wise; between the shields, four sceptres, surmounted
with orb, thistle, lis, and harp; in centre, a full-blown
rose. Edge, >5 DEOVS &c. . . ANNO . REGNL. snovrmo.

1502. Guinea, first issue, 1702. Legends and types as the Five
guineas, No. 1501, but without VIGO. Edge grained
obliquely.

'

1503. Ha.If—guinea., ‘first issue, 1702. As the Five-guineas,
No. 1501. Edge grained obliquely. '

1504. Five-guineas, second issue, 1706. 007)., ANNA . DEI .

GRATIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tiedwith
fillet, and a lovelock lying across her right shoulder.
Rev., MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB . REG .1706.‘-Four
shields crowned and arranged crosswise: lst and;3rd_,
England and Scotland impaled ; 2nd, France; 4th; Ire

'land ;. between theshields, four sceptres, surmounted
with orb, thistle, lis, and harp ; in centre, the Star or the
Garter. Edge, DECVS &c. . . ANNO AREGNI . Qvmro.

.1505. TVI70- uineas, second issue 1711. Legends and types as

the ive-guineas, No. 1504. Edge grained obliquely.- ~
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1506. Guinea, second issue, 1707. As the Five-guineas, GOLD. -I

No. 1504. Edge grained obliquely.

1507. Guinea, 1713. As No. 1506.

1508. Half-guinea, 1713.. Similar legends and types to the
Five-guineas, No. 1504. Edge grained obliquely.

1509. Crown, first issue, 1703. Obv., ANNA . DEI . GRATIA. SILVER

Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with fillet, but no
lovelock; below the bust, VIGO. Reu., MAG . BR .

FRA . ET . HIB _ REG . 1703. The four shields of
England, Ireland, Scotland, and France crowned and
arranged crosswise ; in centre, the Star of Garter. Edge,

+ DECVS &c. . . ANNO . REGNI . TERTIO .

1510. CIOWII, 1705. Legends and types as No. 1509 but with
out VIGO, and with plumes on the reverse. Edge,

+ DEGVS &c. . . QVINTO.

1511. Crown, 1706. As No. 1509, but with roses and plumes on
the reverse. Edge, >

{
<

nnovs &c. . . QVINTO.

1512. Half—crown, first issue, 1703. Obv., ANNA . DEI .

GRATIA. Draped bust to left. hair tied with fillet;
below the bust, VIGO. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET .
HIB . REG . 1703. The four shields of England,
Scotland, France, and‘ lreland crowned and arranged
crosswise; in centre, the Star of the Garter. Edge,

+ nncvs &c. . . TERTIO. -

1513. Half-crown, 1709. Legends, ‘types’, and edge as No. 1512,
but without VIGO.

1514. Half-crown, 1704. As No. 1512, but with plumes on
the reverse.

15‘15.‘Half—crown,‘1707. As No. 1512, but roses and plumes
on reverse. Edge, + nmcvs &c. . . snxro.

1516. Shilling, first issue, 1702. Obv., ANNA . DEI . GRA
" 'TlA. Draped bust to left, hair tied with fillet. Rev.,

MAG. BR . FRA . ET. HIB .-REG . 1702 .

The four shields of England, Scotland, France, and
Ireland crowned and arranged crosswise ;' in centre,
the Star of the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

1517. Shilling, 1703. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1516,
but with VIGO under bust.

1518. Shilling, 1705. As No. 1516, but with plumes on reverse.
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SILVER.
‘

1519. Shilling, 1707. As No. 1516, but with roses and plumes
on the reverse.

1520. Sixpence, first issue, 1703. 01.11., ANNA . DEI . GRA
TIA. Draped bust to left, hair tied with fillet; below
the bust,VlGO. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET..HlB ..

REG _ 1703. The four shields of England, Scotland,
France, and Ireland crowned and arranged crosswise ; in
centre, the Star of the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

1521. Sixpence, 1705. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1520,
but without VIGO.

1522. Sixpence, 1705.
the reverse.

As No. 1520, but with plumes on

1523. Sixpence, 1705. As No. 1520, but with roses and plumes
on the reverse.

1524. Sixpence, 1707. As No. 1520, with roses and plumes.

1525. Grown, second issue, 1707. 0bv., ANNA . DEI . GRA
TIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with fillet.

_Rev., MAG . BRI . FR . ET . HIB .' REG . 1707.
Four shields crowned and arranged crosswise: lst and
3rd, England and Scotland impaled; 2nd, France; 4th,
Ireland; in centre, the Star of the Garter. Edge,

+ DEGVS &c. . . ANNO . REGNI . SEPTIMO.

1526. Grown, 1707. Legends and types as No. 1525, but with
E. under bust for Edinburgh. Edge, DEOVS &c. . .

SEXTO, but with a star in place of the usual cross.

1527. Crown, 1708. Legends and types as No. 1525, with E.
Edge, DEOVS &c. . . SEPTIMO, but a star instead of the
Cl‘0SS

1528. CIOWII, 1708. As No. 1525, but without E., and with
plumes on the reverse. Edge as the last, but with a

CPOSS.

1529. Crown, 1713. As No. 1525, but with roses and plumes
on the reverse. Edge, >{<_DECVS &c. . . DVODECIMO.

1530. Half-crown, second issue, 1707. Obv., ANNA . DEI .

GRATIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with
fillet: below, E. Rw, MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB.
REG . 1707. Four shields crowned and arranged cross
wise : lst and 3rd, England and Scotland impaled ; 2nd,
France; 4th, Ireland; in centre, the Star of the Garter.
Edge, nncvs &c. . . ANNO . REGNI . SEXTO, with a star.
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1531.

1532.

1533.

1534.

1535.

1536.

1537.

153s.

1539.

1540.

1541.

1542.

Half-crown, 1708. Legends and types as No. 1530, but
Without E. under bust. Edge, + nncvs &c. . . SEPTIMO.

Half-01‘0Wn, 1708. Legends, types, and edge as N0. 1530,
'

but with plumes on the reverse.

Half-crown, 1710. As N0. 1530, but with roses and
plumes on the reverse. Edge, + DECVS &c. . . NONO.

Shilling, second issue, 1707. Obv., ANNA . DEI . GRA
TIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with fillet.
Rev., MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB. REG . 1707. Four
shields crowned and arranged crosswise : 1st and 3rd,
England and Scotland impaled; 2nd, France; 4th. Ire
land; in centre, the Star of the Garter. Edge grained
obliquely.

Shilling, 1707. Legends, types, and edge as N0. 1534, but
with plumes on the reverse.

Shilling, 1708. As N0. 1534, but with E. and star under
bust.

Shilling, 1709. As No. 1534, but without E. and star.

Shilling, 1711. As N0. 1534.

Shilling, 1714. As No.1534, but with roses and plumes
on the reverse.

Sixpence, second. issue, 1707. OIw., ANNA . DEI .

GRATIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with
fillet. Rev., MAG. BRI . FR. ET. HIB. REG .1707.
Four shields crowned and arranged as on the Shilling,
No. 1534. Edge grained obliquely.

Sixpence, 1707. Legends, types, and edge as No.1540,
but with E. under bust.

Sixpence, 1707. As No. 1540, but without E. under bust,
and with plumes on the reverse.

1543. Sixpence, 1708. As No. 1540.

1544 . Sixpence, 1708. As No. 1540, but with E. and star under
bust.

SILVER.
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SILVER-' J12 1545. Sixpence, 1711. As No. 1540, but without and star.

MAUNDY
MONEY.

COPPER.

1546. Great or Fourpence, 1706. _ ,7
1

_
GRATIA. Draped bust of queen to left, hair tied with

Obv., ANNA DEI

fillet. Reta, MAG . -BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REG .

1706. The numeral 4 under a crown. Edge plain.

1547. Four-pence, 1710. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1546,
but reading BRI . FR.

1548. Threepence, 1706. As the Groat, No. 1546, but reading
" BR . FRA . and with 3 under a crown.

1549. Threepence, 1708. As No. 1548, but with BRI . FR.

1550-. Halfgroat, 1703. As the Groat, No. 1546, but with 2
under crown. '

1551. I_-Ialfgroat, 1708. As N5. 1550, but with BRI . FR.

1552. Penny, 1706. As the Groat, No. 1546, but with BR . FR .

and I under crown.

1553. Penny, 1709. As No. 1552,1511: with BRI . F.R.

1554. Penny, 1713. As 110.1553.

1555. Farthing, 1714. 0115., ANNA. DEI . GRATIA. Draped
bust of queen to" left, hair ornamented with a fillet of
pearls which falls behind. Rev., BRITANNIA. Brit
annia seated to left with her attributes ; below, 1714.

PA'r1'ERNs. 1556. Guinea, 1702.‘ 055., ANNA. o\=_| . GARATIA. Bust to
left, hair tied with fillet, lovgelock lying oyer left
shoulder; bare neck. Rev., MAG . BR . FRA . ET .

HIB . REG . 1702. The four, ‘shields of England,
Scotland, France, and Ireland crowned and arranged
crosswise; between the

‘
shields, four sceptres, sur

mounted with orb, thistle, lis, and harp; in the centre,
A . R . in monogram. Edge plain.

GOLD.

This design was submitted'to.t‘h.e Queen for approval, but by a
Warrant dated 30th June, 1702, she directed that the monogram on

the reverse should be replaced by a rose. and that on the obverse a
- dress should be added below theneck. This was carried out for the

current coins. Y
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1557. Farthing, 1713. 001)., ANNA . DEI . GRATIA. Draped
bust to left, pearls in hair. 1t’w.. BRITAN N IA. Figure
of Britannia seated to left under a portico ; below, 1713.

1558. Farthing, 1713. Obv., ANNA
; bust to left, pearls in hair. Rem, PAX . MISSA . PER .

ORBEM. Peace ina biga to right, with olive branch
and spear ; below, 1713.

’

This design commemorates the Peace of Utrecht.
I

The so-called
“ Bello et Pace

” farthing is considered by Montagu to be a. jettou.

. AVGVSTA. Draped

1559. Halfpenny. 001)., ANNA . DEI
bust to left, pearls in hair.

1560. Halfpenny. 0bv., ANNA . D : G : MAG : BR : FR ~:

ET , HIB 3 REG. Draped bust to left, hair tied up,
but without fillet of pearls. Rev., a rose and thistle on
one stem, each with leaves.

. GRATIA. Draped
Rev., exactly as the obv.

1561. Halfpenny. Legends and types as No. 1.560, but the rose
and thistle surmounted by a crown. .

1562. Halfpenny. Obv. as No. 1560. Rev., figure of Britannia
-

‘
seated to the left under a crown ; at her side a shield ;~in
her left hand a spear, and in her right an olive branch ;

, her right leg is bare.

1563. Halfpenny. As No. 1560, but Britannia is holding in her
right hand a rose and thistle on a single stem.

1564. Farthing, 1713; Obv., ANNA . DEI. GRATIA. Draped
bust to left, hair in a fillet of pearls. Rev., BRITAN N IA,
Figure of Britannia seated to left, under a portico ;

_, below, 1713. Similar impressions to No. 1557.

1565. Farthing, 1713. Obv., ANNA . AVGVSTA. Bust as
No. 1564. Rev., PAX . MISSA . PER . ORBEM.
Peace in a biga to right; below, 1713. Similar
impressions to No. 1558.

'

1566. Farthing, 1714. 0111)., ANNA . REGINA. Draped bust
of queen to left, with pearls in the hair. Re-v., BRIT
ANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated to left; below,
1714.

1567. Touch-piece. 0bv., ANNA . D : G . M . BR . F : ET .
H . REG 2 Aship in full sail to the left. Rev., SOLI .

DEO . GLORIA . St. Michael slaying the dragon.
(45 grains.) -

Dr. Samuel Johnson, in his third year, was “touched " by Queen
Anne for scrofula, but without the desired result. 1

PATTERNS.

SIL\;ET{.

COPPER.

GOLD.
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GOLD.

GEORGE I., 1714-1727.

On the accession of the House of Hanover, the shield of arms on the reverse of
the coins was modified to include those of the Electorate. The king’s foreign
titles were enumerated by a. series of initial letters in the inscriptions on the
coins, and the title “Fidei Defensor,” used on the great seal since its grant to
Henry VII]. by Pope Leo X., appeared on the coins for the first time. The full
text of the inscription is “ Georgius Dei Gratis, Magnae Britanniae, Franciae et
Hiberniae Rex, Fidei Defensor, Brunsvicensis et Lunenburgensis Dux, Sacri
Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaurarius et Elector.”

The quarter-guinea. was first coined in 1718. No change was made in the
weights and fineness of the gold and silver coins. The current value of the
guinea was, in 1717, fixed at 2l8., at which rate it remained until its last issue in
1813. The weight of the copper coins was reduced, the halfpenny being issued
at 125 grains instead of 166%grains, or at the rate of 56 halfpence to the pound
instead of 42 as formerly.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD . One Five-guineas, Two-guineas, Guinea,
Half-guinea, Quarter-guinea.

SILVER One Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
‘pence; Maundy Groat, Three

pence, Half-great, Penny.

COPPER ... One Halfpenny, Farthing.

1576. Five-guineas, 1726. Obv., GEORGIVS . D . G . M . BR .

FR . ET‘. HIB . REX. F. D. Laureated bust of king
to right, hair long.‘ Rev., BRVN . ET . L . DVX . S .‘

R . I .A . TH . ET . EL . 1726. Four shields crowned
and arranged in the form of a cross: lst, England and
Scotland impaled; 2nd, France; 3rd, Ireland; 4th,
the Electorate; between the shields four sceptres sur
mounted by orb, thistle, lis, and harp; in centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge, >

-X
4

DEOVS &c. . . ANNO .

REGNI . DECIMO . TERTIO. The N’s on the edge are
reversed. ~

1577. Two-guineas, 1717. Similar types and inscriptions
to the Five-guineas, No. 1576. Edge grained
obliquely.
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1578. Guinea, 1714.

FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Bust of king laureated
to right, hair long, and curling below the neck, which is
bare. Rev., BRVN.ET.LVN.DVX.S.R.l.A.
TH . ET . PR . EL . 1714. Four shields crowned and

arranged as No. 1576. Edge grained with oblique lines.

On account of the occurrence of PR . EL . in the inscription, this
coin is known as the “Prince Elector "

guinea. On coins of other dates

EL . only occurs.

1579. Guinea, 1717. 01.11., GEORGIVS. D . G . M . BR . FR .

ET, HIB _ REX _ F, D. Bust of king laureated to

right, hair long, lying across shoulder, but not below the
truncation, neck bare. Rev., BRVN . ET . L . DVX .

S.R. I .A.TH . ET.L.1717. Four shields
crowned and arranged as No. 1576. Edge grained

obliquely.

1580. Guinea, 1726. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1579, but
with small head, without hair across shoulder, and with
elephant and castle under bust. i

1581. Half-guinea, 1725. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1579,

but without hair on shoulder.

1582. Half-guinea, 1727. Legends, types, and edge as the

preceding, No. 1581.

1583. Quarter-guinea, 1718. Legends, types, and edge as

Half-guinea, No. 1581.

1584. C1‘0Wn, 1716. 0bv., GEORGIVS. D . G . M . BR . FR .

ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Bust of king, laureated and
with cuirass, to right. Rev., BRVN . ET . L . DVX . S ._

R . I . A . TH . ET. EL .1716. Four shields crowned

and arranged as on the Five-guineas, No. 1576. Between
the shields roses and plumes. Edge, >

{
<

DEGVS &c. . .

ANNO . REGNI . SECVNDO.

1585. Crown, 1723. Legends and types as No. 1584, but with

S S C instead of roses and plumes on the reverse. Edge,

+ nnovs &c. . . DEOIMO.

1586. Half-crown, 1715. 0bv., GEORGIVS. D . G . M. BR .

FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Bust of king, laureated

and cuirassed, to right. Rev., BRVN . ET . L . DVX .

S . R . I . A . TH . ET . EL .1715. Four shields
_crowned and arranged as the Five-guineas, No. 1576;

between the shields roses and plumes, and in centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge, >

1
<

nacvs &c. . . SECVNDO.

Obv., GEORGIVS. D . e
.

. MAG . BR. GOLD.

SILVER.

9010 K
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SILVER.

MAU NDY
MONEY.

1587. Half-crown, 1723. Legends and types as No. 1586, but
with S S C on reverse for South Sea Company. Edge,
DECVS &c. . . DECIMO.

1588. Shilling, 1717. 0bv., GEORGIVS . D . G. M . BR.
FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Bust of king, laureated
and cuirassed, to right. Rev., BRVN . ET . L . DVX .

S . R . I . A . TH . ET . EL . 1717. Four shields
crowned and arranged as on the Five-guineas, No. 1576 ;

between the shields roses and plumes, and in centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

1589. Shilling, 1718. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1588.

1590-1. Shillings, 1720.
shields on rev.

As No. 1588, but plain between the

1592. Shilling, 1721. As No. 1588, but with roses and plumes
on rev.

1593. Shilling, 1723. As N0. 1588, but with s s c on rev.

S S C is for South Sea Company.

1594. Shilling, 1723. As No. 1588, but the bust varies from the
preceding in minor details, and below the bust W . C . C .

(Welsh Copper Company). On the rev. there are plumes
and interlinked C’s alternately between the shields.

1595. Sixpence, 1723. Obv., GEORGIVS . D . G . M . BR . &.c.
Bust of king, laureated and cuirassed, to right. Rev.,
BRVN . ET . L . DVX . <5’:-C. Four shields crowned
and arranged as on the Five-guineas, No. 1576 ; between
the shields S S C, and in centre the Star of the Garter.
Edge grained. .

1596. Groat, 1.717. Obv., GEORGIVS . DEI . GRA. Bust of
king, laureated and cuirassed, to right. Rev, MAG.
BRI . FR . ET . HIB . REX. 1717. Numeral 4 under
a crown.

1597. Threepence, 1717. Legends and types as the Groat,
No. 1596, but with 3 under crown.

1598. Twopence, 1721. As the Groat, No. 1596, but with 2
under crown.
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1599.

1600.

1601.

1602.

1603.

1604.

1605.

1606.

1607.

1608.

9070

Penny, 1716. As the Groat, No. 1596, but reading MAG .

BR . and with I under crown.

Penny, 1718. As the Penny, No. 1599.

Halfpenny, 1717. Obv., GEORGIVS . REX. Bust of
king, laureated and cuirassed, to right. R0v., BRI
TANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated, to left, with her
attributes ; below, 1717.

Halfpenny, 1723. Legends and types as No. 160], but the
king’s bust showing more of the cuirass, and with
broad graining around coin on both sides. The piece is
larger but thinner than No. 1601.

Farthing, 1717. Legends and types as the Halfpenny,
No. 1601.

Farthing, 1719. Legends and types as the Halfpenny,
No. 1602.

Guinea, 1727. Obv.. GEORGIVS. D . G . M . BR . FR.
ET . HIB . REX. F . D. Bust of king laureated to
right, hair long and curly; the neck, which is bare,
extends almost to the edge of the coin. Rev., BRVN .

ET. L. DVX.S.R.l.A.TH . ET.EL.1727.
Four shields crowned and arranged as on current
guineas ; between the shields, four sceptres, surmounted
by orb, thistle, lis, and harp, and in centre the Star of
the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

Sixpence, 1717 (proof). Obv., GEORGIVS . D . G . M .

BR . FR . ET. HIB . REX . F. D. Bust of king,
laureated and cuirassed, to right. Rev., BRVN . ET .

L. DVX. S. R.I.A .TH.ET. EL.1717. Four
shields of arms crowned and arranged as current Six
pence. Between the shields roses and plumes, and in
centre the Star of the Garter. Edge plain.

Farthing, 1718 (proof). Obv., GEORGIVS . REX. Bust
of king, laureated and cuirassed, to right. R62’., BRI
TANNIA. Britannia seated to left ; below, 1718.

Halfpenny, 1717 (proof). Obv., GEORGIVS .

Bust of king, laureated and cuirassed, to right. Rev.,
BRITAN NIA. Britannia seated to left ; below, 1717.

K 2

REX.

MAUNDY
MONEY.

COPPER.

PATTERNS
AND
PROOFS

eons.

SILVER.

COPPER.
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GOLD.

GEORGE II., 1727-1760.

No alteration was made in the standards of weight and fineness for gold and
silver coins; but copper coins were struck at the rate of 46 halfpence to the
pound, instead of 56 as in the previous reign.

The two issues are distinguished by the portrait of the king, the first having
a young bust, the second an old one. The change was made for gold coins in
1739, for silver in 1743, and for copper in 1740. The young bust was by Croker,
and the old one by Tanner.

By a Warrant dated llth December, 1745, authority was given to place the
word LIMA on coins struck from the gold and silver bullion captured by the
“ Duke" and “Prince Frederick” privateers under Admiral Anson.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.

‘

Issues. Denominations.

GOLD i First (1727-1739) . Five-guineas, Two-guineas, Guinea,
Half-guinea.

Second (1739-l760)... Same as the first issue.

SILVER First (1727-1743) Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence; *Ma.undy Great, Three
pence, Half-groat, Penny.

Second (1743-I760)... Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence.

Goprnn First (1727-1740) Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second ( 1740-1760)... Halfpenny, Farthing.

“ The same bust was employed throughout the reign on the Maundy coins.

1613. Five-guineas, first issue, 1729. Obv., GEORGIVS . ll .

DEI . GRATIA. Bust of king laureated to left, with
long curly hair, and neck bare (young head); below,
E . I . C . (East India Company). Rev., M . B . F.
ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T.
ET . E . 1729. Garnished shield of arms crowned:
1, England and Scotland impaled; 2, France; 3, Ire
land; 4, the Electorate. Edge, >5 nnovs &c. . . ANNO .

REGNI . TERTIO.

1614. Two-guineas, first issue, 1738. 0bv.. GEORGIVS, &c. . .

Bust of king laureated to left, as No. 1613. Rev., M . B .

F . ET . H . REX, &C. . . Garnished shield of arms
crowned, as No. 1613. Edge grained obliquely.
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1615. Guinea, first issue, 1727.

1616.

1617.

1618.

1619.

1620.

1621.

1622.

1623.

1624.

1625.

1626.

Legends as No. 1613, but in
small letters. Bust to left as No. 1613. Rev., large shield
of arms surmounted by a small crown. Edge grained
obliquely.

GOLD.

Guinea, 1733. As No. 1615, but the letters of legends
are larger, and the shield on the rev. is smaller. Edge
grained obliquely.

Guinea, 1734. As the preceding, No. 1616.

Half-guinea, first issue, 1738. Legends as No. 1615.
Youthful bust to left as No. 1613. Rev., shield of arms
crowned as before. Edge grained obliquely.

Five-guineas, second issue, 1746, old head. Legends and
types as No. 1613, but bust laureated to left, hair long
and cur1y,a lock lying in front of neck, and below the
bust LIMA. Edge, nnovs &c. . . nncmo . NONO.

Five-guineas, 1748. Legends and types as No. 1619,
but without LIMA. Edge, nnovs &c. . . VIGESIMO .

SEOVNDO.

Two-guineas, second issue, 1739. Legends and types as
No. 1614, but with bust as No. 1619. Edge grained with
curved lines.

Guinea, second issue, 1745. As the Five-guineas, No. 1619,
and below, LIMA. Edge grained with curved lines.

Half-guinea., second issue, 1:745. As the Five-guineas,
No. 1619, and below, LIMA. Edge as No. 1622.

Half-guinea, 1756. As No. 1623, but without LIMA.
and with larger letters in legend.

Crown, first issue, 1735. 0011., GEORGIVS. || . DEI .

GRATIA. Bust of king laureated and ouirassed to left
with lion’s head on the shoulder. Rev., M . B . F. ET.
H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T.ET.
E . 1735. Four shields crowned and arranged in the
form of a cross: 1, England and Scotland impaled;
2, France; 3, Ireland; and 4, the Electorate ; with roses
and plumes between the shields alternately, and the
Star of the Garter in the centre. Edge, DEGVS &c. .

ANNO . REGNI . OCTAVO.

SILVER.

Crown, 1741. Legends and types as No. 1625, but with
roses on the rev. Edge, nncvs &c. . . DEGIMO . QVARTO.
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SILVER. 1627

1628

1629

1630.

1631.

1632.

1633.

1634.

1635.

1636.

1637.

1638.

1639

1640

1641

. Half-crown, first issue, 1732. Obz/., GEORGIVS . ll .

DEI _ GRATIA. Youthful bust laureated and cuirassed
to left as No. 1625. Rev., M . B. F. ET . H . REX.
&c. Four shields crowned and arranged as No. 1625;
between the shields roses and plumes, and in centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge, DECVS &c. . . SEXTO.

. Half-crown, 1734. Legends and types as No. 1627. Edge,
DECVS &O. . . SEPTIMO.

. Half-crown, 1735.
OCTAVO.

As No. 1627. Edge, DECVS &c. . .

Half-crown, 1739. As No. 1627, but with roses on rev.
Edge, DEGVS &c. . . DVODEOIMO.

Half-crown, 1741.
nacmo . QVARTO.

As No. 1630. Edge, DEOVS &c. . .

Shilling, first issue, 1727. Obv., GEORGIVS _ ll _ DEI _

GRATIA. Youthful bust laureated and cuirassed to left
as the Crown, No. 1625. Rev., M . B . F. ET. H .

REX &C. Four shields crowned and arranged as

before; between the shields, plumes, and in centre, the
Star of the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

Shilling, 1728.
shields on rev.

As No. 1632, but plain between the

Shilling, 1729. As No. 1632, but roses and plumes on
rev.

Shilling, 1731. As No.1634.

Shilling, 1734. As No.1634.

Shilling, 1735. As No.1634.

Shilling, 1736. As 110. 1634.

. Shilling, 1737. As No. 1634.

. Shilling, 1739. As No. 1634, but roses only on rev.

. Shilling, 1741. As No.1640.
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1642. Sixpence, first issue, 1728. 0bv., GEORGIVS . ll . DEI . SILVER.
GRATIA. Youthful bust laureated and cuirassed to left
as the Crown, N0. 1625. Rev., M . B . F. ET. H .

REX . &C. . . Four shields crow ued and arranged as

before, plain between the shields ; in centre, the Star of
the Garter. Edge grained obliquely.

1643. Sixpence, 1728. As No. 1642, but plumes on rev.

1644. Sixpence, 1731. As No. 1642, but roses and plumes on
/rev.

1645. Sixpence, 1732. As No. 1644.

1646. Sixpence, 1741. As No. 1645, but roses on rev.

1647. Great, 1731. 0bv., GEORGIVS . 1| . DEI . GRATIA. MAUNDY
Youthful bust, laureated and cuirassed, to left as the MONEY

Crown, N0. 1625. Rev., MAG . BRI . FR . ET .

HIB _ REX , 1731. Numeral 4 undera crown. Plain
edge.

1648. Groat, 1739. As No. 1647, but with a larger numeral.

1649. Great, 1760. As N0.1648.

1650. Threepence, 1746. As the Gi-eat, No. 1647, but with
3 under crown.

1651. Half oat, 1729. As the Groat, No. 1647, but with 2
1111 er CPOWI1.

1652. Halfgroat, 1746. As No. 1651, but with large 2.

1653. Penny, 1740. As the Groat, No. 1647, but with | lllldel‘
CPOWII.

1654. Penny, 1743. As No.1653.

1655. Crown, second issue, 1746. As the Crown, No. 1625, but
with old bust ; below, LIMA ; plain between the shields
on rev. Edge, nnovs &c. . . DEOIMO . NONO.

1656. CIOWII, 1750. As No. 1655, but without LIMA under
bust. Edge, DECVS &c. . . VICESIMO . QUARTO.

1657. Half-crown, second issue, 1743. As the Crown, No. 1655,
but with roses between shields. Edge, DECVS &c. .

DECIMO . SEPTIMO.
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S11'VER- 1658. Half-crown, 1745. As No. 1657. Edge, nucvs &c. . .

nscnuo . NONO.

1659. Half-crown, 1745. As No. 1657, but with LIMA under
bust, and without roses and plumes between the shields
on rev. Edge, nucvs &c. . . DECIMO . NON0.

1660. Half-crown, 1746. As N0.1659.

1661. Half-crown, 1750. As before, but without LIMA, and
plain between the shields. Edge, DECVS &c. . . VICESIMO .

QVARTO.

1662. Half-crown, 1751. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1661.

1663. Shilling, second issue, 1743. As Shilling of first issue,
N0. 1632, but with old bust laureated and cuirassed to
left as the Crown, No. 1655, and with roses between the
shields. Edge grained obliquely.

1664. Shilling, 1745. As No. 1663.

1665. Shilling, 1745. As No. 1663, but with LIMA under bust,
and plain between the shields on rev.

1666. Shilling, 1747. As No. 1665, but without LIMA, and
with roses on rev.

1667. Shilling, 1750. As No. 1666, but plain between the
shields on rev.

1668. Shilling, 1751. As No. 1667.

1669. Shilling, 1758. As No. 1667.

1676. Sixpence, second issue, 1743. As the Sixpence of first
issue, No. 1642, but having old bust laureated and cuir
assed to left as the Crown, No. 1655, and with roses
between the shields. Edge grained obliquely.

1671. Sixpence, 1746. As No. 1670, but with LIMA under
bust, and plain between the shields on rev.

1672. Sixpence, 1750. As No. 1671, but without LIMA.

S1XpGI1GG, 1757. AB N0. 1672.

1674. Sixpence, 1758. As No. 1672.
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1675. Halfpenny, first issue, 1730. 0bv., GEOGIVS . II
REX. Youthful bust, Iaureated and cuirassed, to left.
Rev., BRITANNIA. Figure of Britannia seated on a

globe, to left, with her attributes ; below, 1730.

1676. Halfpenny, 1731. As No. 1675, but reading GEORGIVS.

1677. Farthing, first issue, 1739. As the Halfpenny, No. 1676.

1678. Halfpenny, second issue, 1740. As No. 1676, but old bust
laureated and cuirassed to left.

1679. Halfpenny, 1750. As No. 1678.

1680. Farthing, second issue, 1754.

No. 1678.

As the Halfpenny,

1681. Five-guineas, 1731. Obv., GEORGIVS . ll . DEI . GRA
TIA. Young bust laureated to left, with long curly hair
audbareneck. Rev., M . B. F. ET. H . REX.F. D

B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T.ET.E.1731. Gar:
nished shield of arms crowned. Edge, >

{
<

DEGVS . &c.
ANNO . REGNI . QVARTO.

1682. Guinea, 1729.
plain.

Legends and types as No. 1681. Edge

1683. Half-guinea, 1728. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1682.

1684. Grown, 1732. Obv., GEORGIVS . II . DEI . GRATIA.
Young bust laureated and cuirassed to left. Rev., M . B .

F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET. L. D.S.R.|.

A . T . ET . E . 1732. Four shields of arms crowned
and arranged in the form of a cross: 1

, England and
Scotland impaled ; 2

, France ; 3
, Ireland ; 4
, Electorate.

Between the shields, roses and plumes, and in centre the
Star of the Garter. Edge plain.

1685. Half-crown, 1731. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1684,
but plain between the shields on rev.

1686. Crown, 1746. Legends and types as No. 1684, but with
old bust laureatcd and cuirassed to left, but plain between
the shields, and with large beading on both sides. Edge,
DECVS &c. . . ANNO . REGNI . VICESIMO, with a st-ar in
place of the cross.

1687. Half-crown, 1746. Legends, types, and edge as No. 1686.

_ oorrna.

PROOFS.

£401.?

SILVER.
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SILVER.

OOPPE R-.

1688. Shilling, 1746. Legends and types as No. 1686. Edge
grained obliquely.

1689. Sixpence, 1746. Legends and types as N0. 1686. Edge
grained obliquely.

1690. Halfpenny, 1729. Obv., GEORGIVS ll . REX. Young
bust laureated and cuirassed to left. Rev., BRITAN N IA.
Figure of Britannia seated to left ; below, 1729.

1691. Farthing, 1730. Similar type to the Halfpenny, No. 1690.

GEORGE III., 1760-1820.

The reign of George III. up to the year 1816 was marked by an insuflicient
and partially defaced currency, which caused the country great inconvenience
and distress. Supplies of silver and copper money were particularly scanty.
Quarter-Guineas and Third-Guineas were struck to provide smaller change, but
during this period of over half a century ( I 760-1816) the only silver coins issued
were small quantities of shillings in the years 1763, 1787, and 1798, of sixpences
in 1787, and of threepences in 1762-1763. See note to No. 1718, p. 157.

In 1816 the long-delayed work of renewing the gold and silver coinage was
commenced in the present Mint buildings on Tower Hill, erected in 1810-12 from
designs by Sir Robert Smirke.

The Guinea and its parts were superseded by the Sovereign, or Twenty-shilling
piece, and its half. In the case of the gold pieces and the crown a new design.
consisting of St. George slaying the dragon, was adopted on the reverses in place
of the armorial bearings which had been the chief feature of English reverse
types since the Tudor period. The engraving was beautifully executed by
B. Pistrucci, an Italian gem-engraver. A diiferent treatment of the same subject
may be seen on the George-noble (No. 821), and on L. O. Wyon’s pattern pieces
(NOS. 2192-4, 2214-6).

In 1797 copper twopences and pennies were struck, being the first issue of
these denominations in that metal. The larger coin, which weighed two ounces
avoirdupois, was found too cumbersome. and was discontinued. The copper
coinage from 1797 to 1807 inclusive, amounting to 3,016 tons, was struck by
Messrs. Boulton 8: Watt, at the Soho Mint, Birmingham.

After the Act of Union with Ireland in 1800, the king’s French and German
titles were omitted from the coin inscriptions. The order of the arms on the
shield was also altered, those of France being no longer inserted.

No change was made in the standard of fineness for the gold and silver coins.
The weights of these coins also remained until 1817 as established by Charles II.
in 1670. For the fourth issue the weight of the new unit of currency, the
Sovereign, was based upon that of the Guinea, which had been coined at the rate
of 44% to the lb. Troy, or 1293,; grains per piece. The weight of the Sovereign,
or Twenty-shilling piece, was therefore fixed at ]23%;—};grains, or gs of that of
the Guinea, and the weight of the Half-sovereign was in proportion. The silver
coins, which since 1601 had been struck at the rate of 62 shillings to the ounce,
were now reduced in weight, 66 shillings being the rate per ounce. These
standards both of fineness and weight remain in force at the present day.

The dates of the Orders in Council authorizing the issue of the new coins were
as follow :—For the Shilling and Sixpence, 3rd August, 1816 ; Half-crown (first
type), 18th January, 1817 ; Half-crown (second type), 26th April, 1817 ;
Sovereign, 31st May, 1817 ; Half-sovereign, 10th October, 1817 ; Crown,
14th September, 1818.

The weights of the copper coins were at the following rates per lb. Avoir. :—

first issue, 23 pence; second issue, 16 pence; third issue, 18 pence; f0'lM'flL issue,
24 pence.
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TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD First (1761-1786) Guinea,Half-guinea,Quarter-guinea.

Second (1787-I800)... Guinea, Half-guinea, Third-guinea.

Third (1800-1813) Guinea, Half-guinea, Third-guinea.

Fourth (1817-1820) Sovereign, Half-sovereign.

SILVER First (1763) Shilling, Maundy Money

Second (1787) Shilling, Sixpence, Maundy Money
(1792).

Third (1798) Shilling, Maundy Money (1795).

Fourth (1816-I820)... Crown, Half-crown (two types),
Shilling, Sixpence, Maundy Money.

COPPER First (1770-1775) Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1797) Twopence, Penny.

Third (1799) Halfpenny, Farthing.

Fourth (1806-I807)... Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.

1696. Guinea, first issue, 1761. Obv., GEORGIVS . III . DEI . GOLD.
GRATIA. Young head laureated to right, with three
distinct curls hanging behind neck. Rev., M . B . F .

ET. H.REX.F. D B.ET.L.D.S.R.|.A.
T . ET . E . 1761. Garnished shield of arms, crowned,
bearing: 1, England and Scotland impaled; 2, France;
3, Ireland; and 4, the Electorate. Edge grained with
curved lines.

1697. Guinea, first issue, 1784. As No. 1696, but bust laureated
to right, with long flowing hair behind, and love-lock
over left shoulder.

1698. Half-guinea, first issue, 1764. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill .

DEI . GRATIA. Bust laureated to right, with long
flowing hair behind, and love-lock over left shoulder.
Rev., M.B. F. ET. H . REX.F. D.B.ET.L.
D . S . R . I . A . T . ET . E . 1764. Garnished shield
of arms, crowned, as the Guinea, No. 1696. Edge grained
obliquely.
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GOLD. 1699

1700

1701

1702

1703

1704

1705. Half-guinea, 1804.

1706

. Quarter-guinea, 1762. Legends and types as the Half
guinea, N0. 1698. Edge grained obliquely.

. Guinea, second issue, 1798. Legends and types similar to
No. 1696, but the head is older in appearance, with curl
over right shoulder, and the shield on the reverse is
pointed at the base, z'.e., spade-shaped. Edge milled
obliquely.

. Half-guinea, second issue, 1791. Legends, types, and
edge as the Guinea, No. 1700.

. Third-guinea, second issue, 1798. Obv., GEORGIVS |||
DEI GRATIA. Laureated bust of king to right. Rev.,
MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB . REX . Aroyal crown
with the date below. Edge milled obliquely.

. Guinea, third issue, 1813. Obv., GEORGIVS Ill DEI
GRATIA. Head, with short curly hair, laureated to
right. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DE
FENSOR. Royal shield of arms (1 and 4, England;
2, Scotland; 3, Ireland), with the Electoral escutcheon
and cap in centre, within the Garter, crowned; below,
1813. Edge milled obliquely.

. Half-guinea, third issue, 1801. Obv., similar to the
Guinea, No. 1700, the head laureated to right, with hair
tied behind, and love-lock over right shoulder. Rev.,
BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR. Royal
shield of arms as No. 1703 ; below, 1801. Edge milled
obliquely.

Legends and types as the Guinea,
No. 1703, the head with short curly hair, laureated
to right. Oblique milling.

. Ha.lf—guinea, 1809. As No. 1705.

1707. Half-guinea, 1811. As No.1705.

1708. Half-guinea, 1813. As No. 1705.

1709. Third-guinea or Seven-shilling piece, 1802. 0bv.,
GEORGIVS Ill DEI GRATIA. Head with short curly
hair, laureated to right. Rev., >

X
<

BRITANNIARUM
REX FIDEI DEFENSOR. A crown, and below, 1802.
Edge milled obliquely.

1710. Third-guinea, 1803. As No.1709.
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1711. Third-guinea, 1804. As N0. 1709, but obverse as the
Guinea, No. 1703, with a star instead of a cross in the
rev. legend.

1712. Third-guinea, 1806. As N0. 171.1.

1713. Sovereign, fourth issue, 1817. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill D :

G: BRITANNIAR: REX F: D : Head, with short
curly hair, laureated, to right; below, 1817. Rev.,
St. George and Dragon within the Garter, and motto,
HONI . sorr . QUI . MAL . Y . PENSE. Edge milled at
right angles to the face of the coin.

1714. Half-sovereign, fourth issue, 1817. Obv., GEORGI us |||
DEI GRATIA. Head with short curly hair laureated
to right; below, 1817. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX
Fl D : DEF : Angular shield of arms crowned and lined,
with the Electoral escutcheon in centre. Edge milled as
No. 1713.

1715. Shilling, first issue, 1763. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill . DEI .

GRATIA. Bust laureated to right, with flowing hair
behind, and with mantle over the cuirass, fastened on
the right shoulder. /:‘ev., M . B . F . ET . H . REX .

F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T.ET.E.1763.
Four shields of arms crowned and arranged in the form
of a cross, of England and Scotland quarterly, France,
Ireland, and the Electorate; in centre, the Star of the
Order of the Garter. Edge milled obliquely.

This coin has been called the “ Northumberland " shilling, £100 worth
having been struck for the Earl of Northumberland for distribution
in Dublin on his first appearance there as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

1716. Groat, first issue, 1763. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill . DEI .

GRATIA. Bust laureated and draped to right. Rev.,
MAG . BRI . FR . ET. HIB. REX . 1763. N11meral4
under a crown. Plain edge.

1717. Groat, 1772. As No. 1716.

1718. Threepence, first issue, 1763. Legends and types as

Groat, No. 1716, but with 3 under crown.

A Treasury letter, dated 7th April, 1762, directed the coinage of
£10,000 in Threepences, as well as £200,000 in Quarter-guineas. On
account of this exceptionally large proportion of small moneys, the
moneyers were granted special allowances. Threepences had not been
issued for general. circulation since the last hammered coins of
Charles II. (p. 119.)

The total amount of silver coined is recorded as £3,162 in value for
1762 and £2,629 for 1763, but the amount in Threepences is not
rendered separately. An account of payment to the moneyers for
1762 shows, however, that £2,930 in Threepences were charged for
during that year.

GOLD.

SILVER.

MAUNDY
MO NEY.
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MONEY.

MAUNDY
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1719. Threepence, 1772. As No. 1718.

1720. Half-great, first issue, 1763. Legends and types as Groat,
No. 1716, but with 2 under crown.

1721. Half-groa.t,1772. As No. 1720.

1722. Penny, first issue, 1763. Legends and types as Great,
No. 1716, but with 1 under crown.

1723. Penny, 1772. As No. 1722.

1724. Shilling, second issue, 1787. Legends as the Shilling of
the first issue, No. 1715, but a different bust, showing
more of the cuirass, and with four crowns in the spaces
between, instead of over, the shields on rev. There is
ermine in the Hanoverian arms. Edge milled obliquely.

1725. Shilling, 1737. As No. 1724, but without a dot in the
legend over the head, and without the ermine.

1726. Sixpence, second issue, 1787. Legends and types as
Shilling, No. 1724, but without ermine. Oblique milling.

1727. Groat, second issue, 1792. Legends as the Groat of the
first issue, No. 1716, but bust laureated to right with
flowing hair behind, and mantle around the cuirass ; the
“ wire” or script 4 under a small crown. Plain edge.

1728. Threepence, second issue, 1792. Legends and types as
Groat, N0. 1727, but with script 3 under crown.

1729. Half-groat, second issue, 1792. Legends and types as
Groat, No 1727, but with “wire” or script 2 under
crown.

1730. Penny, second issue, 1792. Legends and types as Groat,
No. 1727, but with “ wire ” or script 1 under crown.

‘I731. Shilling, third issue, 1798. Legends as Shilling, No. 1715,
but no dots on the 0bv., and types as Shilling, No. 1724.

In 1798 Mr. M. Dorrien Magens and nine other banking firms sent
silver bullion for coinage to the amount of upwards of £30,000. This
was partly coined into Shillings, but their issue was prohibited by
order of the Lords of the Committee of Council. The name given
above is so rendered in the Mint books, but in Lowndes’ London
Directory for 1798, the firm is described as Dorrien, Magens, Mello,
Martin and Harrison, 22, Finch Lane, Cornhill. Dorrien Magens
expressed his sentiments in an anonymous publication of the same

year entitled, “ Thoughts upon u new Cuinage qf Silver.”
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1732. Great, third issue, 1795. As No. 1727, but large 4 (Arabic) g
lf

under a crown.

1733. Great, 1800. As No. 1732.

1734. G1'0fl.t, 1800. As No. 1732, but with smaller letters.

1735. Threepence, third issue, 1795. As No. 1732, but large 3

under crown.

1736. Threepence, 1800. As N0.1735.

1737. Threepence, 1800. As No. 1735, but smaller letters.

1738. Half-groat, third issue, 1195. As N0. 1732, but large 2

under crown.

1739. Half-great, 1800. As No.1738.

1740. Half-great, 1800. As No. 1738, but smaller letters.

1741. Penny, third issue, 1795. As No. 1732, but large 1 under
crown.

1742. Penny, 1800. As No. 1741.

1743. Penny, 1800. As No. 1741, but smaller letters.

1744. Crown, fourth issue, 1818. Obv., GEORGIUS lll D :

G: BRITANNIARUM REX F: D : Head, with short
curly hair, laureated, to right; below, in small letters,
PISTRUCCI, and date, 1818. Rev., St. George and Dragon
within the unlined Garter, and motto, and below the
dragon in small letters, PISTRUCCI. Edge, DECUS . ET.
TUTAMEN.ANNO.REGNI.LVHL

1745. Hailf-01‘0W11, fourth issue, first type, 1816. Obv.,

GEORGIUS Ill DEI GRATIA. Bust with short curly
hair, laureated, to right, with berries in wreath, and the
tye ends touching the left sh0ulder—the king’s head is
turned from the spectator; below, 1816. Rev., BRIT
ANNIARUM REX FID : DEF: Garnished shield
of arms, with the Electoral escutcheon in centre, within
the Garter, crowned; the whole encircled by the collar
of St. George. Edge grained at right angles to the face
of the coin.

AUNDY
ONEY.
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SILVER.

MAUNDY
MONEY.

COPPER.

1746. Half-crown, 1817. Legends and types as No. 1745.

1747. Half-crown, fourth issue, second type, 181.7. As No. 1745,
but the bust is differently modelled and without the
shoulders. laureated, to right, and large plain shield of
arms within the Garter, crowned, without the collar of
St. George. Edge milled as No. 1745.

1748. Half-crown, 1817. Legends and types as No. 1747, but
there is garniture on the shield.

1749. Shilling, fourth issue, 1816. Olgv., GEOR : Ill D : G :

BRITT : REX F; D; Head. with short curly hair,
laureated, to right, as No. 1747; below, 1816. Rev.,
garnished shield of arms, with the Electoral escutcheon
in centre, crowned, within the Garter.

1750. Shilling, 1817. As No. 1749.

1751. Sixpence, fourth issue,
Shilling, No. 1749.

1816. Legends and types as

1752. Sixpence, 1817. As No. 1751.

1753. G1‘Ofl.1'., fourth issue, 1817. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill DEI
GRATIA. Large head, with short curly hair, laureated,
to right; below,1817. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX
FID : DEF : Numeral 4 under a large crown. Plain
edge.

1754. Threepence, fourth issue, 1817. Legends and types as
Groat, No. 1753, but with 3 under a crown.

1755. Half-groat, fourth issue, 1817. Legends and types as
Groat, No. 1753, but with 2 under crown.

1756. Penny, fourth issue, 1817. Legends and types as Groat,
No. 1753, but with 1 under crown.

1757. Halfpenny, first issue, 1771. 0bv., GEORGIVS . III .

REX. Bust with short hair. laureated, to right, and
wearing a cuirass. Rev., BRITANNIA. Britannia
seated, to left, on globe, with spear, shield, and olive
branch ; in the exergue, 1771.

1758. Halfpenny, 1772. As No. 1757.

1759. Halfpenny, 1772. As N0. 1757, but reading “GEORlVS."
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1760. Halfpenny, 1774. As No. 1757.

1761. Farthing, first issue, 1771. Legends and types as Half
penny, N0. 1757.

1762._Fa.rthing, 1779. As No. 1761.

1763. Twopence, sstsha issue, 1797. ow, GEORGIUS ||| .
. . D ; G _ REX _ (incuse). Bust, laureated, to right, with

flowing hair and love-lock over left shoulder; mantle
over cuirass, and fastened on shoulder; below, K and
three dots (Kiichler).
Britannia seated to left, with trident and olive-branch;
a ship in the distance; on a rock, SOHO; and below,
1797. Plain edge. _

The inscriptions on both sides are on broad bands, and on this
account the coins of this issue became known as “cartwheel”
money.

1764. Penny, second issue, 1797; broad rims.
'
Legends and types

as the Penny, No. 1763. Plain edge.

1765-6. Halfpennies, third issue, 1799. obit, GEORGIUS |||
DEI GRATIA REX. Bust, with flowing hair, laure
ated and draped, to right. Rev., BRITANNIA. Brit
annia seated on rock to left, with trident and olive
branch ; under the shield, SOHO ; below, 1799. Edges,
central milling.

In one case, there are three incuse pellets on the truncation of the
bust, which was a privy mark of Kiichler.

1767. Farthing, third issue, 1799. Legends and types as Half
penny, No. 1765, but with date under the bust, and
1 FARTHING below Britannia. Edge, central milling,

1768-9. Pennies, fourth issue, 1806. 0110.. GEORGIUS III . D :

G : REX. Laureated bust of king to right, mantle
over armour, fastened on shoulder; date below, and K
(Kiichler). Rev., BRITANNIA.

'
Britannia seated to

left, as before, but without date. Edges, central milling.

1770. Halfpenny, 1806.
No. 1768.

1771. Farthing, 1806.
N0. 1768.

Legends and types as the_,_Penny,_

Legends and types as the Penny,

1772. Five-guineas, 1777, pattern. 0bv., GEORGIVS. ||| .
DEI . GRATIA . ,Bust laureated to right, withlong
flowing hair behind, and love-lock over left shoulder.
Rev., M.B.F. ET. H.REX.F. D. B. ET. L.D.S.R.I.A.T.ET.E .1777. Royal shield of
arms, garnished and crowned. Plain edge.

corrnn. t

Rev., BRITANNIA . (incuse).
I
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PA'§1l'qE]§m5 1773. Two-guineas, 1777, pattern. Legends and types as Five
PROOI.-S_ guineas, No. 1772, but reading DEI GRATIA. Plain._ edge.

GOLD.

1774. Two-guineas, 1768, pattern. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill .

DEI . GRA . Bust laureated to right, with long flowing
hair, and love-lock over left shoulder; the king’s face
rather plump and round. Rev., M . B . F . ET . H .REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T.
ET . E . 1768. Garnished shield of arms, crowned.
Plain edge.

1775. Two-guineas, 1773, pattern. As No. 1773.

1776. Guinea, 1761, pattern. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill . DEI .

GRATIA . Bust laureated to right, with long curly
hair, hanging behind in two distinct ringlets. Rev.,
M . B . F . ET. H . REX . &C. .1761. Garnished
shield, crowned. Plain edge.

1777. Guinea, 1761, pattern. Legends and types as No. 1776, but
with youthful head laureated to right, and hair arranged
behind in three ringlets. Plain edge.

1778. Guinea, 1774, proof. Legends and types as No. 1776, but
bust laureated to right, with long flowing hair behind,
curling under the truncation, and love-lock over left
shoulder. Plain edge.

1779. Half-guinea, 1762, pattern. Obv., GEORGIVS . Ill .

DEI . GRATIA. Youthful bust laureated to right, with
long hair behind, terminating in ringlets. Rev., M . B .F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.
I . A . T . ET . E . 1762. Garnished shield of arms,
crowned. Plain edge.

1730. Half-guinea, 1775, pattern. Legends and types as before,
but bust laureated to right. with long flowing hair
behind, curling under the truncation, and with love-lock
over left shoulder. Plain edge.

1781. Half-guinea, 1787, proof. Legends as before, but bust
laureated to right, with hair tied behind with ribbon,
allowing two curls to lie over the right shoulder. On
the rev., a spade shield of arms, crowned ; below, 1787.
Plain edge.
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1782. Third
DEI . GRATIA. Bust laureated to right, with long
flowing hair behind, curling under the truncation, and
with love-lock over left shoulder. Rev., MAG . BRI .

FR . ET . HIB . REX .1776. A crowned lion upon a'
"crown. Plain edge.

1783. Quarter-guinea, 1764, pattern. 0bv., GEORGIVS . Ill .

DEI . GRATIA. Young bust laureatedto right, with
long hair behind, terminating in ringlets. Rev., M . B .

F. ET. H.REX.F. D.B. ET. L. D.S.R.l,
A . T . ET . E . 1764. Garnished shield of arms,
crowned. Plain edge.

1784. Half-guinea, 1782, pattern in copper. 0bv., GEORGIVS .

||| , DEI . GRATIA. B-are bust laureated to right, with
flowing hair behind, curling under the truncation; and
with love-lock over left shoulder. Rev., M . B . F . ET .

H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.A.T. ET.
E . 1782. Garnished shield of arms, crowned. Edge
plain.

1785. Half-guinea, 1782, pattern in copper. Legends as
N0. 1784, but bust laureated to right, with long flame
like hair. Plain edge.

'

1786. Half-guinea, 1782, pattern in copper. Legends and bust
as N0. 1784, but edge inscribed with MDCCLXXXII repeated
four times.

1787. Guinea, 1s13, pattern. 01171., GEORGIVS ||| DEI
GRATIA. Head, with short hair, laureated to right.
Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR.
The Royal Standard, crowned; below, 1813. Grained
edge.

1788. Guinea, 1813, pattern. Legends and types as N o. 1787,
but with one end of tye lying across the neck ; and below,
a small W for T. Wyon, jr. ; on the Rev., a square shield
of arms, garnished and crowned; at the sides of crown,

» 18-13 ; and reading BRITANNIARVM. Grained edge.

1789. Guinea, 1813, pattern. As No. 1788, but plain edge.

1790. Guinea, 1813, pattern. Legends and types as No. 17 88, but
plain shield, crowned; at the sides, a rose and thistle;
and below, the shamrock; the date larger. Grained
edge.

1791. Guinea, 1813, pattern. As No. 1790, but plain edge.

9070 L 2
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‘

1792. Half-sovereign, 1816, pattern. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill
DEI GRATIA. Large head with short curly hair,
laureated to right, in high relief. Rev., BRITT 1 REX
FID : DEF: Garnished shield of arms within the
Garter, and motto, crowned; at sides of crown, 18-16.
Plain edge.

1793. Half-sovereign, 1816, pattern as No. 1792, but struck in
silver.

1794. Half-sovereign, 1820, pattern. Obv., GEOR . Ill D :

G : BRITT : REX F : D : Head as before, but not in
such high relief; below, 1820. Rem, BRITANNI
ARUM REX FID : DEF: Rose, thistle, and sham
rock on one stem, crowned. Plain edge.

1795. Half-sovereign, 1820, pattern as No. 1794, but struck in
silver.

1796. Five-pounds, 1820, pattern. Obv., GEORGIUS III D :

G : BRITANNIAR : REX F : D : Laureated head
with short curly hair, to right; below, PISTRUCCI and
date, 1820. Reta, St. George and the Dragon; below,
PISTRUCCI and W . W. P. Edge, nncus ET TUTAMEN
ANNO REGNI LX.

1797. Two-pounds, 1820, pattern. Legends, types, and edge as
No. 1796, but reading BRITANNIARUM on the 0111).,

and B . P . on the rev. instead of PISTRUOOI.

Five-pound and two-pound pieces were authorised by an Order in
Council, dated August, 1816, but the dies were not completed at the
demise of George III. Specimens were subsequently struck.

1798. Crown, 1818, pattern. Obv., GEORGIUS ||| D 1 G ;

BRITANNIARUM REX F: D: Very large head,
with short curly hair, laureated to right; below, PIS
TRUCGI in small letters, and date. R6L‘., St. George and
the Dragon within the Garter (lined), and motto ; below
the dragon, PISTRUOCI. Plain edge.

1'799.Ha.1f-crown, 1816, proof. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill DEI
GRATIA. Bust with short hair, laureated to right,
with berries in wreath, and the ends touching the left
shoulder, as No. 1745; below, 1816. Rev., BRITAN N I

ARUM REX FID : DEF: Garnished shield of arms
within the Garter, crowned, the whole encircled by the
collar of St. George. Plain edge. 1

1800. Half-crown, 1817, proof. Legends as before, but head
similar to No. 1747, laureated to right; below, 1817,
and with larger shield garnished, within the Garter,
part of which is hidden by the crown at top of shield;
without the collar of St, George. Grained edge.
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1801. Half-crown, 1817, proof.
shield and plain edge.

As before, but ungarnished

1802. GIOWII. Model in polished jasper. Large bust, showing
a great deal of the right shoulder, laureated to right;
short curly hair, berries in wreath, and tye ends touching
the back of the neck.

1803. Shilling. Model in polished jasper. Head, with short
curly hair, laureated to right, without berries in wreath ;

in rather high relief.

1804. Sovereign. Model in dull jasper. Head similar, but
showing a little of the bust, and not in such high relief.

1805. Shilling, 1764, pattern. 0bv., GEORGIVS . Ill DEI .

GRATIA. Bust laureated to right, with long flowing
hair behind, and with mantle over cuirass. Rev., M . B .

F. ET. H.REX.F. D.B. ET. L. D.S.R.l.
A _T. ET, E , 1764. Four shields crowned and
arranged in the form of a cross : of England and Scotland
quarterly, France, Ireland, and Electorate ; in the centre,
the Star of the Garter. Plain edge.

1806. Shilling, 1775, pattern. Legends and types as No. 1805,
and with plain edge.

1807. Shilling, 1778, pattern. As No. 1805, but bust with older
looking head.

1808. Shilling, 1787, proof. Legends as No. 1805, but a different
bust, showing more of the cuirass, and with four crowns
in the spaces between the shields, which are not crowned.
Plain edge.

1809. Shilling, 1798, pattern. As No. 1808, but with difierent
arrangement of dots in legends, and with edge grained
obliquely.

1810. Shilling, 1798, pattern. Obv., GEORGIVS. III . DEI .
GRATIA , REX. Very large head, with short hair,
laureated to right; below, the date. l1‘ev., M . B . F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.l.
A . T . ET . E . Large plain shield crowned, with the
British and Hanoverian arms in six divisions. Plain
edge.

1811. Shilling, 1798, pattern in copper.
precisely as the last.

Legends and types

PATTERNS
AND
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PATTERNS 1812. Shilling, 1817, proof. 009., GEOR:lIl D2G = BRITT:
PI€Obg%&

REX F : D : Head withshort hair, laureated to right ;
" below, the date. Rev., garnished shield within the

SILVER. . Garter, part of which is hidden by crown at top of
shield. Plain edge.

1813. Sixpence, 1787, proof. Legends and types as Shilling,
No. 1808. Plain edge.

1814. Sixpence, 1817, proof. Legends and types as Shilling,
No. 1812. Plain edge.

COPPER. 1815. Twopence, 1797, proof- Legends, types, and date as
No. 1763, but bronzed.

‘

1816. Penny, 1788, pattern. 0bv., GEORGIVS III REX .
' Bust with small head laureated to right, and with an

ermine mantle around the cuirass, fastened on the right
shoulder. Rev., BRITANNIA. Full-faced figure of

i Britannia standing. and holding a long wand and olive
branch; on one side of her a shield, and on the other
a globe ; in the exergue, 1788. Plain edge.

1817. Broad-rim penny, pattern in silver. 0bv., GEORGIUS
III . D : G . REX. Bust laureated to right, with flowing
hair behind, and curling under truncation, and with
love-lock over left shoulder; below the right shoulder,
a small K and three pellets placed triangularly. Rev.,
BRITAN N IA. Britannia seated on rock to left, holding
a trident and olive-branch, at her side a shield, and in
the distance, a ship ; below, 1797, Legends incuse, and
plain edge. A small K is on the rock. Plain edge.

1818. Broad-rim penny, 1797, pattern. Legends, types, and
date as No. 1817.

1819. Broad-rim penny, 1797, pattern. 0bv., GEORGIUS
Ill . D : G . REX. Bust laureated to right, with long
flowing hair behind, and love~lock over left shoulder,
with mantle round cuirass, fastened on the right
shoulder; below, a small K and three dots; below the
bust, two olive-branches tied together with a band, on
which is M . B . (Matthew Boulton, Manager of the Soho
Mint); on each side a. small rose. Rev., BRITANNIA.
Britannia helmeted and plumed, and with her left breast
exposed, seated on globe to left, supporting a shield and
-olive-branch with her left hand, and holding a trident
with her right; in the distance, two ships to right and
left, and in the exergue, 1797; below, two olive-branches
tied together with a band, on which is SOHO in incuse
letters. Unbronzed. Plain edge.

' '
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1820. Penny, 1806, proof. Legends as No. 1819, but draped bust
laureated to right, short hair, tye ends touching neck,
and below, 1806. Rev., usual type of Britannia, with
trident in her left hand, and branch in her right,
as No. 1763. Bronzed. Edge, indented cord or guilloche
milling.

1821. Penny, 1806, proof. As No. 1820, but gilt.

1822. Halfpenny, 1788, pattern. Legends and types as Penny,
NO. 1816.

1823. Halfpenny, 1806, proof.
No. 1820. Bronzed.

Legends and types as Penny.

1824. Halfpenny, 1806, proof. As No. 1823, but gilt.

Obv., GEORGIUS Ill '. D .

G . REX . Bare bust laureated to right, with long flow
ing hair behind curling under the truncation, and with
love-lock over right shoulder ; below, D , F. Rev.,
BRITAN N IA , 1788 , Britannia diademed and wearing
an ornamented robe, seated on globe to left; holding in
her right hand a spear, and in her left a wreath -; her left
rests on the shield, below which is a small D .; in the
exergue, a rudder and branch. Edge with ornamental
milling.

D . F . is for Droz fecit.

1825. Halfpenny, 1788, pattern.

1826. Halfpenny, 1788, pattern. Legends and types as N 0. 1825,
but edge inscribed : RENDER . TO . cssnn . THE . THINGS .

WHICH . ARE . 0ESAR’S : with two trefoils.

1827. Halfpenny, 1788, pattern. As No. 1826, but bronzed.

1828. Halfpenny, 1790, pattern. Obverse legend as No. 1825,
but with V for U and bust without love-lock over
shoulder, and with DROZ . F . below. Rev., BRIT
AN NIA. Britannia with her left breast exposed, seated
on globe to left ; her right arm is extended, and her left
supports a shield and spear; in the exergue, DR . F.
and date. Edge plain.

-1829. Halfpenny, 1790, pattern. As No. 1828, but bronzed, and
edge inscribed in raised letters : RENDER . T0 . CESAR .

THE OTHINGS 0 THAT . ARE . CESAR’S .

1830. Broad-rim halfpenny, 1797, pattern. Types and incuse
legends as No. 1763. Bronzed

PATTERNS
AND

PROOFS.

COPPER.
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'PATATl$:11)mS 1831. Broad-rim farthing, 1797, pattern. ‘Legends andvtypes
_pR0OFS_

' as No. 1763, but without SOHO on rev.

corrfi.
'

1832. Farthing, 1771, proof. Obv., GEORGIVS . ||| . REX.
Bust with short hair laureated to right, and wearing a
cuirass. Rev., BRITANNIA. Britannia seated to lelt,
holding in her right hand an olive branch, and in her
left a spear ; at her side a shield, and in the exergue the
date.

1833. Farthing, 1806, proof. Legends and types as Penny.
No.1S2(). Bronzed.

1834. Farthing, 1806, proof. As No. 1833, but-gilt.

BANK OF ENGLAND TOKENS.

On account of the great scarcity of coin in the country, the Bank of England,
in accordance with an Order in Council, suspended its payments in cash in
February, 1797. This measure accentuated the general distress, and as a tem
porary expedient of relief the Government authorized the Bank to put into
circulation a quantity of Spanish silver coin held in its vaults. Before issue,
these coins—consisting of pillar-dollars, halves, quarters, and eighths—were
counterstruck at the Royal mint with a small oval bust of George III. such as
was used by the Goldsmiths’ Company for marking plate. By a public notice
dated 9th March, 1797, these coins were made current at the rate of 4s. 9d. per
dollar.

The circulating value of these dollars gave rise to the popular saying : “Two
kings’ heads not worth a crown." The coins were not popular, and a contemporary
couplet gives rather a caustic summary of the monetary scheme :—

“ The Bank, to make their Spanish dollars pass,
Stamped the head of a fool on the head of an ass.”

The counterstamped dollars, being above bullion value, were largely counter
feited, an imitation of the Government stamp being used. In 1801 a different
form of die was used at the mint, the Mauudy penny head set in an octagonal
compartment being employed, and the current value was raised to 5-S‘.each dollar.

The number of dollars stamped in 1797 was 2,323,295; in 1799, 945,460 ; and

_in 1801, 415,080 ; making a total of 3,683,335 dollars.

The next step taken was to re-strike Spanish dollars with new dies engraved
for the occasion, having the king’s effigy on the obverse and the arms of the
Bank of England on the reverse. The work of re-striking was executed by
Boulton with his new coining-presses at the Soho Mint, Birmingham. The new
dollars circulated at 5». each, and their issue was commenced in May, 1804. The

'tok1ens
were dated 1804 only, and the total number issued was about two

mi lions.

By an Order in Council, dated 25th June, 1811, authority was given for the
issue of pieces of the value of 38. and ls. 611. These pieces weighed 227 grains
and 113; grains respectively, and were of the average fineness of the Spanish
dollar (891%) Tokens of both these denominations were issued in 1811 and 1812.

New dies of diiferent design were prepared in 1812, and an Order in Council,
dated the 23rd July, authorized the striking of tokens (3.;-. and ls. 6d.) corre
sponding in weight and fineness with those of the previous issue. Tokens of this
issue are dated each year from 1812 to 1816 inclusive.
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1846. Dollar, 1794. 01.11., CAROLUS . |||| . 0|-:| . GRATIA.
Bust laureated to right of Charles IV. of Spain, counter
marked in centre, with a small oval bust of George III.
to right; below, the date. Rev., HISPAN , ET . IND .

REX . M . 8 R . F. M . Royal arms of Spain crowned
between two pillars.

1847. Dollar, 1804. 01>-.~., GEORGIUS ||| DEI GRATIA
. REX. Bust laureated to right, with flowing hair behind,

and love-lock over left shoulder ; mantle over the cuirass,
and fastened on the right shoulder with a brooch ; below,
in small letters, C.H.K. (Kiichler). Rev., BAN K OF
ENGLAN D. Britannia seated to left, with spear and
branch, also a beehive and cornucopiae, within an oval
band, on which is inscribed FIVE SHILLINGS-—— DOLLAR ;

above, a mural crown ; and below, the date, 1804.

The outlines of a Spanish dollar can be traced on the surface of this
coin and on that of No. 1850, the Bank dollars having been struck over
Spanish pieces.

1848. Three-shilling token, 1811. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill DEI
GRATIA REX. Bust laureated to right, with flowing
hair behind, and wearing a cuirass. Rev., BANK .

TOKEN . 3 SHILL . 1811 . wit-hin an oak wreath.
Plain edge. (Lewis Pingo.)

1849. Three-shilling token, 1812. 00.1., GEORGIUS ||| DEI
GRATIA REX. Head laureated to right, with short
hair, and tye end touching back of neck, similar to
No. 1853. Plain reverse.

1850. Dollar, 1804, pattern. Obv., GEORGIUS III . DEI
GRATIA. Bust laureated to right, with long flowing
hair, and love-lock over left shoulder; mantle over the
cuirass, and fastened on the right shoulder with a brooch;
below, a small K. .R8'U., BRITANNIARUM REX
FIDEI DEFENSOR. Royal arms within the Garter,
Cmwlled; below, DOLLAR, and at sides of crown,
the date. Plain edge.

1851. Dollar, 1804, proof. Legends and types as No. 1847.

1852. Three-shilling token, 1811, proof. Legends and types
as No. 1848.

1853. Three-shilling token, 1812, proof. Obv.,.GEORG|US lll
DEI GRATIA REX. Head laureated to right, with
short hair, and tye end touching back of neck. Rev.,
BANK TOKEN 3 SHILL . 1812 within an oak and

I laurel wreath. (N. Marchant.)
- . . .

SILVER.
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AND

PROOFS.

SILVER.

1854. Eighteen-pence token, 1811, proof. Types as No. 1848,
but BANK TOKEN 1S . 6D . 1811 within an oak
wreath. (L. Pingo.)

1855. Eighteen-pence token, 1812, proof. Types as No. 1853,
but with BANK TOKEN 1S . 6D .1812 Within an oak
and laurel wreath. (T. Wyon, jr.)

1856. Eighteen-pence token, 1812, proof. As No. 1855, but
smaller letters.

1857. Ninepence token, 1812, pattern. As No. 1853, but with
BANK TOKEN 9 PENCE . 1812. (T. Wyon, jr.)

1858. Ninepence token, 1812, pattern. Types as No. 1853, but
with BANK TOKEN 9D . 1812.

GEORGE IV., 1820-1830.

'
well as Great Britain.

During the reign of George IV. there were few changes in the coinage. The
least current weight of the Sovereign was in 1821 reduced from 122% grs. to

122%grs., and that of the Half-sovereign from 615 grs. to 6l,,‘~grs. The standards
of weight and fineness remained the same for coins in all three metals.

A Double-sovereign was issued in 1823. The shillings and sixpences of the
third issue bore the royal crest on the reverse, and from this circumstance are

known as “ lion " shillings and sivpences.

The obverses of the later issues of this reign were executed by William Wyon,
after a medallion by Sir Francis Chantry. The obverse of the Double-sovereign,
dated 1823, was engraved by Merlen from Chantry’s model.

The second issue of copper coins (1825-1830) was made current in Ireland as

(See p. 244.)

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal.

I

Issues. Denominations.

GOLD First (1821-1825) Two-pound piece, Sovereign, Half
sovereign.

Second (1825-1830) Sovereign, Half-sovereign.

SILVER First (1820-1823) Crown, Half-crown, Shilling, Six
pence ; Maundy Money (1820
1830).

Second (1823-1825) Half-crown, Shilling, Sixpence.

Third (1825 -1830) Half-crown, Shilling, Sixpence.

First (1821-1825) ... Farthing

Second (1825-1830)_i_i~
Note.—Five-pound pieces were struck, but not for circulation.

Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.
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PROCLAMATIONS RELATING TO ISSUES.

Date of Proclamation.
i

Coins proclaimed current.

21st October, 1s2o
\

Half-crowns of a. new design (first issue).

21st March, 1821 Crowns, Shillings, Sixpenccs ; Maundy Fourpences,
Threepences, Twopences, and Pence of new designs

(first issue).
i

_ 5th May, 1821 Sovereigns and Half-sovereigns of new designs (first
issue).

llth November, 1821 Farthings of new designs (first issue).

19th September, 1823 Two-pound pieces; their standard weight prescribed

(first issue).

19th September, 1823 ... Half-sovereigns (first issue, second type), and Half'
crowns (second issue) of new designs.

18th November, 1823 Shillings and Sixpences of new designs (second issue).

llth June, 1825* Sovereigns, Half-sovereigns, Crowns, Half-crowns,
Shillings, and Sixpences of new designs (third
issue).

30th January, 18261" Pence, Halfpence, and Farthings of new designs

(second issue).

* The Order in Council of this date provides for the coinage of Five-pound
and Two-pound pieces for which patterns were prepared (Nos. l906~7).

-I
‘ The Order in Council for a new copper coinage was dated 14th November,

1825, and some pence and halfpence, but not farthings, of this issue. are
of this year's date.

1861. Two-pound piece, or Double-sovereign, first issue, 1823.
Obv-, GEORGIUS llll D : G : BRITANNIAR : REX
F: D 1 Head with short curly hair to left. Rev.,
St. George and the Dragon to right; below, the date.
Edge, mucus &c. . . ANNO REGNI IV.

1862. s0V81'61gl1, first issue, 1821, proof. Obv., e.EoRe.|us
llll D : G : BRITANNIAR : REX . F: D : Head
with curly hair, laureated, to left; below, B. P. in small
letters. Rev., St. George and the Dragon; in the

ezéergue,
the date and B. P. (Benedetto Pistrucci). Milled

e ge.

1863. Sovereign, first issue, 1824. As the last, No. 1862.

1864. Half-sovereign, first issue, first type, 1821. 0bv.,
GEORGIUS llll D : G : BRITANNIAR : REX F: D :

Head laureated to left ; below, B. P. (Benedetto Pistrucci).
Relv-, AN NO . 1821. Shield of arms crowned and gar
nished with roses, thistles, and shamrocks; W. W. P. in
small letters in centres of three of the shamrocks (William
Wellesley Pole, Master of the Mint). Milled edge.

GOLD.

»'.u.\
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GOLD.

SILVER.

MAUN DY
MONEY.

1865. Half-sovereign, first issue, second type, 1823. Obv.,
similar to No. 1864. Rev., square shield of arms crowned
and lined; below, thistle and shamrock issuing from
a rose; around, ANNO 1823. Milled edge.

This second type of half-sovereign was substituted for the first,
because of the resemblance of the latter to the type of the sixpenoe.

1866. Sovereign, second issue, 1826. Obv., GEORGIUS IV
DEI GRATIA. Head with short curly hair to left;
below, the date. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX FID :

DEF : Garnished shield of arms, crowned. Milled edge.

1867. Half-sovereign, second issue, 1826, proof. Legends and
types as the Sovereign, No. 1866. Milled edge.

1868. Crown, first issue, 1821. Obv., GEORGIUS llll D : G :

BRITANNIAR : REX F : D : Large head of king to
left, laureate; below, B. P. (B. Pistrucci). Rev., St.'
George and the Dragon, with B. P. and W. W. P. in small
letters; below, date. Edge, nuous &c. ANNO . amen: .

SECUNDO.

1869. Half-crown, first issue, 1820, proof. Obv., similar to the
Crown, No. 1868. Rev., crowned and garnished shield ;

below, a rose; at the sides, a thistle and shamrock;
around, ANNO 1820. Milled edge.

1870. Half-crown, 1821. Similar to No. 1869, but dated 1821.

1871. Half-crown, 1823. Similar to No. 1869, but dated 1823.

1872. Half-crown, 1824. Similar to No. 1869, but dated 1824.

1873. Shilling, first issue, 1820, proof. Same legends and types
as Half-crown, No. 1869. Milled edge.

1874. Shilling, 1821. Similar to last, but wider garniture on
shield. Milled edge.

1875. Sixpence, first issue, 1820, proof. Same legends and
types as Half-crown, N 0. 1869. Milled edge.

1876. Sixpence, 1821. Similar to No. 1875.

1877. Groat, 1822. Obv., GEORGIUS ||||
TANNIAR : REX F : D ; Laureated head with short
curly hair to left, as the Crown, No. 1868. Rev., within
an oak wreath, the numeral 4 crowned and dividing the
date. Plain edge.

D:G:BR|
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1.878. Threepence, 1822. Legends and types as the Groat, MAUNDY
No. 1877, but head smaller in proportion, and the MONEY

numeral 3. .

1879. Half-groat, 1822. As the Groat, No. 1877, but numeral 2.

1880. Penny, 1822. As the Groat, No. 1877, but numeral 1.

1881. Half-crown, second issue, 1823. Obv., legends and types
as the first issue, No. 1869. Rev., square shield crowned,
and encircled by the Garter with the motto and collar of
the Order; below, AN NO 1823. Milled edge.

1882. Shilling, second issue, 1823. Legends and types as the
Half-crown, No. 1881, but without the collar of the
Garter on the reverse. Milled edge.

1883. Sixpence, second issue, 1826. Legends and types as the
Shilling, No. 1882, but reading AN NO 1826. Plain edge.

1884. Half-crown, third issue, 1826. Obv., legend and type as
Sovereign, N0. 1866. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX
FID : DEF : Square shield of arms, surmounted by a
helmet crowned, with lambrequins; below, the royal
motto on a scroll, DIEU ET MON DROIT. Milled edge.

1885. Shilling, third issue, 1826. Obv., legend and type as last.
Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR.
The royal crest (9

. crowned lion on a crown); below, a

rose, thistle, and shamrock united. Milled edge.

1.886. Sixpence, third issue, 1826. Legends and types as the
Shilling, No. 1885. Milled edge.

1887. Farthing, first issue, 1821. 0011., GEORGIUS |||| DEI comm.'
GRATIA. Bust laureated, and draped, to left. Rm.-.,
BRITANNIAR: REX FID: DEF: Britannia helmeted
and draped seated to right. holding in her right hand,
which also supports a shield, a laurel branch, and in her

, left a trident; by her left side a lion couchant; in the
exergue, the date. Plain edge.

1888-9. Farthings, 1822. Legends and types as No. 1887.

1890. Farthing, 1823. Legends and types as No. 1887.

1891*2. Pennies, second issue, 1826, proofs. Obv., GEORGIUS
IV DEI GRATIA. Head laureated to left; below, the
date. Rev., BRITANNIAR : REX FID : DEF: Bri1

tannia helmeted, seated on shield to right, and holding
in her left hand a trident ; in the exergue, a rose, thistle,
and shamrock united,
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0 OPPER.

-PATTERNS.

GOLD.

1893. Penny, 1826. As the last, but bronzed.

1894-5. Halfpennies, second issue, 1826, proof. Legends and
types as the Penny, No. 1891. ~

1896. 'Halt'penny, 1826. As the last, but bronzed.

1897. Farthing, second issue, 1829, proof. As the‘ Penny,
No. 1891.

1898. Farthing, 1830. As No. 1897, except the date.

1899. Farthing, 1826. As No. 1897, except date, and bronzed.

1906. Five-pound piece, 1826. Obv., GEORGIUS IV DEI
GRATIA. Head with short curly hair to left; below,
the date. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REX FID : DEF:
Square shield within an ermine mantle crowned, and
looped up to right and left with tasselled cord. Edge,
DECUS &C. ANNO REGNI SEPTIMO.

1907. Two-pound piece, 1826. Legends, types, and edge as the
Five-pound piece, No. 1906.

1908. Half-sovereign, 1820. Similar to No. 1864, but shield
lined, and without W. W. P. Milled edge.

1909. Half-sovereign, 1820. Similar to the preceding, No. 1908,
but shield not lined. Milled edge.

1910. Half-sovereign, 1821. Similar to No. 1909, with crowned,
garnished shield unlined and without roses, thistles, and
shamrocks. Milled edge.

1911. Half-sovereign, 1821. Similar to No. 1909, but plain oval
shield crowned between a thistle and shamrock, with a
rose below. Milled edge.

1912. Half-sovereign. Obv., legend and type of second issue,
dated 1829. Rev., legend and second type of first issue

(crowned square shield above a rose, thistle, and sham
rock, with date, 1823), as No. 1865. Milled edge.

1913. Half-sovereign, 1821, struck in silver. As No. 1864.
Plain edge.
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1914-. Crown, 1826. Obv., Legend, type, and edge as the Five
pound piece, No. 1906. Rev., plain.

1915. Grown, 1829. Legends and types as No. 1914, but with
plain edge. The head is larger, with W. W. on neck.

1916. Crown, struck in gold. As the reverse of No. 1914, but
the obverse is plain.

1917. Shilling, 1824. Obv., GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA .
1824, Head to left within an inner circle. Rev.,
BRITANNIARUM REX FID : DEF: Square shield
crowned; below, an ornamental scroll with royal motto
DIEU ET MON DROIT : the whole within an inner
circle. A rose with six leaves divides the legends

(W. Wyon). Plain edge.

WILLIAM IV., 1830-1837.

In the reign of William IV. no change was made in the standards of weight
and fineness for the coins. In 1836-7 the groat bearing the figure of Britannia
on the reverse was struck for general circulation. These coins being issued at
the instance of Mr. Joseph Hume, who was Member of Parliament for the County
of Middlesex from 1830 to 1837, were nicknamed “ Joeys.” They were made
current by proclamation dated 3rd February, 1836.

The obverses of all the coins were engraved by William Wyon from a bust by
Sir Francis Chantry. The reverses were executed by J. B. Merlen.

The half-sovereigns struck in 1834 were of a smaller diameter than formerly,
in order that they might be distinguished more readily from sixpences. They
were not favourably received, and a portion of the issue was re-coined in 1835
into pieces of the usual size (see N0. 1923).

In 1834, a design for the reverse of a five-pound piece, modelled by W. Wyon,
was submitted by Lord Auckland to the King, who approved of the general idea.
His Majesty desired some alterations in the figure of Neptune, which was the
principal feature of the design. But it is not known whether the design was
proceeded with beyond this stage or not.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLD Sovereign, Half-sovereign.

SILVER Half-crown, Sh;g;ixpenw,
Groat, Maundy Money.

Gorrmz

__ ~—-——_.——

Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.

Note.--Two-pound pieces and Crowns were struck, but were not issued for
circulation, although provided for in the general proclamation, dated 13th April,

PATTERNS.

SILVER.

1831.
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GOLD;

SILVER.

1921.

1922.

1923.

1924.

1925.

1926.

1927.

0bv., GU LIELM USTwo-pound piece, 1831, pattern.
Head tollll D : G : BRITANNIAR : REX F :. D:

right, with W. W. on the neck in incuse letters. Rev.,
square shield of arms lined, within an embroidered
ermine mantle, crowned, and looped up on both sides
with tasselled cord; below the shield, the collar of the
Garter and pendant of St. George to left, and ANNO .
1831. Plain edge. '

Sovereign, 1830, proof. Obverse as No. 1921. Rev.,
garnished square shield of arms crowned and lined;
below, ANNO . 1830. Plain edge.

Half-sovereign, 1831, proof (small size), Legends and
types as the Sovereign, No. 1922. Plain edge.

Legends and types as the Half
sovereign, No. 1923. Grained edge. This is a larger
sized piece than No. 1923.

Half-sovereign, 1837.

Crown, 1831, pattern. Obv., GULIELMUS |||| o = c:
BRITANNIAR : REX F: D : Head to right; 011 the
neck, W. W. in incuse letters. Rev., square shield of
arms, lined, within an embroidered ermine mantle,
crowned, and looped up on both sides with tasselled
cord ; around the shield is the collar of St. George, with
pendant, to left; and below, AN NO 1831. Plain edge.

CIOWII, struck in lead, 1832. As No. 1925. Edge, DECUS
&c. ANNO REGNI TERTIO. - 'l‘he inscription is between
ornamental borders, and the words are separated by a
small lion and a rose, a thistle, and a shamrock.

Crown, pattern, without date. Obverse as No. 1925, but
with W. WYON in raised letters on neck. Rev., BRI
TANNIARUM REX FID : DEF: Square shield of
arms, lined, within an ermine mantle, as No. 1925,
but more richly ornamented. and the collar is shown
above the shield, and the pendant of St. George is turned

_t
o the right. Plain edge.

1923-9. Half-crowns, 1831, proofs. Legends and types as

1930.

Crown, No. 1925, but with W. W. in Italian capitals on
neck, and the collar and pendant of St. George, instead
of being around the shield, only appear below it. Plain
edges. 3

i

Half-crown, 1834. As the preceding, Nd. 1928.

1931-2. Shillings, 1831, proofs. Obverse as Crown, No. 1925.
Rev., ONE SHILLING, under a crown, within an olive
and oak wreath ; below, the date. _ L
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1933. Shilling, 1831. As the last, No. 1931. SILVER

1934. Shilling, 1834. As No. 1931.

1935. Shilling, 1835. As No. 1931.

1936. Shilling, 1836. As 110.1931.

1937. Shilling, 1837. As No.1931.

1938-40. Sixpences, 1831, proofs. Legends and types as
Shilling, No. 1931, but without letters on neck, and
reading SIXPENCE. One plain, two milled edges.

1941. Sixpence, 1831, proof. Precisely the same as N0. 1938,
but struck in palladium.

1942. Sixpence, 1834. As No.1!'38.

1943. Sixpence, 1835. As No. 1938.

1944. Sixpence, 1836. As N0.1938.

1945. Sixpence, 1837. As N0.1938.

1946-'7. GIOHIS, 1836. Obverse as on the Crown, No. 1925.Rea, Britannia, helmeted, seated to right with right hand
on a shield bearing the Union Cross, and holding a
trident in her left hand; around, FOUR PENCE; in
the exergue, the date. Grained edge.

1948-9. G1'08.tS, 1837. Legends and types as No. 1946.

1950. Groat, 1836, pattern. Similar types and legends to
N0. 1946, but the word FOURPENCE not divided.

1951. GI0817, 1836, pattern. Similar types and legends to
No. 1946, but reading 4 P for Fourpence.

1952. Fourpence, 1831. Obi-., GULIELMUS llll D : G :MAUNDY
BRITANNIAR : REX F: D : Head‘ to right. Rem, MONEY
numeral 4 under a crown, and dividing the date; the
whole within an oak wreath. Plain edge.

1953. Threepence, 1831. Legends and types as the Fourpence,N o. 1952, but with 3 under crown. - -

1954. Twopence, 1831. As the Fourpence, No. 1952, but with'
2 under crown.

9010
I

M
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MAUNDY
MONEY.

COPPER.

1955. Penny, 1831. .As the Fourpence, No. 1952, but with
I under crown.

1956. Penny, 1831. Obv., GULIELMUS IIH DEI GRATIA.
Head to right; below, the date. Rev., BRITANNIAR :

REX F ID : DEF; Britannia, helmeted and draped,
seated looking to right, holding in her left hand a
trident, and resting her right on the shield; in the
exergue, a rose, thistle, and shamrock united. Bronzed
proof.

1957. Halfpenny, 1831. Legends and types as the Penny,
No. 1956. Bronzed proof.

1958. Farthing, 1831. As the Penny, N 0. 1956. Bronzed proof.

1959. Penny, 1831. As No. 1956, but not bronzed.

1960. Penny, 1834. As No. 1956, but not bronzed, and dated
1834.

1961. Halfpenny, 1837.
1837.

As the Penny, No. 1956, but dated

1962. Farthing, 1834. As the Penny, No. 1956, but not bronzed,
and dated 1834.

7

1963. Farthing, 1835. As No. 1962, but dated 1835.

1964. Farthing, 1836. As No. 1962, but dated 1836.

1965. Farthing, 1837. As No. 1962, but dated 1837.

VICTORIA, 1837-1 901 .

There were three issues of gold in Queen Victoriafs reign, distinguished by
their obverse types. The first efligy of the queen (1837-87) was prepared by
W. Wyon, the second (1887-92) by J. E. Boehm (engraved by L. C. Wyon),
and the third (1893-1901) by T. Brock (engraved by G. W. De Saulles).

At the accession the Hanoverian arms were omitted from the shield on the
reverse of the Sovereign and Half-sovereign. This reverse type was continued
until 1871, when Pistrucci’s St. George and the Dragon was revived for the
Sovereign, at first concurrently with the shield of arms, and from 1875 exclusively.
In 1893 this type was adopted for the Half-sovereign also. On the coins of the
third issue IND . IMP . was added to the inscription. expressive of the Queen’s
rule over the Indian Empire.

Five-pound and Two-pound pieces were struck for the second and third issues.
Patterns for coins of these denominations were also prepared by W. Wyon for the
first issue.
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The three issues of silver correspond in period with those of the gold coins.
Crowns known from the character of the design as “ Gothic " were struck
in 1846, 1847, and 1853, but few passed into circulation. The Florin when first
struck in 1849 was called the “Graeeless” or “Godless” florin, because DEI
GRATIA was omitted in the inscription. In 1852 D . G . was added. The
issue of the Great was discontinued in 1856. From 1845 the Threepence,
previously a Maundy coin only, was issued for general circulation in the United
Kingdom. The Double-fiorin was only issued from 1887 to 1890.

In 1860 the copper coinage was superseded b one struck in bronze, an alloy
containing 95 parts of copper, 4 of tin, and 1 0 zinc. The weight of the pieces
was reduced; while a lb. of copper was coined into 24 Pennies, a. lb. of the new
bronze was coined into 48 Pennies, 80 Halfpenuies, or 160 Farthings. In 1842,
Half-farthings were made current in the United Kingdom by proclamation.

The dies for the bronze coinage (1860) were engraved by Leonard C. Wyon.
The bust of the queen as modelled by T. Brock for the third issue of gold and
silver in 1893 was adopted for the bronze coins in 1895. To prevent the possibility
of new Farthings being mistaken for Half-sovereigns, the practice was instituted
in 1897 of blackening the former before issue.

TABLE OF ISSUES.

Metal. Issues. Denominations.

GOLn First (1838-1887) Sovereign, Half-sovereign.

Second (1887-1892) Five-pounds, Two-pounds, Sove
reign, Half-sovereign.

Third (1893-1901) Five-pounds, Two-pounds, Sove
reign, Half-sovereign.

SILVER First (1888-1887) Crown, Half-crown, Florin,
Shilling, Sixpence, Great,
Threepence. Maundy Money,

(first issued, 1837.)

Second (1887-1892) Crown, Double - fiorin, Half
crown, Florin, Shilling, Six
pence, Threepence, Maundy
Money (first issued, 1888).

Third (1893-1901) Crown, Half - crown, Florin,
Shilling, Sixpence, Threepence,
Maundy Money.

COPPER One (1838-1860) Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing,
Half-farthing.

BRONZE First (1860-1894) Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.

Second (1895-1901) Penny, Halfpenny, Farthing.

]V0ta.-—Five-pound and Two-pound pieces of the first issue were struck, but
not for general circulation.

9070 M 2
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PROCLAMATIONS RELATING TO CURRENCY.

Date of Proclamation.
,1

5th July, 1838

18th July, 1838

13th June, 1842

19th May, 1845

24th April, 1s47

30th July, 1849

5th April, 1s:s2

17th December, 1860

13th May, 1869

14th January, 1871

13th May, 1887

(28th November, 1887

22nd November, 1890

30111January, 1893

‘llth May, 1895

GOLD.

G :

Subject.

Giving currency to gold, silver, and copper coins of
new designs, and specifying their weights (including
five and two-pound pieces).

'

Stating least current weights of Double-sovereigns,
Sovereigns, and Half-sovereigns, and giving cur
rency to Groats having a different obverse inscrip
tion.

Giving currency in the United Kingdom to copper
Half-farthings.

Giving general currency in the United Kingdom to
Threepences, similar in design to the Maundy
Threepences.

Giving currency to Crowns of new design (Gothic).

Giving currency to silver coins of a new denomina

tion—(Florins or tenths of a pound).

Giving currency to Florins of a new design (with
D.G.).

Giving currency to -1.new bronze coinage

Demonetizing copper coins after 31st December, 1869.

Giving currency to Sovereigns of new design,
(George and dragon).

Giving currency to gold and silver coins of new
designs, including a new Double-florin.

Giving currency to Sixpences having a different
reverse design from that specified in Proclamation
of 13th May, 1887.

Demonetizing pre-Victorian gold coins from 28th
February, 1891.

Giving currency to gold and silver coins of new
designs.

Giving currency to bronze coins of new designs.

1966. Five-pound piece, 1839, pattern. 0bv., VICTORIA D :

BRITANNIARUM REGINA . F . D. Head of
queen to left, with ornamented band and fillet around
hair; w. WYON . R.A. on neck. Rev., DIRIGE DEUS
GRESSUS MEOS. Full-length figure of Her Majesty
as Una leading the lion, to left; the queen is crowned
and wearing the royal mantle, on the left shoulder of
which is the Star of the Garter ; in her right hand is the
virge, or sceptre with the dove, extended over the lion’s
head, whereby she guides the lion, and in the left an
orb ; in the exergue, MDCCCXXXIX and W. WYON - R-A

Jdgc, DECUS &c. ANNO REGNI TERTIO
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1967. Five-pound piece, 1839, pattern. Legends and types as GOLD.

1966, but reads D|R|G|T on the reverse, and there is no
Star on the mantle. The edge is plain, and there are

differences in the arrangement of the dots and of the
beading.

1968. Two~pound piece, 1841, pattern. Obverse plain. Rev.,
a large trident dividing the date, between two dolphins.
Edge plain.

1969. Two-pound piece, pattern. Obverse plain. Rev., BRIT
ANNIARUM REGINA FID : DEF : Plain square
shield of arms crowned and lined, within a laurel wreath;
below, a rose, thistle, and shamrock. Edge plain.

1970. Sovereign, 1837, pattern. 01111., VICTORIA DEI GRA
TIA. Small head of queen to left, with plain band and
fillet around hair; on each side of neck a small rose;
and below, the date. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REGINA
FID : DEF : Plain square shield of arms crowned and
lined within a laurel wreath ; below, a rose, thistle, and
shamrock. Plain edge.

1971. Sovereign, first issue, 1839, proof. Legends and types
as No. 1970, but with larger head, and with W.W. in
raised letters on neck. Plain edge.

1972-3. Sovereigns, 1853. As No. 1971, but milled edge.

1974. Sovereign, 1871, proof. Legends and types as No. 1971.
Milled edge.

1975-6. Sovereigns, first issue, second type, 1871. Obv., VIC
TORIA D : G : BRITANNIAR : REG : F: D: Head
of queen to left as before. Rev., St. George and the
Dragon, with initials B. P. and the date below. Plain
edge.

1977. Sovereign, 1878. Legends and types as No. 1974.

1978. Half-sovereign, first issue, 1839, proof. Legends as the
Sovereign, No. 1971. Obv., plain filleted head to left;
below, the date. Rev., garnished shield, crowned and
lined. Plain edge.

1979'-80. Half-sovereigns, 1853. Legends and types as
No. 1978. Milled edges.
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1981. Half-sovereign, 1871. Legends and types as No. 1978.
Plain edge. Small numeral “ 1

" below the shield on the
reverse, being a die-mark.

1982-3. Five-pound pieces, second issue, 1887. Obv., VIC
TORIA D : G : BRITT: REG : F: D: Bust Of the
queen to left, wearing the imperial crown; a long veil
falls behind the head ; the bust is draped, and decorated
with the ribbon and Star of the Garter, and also the

badge of the Imperial Order of the Crown of India; the
initials J. E. B. beneath the shoulder. Rev., St. George
and the Dragon (with streamers to the helmet); the
initials B. P. below the date. Milled edges.

1984-5. Two-pound pieces, 1887, second issue. Legends and
types as the last, No. 1982.

1986-7. Sovereigns, 1887, second issue. Legends and types as
the Five-pound piece, No. 1982.

1988~9. Half-sovereigns, second issue, 1887. Obv., VICTORIA
DEI GRATIA. Bust as on the Five-pound piece, No. 1982.
Rev., BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID : DEF: Gar
nished shield crowned with imperial crown, with date
below. Milled edges.

1990. Five-pound piece, enn-(1 issue, 1893. 01.9., VICTORIA .

DEI . GRA . BRITT. REGINA. FID. DEF. IND.
IM P. Crowned bust of queen to left, veiled and draped,
wearing ribbon and Star of Garter; the initials '1‘. B. are
below the bust. Rev., St. George and the Dragon, with
date below. Milled edge.

1991. Two-pound piece, third issue, 1893. Legends and types
as the Five-pound piece, No. 1990.

1992—3. Sovereigns, third issue, 1893. Legends and types as
the Five-pound piece, N0. 1990.

'

1994-5. Half-sovereigns, third issue, 1893. Legends and types
as the Five-pound piece, No. 1990.

1996. Grown, first issue, 1839, pattern. Legends and types as
on the Sovereign of the first issue, N0. 1971; the fillet
and band in the hair are ornamented; on the neck,
W. WYON, R.A., in raised letters ; below, the date. Plain
edge.

1997. Grown, 1844. Legends and types as No. 1996. Edge,
DECUS &c. ANNO REGNI VIII. in incuse letters.
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1998-2000. Crowns, 1845. Legends and types as No. 1996. $ILVER
Plain edges.

2001. Grown, 1845. As No. 1998, but edge inscribed DEOUS
&c. IX. in incuse letters.

2002-5. CIOWIIB, 1847, proofs. Obv., Ditimqia . inzi . gratis .

hqiianniat : mg : f : B . Bust of queen to left, wearing
an imperial crown, and a richly ornamented bodice,
covered with roses, thistles, and shamrocks; on the
truncation of bust, W . W. in incuse letters. Rev.,
tuqafur . units . issue . annn . hum . mhrrrxthtt .

Four shields bearing the arms of Great Britain and
Ireland, crowned and arranged in the form of a cross
within a double tressure of twelve curves with trefoiled
points; the whole on a groundwork of delicate tracery.
In the angles between the shields, a. rose, thistle,
shamrock, and rose, and in the centre the Star of the
Garter and the motto; at the sides of crown on the
first shield bearing the English arms is W . W . in
incuse letters. Edges, nscus &c. . ANNO REGNI
UNDEOIMO . in raised Gothic letters.

Some were ordered to be struck with incuse letters.

2006-9. CIOWHS, I847, proofs. Legends and types as the last,
but with plain edges.

2010. Half-crown, first issue, 1839, proof. Legends and types
as Crown, No. 1996, but with ornamented band, and
plain fillet around the hair, and with W. W . in raised
letters on neck. Plain edge.

2011-2. Half-crowns, 1850. Legends and types as No. 2010,
but with plain band. Milled edges.

2013-4. Half-crowns, 1862, patterns. Legends and types as

No. 2010, with ornamented band. Plain edges.

2015. Half-crown, 1:574. As ‘No. _2011. Milled edge.

2016. Half-crown, 1880. As N.o. 2011. Milled edge.

2017—8. Florins, first issue, first type, 1848. Obv., VICTORIA
REGINA 1848. Crowned bust of queen to left, with
a plait of hair falling below the ear; dress decorated
with roses, thistles, and shamrocks. Rev., ONE FLORIN
—ONE-TENTH OF A POUND. Four crowned shields
bearing the arms of Great Britain and Ireland arranged
in the form of a cross. In the centre, a rose; and in
the angles, two roses, a thistle, and a shamrock, each
beneath an arched canopy with trefoils at the points.
Plain edges.
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SILVER. 2019-20. Florins, 1818. As No. 2017, but milled edges.

2021-2. Florins, first issue, second type, 1853. Legends and
types similar to No. 2017, but the inscriptions are in
Gothic letters, and that on the obverse reads: wirfnria II 2

g : brii : mg 1 f : b : mhrrrliii. On the reverse a flori
ated cross is in the centre instead of a rose, and the
tressure is of lighter work. Milled edges.

2023-4. Florins, 1867.
reading hriii .

Legends and types as N0. 2021, but
Plain edges.

2025. Florin, 1867. As No. 2023. Milled edge.

2026. Florin, 1880. As No. 2023. Milled edge.

2027. Shilling, first issue, 1839. Obv., VICTORIA DEI GRA
TIA BRITANNIAR : REG : F : D : Type as the
Sovereign, No. 1071. Rev., ONE SHILLING within an

olive and oak wreath ; above, a crown ; below, the date.

Plain edge.

The wreath is described in the proclamation as consisting of olive
and oak, not laurel and oak as often stated.

2028. Shilling, 1851. Legends and types as No. 2027. Milled
edge.

2029-30. Shillings, 1853. As Ne. 2027.

2031. Shilling, 1879. As N0. 2027.

2032. Shilling, 1880. As Ne. 2027.

2033. Sixpence, first issue, 1839.
Shilling, No. 2027, but reading S|XPENCE_
edge.

Legends and types as the
Plain

2034-5. Sixpences, 1853. As No. 2033. Milled edges.

2036—'7. Sixpences, 1870. As No. 2033. Plain edges.

2038. Sixpence, 1879. As No. 2033. Milled edge.

2039. Sixpence, 1880. As No. 2033. ‘Milled edge.

2040. Great, first issue, 1839, proof.
BRITANNIAR : REGINA F : D : Head to left, as on
the Sovereign, No. 1971. Rev., Britannia helmeted, and
seated to right, holding a trident in her left hand, and
resting her right on the shield ; around, FOURPENCE ;

in the exergue, the date. Plain edge. .

Obv., VICTORIA D : G :
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2041-3. Greats, 1853. As Ne. 2040. Milled edges. SILVER

2044. Groat, 1857. As No.20-10. Milled edge.

2045. Fourpence, first issue, 1839. Oblh, legend and type as MAUNDY
the Groat, No. 2040. Rev., numeral 4 crowned and MONEY
dividing the date; the whole within an oak wreath.
Plain edge.

2046-7. Fourpences, 1853. Legends and types as No. 2045.

2048—9. Fourpences, 1868. Legends and types as No. 2045.

2050. Fourpence, 1879. As No. 2045.

2051. Fourpence, 1880. As N0. 2045.

2052. Threepence, first issue, 1839. As the Fourpence, No. 2045
but the numeral 3.

’

2053. Threepence, 1815. As No. 2052.

Threepences were authorized for general currency in 1845.

2054. Threepence,185:-5. As No. 2052.

2055—6. Threepences, 1868. As No. 2052.

2057. Threepence, 1879. As No. 2052.

2058. Threepence, 1880. As No. 2052.

2059. TWOPGIIGG, first issue, 1839. Legends and types as the
Fourpence, No. 2045, but the numeral 2.

2060-1. Twopences, 1853. As No. 2059.

2062-3. Twopences, 1868. As No. 2059.

2064. Twopence, 1879. As No. 2059.

2065. Twopence,
1880._ As No. 2059.

2066. Penny, first issue, 1839. Legends and types as the Four
pence, No. 2045, but the numeral 1.
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2067—8. Pennies, 1853. As No. 2066.

2069-70. Pennies, 1868. As No. 2066.

2071. Penny, 1879. As No. 2066.

2072. Penny, 1880. As No. 2066.

2073-4. Crowns, second issue, 1887. Legends and types as the
Five-pound piece, No. 1982.

2075-0. Double-florins, second issue, 1887. Obv., VICTORIA
DEI GRATIA. Crowned bust of queen as the Crown,
No. 2073. Rev., FID : DEF: BRITT: REG : 1887.
Four crowned shields arranged in the form of a cross;
in the angles, four sceptres springing from the Star of
the Garter in the centre. Milled edges.

2077-8. Half-crowns, second issue, 1887. Obv., legend and
type as the Double-fiorin, No. 2075. Rev., BRITANNI
ARUM REGINA FID: DEF : 1887. Square shield
crowned and lined within the Garter with the motto and
collar of the Order.

2079-80. Florins, second issue, 1887.
t-he Double-florin, No. 2075.

Legends and types as

2081-2. Shillings, second issue, first type, 1887. Obv., VIC
TORIA DEI GRATIA BRITT : REGINA F : D :

Bust of Queen, as on the Crown, No. 2073. Rev., square
shield, crowned, within the Garter with motto; the date

below.

2083. Shillin , second issue, second type, 1889.
No. 20 1, but with larger head.

As the last,

2084-5. Sixpences, second issue, first type, 1887. Legends and
types as the Shilling, No. 2081.

2080. Sixpence, second issue, second type, 1888. Obv., as the
preceding, N o. 2084. Rev., SIXPENCE Within 8 Wreath
of olive and oak ; above, an imperial crown ; below, the
date.

2087-8. Fourpences, second issue, 1888. Obv., VICTORIA D :

G : BRITANNIAR : REGINA F: D : Bust Of the
queen as on the Grown, No. 2073. Rev., the numeral 4
crowned within an oak wreath, dividing the date.
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2089-90. Threepences, second issue, 1887. As the preceding,
No. 2087, but reading VICTORIA DEI GRATIA BRITT.
REGINA F : D : on the obverse and the numeral 3 on

the reverse. Threepences of this date and type were

issued for general circulation only, the first Maundy
money of the second issue being dated 1888.

2091-2. Threepences, second issue, 1888. As the last, No. 2089.

2093-4. Twopences, second issue, 1888.

No. 2087, but the numeral 2.
As the Fourpence,

2095—6. Pennies, second issue, - 1888.

No. 2087, but the numeral 1.

As the Fourpence,

2097. Fourpence, second issue, 1892. As No. 2087.

2098. Threepence, second issue, 1892. As No. 2089.

2099. Twopence, second issue, 1892. As No. 2093.

2100. Penny, second issue, 1892. As No. 2095.

2101-2. Crowns, third issue, 1893. Legends and types as the
Five-pound piece, No. 1990. Edge, DECUS &c. ANNO
REGNI LVI.

2103-4. Ha.lf—crowns, third issue, 1893. Obv., VICTORIA .

DEI GRA , BRITT _ REG. Crowned bust of queen as
on the Five-pound piece, No.1990. Rev., FID _ DEF _

IND. IMP. HALF CROWN. A spade-shaped shield
of arms crowned, upon the collar of the Garter; below,
the date. Milled edges.

2105-6. Florins, third issue, 1.893. Obv., legend and type as
the Five-pound piece. No. 1990. Rev., ONE FLORIN—
TWO SHILLINGS. The three shields of England,
Scotland, and Ireland respectively arranged triaugularly
upon two sceptres, and the Garter with motto; in the
angles are a rose, thistle, and shamrock; above, a crown;
below, the date.

2107-8. shillings, third issue, 1893. Obv., legend and type as
the Five-pound piece, No. 1990. Rev., ON E SH I L|_l NG,
Similar type to the Florin, No. 2105, but each shield is
crowned, and there are no sceptres.

The reverses of the florin and shilling of this issue were designed by
Sir E. J. Poyutet. i

SILVER

MAUNDY
MONEY.

SILVER.
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'2109-10. Sixpences, third issue, 1893. Obv., legend and type
as the Five-pound piece, No. 1990. Rev., SIXPENCE
within an olive and oak wreath; above, an imperial
crown ; below, the date.

2111-2. Fourpences, third issue, 1893. Obv., legend and type
as the Five-pound piece, No. 1990. Rev., the numeral 4
within an oak wreath crowned and dividing the date.

2113—4. Threepences, 1893. As the Fourpence, No. 2111, but
the numeral 3.

2115-6. TWOPBIIGGS, 1893. As the Fourpence, No. 2111, but the
numeral 2.

2117-8. Pennies, 1893.
numeral 1.

As the Fourpence, No. 2111, but the

2119. Penny, first issue, 1839, proof.
GRATIA. Plain filleted head to left; on the neck
W. W. in incuse letters, and below, the date. Reta, BRI
TANNIAR ZREG 2 FID 2 DEF: Britannia, helmeted,
seated to right with shield, holding a trident in her left
hand and resting her right on the shield ; in the exergue,
a rose, thistle, and shamrock. Bronzed.

Obv., VICTORIA DEI

2120—1. Pennies, 1853. As No. 2119. Bronzed.

2122-3. Pennies, 1856. As No. 2119, but unbronzed.

2124-5. Pennies, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2119, but
without letters on neck, and unbronzed.

2126. Halfpenny, first issue, 1839. Legends and types as the
Penny, No. 2119. Bronzed.

2127-8.‘ Halfpennies, 1853. As No. 2126. Bronzed.

2129-30. Halfpennies, 1860. As No. 2126, but unbronzed.

2131. Farthing, first issue, 1839. Legends and types as the
Penny, N0. 2119. Bronzed.

2132. Farthing, 1853. As No.2131. Bronzed. .
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2133. Half-farthing, 1853. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : COPPER
BRITANNIAR : REGINA F : D : Bust of queen to
left as on the Penny, No. 2119. Rev., HALF FARTHING
1853 in three lines; above, a crown; below, a small
rose, thistle, and shamrock.

2134-5. Pennies, second issue, 1860. Obv., VICTORIA D : BRONZE.
G 1 BRITT : REG : F : D : Laure-ated bust of queen
to left; on shoulder, rose, thistle, and shamrock united,
and motto of the Garter; L. C. WYON. Rev., ONE
PENNY. Britannia helineted seated to right with
trident and shield; behind, a lighthouse; before, a
ship. In the exergue, the date; L. C. W. below the
shield. Bronzed.

2136-7. Pennies, 1861. As N0. 2134, but unbronzed, and
without L. C. W. below the shield.

2138-9. Pennies, 1868. As No. 2136.

2140. Penny, 1874. As Ne. 2136, but a small H for Heaton
below the date.

2141. Penny, 1875. As Ne. 2136, with H.

2142-3. Pennies, 1877. As No. 2136.

2144. Penny, 1879. As No. 2136.

2145. Penny, 1880. As No. 2136.

2146. Penny, 1881. As No. 2136.

2147-3. Halfpennies, second issue, 1860. Legends and types
as the Penny, No. 2136, but reading HALF- PENNY
on reverse. Bronzed.

2149-50. Halfpennies, 1861. As N0. 2147, but unbronzed.

2151-4. Halfpennies, 1868. As No. 2147. Unbronzed.

2155. Halfpenny, 1874. As N0. 2147, but with H on the
reverse.

2156. Halfpenny, 1875.
l

As No. 2147, but with H.

2157-8. I-_Ia.lfpennics, 1877. As No. 2147,
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BRONZE. 2159. Halfpenny, 1879. As No. 2147.

2160. Halfpenny, 1880. As No. 2147.

2161-2. Halfpennies, 1881. As No. 2147.

2163-4. Farthings, second issue, 1860. Legends and types as
Penny, No 2134, but reading FARTHING on reverse.
Bronzed.

2165-6. Fa.rthings,1861. As Ne. 2163. but unbronzed.

2167-70. Fa.rthings,1868. As 2163. Unbronzed.

2171. Farthing, 1874. As Ne. 2163, but with n on the reverse.

2172. Farthing, 1875. As No. 2163, but with 11.

2173-4. Farthings, 1877. As No. 2163.

2175. Farthing, 1879. As No. 2163.

2176. Farthing, 1880. As No. 2163.

2177-8. Farthings, 1881. As Ne. 2163.

2179. Penny, third issue, 1895. 0bv., legend and type as the
Five-pound piece, No. 1990. Rev., ONE PENNY.
Britannia seated to right with trident and shield ; below,
the date.

2180. Penny, 1901. As No. 217 9, but dated 1901.

2181. Halfpenny, third issue, 1895. Legends and types as the
Penny, No. 2179, but reading HALF PENNY.

2182. Halfpenny, 1901. As No. 2181, but dated 1901.

2183. Farthing, third issue, 1895. Legends and types as the
Penny, N0. 2179, but reading FARTHING.

2184. Farthing, 1901. As No. 2183, but dated 1901.
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2185-6. Five-pound pieces, 1839, patterns in silver. Legends
and types as No. 1967. Edge, DEOUS &c. TERTIO.

2187-8. Five-pound pieces, 1839, patterns in silver. Legends,
types, and edges as No. 1.966.

2189-90. Five-pound pieces, 1839, patterns in copper, bronzed.
Legends and types as N0. 1966.

POUND PIECE.

2191. Half-crown, 1874, proof in gold. 0110., head of queen to
left, as the Half-crown, first issue, No. 2010, but with plain
band in the hair. Rev., legend and square shield of arms
as on Half-crown of first issue, N0. 2010. Plain edge.

2192-4. Half-crowns, 1876, patterns. Obv., VICTORIA D 2

G : BRITANNIAR : REG : F: D : Head of queen to

left with diadem with date below, and initials L. O. W.
Rev., St. George and the Dragon, by L. C. Wyon. Plain
edges.

2195. Sovereign, 1866, pattern. Obv., VICTORIA DEI GRA
TIA. Diademed head to left, with date below. Rev.,
legends and types as No. 1971. Plain edge.

2196. Sovereign, 1872. Legends and types as No. 1971 ; struck
from a cast blank. There is a die-mark “ 23," on the rev.

2197. Sovereign, 1881, pattern. Obv., VICTORIA D : G :

BRITT: REG 2 F: D : Crowned bust of queen to
left, veiled and draped. Rev., St. George and the Dragon
(Pistrueci’s), with date below. Plain edge.

2198. Sovereign, 1883, pattern. Obv., legend as No. 2197,
but reading BRITANNIAR : Bust of queen to left, with
diadem and veil. Rev., St. George and the Dragon
(Pistrucci’s), with date below. Plain edge.

0bv., VICTORIA D : G :

BRITT 2 REG : F : D : Bust of queen to left, veiled
and draped, and wearing the Imperial crown. Rev.,
St. George and the Dragon (B. P.), with date below.
Milled edge.

2200. Sovereign, undated. St. George and the Dragon on both
sides, without inscription. Plain edge.

2199. Sovereign, 1885, pattern.

2201. Half-sovereign, 1880, pattern. Obv., VICTORIA DEI
i GRATIA BRITANNIAR: REG I F: D : Head as the

first issue, No. 1978. Rev., St. George and the Dragon

(B. P.), with date below.

PATTERNS
AND

_PROOFS

GOLD.

Edge, PATTERN FIVE
'
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2202. Half-sovereign, 1880, pattern.
the pattern Sovereign, No. 2197.

Legends and types as

2203. Ha.lf—sovereign, undated, pattern.
DEI GRATIA. Head as the pattern Sovereign,
No. 2199. Rev., legend and type as the first issue,
No. 1978. Milled edge.

Obv., VICTORIA

2204. Quarter-sovereign, 1853, pattern. Obv., VICTORIA
D I G I BRITANNIAR : REGINA F : D : Plain
iilleted head to left, as on the Sovereign of the first
issue, No. 1971. Rev., FIVE SHILLINGS 1853.
Above, a crown, and below, a rose, thistle, and sham
rock. Plain edge.

2205. Quarter-sovereign, 1853, pattern. Obv., as No. 2-204.

Rev., QUARTER SOVEREIGN. Plain square shield
of arms, crowned and lined, dividing the date. Plain
edge.

2206. Grown, 1845, proof struck in gold.
as No. 1998. Plain edge.

Legends and types

2207. Crown, 1879. Legends and types as the Crown of the
first issue, No. 1998, but dated 1879.

2208. Crown, 1890. Obv., legend and type as the Crown,
second issue, No. 2073. Rev., St. George and the
Dragon (B. P.), but occupying less of the field ; around,
FIVE SHILLINGS ; below, the date. Milled edge.

2209. Crown, 1890. Obv., legend as N0. 2208, but diademe_d
and veiled bust of queen by L. O. W. Rev., as No. 2208.
Milled edge.

2210. Double-florin, 1890. Obv., legend and type as the
Crown, N0. 2208. Rev., DOUBLE FLORIN. Shields
and sceptres arranged as before, but lined; the date
between two sprigs, each containing rose, thistle, and
shamrock. Milled edge.

2211-2. Half-crowns, 1875. Obv., legend‘ and type as the first
issue, No. 2010, with date. Rev., St-. George and Dragon
(B. P.), with date below. Plain edges.

2213. Half-crown, 1875. Obv., VICTORIA DEI GRATIA
BRITANNIAR : REG ; F; D ; Diademed head to left.
Rev., St. George and the Dragon (B. P.) to left ; the date

below. Plain edge.
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Half-crowns, 1876, from the same dies as No. 2192.

Obv.. VICTORIA D : G : BRITANNIAR : REG : F: D 2

Diademed head to left ; the date below. Rev., St. George
and the Dragon ; L. C. W. below. Plain edges.

2214-6.

2217. Half-crown, 1890. 0bv., legend and type as the Crown,
second issue, No. 2073. Rem, HALF CROWN 1890.
Square shield crowned and lined within the Garter, with
the motto and collar of the Order. Milled edge.

2218. Ha.lf—crown, 1890. Obv., legend as the preceding,‘
No. 2217, but diademed head of the queen to left. Rev.,
as No. 2217. Milled edge.

2219. Florin, 1848.

OdNE
DIME ONE TENTH OF A POUND.

e ge.

As the first issue, No. 2019, but reading
Plain

2220. Florin, 1848. Obv., VICTORIA REGINA. Laureated
and filleted head to left; on the neck, W. W. in raised
letters, and below, the date. Rev., ONE FLORIN, above
a trident, within an oak wreath ; below, ONE TENTH
OF A POUND. Plain edge.

2221. Florin, 1848. Legends and types as No. 2220, but
reading ONE CENTUM in the centre, ONE TENTH
OF A POUND below, and 100 MILLES above the
wreath. Plain edge.

2222. Florin, 1848. As No. 2221, but reading ONE DECADE
in the centre. Plain edge.

2223. Florin, 1848. Obverse as No. 2220. Rev., ONE DECADE
—ONE TENTH OF A POUND circumscribed, and
divided on both sides by floral ornamentations. Plain
circle enclosing a double tressure of four curves orna
mented with quatrefoils, containing the royal cipher V R
in centre of and interlinked with a rose, thistle, and
shamrock, and Prince of Wales’ plumes with motto.
Plain edge.

2224. Florin, 18 L8. Legends and types as No. 2223, but reading
ONE CENTUM—ONE TENTH OF A POUND.
Plain edge.

2225. Florin, 1848. ‘Legends and types as No. 2223, but reading
ON E FLORI N —TWO SH ILLI NGS, and having a larger
cipher, smaller thistle, and smaller leaves on rose. Plain
edge.

PATTERNS
AND

PROOFS.

SILVER.

9070 N
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2226. Florin, 1848. Legends and types as No. 2223, but reading
ONE FLORIN —ONE TENTH OF A POUND.
Legend divided on both sides by a small expanded rose.
Plain edge.

2227-8. Florins, 1875. Legends and types as the pattern Half
crown, No. 2213.

2229. Florin, 1871, struck in nickel. Obv., GEORGIUS III
D : G : BRITT : REX. Laureated head of king to
right. Rev., ONE FLORIN . 1871. Square shield of
arms, crowned, upon a cross-fieury.

2230. Florin, 1891. Legends and types as the pattern Double
florin, No. 2210, but reading ONE FLORIN.

2231-2. Shillings, 1863. Legends and reverse type as the first
issue, No. 2027, but an older looking head of Her Majesty,
wearing around the hair a wreath composed of roses,
thistles, and shamrocks ; the tye ends touch the neck, on
which there are no letters. Plain edges. The bust is by
C. H. Wiener.

2233-4. Shillings, 1863. As No. 2231, but without tye ends,
and with O . H .W . on neck, in raised letters (Wiener).
Plain edges. I

2235-6. Shillings, 1863. As Ne. 2231, but with diademed head,
the back hair of which is looped up with pearls, and with
0 . H . W. in incuse letters on neck (Wiener). Plain
edges.

2237-8. Shillings, 1863. As Ne. 2235, but reading VICTORIA.
DEI . GRATIA only, and C . H . W. in raised letters on
neck (Wiener). Plain edges.

2239-40. Shillings, 1867, proofs. Legends and types as the
Shilling of the first issue, No. 2027, but without letters
on neck. Plain edges.

2241-2. Shillings, 1875. Obv., legend and type as the first
issue, No. 2027. Rev., St. George and the Dragon (B. P.),
with the date below. Milled edges.

2243. Shilling.
Plain edge.

As the preceding, No. 2241, but undated.

2244. Shillin , 1875. As N0. 2241. but the head is diademed
(L.C. yon). Milled edge.
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2245-6. Shillings, 1880. Obv., legend and type as the first PATTERNS
issue, No. 2027, but the date below the head. Rev.,

PI‘{%“OIi,,S
Shield of arms crowned and lined with collar of Garter - _ '

and motto. Plain edges. SILVER

2247. Shilling, 1887. Legends and types as the second issue,
first type, No. 2081, but the date above and ONE
SHILLING below on the rev. Milled edge.

2248. shilling, 1888. Obverse as No. 2247. Rev., square shield
crowned within the Garter; above, ONE SHILLING,
and below, the date. The lettering is larger than
No. 2247.

2249-50. Shillings, 1888. 07111., legend and type as N0. 2247.
Rev" QNE SHILLING above a plain square shield
crowned; below, a scroll with the motto of the Order
of the Garter, and the date.

2251. Shilling, 1888. Obv., as the Shilling, second issue,
second type, No. 2083. Rev., square shield within the
Garter, as No. 2247, but ONE SHILLING in smaller
letters ; below, the date.

2252-"3. Sixpences, 1856. Legends and types as the first issue,
No. 2033, but reading HALF SHILLING. Plain edges.

2254.
Sixpesnce, (11856.

As No.
2552, butlwith %Sl-IIKILLING185 . un er a crown, wit in an o ive an oa wreath.

Plain edge.

2255. Sixpence, 1887. Legends and types as the pattern
Shilling, No. 2247, but reading SIXPENCE,

2256. Sixpence, 1844. An ordinary coin of first issue, counter
marked for circulation in Nicaragua with a lion within
a circular inscription, HABILITADA POR EL GOB|
ERNO.

2257-8. Threepences, 1868. Legends and types as the Three
pence of the first issue, No. 2052, but the head of the
queen is laureated as used on the Malta Third-farthing of
this date. (See No. 3137.)

2259. Penny, 1868, pattern in nickel. Legends and types BRONZE,
similar to the Penny of the second issue, N0. 2134. See
Nos. 2367-8 for other pattern pennies (1860) by L. O.
Wyon.

2260. Penny, 1875, pattern in nickel. Similar to No. 2259.

9070 N 2
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PA'1gIEI§‘NS 2261-2. Halfpennies, 1868. Legends and types as the Half
PR00Fs_ penny of the second issue, N 0. 2147. Struck in nickel.

BRONZE.

2263. Farthing, 1868. Legends and types as the Farthing of
the second issue, N0. 2163.

2264. Penny, 1862. Legends and types similar to the Penny of
the second issue, N o. 2134, but the head of the queen is
diademed.

2265. Penny, 1870. Similar to the last, N0. 2264.

2266-'7. Pennies. 1887. Legends and types similar to the
Penny of the second issue, N0. 2134, but the head of
the queen is that used for the second issue of gold and
silver, No. 1982, &c. (Boehm’s).

2268. Penny, 1894. Legends and types similar to the Penny of
the third issue, No. 2179.

2269-'70. Pennies, 1895. Legends and types similar to the
Penny of the third issue, but there is an inner circle of
dots on the reverse.

2271-2. Farthings, 1864. Legends and types similar to the
Farthing of the first issue, No. 2132.

2273-5. Farthings, 1896. Legends and types as the Farthing
of the third issue, No. 2183, but the head is small.

2276-7. Farthings, 1896. Legends and types as the preceding,
No. 2273, but there is an inner circle on the obverse.

2278-9. Farthings, 1896. As the Farthing of the third issue,
No. 2183, but before the head is F, and behind

2280. Farthing, 1896. Similar to the preceding, No. 2278, but

1 before the head.

2281. Farthin , 1896. As the Farthing of the third issue,
No. 218 . but the field of the Obverse is full of small
pellets.
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PATTERN$ MOSTLY FOR A DECIMAL COINAGE.

2296-7. Ducats, 1867. Obv., VICTORIA D
ANNIAR : REG : F: D : Diademed head of queen
to left. R8L'., ONE DUCAT within an oak wreath;
above, ONE HUNDRED PENCE; and below, the date
between two small roses. Plain edges.

: G : BRIT

2298-9. Double-florins, 1868. Obverse as N0. 2296. Rev.,
DOUBLE FLORIN 1868, in three lines, within an oak
wreath; above, 5 FRANCS, and below, INTER
NATIONAL. Plain edges.

2300-1. Francs, 1867. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRIT
ANNIAR : REG 2 F: D : Diademed head to left;
below, the date. Reu., ONE FRANC—TEN PENCE .
divided by a plain square shield, crowned and lined,
within an oak wreath. Plain edges.

.2302. Penny, 1857. 055., VICTORIA 0 :G : BRITANNIAR =

REGINA F ; D : Diademed head to left within a beaded
circle; below, the date. Rev., Britannia seated to right
on shield, and holding a trident in her left hand, within
a beaded circle ; above, DECIMAL PENNY, and below,
ONE TENTH OF A SHILLING; on each side, a
small rose dividing the legend.

2303-4. Pennies, 1857. Legends and types as No. 2302, but in
bronze.

2305-6. Five-farthings, 1857. As No. 2302, but reading FIVE
FARTHINGS 10 CENTIMES, and on each side, a five
pointed star.

2307. Penny, 1859. Obverse as No. 2302. Rev., DECIMAL
PENNY in two lines between a ornament of leaves and
St. George and the Dragon ; above, ONE TENTH OF,
and below, A SHILLING. '1‘he whole contained in a
beaded circle, surrounded by a serpentine wreath of oak.

2308. Ten-cents, 1857. Obverse as No. 2302. Rev., Brit
annia seated to right within a beaded circle; above,

TEN CENTS, and below, ONE TENTH OF A
SHILLING ; on each side, a small rose.

2309. Five-cents, 1857. Obverse similar to No. 2302, but with
small rose below the head instead of the date. Rev.,
Britannia as before within a beaded circle ; above, F IVE
CENTS, and below, MDCCCLVII ; 011 each side, a. rose,

thistle, and shamrock entwined.
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2310. Two-cents, 1857. Legends and types as the Five-cents
No. 2309, but reading TWO CENTS ——MDCCCLVII,
and with three small roses on the obv.

2311. One-cent, 1857. As the Two-cents, No. 2310, but reading
ONE CENT—— MDCCCLVII, and on each side, a con
ventional rose.

2312. Halfpenny, 1857. Legends and types similar to No. 2302,
but reading DECIMAL HALFPENNY ——MDCCCLVII,
and on each side, a rose between a thistle and shamrock.
There is no date on the obverse.

2313. Halfpenny, 1859. Legends and types similar to No. 2312,
but in larger letters ; the date below the bust, and read
ing HALF DECIMAL PENNY—— ONE TWENTIETH
OF A SHILLING; without any ornamentation at the
sides.

2314. Halfpenny, 1859. As No. 2312, but in place of rev.
legend, a wreath of oak joined at the bottom to a small
TOS6.

2315. Halfpenny, 1859. Obverse as N0. 2312. Rev., HALF
DECI MAL PEN NY in three lines, within a beaded circle,
surrounded by a serpentine wreath of oak.

2316-'7. Halfpennies, undated. Obverse as No. 2302, but with a
small rose in place of date. Rev., HALF DECIMAL
PENNY, as before, within a beaded circle, surrounded
by a tressure of 32 curves, outwards, with a rose,
shamrock, and thistle respectively at the points. i

2318-9. Five-cents, undated. Obverse similar to No. 2312.
Rev., FIVE CENTS in two lines, within a beaded circle,
surrounded by a wreath of oak and laurel.

2320. Penny, 1859. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRITANNIAR:
REGINA F 2 D : Larger head, with a different diadem,
to left, within a beaded circle; below, the date. Rev.,
ONE DECIMAL PENNY . in three lines, within a

beaded circle, surrounded by a wreath of palm and oak.

2321. Penny, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2320, but ONE
DECIMAL PENNY within a beaded circle, surrounded
by a wreath of laurel.

2322. Penny, 1859. Obverse as No. 2320. Rev., trident under
a crown, surrounded by a wreath of olive and oak,
within a beaded circle ; above, DECIMAL PENNY, and
below, ONE TENTH OF A SHILLING.
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2323. Penny, 1859. Obverse similar to No. 2320. Rev., lion
walking to left; behind, a naval trophy, composed of
Britannia’s shield and trident, in centre of flags and
spears, the last having wreaths round the points;
between the lion’s right fore and hind leg, a rose, thistle,
and shamrock ; above, ONE PENNY DECIMAL, and
below, a beehive between an olive and palm branch.

2324-5. Pennies, 1859. Obverse as No. 2320, but a smaller
piece. Rev., ONE DECIMAL PENNY, in three li11es,

within a beaded circle, surrounded by a tressure of
24 curves, outwards, with a rose, three shamrocks, and
a thistle respectively at the points; the first and last
are leaved; between one of» the roses and shamrocks is
a small ornamental G. (Graham).

2326-7. Pennies, 1859. Obverse as No. 2324. Rev., ONE
DECIMAL PENNY within a beaded circle, surrounded
by a wreath of oak and laurel.

2328-9. Pennies, 1859. Obverse as N0. 2324. Re-v., full-length
figure of Her Majesty as Una guiding the lion to left ; the
queen crowned and robed, and holding a sceptre and orb;
above, ONE PENNY, and below, DECIMAL.

2330-1. Halfpennies, 1859. Obverse as No. 2324. Rev., Brit
annia seated to right within a beaded circle, surrounded
by a wreath of oak joined at the bottom to a small rose.
The rev. is similar to No. 2314.

2332-3. Halfpennies, 1859, thick. Obverse as No. 2324. Rev.,
DECIMAL HALF PENNY ill three lines, within a

beaded circle, surrounded by a serpentine wreath of
laurel.

2334. Halfpenny, 1859, thick. Obverse as No. 2324. Rev.,
DECIMAL HALF PENNY under a crown, within a
wreath of laurel and oak.

2335. Halfpenny, 1859, thick. Obverse as No. 2324. Rev.
DECIMAL HALF PENNY within a laurel wreath.

’

2336. Halfpenny, 1859, thick. As before, but without beaded
circle around the head, and reading HALF PENNY in
two lines.

2337-8. Pennies, 1859. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRIT :

REG 2 F : D : Large head and diadem as No. 2320, but
no beaded circle; on the neck, J. W. (Jas. Wyon) in raised
letters, and below, the date. Rev., a large trident between
two dolphins, and below, DECIMAL — I PENNY,
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2339-40. Pennies, 1859. Obverse as N0. 2337. Rev, ONE
DECIMAL PENNY under a crown, within a wreath of
laurel and oak.

2341. Penny, 1859. Obverse as No. 2337, but without letters
on neck. Rea, lion walking to left, in front of a palm
tree; below, ONE PENNY DECIMAL.

2342-3. Halfpennies, 1857. 0bv., VICTORIA D 1 G : BRI
TANNIAR : REGINA F: D : Small head of queen to
left, within a. beaded circle; around the hair, a wreath
composed of thistles ; below the head is the date. Rev.,
Britannia seated to right within a beaded circle; above,
DECIMAL HALFPENNY, and below, 5 CENTIMES,
with conventional roses between.

2344-5. Farthings, 1857. Legends and types as No. 2342, but
reading ONE FARTHING — 2 CENTIMES.

2346-7. Half-farthings, 1857. As No. 2342, but with a plain
filleted head, and reading HALF FARTHING -— I CEN
T I M E.

2348—9. Cents. 0Zw., VICTORIA D : G : BRITANNIAR :

REGINA F 3 D ; Laureated and filleted head to left,
within a beaded circle; below, a rose. Rev., ON E CENT
in two lines. within a wreath of laurel.

2350. Cent. Legends and types as N0. 2348, but with ONE
CENT in smaller letters, within a beaded circle, sur
rounded by a. wreath of laurel.

2351. Halfpenny, 1859. 0bv., VICTORIA D ; G : em
TANNIAR 3 REGINA F 2 D : Large head, laureated
only, to left; below, the date. Rev., Britannia, helmeted
and holding a trident, seated to right, within a wreath
of oak.

2352. Halfpenny, 1859. Obverse as No. 2351. Rev., large
figure of Britannia seated on a rock to right, holding a

trident in her left hand, and resting her right on a shield
at her side ; in front of her a ship anchored in front of a

rock, on which is a palm tree ; the whole within a treble
tressure of six curves, inwards, with ornamental points ;

outside the tressure, in the angles, are roses, shamrocks,
and thistles.

'
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2353. Halfpenny, 1859. Obverse as No. 2351. Rev., a trident
under a crown, within a wreath of laurel and oak.

2354- Penny, 1859- 0bv.. VICTORIA DEI GRATIA. Plain
filleted head to left, within a beaded circle; below, the
date between two ornaments. Rev., BRITANNIAR I

' REG 2 FID I DEF : Britannia holding a trident and
seated on shield to right, within a beaded circle; below,
a rose, thistle, and shamrock entwined.

2355-6. Halfpennies, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2354.

2357. Halfpenny, 1859. As No. 2355, but a smaller piece.

2353. Farthing, 1859. As No. 2357, but with a cinquefoil
below Britannia, in place of rose, thistle, and shamrock.

2359. Penny, 1859. Olnn. VICTORIA D : G : BRITANNIAR :
REG : F : D ; Plain filleted head to left within a beaded
circle; below, a rose. Rev., Britannia as before, to right,
within a beaded circle ; above, ONE PENNY, and
below, MDCCCLIX ; at each side a rose.

2360-1. Halfpennies, 1859. Legends and types as the Penny,
N0. 2359, but reading HALFPEN NY — MDCCCLIX.

2362. Farthing, 1859. As the Penny, No. 2359, but reading
ONE FARTHING — MDCCCLIX.

2363. Halfpenny, 1859. As No. 2360, but with large letters on
0111)., and without the beaded circles.

2364. Penny, 1859. 01.11., VICTORIA 0|-:| GRATIA.
filleted head to left; below, the date.
TANNIAR: REG : FID: DEF : Britannia as before to
right, but the trident divides the second and third
words of legend; below, a rose, thistle, and shamrock
entwined. A plain broad edge is on obverse and reverse.

Plain
Rev., B RI

2365. Halfpenny, 1859. Legends and types as the Penny,
No. 2364, but the date is between two ornaments.

2366. Farthing, 1859. As the Penny, N0. 2364, but without
ornaments on either side of date, and with a cinquefoil
below Britannia.
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2367. Penny, 1880. 055., VICTORIA 0 = e. ; BRITANNIAR:
REG : F : D : Bust of queen laureated to left, and wear
ing a plain bodice with rose in front, and over the left
shoulder a mantle decorated with roses, thistles, and
shamrocks, and the Garter. Rev., ONE — PENNY.
Britannia seated on shield to right, holding in her left
hand a trident, and resting her right on the shield;
behind her a lighthouse, and in front of her a man-of
war ; below the shield, L . C . W . in incuse letters, and in
the exergue, MDCCCLX.

2368. Penny, 1860. Legends and types as No. 2367, but with
beaded circles, broken on one side by the queen’s bust,
and on the other by Britannia and the sea; in the
exergue, M DCCCLX.

2369. Twopence, 1859. 055., VICTORIA . 0 : G ; BRIT :

REGINA. F: D : A crown. Rev., numeral 2 between
two small roses; above, PENCE, and below, the date.
Dotted edge.

2370. Penny, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2369, but with
a small rose under crown, and I below PEN NY. Dotted
edge.

2371. Halfpenny, 1859. As _the Penny, No. 2370, but with

1
1

;

below PENNY. Dotted edge.

2372-4. Twopences, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2369, but
with plain edges.

2375-7. Pennies, 1859. As No. 2370, plain edges.

2378-9. Halfpennies, 1859. As No. 237.1, plain edges.

2380. Twopence, 1859. Obverse as No. 2369. Reu., numeral 2

within compartment; above, PENCE, and below, the
date.

2381. Penny, 1859. As No. 2380, but with rose under crown,
and I within compartment between two small roses;
above, PEN NY.

2382. Twopence, 1859. Obverse as No. 2369, without rose.
Rev., TWO PENCE in two lines, within a laurel
wreath.

2383. Penny, 1859. Legends and types as No. 2382, but with
rose under crown, and reading ONE PEN NY.
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2384. Halfpenny, 1859. As No. 2382, but with rose, and
reading HALF PENNY, in two lines.

The following patterns are by private firms :

2385. Model Crown, 1848. 0bv., iatrinria fiurrn nf (firrat
firifain anh ilrrlanh. mhrrrxliviii in Gothic letters.
On a gold centre, the bust of the queen similar to that
on the Gothic Crown ; around, a wreath of rose, thistle,
and shamrock, outside of which is the inscription. Rev.,
four shields crowned and arranged in the form of a cross,
with the star of the Garter in the centre ; a rose, thistle,
or shamrock is in the angles; the whole is within the
collar of St. George with pendant ; above, 181131121arninn
in Gothic letters; below, PUB: BY H. HYAMS.

2386-8. Model Pennies. Obv., a circular plug of white metal
with bust of queen to left, and VICTORIA REG:
around. Rev., a numeral 1 on the white metal. On
both sides an outer inscription ONE PENNY MODEL,

2389. Model Halfpenny. Similar designs to No. 2386, but
reading V. R. on 0bv., and g on rev.; around, HALF
PENNY MODEL.

EDWARD VII., 1901-.

The first issue of the coins of His Majesty, King Edward VII. was made
in 1902, the royal proclamation being dated 10th December, 1901, for gold and
bronze, and 13th January. 1902, for silver coins. No change was made in the
standards of weight and fineness, and the denominations of coins were identical
with those of the last issue of Queen Victoria.

The bust on the obverse was modelled and engraved by G. W. De Saulles, the
Mint engraver, who also engraved a new reverse design for the Florin. The
Royal crest was adopted for the reverse of the Shilling, as on shillings and
sixpences of the third issue of George IV.

The bust of the late Queen was used on coins struck in 1901.

2401-2. Five-pound pieces, 1902. Obv., EDWARDVS VII
DEI GRA.: BRITT: OMN : REX FID : DEF: IND:
IMP 3 Head of the king, uncrowned, to the right, with
De S below (De Saulles) in small letters. Rev., St. George
and the Dragon; below, the date, and in small letters
B. P. Milled edges.

2403-4. Two-pound pieces, 1902. Legends and types and
edges as the Five-pound piece, No. 2401.

2405-6. Sovereigns, 1902. 0bv., EDWARDVS VII D : G :

BRITT 1 OMN : REX F: D : IND: IMP: Head of
king as No. 2401. Rev., similar to the Five-pound piece,
No. 2401.

2407-8. Half-sovereigns, 1902.
Sovereign, N0. 2405.

Legends and types as the
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MAUN DY
MONEY.

BRONZE.

2409-10. Crowns, 1902. Legends and types as the Five-pound
piece, No. 2401. Edge, nnous ET TUTAMEN ANNo
REGNI 11.

2411-2. Half-crowns, 1902. Obv.,
GRA 1 BRITT : OMN Z REX. Head of the king as
No. 2401. Rev., plain shield bearing the ensigns
armorial of the United Kingdom, crowned, within the
Garter, inscribed with the motto of the Order; around,

. FID : DEF ; IND: IMP: HALF CROWN, and the
date. Milled edges.

2413-4. Florins, 1902. Obv., EDWARDVS v|| 0 : e.
-

BRITT : OMN : REX F: D : IND: IMP: Head of
the king as No. 2401. Rev., Britannia standing on the
prow of a vessel, with trident and shield; around, the
words ONE FLORIN TWO SHILLINGS, and the
date. Milled edges.

2415'-6. Shillings, 1902.

EDWARDVS VII DEI

Obv., legend and type as the Half
crown, No. 2411. Rev., the Royal Crest within an inner
circle, the crown dividing the date; around, FID ; DEF 1

IND: IMP : and ONE SHILLING. Milled edges.

2417-8. Sixpences, 1902. Obv., legend and type as the Crown,
No. 2409. Rev., SIXPENCE within an olive and oak
wreath; above, an imperial crown; below, the date.
Milled edges.

2419-20. Fourpences, 1902.
Florin, No. 2413.
wreath, crowned, and dividing the date.

Obv., legend and type as the

Plain edges.

2421-2. Threepences, 1902. Legends and types as the Four
pence, No. 2419, but the numeral 3.

2423-4. Twopences, 1902. Legends and types as the Four
pence, N o. 2419, but the numeral 2.

2425-6. Pennies, 1902. Legends and types as the Fourpence,
No. 2419, but the numeral I.

2427-8. Pennies. Obv., legend and type as the Five-pound
piece, No. 2401. R6L‘., Britannia seated on a rock sur
rounded by the sea, with trident and shield; around,
the inscription ONE PENNY; below, the date. Plain
edges.

2429-30. Halfpennies. Legends and types as the Penny,
No. 2427. but reading HALF PENNY.

2431-2. Farthings. Legends and types as the Penny, No. 2427,

but reading FARTHING. These pieces are coloured as

issued.

R8U., the numeral 4 within an oak.
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ANGLO-HANOVERIAN COINS.
On the accession of George I. in 1714, Hanover (which was then an electorate

and did not become a kingdom until 1814), together with the duchies of Bruns
wick and Liineburg, became part of the British dominions until the death of
William IV. in 1837. The coins struck for circulation in these states during
that period are therefore intimately related to the English series.

The Anglo-Hanoverian ooinages are particularly rich in varieties of type, but
only a limited selection of specimens is shown in the Mint Museum cases.

There were three mints, viz., those of Olausthal, Zellerfeld (which; was closed
in 1789), and Hanover (which was opened in 1814).

The coins for the most part bear the initials of the mint master under whose
supervision they were struck. The following list of initials and the names they
represent is compiled from Atkins :

CLAUSTHAL MINT.

Heinrich Ohristian Bonhorst, 1702-1725.
Ohristian Philip Spanganberg, 1725-1751.

. Johan Wilhelm Schlemn, 1753-1788.
Philip Ludwig Magius, 1792-I 800.
George Friedrich Michaelis, 1802-1807.
Johan Wilhelm Lunde, 1807-1819.
Wilhelm August Julius Albert, 1821-1838.>
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ZELLERFELD MINT.

Heinrich Horst, 1711-171 9
.

Ernest Peter Hecht, 1 723-1731 .

Johan Albrecht Brauns, 1731-1739.
Johan Benjamin Hecht, 1739-1763.
Johan Anton Pfelfer, 1763-1773.
Ludwig Ohristian Rupertt, 1773-17 7 8

. .

Ghristof Englehard Seidensticker, 1780-1785.Q
['
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HANOVER MIN T.

0. H. H. Christian Heinrich Hasse, 1814-1818.
L. A. B. Ludwig August Bruel, 1818-1838.

The initial A only on some coins denotes Administrator, and the initial 0 is for
Commission, appearing during a vacancy in the mastership.

The Clausthal coins usually have the galloping horse on the reverse, which was
the Hanover badge, except when the metal was produced from the Andreasberg
mines in which case St. Andrew and his cross was substituted.

The coins of Zellerfeld bear the wild man holding the fir tree, which was the
symbol of Brunswick-Liineburg. When this device was used on coins struck at
the Hanover mint, the fir tree is represented with branches on both sides.

In the descriptions of the coins, minor variations in the abbreviations used in
the legends are not noted, nor the various forms of the shields of arms used.

GEORGE I., 1 714-1727.

2551. Ducat, 1724. Ob’!/'., GEORGIVS. D . G . M . BR . FR .

& H . REX . F . D. Laureated bust to right and small
Bbelow. Rev.,BR.&.L.D.S.R.I.A.T.&.E.
1724 . Four shields of arms arranged cruciformly around

- the Star of the Garter, with sceptres between the shields.

GOLD.
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SILVER.

COPPER.

2552- The-ler-1711. 01.11.. GEORGIVS. 0 . G . MAG . BRIT.
FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Lauretted bust to right,
with H. O. B. below. Rev., BR . ET . LVN . D . S . R .

I . A . TH . ET . EL . 1717 . Type as N0. 2551, but
without sceptres. Edge, nns . LAND . DIE . rniicnrs .

BRINGT * . IM . HARZ . one . THALER . KLINGT.

2553. Two-thirds Thaler, 1717. Obv., legend as No. 2552.

Four shields arranged crosswise, with 7%FE . IN . SI , l_B
in centre. Rev., legend as No. 2552. Wild man and tree,

with H. H. in exergue. Edge, plain.

2554. One-third Thaler, 1719. Obv., legend and type as

No. 2553, but reading 3
1

;.

Rev., legend as No. 2552.

St. Andrew and cross, with H. G. ls. below.

2555. One-sixth T113161‘, 1718. Obv., legend and type as

No. 2552. Rev., legend and type as rev. legend, and obv.

type of No. 2553, but reading 1
-.

2556. One-sixth Thaler, 1724. Obv., legend and type as

No. 2553, but reading {
,. Rev., legend as No. 2552.

Galloping horse, with H. G. B. below.

2557. One-eighth Thaler, 1726. 0/121., legend as No. 2552.

Bust to right, with C. P. S. below. In exergue, -,
1

,

between

R . T . Rev., legend and type as No. 2552.

2558. Four Groschen, 1725., Obv., G . R .

crowned. Rev., Illl MARIEN GROSCH . and date

within aplain circle. Around, VON FEINEM SILBER
and E. P. H. below.

in monogram

2559. One-twelfth Thaler, 1718. 0bv., K . GR . BRIT.
UND . C . F. BR . LUN . LAND . MUNTZ; and

within a circle, 12 EINEN THAL; With date. Rev.,

galloping horse to left ; below, H. G. B.

2560. One Groschen, 1719. 0522., G . R . in monogram
crowned; below. H. (J. B. Rev., similar to obv. of

No. 2559, but reading I MARIEN GROS : 1719 .

2561. Four Pfennige, 1719. 0bv., similar to No. 2560. Rev.,

similar to No. 2560, but reading Illl PFEN I and date

2562. One-and-a~ha.lf Pfennig, 1718. 0bv., G . L . R . in

monogram crowned. Rev., 1
1

;

PFENNING SCHEIDE
M UNTZ and date, with three quatrefoils in field.
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2563. One-and-a.-half Pfennig, 1718. Similar to No. 2552, COPPER.

but two quatrefoils and a star in the field.

2564. Pfennig, 1724. Obv., wild man and tree, with E. P. H.
below. Rcv., I PFENNING SCH EIDE MUNTZ and
date, with a quatrefoil each side of the numeral.

2565. Pfennig, 1726. Obv , St. Andrew and cross. Rev.,
similar to No. 2564, but with stars instead of quatrefoils.

GEORGE II., 1 727-1760.

2566. Thaler, 1747. 055., GEORGIVS . ll . D . G . M . SILVER.
BRITT . & H . REX . F . D . Crowned shield of
arms dividing date above. Rev., BR . ET . LVN .

DVX.S.R.I.A.TH.ET.EL. St.Andrew
and cross, with O. P. S. below. Edge, milled.

2567. Two-thirds Thaler, 1729. Obv., legend as No. 2566.
Laureated bust to left, with O. P. S. below. Rev., similar
to No. 2552.

2568. Two-thirds Thaler, 1736. Obv., legend and type as
No. 2566, with § FEIN SILB below. Rev., legend as
No. 2566. Wild man and tree, with I. A. B. below, and
24 in the field.

2569. Two-thirds Thaler, 1736. Obv., similar to No. 2566.
Rev., NEC ASPERA TERRENT. Galloping horse,
with date and C. P. S. below.

2570. Two-thirds Thaler, 1740. Obv., similar to No. 2567.
* Rev., legend as No. 2566, with N. D . LEIPZ . §. FEIN.

SI LB _ Crowned shield of arms.

2571. Two-thirds Thaler, 1744. Obv., similar to No. 2566,
with N. D . REICHS . F. _?

;
. FEIN . SILB . below

shield. Rev., similar to No. 2569.

2572. One-third Thaler, 1732. Similar to No. 2566, with

§ FEIN , SILB below the shield on the obv.

2573. One-third Thaler, 1755. Similar to No. 2572, but wild
man and tree on 1'ev., with I. B. H. in exergue, and 12 in
the field.

2574. one-Sixth Thaler, 1729. Obv., legend as No. 2566.
Four shields of arms cross-wise with ,1 in centre. Rev.,
similar to No. 2569.
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2575. One-sixth Thaler, 1732. Similar to No. 2566, but
reading}; FEIN SILBER.

2576. One-sixth Thaler, 1734. Similar to N0. 2569, but

reading '1
‘.
..

2577. one-Sixth Thaler, 1735. Similar to No. 2573, but
reading 5

, and 6 in the field.

2578. one-Sixth Thaler, 1746. Similar to No. 2572, but
reading 1

1
..

2579. F0111‘ Groschen,1734. Obv., legend around as No. 2566.
' Within a plain circle llll MARIEN GROSCH 2 FEIN

SILB : with I. A. B. below. Rev., similar to No. 2573,

but 4 in the field.

2580. Four Groschen, 1740. Similar to No. 2579, but initials
I. B. H. on the obv.

2581. One-twelfth Thaler, 1760. Obv., galloping horse, with
date below. Rev., 12 . EINEN .THAL with initials
1- A- 3-; 8-n(18.1'O1111d NACH DEM RE|Cl"'lE$ FUS. '

2582. Two G1'oschen,1730. 001)., G . R . crowned, with 0. P. s.

below. R6’U., K . GR . BRIT. UND . c . F. BR .

L . LAND . MVNTZ.
GROS : and date.

2583. Two Groschen, 1753. Obv., similar to No. 2582, but

with I. W. S. Rev., NACH DEM LEIPZIGER . FVS,
with value in centre as No. 2582.

2584. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1732. Similar to N0. 2582, but reading

llll PFENN.

2585. Three Pfennige, 1733. Obv., similar t0‘N0. 2582. Rev.,

Orb inscribed 3
, and cross dividing date.

2586. Three Pfennige, 1743. Similar to No. 2585, except date.

2587. One-and-a.-half Pfennig, 1750. Obv., G. R. in mono

gram crowned. Rev., 1
% PFENNING SCHEIDE

MV N TZ and date.

2588. Pfennig, 1729. Obv., St. Andrew and cross.

similar to No. 2587, but reading I, and with two

quatrefoils on rev.

Within a circle ll MARIEN

RPv.,“
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2539. Pfennig, 1734. Similar to No. 2588, except date and two COPPER.
stars on rev.

2590. Pfennig, 1743. Obv., wild man and tree, with I. B. H.
Rev., similar to No. 2588, except date.

2591. Pfennig, 1747. Obv., G . R . in monogram crowned, with
0. P. S. below. Rev., similar to No. 2589.

2592. Pfennig, 1755. Obv., similar to No. 2591, but I. W. S.

below. Rev., similar to No. 2588.

2593. Pfennig, 1756. Obv., similar to No. 2590. Rev., sim
to No. 2588.

2594. Pfennig, 1759. Obv., similar to No. 2590. Rev., similar
to No. 2588, but cinqnefoils.

2595. Pfennig, 1760. Similar to No. 2593, except date.

GEORGE III., 1760-1820.

2596-7. Five Thalers, 1813. Obv., GEORGIVS Ill . D . G . com).
BRITANNIARVM REX . F . D . Square shield of
arms crowned with Garter. Rev., BRVNSVICENS . ET
LVNEBVRG DVX . S . R . I . A .T. ET. E. In
centre, V THALER and date, with T. W. below. A
cinquefoil each side of numeral and of date. Plain
edges. (T. Wyon, jr.)

2598. Ducat, I818. Obv., GEORG . Ill . D . G . BRIT. &..
HANNOV . REX . BR . &. . L . DUX. Galloping
horse. Rev., EX AURO HERCINIAE. In centre,
I DUCAT and date, with 0. below.

2599. Thaler, 1762. Obv., GEORG . Ill . D . G . M . BRIT. SILVER.
FR _ & , HIB _ REX, F, D . Crowned shield of arms
anddate. Rem, BR & LUN . DVX.S. R.IA.TH .

& . EL . St. Andrew and cross, with I. W. S. below.

2600. Thaler, 1774. Legends similar to No. 2599, but laureated
bust of king to right on 0bv., and a crowned and garnished
shield of arms on rev. with date above and I. W. S. below.

2601. Two-thirds Thaler, 1776. Obv., similar to Ne. 2599. but
shield smaller and garnished, and 7

’, FEI N . SI LB . below.
Rev., legend similar to No. 2599. Wild man and tree, with
24 in the field and L. O. R. below.

W70 0
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SILVER. 2602. Two-thirds Thaler, 1782. Similar to No. 2600, but
reading 3%N. D . REICHS . F . FEIN SILBER on the
rev.

2603. Two-thirds Thaler, 1791. Similar to No. 2602 except
date and having G. below the bust, which is without
drapery.

2604. Two-thirds Thaler, 1796. Obv., legend as No. 2599.
Plain shield of arms crowned. Rev., circumscription
similar to No. 2599. In centre, 24 MARIEN GROSCH :

with date and P. L. M.

2605. TWO-131111118 Thaler, 1802. Obv., similar to N0. 260-1, but
a diflferent shield, with G. below. Rev , circumscription
similar to No. 2599; § in centre, and below, N . D.
REICHS. FUSS. FEIN . SILBER.

2606. Two-thirds Thaler, 1813. Similar to gold Five Thaler
piece, No. 2596, but § in centre of rev. and 20 EINE
MARK FEIN below.

2607. One-third Thaler, 1776. Similar to No. 2601, but shield
not garnished, and reading ,1

,

on obv. and 12 on rev.

2608. One-third Thaler, 1800. Similar to No. 2602, but a

square, ungarnished shield, and reading P. L. M. below the
bust on the obv. and »

} on rev.

2609. One-sixth Thaler, 1764. Obv., legend as No. 2599.
Square shield of arms crowned; below, N , D , R _ F _

F . SILB and 1
1

;.

Rev., legend as No. 2599. St. Andrew
and cross, with I. W. S. below.

2610. One-sixth Thaler, 1784. Obv., similar to No. 2609, but
reading FEIN . SILB . Rev., legend as No. 2599. Wild
man and tree, with C. E. s. below.

2611. one-Sixth Thaler, 1784. Similar to No. 2600, but reading

N . D.R. F. F.S|LB.and,1;onrev.

2612. One-sixth Thaler, 1786.
date.

Similar to No. 2610 except

2613. One-sixth Thaler, 1787.
within the Garter.

Similar to N o. 2611, but shield

2614. One—sixth Thaler, 1789, Similar to N0, 2609 except
date.
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2615. One-sixth Thaler, 1793. Similar to No. 2610 except 3ILVER
date, but with P. L. M. on the rev.

2616- One-sixth Thaler, 1796. Similar to No. 2611 except
date, but with P. L. M. below the bust.

2617. Four Groschen, 1767. 0bv., legend similar to No. 2599.
In centre, |||l . MARIEN . GROSCH . FEIN SILB:
with I. A. P. below. Rev., legend similar to No. 2599.
Wild man and tree, with 4 in the field.

2618. One-twelfth Thaler, 1788. Obv., NACH DEM REICHS
FUS. In centre, 12 EINEN THAL, with I. W. S. below,
and a rose above. Rev., galloping horse to left, with date
below.

2619. One-twelfth Thaler, 1816. 0bv., KON . HANNO
VERSCHE . CONVENTIONS—MUNZE. In centre,
3 MARIEN GROSCHEN, with date. Rev., 160 EINE
FEINE MARK. Galloping horse to left, with 0. H. H.
below.

2620. One-twelfth Thaler, 1818. Similar to No. 2619 except
date.

2621. TWO Groschen, 1774. Similar to No. 2617 except date
and marks of value, with initials L. O. R.

2622. One -twenty-fourth Thaler, 1760. Similar to No. 2618
except date and mark of value.

2623. One-twenty-fourth Thaler, 1817. 0111)., G‘ R in mono
gram crowned. CONVENTlONS—MUNZE. Rev.,'
24 EINEN THALER, with date and H. below.

2624. One Groschen, 1787. Obv., G . R, in monogram crowned,
with I. W. S. below. Rev., NACH DEM REICHS FUS_
In centre I MARIEN GROS : with date below.

2625. One Grosehen, 1791. Similar to No. 2624, except date,
with initial O. on obv.

2626- F0111‘ Pfennige, 1791. Obv., crowned monogram of G . R .

pl/%il:hP(Ii‘:.Ebr\<lalow.
Rev., similar to No. 2624, but reading

2627. F0111‘ Piennige, 1792. Similar to No. 2626, except date.

2628. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1817. Similar to No. 2626, except date.

9070 0 2
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SILVER

2629. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1792. Obv., St. Andrew and cross, with
C. under. Rev., 4 PFENNING SCHEIDE MUNTZ,
with date.

2630'. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1794. Obv., G . R . in monogram crowned,
with P. L. M. below. Rev., similar to No. 2629, except
date.

2631. TWO Pfennige, 1804. Obv., similar to No. 2630, but
G. F. M. below. Rev., similar to No. 2629, except date
and mark of value.

2632. One-and-a-half Pfennig, 1792. Similar to No. 2630,
except date and mark of value, but G. on the obv.

2633. Pfennig, 1755. Similar to No. 2630, except date and
mark of value, but I. W. S. on the obv.

2634. Pfennig, 1770. Obv., wild man and tree, with I. A. P.
- below. Rev., similar to No. 2629, but reading 1, and

with two roses in the field. ~

2635. Pfennig, 1781.
to No. 2633.

Obv., St Andrew and cross. Rev., similar

2636. Pfennig, 1786. Similar to No. 2633, except date.

2637. Pfennig, 1791. Similar to No. 2633, except date, but
with G. on the obv.

2638. Pfennig, 1794. Similar to No. 2633, except date, but
with P. L. M. on the obv.

2639. Pfennig, 1794. Similar to No. 2634, except date, but
with P. L. M. on the 0bv., and without roses on the rev.
The tree has branches on both sides.

2640. Pfennig, 1796. Similar to No. 2639, except date, but
with I. B. H. on the 0bv., and two quatrefoils on the rev.

GEORGE IV., 1820-1840.

2641. Two-thirds Tha.1er,1824. Obv.,GEORGI\/S |v. 0 . G.
BRITAN . & HANNOV . REX . F . D . Laureated
bust of king to left, with C. under. Rev., BRUNS
VICENSIS <90LUNEBURGENSIS DUX and date. In
centre, § in large numerals, and N . D .- LEIPZIGER

° FEINE8 SILBER.
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2650. Pfennig, 1826.

2642. Half-thaler, 1820. Obv., legend as No. 2641. Galloping s1[,VER_
horse with XX . EINE . F . MARK, with initial M.
Rev., circumscription as N0. 2641. In centre, 16 GUTE
GROSCHEN CONVENTIONS Ml.lNZE with FEIN
SILBER below.

2643. Half-thaler, 1822. Similar to No. 2642, but reading
XX . E . F. MARK . on the 0bv., and without CON
VENTIONS MUNZE on rev.

2644. Three Groschen, 1821. 0bv., 160 EINE F EINE MARK.
Galloping horse, with L. B. below. Rev., KON
HANNOVERSCHE CONVENTlONS—MUNZE .
centre 3 MARIEN GROSCHEN and date.

In

2645. Three Groschen, 1822. Similar to No. 2644, but reading
12 E|NEN THALER On rev.

2646. One-twenty-fourth Thaler, 1827.
monogram with IV below, and CONVENTIONS
MUNZE above. Rev., 24 EINEN THALER, with
date and B. below.

Obv., G . R . in

2647. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1822. O__bv., similar to No. 2646, but

reading CONVENT . MUNZE. Rev, llll PFENN .,
with date and B. below.

2648. Four Pfennige, 1826. Similar to No. 2647, except date.

2649. TWO Pfennige, 1821. Obv., G . R . in monogram crowned,
with date below. Rev_., II between cinquefoils ; PFEN
NING SCHEIDE—MUNZE, with o. below.

Similar to N0. 2649, except date and
mark of value, but with B. below and no cinquefoils
on rev. .

2651. Pfennig, 1828. Similar to No. 2650, except date.

WILLIAM IV., 1830—1837.

2656. Thaler, 1834. Obv., WILHELM IV KOENIG V. GR .

BRIT _ U , HAN NOVER_ Bust of king to right, with. B.
below. Rev, Xl\_/. EINE F . M . EIN TH_ALER and
date. Crowned shield of arms between oak and laurel
branches. Edge, NEG ASPERA TERRENT incuse.

2657. T118161‘, 1836. Similar to N0. 2656, but with initial Alon
0111'. and smaller shield on rev, with date between
FEINES SILBER.

COPPER.

SILVER.
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2658. Two-thirds Thalcr, 1833. Obv., WILH ELM IV v G .

G . KONIG V GROSS BRIT. IRL. U . HANNOVER.
Shield of arms within a garter crowned. R/21)., NACH
DEM LEIPZIGER FUSSE . FEINES . SILBER and
date. In centre, .1

} in large numerals.

2659. Half-thaler, 1831. Obv., legend similar to No. 2658,

except HAN NOVER omitted. Galloping horse, and

below, XX. E . F. MARK. Rev., KONIG V. HANN
OVER . HERZOG . Z. BRAUNS . U . LUNEB . In
centre, 16 GUTE GROSCH EN and date, with FEINES
SILBER below.

2660. One-sixth Thaler, 1.834. Similar to No. 2656, except
date and mark of value.

2661. One-twelfth Thaler, 1835. Obv., similar to No. 2656.

Rev., CLXVIII EINE FEINE MARK . JUSTIET. In
centre, 12 EINEN THALER and date.

2662. One-twelfth Thaler, 1837. Similar to No. 2661, except
date.

2663. One-twenty-fourth Thaler, 1835. Obv., KON

HANNOVER . SCHEIDE—MUNZE. Galloping horse

on a crowned shield. Rev., 24 EINEN THALER, With

date and B. below.

2664. One-twenty-fourth Thaler, 1837. Similar to No. 2663,

except date.

1836. 055., KON . HAN NOV .

SCHEIDE. M = Shield as Ne. 2663. Rev., 4 PFENN :

with date and B. below.

2665. Four Pfennige,

2666. F0111‘ Pfennige, 1837. Similar to No. 2665, except date.

2667. TWO Pfennige, 1834. Obv., W . R . in double cypher

crowned, with IV below. Rcv., SCH EIDE—MUNZE .

II PFENNIGE, with date and A below.

2668. Pfennig, 1831. Similar to No. 2667, except date and

mark of value, and with 0. on reverse.

2669. Pfennig, 1835. Obv., similar to No. 2663. Rev., I PFEN

N IG, with date and B. below.

2670. Pfennig, 1837. Similar to No. 2669, except date.
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2671. Two-thirds Thaler, 1823.

126747. Pfennig,

BRUNSWICK - WOLFENBIITTEL.
From 1815 to 1823, the young Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, who was a.

minor, was under the guardianship of George, Prince Regent, afterwards King
of Great Britain and Ireland. The coins of this period bear the name of George.

Obv., GEORGIVS IV D .

G . REX BRITANNIAR. Crowned shield of arms.
Rev., TVTOR . NOM . CAROLI . DVCIS . BRVNS .

ET. LVN . In centre, 24 MARIEN GROSCH .With
date between two quatrefoils, C. V. C. and FEINES .

SILBER below.
0

2672. One-twelfth Thaler, 1816. Obv., GEORG . D . G . P.
R .TVT. N . CAROLI . D . BR . ET. L. Galloping
horse. Rev., CLX EINE FEINE MARK . CONVENT.
M . Within a circle, 12 EINEN THALER with date
and F. R.

2673. One-twelfth Thaler, 1821. Similar to No. 2672, but
reading GEORG . IV . on obv. and initials (J. V. G. on rev.

2674-5. One-twenty-fourth Thaler, 1820. __0bv., similar to

No. 2672, Rev., BRAUNSCH LUNEB . LAND
MUNZE. Within a circle, 24 EINEN THALER and
date, with roses and quatrefoils in field, and M. C. below.

2676. Two Pfennige, 1820. Obv., similar to No. 2672. Rev.,

II PFENNING SCH EIDE MVNZE, with date and M. G.

below ; four quatrefoils in field.

1816. Obv., GEORG . T. N . CAROLI . D.
BR . ET. L. Galloping horse, with F. R. below. Rev.,

I (between quatrefoils) PFENNING SCH EIDE M\'/-NZE
and date below.

2678. Pfennig, 1816. Similar to No. 2677, but obv. reads
GEORG. P. R.-I-. N.CAROL| . D. BR. ET. L.

2679. Pfennig, 1818. Similar to No. 2677, but D . G . added to
obv. legend.

2680. Pfennig, 1818. Similar to N0. 2677, but ET. L omitted
from obv. legend.

4

2681. Pfennig, 1819. Similar to No. 2677, except date.

2682-3. Pfennige, 1322. Similar i-O N0. 2677, but reading
GEORG.IV.D.G.R.T. N.CAROLI. D.BR.
ET. L, with 0. V. 0. on rev.

SILVER.

COPPER.
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SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

LAUENBERG.

2684. Schilling, 1737. 01111., NACH DEM LUBSCHEN FVS.
Galloping horse within inner circle, with 0. P. S. below.
Rev., MONETA . NOVA . LAVENBVRGICA . In
centre, 1 SCHILLING and date.

2685- Half-dreiling, 1740. Obv., galloping horse, with S. below.
Rev., LAVENBVRGISCHE . SCH EIDE MVNTZ.
Within a circle, § DREI LING and date.

GEORGE I.

(snronn HIS ACCESSION T0 THE BRITISH THRONE).

2686. Thaler, 1713. Obv., GEORG 2 LUD : D . G . D . BR .

8:. . L. S. R . I . ARCHITHES:& . EL. Shieldof
arms surmounted by electoral bonnet; H. G. B. in the
field. Rev., IN RECTO DECUS. Galloping horse to
left

2687. Two-thirds Thaler, 1714. Similar to No. 2686, but
with H. 0. B. on rev., and -F

; FEIN . SILB :

2688. One-third Thaler, 1714. Legends similar to No. 2686,
but bust to right on 0bv., and shield of arms on 1'ev., with

_% FEIN . SILB : below, and H. G. B.

2689. Four Groschen, 1708. Obv., legend similar to No. 2686,
but in centre; llll MARIEN GROS: FEIN . S . and
H. B. Rev., S . ANDREAS . REVIVISCENS . and date.
St. Andrew and cross.

SCOTTISH COINS.

EARLY PERIOD, 1124-1329.

There is no evidence of a. Scottish coinage contemporaneous with those of
British and Anglo-Saxon times, the currency during those periods consisting
most probably of imported Roman and Anglo-Saxon money.

The first undoubted issue of Scottish coins was made in the reign of
David I. (1l24~53). This monarch resided in England before his accession, and
it is probably due to this circumstance that tin his new coinage he closely copied
the pennies of Stephen in weight, fineness, and type. A general correspondence
with the English coinage was maintained by subsequent monarchs. The short
double-cross reverse type of Henry II. was introduced by William the Lion, the
long double-cross of Henry III. by Alexander III., and the long-cross pattée
type of Edward I. by the same sovereign, who also struck halfpennies and 7

’
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farthings. On the obverse of the Scottish coins, however, the king’s head is
usually represented in profile, and not facing as on the English series, while on
the reverse there are mullets instead of_pellets in the angles of the cross.

On the later coins of Alexander III. (1249-1285), the names of the mints and
of the moneyers are discontinued.

WILLIAM I. (The Lion), 1165-1214.

2701. Penny, second issue. Obv.,>{< [L]€( RG1 [WI]L7-I00. Bust
crowned to left, and a sceptre before the head. Rev.,
cross potent with a small pellet in each angle, and also
a crescent enclosing a pellet which is connected with the
inner circle. The name of the moneyer and of the mint
is illegible.

2702. Penny, second issue. As No. 2701.

2703. Penny, third issue. Obv., as No. 2701.. Rev., >
{

<

hVG
WKLTGR Short double cross with a star of five
points in each angle.

2704-6. Pennies, third issue. As No. 2703, but the hair of the
king is represented by pellets.

2707. Penny, third issue. As No. 2704, but reading on the
reverse, >

{
<

hGN RI L61 RVS.

2708. Penny, third issue. As No. 2704, but reading >
}

<

WRLTGR
KDKOO on the reverse.

2709-10. Pennies, third issue. As No. 2704, but reading on
the reverses, (1) >X< PGRQS 7-ID7-I[0')] ON RO (Rox
burgh), and (2) PGRIS, &c., as on (1).

ALEXANDER II., 1 2 14-1 249.

2711. Penny. 055. [+ A|_els7iNoe(R Rex]. Head of king
to left uncrowned. Rev., >

{
<

PGRIS 7-KD7-Tm Dq RQQI1
(Roxburgh). Short double cross with a six-pointed star
in each angle.

ALEXANDER III., 1249-1285.

2712-9. Pennies, second issue. Obv., >
-X

<

7IL€X7INDER DEI
6R7I. Crowned bust of king to left with sceptre. Rev.,

>
{

<

REX SCOTORVM. Long cross pattée with a pierced
mullet in each angle.

2720. Farthing. Similar types to the Penny, but reading
055., + 7t|_ex7iN DER REX, and 1255., SCOTQRVM_

SILVER.
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JOHN BALIOL, 1 292-1 306.

2721-4. Pennies. Obv., >
}

<

lOh7W|VI€(S DEI GRK. Profile
bust to left crowned. Rev., >

1
4

RQX SQOTORVM.
Long cross pattée with a mullet in each angle.

ROBERT BRUCE, 1306-1329.

2725. Penny. 0bv., + ROBHRTVS: Del : (6R7Y. Crowned
profile bust to left with sceptre. Rev., >{<SCOTORVM
R€(X. Long cross pattée with a pierced mullet in each
angle.

DAVID
‘

11., 1329-1371.

David II., after his return in 1357 from captivity in the Tower of London,
struck groats and half-greats in imitation of those of Edward III. He also
introduced gold nobles of the English type, but apparently very few gold coins
were issued, only five specimens being known. They correspond in weight and
fineness with the nobles of Edward III. The weight of the silver penny of the
first and second issues:was 18 grs., and of the third 17 grs.

2726-8. Groats, second issue. Obv., >
X

<

DKVID 2 DGI : GRKS
RHX : SGOTORVSI7. (stops, saltires). Bust of king in
profile to left, with sceptre within a double tressure of
six curves broken below by the bust. Rev., >

{
<

D118 1
PTQQTOR STZS 2 Z LIBKTOR SR8 (stops, saltires). In
the inner circle, V|LL7I GDIl’l.BVR6h. Long cross
pattée extending to outer circle; in each angle, a five
pointed mullet pierced by a cinqnefoil.

2729. Half-groat, second issue. 0bv., >
{

<

D7-IVID . Dfll . GRK .

RQX . SCIOTORV (stops, saltires). Profile bust crowned
to left, as the Groat, No. 2726. Rev., >

X
<

Dl'l.S PROSHCl
TOR SRGVS :; and in an inner circle, VILLTI QD|l'l.
BUR6h. Long cross pattée, with pierced mullets of
five points in the angles (stops, saltires).

2"/so. Half-gr
and reading PROTGQTOR on the reverse.
SClOTORV.m. on the obverse.

oat. As the last, but without GRK on obverse,
It also reads

2731. Penny (second issue). 0bv., + DKVID R€(X $610
TORVSIZ. Profile bust crowned to left, with sceptre.
Rev., -X

4 VlLL7-I HDll1.BVR6h. Long cross pattée, with

a mullet of five points in each angle, pierced with a

cinquefoil.
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ROBERT III., 1390-1406.

Robert III. introduced gold coins of a new design, bearing the Scottish arms
on the obverse, and a figure of St. Andrew, the patron saint of Scotland, on the
reverse. There were two denominations, known from the design as the
St. Andrew or Lion, and its half. The larger coin weighed about 60 grains
during the first issue, and 38 grains during the second issue. Its current value
was 50. The fineness was 22 carats.

' The silver greats had a full-faced bust of the king, and both the obverse and
reverse types were close copies of the contemporary English groats. Those of
the first issue weighed 48 grains, and those of the second 30 grains.

2732. St. Andrew or Lion, first issue. Obv., -1
- ROBGRTVS ;

DQI : 6R7I(1I7Y Z RQX I SQOTTORVSTZ. Royal arms
crowned. Rev., >

{
<

XRII : RG6I'l.7IT : XRII :VlIl.CIlT :

XRQ 2 ISIZPGRKT (stops on obverse and reverse, partly
pellets and partly lis and crescents). St. Andrew on the
cross, between two fleurs-de-lis, the cross extending to
the inner circle.

2733. St. Andrew or Lion, second issue. Obv., + ROBQRTVS.
DEI . 6R7Y(1I7Y _ RGX _ S (stops, saltires on obverse
and reverse). Royal arms crowned. R6lI., >

{
<

DI'I.S :

P : THQTO [SIZS : Z 1
] LIBHR. St. Andrew standing

with extended arms between two lis.

2734. Demi-lion, second issue. Obv., >X<ROBGRTVS : DGI :

C
5

; RHX ; SQOT. Royal escutcheon. Rev., XRQ :

RIGHT : XRII : VIIIIIT (stops, saltires on obverse and
reverse). Cross of St. Andrew extending to the edge;
in the angles, two trefoils and two lis.

2735. Groat, Edinburgh, first issue. Obv., >
{

<

ROBQRTVS DGI
6R7I R€lX SQOTORVSTZ (stops, lis). Full-faced bust
crowned within a double tressure of seven arches. Rev.,
>{< DIES . PTHQTOR . IRS . Z . LIBYITOR . -IT?.S—
VILL7I HDINBVR6h in two concentric circles (stops,
lis). Long cross patt-ée extending to outer edges. Three
pellets in each angle united to form a trefoil.

2736. Groat, Perth, second issue. Similar to No. 2735 in legend
and type, but reading SCIOTTORVSII. and VILL7I DH
PQRTI1.

2737. Half-groat, Edinburgh, first issue. 0bv.,>[< ROBGRTVS.
DGI . C5R7I . RGX . SCIOTO (stops, pellets and saltires).
Crowned bust, as the Groat, in a tressure of nine arches.
Rev., >

{
<

DIIS . PTGQTOR : ITIS : LIB7ITO-—-VlLL7I
GDINBVRG in two concentric circles. Long cross pattée,
with three pellets in each angle.

GOLD.

SILVER.
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GOLD. 42740. Unicorn, third issue.

1406-1514.

This period is characterised by an increased variety of gold coins. James III.
introduced the rider (80 grs.), unicorn (59 grs.), and half-unicorn, and James IV.
the half-rider and quarter-rider. The denominations of silver coin consisted of
the groat, half-groat, and penny. Billon coins of a low standard (about half
silver and half base metal) were issued. The plack struck by James III. was
current for 3:1. The name is derived from plaque, a thin piece of metal.
Farthings in copper, known as “ black farthings," were issued by James III.

James V. introduced a new gold piece, called the ecu or crown (52§ grs. of
21} cts. fine), which was similar to the French ecu. It was current for 20.9.
Another gold coin issued in 1539, known as the “bonnet piece,” is notable as
the finest piece of the Scottish series. It weighed 88$ grs. of 23 cts. fine, and
was current at 408. The king’s bust on the obverse is represented in profile,
and wearing a bonnet or cap. The portraiture is considered good.

One-third groats were struck in silver. The current value of the billon plack
was lid. It was also known as the bawbee, a name derived from bus billon. In
the reign of Charles II. the term was applied to a copper piece having the
current value of 6d.

JAMES I., 1406-1437.

2738. Demy or Lion. Obv.,~m.-m. crown; I JYGOBVS . DH . I .

6R7Y(Il7Y _ RGX . SCIOT (stops, lis, and crosses). Arms of
Scotland in a lozenge-shaped shield. Rev., >X<SYYLVVSIZ .

FYYG . POPVLVSTZ . TVVSR . Dfl. (stops, saltires, and

lis). St. Andrew’s cross, with I in centre, between two
lis, enclosed in an orle of six crescents with lis at the
points, in each curve a quatrefoil.

2739. Great, Edinburgh. Obv., + mqosvs; Deu :6R7i(I|7i:
REX ; SGOTORSU. : Full-faced head crowned, with
sceptre, within a double tressure of nine arches. Rev.,

>
1

1

DIISZ PTHQTOR : IRS : Z : LIBTYTOR; and in inner
circle, VILLYY : GDIHBV : R6h and a lis (stops, annulets
on obverse and reverse). Long cross pattée with a lis in
two of the angles and three pellets in each of the other
angles.

'

JAMES III., 1460-1488.

Obv., mm. lis; IKCIOBVS 2 DGI :

6R7Y(Il7i : RQX : SXCIOTR. Unicorn to left, with coronet
and chain attached, supporting the royal escutcheon.
Rev., same m.m.; GXVRGYYT : DQ I QT: DISIPHRT :

n|m|q|e( (stops, stars on obverse and reverse). Flaming
star in centre of a floriated cross.

2741. Great, Berwiek, first issue. Obv., >X< IKUOBVS : D :

GRK ; RGX : SC(OTOR_ Full-faced head crowned,
within a double tressure of eight curves; at sides of
the neck, T . L. Rev., >

{
<

DIISP : TGQTOR . SR8:

Z : LBTYTOR :; and in inner circle, >{<V|LL7i 1 B€R
WlC(hl (stops, saltires on obverse and reverse). Long
cross pattée, with a mullet of six points in two of the
angles, and three pellets and an annulet in each of the

SILVER.

others.
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JAMES IV., 1488-1514.

2742. Great, Edinburgh, first issue. 0bv., + ITIGOBVS 2 D€(I 2

('5R7I(Il7I 2 RGX 2 SCIOTORV. Three-quarter-faced head,
with bushy hair, wearing an arched crown, and looking to
left. Rev., DIIS PBOTGORSTLG LIBGRTITO : ; and
in inner circle, VILL71 H 2 DIIIBVRG (stops, annulets
on obverse and reverse). Long broad cross pattée, with
a crown in two of the angles, and three pellets and an
annulet in each of the others; m.m. cross-crosslet or
cross fleury.

JAMES V., 1514-1542.

2743. Bonnet-piece, third issue. om... m.m. st. Andrew’s
cross; ITICOBVS . 5 . DEI . GR71 . R . SCOTOR .

1540. Profile bust, with bonnet, to right; behind, a
small annulet. Rev., + HONOR . REGIS . IVDICIVM .
DILIGIT, Royal arms crowned on a foliated cross.

After the unbroken succession of five monarchs of identical name,
it was found convenient. to affix a numeral of distinction, and this
was done on most of the coins of this reign. The practice began with
some pieces of the last issue of James IV.

2744. G'1‘08.t, Edinburgh, third issue. 0bv., + ITICBVS . 5 .

DEI . 6R7I . REX . SCOTORVM. Profile bust crowned
to right; behind, a trefoil. Rev., OPPIDV . EDIN
BVR6I (stops, trefoils on obverse and reverse). Shield
of arms in centre of long cross-fourchée.

2745. One - third Great, Edinburgh, third issue. 00...,
+ IACOBVS . 5 . DEI . GRA . R . SCOTO. Bust
as the Groat, but without the trefoil behind the head.
Rev., legend and type as the Groat, but with Roman N
reversed in the name of the town (stops, pellets).

2746. Bawbee or Plack. Obv., + ITICOBVS. D. 6. REX.
SCOTORVM. Thistle crowned; at sides, 1- 5. Rev.,
m.m. lis; OPPIDVM EDINBVRGI. St. Andrew’s
cross through a crown, within an inner circle ; on each
side, a lis.

MARY, 1 542-1 567.

The coinage of Mary’s reign is remarkable for the variety of types and the

changles
of denominations introduced. The issues may be divided into five

perio s :—
(I.) 1542-1558. Before Mary’s marriage with Francis the Dauphin.

(IL) 1558—l561. After her marriage with Francis.
(III.) 1561-1565. During her first widowhood.
(IV.) 1565-1567. After her marriage with Darnley.
(V.) 1567. After Darnley's death.

The various coinages of Mary show a.wide divergence from English types in
contrast even with those of the preceding reign, and the influence of French art
is to be traced in the designs employed.

The ryal was the largest silver coin hitherto issued in Scotland ; it was current
for 30;. The gold ryal (1l7§ grs. of 22 cts, fine) was current for 60s,

SILVER.

GOLD.

SIL VER.

BILLON.
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PED I .—BE FORE HER MARRIAGE WITH FRANCIS,l542—l558.

2747. Ecu, m.m. star. Obv., M7YRI7Y 0|-:| . em: . REGINK .

SCOTORVM. Royal arms, crowned; at each side, a

cinquefoil. Rev., m.m. crown; CRVCIS _ KRMK _

SEQVKMVR. Cross-fleury with a thistle in each angle

and a quatrefoil in the centre.

The ecu or “Abbey crown " was struck at Holyrood.

2748. Lion, 1553. Obv., >
}

<

MARIA. DEI . GRA . R . SCO
TORVM. Royal arms crowned; at the sides, |—G

(Jacobus Gubernator). Rev.,>{< DILIGITE. IVSTICIAM .

1553. Monogram M R [Maria Regina] under a crown ;

at the sides, a cinquefoil.

The initials are of James, Earl of A1-ran, Regent or Governor.

2749. Ryal, 1555. 01.11., MARIA . DEI . G . SCOTOR .

REGINA. Profile bust of Mary uncrowned to left. Rev.,

IVSTVS . FIDE . VIVIT . 1555. Royal arms crowned,

with a double-arched crown.

2750. Testoon, second issue, 1555. 0011., + MARIA . DEI .

G . SCOTOR . REGINA, 1555. Large M under a

crown; on each side,athistle, crowned. Rev., DILICIE.
DNI . COR . HVMILE. Royal escutcheon in centre of

a cross-potent.
The motto on the first issue was DA PACEM DOMINE.

2751. TGSIZOOH, third issue, 1557. Obv., legend as N0. 2750.‘

Royal arms, crowned; at the sides, M — R; under each

letter, an annulet. Rev., m.m. crown ; IN . VIRTVTE .

TVA . LIBERA . MEI . 1557. Cross-potent, with a

plain cross in each angle.

2752. Half-testoon, pattern. Obv., >{< MARIA . DEI . G .

SCOTOR . REGINA. The letter M under a crown; on

each side, a thistle, crowned. Rev., DELICIE . DNI .

COR . HVMILE. Royal escutcheon crowned.

2753. Bawbee or Plack, Edinburgh. Obv., + MARIA . D. G .

R . SCOTORVM . Thistle crowned, between M—R.
Rev.,m.m.lis; OPPIDVM . EDINBVRGI. St.Andrew’s

cross through a crown ; on each side, a cinquefoil.

2754. Half-bawbee, Edinburgh. Obv., + MARIA . D . e .

R . SCOTORVM. Types and reverse legend as the

Bawbee, but with a cinquefoil between the lower limbs

of St. Andrew’s cross, instead of at the sides.

2755. Penny, Edinburgh, first issue. 01.11., + IIIARIA . 0 .

G . R . SCOTORVM. Full-faced bust, with arched

crown. Rev., OPIDVM . EDNBVR. Cross-fourchée,

with open crowns and cinquefoils in alternate angles.
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PERIOD II.—AF'1‘ER HER MARRIAGE WITH FRANCIS,
1558-1561.

2756. Testoon, first issue, 1559. 0bv., m.m. crown; FRAN . SILVER-.

ET. MA. DEI .G . R.R.SCOTO. D . D.VlEN.
Shield containing the Royal arms of Scotland, quartered
with those of the Dauphin, impaled upon a cross-potent.
R-ev., FECIT . VTRAQVE . VNVM . 1559. The letters
F . M . in monogram under a crown; on each side, a

double-barred cross.

A rare gold ducat of 1558 reads HORUM TUTA FIDES.

2757. Testoon, 86001111 iSSI1e, 1560. 055., FRAN . ET . MA .

D . G . R . R . FRANCO . SCOTORQ. Arms of Mary
and the Dauphin under a crown; on one side a plain cross,
and on the other St. Andrew’s cross. Rev., VICIT . LEO .

DE .TRlBV. IVDA . 1560. The letters F— M in mono
gram under a crown ; on one side, a lis crowned, and on
the other a thistle, also crowned.

2758. Half-testoon, first issue, 1558. Obv., m.m. crown; FRAN .

ET. MA. D.G.R. R.$COTOR. D. D.V|EN.
Rev., >

{
<

FECIT . VTRAQVE .VNVM .1558. Types
as the first Testoon, N0. 2756.

PERIOD IV.—Ar'rER HER MARRIAGE WITH DARNLEY,
1565-1567.

‘

2759. Ryal or Grookston Dollar. Obv., MARIA . & . HEN RIC’
DEI . GRA . R . & . R . SCOTORV. Royal arms of
Scotland, crowned ; on each side, a thistle. Rev., EXVR
GAT. DEVS . &. . DISSIPENTE INIMICI . El’. Palm
tree crowned, with a lizard creeping up the stem; around
the tree is a scroll, inscribed DAT GLORIA VIRES, and
underneath, the date, 1566 ; in the field, a crowned thistle
as countermark.

2760. Two-thirds Ryal, 1565. Legends and types as Ryal
No. 2759, but without the countermark.

JAMES VI., 1567-1625.

The coinages of James VI. were even more varied than those of his mother,
Mary. In the period of thirty-six years before his accession to the English throne,
there were seven issues in gold, eight in silver, four in billon, and one in copper,
comprising eleven denominations in gold, twenty-four in silver, five in billon,
and two in copper. ‘

The frequent changes made were to some extent due to a rise in the market
price of silver, owing to its scarcity. During the period named, the coinage
value of an ounce of silver rose from 40s. in 1567 to 60:. in 1601. The relative
current values of Scottish and English coins of the same denomination became
as 12 to 1

, that is, one English shilling was equivalent to 12 Scottish,
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After the accession of James VI. to the English throne, the coinage was (in 1604)
brought into conformity with the denominations and types of the English series,
the current values of the coins of the two countries remaining in the same
proportion as before, that is, 12 to 1.

The chief distinguishing mark between the English and Scottish coins is that
on the latter the king wears the Scottish crown, which has in the centre a. lis
between two crosses, instead of a cross between two lis as on the English crown.
After 1610 a difference was also made on the reverse, the Scottish arms being
placed in the first and fourth quarters of the shield.

A copper currency was introduced in 1614, consisting of the turner or twopence
and its half. The name is supposed to be derived from " tournois," a small
French copper coin.

PERIOD I.—BEFORE HIS ACCESSION TO THE Encmsn
THRONE.

2761. ThiStlB—I10bl9, fourth issue. Obv., m.m. quatrefoil;
IACOBVS . 6 . DEI . GRATIA . REX . SCOTORVM.
Royal arms, crowned, at side of a ship carrying two flags,
charged with I and 6; below the royal escutcheon, a
thistle. Rev., same m.m.; FLORENT . SCEPT . PIIS .

REGNA . HIS . IOVA . DAT. NVMERATQ. Two
sceptres in saltire, with a crown at each extremity; in
the centre is a leave-d thistle, and around are four lions,
crowned ; the whole within an ornamental compartment,
with thistle-heads in the spandrils.

2762. Hat-piece, fifth issue. Obv., m.m. pierced cinquefoil;
IACOBUS .6 . D . G . R . SCOTORVM. Bust of the
king to right, wearing a high crowned hat; behind, a
thistle. Rev., same m.m.; TE . SOLVM . VEREOR .
1593, Crowned lion sejant to left, holding a sceptre,
which is pointing to the word JEHOVAH, in Hebrew
characters, displayed in a cloud. -

The hat-piece was current for four pounds Scottish. _

2763. Half-rider, sixth issue. Obv., m.m. quatrefoil; lACOBVS_.
6 . D . G . R . SCOTORVM. The king armed cap-oi-pw
on horseback to right, with the Royal escutcheon on the
housings ; below, 1599. Rev., same m.m. ; SPERO .

MELIORA. Royal escutcheon crowned.

2764. Sword-and-sceptre piece, seventh issue. Obv., m.m.
quatrefoil; IACOBVS . 6 . D . G . R . SCOTORVM.
Royal escutcheon crowned. Rev., same m.m.; SALVS .

POPVLI . SVPREMA . LEX. A sword and sceptre
in saltire, under a crown ; on each side, a thistle; below,
1601.

2765. Sword-and-sceptre piece, 1602. Legends, mint-marks,
and types as N0. 2764.

2766. Sword-and-sceptre piece, 1603. Legends, mint-marks,
and types as No. 27 64,
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2767-8. Ha.lf—sword-and-sceptre pieces, seventh issue, 1601. com).
Legends, mint-marks, and types as Sword-and-sceptre
piece, No. 2764.

2769. Half-sword-a.nd- sceptre piece, 1602- Similar to
No. 2767.

2770. Ryal or Thirty-shilling piece, first issue. Obv., SILVER.
IACOBVS . 6 . DEI . GRATIA. REX . SCOTORVM.
Royal escutcheon crowned; at the sides, |— R, crowned.
Rev., PRO. ME . SI . MEREOR . IN . ME. Sword
erect, with a crown on the point, between a hand on one
side, pointing to the value, XXX, on the other, and the
date, 1571 ; countermarked with a crowned thistle.

2771. Noble, second issue, 1572. Obv., IACOBVS . 6 . &c.;
as the Ryal, No. 2770. Royal escutcheon crowned; at the
sides. 6-8 (6s. 803.). Rev., SALVVM . FAC . POPV
LVM . TVVM . DNE . 1572. Floriated cross with
star in centre, and with crowns and thistles in alternate
angles.

2772. Half-noble, 1572. Legends and types as the Noble,
No. 2771, but at sides of shield, 3

—4 (Bis. 4d.).

2773. Two-thirds Ryal Or Twenty-shilling piece, fifth issue,
1582. Obv., IACOBUS . 6 . DEI . GRATIA . REX .

SCOTORVM. Half-length bust of king, crowned and
in armour, to left, and holding a sword in his right hand.
Rev., HONOR. REGIS. IVDICIVM . DILIGIT . 1582.
Royal escutcheon crowned; at the sides, |—R, and XX-S.

2774. One-third Ryal or
Ten-shilling

piece, 1582, fifth issue.
Legends and types as No. 2773, but at sides of shield,
I — R and X — S.

2775. Balance Half-merk, sixth issue. Obv., m.m. cinquefoil ;

IACOBVS . 6 . D . G . R . SCOTORVM .1591. Royal
escutcheon under a crown, between two thistle-heads.
Rev., same m.m-.; HIS . DIFFERRT . REGE . TY
RAN NVS_ A sword and balance.

2776. Ten-shilling piece, seventh issue.
foil ; IACOBVS , 6 _ &c. as No. 2775. Bare-headed bust
in armour to right. Rev., same m.m.; NEMO . ME .

IMPVNE . LACESSIT . 1598. Three thistles on one

stem, under a crown.

Obv., m.m. quatre

2777. Five-shilling piece, seventh issue ; m.m. quatrefoil.
Legends, types, and date as No. 2776.

9070 P
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~27'78. Thirty-penny piece, 1599; mm. quatrefoil. Legends

and types as No. 2776.

2779. Half-thistle merk, eighth issue. 0bv., IACOBVS . 6 .

&c. as No. 2775. Royal escutcheon crowned. Rev.,'~

REGEM . IOVA . PROTEGIT . 1602.
’ A thistle

with two leaves crowned.

2780. Eighth—thistle merk, eighth issue, 1602. Legends and

types as No. 2779. .

2781. Plack. 0bv., IACOBVS . 6 . D . G . R . SCOTOR.

Royal escutcheon crowned. Rev., OPPIDVM . EDIN

BVRGI. A thistle crowned.

2782. TWOPGIIGG (Turner). 0bv., IACOBVS .6 . D . G . R .

SCOTORVM. Bare-headed bust in armour to right.

Rev., OPPIDVM . EDINBVRGI. Three thistle heads.

Piinrrm Il.——AFTER HIS ACCESSION TO THE ENGLISH THRONE.

2783-5. Units. Obv., mnn. thistle; IACOBVS . D . G . MAG .

BRIT. FRAN . db. HIB . REX. Half-length figure of

king, crowned and holding a sceptre and orb, to right;

bust cuirassed. Rev., same m.m.; FACIAM . EOS . IN .

GENTEM . VNAM. Shield crowned, and bearing the

arms of Great Britain and Ireland ; Scotland in the first

and fourth quarters ; at the sides, I — R.

2786. Crown. om», mm. thistle; IACOBVS, 0’. G’. MAG’,

BRIT’. FRAN’. & . HIB’. REX. King crowned, with

sword, on horseback to right; on the housings of the

horse is a crowned thistle. Rev., same m.m.; QV/€ .

DEVS CONIVNXIT . NEMO . SEPARET. Square

shield of arms, garnished, with quarterings as on the

English issues.

2787-8. Half-crowns. 01211., m.m. thistle; IACOBVS . D’ . G’ .

MAG’. BRIT’. FRAN’ . & . HIB’ . REX. King

crowned, in armour, and holding a sword, on horseback,

to right. Rev., same m.m.; QV/E . DEVS . CONIVN

XIT . NEMO . SEPARET. Royal shield of arms (gar

. nished), with Scotland in the first and fourth quarters.

2789. Shilling. 0bv., m.m. thistle; IACOBVS . o . G &c.

as No. 2787. Bust crowned, and in armour, to right;

behind the head, XII. Rev., same m.m. ; QV/E . DEVS

&c. Royal shield of arms as No. 2787, but plain,
3.,-.
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2790. Turner, or Twopence, first issue.
c DEI‘. GRA . MAG . BRIT. A triple headed thistle

with two leaves. Rev., FRANCIE. ET. HIBERNIE.
REX . The Scottish lion to left; behind, two pelletfl
for value.

Obv., IACOBVS .

CHARLES I., 16254649.
The gold coinage of Charles I. consisted of the unit or sceptre and its sub

divisions, the eighth-unit being a new denomination. The new silver pieces
were the half-merk (current for 6.9.8d. Scottish or 64f,rl.English), the forty-penny
piece, and the twenty-penny piece.

From 1635 Nicolas Briot, engraver to the English mint, was appointed master
of the Scottish mint, John Falconer, his son-in-law, being his assistant. The
coins issued under their superintendence were much superior in style and work
manship to those struck previously. Gold bullion was supplied by the African
Company.

The circulating value of the copper turner was 211. There were no billon coins
struck subsequent to the reign of James VI.

2791- Unit, second issue. Obv., m.m. thistle and small B.;
CAROLVS . D : G Z MAG . BRITAN . FRAN . ET.
HIB _ REX, Half-length figure of king, crowned, in
highly ornamented armour, and holding a sceptre and
orb. to right. ROL'., HIS . PR/ESVM . VT . PROSIM.
Plain shield of arms crowned, with Scotland in the first
and fourth quarters ; at the sides, C - R, both crowned.

2792. Half-unit, second issue. Obv., CAR . D : G . MAG .

BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX. Bust of king,
crowned, to left; below, a small B. Rev, VNITA .

TVEMVR. Plain shield of arms crowned, as on the
Unit, No. 2791.

2.793. Eighth“-unit, second issue. As the Half-unit, No. 2792.
but legend on the obv. ending with R. instead of REX,
and with C and R uncrowned on the rev.

2794-I5. Half-crowns, fourth issue. Obv., m.m. thistle; CAR
OLVS . D : G . MAG : BRITAN :FRAN : ET: HIB:
REX: King crowned, in armour, and holding a sword,
on horseback, to left; below, F. (Falconer). Rev.,
same m.m.; QV/E . DEVS . CONIVNXIT . NEMO .

SEPARET. Garnished shield of arms crowned.

2796. Shilling, fourth issue. Obv., CAR . D . e.

BRITAN . FR. ET. HIB. REX . Bust of king
crowned to left, and dividing the legend below ; behind
the head, XII. Rev.. QV/E . DEVS . &c., a8. N0- 2794

Plain shield of arms crowned; at the sides, C— R
crowned.

’ "

.MAG.
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2797. Sixpence, fourth issue. 0bv., m.m. two-leaved thistle;
CAROLVS . D . G . MAG . BRIT. FR. ET. HIB .

REX . Bust of king crowned to left; behind the head,
VI. Ran, legend and type as No. 2794; m.m. thistle
without leaves.

2798. Forty—penny piece, fourth issue. 0bv., CAR . D . G .

SCOT . AN . FR . ET. HIB . R . Bust of king
crowned to left, and dividing the legend below ; behind
the head, XL. Rev., SALVS . REIPVB . SVPREMA .

LEX . A thistle with two leaves crowned; above, a
small F (Falconer).

2799. Turner, first issue. 055., CAROLVS . 0 _ G . MAG .

BRIT. Three thistles with two leaves on one stem.
Rev., FRAN . & . HIB . REX. Lion rampant crowned;
behind, two pellets.

2800- Turner, second issue. Obv., CAR . D . G . SCOT .

ANG . FR . ET. HIB . R . A crown above ll;
with C and R at the sides; below, three lozenges. Reu.,
NEMO . Ml . IMPVNE . L..ACESSET. Thistle with
two leaves.

2801. Turner or Bodle, third issue. Obv., CAR . D , G .

SCOT. ANG . FRA. ET. HIB. R. The letters C R
under a crown. Rev., NEMO . ME . IMPVNE . LA
CESS ET, A thistle with two leaves ; m.m. a lozenge.

CHARLES II., 1660-1684.

No coins for Scotland were struck during the Commonwealth, and no gold
pieces were issued during the reign of Charles II. The four-merk piece or dollar
was current at 538. 4d., and its sub-divisions proportionately.

The copper turner or bodle was current at 2d. and the bawbee at 6d.

A new issue was ordered in 1675. The dies were engraved by John Roettier,
and the bust of the king is turned to the left instead of to the right as on the
first issue and on the contemporary English coins.

2802. Dollar, second issue, 1682. 0/)U., CAROLVS . || . DEI .

GRA . Bust laureated and draped to left; below, a
small F- R6v., SCO . ANG . FR . ET. HIB . REX.
1682. Four shields, crowned and arranged in the form
of a cross, of Scotland, England, Ireland, and France;
between the shields, four thistles, and in the centre,
two C’s interlinked.

2803. Quarter-Dollar, second issue, 1677. Legends and types
as the Dollar, No. 2802.
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2804. Eighth-Dollar, second lssue, 1676. Legends and types SILVER.
as the Dollar, No. 2802.

2805. One-sixteenth Dollar, second issue, 1681. Obverse
legend and type as the Dollar, No. 2802. Rev., SCO .

ANG . FRA . ET. HIB . REX . 1681. St. Andrew’s
cross, with crown in centre, and in each angle a thistle,
rose, harp, and lis.

2806. Turner. Legends and types as the Turner of Charles I., COPPER.
No. 2800, but with ll after C R under crown.

2807. Bawbee, 1678. om», CAR . || . 0 . e . sco . AN .

FR . ET . HIB . R . Bust laureated and draped to left.
Reta, NEMO . ME . IMPVNE . LACESSET . 1678 .

Thistle with leaves under crown.

2808. B0(ll8, 1677. Obv., CAR . ll . D . G . SCO . ANG .

FRA . ET . HIB . REX . Sceptre and sword in saltire
under a crown. .R61.’., as No. 2807, but without crown,
and reading LAESSET.

JAMES VII., 1684—1689.

James VII. of Scotland and II. of England only issued for circulation silver
forty-shilling and ten-shilling pieces. No gold or copper coins were struck. The
standard of fineness was slightly raised, but the weights were reduced ; so that
the ratio between the current values of Scottish and English coins became
13;’; to 1, and continued so until the Act of Union in 1707, when the ratio of
12 to l was restored. There was a pattern sixty-shilling piece.

2809. Ten-shilling piece, 1687. Obv., IACOBVS. ll . DEI . SILVER.
GRATIA _ Bust laureate and draped to right; below, 10,
R8l‘., MAG . BR . FRA . ET. HIB . REX .1687.
St. Andrew’s cross, with thistle, rose, harp, and lis at the
extremities, dividing the crowned shields of Scotland,
England, France, and Ireland.

WILLIAM AND MARY, 1689-1694.

The silver coins of William and Mary consisted of the sixty-shilling piece,
forty-shilling piece, ten-shilling piece. and five-shilling piece; and the copper
coins of the bawbee and bodle. No gold coins were struck.

2810. Ten-shilling piece, 1690. Obv., GVLIELMVS . ET .
MARIA . DEI . GRATIA . Busts, draped, of king
(laureate) and queen to left; below, 10, indicative of
value. Rev., MAG . BR . FR . ET. HIB . REX .

ET . REGINA . 1690. Royal arms crowned, with
Scotland in 1st and 4th quarters, and escutcheon of
Nassau in centre.
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2811. Ten-shilling piece, 1691. As No. 2810, but larger shield
of arms.

2812. Five-shilling piece, 1691. Obverse as No. 2810, but
. reading DEI . GRA , and with V under busts. Rev.,

MAG . BR &c. as before. The letters W. M . in
monogram under crown.

2813. Bawbee, 1692. Obv., m.m. star; GVL. ET. MAR . D .

G. MAG. BR.FR. ET. HIB. REX. ET. REGINA.
Draped busts to left. Rev., NEMO . ME . IMPVNE .

LACESSET _ 1692 _ A two-leaved thistle under a

crown.
‘

2814. Bodle, 1691. Obv., D . G . MAG. BR . FR . ET. HIB .

REX _ ET , REGINA, The letters W . M . in mono
gram under crown. R6L'., as the Bawbee, No. 2813.

‘WILLIAM 11., 1694-1702.

William placed no numerals after his name on his coins. He was William III.
of England, II. of Scotland, and I. of Great Britain, the last being the title he
adopted for his Scottish coins. .

The Darien-pistole and its half, the last gold coins of the Scottish series, were
struck in 1701 from bullion supplied by the Darien Company, whose crest appears
on the obverse below the bust. This Company possessed a charter granting them
_amonopoly of trade with Asia, Africa, and America. The project of eolonising
the Isthmus of Darien was an utter failure.

The pistole was current at £12 Scottish, which was 10 per cent. above its
intrinsic value. It weighed 106 grains troy, and was of '22carat fineness.

2815. Da-rien—pistole, 1701. Obv., GVLIELMVS . DEI . GRA
TIA . Bust laureated to left; below, the sun rising out
of the sea. Rev., MAG . BRIT . FRA . ET . HIB .

REX . 1701. Royal arms under a crown ; at the sides,
W - R crowned. Edge grained obliquely.

2816. Half—pisto1e, 1701.
Pistole, No. 2815.

Legends, types, and edge as the

2817. Twenty-shilling piece, 1696. Obv., GVLIELMVS .

DEI . GRATIA . Bust laureated and draped to left;
below, 20, indicative of value. Rev., MAG . BRIT.
FRA . ET . HIB . REX . 1696. Royal arms crowned.

2818. Five-shilling piece, 1696. Obv., GVL . D . G . MAG .

BR . FR . &. . HIB . REX. Bust as before, but with
5 underneath. Rev., NEMO . ME . IMPVNE .

LACESSET . 1696. Three thistles on one stem with
two leaves under a crown.
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2819. Bodle, 1695. 0bv., GVL . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . UOPPER.
ET . HIB . REX. Sword and sceptre in saltire under
a crown. Rev., NEMO . ME . IMPVNE . LACESSET .

1695. Thistle under a crown.

2820. Bawbee,1695. Obv., GVL. D . G . MAG . BR . FR .

ET . HIB . REX . Laureated bust to left. Rev.,
NEMO . ME . IMPVNE . LACESSET. A crowned
thistle-head with two leaves.

ANNE, 1702-1714.

Only silver coins were struck during the reign of Anne. The issue before the
Act of Union in 1707 comprised the ten-shilling and the five-shilling piece only.

The Act of Union provided that the coin should be of the same standard and
value throughout the United Kingdom as in England. The crown, half-crown,
shilling, and sixpence were therefore struck in the Edinburgh mint of the same
weight and fineness as the English coins from which they were diiferentiat-ed by
an E (Edinburgh), or an E followed by a star placed under the bust.

The Edinburgh mint appears to have been closed about 1709, though the oflice
of the Governor of the mint in Scotland was not formally abolished until 1817,
and in the latter year it was ordered that the mint buildings should be sold.

Pnnron I.-Bnronn THE Aer or UNION IN 1707.

2821. Ten-shilling piece, 1705. 0bv., ANNA . DEI . GRA- SILVER
TIA . Draped bust to left, with love-lock over right
shoulder, and wearing a thistle on her breast; below, 10.
Rev., MAG . BRIT. FRA. ET. HIB . REG .1705.
Royal arms under the Scottish crown.

2822. Five-shilling piece, 1705. Obverse as No. 2821, but with
5 under bust. Rev., NEMO . ME . IMPVNE .

LACESSET . 1705. Three thistles on one stem under
a crown.

PERIOD II.—AFTER THE Acr or UNION, 1707-1709.

2823. Crown, 1708. 0011., -AN NA . DEI . GRATIA. Bust of
queen to left; below, E (Edinburgh). Rev., MAG 2

BRI : FR : ET. HIB : REG : 1708. Four shields of
arms arranged cruciformly; in centre, the Star of the
Garter. Edge, s nnovs . ET . TUTAMEN . ANNO . REGNI .

SEPTIMO.

2824. Half-crown, 1707. Similar to No. 2823, except date, and
having snxro on the edge for SEPTIMO.
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2825. Shilling, 1707. Similar to No. 2823,-except date, but the
edge is grained obliquely.

2826. Shilling, 1707. Similar to No. 2825, but with E and a
star below the bust instead of E only.

2827. Shilling, 1708. Similar to N0. 2825. except the date.

2828. Shilling, 1708. Similar to No. 2826, except the date.

2829. Shilling, 1709. Similar to N0. 2826, except the date.

2831. Sixpence, 1707. Similar to No. 2825.

2832. Sixpence, 1708. Similar to No. 2826, except the date.

IRISH COINS.

SIHTRIC III., 989-1029.

The first known Irish coins were struck at Dublin and bear the name of
Aethelred II. of England, who reigned from 979 to 1016. They were probably
imitations of Anglo-Saxon coins issued by native Irish rulers.

Sihtric III. (989-1029), a Dano-Irish king, struck _coins at Dublin, of which
the coin (No. 2851) is probably an imitation.

2851. Penny. Bust to left. 17021., long cross voided dividing
legend ; in alternate angles, an ornament in the shape of
a hand or a branch.

JOHN, 1 199-1216.

John, the son of Henry II., was Lord of Ireland from 1177 to 1199, and struck
halfpence and farthings at Dublin and Waterford. After his accession to the
English throne, he struck pence, halfpence, and farthings at the same mints and
at Limerick, corresponding in standard with contemporary English coins.

2852. Penny, Dublin. Obv., lOh7¥NN€(S . R€(X. Full-faced
bust crowned, with sceptre, within a triangle. Rev.,

>
1

<

ROBGRD . ON . DIVG . (Dublin). A flaming star
and crescent within a triangle, in each angle of which is

a small star. Each angle of the triangle terminates in a

cross pattée, and there is also a cross pattée above each
line of the legend.
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2853. Penny, Limerick. Similar types, but reading WILLGM
ON LIMQ .

2854. Halfpenny, Dublin. 0bv., lOhKN . REX. Head, full
faced, within a triangle, in each angle of which is a star.

Rev., WILLGM . ON . D . A cross above a crescent,
and three stars within a triangle.

HENRY III., 1216-1272.

The Irish coins of Henry III. were struck from dies engraved in London. The
reverses have a long double cross and correspond with those of the English
issues, but the bust of the king is within a triangle instead of a circle.

2855. Penny, Dublin. Obv., hGRl(IVS . REX . Ill . Full
faced head, with sceptre in right hand, and a cinque

. foil on one side, the whole within a triangle. Rev.,
RIQKRD _ , ONDIVQ . Long cross pommée voided,
with three pellets in each angle.

EDWARD I., II., or III., 1272-1377.

No marks of distinction have yet been observed by which the coins of the first
three Edwards may be satisfactorily attributed to their respective reigns. The
pieces coined were silver pence, halfpence and farthings, and at the rate of
224 grains to the penny.

2856. Penny, Cork. 0bv., GDW. R . TINGL. DNS . hYB.
Full-faced bust crowned, within a triangle. Rev.,
C(|VlT7IS . CIORCUICIG . Long cross pattée, with three
pellets in each angle.

2857. Penny, Dublin.
LINIE .

As No. 2856, but C(lVlT7iS . DVB
There are two pellets below the bust.

2858-9. Pennies, Waterford.
WIITERFOR .

As No. 2856, but CIVITKS _
There are two pellets below the bust.

2860. Halfpenny, Waterford. As the Penny, No. 2858, but
O|Vl-1-718 . VYITERFOR.

2861. Farthing, Dublin.
CIVITTIS
No. 2856.

0bv.,
DVBLINIE

E R YINGLIE. Rev,
Types as the Penny,

SILVER.
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EDWARD IV., 1461-1483.

Henry VI. was the first monarch to strike groats for Ireland. He also struck
small copper half-far-things, or Patricks, weighing about 75 grs. each.

A great variety of types were -issued by Edward IV. There were seven issues
in all of silver, and two of copper halfpence and farthings. One groat of the
sixth issue is shown in the Mint cases (No. 2862).

2862. Groat, Dublin, sixth issue.
QDWYIRDVS . DHI’ . GR7I . DHS . hYBGRl"tIH .

(stops, saltires). Full-faced bust crowned within a
double tressure of nine curves, with trefoils and pellets.
Rev., m.m. unpierccd cross; POSVI . DHVSR . 7IDlV
TORG . SIIGVSTI. . ; and inner circle, CIIVITTIS . DVB
LINIH . (stops, saltires). Long cross pattée with three
pellets in each angle, and with an additional small pellet
in first and third angle.

Obv., m.m. pierced cross;

HENRY VIII., 1509-1547.

Henry VIII. introduced the harp on his Irish coins, and from his time it
forms the chief distinguishing characteristic of this series. Henry also debased
the standard of the Irish money, his last issue containing one part silver and two
parts alloy, like the base money for England.

2863. Groat, first issue. om», henmq =v||| : 0’ 1 6’ R’
7(6|_ ; Z , Cross fourchée quartering the royal arms,
which are crowned. Rev., FRTIIIQQ . DOSRIHVS :

hlBGRl1.lG : (stops, saltires on obverse and reverse).
Harp crowned ; at the sides, h- R crowned.

2864. Groat; m.m. crown on both sides. Legends and types
as No. 2863, but reading YIGLIG : Z . and with h—7I
crowned at sides of harp.

2865. G1‘0&.13 ; m.m. crown. As No. 2863, but with h — I

crowned at sides of harp, and reading 7Y6L|E,

MARY, 1 553-1 554.

Mary was the first monarch to strike shillings 101' Ireland. The new coin
weighed 96 grains, and contained about two parts silver to one alloy.

2866. Shilling.1553. Obv., STUIRITI . D’ . G’. K116’ . FRA’ .

Z . h|B’ . RGGITUI . Bust crowned to left. Rev., VERI
T7IS . THSRPORIS . FlLl7I : S17. I D : Llll . (stops,
annulets on obverse and reverse, and lis after first word
in each legend). Harp crowned; at the sides, .\T7.—R

crowned.

PHILIP AND MARY, 1554-1558.

2867. Groat, 1557. Obv., PHILIP . ET . MARIA . D . G .

REX _ ET _ REGINA _ A _ Busts facing; above,a crown
and 1557. Reta, m.m. rose; POSVIMVS . DEVM .

ADIVTOREM . NOSTRVM . Harp crowned; at the
sides, P— M crowned.
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ELIZABETH, 1 558-1 603.

Elizabeth re-coined the base money withdrawn in England into shillings and
sixpences for Ireland. The standard was only 3 oz. fine, and the current value
of a shilling was no more than 211. A partial reformation was made in 1561,
when the standard was raised to 11 oz. fine, though the weight of the shilling
was reduced from 144 grs. to 72 grs. In 1598, however, a return was made to
the former base standard of fineness, the weight of the shilling being about 88 grs.

2868. Groat, first issue. Obv., ELIZABETH : D’. G’. ANG : SILVER.
FRA’ . Z : HIB’. REGIN . Bust crowned to left. Rev.,
POSVI : DEVM : ADIVTOREM : MEVM . Harp
crowned; at the sides, E— R crowned; m.m. roses on
both sides.

2869. Shilling, second issue, 1561. Obv., 771.771.harp; E|_|ZA
BETH . D’ . G’. A’. F’. ET. HIBERNIE’ . REG’.
Bust crowned to left. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI :

DEVM : ADIVTOREVM : MEVM. Shield charged
with three harps, under a crown ; at the sides, 15 — 61.

2871). Great, 1561, second issue: m.m. harp. Legends and
types as the Shilling, No. 2869.

2871. Penny, 1601. Obv., m.m. star; ELIZABETH . D’. G’. corrsn.
AN’ . FR’ . ET . HIBER’ . RE’._ Shield charged With
the arms of France and England quarterly ; at the sides,
E— R. Rev., same m.m.; POSVI . DEV’ . ADIV
TOREM . MEV’ . Harp crowned; at the sides,
16-01.

2872. Halfpenny, 1601; m.m. star. Legends and types as
the Penny, No. 2871, but reading HIB .

JAMES I., 1603—1625.

James I. took measures to reform the Irish coinage. He struck silver coins of
the standard 9 oz. fine, with types corresponding to the English except that a
harp was placed on the reverse. The weight was at the rate of 70¢ grains to the
shilling.

2873. Shilling, first issue. Obv., mm. bell; IACOBVS, D’, s1LVER_
G’. ANG’ . SCO’ . FRA’ . ET . HIB’. REX . Bust
crowned and in armour to right. Rev., same m.m.;
EXVRGAT. DEVS . DISSIPENTVR . INIMICI .

Harp crowned.

2874. Sixpence, first issue ; m.m. bell. As the Shilling,
No. 2873, but reading on reverse, TVEATVR . VNITA ,

DEVS. »

1
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CHARLES I., 1625—1 649.

During the “Irish Rebellion,” 1642-1647, pieces, known as “money of
necessity,” corresponding in character with the English “siege pieces,” were
struck both by the Government and the rebels for the payment of the troops.

The Inchiquin money was struck from plate supplied by the king’s loyal
subjects. It receives its name from Lord Inchiquin, Vice-President of Munster.
The series contains the only gold coin of Ireland. It is of the same character as
the silver pieces.

The Ormonde money was issued in 1643 during the Viceroyalty of James,
Marquis (afterwards Duke) of Ormonde. This was ordered by the king, and
was stamped with the letters C R under a crown.

The Cork money is considered to have been struck by order of Lord Inchiquin
who was in that city during 1647.

Some half-crowns struck about 1642 are known as “ Blacksmiths’ money.”
There is no example in the Mint, nor of that known as “Rebel money," struck
in 1643.

2875. Farthing. 0bv., m.m. heraldic cinquefoil; CARO , D _

G . MAG . BRI . Two sceptres in saltire, through a
crown. Rev., FRA . ET. HIB . REX . Harp crowned.

Monnv or Nnonssrrv.

2876. Inchinquin 0I'0W11, octagonal. On both sides a circular
dwt : gr :

8stamp, enclosing
19 _

2877. Inchinquin half-crown, octagonal. As the Crown,

No. 2876, but stamped on both sides dvg

2878. Inchinquin shilling, octagonal. As the Crown, N0. 2876.

2879. Ormonde sixpence. C R under a crown within a circle.
Rev., VI under a D, indicating the value, and within a
circle.

2888. Ormonde groat. As No. 2879, but with l|ll~under a D.

2881. Cork shilling.
within a circle.
circle.

Obv., CORK; below, the date, 1647,
Rev., XII, indicating value, within a

2882. Cork sixpence. As before, but with Vl.
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CHARLES I[., 16494685.

From this period only coins of copper, pewter, or some mixed metal were
struck for Ireland.

The issue of the halfpenny and farthing, known as St. Patrick’s, appears to
have been made between I673 and 1680, though there is no direct record of such
a coinage. The designs of David playing the harp and St. Patrick blessing the
people are of exceptional interest among those of the Irish coins. The St.
Patrick coins were legalised for currency in New Jersey in 1682 (86.1p. 302).

2883. St. Pa.trick’s halfpenny. Obv., FLOREAT REX.
Robed figure of David crowned, kneeling, and playing
on a harp; above, a crown. R8L'., ECCE GREX.
St. Patrick mitred, standing with a crozier in his left
hand, and a shamrock in his right, which he holds up to
the people around him ; on his left side, a shield bearing
three castles (the arms of Dublin).

2884. St. Pa.trick’s farthing. Obverse as the Halfpenny,
N0. 2853. Reu., QVIESCAT PLEBS. St. Patrick,
mitred, standing with a double cross in his left hand,
and holding out his right over some serpents and other
reptiles ; behind him, a church.

2885. Halfpenny, 1680. Obv., CAROLVS . I. I . DEI . GRATIA.
Bust laureate and draped to right. Rev., MAG . BR .

FRA . ET. HIB . REX . Harp under a crown; at
the sides, 16 — 80.

2886. Halfpenny, 1682. As No. 2885.

JAMES II., 1685-1688.

The “gun money” of James II. was struck during his struggles to regain the
throne. The pieces, of which there is a great variety, were known in Ireland as
brass money, the metal of old brass cannon being used in their manufacture.
The coins, which consisted of crowns, half-crowns, shillings and sixpences, bear
the month as well as the year of issue.

White metal or pewter was also used for coining when supplies of brass ran
short. This mixed metal was described by the Irish as uim bog, that is

,

soft
copper, meaning worthless coin. From this term the English Itumbug is said to
have sprung, and to have acquired its meaning of anything that imposes by
deceptive appearance.

After the battle of the Boyne, 1690, William ordered that the current value of
the crowns and large half-crowns should be reduced to ld. each, and other coins
in proportion.

2887. Halfpenny, 1686. Obv., IACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRA
TIA . Bust laureate and draped to left. Rev., MAG .

BR . FRA . ET . HIB . REX. Harp underacrown;
at the sides, 16 — 86.

COPPER.
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Mommy).

MONEY or NECESSITY, 1689-1691.

2888. Hibernia, 1691. 0bv., IACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA .

2889. Halfpenny,

Bust as before, but smaller. Rev., HIBERVIIA 1691.
Hibernia seated to left, resting her left arm on a harp,
and holding a branch in her right.

1690. Obv., IACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRATIA.
Head laureated to left. Rein, MAG . BR . FR . ET .

HIB . REX . 1690. Harp crowned.

2890. Halfpenny, 1690, pattern. Legends and types as pewter
Halfpenny, No. 2889, but with larger head, and struck
upon a coin of Louis XIV. of France.

2891. Crown, 1690. Obzn, IAC . ll . DEI . GRA . MAG . BRI .

FRA _ ET , HIB , REX, King laureated, cuirassed, and
holding a sword upright, on horseback to left. Rev.,
CHRISTO .VlCTORE . TRIVMPHO. Four shields,
crowned and arranged cruciformly, of England, Scot
land, France, and Ireland; in the centre, a crown;
between the shields. AT1o 06M 16 90. Edge marked
with a leaf ornament.

2892. CIOWII. 1690. As No. 2891, but struck over a Half-crown
of 1689. Ornamental edge.

There is a crown of this date inscribed on the edge MELIORIS
TESSERA FATI . ANNO REGNI SEXTO.

2893. Half-crown, 1689. 0bv., IACOBVS . ll . DEI . GRA
TIA , Bust laureated and draped to left. Rev., MAG .

BR . FRA. ET . HIB. REX .1689. Two sceptres in
saltire through a crown; at the sides, I - R ; above, XXX,
and below, JaY (January). Ornamental edge.

The legends and types of Nos. 2894 to 2904 inclusive
are similar to No. 2893.

2894. Half-crown, 1689. Mar :

2895. Half’-crown, 1689.

2896. Half-crown, 1689.

2897. Half-crown, 1689.

2898. Half-crown, 1689.

2899. Irlalf-crown‘,
1689.

July.

Aug.

t

Aug :

Sen :

Sep".

2900. Half-crown, 1689. 8 BER (October),
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2901.

2902.

2903.

2904.

2905.

2906.

2907.

2908.

2909.

2910.

2911.

2912.

2913.

2914.

2915.

2916.

2917.

2918.

2919.

Half‘-crown, 1689. Dec : BRASS
(GUN
MONEY).Half-crown, 1690. Mar: -

Half—crown, 1690. As before, but large M in Mar.

Half-crown, 1690. Apr:

Half-crown, 1690. Legends and types as N0. 2904, but
bust without drapery, and the coin of a smaller diameter.
Edge milled. May.

The legends and types of Nos. 2906 to 2910 inclusive
are similar to N0. 2905.

Half-crown, 1690. As No. 2905, but thick.

Ha1f—crown, 1690. May.

Half-crown, 1690. June.

Half—crown, 1690. July.

Half-crown, 1690. Oct :

Shilling, 1689. Bust without drapery, as Half-crown,
No. 2905, but with XII on reverse indicating value.
Jan.

The legends and types of Nos. 2912 to 2930 inclusive
are similar to No. 2911.

Shilling, 1689. Mar : Of unusual thickness.

Shilling, 1689. July.

Shilling, 1689. Aug.

Shilling, 1689. Aug‘.

Shilling, 1689. A. before, as Au; =

Shilling, 1689. Serra

Shilling, 1689. As before, but Sep I
'

Shilling, 1689. oei,
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2920. Shilling, 1689. As before, but OCT.

Money).

2921. Shilling, 1689. As before, but Oct :

2922. Shilling, 1689. Nov :

2929. Shilling, 1o-99. As before, but NO\l =

2924. Shilling, 1689. As before, boie.

2925. Shilling, 1689. 5 , with cast/le under bust.

2926. Shilling, 1689. Dec:

2927. Shilling, 1689. As before, but 10 .1

2928. Shilling, 1690. Mar :

2929. Shilling, 1690. As before, but Mar. slightly varied.

2930. Shilling, 1690. Apr :

2931. Shilling, 1690. Bust as N0. 2930, but very small, and
with love-lock in front of neck ; the coin is of 9. smaller
size. Apr.

2932. Shilling, 1690. May.

2933. Shilling, 1690. As before, but May.

2934. Shilling, 1690. June.

2995. Shilling, 1690. As before, but June larger.

2936. Shilling, 1690. Sep :

2937. Sixpence, 1689. Bust laureate and draped to left, and
with Vl above crown on reverse. Jan.

2938. Sixpence, 1689. June.

2939. Sixpence, 1689. July.

2940. Sixpence, 1689. 7ber (September).

2941. Sixpence, 1689. Dec :
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WILLIAM AND MARY, 1689-1694.

2942. Halfpenny, 1692. 0bv., GVLIELMVS ' ET ' MARIA - COPPER

DEI ' GRATIA. Busts of king (laureate) and queen to
right. Rev., MAG . BR. FR. ET. HIB. REX. ET.
REGINA. Harp under a crown ; at the sides, 16 - 92.

GEORGE I., 1714-1727.

In 1722 a patent was granted to William Wood to coin 360 tons of copper half
pence and farthings for circulation in Ireland. A pound of copper was to be
coined into 60 halfpence, but after issue the coins were found to be below the
prescribed weight. Great opposition was raised against their circulation, and
this feeling was much increased by the publication of the celebrated “Drapier
Letters” written by Dean Swift. In I724 the patent was withdrawn from
Wood.

It is to be noted, however, that the “Wood’s halfpence” were of superior
workmanship, and the metal was of better quality than any used hitherto for
Irish coinage. The dies were engraved by “ Old Harold," of Tottenham Court
Road, London.

2943. Halfpenny, 1723, second variety. 0bv., ‘GEORGIUS ,

DEI . GRATIA . REX . Bust laureate to right. Rev.,
HIBERNIA _ 1723, Hibernia seated to left, resting her
left arm on the harp, and holding in her right hand a
palm branch.

2944. Halfpenny, 1724, second variety. As No. 2943.

2945. Farthing, 1722, first variety. 0bv., GEORGIUS . D I G I

REX. Bust as Halfpenny, No. 2943. Rev., HIBERNIA .

1722. Hibernia seated, with face to left, and holding a

harp at hcr right side with both hands.

2946. Farthing, 1723, second variety. Legends and types as
Halfpenny, No. 2943.

GEORGE II., 1727-1760.

There were two issues of copper by George II.. bearing a “young head” and
“old head” of the king respectively. There were halfpence and farthings of
both issues, the second being made in 1760. “ Dei Gratia ” was omitted from the
obverse inscriptions.

The “Voce Populi ”
halfpence and farthings were private tokens struck by a

Dublin tradesman named Roach or Roche. It has been suggested that the obverse
bust was intended to represent Prince Charles Edward, and that the initial P was
for Princeps.

2947. Halfpenny, 1736, first issue. Obv., GEORGIUS . ll .

REX . Bust laureate to left. Rev., HIBERNIA. Harp
crowned ; below, 17- 36.

2948. Halfpenny, 1741. As No. 2947.

2949. Halfpenny, 1753. As No. 2947, but U is written v,
9070 Q
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2950. Halfpenny, old head, 1760, second issue.
legends as No. 2947, but V for U.

’
Types and

2951. Farthing, young head, 1744, first issue.- Typesland

. legends as Halfpenny, NQ. 29l7.

2952. Farthing, old head, l'f60, second mile; ’Ty'p'es and
legends as No. 2951, except V for U,

2953. Halfpenny, 1760. Obv.,VOCE . POPULI . Bust laureate
to right. Rem, HIBERNIA. Hibernia seated to left
holding a spear and branch; at her left side, a harp;
below, 1760.

29.54. Halfpenny, 1760. Similar to No. 2953, but with P .~~in
-

front of the bust,'which is larger.

2955. Halfpenny, 1736. Obv., GEORGIUS . ll . _FlEX. Bust’
laureate to left.
below, 1736.

2956. Farthing, 1737.
No. 2955.

Reu., HIBERNIA. Harp crowned;

Legends and types as the Halfpenny,

GEORGE III., 1760-1820.
On account of the depreciated silver currency at the beginning of the -nine-

l

teenth century—-the intrinsic value being less than a half, and in many cases
than a quarter of the face value—the Bank of Ireland received authority in 180% I

to issue silver tokens like the Bank of England. These pieces were struck from
Spanish dollars at the Soho mint, Birmingham. Silver tokens of lesser value
were struck at the London mint from dies engraved by Lewis Pingo. The pieces
were of three denominations, current for thirty, ten, and five pence respectively.
They were of dollar fineness (89l§), and weighed 192, 64, and 32 grains, according
to their denominations. The dates of issue were :—Thirty-pence token, 1808;
ten-pence token, 1805, 1806, and 1808; five-pence token, 1805 and 1806.

A second issue of the token for ten-pence was made in 1813, struck from dies
by Thomas Wyon, jr. They were of the same weight and fineness as those of the
former issue, and are dated for this year only.

These tokens circulated until 1817, when they were withdrawn, being replaced
by the new gold and silver coinage which was made current at equal values in _
Great Britain and Ireland.

The second issue of copper coin (600 tons) in 1805-1806 was struck by Boulton
at Soho. The obverse design was similar to that on the English copper coins of
1806, with which they also corresponded in weight.

'

The first issue of copper coin (1766 &c.) was of halfpence only. Of the second

l

issue the pence and halfpence are of 1805 only ; the farthings are o
f

1805‘ and_
1806.

2957. Six-shilling token, 180l. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill DEI
GRATIA REX. Bust laureated to right, ,with mantle
over the cuirass, and fastened on the right shoulder with

a brooch; below, C H K in small letters. Rev., BANK
OF IRELAND TOKEN. Hibernia, seated to left-,
resting her left arm on a harp, and holding in her right

'

hand a palm branch; in the exergue, 1804, and SIX
SHILLINGS. Plain edge. ~

H 1.~.u
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2958. Thirty-pence, 1808. 0bv., GEORGIVS Ill DEI GRATIA s11.vER'." "i

REX. Small bust laureate to right, with mantle over the
cuirass, and fastened on the right shoulder; below, 1808,
Rev., BANK TOKEN. Hibernia seated to left, resting
her left arm on a harp, and holding in her right hand a
palm branch ; in the exergue, XXX PENCE. IRISH.
Edge milled obliquely.

2959; Tenpenee, 1805. Obverse as No. 2958. Rev., BANK
TOKEN TENPENCE IRISH 1805, in six lines.
Oblique milled edge.

2960. Tenpence, 1813, second issue. Similar to No. 2959, but
V bare-necked bust laureated to right, and BAN K T_OKEN_

10 PENCE IRISH 1813 in five lines within a wreath
of shamrock. Plain edge. (T. Wyon, jr. from Marchant’s
model).

2961. Fivepence, 1805. Type as Tenpence, No. 2959,‘, but
reading BANK TOKEN F|V_E PENCE |R|SH 1805.
Oblique milled edge.

2962. Halfpenny, 1766, first issue. Obv., -GEORGIVS . lll . COPPER
REX. Head laureated to right. .R9'U., HIBERNIA.

" ' ' Harp crowned ; below, 17— 66. I

2963: Halfpenny, 1781. Legends and types as No. 2962, but
with laureated bust, and curls over right shoulder.

2964. Halfpenny, 1782. As No. 2963.

2965. Penny, 1805, second issue. Obv., GEORGIUS . Ill . D: pR()()1r3_

G . REX. Bust laureate to right, with mantle over the
ouirass, and fastened on the right shoulder with a

brooch; below, K. for Kiichler. Rev., HIBERNIA.
Harp crowned; below, 1805, Bronzed. Indented cord
milling. »

2966. Penny, 1805. Legends and types as No. 2965, but
unbronzed.

'

2967. Penny, 1805. As No. 2965, but gilt.

2968. Penny, 1813, pattern. 0bu., GEORGIUS . Ill . D : G.
REX _ Bust (large head) laureated and drapedto right.
Rev., as No. 2965, but with small crown over harp, and

'
below, 1813, By Thomas Wyon, jr. Indented cord
milling.

2969. Halfpenny, 1775, first issue. 0bv., GEORGIVS . Ill .
, .REX. Bust laureated to right, with curls over right

shoulder. .Rev., HIBERNIA. Harp crowned; below,
1775. “- ‘ I

» ‘

9070 Q 2
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2970. Halfpenny, 1805, second issue. Obv., GEORGIUS . lll .

D 2 G». REX. Bust laureate to right, with mantle over
the cuirass, and fastened on the right shoulder with a

brooch; below, K. for Kiichler. Rev., HIBERNIA.
Harp crowned; bel0W,1805. Bronzed. Indented cord
milling.

2971. Halfpenny, 1805. Legends and types as No. 2970, but
unbronzed.

2972. Halfpenny, 1805. As No. 2970, but gilt.

2973. Farthing, 1806, second issue. Legends, types, and mill
ing as Halfpenny, No. 2970, but with pellet instead of K.
Bronzed.

2974. Farthing, 1806. As No. 2973, but unbronzed.

2975. Farthing, 1806. As No. 2973, but gilt.

GEORGE IV., 1820-1830.

An issue of pence and halfpence for Ireland was made in 1822-3, and this issue
was the completion of the Irish series of coins. The farthing dated 1822 is a
pattern only. The obverse was modelled by Pistrucci and engraved by W. Wyon,
who also executed the reverse.

A proclamation, dated 20th December. 1825, was made, in accordance with an
Act of Parliament of the same year (6 Geo. IV. c. 79), notifying that the assimi
lation of the currency and moneys of account throughout the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland would take place from and after the 5th January,
1.826.

Copper coins were specially dealt with in a subsequent proclamation, dated
30th January, 1826, which gave currency to copper coins of new designs through
out Great Britain and Ireland.

2976. Penny, 1822. Obv., GEORGIUS IV D: ca = REX.
Bust laureated and draped to left, the mantle being
ornamented with shamrocks. Rev., HIBERNIA. Harp
crowned; below, 1822. Plain edge.

2977. Penny, 1822. Similar to No. 2976, but bronzed.

2978. Halfpenny, 1822.
No. 2976.

Legends and types as the Penny,

2979. Halfpenny, 1822. Similar to No. 2978, but bronzed.

2980. Farthing, 1822, pattern. As the Penny, No. 2976.

2981. Penny, 1823, pattern. As No. 2976, but reading GEOR:
|V . D Z G I BRI 2 REX. 8.8 N0. 4161.
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COLONIAL COINS AND TOKENS.

I.——EUROPE,

COMPRISING

(a.) CYPRUS.

(0.) GIBRALTAR.

(0.) GUERNSEY.

(d.) IONIAN ISLANDS.

(e.) ISLE or MAN.

(f.) JERSEY.
(g.) MALTA.

(a.) CYPRUS.
By the Anglo-Turkish Convention of June 4, 1878, the administration of the

Government of Cyprus passed to Great Britain. On the recommendation of the
High Commissioner, a bronze coinage was authorised in 1879 for oirculation in
the island. consisting of the piastre, its half, and its quarter. The weight of
the piastre was fixed at 180 grains, and its current value at the 180th part of a.
pound sterling, the smaller coins being proportionate in weight and value.

The composition of the bronze used for Colonial coins is the same as that us
for the Imperial, viz., 95 parts per 100 copper, 4 tin, and 1 zinc. ~

A silver coinage was authorised by an Order in Council dated 17th September,
1900, to supersede Imperial silver coins, which had been introduced as legal
tender in the island under an Order in Council of 3rd May, 1882. Coins of the
nominal value of 18, 9, 41, and 3 piastres were struck of 925 millesimal fineness
the 18-piastre piece corresponding in weight and value to the Imperial florin, and
the other coins in proportion. The dies were engraved by G. W. De Saulles.

Goinages in silver were issued in 1900 only, and in bronze in 1879, 1880
(quarters only), *(1881, 1882), 1884, 1885, 1886 (no quarters), 1887, 1889 (no
quarters), 1890 (no quarters), 1891 (no quarters), 1895 (no halves), 1896 (no
quarters), 1898 (quarters only), 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1905 (quarters only from
1901 inclusive).

The coinages are of all denominations except where otherwise stated. The
quarter-piastre dated 1902 is the only Cyprus coin hitherto issued bearing the
King’s eifigy crowned and robed as on all Colonial coins, except those of Malta.

3001-2. Eighteen-piastres, 1901. Obv., VICTORIA. DEI .

GRA . BRITT. REG . FID . DEF . IND. IMP .
Crowned and veiled bust of the queen to the left. .Rev.,
shield of arms within a beaded circle, surmounted by a
crown and a scroll bearing the word CYPRUS. Around,
the value, EIGHTEEN PIASTRES. The shield divides
the date. Milled edges.

_.,

* Struck in Birmingham.

SILVER.
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$ILVER- 3093—4. Nine—pia.stres, 1901. Similar to the last, except mark
of value.

3005-6. Four-and-a-half-piastres, 1901. Similar to the last,
except mark of value.

3907-8. Three-piastres, 1901. Olnn, similar to the last. Rev.,
numeral 3 dividing the date beneath a crown, all within
a beaded circle, outside which are the words CYPRUS——
PIASTRES.

snonzn. 3009-10. Piastres, 1879. 01171., VICTORIA QUEEN, 1879.
Bust of queen to left, wearing a diadem ornamented with
a scroll of oak leaves. Rev., figure 1 within an inner
circle of dots; around the circle, CYPRUS — ONE
PIASTRE. Plain edges.

' - . i

3911-2. Half-piastres, 1879; Similar to the piastre, excepting
the mark of value.

3013-4. Quarter-piastres, 1879. Similar to the piastre,
excepting the mark of value. '

3015. Quarter-piastre, 1901. Similar to the last, except the
1 date.

3016--'7. Quarter-piastres, 1902. 01.11, EDWARDVS v|| REX
IMPERATOR. Bust of king to right, wearing the
Imperial crown, and an ermine robe, with the collar of
the Garter. Rev., similar to N0. 3013, but with the date
in the outer circle.

(1).) GIBRALTAR.

‘Gibraltar has been in British possession since its capture from the Spanish
Government by Sir George Rooke in 1704, the formal cession being made in 1713.

In 1841 Lord John Russell, then Colonial Secretary, received a. despatch from
the Governor asking that a copper coinage of £2,500 in quartos (including two

' quart, one-quart, and half-quart pieces) might be coined at the mint. A coinage
»of £400 -was authorised by the Treasury in May, 1842, at the rate of 3,072 quartos
to the doubloon of 66.2.817.,this being the amount estimated as sufiicient by the
Governor in a further despatch. The actual amount coined was £420

The quart or cuarto corresponded with the Spanish coin of that name, which
was the {find of the dollar. _

The dies were prepared by W. Wyon,‘ the reverse design‘ being supplied by the
Governor of Gibraltar. The two-quart piece weighed 162 grs., and the other
coins were proportionate.
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The pieces dated 1861 are patterns, the obverse of the Jersey halfpenny and ,' _,
'

;?‘n
farthing being used for the two-quart and quart, and the undated great obverse
for the half-quart.

.There were local traders’ tokens inscribed “ Two-quarts " and “ One-quart " in
circulation of various dates from 1802 to 1820. Their inscriptions gave rise to
the singular terms used on the reverse of the coins issued in 1842.

By Order in Council, dated 9th August, 1898, the lawful money of the United
Kingdom was made the sole legal tender in Gibraltar.

3031. Two-quarts, 1842. 0119., VICTORIA D : <
3

: BRl- eorrsa.
TANNIAR : REGINA F: D: Bust of queen to left.
with ornamented fillet around hair; on the neck, W . W .

in incuse letters, and below, the date. Rev., a Moorish
castle with a key underneath ; above, GIBRALTAR, and
below, TWO QUARTS. Plain edge.

43032-'3. Two-quarts, 1861, patterns. Similar to No. 3031, except
date.

3034. One-quart, 1842. Legends and types as No. 3031, but with
plain fillet. and reading ON_E QUART.

3035-6. One-quarts, 1861, patterns. Similar to No. 3034, except
the date.

' A »

3037. Half-quart, 1842. As No. 3031, but without w. w., and
reading HALF QUART.

3038-9. Half-quarts, patterns. Similar to No. 3037, but without
date.

(0.) GUERNSEY.

The island of Guernsey, with the adjacent islands, formed part of the Norman
dominions of William the Conqueror, and has remained under British rule from
that period.

Special coinages in copper and bronze have been struck for the island since
1830. The term “ double" is derived from the “ double-tournois,” which was a
copper coin of the value of two deniers circulating in France and Guernsey in the
16th and 17th centuries.

The weights of the bronze coins are :-—Eight-doubles, 150 grs.; four-doubles,
75 grs.; two-doubles, 55 grs.; one-double, 35 grs. Bronze was first used in
1861.

A five-shilling token in silver was issued in 1809 by the Bank of Guernsey.

Cninages.-—Eig'ht-doubles = 1884,1858, 1861, 1864, 1865, 1868, 18714,1885, 1889,
1890, 1899; four-doubles: 1830, 1858,1864,1865,1868,l87-4,1885, 1889, 1890,
1893; two-doubles: l858,1868,1874, 1885,1889, 1899; doubles: 1830,1868,
1885, 1889,1890, 1893,1899.

These coins were all struck for the Government of the island by private firms in
Birmingham.

'

In distinction from other curr_entVColonia1 coinages, Guernsey coins do not
bear the efligy of the British monarch.

'
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BRONZE

COPPER.

BRONZE

3040. Eight-doubles, 1834. Obv., GUERNESEY. Plain
shield bearing the arms of the island (gules, three lions
passant guardant in pale), surmounted by a sprig of
three laurel leaves, surrounded by a wreath of two laurel
branches, tied with ribbon below. Rev, 8 DOUBLES
1834 in three lines, within a wreath of two laurel
branches tied below. Plain edge.

3041—2. Eight-doubles, 1858. Similar to No. 3040, except date.

3043-4. Eight-doubles, 1885. Similar to No. 3040, except date.
and with small H on the reverse for Heaton.

3045. Four-doubles, 1830. 0bv., GUERNESEY. Shield of
arms as before, but square-shaped, and without laurel
wreath. Rev., 4 DOUBLES 1830 in three lines.

3046. Four-doubles, 1858. Similar to No. 3045, except date.

3047. Four-doubles, 1864. Similar to No. 3045, except date.

3048-9. Four-doubles, 1885. Similar to No. 3045, except date,
and with I-I for Heuton on the reverse.

Similar3050-1. Two-doubles, 1868.

2 DOUBLES 1868.
to last, but reading

3052-3. Two-doubles, 1885. Similar to No. 3050, except date,
with H for Heaton.

3054—5. One-double, 1830.
1 DOUBLE 1830.

Similar to last, but reading

3056. one-d011ble, 1868. Similar to No. 3054, except date.

3057-8. One-double, 1885. Similar to No. 3054, except date,
and with H . for Heaton.

3059. One-double, 1889. Similar to No. 3054, except date, and.
with H for Heaton.

3060. One-double, 1893. Similar to No. 3057, except date.
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(d.) IONIAN ISLANDS.

The British Government exercised a protectorate over the Ionian [slands from
1815 to 1863, after which they were incorporated with Greece.

A large copper coinage, amounting to 198 tons, was executed in 1819-1820 for
the islands, consisting of ten-oboli, five-oboli, and two-and-a-half-oboli pieces,
corresponding in size and weight to the British penny, halfpenny, and farthing,
being struck at the rate of 24, 48, and 96 to the avoirdupois pound respectively.
The dies were engraved by W. Wyon. The ten- and five-oboli were dated 1819,
and the two-and-a-half-oboli 1819 and 1820. About 150 tons were returned to
the Royal Mint for melting in 1827-1828.

In 1834 thirty-oboli pieces were struck in standard silver (925), weighing
211°, grs. each, as well as small copper pieces (oboli) of the value of T‘§th of
a penny, 240 weighing 1 lb. avoirdupois.

C'0inages.——Tl1i1‘ty-Ob0li: 1834, 1835, 1848, 1849, 1851, 1852, 1857, 1862 ; ten
and. five-oboliz 1819; two-and-a-half-oboliz 1819,1820; obo1i*: 1834,1835,
1848, 1849, 1851, 1853, 1857, 1862. The copper coinage of 1853 was executed at
Birmingham.

3061. Thirty-oboli, 1834. Obv., BRITANNIA. Britannia, SILVER
helmeted, seated, facing right, with trident and shield.
Rev., 30 within an oak wreath; around, IONIKON
KPATO2 ; and the date below. Plain edge.

3062. Thirty-oboli, 1851. Similar to No. 3061, except date.

3063-4. Thirty-oboli, 1862. Similar to N 0. 3061, except date.

3065. Ten-obol1 or Penny, 1819. Obv., IONIKON . KPATOE. c0P1>ER.
The winged lion of St. Mark; below, the date. Rev.,
BRITANN IA. Britannia seated on globe to left, holding
an olive-branch and trident; behind, her shield. Plain
edge. .

The winged lion was the heraldic symbol of the Venetian Govern-
,/

ment, which held the islands from 1401 until its disruption in 1797.

3066. Five-oboli or Halfpenny, 1819. Legends and types as
N 0. 3065.

3067. Two-and-a-half-oboli or Farthing, 1820. As N0. 3065.

3068. 01101118, 1835. Obv., IONIKON KPATOE. The winged
lion of St. Mark ; below, the date. Rev., Britannia seated
to right, helmeted, with trident and shield, bearing the
Union cross.

3069. 01301118, 1848. Similar to No. 3068, except the date.

3070-1. 0l)0li, 1853. Similar to N0. 3068, except the date.

3072-3. Oboli, 1857. Similar to No. 3068, except the date.

3074"5. Oboli, 1862. Similar to N0. 3068, except the date.
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(e.) ISLE OF MAN.

From 1406 to 1735 the Isle of Man belonged to the family of the Stanleys,
Earls of Derby, having been granted in the former year by Henry IV. to -Sir
John Stanley in perpetuity, on condition that a cast of falcons was rendered to
Henry’s successors at their coronation. The Stanleys ruled as kings of Man
until 1651, when the title was changed to that of lord. The coins issued by
them bore the Stanley crest and motto on the obverse, and the badge and motto

~of the island on the reverse. Pence and halfpence were issued in 1709, 1723,
and 1733.

The island passed by inheritance to the Duke of Athol, who issued one coinage
during his lordship from 1736 to 1764.

‘
Pence and halfpence were struck by him

in 1758. In an interesting memorandum on the Manx currency, compiled in
1766, and existing in the Mint records, it is stated that the amount of the 1733
coinage was £500, and that of the 1758 coinage, £400.

1n 1765 the island became a part of the United Kingdom by purchase, for
, £70,000 and an annuity of'£.2,000. The remaining interests of_the Athol family
were transferred to the British crown in 1829. Pence and halfpence were coined
in 1786 and 1798, bearing the king’s effigy. The first coinage (17 86) -was executed
in the mint, and the second (1798) by Boulton, at Soho, Birmingham, t-he dies
being engraved by Kiichler.

According to a mint letter to the Treasury,‘ dated 28 November, 1839, Ihere was
-no coinage in 1813, so that the coins of this date extant are patterns; nor was
.there any further coinage until the reign of Queen Victoria, when in accordance
with an Order in Council dated 10th April, 1839, £1,008 in pence, halfpenoe, and
farthings were issued. the value being assimilated to the copper coins of Great
Britain and Ireland. This was the last coinage specially struck for the island.

By a. Tynwald Act the Manx currency was superseded by the British from
September, 1840.

There appears to be a lack of evidence of there having been a coinage in 1813,
as some have asserted. In a list of the firm’s coinages between 1790 and 1813,
issued by Boulton and Watt, the only coinage for the Isle of Man mentioned is
that of 1798. The list may be seen in Davis (Nineteenth Century Zlukem,
Introd. 12.:r.r.).

3076.-Penny, 1733, proof. Obv., SANlS . CHANGER. The
Stanley crest upon a cap of maintenance; below, the
date. Rein, QUOCUNQUE . IECERIS . STABIT.
The triune, or triquetra with I . D .1. between the
legs. Plain edge.

3077. Halfpenny, 1733, proof. As before, but with I . D . '1
;

.

between the legs. Plain edge.

3078. Halfpenny, 1723, pattern. As before, but reading GES
SERIS, and V instead of U, without letters or value
between the legs. Milled edge.

3079. Penny, 1709. Obv., SANS . CHANGER . The Stanley
crest; below, the date. Rev., QVOCVNQVE . GES—

‘ SERIS _ STABlT', The triune. ‘Plain edge.

3080. Halfpenny, 1709. Legends and types a
s No. 3079.

3081. Penny, 10133.“ As before, but reading lECERlS4andvwith
- I . D . 1 . between the legs. . ,_

~ .
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3082. Halfpenny, 1733. As before, but with I . D". t .

3083.'Penny, 1758. 01211., the Athol monogram under a ducal
coronet ; below, the date. Rev., QUOCUNQUE .

JECERIS . STABIT. The triune or triquetra.

3084. Halfpenny, 1758. Legends and types as the last.
A

3085. Penny, 1786. Obv., GEORGIVS l|_l DEI GRATIA.
Bust laureated to right; below, the date. Rev., QVO—
CVNQVE IECERIS STABIT. The triune. Oblique
milling.

3086-7. Halfpennies, 1786. Similar to No. 3085.

3088. Penny, 1798. Obv., GEORGIVS Ill . D : G . REX .

Bust laureated to right, with mantle over the cuirass, and
fastened on the right shoulder with a brooch. Rev., as

before. The legends are in incuse letters.

3089. Halfpenny, 1798. Legends and types as the last, but
with U for V on obv.

3090-1. Pennies, 1859. 01111.. VICTORIA DEI GRATIA .

Filleted head of the queen to left; below, the date.

Rev., QVOCVNQVE IECERIS STABIT. The triune.

3092-3. Halfpennies, 1860. As No. 3090, but with W . W . under
neck in incuse letters. "

3094-5. Farthings, 1860. Types as halfpenny.

The pieces Nos. 3090 to 3095 are of the nature of patterns, no issue
having been made in 1859 or 1860.

(f
-1 JERSEY.

3
consisting of three-shilling and eighteenpenny pieces.

Jersey, like Guernsey, is a remnant of the ancient Norman possessions.

In 1813 a
,

silver token coinage was struck at the Mint for the States of Jersey,
The silver was of “dollar

standard” (89l§ millesimal fineness), and the weight of the larger piece was
198'24 grs., and that of the smaller 9912 grs. The designs were modelled and
engraved by Thomas Wyon, jun.

By an Order in Council, dated 11th September, 18510,a copper coinage was
authorised consisting of pence, halfpence, and farthings. The British sovereign
being at a premium, the current value of the coins was fixed at the rate of
13 pence to the shilling. The weight was in the same proportion to that of the

V-British-copper-eeins,28-Jersey or-24--British pennies weighing 1'flW'Ui1'."1‘lJ._"Th6
aies were engraved by W. Wyon. and the coinage was executed in 1841.

COPPER.
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In 1866 new dies of a reduced size were engraved by L. G. Wyon, on which
the bust of the queen is represented with a.coronet. The coins were struck in
bronze, and corresponded in weight with the British bronze currency. No
change was made in the denominations until 1877, when the penny was inscribed
ONE TWELFTH OF A SHILLING, its weight remaining as before.

The dates of coinage are :-Thirteenths and twenty-sixths of a shilling :
1841, 1844, 1851, 1858,1861, 1865, 1866, 1870, 1871; fifty-seconds Of 8. Shilling:
1841 only—th0se dated 1861 are patterns; pence : *(l877, 1881, 1888, 1894); half
pence: *(1877, 1888, 1894); farthings : *1877.

3096. Three-shilling token, 1813. Obv., STATES OF
JERSEY. Heater-shaped shield charged with three
leopards, passant guardant in pale; below, the date.
Re11., THREE . SHILLINGS . TOKEN, Within an oak
wreath. Plain edge.

3097. Eighteen-pence, 1s13. As before, but E|GHTEEN
PENCE TOKEN within an oak wreath.

3098-9. Pennies, 1858 and 1865. Obv., VICTORIA D : G :

BRITANNIAR : REGINA F : D : Head of queen
with ornamented fillet to left, W . W . on neck; and
below, the date. Rev., STATES OF JERSEY. 1/13
OF A SH|l_L|NG_ Square ornamented shield charged
with three leopards, passant guardant in pale.

3100-1. Halfpennies, 1858 and 1861. Legends and types as

before, but inscribed 1/26 OF A SHILLING.

3102. Farthing, 1861. As before, but with plain fillet, and
inscribed ‘I/52 QF A SHILLING

3103. Penny, 1866. Obv., VICTORIA D . G . BRITANNIAR.
REGINA . F. D . Diademed head of queen to left,
L . 0 . W. on neck ; and below, the date. Rev., STATES
OF JERSEY. ONE THIRTEENTH OF A SHIL
LING. Shield of arms.

3104. Penny, 1870. Similar to N0. 3103, except date.

310 5. Penny, 1871. Similar to N0. 3103, except date.

3106-7. Halfpennies, 1866. As before, but inscribed ONE
TWEN-I-Y—SIXTI'I OF A SHILLING.

3108. Halfpenny, 1870. Similar to No. 3106, except date.

3109. Halfpenny, 1871. Similar to No. 3106, except date.

* Struck in Birmingham.
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3110-1. Pennies, 1877. 0bv.,V|CTORlA D . G. BRITANNIAR. BRONZE,
REGINA F . D . Diademed head of queen with seven
pointed star below. Rev., STATES OF JERSEY.
ONE TWELFTH OF A SHILLING. Heater-shaped
shield of arms, dividing date.

3112. Penny, 1881. Similar to N o. 3110, except the date.

3113. Penny, 1888. Similar to No. 3110, except t-he date.

3114. Penny, 1894. Similar to No. 3110, except the date.

3115-6. Halfpennies, 1877. Obv., similar to the penny, but
reading ONE TWENTY-FOURTH OF A SHILLING.

3117. Halfpenny, 1888. Similar to No. 3115, except the date.

3118. Halfpenny, 1894. Similar to No. 3115, except the date.

3119—20. Farthings, 1877. 0bv.. similar to the penny, but
reading ONE 48TH OF A SHILLING.

3121-2. Pennies, 1877 .

nickel.
Similar to No. 3110, but struck in

(g.) MALTA.
The island of Malta became a British possession in 1800, the possession being

confirmed by the treaty of Paris in 1814. The first coinage was in I827, and con
sisted of thirds of firthings. It was proposed that they should be inscribed
MALTA——ONE GRAIN, to indicate their correspondence with the Maltese
“grain” or “grano." A similar design to the current farthing was, however,
adopted, the British farthing at that time circulating in the island for three
Maltese grains. The proclamation describing and giving currency to the new
coins was dated 3rd November, 1827. The coinages of 1835 and 1844 were also
assimilated in design to the contemporary farthing. The copper pieces were
struck at the rate of 268 to the avoirdupois pound.

In 1866 and subsequent years a bust of Queen Victoria, engraved from a.model
by W. Theed, was used on the obverse, and for the reverse design the value was
shown within an oak wreath. These pieces were struck in bronze, and the weight
reduced to 14;’; grains, or 480 to the avoirdupois pound.

Coinagrs.-—-1827, 1835, 1s44, 1866, 1868, 1876, 1878. 1ss1, 1ss4, 1885, 1902.

In 1840 £300 in silver threepenny pieces of Imperial design were specially
struck for Malta, and are represented in the Colonial series, as threepences at that
date were not struck for general circulation in the United Kingdom.

By Orders in Council dated 24th September, 1886 and 3rd February, 1898, legal
currency in Malta is restricted to sterling coin of the United Kingdom.

3130. Threepence, 1840. 0bv., VICTORIA D : G : BRlT- SILVER
ANNIAR : REGINA F: D: Bust of queen to left,
as on the Maundy Threepence. Rev, the numeral 3
crowned and dividing the date; the wholewithin an
oak wreath. .
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_ 3139. One-third Farthing, 1878.

3131—2. One-third Farthings, 1827. Obv., GEORGIUSIV
DEI GRATIA. Laureated head of king to left, with_

- date below. Rev., BRITANNIAR : REX FID : DEF.
- Britannia seated, with attributes, and a rose, thistle, and

shamrock below.

3133-4. One-third Farthings, 1835. Obv., GULIELMUS llll
DEI GRATIA. Bust of king to right. Rev., as No. 3131.

3135. one-third Farthing, 1844. Obv., VICTORIA DEI
GRATIA. Bust of queen to left. Rein, as on N0.. 3131,
but reading REG . for REX .

3136. 0ne~third Farthing, 1866. Obv., VICTORIA D . G .

BRITT . REG . F. D . Laureated bust of queen to
left. Rem, ONE THIRD FARTHING 1866 within an

oak wreath, and beneath a royal crown.

3137. One-third Farthing, 1868. Similar to No. 3136, except
date. . ~

V

3138. 0ne~third Farthing, 1876. Similar to N... 3136, except
date. .

Similar to No. 3136, except
date. .

3140. One-third Farthing, 1881. Similar to No. 3136, except
date. .

3141. One-third Farthing, 1884.
date.

3142. One-third Farthing, 1885. Similar to No. 3136, except
date. ..

3143. One-third Farthing,
date, but struck in nickel (pattern).

3144-5. One-third Farthing, 1902. Obv., EDWARDVS VII
D : G I BRITT:OMN:REX F: D : IND: IMP!
Bareheaded bust of king to right, as on the Imperial
coins. Rev., similar ‘to N o. 3136, except the date, but an

Imperial crown above the inscription.

This is the only instance, except British Indian coins, of the use
of the uncrowned bust of His Majesty for coins other than the

Imperial. .

Similar to N o. 3136, except

1868. Similar to No. 3136, except-I
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II. ASIA,

COMPRISING

((1.) BRITISH NORTH BORNEO.

(b.) BRUNEI.

(CL) OEYLON.

(d.) HONG KONG.

(8.) MAURITIUS.

(f.) BRITISH INDIA (INCLUSIVE or Essr INDIA OoMPANY’s
8

COINAGES).
*

(g.) JAVA, SUMATRA, MALACCA, PENANG.

(h.) SARAWAK. <

/,1.) STRAITS SETPLEMENTS.

(a.) BRITISH NORTH BORNEO._

The territory of British North Borneo is held by a. British company under
grants from the Sultans of Brunei and Sulu, the rights of the company being
confirmed by Royal Charter in 1881. On May 12, 1888, the State of North
Borneo was placed under the protectorate of the British Government, Labuan
being included from 1890. V

The company has issued a coinage of its own. Copper cent (144 grs.) and
half-cent pieces were periodically struck in Birmingham, and in 1903-1904 five,
two-and-a.-half, and cent pieces in nickel were coined by the same Birmingham
firm." -

The weight of the 5-cent piece is 112} grs., the 25-cent 75 grs., and the 1-cent
50 grs. The nickel is an alloy of 75 per cent. copper and 25 per cent. nickel.

The dates of issues of copper are :—Gents : 1882, 18844889, 1891, 1894, 1896 ;

half-cents : 1885-1887, 1891.

3151-3. 0611138, 1882. Obv., shield of arms of the British North
Borneo Company, with crest, supporters,-and motto,
PERGO ET PERAGO; below, the date, and H. for Heaton.
Rev, laurel wreath urrounding the value in English
and Chinese characters; around, BRITISH NORTH
BORN EO CQ and the value in Malay characters. ,

3154-5. Cents, 1890. Similar to N0. 3151, except date.

3156-8. Half-cents, 1886. Obv., shield of arms only, with date,
and small H. R6l'., similar to No. 3151, but a different
wreath,_and reading HALF CENT. -

3159. Ha._lI_'-cent,1891, Similar to No. 31.56,

—-~1¢fl"Y‘ ~11.

COPPER.

5.‘-iv
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3160-1. Five-cents, 1903. 0bv., shield of arms with supporters,
etc., and small H. below, as N0. 3151. Rev., STATE OF
NORTH BORNEO, and date with 5 CENTS within a
circle of dots.

3162-3. Two-and-a-half Gents, 1903. Similar to No. 3160, but
reading 21; CENTS.

3164—5. Cents, 1904. Similar to No. 3160, but reading 1 CENT,

QJBRUNEL
The territory of Brunei, on the north-west coast of Borneo, was formally

placed under British protection in 1888.

A coinage of a million cents in copper was executed at Birmingham in 1887
for the Sultan of Brunei. Strictly these coins have no claim to be placed in
the British colonial series, but they have been included on the ground that they
were struck in England, and that the issue for currency almost coincided with
the declaration of the British protectorate. The weight of the cent is 144 grs.

3166-'7. Cents, A. 11., 1304 (A.D., 1887). Obv., a five-pointed
star within a circle lined radially, surrounded by an
inscription in Malay characters giving date, &c. Rev.,
SULTANATE OF BRUNEI . 1304; and I within a

plain circle in the centre.

@)CEYLON.
In 1796 the entire island of Ceylon passed from the Government of the Dutch

to that of the British, but for some years its currency retained a Dutch character,
consisting of rix-dollars and stivers (48 stivers =1 rix-dollar). Lieut.-Col. B.
Lowsley, R.E., in his article on the "Coins and Tokens of Ceylon," published in
the “Numismatic Chronicle,” third series, part 59 gives an account of the early
Dutch currency of Ceylon.

The early English coinage was of two types, viz. :—(i.) thick dumpy pieces in
silver and copper of native workmanship, and (ii.) thinner pieces in copper only
of similar design struck in England.

There are coins of type i. of the following years :—

Silver Ninety-six-stivers (2 rix-dollars), 1801, 1803, 1808, 1809.
,, Forty-eight-stivers (rix-dollar), 1803-1805, 1808, 1809, 1812.
,, Twenty-four-stivers, 1803-1805, 1808, 1809, 1816.

Copper Four-stivers, 1801-1806, *1809—1815.
Two-stivers, 1801-1803, 1805, 1809, 1811-1816.

,, One-stiver, 1801-1803, 1805,1806, 1809-1815:]

The dates on coins of type ii. are :—

Copper One-stiver,1801—1804.
,, Half~stiver, 1802.
,, Quarter-stiver. 1802, 1804.

The numeral on the copper pieces indicates how many go to the rix-dollar.

9!

A Government advertisement in Colombo, dated 16 July, 1814, authorised the
issue of silver fanam tokens at the rate of 1'2to the rix-dollar.

" The dates 1806.1809,and 1810are given by Atkins, but doubted by Lt.-Col. Lowsley.
1 The dates 1805.1806,1809,1810are given by Atkins, but doubted by Lt.-Col. Lowsley.
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Ruding states that a silver coinage was ordered for Ceylon in 1812, but it does
not appear to have been executed. The patterns shown (Nos. 3190, 3191) may
have been for this proposed coinage.

'

By an Order in Council dated 1 April, 1814, a coinage was authorised of
100,000 silver rix-dollars and 200,000 rix-dollars in copper coins of five denomi
nations :—-two stivers or half-fanams, stivers, half-stivers, quarter-stivers, and
eighth-stivers. Dies were prepared for the silver coins, but they were not
struck. The piece was to have weighed 138% grs. of 8913 millesimal fineness.
Copper coins of the first three denominations were struck at the Royal Mint, but
no quarter-stivers or eighth-stivers, though dies were sunk for the quarters. The
dies were engraved by Thomas Wyon, jr., and the weight of the coins was at the
rate of 5-0stivers to the avoir. lb. They. were coined from demonetised Tower
halfpence, and were all dated 1815.

In 1821 a silver coinage of 400,000 rix-dollars (not £400,000 as stated by
Ruding) was issued by the Royal Mint. The coins were of the fineness of the
Spanish dollar (8915,) and weighed 138%grs. each. The obverse design was by
Pistrucci, and the reverse was modelled and engraved by W. Wyon.

Chalmers says, “ In 1820 and 1822 ‘ Anchor money
’

was coined in England for
the use of the colonies generally, and a consignment was made to Ceylon of
these silver fractions of a. Spanish dollar.” Specimens of these coins are shown
under Mauritius and the West Indies. (Nos. 3406-3412 ; 4153-4160.)

Three-halfpences were struck at intervals from 1834 to 1862 for circulation in
the colonies. But the Mint records do not always state the particular colony
for which they were destined. Prof. Rhys Davids refers to these as circulating in
Ceylon as fanams, and mentions particularly one dated 1842. Specimens of these
silver three-halfpences are exhibited. (Nos. 3200, 3201, 3203, 3201.)

Groats were sent to Ceylon in 1839 and 1842, but as these at that time formed
part of the British Imperial currency, they cannot be regarded as colonial coins.

Half-farthings were struck in 1828, 1830, and 1837* for Ceylon. Because of
their resemblance to the groats issued in 1836 the design was changed in 1839,
and the mark of value placed on the reverse. Quarter-farthings of similar design
were coined in the same year (1839).

The dates of half farthings are : 1828, 1830, 1837, 1839 ; and of quarter
farthings: 1839, 1852, 1853. Half-farthings struck subsequently to 13 June, 1842,
must be regarded as Imperial coins, as the Proclamation of this date constituted
them legal tender in the United Kingdom.

In 1870 a copper coinage was struck at the Calcutta mint of five-cent (291'6 grs.),
cent (72'9l6 grs.), half-cent (36458 grs.), and quarter-cent (18229 grs.) for
circulation in Ceylon side by side with Indian silver coins. The weights were
those of the British copper penny, farthing, half-farthing, and quarter-farthing,
respectively.

In accordance with an Order in Council dated 6 February, 1892, the silver
currency was re-modelled on a decimal system, the Indian rupee being retained
as the standard monetary unit. The new coins consisted of fifty-cent, twenty
five-cent, and ten-cent pieces. They were of 800 millesimal fineness, and the
weight was at the rate of 90 grs. for the fifty-cent piece.

New obverse dies were prepared with the king's efligy as used on Colonial
coins, for the Ceylon silver coins in 1902 and for the copper in 1903.

By an ‘Order in Council, dated 26 September, 1901, the British sovereign was
made current in Ceylon, at the rate of 15 rupees to the sovereign.

The dates of coinage have been as follows 1-Silt-er—-Fifty-cents and
twenty-five-cents: 1892, 1893, 1895, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1903; ten-cents:
1892—189~l,1897, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1903.

C'opper—Two-cents, one-cent, half-cent, and quarter-cent, 1870, 1904. Coins
struck in intervening years were dated 1870.

* No halt--farthings were struck in 1827.as stated by Atkins.

(D

9070 R
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3181. Ninety-six-stivers, 1808. 0bv., an elephant facing to the
left; below, the date. Rev., 96 ST within a circle of
610$; CEYLON GOVERNMENT followed by a rosette
of seven dots.

3182. Forty-eight-stivers, 1809. Similar to No. 3181, except
date and mark of value.

3183. Twenty-four-stivers, 1808. Similar to No. 3181, except
mark of value.

3184-. Fanam. 01111., FAN AM. A small circle in centre. Rev.,
TOKEN. A small circle with dot in centre.

3185. One-twelfth Rix-dollar, 1811. Obv., an elephant to left,
with the date below. Rev., CEYLON GOVERN M ENT:
In the centre 12 within a plain circle.

3186. One-forty-eighth R1X'd011B.1‘, 1802. 0111)., an elephant
to left, with date below; the whole within a border of
small circles. Rev., 48 within a circle of dots; around,
CEYLON GOVERNMENT; the whole within a border
of small circles.

3187. One-forty-eighth Dollar, 1801. Similar to No. 3186,
except date.

3188. One-ninety-sixth Dollar, 1802. Similar to No. 3186,
except date and mark of value.

3189. One-192nd of a Dollar, 1802. Similar to No. 3186,
except date and mark of value.

3190. TWO'd0ll&1'S, pattern (1812 P). Rev. (only), a plain tablet
with TWO RIX-DOLLARS, between a crown above and a.

scroll below inscribed DI EU ET MON DROIT; beyond
these, CEYLON CURRENCY. Lead impression.

3191. Dollar, pattern. Rev. (only), similar to No. 3190, but
ONE in place of TWO. Lead impression.

3192. Rix-dollar, 1815, pattern. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill D 2 G :

BRITANNIARUM REX, Laureated bust of king to
right; on the neck, T . W. in raised letters. Rev.,
elephant to left within an oak wreath ; above, CEYLON ,

ONE . RIX . DOLLAR, and below, the date. Plain
edge. (T. Wyon, jr.)
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3193. Two-stivers, 1815, proof. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill D : G:
BRITANNIARUM REX. Laureated and draped bust
of king to right; below, T.W. Rev., elephant to left;
ab0V6, CEYLON TWO STIVERS, and below, the date
and '1

‘
. W.

3194. Stiver, 1815, proof. Legends and types as No. 3193, but
without initials on either side, and reading ON E STIVER.

3195. Half-stiver, 1815, proof. As No. 3194, but reading ONE
HALF S-I-IVER.

3196. Rix-dollar, 1821. Obv., GEORGIUS IV D2 G 2 BRI
TANNIAR; REX F 3 D 3 Laureated head of king to
left; below, B . P. Rev., as No. 3192.

3197. Half-farthing, 1828. Obv., GEORGIUS IV DEI
GRATIA. Laureated bust of king to left, with date
below. Rev., BRITANNIAR : REX FID : DEF 1

Britannia with attributes to right ; below, a rose, thistle,
and shamrock.

3198~9. Half-farthings, 1830. Similar to N0. 3197, except the
date. _

3200. Three-halfpence, 1835. Obv., e.uL|EL|v|us |||| 0 ;

G : BRITANNIAR Z REX F : D : Bust of king to

right. Rev., 1
% for value and the date beneath a crown

and within an oak wreath. Plain edge.

3201. Three-halfpence, 1837. Similar to No. 3200, except date.

3202. Half-farthing, 1837. Obv., GULIELMUS |||| DEI
GRATIA. Bust of king to right. Rev., similar to
No. 3197.

3203. Three-halfpence, 1838. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRI
TANNIAR : REGINA F: D: Bust of queen to left.
Rev., similar to No. 3200, except the date.

3204. Three-halfpence, 1840. Similar to No. 3203, except the
date.

3205-6. Half-farthings, 1839. Obv., type and legend as
No. 3203. Rem, HALF FARTHING 1839. A crown
above, and a rose with sprig of six leaves below.

3207.,Half-farthing, 1843. Similar to No. 3205, except date,
and having a rose, thistle. and shamrock on the rev. as on
the Imperial copper currency.

9070 R 2

--._-5.:_.=1isrw:~'x” mi? r

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.
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c0P.PER- 1-» 3203. Half-farthing, 184-1. Similar to No. 3207, except date.

COPPER.
‘

SILVER.

(31

2

3213. Quarter-farthing, 1852.

3209. Half-farthing, 1853; Similar to No. 3207, except date.

3210. Half-farthing, 1868.‘ Similar to No. 3207, except date.

3211. Half-farthing, 1868. Similar to No. 3210, but struck in
nickel as a pattern.

3212. Quarter-farthing, 1839. Similar to No. 3205, but reading
QUARTER FARTH | NG 1839.

Similar to No. 3212, except
date. -

<=3214-6. Quarter-farthings, 1853, Similar to No. 3212, except
date.

3217-8. Quarter-farthings, 1868. Similar to No. 3212, except
date.

3219. Quarter-farthing, 1868. - Similar to No. 3217, but struck
in nickel as a pattern.

3220-1. Five-cents, 1890. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Dia
demed head of queen to left (with C . MINT on neck)
withina key-border. Rev.,CEYLON . FIVE _ CENTS _

1890. A talipot palm within a corded circle, the value
in Tamil letters to the right and left of the tree.

3222-3. Cents, 1870. Similar to N o. 3220, except date and
marks of value, with C . M. on bust (Calcutta Mint).

3224. Half-cent, 1870.
marks of value.

Similar to N0. 3222, except date and

3225 Quarter-cent, 1870.
and marks of value.

Similar to No. 3222, except date

3226-7. Fifty-cents, 1892 and 1893. Obv., diademed head of
queen to left within a plain circle; around, the words
VICTORIA QUEEN, divided by an ornamental border
of Greek key pattern. Rev., a talipot palm tree between
large figures for 50, and the word CENTS with the date
are below ; above, a scroll bears the word CEYLON. On
each side of the figures the value is indicated in Sinhalese
and Tamil. Edge milled. f

VT:lS‘ee ’the”pai;1g1'Ta.pl1Aon pf 257, refer’:-ing half-lfarthingys struck after
13 June, 1842. There was no issue in 1868.

£\.'.’
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13228-9. Twenty-five - cents, 1892 and 1893.
_last, excepting the mark of value.

3230-1. Ten-cents, 1892 and 1893. Similar to the last, except
ing the mark of value.

3232-3. Fifty-cents, 1902. 0bv., EDWARD VII KING &.
EMPEROR, Bust of king to left with Imperial crown,
ermine robes, and collar of the Garter. Rev., similar to

No. 3226, except the date.

3234-5. Twenty-five-cents, 1902. Similar to the last, except
the mark of value.

3236-'7. Ten-cents, 1902. Similar to the last, except the mark
of value. " A

3238-9. Five-cents, 1904. 0bv., similar to No. 3232.
similar to No. 3220, except the date.

Rev.,

3240-1. Cents, 1904. Similar to No. 3238, except the marks of
value. 2

3242-3. Half-cents, 1904. Similar to No. 3238, except the
marks of value. -

3244-5. Quarter-cents, 1904. Similar to No. 3238, except the
marks of value.

(4.) none KONG.

The island of Hong Kong was acquired by the British Government by cession
from China in 1842. Being a free port, and possessing an excellent harbour, it
quickly became an important centre of British commerce with China and Japan,
though the area of the island is only 27 square miles.

In 1863 the currency was placed on the basis of the Mexican dollar or other
silver dollar of equivalent value. By an Order in Council, dated 9th January of
that year, provision was made for striking at the London mint, bronze cents and
mils, and also silver tokens which should be multiples of the cent. In the course
of the year silver ten-cent pieces and bronze cents and mils were struck. The
ten-cent piece weighed 4l'905 grs. of 800 fineness, the cent 74 grammes

(115'755 grs.), and the mil one gramme (15-432 grs.).

By an Ordinance (No.2) the Colony of Hong Kong decided, in 1864, to establish
a local mint for coining silver and bronze. The mint was opened on 7th May,
1866, under the mastership of Capt. Kinder, and dollars, half-dollars, twenty-cent,
ten-cent, and five-cent pieces were struck, but no bronze. The new coins were
not acceptable with the Chinese, and the enterprise proved a financial failure. In
the early pa-rt of 1868 the mint was closed, and the machinery sold to the Govern
ment of Japan. The weight of the dollar first struck was 419052 grains of
900 millesimal fineness, and its half in proportion ; but by Treasury Regulations
of 20th October, 1866, the weight of the dollar was reduced to 416 grs., and its
half in proportion. The smaller subsidiary pieces of 800 standard remained on
the former basis of 419052 grs. to the dollar.

Similar to the SILVER.

COPPER.
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SILVER.

The obverse design of the dollar was from a medallion prepared by Wm. Theed,
to whom Her Majesty gave a sitting. The reverse design of the Chinese labyrinth
was by Mr. Owen Jones. The dies were engraved by Leonard C. Wyon.

The bust on the ten-cent and one-cent pieces was similar to that on the

contemporary British florin, which was by W. Wyon.

In 1890 a half-dollar was again struck for Hong Kong. It is described, how
ever, as a fifty-cent piece, and weighs 209'52 grs. of 800 millesimal fineness, pro
portionate in weight with the coins subsidiary to the dollar, with which it also
agrees in fineness. The Order in Council regulating the currency which is now
in force is dated 2 February, 1895.

The dates of coinage are :—Fifty-cents; 1890-1894, 1902, 1904, 1905, *(l89l,
1892); twenty-cents: 1879, 1879, 1881, 1883-1896, 1898, 1902, 1904, 1905,
*(1872—1874, 1876, 1877, 1880, 1882, 1883, 1889-1892); 11811-0811.138:1863-1866,
1873, 1879, 1881, 1883-1905, *(1872—1874, 1876, 1877,1880, 1882, 1883, 1889-1892,
1897, 1898, 1900); five-cents: 1873, 1879, 1881, 1883-1901, 1908-1905,*(1872
1874, 1876, 1877,1880, 1882, 1883, 1889-1892, 1900, 1905); 0611138: 1863, 1866,
1877, 1879, 1881, 1899, 1901, 1909, 1905, "‘(1875, 1876, 1880, 1900, 1904, 1905,
1-(1865,1875) ; mils: 1863, *(1863, 1865, 1866).

The coinages in the Hong Kong mint were in silver only:—Dollars, half-dollars,
twenty-cents, ten-cents, five-cents : 1866-1868.

3256-9. Dollars, 1866. Obv., diademed bust of queen to left,
with bare neck, within a scroll border of key pattern
dividing the words VICTORIA QUEEN. Rev., four
curved compartments containing Chinese characters,
expressing the value of the coin, surrounding a con
ventional circular ornament,—a design known as the
Chinese labyrinth. Between these compartments and
the outer key-border are the words ONE DOLLAR
HONG KONG 1866. Grained edges.

3260-4. Half-dollars, 1866. Similar to the dollar, except the
marks of value. Three have plain edges.

3265-6. Fifty-cents, 1890 and 1891. Obv., VICTORIA
QUEEN. Diademed head of the queen to left. Rev.,
50 CENTS within a plain circle. Around, the words
HONG KONG with the date of the year, and marks of
value in Chinese characters. Grained edges.

3267-70. Twenty-cents, 1866. 069., similar to the fifty-cent
piece. Rev., Chinese characters expressive of the value
arranged crosswise within an inner circle of dots.
Above, HONG-KONG; bB10W, TWENTY CENTS
and the date. Plain edges.

3271--2. Twenty-cents, 1895 and 1896. Similar to No. 3267,

except the dates. Milled edges.

3273. Ten-cents, 1863. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of
queen to left wearing an open, arched crown and an
ornamental bodice. .R8'U., similar to No. 3267, except
marks of value. Plain edge.

* Struck in Birmingham (Heaton).
1' Struck in Birmingham (Watt).
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3274. Ten-cents, 1866. Similar to No. 3273, except date and SILVER.
the bust of the queen is slightly larger. Grained edge.

3275. Ten-cents, 1873. Similar to No. 3274, except date.

3276. Ten-cents, 1877. Similar to No. 3274, except date, and
with small H on obv.

3277. Ten-cents, 1880. Similar to No. 3274, except date, and
with small H on the obverse.

3278-9. Five-cents, 1866. Similar to No. 3267, except marks
of value. Plain edges.

3280. Five-cents, 1873. Similar to No. 3278, except the date.

3281. Five-cents, 1877. Similar to No. 3278, except the date.
Small H on the obverse.

3282. Gent, 1863. Similar to the Ten-cent piece, No. 3273, BRONZE.
except marks of value.

3283. Cent, 1865. Similar to N0. 3282, except the date.

3284. Cent, 1866. Similar to No. 3282, except the date.

3285. Cent, 1876. Similar to No. 3282, except the date.

3286. Cent, 1877. Similar to No. 3282, except the date.

3287. Cent, 1879. Similar to No. 3282, except the date.

3288. Cent, 1901. Similar to N0. 3282, except the date.

328 9-92. Mils, 1863. 01121., a square compartment dividing the
date, pierced by a circular hole, a crown above, V R
below. Around, the words HONG-KONG ONE MIL.
Rev., the value denoted by a Chinese character on each
side of a square compartment.

3293-4. Fifty-cents, 1902. Obv., EDWA_RD Vl_l KING
_

&. SILVER.
EM PEROR. Crowned bust of the king to right, wearing
an ermine robe, with the collar of the Garter. Rev.,
similar to No. 3265, except the date.

3295-6. Twenty-cents, 1902. Similar to No. 3293, except
marks of value.
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SILVER.

BRONZE.

SILVER.

3297-8. Ten-cents, 1902.
marks of value.

Similar to No. 3293, except the

3299-3300. Five-cents, 1903. Similar to No. 3293, except date
and marks of value. "

3301-2. Cents, 1902. Similar to No. 3293, except the marks
of value.

PATTERN PIECES.

3316-8. Dollars, 1865. Similar to No. 3256, but with the word
TRIAL on the obverse. Plain edges.

3319-20. Dollars. Obv., as No. 3256. Rev., three oval shields
of arms for England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively,
each crowned, radiating from the centre, in which is a
miniature St. George and dragon; betweenthe shields
a rose, a thistle, and a sprig of shamrock; and behind,
the collar of the Garter, and an ornamental circle. The
legend around is ONE DOLLAR 2O CENTS 200
M I LLETS. Plain edges.

3321-2. D0ll8.1'S. Similar to No. 3319, but struck in bronze.

3323. Dollar. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of queen to
left, with hair-plait below the ear, wearing an imperial
crown, and a bodice ornamented with roses, thistles,
and shamrocks. Re'v., Chinese characters within a
beaded circle, surrounded by a wreath of oak within an
ornamental border. Plain edge.

3324. Dollar, 1863. Obv., similar to No. 3323. Reta, Chinese
characters within a beaded circle, surrounded by a wreath
of oak ; above, HONG—KONG, and below, ONE
DOLLAR ' 1863.

3325. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3323. R6‘L’., Chinese characters
within a circle of dots; above, HONG—KONG, and
below, ONE DQ|_l_AR 1864 ; the whole surrounded by
a border of inward curves, in each of which is a large
pellet.

3326. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3323. Rev., four small blank
shields arranged cruciformly; in_the angles, oak and
laurel sprigs, and in the centre a star; above, ONE
DOLLAR, and below, HONG KONG 1864; the Whole
contained within a border of inward curves, like
No. 3325.
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3327. Dollar, 1864. As No. 3326, but with Chinese characters
upon the shields.

3328. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as N0. 3326. Rev., four shields
cruciformly arranged, but pointing inwardly from the
outer edge, and bearing Chinese characters; in the
spaces, a mallet and club, anchor, TG (m0n.) and HK
(m0n.) ; in the centre, ONE DOLLAR 1864 ; the Whole

PATTERNS. "

SILVER.

surrounded by a border of inward curves, like No. 3325. _
T. G. for Thomas Graham.

3329. Dollar, 1864. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN . HONG
KONG . ONE DOLLAR . 1864. Bust crowned to left,
with bare neck and plaited hair, within a beaded circle.
Rev., Chinese characters within a circle of dots, sur
rounded by a wreath of oak ; the whole within a border
as No. 3325.

3330. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3329. Rev., Chinese characters
within a beaded circle ; above, ONE DOLLAR, and
below, HONG KONG 1864, incuse; the whole within
a border as N0. 3325.

3331. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3329. Rev., as N o. 3323.

3332. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3329. Rerv., Chinese characters
within a beaded circle ; above, HONG — KONG, and
below, ONE DOLLAR 1864 ; the whole within a

border like No. 3323.

3333. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as N0. 3329. Rev., as N0. 3324.

3334. Dollar, 1864. Legends and types as No. 3333, but the rev.
legend is on a flat broad border.

3335. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3329. Rev., as No. 3325.

3336. Dollar, 1864. 000., VICTORIA QUEEN . HONG
KONG . ONE DOLLAR 1864 in incuse letters. Small
bust wearing a crown and an ornamented bodice, to

3

left, within a beaded circle. Rev., as No. 3330.

3337. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as N 0. 3336. Rev., as No. 3325.

3333. Dollar, 1864. Legends and types as No. 3337, but with
the legends in relief.

3339. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3336, but the bust is within a.

smaller circle. Rev. plain.

3340. Dollar, 1864. Obv., as No. 3339. R6U., as No. 3329.
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PATTERN 3341. Dollar, 1864. 0bv., VlCTORlA—QUEEN on a border

SILVER.

BRONZE

3351. Ten-cents, 1862.

of inward curves, each containing a pellet; the queen’s
bust as No. 3339. Rev., as No. 3326.

3342. D0ll&1‘, 1864. 01111., as No. 3341. Rev., as No. 3328.

3343. Dollar, 1864. Obv., plain. Rev., as No. 3342, but with
ONE DOLLAR 1864 in smaller letters, and without
mint marks between the shields.

3344. D0118.1‘, 1864. Obv., plain. Rev., as No. 3327.

3345. Dollar, 1864. Obv., plain. Rev., as No. 3325.

3346-'7. Half-dollars. 0bv., as No. 3260. Rev., three crowned
oval shields for England, Scotland, and Ireland, respec
tively, radiating from the centre, within a tressure of six
curves, each containing five inward curves. Between the
shields are a double rose, a thistle between two branches,
and a cluster of three shamrocks. Above these, respec
tively, are medallions of Victoria, William IV., and
George IV. Each of the medallions has foliated ornaments
to the right and left.

3348. Ten-cents, 1862. 0111)., VICTORIA . QUEEN. Bust of
queen, crowned, to left, and wearing an ornamented
bodice as No. 3273, but smaller. Rev., 10 CENTS
1862 within a beaded circle, surrounded by an
ornamental border.

3349. Ten-cents, 1862. 0bv., plain. Rev., as the previous
specimen, but silver-gilt.

3

3350. Ten-cents, 1862. Obv., as No. 3273, but not silver-gilt.
Rev., TEN CENTS, within a wreath of laurel; above,

HONG - KONG, and below, the date.

Silver-gilt specimen of the rev. of
N 0. 3350.

3352. Ten-cents. 01111., as No. 3273, but the queen wearing a

robe and necklace. Rev., a plain circle with dot in
centre, surrounded by Chinese characters.

3353. Ten-cents, 1862. Obv., TEN CENTS . within a wreath
of laurel; above, HONG — KONG, and below. the date,

as the rev. of No. 3350. Rev., circle and Chinese characters.
as No. 3352.
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3354. Ten-cents. Obv., only, as No. 3273, but silver-gilt.

3355. Ten-cents, 1863, silver-gilt.
except the date.

Rea, only, as No. 3273,

3356. Cent, 1862. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of queen,
crowned, to left, wearing an ornamented bodice, as
No. 3282, but larger. Rev., ONE CENT, outside a
plain circle, within a wreath of laurel ; above, HONG -
KONG, and below, the date ; at the sides of the wreath,
two crosses, mallet and club, and lion.

3357. C6113, 1862. Legends and types as No. 3356, but with
crosses and lions.

3358. Cent, 1862. As No. 3356, but with crosses, anchor, and
lion.

3359. Cent, 1862.
(Iragon.

As N0. 3356, but with crosses, crown, and

3360. Cent, 1862. As No. 3356, but with crosses only.

3361. Cent, 1862. Obv., as No. 3356. Rev., an Imperial crown
within a plain circle, dividing ONE CENT ; the whole
within a wreath of laurel ; above, HONG — KONG, and
below, the date; at the sides of wreath, T. C5 , R . SR,

and two lions. (Thomas Graham. Royal Mint.)

3362. Cent, 1862. As N0. 3361, but with crosses and lions at

sides of wreath.

3363. Gent, 1862. As No. 3361, but with T . 6 , R . HZ, anchor,
and lion. (Thomas Graham, Royal Mint.)

3364. Cent, 1862. 009., as No. 3356. Rev., om-: CENT
HONG KONG 1862, in three lines, within a beaded
circle; on each side, a dragon emerging from a wreath
of laurel and oak ; above, a conventional flower.

3365. Cent, 1862. Obv., as No. 3356. Rev., Chinese characters,
with a plain circle in the centre.

3366. Cent, 1862. As No. 3365, but with St. George and the
Dragon within the circle, and in the spaces between the
Chinese characters, an anchor, lion. T . 6 , and R . STI.

PATTERNS.

BRONZE.
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P4TTERNs- 3367-8. Cents.

BRQNZE.

Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of queen to
left crowned, and wearing an embroidered robe and
necklace ; below, L. 0. WYON. Rev., circle, and Chinese

'
characters as No. 3365.

3369. Cent, 1863. Obv., as No. 3367. Rev., Chinese characters
as No. 3365, but with dot in centre, within a beaded circle ;

above, HONG - KONG, and below. ONE CENT 1863.

3370. Cent, 1862. 00.1., as N0. 3367. Rev., as No. 3364.

3371. Cent, 1863. 01.11., VICTORIA . QUEEN. Bust of queen
to left, crowned, and wearing an ornamented bodice,
as No. 3356. Rev., as No. 3369.

'

3372. Cent, 1862. The rev. of No. 3364 on one side, and the
rev. of No. 3365 on the other.

3373-4. Cents, 1862. Composed of the rev. of No.336~1, with
the rev. of No. 3366. .0.

33'75—6. Cents, 1862. 0bv., VICTORIA 0 ; G = BRITT: REG:
F : D ; Bust of queen to left, laureate, and wearing a
plain bodice with rose in front; on the left shoulder, a
mantle ornamented with rose, thistle, shamrock, and
garter, as on the Imperial Penny. Rev., as No. 3364.

3377. C8113, 1863. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of queen
to left, crowned, wearing an ornamented bodice (as on
the fiorins of 1848). Rev., similar to No. 3359.

3378. Gent, 1862. 011..., as No. 3317. 1681)., as No. 3364.

3379. Cent,186:~5. 00..., as No. 3377. Re/v.,asNo.3369.

3380. Cent, 1863. Similar to No. 3282, but with smaller letters
on the obv.

3381-3. M118. 0bv., a square in the centre ; above. HONG —

KONG, and below, ONE MIL, with two pellets dividing
the legend. Rev., a square in the centre, surrounded by

_ Chinese characters._

3384-5. 08.811. Legends and types as No. 3381, but reading
‘ QNE CASH.

3386-8. Cash. As No. 3384, but the square is pierced.
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3389-91. Gash, 1863. 009., HONG—KONG—ONE CASH.
Plain circle, with dot in centre, dividing the date;
above, a crown, and below, V . R . Rev., a plain circle,
surrounded by Chinese characters.

3392-3. Cash, 1863. As No. 3389, but with square in centre,
pierced.

3394. Cash, 1863. As No. 3392, but without square compart
ment. 1 .

3395-6. Cash, 1863. As No. 3389, but unpierced and‘ with a
small dot only in centre of coin instead of circle or
square. One has a square compartment on the rev. only.

-(e.l MAURITIUS.
The island of Mauritius has belonged to Great Britain since I810. Pieces were

struck at the Calcutta mint, in 1822, in silver of a low standard, of the nominal

value of 50 and 25 sous for the use of this island (Nos. 3429, 3430.)

To supply the deficiencies of the currencyin Mauritius and other colonies, a
coinage was devised by the Home Government for general circulation based on a
silver dollar of 416 grs.,;to consist of halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths,
of proportionate weight, of the fir eness of the Spanish dollar as rated in the
Royal mint (8913, millesimal). There were to be copper coins also of the
nominal value of fgth, TAT,-th,and ,1‘,-6thof a dollar.

Coinages in silver of the “anchor money," as it was called from the device on
the reverse, were struck in 1820 and 1822 “for the Service at the Mauritius.”
The denominations were half-dollars (1822 only), quarters, eighths, and six
teenths. The dies were modelled and engraved by W. Wyon.

In 1823 an order was received at the mint for '10 tons in copper fractions of the
dollar, viz., 5 tons in one-fiftieth, 3 tons in one-hundredth, and 2 tons in one
two hundredth pieces. These coins were intended for circulation in Mauritius,
West Indies, Sierra Leone, and the colonies generally. Models were approved
and dies prepared for the two larger coins, but no pieces were ever issued for
currency. The weight of the proposed coins was fixed at 24, 48, and 96 to the
avoirdupois pound respectively. Nee under Sierra Leone (p. 297).

Threepences were specially struck for Mauritius in 1837, 1841, and -1843, and
three-halfpences in 1837 and 1843; but no local coinage was authorised until
1876, when an Order in Council, dated 12th August, established the Indian rupee
as the legal tender of payment, with a subsidiary token coinage in silver and
bronze.

The silver coins issued under this Order in Council were twenty-cent and ten-
cent pieces, weighing one-fifth (36 grs.) and _one tenth (18 grs.) of a rupee
respectively, but containing only 800 parts per 1,000 in fine silver.

The bronze coins issued were the five-cent, two-cent, and one-cent pieces,
weighing 180, 60, and 30 grs. respectively.
"

'1'he"da.tes ofcoinage are :—Silrer—Twenty-cents: 1878, 1883, I886, 1899,
"(1882, 1889); ten-cents: 1878, 1883, 1886, 1997, *(1882, 1889). Bronze
Five-cents: 1919, 1999, 1884, 1888, *(1s77, 1992, 1990); two-cents and

cents: ms, 1883, 1as4, 1888, 1897, 1s99,*(1sv7, 1882, 1990).

'-"Struck in Birmingham.

PATTERNS.‘

BRONZE.
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SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

3406. Half-dollar, 1822. Obv., GEORGIUS IV D : G: BRI
TANNIARUM REX F: D: Garnished shield unlined,
bearing the arms of Great Britain and Ireland, with those
of Hanover in centre. Rev., COLONIAR ; BRITAN ;

MON ET : Anchor under a crown; on each side of it,
ll, and below, the date. Grained edge.

3407. Quarter-dollar, 1820.
mark of value.

As No. 3406, except date and

3408. Quarter-dollar, 1822. As No. 3407, except date.

3409. One-eighth-dollar, 1820. As No. 3406, except date and
mark of value.

3410. One-eighth-dollar, 1822. As No. 3409, except date.

3411. One-sixteenth-dollar, 1820. As No. 3406, except date
and mark of value.

'

3412. One-sixteenth-dollar, 1822. As No. 3411, except date.

3413-4. One-fiftieth-dollar, 1823, pattern. Obv., GEOR : IV
D : G : BRI : REX. Laureated and mantled bust of
king to left as on the Irish penny, No. 2976. Rev.,
,=,‘1;DOLLAR within an oak wreath; above, COLONIAL,
and the date below.

3415-6. One-hundredth-dollar, 1823, pattern. 01111, GEOR
GIUS IV D : G : REX . Laureated and mantled bust
to left. Rev., as before, except mark of value.

3417-8. Twenty-cents, 1877. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN.
Diademed head of queen to left. Rev., 20 within a
circle of dots; around, MAURITIUS TWENTY CENTS
and the date. Plain edges. There is a small H on the
obv.

3419-20. Ten-cents, 1877. Similar to No. 3417, except the
marks of value, and with small H.

3421-2. Five-cents, 1877. Similar to No. 3417, except the
marks of value.

3423-4. Two-cents, 1877. Similar to N0. 3417, except the
marks of value.

3425-6. Gents, 1877. Similar to No. 3417, except the marks
of value.
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3427-8. Two-cents, 1877. Similar to No. 3423, but struck in BRONZE.

nickel as pattern pieces.

3429. Fifty-sous (1822). Obv., GOUV: DE MAURICE ET smvaa.
DEP ; A tree fern in the centre. Rev., [RECU AU :

BUR : DU : TRES : and within a circle, POUR
50 SOUS. An angular border is on the obv. and rev.

3430. Twenty-five S0118 (1822). Obv., within a double inner
circle RECU AU TRESOR. Rev., POUR 25 SOUS
within a double circle. An outer dog’s-tooth border is on
obv. and rev. as on No. 3429.

(f.) BRITISH INDIA.
The coins of India assigned to this series are classified in two main groups,

viz.: (1) those struck by the East India Company for the three Presidencies,
and (2) those bearing the effigy of the British monarch, and struck for general
circulation in India from 1835 onwards. The first of these groups was preceded
by the "' portcullis money,” struck for the East Indies at the commencement of
the 17th century.

EAST INDIES.
The earliest coinage particularly associated with India was that struck by

Queen Elizabeth in 1601 on the incorporation of the East India Company‘ for
exportation in the interests of trade to India and the East. From the device
borne on the reverse of the coins they are usually described as “ portcullis”
money, the portcullis being a. Tudor badge. The coinage consisted of four
denominations of silver coins, variously known as the crown and its parts, the
piastre or eight-real piece and its parts, and the dollar and its parts. In a manu
script book belonging to the Mint Library, containing a record of the pyx of
these coins held in the Star-chamber on the 20th May, 1601, they are referred
to as “ dollers for the India voyage.”

It was the intention of Queen Elizabeth and her Privy Council that the new
coins should supersede those of Spain in Eastern trade. The dollar was made to
correspond with the Spanish piece of eight in weight (4l9 grs.) and in fineness

-H-ths fine).
This coin, being issued for trade purposes in the East, is therefore the proto

type of the Hong Kong dollar of 1866—1868, the British dollar of 1895, et seg.,
and the Straits Settlements dollar of 1903, at seq.

There is no record of any coinage of portcullis money subsequent to 1600-1601,
the new coins not being readily received in the East. On the occasion of the
second voyage of the merchants in 1604 the Company was authorised to export
£12,000 in foreign silver coin.

3451-2. Dollars (1601). Obv., m.m. annulet; ELIZABETH . SILVER,
D’: G’ : ANG’: FR’: ET. HIB’: REGINA. Royal
shield of arms crowned between E and R , both letters
being crowned. Rev., m.m. annulet; POSVI _ DEVM _

ADIVTOREM . MEVM . Crowned portcullis with
chains. One is an electrotype.

3453. Half-dollar (1601). Similar to No. 3451, but reading
FRA’: ET. HIBER’ ; on the obv.

*‘ The charter issued to the Governorand Company of theMerchants of London trading to the
East Indies, was dated 31stDecember, 1600. Rival companies subse uantly spran up, but
in 1708a final amalgamation was made under the title of the Unit Gmnpany of err‘-ants
trading to the East Indies, reierred to on coins as the United East India Company.
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SILVER. '3454. Quarter-dollar (1601). Similar to No. 3451, but reading
HIBER’: REGI on the obv.

3455. Quarter-dollar (1601). Similar to No. 3451, but reading
AN’: FR’: ET . HIBER’: REGINA on the obv.

3456. One-eighth-dollar (1601). Similar to N0. 3451, but
reading A_N’: FR’: ET . HI’: REG|N’I

BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

The island and harbour of Bombay became a possession of the British crown
from 1662, when Charles II. married Catherine, the daughter of the King of
Portugal, the port and island being ceded as part of his bride’s dowry. In 1669
Bombay was transferred by the king to the East India Company, who set up a
mint there about 1671, the right of coining “rupees, pices, and budgerooks”
being confirmed by Royal Charter in 1677.

From about 1542 the rupee, weighing about 176 grs., was constituted a native
monetary unit which with many variations was soon adopted throughout
Muhammadan India. The rupee =16 annas = 64 pice = 192 pie. The gold
mohur approximately corresponded in weight with the silver rupee, and its
circulating value varied from 14 to 15 rupees.

The early Bombay rupees, of which N0. 3458 is a specimen, were plainly
marked with the name of the mint, and bore the arms of the Company. They
weighed about 1'10grs. There are varieties and different dates. Copper pice of
this period were also issued, and specimens are extant of the budgerooks, as the
lead and pewter coins appear to have been called.

The history of the Bombay mint during the eighteenth century is fragmentary,
but silver and copper were coined intermittently. Restricted rights as to
coining were granted to the Company in 1717 by the reigning Moghul Emperor,
and appear to have been practised from 1719. In 1765 the Company obtained
full administrative powers over the currency of the Moghul Empire, and large
issues were made bearing the name of Shah-Alam, the Emperor of Delhi.

The rupee and its parts struck at the Bombay mint were imitations of the
silver coins struck at the native mint of Surat. These pieces were struck by
means of the hammer and anvil. They had no milling, and the dies being
larger than the blanks only parts of the legends were impressed on the coins.
As they contained slightly more silver than those issued from Surat, the astute
native found it a profitable undertaking to melt and re-coin the Bombay rupees
at Surat with additional alloy. The Bombay coinage was therefore suspended
from 1780 to 1800.

In the latter year the Company ordered the coinage of the Surat rupee to be
resumed at Bombay, machinery having been introduced similar to that in the
London mint. The weight was fixed at 179 grs., containing l64'74 grs. of fine
silver; this proportion of silver and alloy (920'4 millesimal fineness) is approxi
mately that still employed in India_(916=}). The issue commenced in 1804, and
the coins were known from this date as “ 46 san Surat rupees.”

The rupees struck during I825-1835 weighed 180 grains of }§th.s fineness. The
Bombay gold mohur of 1774, according to Kelly, weighed 178'3l grains of 951-3'1
millesimal fineness. Those coined subsequent to 1800 were equivalent to
15 silver rupees, and weighed 179 grains of 920 millesimal fineness.

Successive coinages of the native type of rupee and its sub-divisions, with
variations as shown below, were continued until 1835, when a uniform coinage
was adopted for British India. (See page 282.)
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BOMBAY COINAGES UP TO 1835.

GOLD.

Prior to 1818 Mohurs, half-mohurs, and quarter-mohurs, unmilled.
1818-1825 Same denominations, with upright milling.
1825-1835 Same denominations, with smooth edge and dotted rim.

SILVER.

(Rupees, half-rupees, quarter-rupees, two-annas.)

17th century Rupee and half, undated; rupee, 1673, 1678, 1687.
1773-1780 Old “Surat,” hand-struck.
1800-1818 Improved “Surat.”
1818-1825 “ Surat,” with upright milling.
1825 “Surat,” with incuse date, 1825.
1825-1835 “ Surat,” with plain edge and dotted rim.

Corrnn.
17th century Pice undated.
18th century Two, one, half, and quarter-pice, with G . R and royal crown

(various dates).
1791, 1794 ..t Twenty, fifteen. ten, and five-cash, struck in Birmingham.
1802-1829 Two, one, half, and quarter-pice, of rough workmanship.
1804 Two, one, half, and quarter-pice, with East India Company’s

arms, struck in Birmingham.
1820-1821 One and half-pice, with bale-mark.
1830-1831 Half, quarter, and one-twelfth-anna, with East India Comp'.iny’s

arms.

LEAD.
17th century Budgerooks.
18th century Two, one, half, and quarter-pice.

3457. Rupee (1804 P
). 0bv., Persian inscription. Rev., Persian GOLD.

inscription (12 grs.).

3458. Rupee. Obv., shield of arms of the first East India SILVER.
Company within a wreath and beaded circle. Rev., P/\X
DEO within a beaded circle ; around, MON ETA
BOMBAIENSIS (Bombay Mint).

3459. Rupee (Surat). Persian inscriptions on the obv. and 1"ev.,

of which only parts are shown.

3460. Half-rupee (Surat). Similar to No. 3459.

3461. Rupee (Surat). Similar to No. 3459, but with a star-like
flower as mint-mark.

3462. Half-rupee (Surat). Similar to No. 3461.

3463. Two-annas (Surat). Similar to No. 3461, but without
mint-mark.

3464. Rupee (Surat, 1818-1823). Similar to No. 3459, but
machine-struck, and with an upright milled edge.

9070 s
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SILV ER.

LEAD.

CO PPER.

3465. RI.1p86,(Surat, 1825). Similar to No. 3459, but a small
crown as m.m. on the 0bv., and the date incuse on
the rev.

3466. Rupee (Surat, 1823-1835). Similar to N0. 3464, but with
a plain edge.

3467. Quarter-rupee (Surat, 1823-1835). Similar to No. 3466.

3468. Pice (1714-1727). Obv., a large crown with G R above,
and BOMB below. Rev., AUSPICIO REGIS ET
SENATUS ANGLI/E within an ornamented border.

3469. Pice (l773—1802). Obv., similar to No. 3468. Rev., the
bale-mark of the East India Company.

3470. P188. Obv., the bale-mark of the East India Company
Rev., 1 PICE BOMB, but date illegible.

3471. Double-pice or Twenty-cash, 1791. Obv., the Gompany’s
bale-mark with the date below. Rev., a pair of balances,
with the Persian word (Adel) for “ Justice ” below.
Edge, oblique milling.

3472. Fifteen-cash, 1791. Similar to No. 3471.

3473. Ten-cash, 1791. Similar to No. 3471.

3474. Five-cash, 1791. Similar to No. 3471.

3475. Double-pice or Twenty-cash, 1794. Similar to N0.347l,
except the date.

3476. Fifteen-cash, 1794. Similar to No, 3475.

3477. Five-cash,1794. Similar to No. 3475.

3478. Pice, 1803.
executed.

Similar designs to No. 3471, but rudely

3479. Half-pice, 1825. Similar to No. 3478, except date and
value.

3480. Double-pice, 1804. Obv., arms, supporters, crest, and
motto (in full) of the EAST INDIA COMPANY, with
the date, 1804, below. Rev., similar to No. 3471, but
with the Hegira date, 1219, below.
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3481. P168, 1804. Similar to No. 3480.

3482. Half-pice, 1804. Similar to No. 3480.

3483. Quarter-anna, 1830. Similar to No. 3480, except dates,
but reading QUARTER ANNA on the 1-ev., with Hegira
date, 1246.

3484. Quarter-anna, 1832. Similar to No. 3483, except the
English date.

3485. Quarter-a.nna., 1832. Similar to No. 3483, but the
English date, 1832, and Hegira, 1247.

3486-7. Quarter-annas, 1833. Similar to No. 3483, except
dates, which are English, 1833, and Hegira, 1249.

3488-9. P188, 1833. Similar to N0. 3483, except date, and reading
PIE on rev. The Hegira date is 1247.

BENGAL PRESIDENCY.

The establishment of a mint in Bengal by the East India Company immediately
followed the capture of Calcutta in 1757. Prior to that date the Company's
bullion was coined at the native mints of Patna, Dacca, and Murshidabad Tue
coins struck at Calcutta were imitations of the native currency. They bear the
Hijrah or Hegira date, 1171 (A.D. 1758).

In 1793, on account of the many varieties of rupees in circulation giving rise
to great confusion in commercial transactions, it was decided that in future all
rupees should be coined of the standard weight (180 grs.), and be dated the
19th san (regnal year) of Shah Alam, who was then Emperor of Delhi. These
were called “sicca” (i.e., current) rupees, and were coined with this date up
to 1835. The Farukhabad rupees boie the date, 45th san of Shah Alam.

During this period (1773-I835) the coins struck at the Calcutta mint, with few
exceptions, bore the names of the Murshidabad, Benares, or Farukhabad mints.
C0mpany’s coins were also struck at Murshidabad from 1773 ; at Benares from
1776 ; and at Farukhabad from 1803. Most of these coins bear mint marks,
such as a cinquefoil, a fish, &c. The period of coinage is to be determined chiefly
by the style of execution.

The principal issues of gold and silver are as follows, and usually include onc,
hall, and quarter-mohurs, and one, half, and quarter-rupees :

Mmashidabad Coins.

1773-1792 Native style ; including also two and one-anna pieces.
1793-1818 European style; oblique milling.
1818-1832 Do. straight milling.
1832-1835 Do. plain edge and serrated rim.

‘

Benures Uflifllf.

1776-1810 Native style ; m.m. flag and fish.
1806-1819 European style ; oblique milling, m-.m.flower and fish,

9070 s 2
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GOLD.

SILVER.

Farukhabad Coins.

1803-1819 European style ; oblique milling.
1819-1833 D0. straight milling.
1833-1835 Do. plain edge and plain rim.

The issues of copper coins are of two classes, viz., (a) reproductions of native
coins, and (b) coins bearing the insignia of the East India Company.

Of the first class there were various successive issues from 1780 to 1817
consisting of half and quarter-annas, and one and half-pie.

Of the second class, Z.e., those bearing the Company’s arms on the obverse
there were the following issues :—

Type i.
,

1824, 1825--Four, two, one, and half-pie.
Type ii., l833—1835—-Half, quarter, and one-twelfth-anna.

Copper coins of Type ii. were also struck subsequent to the year 1835. There
are half-annas of 1845, quarter-annas of 1857, 1858, one-twelfth anna of 1848, and
half-pice of 1853. As these coins bear the arms of the Company, they are
included with the Presidency coins (see Nos. 3534-3542).

3496. M01111!‘ (1792-1818). With oblique milling on edge and
Persian inscriptions on obv. and r:w., the translations of
which are :—Obv., “ Defender of the Muhammadan faith,
Reflection of Divine Excellence, the Emperor Shah Alam
has struck this coin to be current throughout the seven
climes, 1202.” Rev., “ Struck at Murshidabad in the
19th year of his fortunate reign.”

3497. Half-mohur. Similar to No. 3496.

3498. Quarter-mohur. Similar to No. 3496, but reading : 01211.,
“ 1204. Coin of the Emperor Shah Alam.” Rev.,
“ Struck at Murshidabad in the 19th year.”

3499. Rupee (1773-1792). Similar legends to No. 3496, but
struck in the 11th year.

3500. Quarter-rupee.
in the 29th year.

Similar legends to No. 3496, but struck

3501-2. Rupees (1793-1818). Similar legends to No. 3496, with
oblique milling.

3503. Quarter-rupee (1793-1818). Similar legends to No. 3498,

with oblique milling.

3504. Rupee (1818-1832).
straight milling.

Similar legends to No. 3496, with

3505. Half-rupee (1818-1832).
with straight milling.

Similar legends to No. 3496,

3506. Quarter-rupee (1818-1832). Similar legends to No. 3493,

with straight milling.
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3507. Rupee (1818-1832). Similar legends to No. 3504, but of SILVER.
a smaller diameter.

3508. Quarter-rupee (1818-1832). Similar legends to No. 3506,

but of a smaller diameter.

3509. Rupee (1832-1835). Similar legends to N0. 3496, and
with a plain edge and a beaded rim.

3510. Half-rupee (1832-1835). Similar to N0. 3509.

3511. Quarter-rupee (1832-1835). Similar to N0. 3498, and
with a plain edge and a beaded rim.

3512. Rupee (1803-1819). Similar Obv. legend to No. 3496, but
on 1-011.: “ Struck at Farukhabad in the 45th year of his
prosperous reign.” Oblique milling.

3513. Rupee (1819-1824). Similar to No. 3512, but straight
milling.

3514. Half-rupee (1819-1824). Similar to N0. 3513.

3515. Quarter-rupee (1819-1824). Similar obv. legend to
No. 3498, but on 1‘ev..- “ Struck at Farukhabad in the
45th year.” Straight milling.

3516. Rupee (1825-1835). Similar to No. 3512, but a plain
edge.

3517. Half-rupee (1825-1835). Similar to No. 3516.

3518. Quarter-rupee (1825-1835). Similar to No. 3515, but
with a plain edge.

3519. Half-anna (1780). Persian legends: ()n the Obv., “The coPPEP.
Emperor Shah Alam ”; on the rev, “ In the 22nd year
of his reign.”

3520. Quarter-anna (1780). Similar legends to No. 3519.

3521. Half-pice (1780) Similar legends to N0. 3519.

3522. Quarter-pice (1780). Similar legends to N0. 3519.

3523-4. Half-annas (1796-1809). Obv., in Persian, “In the
37th year of the Emperor Shah Alam.” Rev., the value
in Bengali, Persian, and Nagari.
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COPPER. 3525. Half-anna. (1809-1817'). Similar legends to No. 3523, but
of a smaller diameter.

3526. Half-anna. (1817-1831). Similar to No. 3523, but a

smaller and thicker piece than No. 3525.

3527. Quarter-anna. (Benares). Value in Persian and Bengali,
with the trisul as mint mark on obv. and rev. Struck
in the 37th year.

3528. Quarter-anna (Benares). Similar to No. 3527, but struck
at Farukhabzid in the 45th year.

3529. Half-anna. (1831). Obv., value in English and Bengali.
Rev., value in Persian and Nagari.

3530. One-pie (1831). Obv.,' value in English and Bengali.
Rev., value in Persian and Nagari.

3531. Four-pie, 1825. Obv., the arms, supporters, crest, and
motto of the East India Company, with date. Rev.,
value and date in Persian below the numeral 4 within a
wreath of palm.

3532. Two-pie, 1825. Similar to No. 3531, except marks of
value ~

3533. One-pie, 1825

value.

3534. Half-anna, 1835. Obv., the Company’s arms, with date.
Rev., EAST INDIA COMPANY; and within a laurel
or olive wreath, HALF AN NA, with the value in Persian
above.

There were two varieties of the copper coins of 1835, one having a
plain, the other a serrated rim on the face.

Similar to No. 3531, except marks of

3535. Half-anna, 1845. Similar to No. 3534, except the date.

3536. Quarter-anna, 1835. Similar to N o. 3534, except marks
of value.

3537-8. Quarter-annas, 1858. Similar to No. 3534, except date

and marks of value.

3539. One-twelfth - anna, 1835.
marks of value.

3540. One-twelfth - anna, 1848.

date and marks of value.

3541-2. Half-pice, 1853. Similar to No. 3534, except date and
marks of value, which are in English only.

Similar to No. 3531, except

Similar to No. 3539, except
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MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

The early coins of the Madras Presidency, in distinction from those of Northern
India, were based on tho hun or pagoda, the unit of the Hindu monetary system.
The sub-divisions of the gold pagoda were fanams, faluce, and cash (1 pagoda:
42 silver fanams = 168 copper faluce=3,360 copper cash). Rupees, however,
were introduced from about 1758, so that the Hindu and Muhammadan systems
were for a time in use concurrently. By a proclamation dated 9th December,
1817, the pagoda currency was demonetized, and the silver rupee of 180 grs.
(165 grs. fine) was constituted the standard medium of exchange. The gold
rupee, weighing 180 grs. of Jrgths fineness, was substituted for the star-pagodas,
and made legal tender at the rate of one gold rupee for 15 silver rupees.

According to Marsden, “the English East India Company purchased, in the
year 1620, the spot of ground on which stood the old fort and factory of Madras,
now inolosed within the works of Fort St. George, together with the privilege of
coining money.” This privilege appears to have been exercised subsequently, as
there are small silver coins (two, one, and half-fanams) bearing two interlinked
C’s on the obverse, which are assigned to the reign of Charles II.

Silver and copper coins were issued during the 18th century bearing the

Company’s bale mark (orb and cross, inscribed
CEC)

on the obverse. The copper

coins (the faluce and half-faluce) are dated on the reverse, various years occurring
from 1693 to 1804. Gold double and single pagodas were also issued.

From 1758 to 1811 the Company struck silver coins (the rupee and its sub

divisions) which were imitations of the native-struck Arkhat rupee.

In the latter year, the Madras mint having been newly provided with machinery,
there were two silver coinages in European style--one consisting of half and
quarter-pagodas, and five, two, and one-fanams, and the other of double, single,
half, and quarter-rupees, and two and one-anna pieces. The half-pagoda weighed
326'73 grs. The double-rupees were re-struck Spanish dollars. These coins all
have oblique milling, and the rupees have the trisul (trident) as mint-mark.

A Regulation, dated 31 March, 1815, specifies the weights of certain coins then
being fabricated at the Madras mint :—(1'old : double-pagodas 91;’; grs., pagodas
45;”; grs.; silver: rupees 180 grs., half-rupees 90 grs., quarter-rupees 45 grs.,
two-anna pieces 22} grs.; all of the English standard fineness. In 1817 the
standard of the Madras rupee was changed to }.}ths fine, the weight remaining at
180 grs. This weight and fineness was adopted in 1835 for the “Company’s
rupee,” and is the standard still employed.

There was an issue of the “ Arkhat ”
rupee and its parts from the Calcutta mint

at a date which is variously stated —1818—1832 (Lane-Poole), 1818 (Johnston),
and 1823-1825 (Atkins). These coins are distinguished by straight milling and a
rose as mint mark, the two and one-anua pieces however having oblique milling.

The issues from the Madras mint subsequent to 1818 have an indented cord
milling and the trisul mint mark. Beside the rupee and its fractions, gold one,
half, and quarter-mohurs were struck from dies similar to those used for the
silver coins.

In 1819 a new series of gold coins was prepared with inscriptions differing from
those on the silver. These are described as the “gold rupee, gold half-rupee, and
gold quarter-rupee

”
; and as one “ gold rupee

” was equivalent to 15 silver rupees,
a gold third-rupee was also prepared. They bore the Company's crest and
inscription on the obverse, and the value in Persian on the reverse. (See N o. 3561.)

There were also copper coinages for the Madras Presidency. An undated issue
consisting of forty, twenty, ten, five and two-and a-half-cash has the value in
English, Persian, Telugu, and Tamil. In 1803 and 1808, pieces of twenty, ten,
five, and one-cash bearing the Co|npa.ny’s arms on the obverse were struck by
Boulten and Watt of Birmingham for Madras. In 1807 and 1808, double, single,
and half-faluce were struck with the value in Persian, Telugu, and Tamil, and
the date of the Christian era in Arabic numerals.
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GOLD.

SILVER.

A copper coinage of 1794 and 1797, struck in Birmingham, is of particular
interest, as it was based on the rupee, and illustrates an early attempt to assimi
late the two monetary systems of India. The coinage was of two den0minati0ns—
the 48th and 96th of a rupee, which were equivalent to 20 and 10 cash respectively.
These coins were struck for the Circars, a coast district in the north-east of the
Presidency. (See Observations rm the Copper Gui/nage wanted for the Oircars, by
A. Dalrymple, London, 1794).

3556. Three-Swami-pagoda. Obv., standing figures of Ven
katesvara and his two wives. Rev., convex granulated
surface.

3557. Porto Novo-pagoda. Obv., figure of Vishnu.
convex granulated surface.

Rev.,

3553. Star-pagoda. Obv., figure of Vishnu. Rev., five-pointed
star surrounded by granulated surface.

3559. Two-pagodas. Obv., the gopuram of a temple with nine
stars each side, within an inner circle ; around, the value
in English and Persian, and a buckle below. Rev.,
figure of Vishnu within a triple row of dots; around,
the value in Tamil and Telugu; above, a five-pointed
star. Edge, oblique milling.

3560. Pagoda. Similar to No. 3559, except marks of value, but
having only five stars each side of the gopuram.

3561. One-third-mohur (Five Rupees). Obv., ENGLISH
EAST INDIA COMPANY. Shield and crest of the
Company. Rev., “Five Rupees of the Honourable
English Company ” in Persian. Milled edge.

3562. Double-fanam. Obv., figure of Vishnu. Rev., two C's
interlinked.

3563. Fanam Similar to No. 3562.

3564. Rupee (Arkhat, 1773-1806). Thick piece, unmilled, with
portions of Persian inscriptions on obv. and rev. Mint
mark, a lotus flower.

3565. Half-pagoda.
value.

Similar to N0. 3559, except marks of

3566. Quarter-pagoda.
value.

Similar to No. 3559, except marks of

3567. Five-fanams. Obv., value in Persian, within a ribbon
with buckle, inscribed FIVE FANAMS. Rev., the value
in Telugu within a ribbon with forked ends, inscribed
with the value in Tamil ; above, a five-pointed star.
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3568. Double-fanam. Similar to No. 3567, except marks of SILVER.
value.

3569. Fanam. Similar to No. 3567, except marks of value.

3570. Rupee (1806-1823). 0bv., “The auspicious coin of the
noble monarch, Aziz-ud-din Muhammad Alamgir, 1172,”
in Persian. Rev., “ Struck at Arkhat in the sixth year of
his propitious reign,” in Persian; m.m. lotus flower.
Oblique milling.

3571. Two-annas (1806-1823). Similar to No. 3570, but the
legends are abbreviated.

3572. One-anna. (1806-1823). Similar to No. 3570, but with
abbreviated legends.

3573. Rupee (1823-1825). Similar to N0. 3570, but with upright
milling, and a rose m.m. showing it was struck at
Calcutta.

3574. Half’-rupee (1823-1825). Similar to No. 3573; m.m. rose.

3575. Quarter-rupee (1823-1825). Similar.to No 3573, but
with abbreviated legends ; m.m. rose

3576. Two-annas (1823-1825). Similar to No. 3573, but with
abbreviated legends ; m.m. rose.

3577. One-anna. (1823-1825). Similar to N5. 3573, but with
abbreviated legends; m.m. rose.

3578. Rupee (1825-1835). Similar to No. 3570, but with
indented cord milling ; m.m. lotus flower.

3579. Half-rupee (1825-1835). Similar to No. 3578.

3580. Quarter-rupee (1825-1835). Similar to N5. 3578, but
the legends are abbreviated.

3581. Faluce (Twenty-cash). Obv., value in Persian and (;0PPER_

English. Rev., value in Tamil and Telugu.

3582. Half-faluce (Ten-cash). Value expressed as on No. 3581.
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COPPER. ~3583. One-forty-eighth-rupee, 1794. Obv., the arms of the
East India Company, with “48 TO ONE RUPEE”
below, and the motto of the Company incuse on a broad
rim. Rev., the bale-mark of the Company, and around,
UNITED EAST INDIA COMPANY, with the date
in incuse letters. Edge, ENGLISH UNITED EAST INDI-A
COMPANY in incuse letters.

3584. One-forty-eighth-rupee, 1797. Similar to No. 3583,
except date.

3585. One-ninety-sixth-rupee, 1794.
except in date and value.

Similar to No. 3583.
Edge, plain. -

3536. Twenty-cash, 1803. Obv., the arms, supporters, crest,
and motto of the East India Company, surrounded by
EAST INDIA COMPANY , and the date below. Rev.,
the value in Persian and English.

3587. Twenty-cash, 1808. Similar to No. 3586, except date.

3588. Ten-cash, 1808.
marks of value.

Similar to No. 3586, except date and

3589-90. Five-cash, 1803. Similar to N 0. 3586, except marks
of value.

3591. Cash, 1803. Obv., the Company’s crest, with date below.
I R6U., value in Persian and English.

3592. Cash, 1803. Similar to No. 3591, but gilt.

3593. Faluce 01‘ Dudu (1800 P). Obv., orb and cross within a
beaded circle. Re'u., native characters.

BRITISH INDIA.

(FROM THE YEAR 1835).

In the year 1835 a uniform coinage for British India was introduced by the

East India Company, having for its obverse impression the bust of the British
monarch. By Act XVII. of this year silver coins were made legal tender, but
while the Act provided for the coinage of gold, it specified that “no gold coin
shall henceforward be a legal tender of payment in any of the territories of the

East India Company.” This provision was retained in the India Coinage Act, 1870.

The gold pieces to be coined were : the mohur or fifteen-rupee piece, weighing
180 grs., lgths fine ; the third-mohur, two-thirds-mohur, and double-mohur,
the three last-mentioned coins to be of the same standard as the mohur, and of
proportionate weight.

The silver coins to be struck were the “ Company’s
”

rupee, weighing 180 grs.,

fiths fine; the half-, quarter-, and double-rupee, the last three coins to corre

spond proportionately with the rupee in weight and fineness.
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A subsequent Act in the same year provided for the issue of copper coins of
three denominations, viz. : the double-pice or half-anna, weighing 200 grs. ; the
pice or quarter-anna, 100 grs.; and the pie or twelfth-anna, 33% grs. Copper
coin was to be legal tender for fractions of a rupee at the rate of 64 pice or
192 pies for a. rupee.

The general nature of the designs was also prescribed by the Act, which stated
that the coins should bear on the obverse the “ head and name ” of the reigning
sovereign of the United Kingdom, and on the reverse the words EAST INDIA
COMPANY, and the “designation of the coin” in English and Persian, with
“ such embellishment as shall from time to time be ordered by the Governor
General in Council,” the reverse designs of the gold coins always to be different
from those of the silver.

For the reverse of the gold coins a lion and palm-tree was adopted, F1axman’s
lion being the suggestion of Lord William Bentinck. A laurel wreath with the
requisite legends was chosen for the silver coins. Similar types were continued
in the early part of the reign of Queen Victoria, a silver two-anna piece being
added to the denominations of coins.

Subsequent to 1858, the year of the Indian mutiny, the government of India
was assumed by Her Majesty the Queen, and in 1862 a new coinage was issued
which did not bear the name of the East India Company. About the same time
copper coins bearing similar designs were issued. Prior to this date and
subsequent to 1835 the copper coins issued bore the Company’s arms, and have
therefore been classed under the Presidencies. The Madras Mint was closed from
the 1st September, 1869.

A further change was made in 1877, when Her Majesty Queen Victoria was
proclaimed Empress of India, the Imperial style being adopted for the coin
legends.

The coinages of 1835, 1840, 1862 continued to be issued in subsequent years
with these dates, but from 1874 the coins bear the date of issue.

In the following statement of issues it has been sought to give the actual
dates on the coins. This has not been always possible, since the returns of the
Indian mints are made for the fiscal year ending 30th June, and do not
distinguish the calendar years in which coins of a given denomination were
struck. (See Fina-nciul and Commercial Statistics of British India, 1904,
pp. 252-275).

TYPE I. (bust of William IV.).—Gvl1l .- 1835, two-mohurs, mohur. Silver .
1835, rupee, half-rupee, quarter-rupee.

TYPE II. (bust of queen with filleted hair).—Gold .- 1841, mohur. Silver.
1840, rupee, half-rupee, quarter-rupee, two-annas (two varieties of each).

TYPE III. (crowned bust of queen).—(1'0l¢l: Mohur, 1862, 1870-1875; ten
rupees, 1862, 1870, 1872, 1875; five-rupees, 1862, 1870, 1872, 1873. Silver.
Rupee, half-rupee, quarter-rupee, two-annas, 1862, (1864, 1867),*
1870-1876. Copper: Half-, quarter-, eighth-, and one-twelfth-anna
(same dates as silver).

TYPE IV. (crowned bust of empress).—G’0Z¢l: Mohur, 1877, 1879-I882,
1884, 1885, 1888-1892; ten-rupees, 1879. Silver: Rupee, half-rupee,
quarter-rupee, two-annas, 1877-1901. Copper: Half-, quarter-, eighth-,
and one-twelfth-anna pieces, 1877-1901.

TYPE V. (bust of emperor).-Sili-e1-.- Rupee, quarter-rupee, two-annas,
1903, 1904. Copper: Half-, quarter-, eighth-, and one-twelfth-anna,
1903 1905.

No coins with the emperor’s efligy were struck with the date 1902. There were
no rupees struck during 1894-1896, or during 1899, and no half-rupees during 1900.

In 1898, the British sovereign was made legal tender for and equivalent to
15 rupees.

3601. Two-mohurs, 1835. Obv., WILLIAM IIII , KING . and
date. Plain bust of king to right. Rev., lion passant
to right before a palm tree. Above, EAST INDIA
COMPANY; in exergue, the value in English and
Persian.

* In these years alterations were made in the degree of convexity in the dies

to facilitate coining. Pieces of those dates are apparently of the nature of trial
pieces. -

GOLD.
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GOLD.

SILVER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

3602. Ten-rupees (pattern). Rev. (only), similar to No. 3601,

except marks of value.

3603. Rupee. 1835. Obv., WILLIAM IIII , KING . Plain bust
of king to right, with small initial F. on truncation of
neck. Rev., EAST INDIA COMPANY and date around.
Within a laurel wreath the value in English and Persian.
Milled edge. (F. for Capt. Forbes, Calcutta Mint master).

3604. Half-rupee, 1835. Similar to No. 3603, except marks of
value, but with initials R. S. instead of F. on obv.

3605. Quarter-rupee, 1835. Similar to N0. 3603, except marks
of value.

‘

3606. Mohur, 1:341. 0011., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of

queen to left with filleted hair. Rev., similar to

No. 3601. Milled edge.

3607-8. M0h111'8, 1870. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Crowned
bust of queen to left with plaited hair, and wearing an

embroidered robe. Rev., ONE MOHUR — INDIA and

date within an ornamental border. Plain edges.

3609-10. Ten-rupees, 1870. Similar to No. 3607, except mark

of value.

3611-2. Five-rupees, 1870. Similar to No. 3607, except mark

of value.

3613-4. RHPBBS, 1840 (first variety). Obv., VICTORIA
QUEEN. Plain bust of Queen to left. Rev., EAST
INDIA COMPANY, and date below between two

ornaments. Within a laurel wreath the value in English.
Milled edges.

3615. Half-rupee, 1840. Similar to No. 3613, except mark

of value.

3616. Quarter-rupee, 1840. Similar to No. 3613, except mark

of value.

3617. Two-annas, 12541. Similar to No. 3613, except date and

mark of value.

3618. Rupee, 1840 (second variety). Similar to No. 3613, but

the obv. legend is divided above by the bust, which has

W . W. on the truncation of the neck.
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3619. Half-rupee, 1840. Similar to No. 3618, except marks
of value.

3620. Quarter-rupee, 1840. Similar to No. 3618, except marks
of value.

3621. Two-annas, 1841. Similar to No. 3618, except date and
marks of value.

3622-3. Rupees, 1861. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of
queen to left, with imperial crown, having plaited hair,
and wearing an embroidered robe. Rev., ON E RU PEE —

INDIA and date within a border of conventional lotus
leaves and flowers. Plain edges.

3624-5. Rupees, 1864. Tin impressions of obv. and rev. marked
Minton.

3626-7. Rupees, 1867. Tin impressions of obv. and rev. marked
Wyon’s last.

3628. Half-rupee, 1862. Similar to No. 3622, except date and
mark of value.

3629. Quarter-rupee, 1862. Similar to No. 3622, except date

and mark of value.

3630. Two-annas, 1862. Similar to No. 3622, except date and
mark of value.

3631. Rupee, 1883. Similar to N0. 3622, except date, but
reading on 0bv., VICTORIA EMPRESS.

3632. Half-rupee, 1897. Similar to No. 3631, except date and
mark of value.

3633. Quarter-rupee, 1886. Similar to N0. 3631, except date
and mark of value.

3634. Quarter-rupee, 1901. Similar to N0. 3633, except date.

3635. Two-annas, 1882. Similar to No. 3631, except date and
mark of value.

3636. Two-annas, 1901. Similar to No, 3635, except date.

SILVER.
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COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

3637-8. Half-annas, 1861. 0bv., similar to No. 3622. Rev.,
HALF ANNA — IN DIA and date within a beaded circle
surrounded by a serpentine wreath of flowers and leaves.

3639-40. Quarter-annas, 1861.
mark of value.

Similar to No. 3637, except

3641-2. Half-pice, 1861. Similar to No. 3637, except mark of
value.

3643-4. One-twelfth-annas, 1861. Similar to No. 3637, except
mark of value. .

3645. One-twelfth-anna, 1862.
date.

Similar to No. 3643, except

3646. Rupee (Alwar), 1877. Obv., VICTORIA EMPRESS.
Bust of empress to left crowned and robed as No. 3607.
R811-. ONE RUPEE above, ALWAR STATE below,
divided by sprigs of palm. Within a plain circle, an
inscription in Persian, Maharaja Sew Mungul Singh
Bahadur, with date. Milled edge.

3647. Rupee (Bikanir), 1892. 01111., similar to No. 3646. Rev.,
ONE RU PEE above, BIKANIR STATE below. Within
a plain circle, an inscription in Nagari and Persian
(Maharaja Ganga Singh Bahadur).

3648-9. Rupees, 1904. 0bv., EDWARD VII KING &
EMPEROR. Uncrowned bust of Emperor to right.
Rev., ONE RUPEE INDIA in English and Persian
between two sprays of lotus flowers and leaves; an

Imperial crown above, and the date below. Milled edges.

3650-1. Half-rupees, 1904. Similar to No. 3648, except marks
of value, but reading AN D f0!‘ & 011 the Obv

3652-3. Quarter-rupees, 1904. Similar to No. 3650, except
marks of value.

3654-5. Two-annas, 1904. Similar to No. 3650, except marks
of value.

3656-7. Half-annas, 1904. 01111., similar to No. 3648. Rev.,
HALF ANNA — INDIA, with date, surrounded by a

beaded circle, outside of which is a serpentine wreath of
lotus flowers and leaves.
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3658-9. Quarter-annas, 1904. Similar to No. 3656, except COPPER.
marks of value.

3660-1. Half-pice, 1904. Similar to No. 3656, except marks
oi value, but reading &. for AN D on the obv.

3662-3. One-twelfth-annas, 1904. Similar to No. 3660,
except marks of value.

In accordance with an Order in Council, dated 2nd February, 1895, dies were
prepared by Mr. De Saulles, engraver to the London mint, and forwarded to the
Bombay mint for striking a. British silver dollar for circulation in the East. The
standard weight of the dollar is fixed at 416 grs. of 900 millesimal fineness to
correspond with the Japanese yen and the second issue of the Hong Kong dollar.
Pieces have been struck each year from 1895 to 1904 inclusive.

3664-5. British D0ll8.1‘8, 1895. Obv., Britannia standing SILVER.
helmeted looking to the left; her right hand grasps a

trident, and her left rests on a shield. A ship is in the
distance. ONE DOLLAR is above, and the date below.
The whole is within a circle surrounded by a border of
the “ key ” pattern. Rev., within a similar border is a
scroll design divided into four compartments containing
in the upper and lower the value in Chinese and the
corresponding Malayan characters in the right and left.
The Chinese labyrinth is in the centre. Milled edges.

3366-7. British D0ll&1‘S, 1904. Similar to No. 3664, except
the date.

Copper coinages were executed in 1902 by the “Mint, Birmingham,” for the
native States of Pudukota and Travancore.

3706-'7. Pudukota. Pies. Ob"-, the €°ddes9 (Lakhsmi) of COPPER
wealth within a beaded circle. Rev., native inscription
within a plain circle.

3708-9. Travancore. Chuckram. Obv., an lnverted 9011911

shell within a plain circle and a wreath. Rezn, V R in
monogram within a beaded circle ; around, ONE
CH UCKRAM in English and native characters.

3710-1. Travancore. Eight-cash. Similar $0 N0- 3703, but

reading EIGHT CASH.

1 rupee = 7 fanam = 28 chuckram = 448 cash.
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SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

(g.) JAVA.
Java, a Dutch possession in the East Indies, was held by the English from 1811

to 1816. During this brief occupation of the island, gold, silver, copper, and lead

(or tin) coins were struck for the East India Company at the local mint of
Surabaya.

The denominations of the coins issued were :—GoZ1l .- mohur; silver : rupee,
half-rupee ; copper : stiver, half-stiver, doit (quarter-stiver) ; lead : doit.

3712. Rupee, 1813. 0110., Persian inscription signifying “Money
of the English Company.” Rev., similar inscription in
Javanese. Oblique milling.

3713. D011), 1812. Obv., bale-mark of the East India Company.
Rev., JAVA, 1812, with the initial z below for Zwekhert,
the Master of the Java mint at Surabaya.

SUMATRA.

The island of Sumatra now forms part of the Dutch East Indies. Formerly it
was for a time wholly or partly under British rule. Coins were struck for the
island by the East India Company from 1783 to 1804.

The two-sookoo piece was the only silver coin. It is dated 1783 and 1784. The
copper coins are of three, two, and one kepengs, and are dated 1786, 1787, 1798,
and a two-kepeng dated 1783. These have the Company’s bale-mark. A coinage
of four-, two-, and one-kepengs in 1804 for Bencoolen has the Company's arms
on the obverse. The four-kepeng is equal to a cent, or pice.

A two-kepeng dated 1787 is oval in shape, and is the only one of this shape
in the Colonial series.

3721. TWO-S00l{00 piece, 1783. Obv., Malay inscription: “ Money
of the Company; two sookoos, 1197." Rev., 2 FORT
MARLBRO 1783.

3722. Two-kepengs, 1783. 01211., bale-mark of the East India
Company, with a rosette below dividing the date Rev.,
the value and date in Malay.

3723. Three-kepengs, 1786. Obv., similar to No. 3722, except
date. Rev., value and date in Malay characters. Edge,
oblique milling.

3724. Two-kepengs, 1786. Similar to No. 3723, except marks
of value.

3725. Kepeng, 1786.
value.

Similar to N0. 3723, except marks of

3726-7. Kepengs, 1787. Similar to No. 3725, except date. One
has straight and oneoblique milling.
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3728. Four-kepengs, 1804. Obv., the arms, supporters, crest,
and motto of the East India Company, with the date
below and EAST INDIA COMPANY above. Rev., the
value and date in Malay characters. ' '

3729. Two-kepengs, 1804. Similar to No. 3728, except marks’
4 - of value.

3730. Kepeng, 1804. Similar to No. 3728, except marks
value, and reading ISLAND OF SUMATRA on.the obv.

MALACCA .

The copper coins assigned to Malacca were struck by English merchants for
purposes of trade in the neighbourhood of the Straits of Malacca, and are there
fore unauthorized issues. Mr. Chalmers however regards them as having been
issued by the East India Company.

'

3731. Two-kepengs, 1835. Obv., a gamecock to right, with
Malay characters above. Rev., the value and date in
Persian characters.

3732. Kepeng, 1835. Similar to No. 3731, except marks of
value.

LABUAN‘ (SULTANA).
The copper coin inscribed ISLAND OF SULTANA was issued as a trading

speculation, like those described under Malacca. The island named has no
existence, and the coin has been assigned to Labuan by Atkins. It has been
suggested however that SULTANA Was intended for SU MATRA. The coin is
in other respects a close copy of No. 3730.

The island of Labuan was ceded to the British Government in 1846 by the
Sultan of Brunei. Its currency is regulated by Order in Council dated
2nd February, 1895.

3733. Kepeng, 180-1. Obv., the arms, supporters, crest, and
motto of the East India Company, with ISLAND OF
‘SULTANA above and the date below. Rev., the date
and value in Malay characters.

TELLICHERRY.
The small silver coins struck at Tellicherry on the Malabar coast, in 1805, were

probably struck by the authority of the East India Company. If this were so,
they may be classified with the Madras coins of the Company.

3734. Double-fanam, (17)99.
inscription within a beaded circle. Rev., Persian in- .

scription.
'

3735. Double-fanam, 1805. Obv., a balance with T between
the pans, and the date below. Rev., Persian inscription.

COPPER.

Obv., T . 99, with a Persian SILVER.

9070 T
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COPPER.

PENANG, OR PRINCE OF WALES’ ISLAND.

The island of Penang now forms part of the Straits Settlements. It was
acquired by the East India Company in 1786, who immediately struck a copper
coinage of cents (1786) for the island.

In 1787—l788 a silver and copper coinage was struck consisting of rupees, half
rupees, and quarter-rupees in silver, and cents, half-cents, and quarter-cents in
copper. The silver coins are of both dates, but the copper of 1787 only. These
issues have the Company's bale-mark on the obverse.

In 1810, 1825, and 1828 there were further issues of copper coins for Penang.
The denominations for 1810 were one-pice and half-pice. The 1810 coinage,
amounting to 25 tons, was executed in the Royal mint, London. The coinage
was authorized by the Lords of the Committee for Coin. The dies were engraved
by Lewis Pingo. The weight of the coins was at therate of 48 pice to the

" avoirdupois pound.

The coinage of 1825 was also struck in the Royal mint, and consisted of pice,
half-pice, and quarter-pice. The coins were struck at the rate of 53 pice to the
avoirdupois pound. The dies were engraved by W. Wyon. The coinage of 1828
was probably struck in Calcutta, but Thurston refers to the coins as double-pice,
single pice, and half-pice and they are so described below (Nos. 3744—3749).

3736. Pice (1.786). 00.-., the bale-mark of the East India
Company within a plain circle. Rev., plain.

3737. P108, 1787. Obv., similar to No. 3736, but with date
below. Rev., Persian inscription.

3738. Half-pice, 1787. Similar to N o. 3737, except in size and
value.

3739-40. P106, 1810. Obv., the arms, supporters, crest, and
motto of the East lndia Company, with date below.
Rev., “Pulu-Penang” in Persian characters within a
wreath of flowers and leaves.

3741. Pice, 1810. Similar to No. 3739, but the obv. design is
larger, with the date in larger figures, and the wreath on
the rev. is of flowers only, and a wider space between the
wreath and the outer circle of beads.

3742. P106, 1810. Similar to No. 3739, but on the obv. outer
circles consist of radiating strokes instead of beads, while
on the rev. the wreath is of flowers only with petals
pointing in the opposite direction from those on the revs.
above.

3743. Half-pice, 1810. Similar to No. 3739, except in size and
value.

‘

3744. Double-pice, 1825. Similar to N0. 3739, except in size,
value, and date.
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3745. Pice, 1825. Similar to No. 3744, except in size and value. COPPER.

3746. Half-pice, 1825. Similar to No. 3744, except in size and
value.

3747. Double-pice, 1828. Similar to No. 3744, except the date.

3748. Pice, 1828. Similar to No. 3745, except the date.

3749. Half-pice, 1828. Similar to No. 3746, except the date.

BANJARMASSIN.

Baniarmassin is a small district on the southern coast of Borneo. An
Englishman named Alexander Hare struck small copper coins for circulation
there in 1812-1814.

3750. D0117, 1813. 0bv., a pointed shield with a Persian inscrip
tion (Trade doit). Rev., a similar shield inscribed with
the date in English and Persian.

(5.) SARAWAK.
The district of Sarawak, a territory in the north-west of Borneo, was obtained

by cession from the Sultan of Brunei, in 1842, by James Brooke, who became
Rajah of Sarawak. He was succeeded in 1868 by his nephew, Sir Charles Johnson
Brooke. The territory was placed under British protection in 1888.

Copper coinages in cents, half-cents, and quarter-cents, bearing the bust of the
rajah, have been struck for Sarawak. The weight of the cent is 144 grs., and
those of the lesser coins are in proportion. The dates of issue are :—Cents : 1863,
1870, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1884-1888, 1891-1897 ; half- and quarter-cents : 1863,
1870, 1895.

A silver coinage of 800 millesimal fineness was issued in 1900 consisting of
fifty-, twenty-, ten-, and five-cent pieces. The weights of the coins correspond
with the Hong Kong and Straits coins of similar nominal value, viz. : fifty-cents,
20952 grs. ; twenty-cents, 8381 grs. ; ten-cents, 41905 grs. ; five-cents,
20'952 grs.

The coinage of 1863 was struck at Birmingham for Messrs. Buchanan,
Hamilton, 8: 00., of Glasgow, the Rajah’s agents, and that of 1870 by
Messrs. Smith and Wright of Birmingham. Since 1882 the company known as
the “ Mint, Birmingham, Ltd.,” has executed the coinages.

The bust of James Brooke on the 1863 coinage was the work of Joseph Moore
of Birmingham, and is a well executed piece of die engraving. The bust of the
second rajah was by the same engraver.

3751. Cent, 1863. Obv., J. BROOKE RAJAH. Bust of COPPER,

J. Brooke to left. Rev., ONE CENT within a laurel
wreath. SARAWAK above, and the date below.

-3752. Half-cent, 1863. Similar to No. 3751. except mark of
value.

9070 '1
‘

2
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~ 3753. Quarter-cent, 1863. Similar to No. 3751, except mark of
value.

3754. Cent,1870. 01.5., c. BROOKE RAJAH. Bust in profile
01' C. Brooke to left. Rein, similar to No. 3751, except
date.

3755. Half-cent, 1870.
value.

Similar to No_.__3T54_, except mark of

3756. Quarter-cent, 1870. Similar to No. 3754, except mark of
value.

3757-8. Fifty-cents, 1900. 01.11., c . ‘BROOKE RAJAH .

SARAWAK . Bust to left as No. 3754. Rein, 50 within
a corded circle. Around, FIFTY CENTS divided by
the date ; below, a small H. Milled edges.

3759-60. Twenty-cents, 1900.
lnal-ks of value. ' ‘

Similar to No. 3757, except

3761-2. Ten-cents, 1900. Similar to. No. 3757, except marks
of value.

3763-4. Five-cents, 1900. Similar to No. 3757, except marks
of value.

I

3765-6. Cents, 1882. Similar to N o. 3754, except date.

3767-8. Half-cents, 1879. Similar to No. 3755, except date.

(7.) STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

The three settlements of Singapore, Malacca, and Peuang were united in 1826
under one government. The first coinage specially struck for the Straits Settle
ments appears to have been in 1845. They were struck at the Calcutta mint, the
cent weighing 144 grs., the half-cent 72 grs., and the quarter-cent 36 grs.; and
in 1847 a Regulation of the East India. Company provided that from lst January,
1848, these should be the only copper coins legally current in the Settlements.

In 1862 a. second copper coinage was issued in the same denominations.

The Straits Settlements were transferred from the control of the Indian
Government to that of the Secretary of State for the Colonies on April 1, 1867 _:
and a local Act was at once passed which established the silver dollar (Hang
Kong,'&c.) as the legal tender of payment, and "provided for a subsidiary coinage.
Under this Act a silver and copper coinage was applied for in 1871. The silver
coins were struck at the Royal mint, and consisted of twenty-, ten-, and five~cent
pieces identical in weight and fineness with those for Hong Kong. The first
copper coins were struck in 1872 at Birmingham, the denominations being one
ceut, half-cent, and quarter-cent, and the weights as those of former issues. In
1881 these coins were struck in bronze in the London mint, but from 1894 they
have been coined in copper in the Bombay mint.

‘I,-I .1
.

\- .~.».
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.A fifty-cent-piece was added in 1886 to the series of silver tokens for this
colony. A schedule ‘giving the weights and fineness of the subsidiary coins is to
be found in the Order in Council, dated 3rd February, 1895, which regulates the
currency.

In accordance with an Order in Council dated 25th June, 1903, dies were
engraved from designs which had been prepared by Mr. De Saulles, and
forwarded to India for striking dollars for the Straits Settlements. These coins
were of the same weight and fineness as the British dollar, viz., 416 grains of
900 millesimal fineness. 2

The coins struck in 1902 and subsequent years bore His Majesty’s effigy as
designed for the Colonial series.

-The dates of silver coinage are :-Dollars: "l903, *l904; fifty-cents:
1886‘-1889, 1891, 1893-1903. ‘I905, 1-(I890, 1897, 1900); twenty-cents, ten
cents, five-cents: 1871. 1873, 1877, 1378, 1881, 1883-18111, 1893-1903 "K1872
[no five-cents in 1872], 1874, 1876, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1883, 1890, 1897, 1900).

The dates of copper coinage are :—

(a.) Struck in the London mint—Gents, half-cents, quarter-cents:
1884 (bronze).

(b.) Struck in Birmingham—CentS: 1872, 1874, 187-5 ; half-cents,
quarter-cents: 1872.

(0.) Struck in the Indian mints—Cents, 189-1--1904; quarter-cents,
1898-1902. (Exact information as to intermediate dates on the Indian
pieces is not available.)

3781-2. Cents, 1845. 0110., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust of
queen to left, with coronet. Rev., ONE CENT within
=1 laurel Wreath; above. EAST INDIA COMPANY:
below, the date.

3783. Half-cent, 1845. Similar to No. 3781. except the mark
of value.

3784. Quarter-cent, 1845. Similar to No. 3781, except the
mark of value.

3785. Cent, 1862. Obv., similar to No. 3781. Rev., ONE CENT
|NDlA—STRA|TS 1862 ; the whole within a laurel

» wreath.

3786. Half-cent, 1862. Similar to N0. 3785, except the mark of
value.

3787-8. Fifty-cents, 1886 and 1887. 01)?)-, VICTORIA
_ QUEEN. Diademed head of queen to left. Rev., 50‘ '

within a circle of dots, surrounded by STRAITS
SETTLEMENTS FIFTY CENTS and the date. Milled
edges.

3789-9C. Twenty-cents, 1871. Similar to N 0. 3787, except the
date and marks of value. Plain edges.

3791-2. Ten-cents, 1871. Similar to No. 3787. exceptthe date
and marks of value.‘ Plain edges.

'

' Struck in Bombay. 1' Struck in Birmingham.

. . ,.
._‘_~- _‘b4

COPPER.

SILVER.
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3793-4. Five-cents, 1871. Similar to No. 3787, except the date
and marks of value. Plain edges.

I

3795. Five-cents, 1886. Similar to No. 3794, except the date.
Milled edge.

3796-7. Cents, 1872. Similar to No. 3787, except the date and
marks of value.

3796-9. Half-cents, 1872. Similar to No. 3787, except the date
and marks of value.

’

3300. Half-cent, 1884. Similar to No. 3798, except the date.

3801-2. Quarter-cents, 1872. Similar to No. 3787, except the
date and marks of value.

3303-5. Dollars, 1903. Obv., EDWARD VII KING AND
EMPEROR. Bust of king to right wearing Imperial
crown and an ermine robe with the collar of the Garter
and the badge of the Bath. Rev., STRAITS SETTLE
MENTS—ONE DOLLAR and the date; around, a
scroll ornament with four compartments, two of which
contain the Chinese characters for ON E DOLLAR and
two the corresponding Malayan characters. Milled edges.

3806-'7. DOIIBJS, 1904. Similar to No. 3803, except the date.

3808-9. Fifty-cents, 1902. Obv., similar to No. 3803, but
reading & for AND. Rev., similar to No. 3787, except
the date. Milled edges.

3810-1. Twenty-cents, 1902. Similar to No. 3808, except the
marks of value.

3812-3. Ten-cents, 1902.
marks of value.

Similar to N0. 3808, except the

3814~5. Five-cents, 1902.
marks of value.

Similar to No. 3808, except the

3816--7. Gents, 1904.
marks of value.

Similar to No. 3808, except date and
Milled edges.

3813-9. Half-cents, 1904.

I

Similar to No. 3816, except the
marks of value. Plain edges.

3820-1. Quarter-cents, 1904. Similar to No. 3816, except the
marks of value. Plain edges.



BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

III.—A F R I o A,

COMPRISING

(a.) BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

(11.) EAST AFRICA AND UGANDA PROTECTORATES.

(0.) GOLD COAST.

(4.) SIERRA LEONE.

(8.) sr. HELENA.

(a.) BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
From 1886 to 1895 the Imperial British East Africa Company held rights of

administration over territory varying in extent in Zanzibar and contiguous
districts. Silver and copper coins were issued by the Company. The silver
coins, as proposed, consisted of rupees, half- and quarter-rupees, and two-anna
pieces, but the latter two were not struck ; while the copper coins were pice or
quarter-anna pieces only. These coinages were struck by the “ Mint, Birming
ham, Ltd.” The silver coins corresponded in weight and fineness with those of
British India. the rupee being 180 grs. of {=1-thsfineness, and the other coins in
proportion. The quarter-anna weighed 100 grs. The rupees were dated 1888,
1890, half-rupees 1890, and quarter-annas or pice 1888, 1889, 1900.

Subsequent copper coinages were undertaken for the Company by the Calcutta
and Bombay mints from 1891 to 1895.

In 1895 a British Protectorate was proclaimed over the whole of the Company's
territories, and the administration was accordingly taken over by Her Majesty’s
Government. The currency was regulated on the basis of the British Indian

,1'upee by an Order in Council, dated 19th May, 1898.

New dies for striking copper pice bearing Her Majesty’s efligy were prepared
in the Royal mint in 1897 and despatched to the Bombay mint. Copper pice of
this type have been struck in the following years :—1897, 1898, 1899.

3841-3. Rupees, 1888. Obv., a sun surmounted by a crown;
below, a scroll inscribed LIGHT AND LIBERTY;
around, IONE RUPEE— MOMBASA. Rev., a pair of
balances surrounded by IMPERIAL BRITISH EAST
AFRICA COMPANY. A small H is below. Milled
edges.

3844-6. Half-rupees, 1890. Obv., sun, crown, and scroll as

before. IMPERIAL BRITISH EAST AFRICA COM
PANY. Rev., HALF RUPEE within a laurel wreath-.

MOMBASA above, and the date below.

"3847-9. Quarter-annas, 1888. Obv., a pair of balances; around,

SILVER.

IMPERIAL . BRITISH . EAST. AFRlC_A. C0-1888.
R8U., inscription in Arabic within a circle of dots;
around, MOM BASA , 1306 and a laurel wreath. A small
H for Heaton on rev.

COPPER .
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°°PPER- 3850-1. One-plce, 1897. 0bv.., VICTORIA . DEI . GRA .

BRITT. REGINA ’._FlD -DEF. IND . IMP. Dia
demed head of queen to left. Rev., EAST AFRICA
PROTECTORATE. Within an ornamental compart
ment, ONE PICE and a large figure 1. The date is
below. » A - -A ,_

(b
l) EAST AFRICA AND UGANDA

PROTEGTORATES.

On the 10th February, 1905, an Order in Council was made regulating the
currency of the East Africa and Uganda Protectorates. By this Order thesilver
rupee of British India, weighing 180 grs. of 916;},millesimal fineness is constituted
the standard coin of the Protectm-ates.~—~The subsidiary coins provided for are :—

a fifty-cent piece (90 grs.), and a twenty-five-cent piece (45 grs.) in silver of 800
millesimal fineness; a ten-cent piece, a. five-cent piece (29l'6 grs.), a one-cent
piece (72'9l6 grs.), and a one-tenth-cent piece to be struck in copper, bronze, or
other metal, or mixed metal. The weights of the first and last of these latter
coins are not specified. No pieces have yet been struck. _

(6.) some ooAs'r.
The African Company of Merchants, which was constituted by Act of Parliament

-in 1750, struck coins at the Soho mint for the Settlements on the Gold Coast.
The ackey or ackie was current at 4s. 6d,, and the taku or takoe piece was
ione-eighth of the ackey, and therefore current at 9d. There were coinages in
1796 and i818. .

SILVER. 3871. Ackey-piece or Crown, 1796. Obv., royal cypher G-.iR..
. [mom] under a crown, within a wreath of laurel; the

date is above. Rev., FREE TRADE TO AFRICA. BY
ACT. OF PARLIMENT . 1750 . The arms ofthe
company with supporters and crest (elephant andcastle).
Plain edge. (2388 grains.) ,

3872. Half-ackey, 1796. Similar to No. 3871, but the arms are

_ q without supporters. (1144 grs.)

3373. Quarter-ackey, 1796. Similar to Ng. 3872, except in
size. (57'9 grs.)

3874. one-t8.k0e, 1796. Similar to No. 3872, ‘but without
legend on the re/v. (30'8 grs.)

3875. Ackey, 1818. OZm., GEORGIUS Ill D : G : BRITAN"
NIAR : REX F2 D: Laureated bust to right, with
small H on the truncation of the neck. Under the bust,

1 ACKEY TRADE and the date. Rev., shield of arms,
with crest and supporters similar to N0. 3871. FREE .

'
1'. "TRADE .. TO . AFRICA .'BY . ACT . OF . PARLl'A

. MENT . 1750 . Milled edge. (2131 grs.)

33876. ~I'I8.lf'-8-01(6)’, 1818. Similar to N0. 3875, except mark of
value. (1()6'8 grs.) .
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ONE DOLLAR PIECE . 1791.

(d.) SIERRA LEONE.

The Sierra Leone peninsula was acquired in 1787, and a local currency
was initiated in 1791 on the basis of the Macuta, a money of account in the
district, and apparently of Portuguese origin. The coinage consisted of dollars
(= 10 Macutas or 100 cents), fifty-cent, twenty-cent, and ten-cent pieces in
silver, and pennies or cents in copper. The dollar was equivalent in weight to
the Spanish, but about 8 per cent. inferior in fineness. The coinage was executed
at the Soho Mint.

'5 The device adopted on the reverse of the coins, viz , a black hand clasping a
white one, was emblematical of the fact that the Sierra Leone Settlement was
established for freed negro slaves.

V "There are coinsof all the denominations dated 1791, ten-cents for 1796 and
1805, and cents for 1796.

The colony was transferred to the Imperial Government in 1821, and in 1822
an application having been received for copper coins, it was proposed, with the
approval of the Treasury, to strike 50 tons in pieces of the nominal value of
two, one, and half-cents, weighing 24, 48, and 96 to the lb. respectively. Dies
were prepared, and 5 tons of the cents were struck, when the coinage was sus
pended by order of the Treasury, and the coins were subsequently melted.
These copper coins were similar to those proposed for Mauritius (p. 269).

On account of the difficulties arising from the prevalence of cut Spanish
money in the colony, the Treasury in 1836 ordered the despatch of £1,000 in 341.
and lfid. pieces. A further consignment of British silver coin, including 311.,2d.,
and 1§d. pieces, was despatched in 1838. The small silver pieces, however, were
not popular in the colony, anda consignment of £1,500 in 2d. pieces was returned
to the mint in 1839.

3877. DOIl&1‘, 1791. Obv., SIERRA LEONE COMPANY.
- A lion crouching for a spring; below, AFRICA. Rev.,

White and black hands
clasped; above and below, 100. Plain edge. (400 grains.)

.3878. Half-dollar, 1791. Similar to No. 3877, except in marks
of value. (209'3 grs.)

3879. Twenty-cents, 1791. Similar to No. 3877, except in
marks of value. (76'7 grs.)

' I

3880. Ten-cents, 1791. Similar to No. 3877, except inimarks
of value. (304 grs.)

3881. Penny, 1791. Similar to No. 3877, except in marks of
value—ONE PENNY PIECE. (2894 grs.)

13882. Cent, 1791. Similar to No. 3877, except in marks of
va1ue—ONE CENT PIECE. (203 grs.)

3883. Threepence, 1836. Obv., GULIELMUS llll D : G :

BRITANNIAR : REX F : D :‘ Bust of king to right.
Rev., numeral 3 dividing the date, below a crown, and
within a laurel wreath.

“I4\-Ll“ 1
1

'

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.
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3884. Threepence, 1837. Similar to N0. 3883, except the
date.

3885. Threepence, 1838. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRITAN
NIAR ; REGINA F ; D ; Bust of queen to left. Rev.,
similar to No. 3883, except the date.

3886. Threepence, 1839. Similar to No. 3885, except date.

3887. Twopence, 1838. Similar to N0. 3885, except mark of
value.

3888. Three-halfpence, 1836. Similar to No. 3883, except the
mark of value.

3889. Three-halfpence, 1837. Similar to N0. 3888, except the
date.

3890. Three-halfpence, 1839. Similar to No. 3885, except the
date and mark of value.

3891. Three-halfpence, 1841. Similar to No. 3890, except the’
date.

(e.) SAINT HELENA.

The island of St. Helena. has been held as a British possession since the middle
of the 17th century. As a port of call on the East Indian route its currency
was always of a mixed character, the coins of India being perhaps in the
predominance.

The East India Company struck copper halfpence for the use of the island in
182l, weighing 144 grs. each. The coinage was executed at the Soho mint.
There are also patterns‘ of a proposed silver half-crown dated 1823, and of a
shilling and sixpence, both dated 1833.

British coins now form the sole legal tender in the island. The Orders in
Council regulating the currency on this basis are dated 20th April, 1880, and
3rd February, 1898.

3892-3. Halfpennies, 1821. Obv., arms and supporters of East
India Company. Rev., ST. HELENA HALFPENNY
within‘ a wreath.

3894. L&.il'd’S token. This token is usually associated with the
West of Africa, but the attribution is uncertain. Obv.,
LAIRD above, 1858 below; a. scroll inscribed SPERO
IMLIOLA is above marks of value, 1

‘; PENNY and
111,1; DOLLAR. Rev., a three-masted steamer, and t-he

value and date in Arabic.

The motto should probably read SPERO MEL|ORA_
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IV.—AMERICA,
COMPRISING

MASSACHUSETTS, OR NEW ENGLAND (INCLUDING
ornan EARLY NORTH Amnmcau Coms).

CANADA (EARLY TOKENS AND THE DOMINION (lua
RENOY).

NEW BRUNSWICK.

NOVA SCOTIA.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

PRINCE EDWARD AND MAGDALEN ISLANDS.

WEST INDIES (INCLUDING ANTIGUA, BERMUDA, &c.,
AND BRITISH GUIANA).

JAMAICA.
BRITISH HONDURAS.

W-)

(11-)

(6-)

(d-)

(6-)

(f-)

(9-)

(h.)

('5-)

(a.) MASSACHUSETTS, OR NEW ENGLAND.
The first coins* known to have been struck for circulation in the early American

colonies were those struck in Massachusetts or New England in the early part of
the 17th century. These pieces were of sterling silver, but were no more than
plain discs stamped on one side with the initials N E for New England, and on
the other with XII, VI, or III to indicate their current value in pence. The coins
were undated, but appear to have been issued prior to 1651.

In the year 1652 an issue commenced from a mint established by the colonists
at Boston of shillings, sixpences, and threepences. This issue was continued, the
coins bearing the same date (1652), until the mint was closed about 1682. There
was also a. coinage of twopences dated 1662. In a report on the Massachusetts
coins made to the Treasury by the ofiicers of the London mint in 1684, it is
stated that the pieces were of sterling fineness, but that the weight was at the
rate of 72 grs. for the shilling, which was about 22} per cent. less than the
weight of the English shilling.

"3901. Shilling. A plain disc with N E on the obv. for New
England, and XII on the rev. for value.

*3902. Sixpence. Similar to N o. 3901, but marked VI.

3903. Shilling, 1652. Obv., MASATHVSETS IE2 IN :51 A
pine tree within a circle of dots. Rev., NEW . ENG
LAND . AN . DO. In the centre, the date and value
within a circle of dots. ~

3904. Twopence, 1652. Obv., similar to No. 3903, but of the
oak-tree type. Rev., N EW . ENGLAN D. In the centre,
the date and value.

* Mr. Atkins refers to a token in brass supposed to have been issued by Sir
Walter Raleigh for Virginia about 1584. It is not certain, however, that this
piece was intended for currency.

SILVER.
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BALTIMORE, OR MARYLAND.

The charter of Maryland was passed in 1632 in favour of Cecil, the second
Lord Baltimore. The powers granted therein appear to have been considered by
him to include the right of coinage. Dies were prepared at his instance and
expense in England, bearing his own efligy and arms; and a silver coinage of
shillings, sixpences, and groats was struck in 1659. The weights of the coins
according to Dr. Crosby are : shillings, 66 grains ; sixpences, 34 grs. ; and groats,
25 grs. A

In the same year Lord Baltimore was ordered, on the information of the Clerk
of the Irons in the Mint, to appear before the Committee of the Council for
Plantations in regard to this unauthorized issue of coin. All dies and instruments
of coinage were seized. The result of this inquiry is not recorded.

A copper coinage also was apparently contemplated, as one speciineniis known
in that metal, the reverse design being a ducal coronet from which issue two
flags.

3905. shilling‘. Obv., >
X

<

C/ECILIVS : Dfi : TERR/E .

MARI/E 2 &. CT. Bust with long hair to left. .Rev.,
CRESCITE : ET : MVLTIPLICAMINI. A crowned
shield dividing XII.

3906. Sixpence. Similar to No. 3905, except in mark of value.

AMERICAN PLANTATIONS.

The tin or pewter piece coined in James II.’s reign (1685-1689) is considered to
have been struck for circulation in the American plantations.

In 1707, an Act was passed (6 Anne, c. 57) regula_ting_the rates at which
foreign coins should be current in Her Majesty’s plantations in America.

3907. One-twenty-fourth real. Obv., JACOBVS . ll . D5. G.
MAG . BRI . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.

'
Equestrian

figure of king to right. Rev., VAL . 24 . PART . REAL .

HISPAN . Four crowned shields (England, Scotland,
France, and Ireland) arranged cruciformly, and joined
by chains.

CAROLINA.

Some doubt exists with regard to the Carolina halfpenny, no ade_qua._teproof
being afforded that it was intended for currency. On account of its intimate
connection with the early American series of coins and tokens, it is included in
the Colonial series. A companion piece is extant for New England. Bo_th_were
struck in London, and occur of one date only, viz., 1694. There are varieties of
both, but all are rare.

*3909. Halfpenny, 1694. Obv., an elephant to the left. Rev..
GQD PRESERVE CAROLINA 2 AND THE I LQRDSZ
PROPRIETORS I694, in six lines.
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CAROLINA (NORTH). . ,

(Pnorosno Oonucn IN 1754.)

The quotation that Dr..Crosby makes from Snelling as to a proposed copper
coinage in 1754 for North Carolina, but which he states he was unable to con
firm from the records, is corroborated by an entry in the mint books under that
date. A memorial of the Governor of North Carolina addressed to the Treasury
was referred to the mint officers, who, on lst October, 1754, proposed that the
coinage should c0nsist»of 25 tons of halfpence at the rate of 61 to the lb.
avoirdupois, 12} tons of pence, and l2§ tons of twopences of proportionate
weight. The coins were to bear the king’s efiigy, inscribed GEORGIUS II REX,
on the obverse, and the arms of North Carolina, inscribed SEPT. CAROLIN/E,
with the date of the year, on the reverse. The colony was to provide suitable
copper fillets from which the necessary blanks for coinage could be cut, and pay

allllefees
and expenses. There is no record that any further steps were taken in

t matter.

AMERICAN COLONIES.

RosA AMERICANA COINS.

The coins known, from the reverse inscription, as the “Rosa Americana"
series, were struck in 1722-1723 for the North American colonies, under royal
patent, by William Wood of Wolverhampton, who also struck coins for Ireland
about the same time. The patent, which was dated 12th July, 1722, provided for
300 tons in twopences, pence, and halfpence, at the rate of 60 pence to the
avoirdupois lb. The metal was of special composition, and each 20 ozs.
avoirdupois was prescribed to contain 1 dwt. of silver, 15 ozs. of brass, and the
remainder (4 ozs. 413-; grs.) of tutanaigne or spelter. This was known as
“Bath” metal. From Snelling it would seem that the blanks were made hot
and struck in drop-presses. He also states that the dies were engraved by
Mr. Lammas, Mr. Standbroke, and Mr. Harold.

According to the terms of the patent, the designs for the coins were to be the
efligy of His Majesty with his titles on the obverse, and on the reverse a crown
with the word AMERICA and the date of the year. Modifications of these
designs, however, might be introduced, subject to the approval of the Crown,
and judging from those actually employed advantage appears to have been taken
of this permission.

Although the coins issued under this patent were well executed, they were
as unpopular in America as Wood’s halfpence in Ireland. It is not supposed
that any great quantity could have been placed in circulation. There are coins
of each denomination for 1722 and 1723, and varieties of each year.
'
A penny of 1724 is known, but is of rare occurrence ; and so also is the two

pence of 1733, which is probably a pattern piece, Wood having died in 1730.

3910. Twopence, 1722. Obv.. GEORGIUS . D : G : MAG :

BRI : FRA : ET . HIB_ : REX. Laureated bust of
George I. to right. Rev., an expanded rose; above,
ROSA . AMERICANA . 1722, and below, UTILE ,

DULCI.

-3911. Twopence. Similar to No. 3910, but without date.

13912.. Penny, 1722. Obv., GEORGIUS. DEI . GRATIA . REX.
-3 ‘Laureated bust as Twopence. Rev., ROSA AMERI

CANA, UTILE . DULCI . 1722, Full-blown rose as
Twopence,

’1;‘

COPPER.
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COPPER 3913. Penny, 1723. Obv., similar to No. 3912, except date, but
the rose is crowned.

3914. Halfpenny, 1722. Similar to No. 3912, but reading
GEORGIUS . D I G 2 REX.

3915. Halfpenny, 1723. Similar to No. 3913.

VIRGINIA.

Dr. Crosby and Mr. Atkins unite in doubting that the coins known as
Virginian halfpennies constituted an authorised issue for that colony. A copy,
however, of the Royal Warrant authorising the coinage exists among the mint
records. This warrant is dated 20th May, 1773, and provided for the coining of
25 tons in halfpence. 60 of which should weigh 1 lb. avoirdupois. The reverse
design is described as the Virginian arms “ with the St. George’s cross, leaving
out the escutcheon and crowns, except one crown at the top as on the guinea,
without crest, supporters, and motto, except the word VIRGINIA round the
arms, with the date of the year.” The dies are preserved in the Mint Museum.

3916. Halfpenny, 1773. Obv., GEORGIVS . III . REX. Laure
ated bust of George 1II. to right. Rev., VIRGINIA.
Shield of arms of Virginia crowned ; the crown dividing
the date.

“ ST. PATRICK" OR “ MARK NEWBY” HALFPENCE.

An Irish emigrant, named Mark Newby, arrived in New Jersey on the
19th November, 1681, with a quantity of halfpence, which were made current by
a local Act of 1682, which is still extant. There are several varieties differing
in size and inscription. These tokens were circulated about the same time in
Ireland, and have therefore a place in the Irish series also. (See Nos. 2883-4.)

3917. Halfpenny (large size). Obv., FLOREAT REX. David
kneeling and playing on the harp; a crown above. Rev.,
ECCE GREX. St. Patrick with crozier and shamrock
surrounded by people.

3918. Halfpenny (small size). Obv., similar to No. 3917. Rev.,
QUIESCAT PLEBS. St. Patrick banishing the reptiles;
a church to the right.

(1).) CANADA.

The Dominion of Canada. was constituted in 1867 by the federation of the
Upper and Lower Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick.
Provision was made in the Act for the subsequent admission of the other North
American colonies, all of which, with the sole exception of Newfoundland, have
since that date availed themselves of the provision,
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The currency history of Canada, as illustrated in the Mint collection may be
divided into two classes :

1. Copper tokens issued chiefly by banks before the Act of incorporation
(1867).

2. Regal silver and bronze coins of two types : (i.) those issued before the Act
of 1867, and (ii.) those issued after the Act of 1867.

The coins are arranged in this order, and the issues for the several provinces
before their incorporation follow.

(I). EARLY TOKENS, CHIEFLY ISSUED BY BANKS.

To supply the deficiencies of currency in Upper and Lower Canada, a series of
copper tokens was procured by some of the Canadian banks from manufacturers
in England, and passed into circulation at various dates from about 1837 to 1857.

The series is interesting, and the designs are mostly of better execution than
those of the majority of trade tokens. 'l‘he engraving of the French Canadian
farmer or ha-bitant of 18257is considered a fine piece of work, characteristic and
faithful in its details.

There are many other varieties of tokens issued prior to this series, of which
l\'os. 3958-3960 are examples.

3931. S011. Obtn, AGRICULTURE & COMMERCE . BAS
CANADA. A bouquet of a rose, thistle, shamrock, and
ears of wheat. Rev., BANQUE DU PEUPLE . MON
TREAL, Within a wreath of maple leaves, UN SOU_

3932-4. S0118. Obv., legend as No. 3931, but with differently
composed bouquets. Rev., TOKEN MONTREAL and
the value, but the wreath is of laurel leaves.

3935. Penny, 1837. 0b'v., PROVINCE DU BAS CANADA .

DEUX SOUS, A Canadian peasant standing in winter
costume with whip in hand. Rev., BANK TOKEN .

ONE PENNY. Arms of the City of Montreal with
motto, CONCORDIA SALUS. Below, the date, and a
ribbon inscribed BANQUE DU PEUPLE.

3936. Penny, 1837. Similar to No. 3935, but the ribbon is
inscribed QUEBEC BANK.

3937. Penny, 1837. Similar to No. 3935, but reading BANK
OF MQNTREAL.

3938. Penny, 1837. Similar to No. 3935, but reading CITY
BANK.

3939. Halfpenny, 1837. Similar to No. 3935, except in marks
of value.

3940. Halfpenny, 1837. Similar to No, 3936, except marks of

.._..__._—_.—_-ii ‘ -|r| --"' i

COPPE R.

value.
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COPPER. 3941.

3942.

3943.

3944.

3945.

3946.

3947.

3948.

Halfpenny, 1837. Similar to ‘No. 3937, except marks o
f,

value.

Hallfpenny,
1837. Similar to No. 3938, except marks of

va ue.

Penny, 1842. Obv., PROVINCE OF CANADA . BAN K
;

OF MONTREAL. Front view of the Bank house.
Rev., similar to No. 3937, except the date.

Halfpenny, 1842.
of value.

Halfpenny, 1844. Similar to No. 3944, except date.

Penny, 1852. Obv., similar to No. 3935. Rev., QUEBEC’
BANK TOKEN . ONE PENNY and date. Armsof
the city of Quebec: seated female figure with shield;
beneath, cornucopia, beaver, and bee-hive ; a rock (Cape
Diamond) on which a flag is flying. To the right, a

.

three-masted ship at anchor.

Halfpenny, 1852. Similar to No. 3946, except marks of
ue

Penny, 1850. Obv., BANK OF UPPER CANADA.
St. George slaying the dragon. The date between two
small roses. R. H. & G0. on the ground below the
dragon. Rev., BANK TOKEN . ONE PENNY. The
seal of Upper Canada, consisting of the Royal crown
above, cornucopia: transvcrsed, with anchor and sword of
justice crossed on a wreath of oak through which passes

a tomahawk and arrow. A part of the Union Jack is

seen in the upper right-hand corner.

3949—50. Pennies, 1852. Similar to No. 3948, except date.

3951. Penny, 1854. Similar to No. 3948, except date.

3952.

3953.

Penny, 1857. Similar to N0. 3948, except date.

Halfpenny, 1850. Similar to No. 3948, except mark of
value

3954-5. Halfpennies, 1852. Similar to N0. 3948, except date.

3956. Halfpenny, 1854. Similar to No, 3948, except date.

Similar to No. 3943, except in mark.
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3957. Halfpenny, 1857. Similar to No. 3948, except date.

3958. Penny, 1813. Obv., TRADE & NAVIGATION. Seated
figure on a bale, with olive branch and caduceus. Rev.,
ONE PENNY TOKEN, and around, PURE COPPER
PREFERABLE TO PAPER.

099., FOR GENERAL ACCOMMODA-'
TION. A ship in sail. Rev., similar to No. 3958,
except mark of value. "

3959. Halfpenny.

3960. Halfpenny. Obv., a ship in sail.
COLONIES AND COMMERCE.

Rev., SH I PS

(2.) REGAL Issues.

In 1853, by the Act 16 Vict. c. 158, it was provided that the denominations of
money in the Province of Canada should be “ dollars, cents, and mills,” side by
side with shillings and pence; and in 1858 a silver and bronze coinage on the
decimal system was struck at the Royal mint, and made current by Letters
Patent of 10th December, 1858.

The denominations of the silver coins were the twenty-, ten-, and five-cent
pieces, weighing 7l'73, 3-5'86, and 17-93 grains respectively, and of 925 millesimal
fineness. The twenty-cent piece was intended to represent 5'O66 grs. of standard
gold. The bronze pieces were cents only, and weighed 100 to the avoirdupois lb.
or 70 grs. each. The next issue (1876) was made to correspond with the British
halfpenny in weight, 87%grs. each. The dies were engraved by Leonard C. Wyon,
a laureated bust of the queen being used on the obverse. The leaf in the wreath
on the reverse is that of the sweet maple. Mr. Wyon wrote of it in I870, “ The
maple is of the kind called ‘ Aver Saccharinum,’ which forms a prominent feature
in the woodlands of British North America, frequently rising to a height of 70 to
80 feet.”

By proclamation dated 22nd May, 1867, the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia,
and New Brunswick were formed into one Dominion under the name of Canada.

The first coinage for the Dominion of Canada was struck in 1870. Only silver
coins were issued, and these included fifty-cent pieces, and twenty-five-cent pieces
in substitution for the twenty-cents. By this modification the monetary system
of the Dominion, which was based on the United States gold dollar concurrently
with the British sovereign, was brought into conformity with the denomination:
of the subsidiary currency of the United States.

The weights of the Dominion silver coins dilfered but slightly from those of
1858, only the weight of the fifty-cent piece was taken at 17913325grs and the
twenty-five-cent at 89'666 grs., and other coins in proportion. New obverse dies
were prepared on which the queen is represented wearing a tiara instead of :1

.

laurel wreath as before.

The dates of coinage are :—Fifty-cents: 1870, 1871, 1888, l892, 1894, 1893,
1999 1900 1901 1904-5 *(1912 1991 1990 190a)- twenty-five-cents: 1970

1971:19961919,199,1-1994,1999,
190’0,

190’1-190.a;i*(1912,
1914-1975,1990-1999,

1890 19 2 - wen y-cen s: 1858- ten- and ve-cents: 1858, 1870 1871
1994’-1999, i991-1994, 1999, 1999, 1999, 1900, 1901-1905, *(1972,1914, 1975:1990-’
1999, 1990, 1902, 1909); cents: 1959, 1994, 1999-1999, 1991-1991, 1999, 1900,
1901-1905, *(191e, 1991, 1992, 1990, 1999, 1900).

* Struck in Birmingham.

COPPER.

9070
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3961. Twenty-cents, 1858. 0bv., VICTORIA DEI GRATIA
REGINA. Laureated bust of queen to left, with plait
of hair falling below the ear, and below, CANADA,
Rev., 20 CENTS 1858 within a wreath of maple; a
crown above. Milled edge.

3962-3. Twenty-cents, 1871. Similar to No. 3961, except date.
Plain edges.

3964-5. T811-0811178, 1870. Similar to No. 3961, except date and
mark of value. Plain edges.

3966-7. Five-cents, 1870. Similar to No. 3961, except date and
mark of value. Plain edges.

3968-9. Fifty-cents, 1870. Similar to No. 3961, except date
and mark of value, but the queen wears a coronet in
place of a wreath. Plain edges.

3970. Fifty-cents, 1881.
'l‘here is a small H on the rev.

Similar to N0. 3968, except date.
Milled edge.

3971-2. Twenty-five-cents, 1870. Similar to No. 3968, except
mark of value. Plain edges. -

3973. Twenty-five-cents, 1881.

date. There is a small H on the rev.
Similar to N0. 3971, except

Milled edge.

3974. Ten-cents, 1881.
mark of value.
edge.

Similar to No. 3961, except date and
There is a small H on the rev. Milled

3975. Ten-cents, 1885. Similar to No. 397-1, except date and
without H.

3976. Five-cents, 1881. Similar to No. 3961, except date and
mark of value. There is a small H on the rev.

3977. Five-cents, 1884. Similar to No. 3976, except date and
without H.

3978-9. Gents, 1858, pattern. Obv., VICTORIA DEI GRATIA
REGINA. Coroneted bust of queen to left, with
CANADA below.‘ Rev., ONE CENT 1858 Within a

beaded circle and a wreath of maple leaves and sprigs of
laurel with radiate points.
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3980. Cent, 1858. Obv., legend as before. Laureated bust as

on No. 3961, but within a beaded circle. Rev., similar
to No. 3978, but the maple wreath is serpentine.

3981-2. Cents, 1859. Similar to No. 3980, except date.

3983. Cent, 1876. Similar to No. 3980, except date, but the
queen’s bust is coroneted. There is a small H on the
rev.

3984. Cent, 1901. Similar to No. 3980, except date.

3985-6. Fifty-cents, 1902. Obv., EDWARDVS Vll DEI
GRATIA REX IMPERATOR. Bust of king to left,
crowned and robed. Rev., similar to N0. 3986, but
reading 50 CENTS CANADA and the date. The
crown is the Imperial one. Milled edges.

3987-8. Twenty-five-cents, 1902. Similar to N0. 3985, except
mark of value.

3989-90. Ten-cents, 1902. Similar to No. 3985, except mark
of value and D . G . for DEI GRATIA.

3991-2. Five-cents, 1902. Similar to No. 3989, except mark
of value, but a royal crown on the rev.

3993-4. Five-cents, 1903. Similar to N0. 3991, but with the
Imperial crown on the rev.

3995-6. Cents, 1902. 0011., similar 10 No. 3985, but the bust
within a beaded circle, and reading CANADA below.
Rev., similar to N0. 3980, except the date.

I

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
On account of the discoveries of gold in British Columbia, in 1858, a mint was

projected at New Westminster in connection with a Government assay ofiice and
refinery.

Buildings were erected and minting machinery supplied in 1862, but the mint
was never formally opened for coining. Before the plant was dispersed, a few
specimens of a gold twenty-dollar piece and a ten-dollar piece were struck by the
Deputy Master of the Mint, Capt. Gossett, R.E.

"4019. Twenty-dollars, 1862. Obv., GOVERNMENT OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA. Royal crown in centre. Rev.,
2O DOLLARS 1862 in three lines within an oak
wreath.

The ten-dollar piece is of similar design to N0. 4019.

9070 U 2

-BRONZE.

SILVER.

GOLD.
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(0.) NEW BRUNSWICK.

New Brunswick, acquired in 1763, became a separate colony in 1785. A copper
token coinage bearing the queen’s efiigy was struck in 1843 by direction of the
local legislature without authority from the Home Government.

In June, 1853, the Governor applied for a new coinage, stating the old dies
were in the colony. The Treasury declared the 1843 tokens were irregular, but
authorized a new issue of “ pence

” and “ halfpence.” The old dies were sent to
the mint, and new ones prepared. An uncrowned eifigy of the queen was used
on the obverse. The frigate was retained on the reverse, but the inscription was
changed from PENNY TOKEN to PENNY CURRENCY. The coinage con
sisted of £2,000 in pence and £1,000 in halfpence, the pieces being struck at the
rate of 30 pence to the avoirdupois lb.

In 1860, under the provisions of the Act (23 Vict. c. 48) regulating the currency
of New Brunswick, it was decided to issue a subsidiary coinage in silver and
bronze. The silver coins were the twenty-, ten-, and five-cent pieces; and the
bronze, the one-cent piece only. Dies were prepared for the half-cent also, and a
few pattern pieces struck, dated 1861, but no coins of this denomination were
applied for by the colony.

The weights and fineness of the coins, as well as the general designs, corre
sponded with those of the Canada coinage of 1858.

Silver coins of each denomination were struck in 1862 and 1864, and bronze
cents in 1861 and 1864.

4021. Penny. 1843. 0bv., VICTORIA DEI GRATIA REGINA,
with date below. Coroneted bust of queen to left. Rev.,
NEW BRUNSWICK — ONE PENNY TOKEN. A
three-masted frigate to left flying the union-jack.

4022. Halfpenny, 1843. Similar to No. 4021, except mark of
value.

4023—5. Pennies, 1854. Similar to No. 4021, but the head is
uncrowned on the obv., and reading CURRENCY for
TOKEN on the rev.

402'7—8. Halfpennies, 1854. Similar to No. 4023, except marks
of value.

4028-9. Twenty-cents, 1862. 0Zm., VICTORIA D : G : REG :

Laureated bust to left, as No. 3961, with NEW BRUNS
WICK below. Rev., 20 CENTS 1862 beneath 8 QTOWII

and Within a wreath of sweet maple. Plain edges.

4030-1. Ten-cents, 1862. Similar to No. 4028, except mark 01'

value.

4032-3. Five-cents, 1862. Similar to No. 4028, except mark of
value.
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4034-6. Cents,1861. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRITT: REG :

F : D : Laureated bust of queen to left, as on British
halfpenny of same date. Reu., the date crowned within
a beaded circle, surrounded by a wreath of roses and
may-flowers. ONE CENT above, and NEW BRUNS
WICK below.

4037~8. Cents, 1864. Similar to No. 4034, except date.

4039—40.Ha1f-cents, 1861, pattern. Similar to No. 4034,
except mark of value. -

\

(d.) NOVA SCOTIA.

A coinage of copper halfpence for Nova Scotia was proposed in 1817, and an
Act (57 Geo. III. c. 2)‘ was passed to authorize the coinage, specifying the weight
(132 grs.}, and that the “device of the die ” used should be taken from the Great
Seal of the Province, but the Act failing to receive Royal Assent, no further
steps were taken. Several traders’ tokens extant, dated from 1814 to 1816, show
that there was a.dearth of small change in Nova Scotia at that period.

From 1823 to 1843 a series of copper tokens of penny and halfpenny size were
struck in Birmingham, by order of the local legislature, for Nova Scotia, bearing
on the obverse wretchedly executed busts, presumably intended to represent the
reigning British monarch at the date of issue. The coinages were unauthorized
by the Home Government. The dates on those issued of both sizes are: 1823,
1824, 1832, 1840, 1843. Mr. McLachlan shows that the penny of 1823 could not
have been issued by authority. He doubts the existence of the penny of 1823
which Sandham and Atkins note.

On the 25th October, 1855, the Government of the Province asked for a new
coinage in pence and halfpence to bear similar devices to those in circulation.

The request was granted by the Treasury, but new dies were engraved by
L. G. Wyon, the reverse having in substitution for the thistle the may-flower
(Epigzm repen.s), a device which was suggested by John S. Thompson, a Halifax
schoolmaster, father of Sir John Thompson. The coins were struck by Heaton
of Birmingham, in 1856, the amount coined being £1,250 in each denomination.
The weight of the pieces was at the rate of 30 pence to the 1b., and bronze metal
was used at the request of the Colonial Government.

In 1859* the monetary system of Nova Scotia was established on the basis of
the dollar, with cents as the sub-divisions. The pence and halfpence were there
fore withdrawn from currency, and in 1861 bronze cents and half-cents were
struck for the Province. The reverse dies for these coins were by Mr. G. Hill,
and were cut to size from a large medallion in a “reducing machine.” The
obverse was by L. G. Wyon. The weight of the cent was 87'5 grs. as the British
halfpenny, and that of the half-cent in proportion.

Cents were issued in 1861, 1862, and 1864-,and half-cents in 1861 and 1864.

4041. Penny, 1824. Obv., PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.
Laureated bust of George IV. to left. Rev., ON E PEN NY
TOKEN. A two-leaved thistle head. Indented cord
milling.

4042. Halfpenny, 1823. Similar to No. 4041, ex.cept date and
mark of value.

' See 22 Vict. o. 24.

BRONZE.

COPPER.
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4043. Penny, 1832. Similar to No. 4011, except date.

4044. Halfpenny, 1832. Similar to No. 4042, except date.

4045. Penny, 1840. Similar to No. 4041,-except date, but bust
of queen to left on obv.

4046. Penny, 1843. Similar to No. 4015, except date.

4047. Halfpenny, 1810. Similar to No. 4045, except mark of
value.

4048. Halfpenny, 1843. Similar to No. 4047, except date.

4049. Penny, 1856. Obv., VICTORIA D 2 G : BRITANNIAR:
REG : F : D : Diademed head to left; below, the date.
Rev., a branch of the may-flower with leaves and
blossoms; above, PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.
and below, ONE PENNY TOKEN.

4050-2. Pennies, 1856. Similar to No. 4049, but with L. C. W.
under the queen’s neck. I

4053-6. Halfpennies, 1856. Similar to No. 4049, except marks
of value.

4057. Cent, 1861. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRITT : REG :

F ; D : Bust of queen to left, laureated, and similar to
that on the Imperial halfpenny. Rev., the date crowned
with the Imperial crown within a beaded circle, sur
rounded by a wreath of roses and may-flowers; above,
ONE CENT, and below, NOVA SCOTIA. ”

4058. Cent, 1864. Similar to No. 4057, except date.

4059-60. Half-cents, 1861. Similar to No. 4057, except mark
of value.

4061. Half-cent, 1864. Similar to No. 4059, except date.

4062-3. Cents, 1861, patterns. Similar to No. 4057, but with
larger letters in legends and large full bust with wide
wreath and ribbon in hair. ~

_

4064--5.Ha1f-cents, 1861, patterns. Similar to N_o_._,_;4062_,

except mark of value.
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4066"-7. Cents, 1861, patterns. Obv., as No. 4062. Rev., a crown BRONZE.
within a wreath of roses only ; around, NOVA-SCOTIA
ONE CENT,1861.

4068-9. Half-cents, 1861. Similar to No. 4066, except mark of
value.

(e.) NEWFOUNDLAND.

The island of Newfoundland has been a British possession since 1583. It was
unprovided with an authorized local currency until 1865, when, in accordance
with an Act_passed in 1863, a monetary system on a gold basis was introduced.
While the denominations of money consisted of dollars and cents like Canada,
Newfoundland did not, like the latter colony, adopt the United States gold dollar
as a monetary unit, but preserved the existing ratio between the Spanish silver
dollar and the British sovereign, viz., $4'8 to £1.

A two-dollar piece was coined, so that Newfoundland enjoys the distinction of _-'1 _ /'
being the only British colony possessing its own gold currency. The weight of T

," ‘

the two-dollar piece is 511-364grs., the fineness being lgths as the sovereign. The Ksilver subsidiary coins were the fifty- (first struck in 1870), twenty-, ten-, and \ -'r "/' ' '

five-cent pieces of 925 millesimal fineness, the weight of the pieces being propor-

"

.1 -I
tionate to those of the British silver coins, e.g., the fifty-cent piece = 28. 111.,and /1 - / /‘
weighs 1811“, grs. The bronze cent is of the same weight and composition as the
British halfpenny. The date of the Order in Council is 9th August, 1870. fl

The dates of issue have been :—Tw0-dollars: 1865, 1870, 1872, 1880, 1881,

:(1882), 188_5,1888 ,- fifty-cents: 1870,*(1872),1S73, 1874, "‘(l876), 1880, 1881,
(1882), 1880, 1888, 1894, 1896, 1898, 1899, 1900, *(1904) ; twenty-cents: 1865,

1870, *(1872), 1873, *(1876), 1880, 1881, *(1882), 1885, 1888. 1890, 1894, 1896,
1899,1900,*(1904); ten-cents: 18h5,1870,*(1872), 1873, *(187<_s),1880,*(1882),
1885, 1888, 1890, 1894, 1896,1903, *(190-1) ; five-cents = 1865, 1870, *(1872), 1873,
*(1876), 1880, 1881, ‘(1882), 1885, 1888, 1890, 1894, 1896, 1903, *(1904); cents :

‘1i8fi(,1“1(l872),dl873,
.*(1876), 1880, 1885,1888, 1890, 1894, 1896, *(1904). Those

a 903 an 1904 bear the king’s efiigy.

4070-1. Two-dollars, 1870. 0511., VICTORIA D : e : REG 1 0.01.1».

Laureated head to left, with plait below the ear ; below,
NEWFOUNDLAND. Rev., 2 DOLLARS 1870, within

a beaded circle, at each side of which are two small
compartments, each containing a pellet ; above, TWO
HUNDRED CENTS, and below, ON E H UN DRED
PENCE. Plain edges.

4072. TWO—d0ll8.1'B, 1880. Similar to No. 4070, except date.
Milled edges.

4073. Two-dollars, 1885. Similar to No. 4072, except date.

4074. TWO-d0ll8.1’S, 1888. Similar to No. 4072, except date.

4075. Two-dollars, 1870, pattern. Similar types and legends
to No. 4070, but a smaller bust within a beaded circle.
Milled edges.

* Struck in Birmingham.
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4076-'7. Fifty-cents, 1870. 000., VICTORIA DEI GRATIA
REGINA, and NEWFOUNDLAND below. Laureated

bust to left, as No. 4070. Rev., 50 CENTS and date,

within a beaded circle and ornamental border of inter

linked curves. Plain edges.

4078-9. Twenty-cents, 1865. Similar to No. 4076, except date

and mark of value, and reading VICTORIA D : G :

REG :

4080. Twenty-cents, 1873. Similar to No. 4078, except date.

4081-2. Ten-cents, 1865. Similar to No. 4078, except date and

mark of value.

4083-4. Five-cents, 1865. Similar to No. 4078, except date and

mark of value.

4085. Gent, 1864. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : REG : Laureated

bust to left, as on the British halfpenny. Rev., ONE
CENT NEWFOUNDLAND. The date under a royal

crown within a beaded circle, and around, a wreath of

the pitcher plant and oak intertwined. (The
“ »S'ar1'a0enia.

purp/m'ea” or pitcher plant is indigenous to the colony.

The reverse die was engraved by Minton.)

4086-'7. Cents, 1865. Similar to No. 4085, except date.

4088. Cent, 1872. Similar to No. 4085, exceptldate.

4089-90. Fifty-cents, 1904. 0119., EDWARDVS vu DEI

GRATIA REX IMPERATOR. Crowned and robed

bust of king to right. Rev., 50 CENTS and the date

within a plain circle, broken below by scroll ornaments.

Around, NEWFOUNDLAND. A small H below for

Heaton.

4091-2. Twenty-cents, 1904. Similar to No. 4089, except

mark of value.

40 93-4. Ten-cents, 1903. Similar to No. 4089, except date and

mark of value, but without H, and reading D : G I £01‘

DEI GRATIA.

4095-6. Five-cents, 1903. Similar to No. 4.093, except mark

of value.

4097-8. Cents, 1904. 009., similar to No. 4089. Rev., similar

to No. 4085, except date, and an Imperial crown replaces

the royal one over the date. A small H for Heaton.
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(f-) PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Prince Edward Island was first annexed as a British possession in 1758. At
first forming a part of Nova Scotia, it was constituted a separate colony in 1770.

In 1871 (34 Vict., c. 5) the currency of the island was assimilated to that of the
Dominion of Canada. and of the United States of America, and the dollar and
cent system of keeping accounts was introduced. A bronze coinage of $10,000 in
cents was ordered, and the coins were struck by Heaton & Sons of Birmingham
under the supervision of the Royal mint. The weight of the coin is that of the
British halfpenny. The obverse is the same as that of the Jamaica nickel ha.lf~
penny ; the reverse design is an adaptation of the Government seal of the island.
L. C. Wyon was the engraver.

There was no silver coinage. In 1873 Prince Edward Island was incorporated
with the Dominion of Canada, the currency of which was made legal tender in
the island in 1881. The date of the Order in Council is 26th June, 1873.

Prior to the authorized issues of coin in 1871, traders’ tokens circulated in the
island, of which Nos. 4105-1107 are examples.

4105. Cent, 1855. Obu., the date and value in three lines.
Rev., F|$HER|ES AND AGFUCULTURE.

4106. Cent, 1855. 0110., PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND wit-h
date in centre. Rev., SELF GOVERNMENT AND
FREE TRADE in five lines.

4107. D6111}, 1857. Similar to N0. 4106, except date.

4108-9. Cents, 1871. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Diademed
head to left within a beaded circle; below, the date
between two roses. Rev., a large oak tree sheltering
three small maple trees, and below in small letters,
PARVA SUB
0i1‘019;_ above, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, and below,
ONE CENT between two roses.

MAGDALEN ISLAND.

The Magdalen Islands are a small cluster of islands in the estuary of the
St. Lawrence. A copper penny token for local currency was issued in 1815. It was
struck in Birmingham by order of Sir Isaac Coflin, to whom the Islands belonged.
On the occasion of his‘ visit in this year he took a coining-press to the Islands
with the intention of establishing a local mint, but the project was abandoned.

4110. Penny, 1315. 0bv., MAGDALEN
and the date between two crosses.
circle. Rev., a split codfish within a circle. SUCCESS
TO THE FISHERY, and the value ONE PENNY
below.

ISLAND TOKEN,
A seal within a

INGENTI ; the whole within a beaded.

COPPER.

BRONZE.

COPPER.
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COPPER.

(9.) WEST INDIES.

ANTIGUA.

Antigua is one of the Leeward Islands in the West Indies. A copper farthing
was coined in 1836 for this island.

Owing to the lack of small change in Antigua, the Government of the colony
asked in 1796, and again in 1803, to be supplied with a silver coinage of the
value of £5,000 in 2.s.,Ls-.,and 611.,the coins to bear the device of a windmill and
the word ANTIGUA. N0 measures, however, were taken to meet either this
demand or that for a copper coinage forwarded about the same time.

Chalmers notes that in 1834 the Antigua. Committee proposed “an insular
coinage consisting of a silver ‘four-dog ’

piece, and a copper substitute for the
worthless ‘ black-dog,*’ &e ; but happily no action was taken to perpetuate these
worthless denominations." It will be observed that the farthing shown was
issued shortly after this date.

4111. Farthing, 1836. Obv., a palm tree dividing the date and
H . 0.; below, ANTIGUA. Rev., ONE FARTHING
Stg. (sterling) within an oak and laurel wreath.

BAHAMAS.

In 1806 the Assembly of the Bahamas made application for £500 in copper
halfpence. Dies were prepared by Kiichler, and the coins were struck at the
Soho mint. The reverse design was copied from the Seal of the islands, the
motto of which, adopted in 1717, has reference to the suppression of pirates in
the island by Captain Woodes Rogers, who was made Governor. It has been
remarked that this is the only coin of the British Colonial series whose device
commemorates an historical event, and it may be added that in this case the

desliggl
is not an original one, but is adapted from that of the oflicial seal of the

Ba as.

The weight of the pieces, like the British halfpennies of that year, was at the
rate of 48 to the avoirdupois lb. The amount of the coinage was £500.

In 1835 a delivery of £300 in threepenny pieces, and the same amount in
three-halfpenny pieces, was made by the Royal mint for transmission to the
Bahamas in exchange for an equivalent amount in copper coin.

4112. Halfpenny, 1806. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill . D : G. REX.
Laureated head of king to right; the date below. Rev.,
BAHAMA. A ship in full sail with the island and ships
in the distance. ln the exergue, EXPULSIS PIRATIS
RESTITUTA COMMERCIA. Indented cord milling.
There is a small K on the obv. for Kiiehler.

BARBADOS.

A small copper coinage of 1%cwts. was executed for Barbados in 1788 under
the direction of Sir Philip Gibbs, Bart., the dies being engraved by J. Milton,
assistant engraver to the mint. The coinage consisted of 5,376 pieces, penny
size, weighing 5 oz. avoirdupois each.

‘ French and Dutch copper coins.
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A second coinage in pence and halfpence was undertaken in 1792 for the same
baronet. A different reverse design was adopted, taken from the Seal of the
island. The dies were engraved and the weight of the pieces reduced, 39 pennies
or 78 halfpennies going to the lb. The number of pieces coined was 39,000 pence
and 46,800 half-pence.

4113. Penny, 1788. Obv., negro bust with coronet and plume of
three ostrich feathers; below, I . SERVE. Rev., BAR
BADOES . PENNY. A pineapple ; below, the date.

4114. Penny, 1792. 01.11., similar to N0. 4113. Rev.. king
seated, crowned and robed, with trident, driving
Neptune’s car. BARBADOES . PENNY; bfilow, the
date. Plain edge.

4115. Halfpenny, 1792. Similar to N0. 4114, except mark of
value.

BERMUDAS, OR SOMER. ISLANDS.

The Bermudas were known during a portion of their early history as the
Somrner Islands, from Sir George Summer,‘ who was wrecked there in 1609 and
became the pioneer of their colonisation. A patent to the Somer Island Company
in 1615 granted the right of coinage, and the colony immediately proceeded to
strike coins for its own particular use. Crosby says the currency “must have
commenced between May, 1616 and 1619, and it could not have been of long
continuance, as in 1624 it is recorded as a. thing of the past.” From the obverse
device the Bermuda coins are known as “ hog-money.” Very few specimens are
known. The denominations were the shilling, sixpence, threepence, and two
pence.

A small copper coinage of the value of £200 sterling in pence was authorised
by an Order in Council dated lst February, 1793, which was to circulate at the
rate of “ 12 coppers for ls. currency.”

These coins were struck by Matthew Boulton of Birmingham, the dies being
engraved by Droz. The weight of the specimen in the mint collection is

214% grs., or about 32} pieces to the avoir. lb.

"4118. Sixpence (161.5). Obv., SOMMER ISLANDS. A hog
with VI above it within a beaded circle. Rev., a 17th'
century ship with sails set and flags bearing the cross of
St. George.

"4119. Threepence. Similar to No. 4118, except mark of value,
and without legend on obv.

‘"4120. Twopence. Similar to N 0. 4119, except mark of value.

4121. Penny, 1793. Obv., GEORGIVS Ill . D . G . REX.
Laureate! bust of king to right with long curling hair ;

below, in minute letters, DROZ . F. Rev., BERMUDA.
A three-masted ship in full sail, with land in the distance
to the right. The date is in the exergue. Plain edge.

" The name is variously spelt.

COPPER.

BRASS.

COPPER.
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ST. VINCENT.

In 1797, an Act was passed in St. Yincent for countermarking cut half and

quarter-do1lars—-“black dogs" and “stampees ”—with the letters S.V. for circula
tion in the island. Counterfeiting this stamp was made punishable by death.

In accordance with an Act passed by the Legislature of St. Vincent, on the
20th January, 1813, the agent for the colony sent an application to the master of
the mint that a special coinage might be struck for the island to supply the lack
of small coin felt particularly by the slave population. The requisition was for
700,000 pieces, to consist of 100,000 four-bitts, 100,000 three-bitts, 150,000 two
bitts, 200,000 bitts, and 1!’-0,000half-bitts. The weight of ihese coins was to be
at the rate of 30 grs. to the bitt, and the metal to be composed of silver, zinc,
and iron in the same proportions as used for the 1809 coinage for Demerara and
Essequibo. The obverse design was to be a profile bust of the king, with the
date, while the reverse was to be inscribed ST. VINCENT TREASURY TOKEN
and the value in figures.

The application was referred, on 26th June, 1815, by the master of the mint to
the Lords of the Committee of Council for Coins, who replied, on the 23rd August,
that they considered the proposal “ extremely objectionable.” All preparations
for the coinage therefore ceased. A reverse matrix for the four-bitt piece had
been engraved, an impression from which is shown. The proposed bust for the
obverse was that used on the Bank of England token for eighteenpence

(No. 1.»-5.5).

4122. Four-bitts (1815), pattern reverse only. 8'1‘, VINCENT
TREASURY TOKEN. Within an oak wreath, 4
BlT-I-S.

BRITISH GUIANA AND WEST INDIES.

British Guiana includes the settlements of Berbice, Demerara, and Essequibo,
which were united in 1831 as one colony. When these districts were acquired
from the Dutch, at the close of the previous century. Demerara and Essequibo
formed what was called a “united colony” for administrative purposes, while
Berbice remained distinct until 1831.

The monetary system was based upon the Dutch guilder, which was divided
into 20 stivers. In the early days of the colony under English rule, the only
local coins were adaptations of the Spanish dollar, the centre of which was
punched out like the “holey dollar” of New South Wales. The circular ring
was stamped with “ E &. D,” the initials of the colony, and “ 3 G

” for 3 guilders,
its currency value. The central portion was marked with the same initials, and
“ 3 BT$ ” for 3 bitts (or quarter-guilder), the current value.

On 31st December, 1808, the Governor forwarded a memorial to His Majesty
King George III. praying for a special coinage for the colony in gold and silver.
Accordingly, a silver coinage was authorised by an Order in Council dated
12th May, 1809, and executed at the Royal mint during the same year, but
the gold coinage was abandoned.

The designs for the coins were modelled and engraved by Lewis Pingo. The
weight of the coins of the several denominations was :—-Three-guilders, 360 grs. ;
two-guilders, 240 grs.; guilder, 120 grs.; half-guilder, 60 grs.; and quarter
guilder, 30 grs. The millesimal fineness of the coins was 816%; the remaining
portion consisting of iron and zinc. The sterling value of the entire coinage was
£12,000.

In 1813-1814 a copper coinage of stivers (4 tons) and half-stivers (2 tons) was
struck at lhe Royal mint for the colony, for which Thomas Wyon, jr., prepared
the dies. The weight of the pieces was at the rate of 24 stivers to the lb.
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A further silver coinage was authorised on the 25th November, 1815, and
executed at the Royal mint in the following year. New dies were engraved by
Thomas Wyon, jr., inscribed “United Colony of Demerary and Essequibo

" instead
of “Colonies of Essequibo and Demarary

" as before. The bust on the obverse
was that engraved for the Irish penny (No. 2968). The weight and fineness were
the same as those of the 1809 coinage.

In 1822 a consignment of the “anchor money," referred to under the heading

of Mauritius (4.4).), was despatched to the West Indies, consisting of quarter-,
eighth-, and sixteonth- dollars. Copper fractions of the dollar were also struck
but not issued.

The next silver coinage, applied for in 1831, was struck in 1832, and was
followed by others in 1833 and 1835. The bust of William IV. on the obverse
was engraved by W. Wyon, the reverse being that of T. Wyon, junr. A smaller
fractional part of the guilder (one-eighth) was instituted in 1833, and the reverse
die for this coin was engraved by W. Wyon. The same reverse legend was used,
although the three colonies were united in 1831 as British Guiana.

_ For a coinage dated 1836, however, new reverses were prepared by W. Wyon,
inscribed BRITISH GUIANA and having a thicker oak-wreath. These coins of
William IV. corresponded in weight and fineness with those struck by the
authority of George III.

The number of silver coins of each denomination struck for this colony in
the several coinages from 1809 is shown in the following table :—

Dme '1‘1_iree- T_wo- O_ne- Half- Quarter- One-_eighth
guilders. guilders. guilder. guilder. guilder. guilder.

Pieces. Pieces.

,

Pieces.
I

Pieces. Pieces. Pieces.

1809.. . . . . 21,500 16,125 32,250 I 64,500 124,032 -
1816.. . . . . 10,197 15,302 34,092 33,968 42,912 —

1832.. . . . . 2,156 4,108 I 8,031 8,344 8,548 -—

1833.. . . .. — — I 24,440 I 4s,ss4 97,040 67,776

1835.. . . . . — -— l
2!,925 I 36,450 72,844 70.872

1836.. . . . . —- —
I

38,103
I

80,072 139,632 121,992

From 1836 no special coins were struck for circulation in British Guiana until
1888. In this year £2,000 sterling in fourpenny pieces was applied for by the
Government of the colony. In 1840 the rating of the guilder was fixed by local
Ordinance at ls. 4d., so that the 1"ourpenny piece or groat corresponded with the
British Guiana “ bit," which represented a. quarter-guilder. . It was therefore
well adapted for the currency of the colony.

On 12th August, 1836, the Colonial Bank made application for the issue of a
silver and copper token coinage for the West Indies in fractional parts of a dollar
corresponding with those of the United States. The Treasury approved of the
coinage of silver tokens on behalf of the Bank for local currency only, but the
proposal was not carried into efiect.

From the year 1834 there were periodical requisitions from the West Indies for
small silver coins, viz., threepences and three-halfpem es. The Treasury authority
for these issues is dated 12th September, 1834. As these coins were never issued
for home currency (except the threepence, which however was not put into
general circulation in the United Kingdom until 18-15), they can with propriety
be assigned to the Colonial Series. A Mint Oflice order, dated 28th October,
1835, which regulated the issue of silver coins to private applicants for the
colonies, is in part reprinted below :

“Regulations of the Jllint Oflice for the deli-rery of the Threepemly and Three
halfpermy and uther silrer coin, to private persons, for the use of the West
India Ielamls, or other British Settlements.

“ I. No Person can receive Silver Coin without an Order of the Lords of the
Treasury.
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“II. The Coin is made up in bags of £25 value as relates to the Threepenny
and Three-halfpenny pieces; and of £100 value as relates to Half-crowns,
Shillings, and Sixpences ; docketed with the denomination of the Coin, and the
weight, and value of the Bag.

“III. No fractional part of a Bag, for each denomination of Coin respectively,
will be delivered.”

(IV., V., and VI. specify the times of delivery, and the mode of payment.)

“ By Order of the Board.
“Mint Office, 28th October, 1835.”

It is clear from the above order that small parcels of the value of £25 were
issued to private persons for various colonies, and in such instances no record
was kept of the ultimate destination of these coins, as in the case of larger
demands. The latter became the subject of special correspondence, and can be
traced. The issue of twopences of similar design to the Maundy coin was
authorized by a Treasury letter dated October 9, 1838. Supplies for the West
Indies, including Jamaica, are noted for the following years :—Threepences:
1834-1836, 1837-I841, 1843, 1844; twopences: 1838, 1848; three-halfpences:
1834-1836, 1837-1841, 1:443, 1844, 1860, 1862.

Further issues of these small silver pieces are noted under Ceylon, Mauritius,
Sierra Leone. and other colonies.

In 1888 a coinage of fourpences of the nominal value of £2,000 was executed
at the Royal mint for the Government of British Guiana. The coins were ‘pre
cisely similar to the groat of the early Victorian issues for Imperial currency,
except that the new bust of the queen was used on the obverse.

Application having been made in 1891 for a further supply of coins of this
denomination, dies for a groat or fourpence of special design were prepared.
The weight and fineness were unchanged. Currency was given to the new coins
by an Order in Council and Royal Proclamation dated 9th May, 1891. The
reverses were inscribed BRITISH GUIANA AND WEST INDIES and the coins
made current in certain other West Indian Colonies besides British Guiana.

The dates of coinage of these fourpences are :—1888, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1900,
1901, 1903. The coins of 1903 bore the efligy of His Majesty the King.

4126. Three-guilders, 1809. 0bv., GEORGIVS Ill DEI
GRATIA. Bust of king laureated and cuirassed to
right. Rev., COLONIES OF ESSEQUEBO & DEMA
RARY TOKEN. Numeral 3 under a royal crown,
within an oak wreath and a plain circle; below, the
date. Grained edge.

4127. Two-guilders, 1809. Similar to No. 4126, except mark
of value.

4128. Guilder, 1809.
value.

Similar to N0. 4126, except mark of

4129. Half-guilder, 1809.
of value.

Similar to N0. 4126, except mark

4130. Quarter-guilder, I809.
mark of value.

Similar to No. 4126, except
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4131. Three-guilders, 1816. Obv., GEORGIUS III D : G :

BRITANNIARUM -REX. Laureated and draped bust
to right; below, '1‘. W. Rev., UNITED COLONY OF
DEMERARY do ESSEQUIBO. Numeral 3 under a

royal crown, within an oak wreath with acorns; below,
the date. Plain edge.

4132. Two-guilders, 1816. Similar lo No. 4131, except mark
of value. .

4133. Guilder, 1816. Similar to N0. 4131, except mark of value.

4134. Half-guilder, 1816. Similar to N0. 4131, except mark
of value.

4135. Quarter-guilder, 1816 (pattern).
except mark of value.

Similar to No. 4131,

4136-'7. Stivers. 1813. Obv., GEORGIUS Ill . D: G . REX.
Bust laureated and draped to right ; on the shoulder, W.
Rea, COLONIES OF ESSEQUEBO AND DEMA
RARY TOKEN around, and ONE STIVER under a

crown, within an oak wreath with acorns; below, the
date. Indented cord milling.

4138-9. Half-stivers, 1813. Similar to No. 4136, except mark
of value, but with T . W . under bust.

4141-2. Three-guilders,1832. 0011., GULIELM us |||| o ; G:
BRITANNIAR: REX F: D: Bust of king to right.
Rev., UNITED COLONY OF DEMERARY do ESSE
QU|BO_ Numeral 3 under a royal crown within an
oak wreath, with the date below. Plain edges.

4143-4. Two-guilders, 1832. Similar to No. 4141, except mark
of value.

4145-6. Guilders, 1832. Similar to N0. 4141, except mark
of value.

4147-8. Half-guilders, 1832. Similar to No. 4141, except mark
of value.

4149-50. Quarter-guilders, 1832. Similar to No. 4141, except
mark of value. -

4151-2. Eighth-guilders, 1832. Similar to N0. 4141, except
mark of value.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

6
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OOPPER.

SILVER.

4153-4. Half-dollars, 1822 (pattern) Obv., GEORGIUS IV
D : G-e BRITANNIARUM REX F: D : Garnished
shield of arms, unlined. Rev., COLONIAR : BRITAN 2

MONET: An anchor, with ll each side for value,
beneath a royal crown ; below, the date. Plain edges.

4155-6. Quarter-dollars, 1822.

marks of value.
Similar to No. 4153, except

a “‘

4157-8. Eighth-dolla.rs,. 1822. Similar to
No.‘

4153, except
marks of value.

4159—60. Sixteenth-dollars, 1822. Similar to No. 4153, except
marks of value.

4161-2. Two-cents, 1823, patterns. Obv., GEOR: IV D : G 2

BRI : REX . Laureated bust of king to left. Rev.,

COLONIAL and the date below. Within an oak wreath

,},, DOI__|_AR, Plain edges.

4163—4-. Cents, 1823, patterns.
REX. Bust to left as No. 4161.

No. 4161, except mark of value.

Obv., GEORGIUS IV D : G :

R8l)., similar to

4165-'7. Guilders, 1836. Obv., GULIELMUS IIII D 2 G : BRI
TANNIAR 3 REX F; D : Bust of king to right; on the
neck, W . W" ., incuse. .R6U., ONE GUILDER under a

royal crown, within an oak wreath; above, BRITISH
GUIANA, and below, the date. Plain edges.

4168—9. Half-guilders, 1836. Similar to No. 4165, except

marks of value

4170-1. Quarter-guilders, 1836. Similar to No. 4165, except

marks of value.

4172. Eighth-guilder, 1836. Similar to No. 4165, except

mark of value.

4173. Threepence, 1834. Obv., GULIELMUS Illl D : G :

BRITANNIAR: REX F : D : Bust of king to right‘.

Rev., numeral 3 dividing the date, below a crown, and

within an oak wreath.

4174. Threepence, 1835. Similar to No. 4173, except date.

4175. Three-halfpence, 1834. Similar to No. 4173, except

date, which is below the mark of value (1%).
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4176. Three-halfpence, 1835. Similar to N0. 4175, except SILVER.
date.

4177. Threepence, 1838. Obv., VICTORIA D : G : BRI
TANNIAR : REGINA F: D: Bust of queen to left.
Rev., similar to N0. 4173, except date.

4178. Threepence, 1839. Similar to No. 4177, except date.

4179. Twopence, 1838. Similar to N0. 4177, except mark of!
value.

4180. Twopence, 1848. Similar lto N0. 4179, except date.

4181. Three-halfpence, 1841. Obv., similar to N0. 4177. Rev.,
similar to No. 4175, except date.

4182. Three-halfpence, 1842. Similar to N0. 418], except
date. .

4183. Three-halfpence, 1843. Similar to N0. 4181, except
date.

4184. Three-halfpence, I862. Similar to No. 4181, except
date.

4185-6. Three-halfpences, 1870, pattern. Similar to No. 4181,
except date.

4187-8. Fourpences, 1888. Obv., legend as No. 4177. Crowned
and veiled bust of queen as on the lmperial currency.
Rev., FOUR PENCE divided by the seated figure of
Britannia with her attributes. The date is in the exergue.
Milled edges.

4189-90. Fourpences, 1891. Obv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Bust
of queen to left, with coronet. Rev., FOUR PENCE
beneath an Imperial crown, within an oak wreath;
around, BRITISH GUIANA AND WEST INDIES.
Milled edges

4191. Fourpence, 1894. Similar to No. 4189, except date.

4192. Fourpence, 1901. Similar to N0. 4189, except the date.

4193—4. Fourpences, 1903. Obv., EDWARD VII KING &.
EMPEROR. Crowned and robed bust of king to right.
Rev., similar to N0. 4189, except date.

9070 X
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(h.) JAMAICA.
The first special coinage for Jamaica was in 1834, when threepenny and three

halfpenny pieces were applied for by the Assembly and supplied from the Royal
mint. These coins corresponded in design with the Maundy threepence, and bore
no mark showing they were struck for Jamaica. In 1860 £1,000, and in 1862
£1,600, all in three-halfpenny pieces, were struck for the island. To avoid undue
repetition these coins are not shown here, but in another case under the general
heading of British Guianannd West Indies (Nos. 4173-4186). .

In the same year (1834) £200,000 in Imperial silver coin was supplied to the
Agent for Jamaica, in shillings and sixpences of equal amounts, at the special
rate of 62 shillings per lb. Troy. "

The black population of Jamaica being opposed to coins of copper and bronze,
a nickel coinage in pence, halfpence, and three-farthings was proposed by the
Governor in 1868, the last denomination corresponding to a popular local token.
The pence and halfpence were authorized by an Order in Council dated
llth November, 1869, but not the three-farthing piece. By a local Law of 1880,
nickel farthings were authorized, and the first coins were struck in that year.
The weights correspond with those of the Imperial bronze coins of similar
denominations. The metal used is nickel-bronze, an alloy of 80 per cent. copper
and 20 per cent. nickel.

The dates of issue have been :-Pence and halfpence: 1869-1871 ; pence,
halfpence, and farthings: 1880, *(l882), 1884, 1885, 18874889, *(1890),
189), 18934895, 1897, 1899, 1900, 1902-1905. The king's efiigy has been used
from 1902.

4201-2. Pennies, 1869. Obv., VICTORIA . QUEEN. Dia
demed head to left, within a beaded circle; below,
L . 0 . WYON . and the date between two roses. Rev.,
shield bearing the arms and crest of the island; below,
3. SCl‘01l with 1178II10l'.tO, INDUS UTERQUE SERVIET UNI;
the whole within a beaded circle ; above, JAMAICA, and
below, the value ; at the sides, two small roses.

4203-4. Halfpennies, 1869. Similar to No. 4201, except marks
of value, but letters below neck.

4205. Farthing, 1880. Similar to No. 4203, except date and
mark of value.

4206. Farthing, 1884. Similar to No. 4205, except date.

4207-8. Pennies, 1869. Similar to No. 4201, but struck in
bronze.

4209-10. Halfpennies, 1869.
in bronze.

Similar to No. 4203, but struck

4211-2. Pennies, 1902. Obv., EDWARD VII KING AND
EMPEROR. Crowned and robed bust of king to right,
with the date below. Rev., similar to No. 4201.

" Struck in Birmingham.
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4213-4. Halfpennies, 1902. Similar to No. 4211, except marks NIGKEI-.

of value.

4215-6. Farthings, 1902. Similar to No. 4211, except marks

of value.

4217—8. Pennies, 1904. Similar to
_No.

4211, except that the

lining of the shield of arms IS corrected to gules from

azure, the colour depicted since 1869.

4219'2°-_1?-If ennies, 1904. Similar to No. 421-3, except
llning 1.1,ie1d__

4221_2- Farthingfl, 190i Similar to No. 4215, except lining
of shield. .

(i.) BRITISH HONDURAS,
By an Order in Council of 19th May, 1885, bronze cents, weighing 144 grs.

each, were authorized for currency in British Honduras.

In 1894 the gold dollar of the United States of America was adopted as the
standard coin of the colony, and a subsidiary silver coinage of special design was
authorized by an Ordinance of the local Legislative Council, dated 5th October,
1894. The silver coins of the Dominion of Canada being subsidiary to the United
States gold dollar, the new coins for British Honduras were made to correspond
with those of the Dominion in denominations, weights, and fineness. The bronze
cent was retained for circulation. The new reverse designs were the work of
Mr. De Saulles.

The dates of issue have been :-Fifty- and twenty-five-cents : 1894, 1895,
1897,1901 : ten- and five-cents: 1894; cents: 1885, 1888, 1859, 1894,1904.

4231-2. Fifty-cents, 1894. 0bv., VICTORIA QUEEN. Dia- SILVER.
demed bust of queen to left. Rev., 50 CENTS Within
a beaded circle surrounded by two plain concentric
circles divided by love-knots into three equal compart
ments containing the words BRITISH HON DURAS and
the date. Milled edges.

4233-4. Twenty-five-cents, 1894. Similar to No. 4231, except
mark of value.

4235-6. Ten-cents, 1894. Similar to No. 4231, except mark
of value.

4237-8. Five-cents, 1894. Similar to N0. 4231, except mark
of value.

4239-40. Cents, 1885. 0bv., similar to No. 4231. Rev., BRONZE,

numeral 1 within '.
a beaded circle; around, BRITISH

HONDURAS with date and value.

4241-2. Cents, 1904. 0bv., EDWARD V|l., KING &
EMPEROR. Crowned and robed bust of king to right.
Rev., Similar to No. 4239.

9070 X 2

\ "*'~-"<"""‘
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AUSTRALIA.
Oonvs STRUCK 1N AUSTRALIA AT Bnarrcnns or run LONDON

‘ MINT.

G
The records of early Al1Bl'1l_"t\li8J1currency are extremely scanty. In 1813,

overnor Macquarie of New South Wales resorted to the expedient of cutting
out a central disc from a number of Spanish dollars, with the object of

1'6li&ll]lI§’!Tthem in the colony in their pierced form to serve the purposes of curr"" '

The small circular piece, known as the “ dump ” was marked with the "M of the

colony, the date (1813), and its current value, “Fifteen pen P ." ‘The.

piece, known as the “ holey-dollar,” was similarly marked P‘ 1ES.mner mm’ and

also with its circulating value, “ Five shillings ”—that 0‘ ""6 SP9'“1sh d°n"'r- An

Order, dated 3131-,Dggember, 1322, redueed thé,-r ,...rrent value to “ three-fourths

of the Spanish dollar.”

The discovery of gold in 1851 led to a M-Pid illcreflse °f P°I>‘11*1ti°n,and '5°

heavy demands being made upon the current coin of the colonies for the

purchase of the new1y.f0und bullion. These demands could not be met by the

ordinary currency, and 8, pefitiofl was addressed to Her Majesty the Queen on

the 19th December, 1351, by one Legislative Council of New South Wales, for the

establishment of 9, branch of the Royal Mint at Sydney, in order that colonists

might be able to convert their gold dust and nuggets into money.

In South Australia, where a commercial panic was imminent, the Adelaide

Chamber of Commerce sought to remedy the depleted condition of the media. of

exchange by establishing early in 1852 a Government Assay Oflice, for the

purpose of assaying and stamping ingots of gold, which should form a metallic

basis for issues of bank-notes. The etfect of this measure was to restore “credit

and confidence.” But the Chamber of Commerce went on to exceed its powers

by striking one-pound tokens in lieu of the gold ingots. This act was an

invasion of the royal prerogative, and is indefensible.

The issue of these tokens, which are known as Adelaide sovereigns, lasted only

a short while. The Assay Office was closed on the 17th February, 1853, and the

Government notice of the gold tokens was dated the 9th December, 1852.

During these eight or nine weeks 24,468 of the one-pound pieces were issued.

The Act provided for five-pound and two-pound pieces, and dies were engraved

for the five-pound tokens, but none were struck.

The device tor the one-pound tokens is described in the Act as follows :-“ On

one side the Imperial crown, with the date ‘ 1852 ’ below it
,

surrounded by an

ornamental border, outside of which are inscribed the words ‘ Government Assay

Ofiice, Adelaide ’; on the other side the words ‘Value One Pound,’ surrounded

by an ornamental border with the inscription, ‘ Weight, 5 dwt : 15 grs :,

22 carats.’
” There were two varieties of reverse for the one-pound tokens,

diifering only in the style of lettering and border employed. The design for the

five-pound piece corresponded in general style with that for the one-pound piece.

By an Imperial Order in Council, dated 19th August, 1853, authority was

given for the establishment of a branch of the Royal Mint at Sydney, New South

Wales. The new mint was opened on the 14th May, 1855, for the coinage of

sovereigns and half-sovereigns identical in weight and fineness, though not in

design, with those of Imperial issue. The dies for the first Sydney coins were

engraved by James Wyon. But in 1857 obverse dies of new design were

prepared by Leonard C. Wyon, on which the queen is depicted, wearing a wreath

of Banksia, a tree characteristic of the country. The light colour of early

Australian sovereigns is due to the use of silver instead of copper to form an

alloy of the prescribed legal standard.

A further change of design was made in 1871, when a Royal Proclamation,

dated 14th January, authorized the currency ‘of gold coins made in the Sydney

Branch Mint of like designs to those current in the United Kingdom. From

this date to 1887 the Sydney coins are distinguished from those struck at the London

Mint by a small letter S
, which is placed as a mint-mark on the obverse of the

coins of the “George-and-dragon" type, and on the reverse of those of the
“ shield" type. These two types were employed concurrently on Australian

coins from 1871 to 1887. On subsequent types the mint-mark occurs on the

reverse only.
.

larger
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A second branch mint in Australia was opened at Melbourne, Victoria, on the
12th June, 1872, its coins bearing the letter M as mint-mark, while a third was
ubsequently erected at Perth, Western Australia, coining operations com

mencing on the 20th June, 1899. The mint-mark of Perth coins is a small P.

The dates of coinagein the three Australian mints, distinguishing the various
types, are given in the following table :

..- 1
2

' - ? Til: .

5 '" ‘ :1
1

8 .8 ° " '1 A fifi”

E 5 5

h

2 ‘*2
-"’

.=
-1

EsJ. --~ .>_ M955 .3 .I~dat 5 -~, N. cc-.-1-‘, <:<,:-1 no minim
= 2 at as ass s s 2 as 25 ~

E

|

.2 as as
°

..~ as .269

|- N ‘

Sydney Sovcrcigns.. 1855,18501857-1870 1871-1887 1887-1893 1893-19014 1902-1904

Half- 1855,18561857-1861,18721874. 18871889, 1893, 1902,1903
sovereigns. 1863,1865, 1876 11101. 1898-1900.

1867.1869.1378-idea,
1886.

Melbourne . . Sovereigns. —. — 1871-1887 1887-1893 1803-1901 1002-1004

Ha.lf- -— —- 1873,1877, 1887 1893,1896, —
sovereigns. 1881,1882, 1899,1900. -

1884-1888

Perth Sovereigns.. - - - - 1899-1901 1002-1004

Half- — -— —- — 1900 1904
sovereigns. -

I 1

Specimen five-pound and two-pound pieces were struck at the Sydney branch
mint in 1893.

4261-2. Sovereigns (patterns), 1853. Obv., VICTORIA D : G :

BRITANNIAR: REGINA Ft D: Plain’ filleted head
of queen to left; below, the date. Rev., AUSTRALIA
under a royal crown, within a wreath of laurel; above,
SYDNEY MINT, and below, ONE SOVEREIGN,
Grained edges. ,

4263-4. Half-sovereigns (patterns), 1853. Similar to No.4261,
but reading HALF SOVEREIGN.

4265. Sovereign, 1857. 01.0., VICTORIA 0 = G 1 BRITAN
NIAR : REG : F : D : Head to left, with a wreath of
banksia around the hair, which is plaited; below,‘ the
date. Rev., similar to No. 4261. Plain edge.

4266. Half-sovereign, 1857. Similar to NO. 4265, but I'6'¢l(l1l1g‘
HALF SOVEREIGN. Plain edge.

4267-8. Sovereigns, 1871. 01.0., similar to N0. 4261, but
without date, and with

W’.%_.’og,_neck;
and below, S ,

(Sydney Mint). Rev'.,’"St.-- eorge", and dragon ;' below
the date and B . P . Milled edges.

GOLD
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GOLD. 4269-70. Half-sovereigns, 1877. Obv., VICTORIA DEI
GRATIA. Bust of queen to left, as No. 4261; below,
the date. Rev., BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID :

DEF : Shield of arms, garnished and crowned; below,
M (Melbourne Mint). Milled edges.

4271. Sovereign, 1904. Obv., EDWARDVS Vll D : G : BRITT:
OMN : REX F: D : IND : IMP: Bust of king to
right. Rev., St. George and the dragon, with the date

bglow.
On the ground, a small S (Sydney). Milled

e ge.

4272. s0VeI'6ig'n, 1904. Similar to N0. 4271, but with small M
(Melbourne). Milled edge.

4273. Sovereign, 1904. Similar to N0. 4271, but with small P
'
(Perth). Milled edge.

4274. Half-sovereign, 1904. Legends and types as N0. 4271,
but with small P (Perth). Milled edge.

*4291.
“

Holey” Dollar, 1813. A Spanish dollar from the centre
of which a circular portion is removed, and counter
marked on the obv. NEW SOUTH WALES 1813, and
on the rev. FIVE SHILLINGS, with two sprigs of
laurel.

4292.
“

Dump,” 1813. The circular portion from a Spanish
dollar, marked on the obv. NEW SOUTH WALES,
1813, and on tho rev. FIFTEEN PENCE.
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TR.ADESMEN’S TOKENS.
(1787-1817.)

The tradesmen's tokens described in this catalogue were issued during the
latter part of the 18th and the early part of the 19th centuries, and do not
include any of the numerous varieties issued by private persons without Govern
ment authority in the 17th century. Of the total number of silver and copper
tokens issued by the traders of Great Britain and Ireland since the commence
ment of the 17th century, perhaps 40,000 is not an extravagant estimate.

This multitude of varieties is divided into two distinct classes : (1) those issued
prior to 1672, when the Government issued copper halfpence and farthings and
began to take stringent measures to suppress the manufacture and circulation of
private tokens ; and (2) those issued from 1787 to 1817. No traders’ tokens were
issued between 1672 and 1787, but at the latter date the copper currency of the
country was in such a wretched condition that it was estimated that one coin
out of every four was counterfeit. The Mint collection comprises silver and
copper tokens of the second class only.

At this juncture the Anglcsey Copper Mines Company commenced to issue
tokens, and this example was quickly followed by corporations and trading firms
in all parts of the country. Beside its public convenience, the trade token was
a cheap form of advertisement.

In 1797 Matthew Boulton contracted to execute a copper coinage» in Birmingham
on behalf of the Government. During the ensuing ten years the total issues of
copper coin for Great Britain and for Ireland from the Birmingham mint
amounted to 3,616 tons.

The manufacture of traders’ tokens, however, which ceased from 1802 to 1811,
began again in the latter year, as it was found profitable, on account of the high
intrinsic value of copper, to melt down the newly struck coins of the Government
for trade purposes, so that the copper currency rapidly became depleted.

In 1817 an Act of Parliament was passed prohibiting the manufacture and
currency of private tokens under heavy penalties. This measure, which was
accompanied by large coinages of gold and silver at the Royal mint, was efiectual
in the prevention of further issues of tradesmen’s tokens in this country.

_ NOTE.-—The names of the towns occurring in this section are arranged below
in alphabetical order; the names of the counties are given in the General Index.

4306. Appledore (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., THE UNION oorrsn.
or APPLEDORE. with date. A windmill. Rev., PEACE,
INNOCENCE AND PLENTY. Lion and lamb lying amid
the corn. Edge, Payable at W. Peckham’s, Appledore.

4307. Basingstoke (Hants). Shilling, 1789. Obv., BASING
sroxu CANAL. A barge with sail. Rea, JOHN
PINKERTON . VALUE om: SHILLING. A barrow, pick
axe, and shovel. Plain edge.

4308. Bath (Somerset). Penny, 1811. Obv., BATH PENNY
TOKEN and date. Arms of the city. Rev., A POUND

'NOTE FOR 240 TOKENS GIVEN BY S. WHITCHURCH
AND W. DORE.

4309- Bath. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., INDIA HOUSE and
, Lambe’s trade description. Front view of India House.

_Rev.. TEAS, comma, SPICES & sucnns. A laden
camel. Edge, Payable by Lambe & Son.
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COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

4310. Bath. Farthing, 1794. 0bv., BLADUD r0_UNos1) BATH.
Head of Bladud. Rev., THROUGH HIS SWINE. -. Bl-adud

and swine. Plain edge.

Bladud, the father of King Lear, is the fabled founder of Bath.
Observing the healing elfect of the Bath waters upon his diseased
pigs, he applied the same specific to his own person with equal
success. This discovery, made some seven centuries before Christ, is
said to have been the foundation of the subsequent fortunes of the
city.

4311. Beccles (Suifolk). Halfpenny, 1795. 0bv., B.’nocLnsIA=I.
View of church. Rev., COMMUNITATE AUCTA. View of
bridge. Edge, Payable at Beccles, Sufiolk.

4312. Bilston (Staffs). Shilling, 1811. 0bv., BILSTON SILVER
TOKEN. Arms of city of Stafford. Rev., ONE POUND
Nora roe 20 TOKENS . COMMERCIAL CHANGE . PAY
ABLE BY RUSHBURY AND WOOLLEY. Milled edge.

4313. Birmingham (Warwick). Shilling, 1811.
MINGHAM TOKEN. View of the workhouse. Rev.,
inscription as No. 4312, but PAYABLE AT THE WORK
HOUSE. Arms of Birmingham. Milled edge.

Obv., BIR

4314. Birmingham. Penny, 1811. Obv., BIRMINGHAM AND
swnnsnn and value. Rev., ROSE COPPER COMPANY .

TOKEN. Indented cord milling. (See also N0. 4482.)

4315. Birmingham. Halfpenny, 1791.
MINING AND corrnn COMPANY. Seated female figure
with fasces. Rev., PAYABLE AT. Stork and cornucopia.
Edge, Birmingham, Redruth & Swansea.

OIw., BIRMINGHAM

4316. Birmingham. Halfpenny, 1792. Similar to No. 4315.

Jdge, Anglesey, London or Liverpool.

4317. Birmingham. Halfpenny, 1792. 0bv., JOHN HOWARD,
F.R.S. Bust of John Howard. Rev., BIRMINGHAM PRO
MISSORY HALFPENNY ; in centre, H. H. in cypher. Edge,
Payable at H. Hickman’s warehouse, Birmingham.

4318. Birmingham. Halfpenny. 0bv., GEORGIVS III our
GRATIA. Bust of George III. Rev., P. KEMPSON, MAKER
OF BUTTONS, MEDALS, &c. Arms of the town. Plain
edge.

4319. Bishop’s St01‘i2f0I‘d (Herts). Halfpenny, 1795. Obv.,
Arms, crest, and motto of Sir George Jackson, Bart.
SOLE PROPRIETOR. Rev., STORT NAVIGATION . SOURCE
OF TRADE. View of river. Plain edge.
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4320. Blything (Suffolk). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., LOYAL COPPER.
SUFFOLK YEOMANRY . FIRST TROOP. A II10l1l1i.G(1

yeoman. Rev., BLYTHING HUNDRED HADFPENNY. A
castle, SUFFOLK, and date within a garter crowned.
Edge, God save the king and constitution.

4321. Braintree (Essex). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., BRAINTREE
& BOOKING HALFPENCE. View of a building. R6l'.,
success TO TRADE AND oommnaon. Figure of Hope
with anchor. Edge, Payable at W. Goldsmith’s, Brain
tree, Essex.

4322. Brimscombe P0112 (Gl0’ster). Halfpenny 1795. Obv.,
THAMES AND smvmm CANAL. Boat with sail. Rev.,
view of entrance to tunnel. Edge, Payable at Brims
combe Port.

'

4323. Bristol (Gl0’ster). Shilling, 1811. Obv., BRISTOL roxsu SILVER.
FOR XII PENOE. Bristol arms. Rev., ISSUED TO FACILI
TATE TRADE IN BRISTOL . PAYABLE BY MESSRS. GAR
RATT, &c. Milled edge.

4324. Bristol. Shilling, 1811. Obv., the arms, crest, and
supporters of Bristol. ISSUED BY W. snnrmnn,
BRISTOL EXCHANGE. Rev., value within an oak
wreath. somnnsnrsnms, wrursnms, GLOUCESTER
snmu, sourn WALES, AND BRISTOL TOKEN. Milled
edge.

4325. Bristol. Shilling. Obv., the arms, motto, and crest of
Bristol. Rev., Issued by royal licence. Edge milled.

4326. Bristol. Sixpence. Similar to No. 4325, except mark of
value.

4327. Bristol. Penny, 1811. Obv., bust of George III. to right, COPPER
robed, but not laureated, with value above and date

below. Rev., arms, crest, and supporters of Bristol,
CIVITAS BRISTOL. Indented cord milling.

4328. Bristol. Penny, 1811. Obv., BRISTOL & sourn wsnss.
Prince of Wales’ crest and motto. Rea, arms, crest, and
motto of Bristol.

4329. B1'i8t0l. Penny, 1811. Obv., shield of arms with crest
and motto of Bristol. Rev., B . B . & COPPER 00.

“Payable at Bristol, Swansea, and London.” Milled
edge. (B . B . is for Bristol Brass).
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COPPER.

SILVER.

OOPPE R.

Obv., view of warehouse.4330. Bl‘iSt0l. Halfpenny, 1793.
Rev., View of“ Payable at the India Tea Warehouse.”

spire. “ Hawkins Bird, No. 2 Wine St.”

4331. Bristol.
OF BRISTOL.' Galen or Aesculapius. I.
GHYMIST.

Halfpenny. Obv., PROSPERITY TO THE CITY
Arms of the city. Rev., figure of

cnmsraa, DRUGGIST AND

Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., FOR THE
USE OF TRADE. Justice on a pedestal. Rev., scroll
reading “We promise to pay the Bearer on Demand one

Halfpenny.” Edge, S. Prentice ; S. Delf ; M. Abel.

4332. Bungay (Suffolk).

4333. Canterbury (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., view of
cathedral. UNITY, PEACE, AND couconn : GOOD WILL
T0 ALL MEN. Rev., PROTECTION T0 om: KING AND
COUNTRY, LAWS, AND TRADE. City arms. Edge,
Payable at John Mathews.

4334. Canterbury. Halfpenny, 1795. Similar to No. 4333,
except legends. Edge, Payable at Canterbury.

4335. Chichester
market cross.
Milled edge.

(Sussex). Shilling, 1811. Obv., view of
Rev., “Payable at B. & J. Oaifin’s, &c.”

4336. Chichester. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., Queen Elizabeth
with ruff and sceptre. Rev., view of Ghichester cross.
Edge, Payable at Daly’s.

4337. Chichester. Halfpenny, 1794. 01.11., bust of John
Howard. Rev., CHICHESTER AND PORTSMOUTH.
Flaming star and crescent over a triple-towered castle.
Edge, Payable at Sharp’s and Chaldecott’s.

4338. Coalbrookdale (Salop). Halfpenny, 1792. Obv., iron
bridge, erected 1779. Rev., inclined plane, 1789. Edge,
Payable at Goalbrookdale and Ketley. _

4339. 001011681261‘ (Essex). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., view of
castle. Rev., a loom. success T0 THE BAY TRADE.
Edge, Payable at Chas. Heath’s, Baymaker.

4340. Cornwall. Penny. Obv., shield of arms with supporters
and motto. Rev., “Payable in cash notes at Dolcoat-h

mine.” COBNISH PENNY. Edge, Indented cord milling.
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4341. Cornwall. Penny, 1811. Obv., Cornish mine engine.
Rev., a pilchard between ingots of tin. “Payable in
cash notes at Scorrier house.” Milled edge.

4342. Coventry (Warwick). Halfpenny, 1792. Obv., Lady
Godiva. Rev., elephant and castle. Edge, Payable at

Robt. Reynolds & Co.

4343. Grewkerne (Somerset). Halfpenny, 1797. OIni., man at

a loom. Rev., “Payable on demand at Sparks and
Gidley’s.” Milled edge.

4344. Croydon (Surrey). Halfpenny, 1797. _ Obv., a teapot.
Rev., “Payable at Garraway’s,” and D.G. in cypher.
Plain edge.

4345. Deal (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., arms of the Cinquc
ports. Rev., a war-ship. Edge, Payable at R. Long's
library.

4346. DGVOII. Shilling, 1811. Obv., Eddystone lighthouse.
Rev., DEVON SILVER TOKEN within an oak wreath.
Plain edge.

4347. Dimchurch (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., figure of
Justice. Rev., ROMNEY MARSH. Edge, Payable at
W. Parris, Dimchurch.

4348. DOVE!‘ (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., bust of W. Pitt.
Rev., Dover arms. Edge, At Horn’s library.

4349. East Grinstead (Sussex). Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., the
Freemason’s arms. Rev., J. H. B. in monogram. Edge,
Payable at J. H. Boorman.

4350. EVeSl1am(Worcester).- Penny, 1796. Obv., view of the
Abbot’s Tower and Evesham church. Rev., T. '1‘. in
monogram. Edge, l promise to pay on demand the
bearer one penny.

4351. Falmouth (Cornwall). Halfpenny, 1797. Obv., spread
eagle. Rev., mnnourn INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEERS.
Milled edge.

‘

4352. Fazeley (Stafis). Shilling, 1811. Obv., arms of the
Harding family. Rev., value within an oak wreath.
Milled edge. .

COPPER.

smvns.

COPPER.

SILVER.
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SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

4353. Fazeley (Staffs). Shilling, 1811. Siniilar to N0. 4352.
Payable by Peels, Harding & Go. Milled edger

4354. Fazeley (Stafis). Sixpence, 1811. Similar to N0. 4353,
except mark of value. Milled edge.

4355. Faversham (Kent). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., Cinque Port
arms. Rev., an ancient ship. Edge, Payable at John
Crow's, Coppersmith, Feversham.

4356. Frant (Sussex). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., arms of Sussex.
Rev., monogram of G. R. FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD. Edge,
Payable by G. Ring, Frant.

4357. Frome (Somerset). Shilling, 1811. 01.11., bust of
Edward I. (F) moms snnwoon TOKEN. Rev., “a one
pound note given for 20 tokens.” A

4358. Gatehouse (Kirkcudbright). Halfpenny, 1793. Obv., a
factory. “ Payable at the house of '1‘. Scott_& O0.” Rev.,
crest and motto. Plain edge.

4359. Hendon (Middlesex). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., Hendon
church. Rev., a greyhound. “I promise to pay on
demand. B. Price.” Plain edge.

4360. Hull (Yorks). Eighteenpence, 1811. 00.1., 8.11115of Hull
in a laurel wreath. Rev., RUDSTON AND PRESTON.
Value in centre. Milled edge. ;

4361. H1111. Penny, 1812. Obv., lead works. Rev., “Payable in
Bank of England or Hull notes by I. K. Picard.” HULL
LEAD wonxs. Milled edge.

4362. H1111. Halfpenny, 1791. Obv., equestrian figure of
William III. Rev., arms of Hull. Edge, Payable by
Jonathan Gorton & Co.

4363. Hull. Halfpenny, 1812. Obv., ESSE QUAM VIDEBI.
Lion sejant (Picard crest). Rev., “ Payable by I. K.
Picard.” Milled edge.

4364. I816 Of Wight (Hants). Halfpenny, 1792. Obv., bust of
Robert Bird Wilkins. -Rev., an ancient ship. Edge,
Payable at his ofiice, Newport.
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4365.

4366.

4367.

4368.

4369.

4370.

4371.

4372.

4373.

4374.

4375.

4376.

Lane,»-aer (Lancashire). Halfpenny, 1794. 0bv., bust of COPPER.
paniel Eccleston. Rev., view of ship, shuttle, and
plough. Edge, Payable at Lancaster, Liverpool, and
Manchester.

0bv., bust of John Howard.
Rev., REMEMBER THE DEBTORS IN GAOL. Female
figure directing the gaol to be unlocked. Edge, Payable
in Lancaster, London, or Bristol.

Lancaster. Halfpenny.

Lancaster. Halfpenny, 1792.
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. Rev., arms of Lancaster.
Edge, Payable in London, Bristol, & Lancaster.

Obv., bust of John of

Lichfield (Staffs). Halfpenny. Obv., bust of Dr. Samuel
Johnson. Rev., arms of Lichfield. Payable at Birming
ham, Wolverhampton, or Litchfield.

Liverpool (Lancashire). Halfpenny, 1791. Obv., arms of
Liverpool. Rev., a battleship. Edge, Payable at the
warehouse of Thomas Clarke.

London (Middlesex). Sixpence. 0bv., “ Morgan, maker,
12, Rathbone Place.” Rev., value in an oak wreath.
Milled edge.

London. Sixpence. Obv., City of London arms. Rev.,
statue of Charles I. at Charing Cross. Plain edge.

London. Penny, 1798. Obv., Britannia seated with arms
of the city; St. P-aul’s Cathedral in background. Rev.,
“Matthew Young, Dealer in coins and medals, &c.”
Edge, Promissory penny token (letters in relief). By
J. Milton.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., St. Paul’s Cathedral.
Rev., “Payable by J. Spittle, London, or I. Kirby or
R. Lashmor, Brighton.” Plain edge.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., bust of Geo. Washington.
Rev., a fireplace. “ Payable by Clark & Harris.” Milled
edge.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. 0bv., FOUNDLING mews.
A lamb with sprig of olive. Rev., monogram of I. B.
Milled edge.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., SISE LANE. Female
figure seated, with sword and city arms. Rev., emblem
of Lords and Commons uniting to support the crown.
Edge, Payable at T & R. Davids0n’s.

SILVER.

COPPER.
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COPPER. 4377. London. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv.,aprn.t=.,
“ Payable at the Franklin Press.” Plain egglglesi

Rev"

4378. London. Halfpenny. Obv., arms of London. Rev.,
standing figure of monk. “Payable in Blackfriars.”
Plain edge.

4379. London. Halfpenny. Obv., Mercury on a galloping
horse. THE FIRST EQUESTN PERFORMANUE IN EUROPE,
LYGEUM STRAND. Rev., an acrobat. Edge, Payable in
London, Bath or Manchester.

4380. London. Halfpenny. Obv., laureate bust to right. Rev.,
three ostrich feathers beneath an open umbrella. JOHN
BEBBINGTON. Plain edge.

4381. London. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., bust of Neptune with
trident. Rev., harpooning a whale. "‘ Payable at
I. Fowler’s.” Plain edge.

4382. London. Halfpenny. Obv., a mail coach. MAIL COACH
HALFPENNY. “Payable in London.” Rev., inscribed
to J. Palmer. Plain edge.

4383. London. Halfpenny, 1795.
anvil. Rev., a stove.
Repository.

4384. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., a sheaf of wheat.
BAKERS’ HALFPENNY. Rev., “To lessen the slavery of
Sunday baking and provide for public wants an act was
passed, 1794.” Edge, Payable at J. Dennis.

Obv., Smith’s forge and

4385. L011d011. Halfpenny. Obv., postilion holding a horse.

Rev., items of harness. Edge, Payable at London (Kelly,
Strand).

4386. London. Halfpenny. Obv., Currier’s arms. Rev., a

plough. “Payable in Rupert St., St. James’s.” Plain
edge.

4387. London. Halfpenny. Obv., bust of George, Prince of
Wales. Rev., the l’rince’s arms and motto, ICH DIEN.
Edge, Payable at London or Dublin.

4388. London. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., royal arms. Rev., a

candle mould. Edge, Payable in Suffolk St., Haymarket

(Shackleton).

Payable at Skidmore’s Furnishing
'
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4389. London. Halfpenny. Obv., hat makers at work. Rev., COPPER

shop entrance. “Salter’s, 47, Oharing Cross.” Edge
plain.

4390. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., royal arms. Rev.,
boot and shoes. Edge, Payable at London (Guest,
Surrey St., Blackfriars).

4391. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., Saracen’s head. Rev.,
a wine-cask. E. Neeton, St. Mary-le-Bone. Plain edge.

4392. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., view of Newgate.
Rev., " Payable at the residence of Messrs. Symonds, &c.”
Edge milled. -

PIDCOGK’S TOKENS.

EXHIBITION AT EXETER CHANGE.

Gilbert Pidcock kept :1
.

menagerie from about 1790 to the time of his death in
1810, at Exeter Change, Strand. The animals were removed to the Surrey
Zoological Gardens about 1828.

4393. Halfpenny. Obv., a lion. Rev., an eagle. Edge plain.

4394. Halfpenny. Obv., an elephant. Rev, a rhinoceros.

4395. Halfpenny, 1801. Obv., the wanderow, or Malabar monkey.
Rev., the African crown crane.

4396. Halfpenny, 1801. Obv., lion and dog. Rev., a kangaroo.

4397. Halfpenny. Obv., a rhinoceros. Rev., two-headed cow.

4398. Halfpenny, 1801. Obv., a zebra. Rev., orange-crested
cockatoo.

4399. Halfpenny. Obv., an elephant. Rev., a kangaroo.

4400. Halfpenny, 1801. Obv., a rhinoceros. Rev.,'lion and dog.

4401. Halfpenny, 1801. Obv., the wanderow. Rev., two-headed
cow.

4402. Farthing, 1801. Obv., the wanderow. Rev., lion and dog.

4403. Farthing, 1801. Obv., the beaver. Rev., lion and dog.
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COPPER. 4404. Farthing. Obv., an elephant. Rev., a cockatoo.

4405. Farthing. Obv., the wanderow. Rev., a pelican.

4406. London. Halfpenny, Bayly’s Museum, Piccadilly. Obv.,
a crocodile. Rev., a rattlesnake. Plain edge.

4407. London. Halfpenny 1795. Obv., city arms crowned.
Rev., a portcullis surrounded by Prince of Wales’ crest ;

beneath, W. WILLIAMS. Plain edge.

4408. London. Halfpenny, 179.’). Obv.,dovc with olive branch.
Rev., four male figures, illustrating the fable of the
bundle of sticks. LONooN CORRESPONDING SOCIETY.
Edge milled.

4409. London. Halfpenny. Obv., bust of Handel. Rev., a lyre.
Dodd’s, New St., Covent Garden.

4410. London. Halfpenny. Obv., Fortune standing ona wheel.
Rev., “At the oflices of Richardson, Goodluck, & Co.,
No. 12807, the last prize of £30,000 shared, was sold in
sixteenths.” Plain edge.

4411. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., a blue-coat boy.
NoTniNo VENTURE, NOTHING HAVE. Rev., similar to
No. 4410. Plain edge.

4412. London. Halfpenny, 1795.
‘ tree. Rev., a boat under sail.

Spence, dealer in coins, London.

Obv., shepherd beneath a
COALY TYNE. Edge,

4413. London. Obv., Clarke, the posture-master
'and a monkey. CAN YOU D0 BO. Rev., R. Heslop,

86, Chiswell St., Finsbury Sq. Plain edge.

Halfpenny.

4414. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., female seated under a

tree making lace. Rev., Moore, Great Portland St. Edge
milled.

4415. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., a grasshopper. Rev.,
“ W. Stinton, St. James St.” Edge, Fruit Warehouse, &c.

4416. London. Halfpenny. Obv., a toucan on a branch. Rev.,
“ '1‘. Hall, City Road.” Edge milled.
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4417. L0nd0h. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., bust of J. Lackington, COPPER

Finsbury Sq. Rev., figure of Fame standing. Half
penny of LACKINGTON, ALLEN & 00., Booksellers. Edge
milled.

4418. London. Penny. Obv., view of St. Paul’s Cathedral.
Rev., radiate cross of St. George (star of the Garter).
H. YOUNG, DEALER IN coms, LUDGATE sT. Plain edge.

4419. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., a lady’s shoe. “ Carter
32, Jermyn St.” Rein, “ Ladies’ Shoe Manufactory.
Milled edge.

4420. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., a bared leg. I. Hat
field, Golden Legg, Snow Hill, London. Rev., “Boot
and shoe manufactory.” Plain edge.

4421. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., the connoisseur and the
tired attendant. “ P. Batley, Duke’s Court, St. Martin’s.” ,

Rev., view of sea-shore with shells. Plain edge.
’

4422. London. Farthing, 1795. Obv., two busts vis-d-vis, WE
THREE BLOCKHEADS BE. Rev., “Denton, dealer in
coins, Hospital Gate, Smithfield.” Plain edge.

4423. London. Farthing, 1803. Obv., an Oriental with chests
of tea. Rev., “ Robert Orchard, grocer, Greek St., Soho.”
Plain edge.

’

4424. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., bust of D. I. Eaton,
“ three times acquitted of sedition.” Rev., cock crowing
on a farmyard fence. PRINTER TO THE MAJESTY or
THE PEOPLE. Milled edge.

Daniel Isaac Eaton (1752?-1814), a London bookseller, freethinker,
and socialist, was the publisher of a.weekly periodical entitled Hugle
"Wash, or Politics for tile People.

4425. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., royal crown and the
score of “God save the king.” Rev., Prince of Wales’
plume. “Wm. Forster, 348, Strand.” Plain edge.

4426. London. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., freemason’s arms.
Rev., masonic emblems. slT LUX ET LUX FUIT.
Edge, MASONIC TOKEN . I. scETcHLEY FECIT.

4427. London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv. and 1'ev., shield of
arms with crest. WILLIAM ALLEN. Edge, Payable in
Chandos St., Covent Garden.

4428. London. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., seated female making
pillow-lace. Rev., a lamb. “ Payable at Leighton, Berk
hampstead, or London.” Edge, Chambers, Langston, Hall
& Co.

9070 Y
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COPPER. .

SILVER.

4429.

4430.

4431.

4432.

4433.

4434.

4435.

4436.

4437.

4438.

4439.

4440.

London. Halfpenny. Obv., St. Andrew’s Church, Hol
born. Rev., BUILT . ANNO . nomo .1704. Edge, Skid
more, Holborn.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. 0bv., bust of G. Washington.
Rev., a register stove. “ Payable by Clark & Harris,
Wormwood St., Bishopsgate.” Milled edge.

London. Halfpenny. 0bv., bust of Garrick by C. James.
Rev., an actor’s trophy. “ Sims, Russell Court.” Plain
edge.

London. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., bust of Earl Howe.
Rev., a man-of-war. THE WOODEN WALLS or 01.1)

ENGLAND. Edge, Payable at London.

London. Penny, 1800. Obv., C. H. in monogram for
Christ’s Hospital. Rev., PENNY. Plain edge.

London. Halfpenny, 1800. Similar to No. 4433, except
mark of value.

LOW6StOf13 (Sufiolk). Halfpenny, 1793. 0bv., bathing
Rev., a fishing-boat. success To THE
Milled edge.

machines.
FISHERIES.

Macclesfield (Cheshire). Halfpenny, 1789. Obv., female
seated upon a windlass. Rev., R. & C. in monogram
below a bee-hive. Edge, Payable at Macclesfield, Liver
pool, or Congleton.

Macclesfield. Halfpenny, 1791.
Roe, who established the copper works, 1758. Rev.,
similar to obv. of No. 4436. Edge, similar to N o. 4436.

Obv., bust of Charles

Maidstone (Kent). Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., shield of
arms and supporters. Rev., view of factory. “ Payable
by J. Smyth at Padsole paper mill.” Edge milled.

Manchester (Lancashire). Halfpenny, 1793. 01111., the
grocers’ arms, with crest and supporters. Rev., East
India Company’s bale-mark. “-Payable at J. Fielding’s.”
Plain edge.

Newark (Notts). Shilling, 1811. Obv., View of town
hall. Rev., “ Payable in cash notes, T. Stansall, C. Moor,
&c.” Milled edge.



4441.

4442.

4443.

4444.

4445.

4446.

4447.

4448.

4449.

4450.

4451. Portsmouth

9070
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Newcastle (Northumberland). Halfpenny, 1790. Obv.,
a sailor, by James J. Spence, Slop-seller. Rev., a
shepherd beneath a tree. Edge, Spence, dealer in coins,
London.

Newcastle. Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., as No. 4441. Rev.,
an anchor. “ In commemoration of the glorious First
of June.” Edge, as No. 4441. -

Northiam (Sussex). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., shield of
arms within a wreath. Rev., I. F. in monogram beneath
a wheat-sheaf. Edge, Payable at John Follers’.

Norwich (Norfolk). Halfpenny, 1792. Obv., arms of
county. “Norfolk and Norwich halfpenny.” Re'v.,
arms of city. Edge, Payable at N. Bolingbroke’s.

Norwich. Halfpenny, 1792.
Rev., a weaving machine.
Norwich.

Obv., arms of the city.
Edge, John Harvey of

Norwich. Halfpenny, 181].
Rev, Britannia with lion.
jeweller.”

Obv., arms of the city.
“Newton, silversmith and

Indented cord milling.

Nuneaton (Warwick). Halfpenny, 1792.
grocers‘ arms. Rev., Lady Godiva. PRO BON0 PUBLICO.
Edge, Payable at Nuneaton, Bedworth, and Hinkley.

Obv., the

Penryn (Cornwall). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., a military
trophy. “Penryn Volunteers first enrolled, April 3,
1794.” Rev., arms of the colonel, Lord de Dunstanville.
Plain edge.

P0016 (Dorset). Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., arms of the
town. Rev., figure with anchor and shield inscribed
“James Bayly, Draper, Poole.” Edge, I promise to pay
one halfpenny.

Portsea. (Hants). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., arms and
crest. Rev., a man-of-war. Edge, Payable at G. E.
Sargeant’s.

(Hants). Shilling, 1811.
crescent. “Payable at J. Dudley’s.” Rev., SILVER
TOKEN and x11 PENCE within an olive wreath. Milled
edge.

Obv., star and

Y2

.._,.r~_ir 1--wt‘; air-""I’

COPPER.

SILVER.
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'
SIL.V.F-B; _

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

4452.

4453.

4454.

4455.

4456.

4457.

4458.

4459.

4460.

4461.

4462.

Reading (Berks). Halfcrown, 1811.
arms. Ret-., HALFCROWN croxun SPAN . DoLL .

SILVER . 6 DWTS. “Payable in bank notes by J. B.
Monck.” Milled edge. -

Obv., Reading

Sawbridgeworth (Herts). Farthing, 1804.
of Robert Orchard. Rev., view of tea warehouse.
edge.

Obv., bust
Plain

Sudbury (Snfifolk).
crest. R8U., PRO BONO PUBLICO.
Goldsmith & Sons.

Halfpenny, 1793. Obv., arms and
Edge, Payable at

s08.1‘l)01‘0l1gl1 (Yorks). Sixpence, 1812. Obv., town arms
within the Garter. Rev., LORD & MARSHALL. Milled
edge.

Shaftesbury (Dorset). Shilling, 1311. Obv., arms.
“Shaftesbury Bank, Licensed 14 March, 1811.” Rev.,
DORSETSHIRE, WILTSHIRE, AND SHAFTESBURY BANK
TOKEN. Milled edge. <

Sheflield (Yorks). Halfpenny, 1793. Obv., arms of the
Cutlers’ Co. Rev., bust in profile. Plain edge.

Sherborne (Dorset). Halfpenny, 1793. Obv., a double
headed eagle. Rev., P. P. & W. in monogram below a
bee-hive. Edge, Payable at the Bank in Sherborne.

P. P. 8: W. are the initials of Messrs. Preter, Pew, and Whitty,
Sherborne bankers.

Shoreham (Sussex). Shilling, 1811. Obv., Shoreham
Church. Rev., PAYABLE AT CLAYTON AND HIDn’s.
Milled edge.

Shrewsbury (Salop). Halfpenny, 1793. Obv., arms of
the town. Rev.,aba1e of wool. WOOLLEN MANUFACTORY
SALOP. Edge, Payable at Shrewsbury.

Sleaford (Lincoln). Halfpenny. Obv., bust of John of
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. Rev., town arms. SUCCESS
T0 NAVIGATION. Edge, Payable by Thomas Hall.

Southampton (Hants). Halfpenny, 1791.
of the county. Rev., bust of Sir Bevois. Edge, Payable
at the oifice of W. Taylor, R. V. Moody & Co.
‘

The famous exploits of Sir Bevois of Southampton are recounted
by Michael Drayton in his Polyolbian, published in 1613-1622.

Obv., arms
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4463. Spalding (Lincoln). Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., Britannia
standing on seashore. Rev., shield with T. J. Edge,
Payable at T. Jenning’s, Spalding and Holbeach.

4464. Tamworth (Staffs). Halfpenny, 1799. Obv., Tamworth
Castle and church. Rev., DEUS NOBIS FIDUCIA. F. B.
in monogram for Francis Blick, vicar of Tamworth.
Plain edge.

4465. Teignmouth (DGVOD). Shilling, 1811. 0011., a crest.
Rev., “For 20 of these tokens, which cost me each one
shilling, I promise to pay the bearer a £1 Bank of
England note. I. Holland.” Milled edge.

4466. Warwickshire. Penny, 1799. Obv., a mounted yeoman.
Rev., “Issued by Thomas Welch.” Edge, Armed to

preserve our lives, property, and constitution against
foreign and domestic enemies.

4467. Warwickshire.
speare.

Halfpenny, 1791. Obv., bust of Shake
Rev., seated figure with cornucopia. Plain edge.

4468. West COWGS (Hants). Halfpenny, 1798. Obv., bust of
Fox. Rev., arms of the town. Edge, Payable at Thomas
Ayrton & Co.

4469. Willey (Warwick). Halfpenny, 1790. Obv., bust of John
Wilkinson, ironmaster. Rev., workman at anvil. Edge,
Snedshill, Bensham, Bradley, Willey.

4470. Willey. Halfpenny, 1787. Obv. and edge, as No. 4469.
Rev., a steam hammer.

4471. Willey. Halfpenny, 1788. Obv. and edge, as No. 4469.
Rev., a sailing barge.

4472. Winchelsea (Sussex).
of arms. Rev., a bee-l1ive. INDUSTRY, THE souaos
OF CONTENT. Edge, Payable at Richard Maplesden’s.

Halfpenny, 1794. Obv., shield

4473. Woodbridge (Suffolk). Eighteenpence, 1811. Obv.,
figure of Justice standing. Rev., value within an oak
wreath. Payable at Studd & Mathews’s.

4474. Yarmouth (Norfolk). Shilling, 1811. Obv., anhe of the
town. Rev., arms of Bury St. Edmunds. “Payable at
J. Hunton’s and at Blythe» & Co., Bury.” Milled edge.

COPP ER. 7I

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.
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COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

4475. Yarmouth. Halfpenny, 1796. Obv., UNDIQUAQUE
COLLIGITUR. Britannia seated receiving objects of
curiosity from three figures representing Asia, Africa,
and America. Rev., seated figure holding to the right a

scroll inscribed “Boulter’s Exhibition of Natural and
Artificial Curiosities.” Edge, Published by Jos. Danl
and Jno. Boulter.

4476. Y60Vil (Somerset). Halfpenny, 1797.
Working a loom. Rev., B. & 0., YEOVIL.

Obv., a man
Plain edge.

4477. Y01'k. Shilling, 1811. Obv., arms of York. Rev., ONE
SHILLING SILVER TOKEN. CATTLE AND BARBER.
Milled edge.

4478. York. Sixpence, 1811. Similar to No. 4477, except mark
of value.

4479. York. Halfpenny, 1795. Obv., view of cathedral. Rev,
view of Cliff0rd’s Tower. Edge, York built A. M. 1223,
Cathedral rebuilt A. D. 1075.

4480. Anglesey. Penny, 1788. Obv., bust of a Druid, within a
wreath. Rev., P. M. & C0. in monogram. Edge, On
demand in London, Liverpool, or Anglesey.

4481. Anglesey. Halfpenny, 1788. Similar to No. 4480.

4482. Birmingham (Warwick). Penny, 1812. Obv., clasped
hands. UNION COPPER COMPANY. Rev., FOR PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION. oNE PENNY TOKEN. Milled edge.

AUSTRALIAN TOKENS.

4486. Melbourne. Penny, 1857. Obv., Justice with scales and
cornucopia. Rev., crowned lion with shield. “Hide and
De Casle, Elizabeth St.” Plain edge.

4487. Melbourne.
date.

Penny, 1858. Similar to No. 4486, except

4488. Melbourne.
PEACE AND PLENTY.
Corner of Elizabeth and Lonsdale Sts.”

Penny. Obv., Peace between lion and lamb.
Rev., “J. McFarlane, Grocer,

Plain edge.

4489. Melbourne. Penny. Obv., Britannia seated with olive
branch and trident. Rev., “Annand Smith & Co., Family
grocers.” Plain edge.
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4490. Tasmania. Penny, 1855. 0bv., kangaroo and emu. (}()PPER_
Rev., “Lewis Abrahams, Draper, Liverpool St., Hobart
Town.” Plain edge.

4491. Tasmania. Penny, 1857.. 01121., kangaroo and emu.
Rev., “ Thomas White and Son, Westbury.” Plain edge.

4492. Tasmania. Penny. 0bv., Justice on seashore with
scales and cornucopia. Rev., “R. Andrew Mather,
Draper, Hobart Town.” Plain edge.

4493. New Zealand. Penny, 1857. Obv., a rose, thistle, and
shamrock. Rev., “ M. Somerville, Family Grocer,
Aucklant.” Plain edge.

4494. New Zealand. Penny, 1862. Obv., similar to No. 4492.
Rev., “ H. Ashton, Queen St., Auckland.” Plain edge.

FOREIGN COINS.

This portion of the Mint collection is very fragmentary. Very little more
than a bare list of the coins has been prepared, stating in each case the denomi
nation and date, with the chief characteristic feature of the obverse of the
coin‘. Many of the recently-struck coins exhibited, particularly of those under
America, are specimens of foreign coinages executed by “The Mint Birmingham,
Limited.”

I. EUROPE.

AUSTRIA.-HUNGARY.

4501. Twenty-crowns, 1893. 0bv., profile bust, laureated, of com).
the Emperor Francis Joseph.

4502. Ten-crowns, 1893. Obv., as No. 4501.

4503. Crown, 1893. 0bv., as No. 4501. SILVER.

4504. Twenty-hellers, 1893. 0bv., the Austrian arms. NICKEL.

4505. Ten-hellers, 1893. 0bv., as No. 4504.
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BRONZE.

COPPER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

NICKEL.

BRONZE.

SILVER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

4506. Two-hellers, 1893. Obv., as No. 4504.

4507. One-heller, 1893. Obv., as No. 4504.

4508. One-kreuzer, 1851. Obv., as No. 4504.

4509. Twenty-crowns, 1893. Obv., full-length figure of the
Emperor Francis Joseph. "

4510. Crown, 1892. Obv., as No. 4503, but a different reverse
impression.

4511. Twenty-hellers, 1893. Obv., crown of Hungary.

4512. Ten-hellers, 1892. Obv., as No. 4511.

4513. Two-hellers, 1893. Obv., as No. 4511.

4514. one-1161161‘, 1892. Obv., as No. 4511.

The above coins (Nos. 450l—7 and 4509-14) illustrate the reformed
currency based on a gold standard, introduced in 1892-1893.
1 crown = 100 hellers.

4515. Maria. Theresa-thaler, 1780.
Maria Theresa to right.

This coin is still struck with the date unchanged, and issued for
trade purposes in the Levant and the East.

Obv., bust of Empress

BELGIUM.

4516. Twenty-francs, 1868. Obv., bust of Leopold II. to right.

4517. Twenty-francs, 1875. Obv., as No. 4516.

4518. Ten-francs, 1867. Obv., as No. 4516.

4519. Five-francs, 1868. Obv., bust of Leopold II. to left.

4520. Two-francs, 1866. Obv., as No. 4519.

4521. Franc, 1866. Obv., as No. 4519.

4522. Fifty-centimes, 1866. Obv., as No. 4519.

4523. Two-francs, 1830-1880 (Jubilee issue). Obv., conjoined
busts of Leopold I. and Leopold II.
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4524-5. Francs, 1830-1880 (Jubilee issue). Obv., as No. 4523. SILVER.

4526. Twenty-centimes, 1860. Obv., bust of Leopold I. to NICKEL
right. ~

4527-8. Twenty-centimes, 1859 (patterns). Obv., the arms
of Belgium.

4529-30. Ten-eentimes, 1861. Obv., the arms of Belgium.

4531-2. Five-centimes, 1861. Obv., the arms of Belgium.

4533-4. Two-and-a-half-francs, 1865 (patterns). Obv., bust COPPER.
of Leopold I. to left.

4535. Ten-centimes, 1847. Obv., a script L (Leopold) crowned.

4536. Five-centimes, 1853. Obv., as No. 4535.

4537. Two-centimes, 1851. Obv., as No. 4535.

4538. One-centime, 1861. Obv., as No. 4535.

4539. Five-centimes, 1825. Obv., script Wcrowned. SILVER.

1 franc = 100 centimes.

BULGARIA.

4540. Twenty-st0tinki,1888. Obv., the arms of Bulgaria. NICKEL

4541. Ten-stotinki,1888. Obv., as No. 4540.

4542. Five-stotinki, 1888. Obv., as No. 4540.

4543. Two-and-a.-half-stotinki,1888. Obv., as No. 4540.

4544-5. Ten-stotinki, 1881. Obv., the arms of Bulgaria. BRONZE

4546-50. Two-stotinki,‘1901. Obv., as No. 4540.

4551-55. One-stotinko, 1901. Obv., as No. 4540.

100 stotinki = 1 lev, the two coins corresponding in values with the
French centime and franc.
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GOLD.

SILVER.

COPPER.

BRASS.

COPPER.

BRASS.

com).
'

SILVER.

SILVER.

DENMARK.

4556. Ducat, 1760. Obv., bust of Frederick V. to right.

4557-8. Four-skilling,
right.

96 skilling were equal to 1 Rigsbank daler.

1854. Obv., bust of Frederick VII. to

4559. One-skilling, 1842.
right.

4560-1. One-skilling, 1853.
right.

Obv., bust of Christian VIII. to

Obv., bust of Frederick VII. to

4562-3. One-skilling,1856. 055., F VII. crowned.

4564. Half-skilling, 1852. 01.5., as No. 4562.

4565-6. Half-skilling, 1857. Obv., as N0. 4562.

FLANDERS.

4567-8. Nobles. Issued by Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy
and Count of Flanders, 1419-1467. Types as contem
porary English nobles.

DENIERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

4569-70. Deniers. Issued by Robert de Béthune, Count of
Flanders, 1305-1322.

4571. Denier. Issued by Valéran II., Count of Ligny,
1316-I354.

4572. Denier. Issued by Frederick 11., Emperor of Germany,
1212-1250.

FRANCE.

4573. Franc, 1573 (piedfort). Obv., bust of Charles IX. to left.

4574. Demi-franc, 1618 (piedfort). 055., bust of Louis XIII. to
right.
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4575. Double-tournois, 1644 (piedfort). Obv.. bust of SILVER.

Louis XIV. to right.

4576. Two-sous, 1644 (pattern). Obv., bust of Louis XIV. to

right.

4577. Sou, 1720. Obv., bust of Louis xv. to right. GOPPER.

4578. Centime, 1798. Obv., bust of Liberty to left.

4579. Twenty-francs, 1815. 01.5., bust of Louis XVIII. to com).
right.

4580. Franc, 1816. Obv., bust of Louis XVIII. to left. SILVER.

4581. Half-franc, 1827. Obv., bust of Charles X. to left.

4582. Quarter-franc, 1829. Obv., bust of Charles X. to left.

4583. Ten-centimes (pattern). Obv., bust of Charles X. to left. COPPER.

4584. Five-centimes (pattern). Obv., as No. 4583.

4585. Two-and-a-half-centimes (pattern). Obv., as No. 4583.

4588. Half-franc, 1835. Obv., bust of Louis Philippe l. to right. SILVER

4587. Quarter-fmnc, 1837. Obv., as No. 4586.

4588. Ten-centimes, 1839 (pattern in gold). Obv., bust of BRONZE,
Louis Philippe I. to left.

'

4589-90. Ten-centimes, 1839 (patterns). Obv., as No. 4588.

4591-2. One-hundred-francs, 1862. Obv., bust of Napoleon I11. 9.01.1),

to right.

4593-4. Fifty-francs, 1862. Obv., as No. 4591.

4595-6. Twenty-francs, 1861. Obv., as No. 4591.

4597-8. Ten—fra.ncs, 1862. Obv., as No. 4591.

4599-4600. Five-francs, 1862. Obv., as No. 4591.
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FOREIGN ooms.

SI LVER.

BRONZE.

SI LVER.

NICKEL.

SILVER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

4601-2. Five-francs, 1861. Obv., as No. 4591, but bust to left.

4603-4. Two-francs, 1862. 0bv., as No. 4601.

4605-6. Francs, 1862. 0bv., as No. 4601.

4607-8. Fifty-centimes, 1862. Obv., as No. 4601. _

4609-10. Twenty-centimes, 1861. Obv., as No. 4601.

4611-2. Ten-centimes,1861. 0bv., as No. 4601.

4613-4. Five-centimes, 1861. 0bv., as No. 4601.

4615-6. Tw0—centimeS, 1861. 0bv., as No.1 4601.

4617-8. One-centimes, 1861. 0bv., as No. 4601.

4619. Five-centimes, 1879. Obv., bust of Liberty to left.

4620-3. Fifty-centimes, 1897. Obv., figure of Liberty.

4624-5.1Tgzventy-five-centimes,
1903. 00.1., bust of Liberty to

61 franc = 100 centimes.

GERM ANY.

4633. Four-thaler piece, 1608. Obv., equestrian figure of
Henry Julius. Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel (1589

1613).

4634. Ten-mark piece, 1872. 0bv., bust of the Emperor
William to right.

4635. Twenty-mark piece, 1888. Obv., bust of the Emperor
Frederick to right.

1 mark= 100 pfennige.

PRUSSIA.

4636. Half-groschen, 1822.
William III. to right.

0121)., bust of King Frederick

4637. One-neu-groschen, 1857. Obv., bust of King Frederick
William IV. to right.
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4638. Four—pfennige, 1861. Obv., shield of arms.

4639. Three-pfennige, 1852. Obv., shield of arms.

4640. Two-pfennige, 1855. Obv., shield of arms.

BAVARIA.

4641. One-kreuzer, 1860. Obv., shield of arms.

4642. One-kreuzer, 1869. Obv., shield of arms.

4643. One—nfennig, 1853. Obv., shield of arms.

SAXON Y.

4644. Ten-pfennige, 1853. Obv., shield of arms.

4645. Five-pfennige, 1860. Obv., shield of arms.

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.

4646. One-sechsling, 1850. Obv., shield of arms.

4647. One-dreiling, 1850. 0011., shield of arms.

l skilling = 2 sechsling = 4 dreiling.

MEGKLENBURG-SOHWERIN .

4648. Three-pfennige, 1855.

(Frederick Francis II., 1843—1864).

HANOVER.

Obv., script “F. F.” crowned

4649. Two-pfennige, 1850. Obv., script “E. A. R.” crowned

(Ernest Augustus, 1838-1851).

GREECE.

4650. Ten-lepta, 1882. Obv., profile bust to left of Georgios I. BRONZE.

100 lepta.=1 drachma. The two coins correspond in values with
the French centime and franc.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

COPPER.
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COPPER.

BRONZE.

SILVER.

LOMBARDY-VENICE.

4651. Three-centesimi, 1850. Obv., arms.

IT.ALY.

4652. Ten-centesimi, 1862. Obv., bust of Victor Emmanuel II.
to left.

4653. Five-centesimi, 1861. Obv., as No. 4652.

4654. Two-centesimi, 1861. Obv., as No. 4652.

4655. One-centesimo, 1861. Obv., as No. 4652.

4656. Ten-centesimi, 1867. Obv., as No. 4652.

1 lira= 100 centesimi, the two coins corresponding with the French
franc and centime.

MALTA.
The Knights of St. John of Jerusalem issued an extensive series of coins from

the 14th to the 18th centuries inclusive. Those below belong to the later issues

_ in Malta.

4657. Thirty-tari, 1757. Obv., arms of the Grand Master.

4568. Fifteen-tari, 1769. Obv., as No. 4657.

4659. Thirty-tari, 1789. Obv., bust of F. Emmanuel de Rohau,
Grand Master.

4660. Fifteen-tari, 1781. Obv., as No. 4659.

4661. TWO-Sfilldl, 1796. 0117).. as No. 4659.

4662. One-scudo, 1796.0 07.5., as No. 4659.

4663. Six-tari, 1780. Obv., as No. 4657.

4664. Four-tari, 1779. 02.5., as No. 4657.

4665. Two-tari, 1779. Obv., as No. 4657.

4666. One-taro, 1777. Obv., as No. 4657.
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4667. Thirty-tari, 1798. Obv., bust of Ferdinand Hompesch, SILVER.
Grand Master.

4668. Fifteen-tari. 1798. Obv., as No. 4667.

1 scudo = 12 tari.

NETHERLANDS.

4669. Ducat, 1789. Obv., full length figure in armour. GOLD,

4670. Ducat, 1192. 055., as No. 4669.

4671. Ducat, 1849. 055., as No. 4669.

4672. Double-ducat, 1854. Obv., as No. 4669.

4673. Twenty-florins, 1853. Obv., bust of William III. to left.

4674. Ten-florins, 1851. 055., as No. 4673.

i

4675. Five-florins, 1851. 055., as No. 4673.

4676. Two-and-a-half-florins, 1860. Obv., bust of William III. SILVER
to right.

4677. One-florin, 1860. Obv., as No. 4676.

4678. Fifty-cents,1860. 055., as No. 4676.

4679. Twenty-five-cents, 1853. Obv., as No. 4676.

4680. Ten-cents,1859. Obv., as No. 4676.

4681. Five-cents, 1859. 055., as No. 4676.

4682. Ten-florins or Guilders, 1892. Obv., bust of Queen com).
Wilhelmina to left.

4683-4. Florins, Gulden, or Guilders, 1892. Obv., as No. 4682. SILVER.

4685-6. Twenty-five-cents, 1892. Obv., as No. 4682.

4687-8. Ten-cents,1892. Obv., as No. 4682.

4689-90. Ten-cents, 1893. Obv., as No. 4682.
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BRONZE.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

GOLD.

SILVER.

4691-3. Two-and-a.-half-cents, 1880.
kingdom.

Obv., arms of the

4694-5. Cents, 1880. Obv., as N0. 4691.

4696-7. Cents, 1881.

4698—9. Half-cents, 1878. Obv., as No. 4691.

Obv., as N0. 4691.

4700. Cent, 1860. Obv., the initial W crowned.

4701. Half-cent,1859. Obv., its N0. 4.100.

4702. One-fiorin or Gulden, or Gl111(181', 1898. Obv., bust of
Queen Wilhelmina to left.

4703. Half’-guilder, 1898. Obv., as
VN0.

4702.

4705. Twenty-five-cents, 1903. Obv., as No. 4702.

4706. Ten-cents, 1905. Obv., as No. 4702.

4707. One-guilder or Florin, 1847. Obv., bust of William II.
to left.

4708. Cent, 1904. 0011., as N0 4961.

1 fiorin or gulden = 100 cents.

PORTUGAL.

4708. M0id0I6, 1704. Obv., shield of arms crowned.

The moidore was struck for home and colonial currency. It was
at first equal to 4,000 reis. In 1688 its rating was raised to 4,800 reis.

4709. Moidore, 1707.

4710. Moidore, 1722.

Obv., as No. 4708.

Obv., as N0. 4708.

4711. Quarter-dobra, 1734. Obv., bust of John V. toright.

The dobra was a large gold coin introduced by John V. It was
equivalent to 12,800 reis, and its quarter to 3,200 reis. The dobra was
familiar in America and the West Indies during the 18th century.
It was known as the Joannese or “joe.” It weighed 4-12'6 grains of

916'6 millesimal fineness.

4712. One-hundred-and-fifty-reis, 1795 (Maria 1.).
shield of arms.

Obv.,

4713. Eighty-reis (Maria 1
.,

1786-1816). Obv., crown.
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4714-5; Seventy-five-reis (John V., 1706-1722). Obv., shield SILVER.
of arms.

4716-7. Seventy-five-reis, 1795 (Maria I.).
arms.

01121., shield of

4718. Forty-reis (Joseph 1
.,

1750-1777). 01.3., shield of arms.

4719. Forty-reis (John Obv., crown.

4720. Forty-reis (Joseph 1.). 01.3., crown.

4721. Forty-reis (Maria I.). 01121., crown.

4722-3. Ten-reis, 1799 (Maria 1.). Obv., shield of arms. 0oPPER,

4724-5. Five-reis, 1799 (Maria 1.). Obv., shield of arms.

4726. Three-reis, 1797 (Maria I.). Obv., shield of arms.

4727. Three-reis, 1804 (John). 0bv., shield of arms.

4728-9. Ten-reis, 1330 (Maria 11.). 01.3., shield of arms.

One milreis = 1,000 reis.

ROUMANIA.

4733-4. Ten-bani, 1867. Obv., shield of arms.

4735-6. Five-bani, 1867. Obv., as No. 4733.

4737-8. Two-bani, 1867. Obv., as No. 4733.

4739. One’-banu, 1867.- 0bv., as,No. 4733.

100 bani = l leii. The banu and the leii correspond in value with
~ l' . 4- the French centime and franc.‘

RUSSIA.

4741. Five-kopecks, 1843 (Nicolas I., 1825-1855).
Russian arms.

0511-, SILVER.

4742. Five-kopecks, 1770 (Catherine 11., 1762-1796). 0bv., COPPER
Russian arms. .

4743. Five-kopecks, 1772 (Catherine 11.). 03..., as 143.4742.

BRONZE.

v
~

.

9070 Z
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COPPER. 4744. Five-kopecks, 1794 (Catherine 11.). 055., as No. 4742.

4745. Ten-kopecks, 1832 (Nicolas 1.). 055., as No. 4742.

4746. Ten-kopecks, 1833 (Nicolas 1.). Obv., as No. 4742.

4747. Five-kopecks, 1851 (Nicolas 1.). 055., as No. 4742.

4748. Three-kopecks, 1851 (Nicolas 1.). Obv., as No. 4742.

4749. Three-kopecks, 1858 (Alexander 11., 1855-1881).
as No. 4742.

Obv.,

4750. Three-kopecks, 1860 (Alexander 11.). Obv., as No. 4742.

4751. Two-kopecks, 1816 (Alexander I.
,

1801-1825). Obv., as

N0. 4742.

4752. Two-kopecks, 1850 (Nicolas 1.). 055., as No.4742.

4753. Two-kopecks, 1853 (Nicolas 1.). Obv., as No. 4742.

4754-5. Two-kopecks, 1860 (Alexander II.). Obv., as No. 4742.

4756. Kopeck, 1850 (Nicolas I.). Obv., script N, crowned.

4757. Kopeck, 1855 (Nicolas I.). Obv., as No. 4756.

4758. Kopeck, 1859 (Alexander Il.).
crowned.

Obv., script A. Il.,

4759. Half-kopeck, 1850 (Nicolas 1.). Obv., as No. 4756.

4760. Quarter-kopeck, 1850 (Nicolas 1.). 055., as No. 4756.

4761-2. Three-kopecks, 1896 (Nicolas 11.). _0bv., Russian arms.

4763-4. Two-kopeoks, 1896. Obv., as No. 4761.

4765-6. Kopeck, 1896. Obv., as No. 4761.

4767-8. Half-kopeck, 1896 (Nicolas II.).
crowned.

Obit, script N. II.,

4769-70. Quarter-kopeck, 1896 (Nicolas 11.). Obv., as No. 4767.

One rouble = 100 kopecks.
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SARDINIA.

4771-2. Five-centesimi, 12159. 0011., shield 01 arms. COPPER.

4'773—4. Two-centesimi,1859. 01111., as No. 4771.

4775-6. One-centesimo, 1859. Obv., as N0; 4771.

SERVIA.

4777-8. Ten-paras,1879. 01111., bust to 16ft of Milan 1v. BRONZE.

4779. Five-paras, 1879. Obv., as No. 4777.

4780. Twenty-paras, 1884. Obv., arms.
' '

NICKEL.

4781. Ten-paras, 1ss4. 607.; arms 58 No. 4780.

4782. Five-paras, 1854. Obv., as N0. 4780.:

100 paras = 1 dinar. The lam coin corresponds in value with the
French franc, and the para. with the centime.

'

SPAIN.

(VISIGOTHIC Coms 11.1). 567-711.)

The Visigoths or Western Goths invaded Spain at the beginning of the fifth
century, and conquered nearly the whole of the empire. For three centuries .' ?_ »'-'\

Spain was under the yoke of the Visigothic Kings. In 711 Roderic was defeated
and slain by the Saracens, and the dominion of Spain transferred to the Moorish
invaders.

The triens or tremissis was the third of :1Roman solidus, of which gold piece ~' ~' §"~_‘

it was a barbarous descendant.

4783. Triens (572-586). Obv., full-faced bust of King Leovigild. GOLD.

4784. Triens (579). 01171., profile bust of King St. Herme-negild
to right-. . .

4785. Triens (603-610). Obv., full-faced bust of King Witteric.

4786. Triens (610-612). 07111., full-faced bust of King min
demar. ,1 . 7

4787. Triens (621-631). Obv., full-faced bust of King Suinthila.

4788. Triens (631-636). Obv., full-faced bust of King Sisenand.

9070 Z 2
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GOLD.

SILVER.

GOLD.

COPPER.

SILVER.

4789. Triens (636-640). 055., full-faced bust of King Chintila.

4790. Triens (640-642). Obv., full-faced bust of King Tulgan.

4791. Triens (642-649). Obv., full-faced bust of King Chindas
vinto.

4792. Triens. (653-672).
to right.

Obv., profile bust of King Recesvinthus

4793. Triens (672-680).
right.

Obv., profile bust of King Wamba to

4794. Triens (680-687). Obv., profile bust of King Ervigius
right.

4795. Triens (700-711). 055., profile bust of King Witiza to
right.

4796. Dollar, 1781. Obv., profile bust of Charles III. to right.
Rev., Spanish arms between the pillars of Hercules.

The Spanish silver dollar or piece of eight reales seems first to have
been struck in the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella after the year 1497.
Large numbers of this coin of varying types were struck in Spain,
Mexico, and Peru from that period until the early part of the
19th century. They had a wide circulation both in the East and the
West, the most familiar type being the “ pillar " dollar, so described
from the device on the reverse of the pillars of Hercules rising above
the waves of the sea. The original legal weight was 4239 grains of
931 millesimal fineness.

4797. Twenty-five-pesetas, or Alfonso, 1877.
Alfonso XII. to right.

4798. One-tenth-of-a-real, 1850. Obv., shield of arms.

CONTINENTAL SIEGE PIEcEs (vnarous).

4801. Double-florin, 1713. Piece of 2 florins 8 kreuzer issued
during the siege of Landau, Alsace.

4802. Daalder (thaler), 1574. Struck at Middleburgh, Zeeland,
during its siege by the Spaniards.

4803. Livre, 1641. Struck at Aire, Pas-die-Calais, during the
siege of 1641.

4804. Twenty-stuivers, 1577. Struck during the siege of
Breda. .

055., bust of
1
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SWEDEN.

4805. Twenty-marks. Obv., full-length figure of Charles IX. SILVER.

(1604-1611).

4806. Eight-marks, 1608. 0bv.,ha1f-length figure of Charles IX.

SGANDINAVIA.

4807. Two-crowns, 1890. Obv., bust of King Oscar II. to left.

4808. One-crown, 1890. Obv., as N0. 4807.

4809. T611-01’6, 1874. Obv., “ O. 11.” (Oscar II.) crowned.

100 tire = 1 crown.

TURKEY.

4810. Twenty-piastres, A.H. 1293 (1876). Obv., the Toghra
or Imperial cypher, and rose branch.

4811. Ten-piastres, A.H. 1293 (1876). Obv., as N0. 4810.

4812-3. Five-piastres, A.H. 1293 (1876). Obv., as N0. 4810.

4814-5. Two-piastres, A.H. 1293 (1876). Obv., as N0. 4810.

4816. Forty-paras, A.H. 1255 (1839). Obv., as N o. 4810. corrna.

04817. Twenty-paras, 4.11. 1255 (1839). Obv., as N0. 4810.

4818. Ten-paras, A.H. 1255 (1839). Obv., as N 0. 4810.

4819. Five-paras, A.H. 1255 (1839). Obv., as -No. 4810.

4820-1. ‘Twenty-paras, A.H.1277 (1861). 01.11., the Toghra.

4822. Ten-para.s,A.H.1277(1861). Obv., as No. 4820.

4823. Five-paras, A.H. 1277 (1861). Obv., as No. 4820.

The dates given above are those of the accession of the monarchs in
whose reign the coins were struck. 1 medjidieh = 100 piastres = 4,000
paras.
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Ii. ASIA.

AFGHANISTAN.

COINS OF THE AMIR ABD-AL-RAHMAN STRUCK
AT KABUL.

5ILVER- 4831. Rupee (proof). Inscription on both sides. Obv., date,
A.H.1303 (A.D. 1885). Rev., date, A.H. 1302 (A.D. 1886).
Milled edge.

4832. Rupee (?)~, A.H. 1298 (A.D. 1880). Obv., Inscription.

4833. Half-rupee, A.H. 1309? (A.D. 1891). Similar to No. 4831.

ARABIA. (TARIM AND SAIWAN).

4834-5. One-sixth-real, 1902. Obv., Arabic inscription.

4836-7. One-twelfth-real, 1902. pObv., Arabic inscription.

4838-9. One-twenty-fourth-real, 1902. Obv., Arabic inscrip
tion.

BURMAH.

COINS OF MINDONG -MIN, B.E. 1214 (A.D. 1852).

4840. Rupee. Obv., a peacock with inscription signifying “ royal
seal or stamp.” Rev., a laurel wreath enclosing an inscrip
tion signifying, “a current coin of the value of one rupee,”
with the date; around, an honorific title of Burmah.

4841. Quarter-rupee. Similar to No. 4840, except value.

4842. One-eighth-rupee. Similar to No. 4840, except value.
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CHINA.

(Monnmw Maonmm-srnvox Ooms.)'

4846, Cash, Obv., Kuang Hsii T‘ung Pao, “Currency of the BRASS.

Kuang Hsii period.” (A.D. 1875.)

4847. Shanghai Tael, 1867 (pattern). British arms on one side SILVER.
and Chinese dragon on the other.

4848. T8.G1 (pattern). Obv., two five-clawed dragons around,
and in centre the symbol of the primal monad.

4849. Half-tael (pattern). Obv., as N0. 4848.

4850. One-fifth-ta.el (pattern). Obv., as N0. 4848.

4851. One-tenth-tael (pattern). Obv., as No. 4848.

4852. One-twentieth-tael (pattern). Obv., as No. 4848.

1 tael = 10 mace = 100 candareens or fén = 1,000 cash or li.

HU-PEH PROVINCE.

4853. “Dollar (7 mace 2 candareens). Obv., Chinese dragon.

4854. Fifty-cents (3 mace 6 candareens). Obv., as No. 4853.

4855. Twenty-cents (1 mace 4'4 candareens). Obv., as No. 4853.

4856. Ten-cents (7'2 candareens). Obv., as No. 4853.

4857. Five-cents (3-6 candareens). Obv., as N 0. 4853.

FOO-KIEN PROVINCE.

4858. Twenty-cents (1 mace 4'4 candareens). Obv., Chinese
dragon.

4859. T611-0611138 (7'2 candareens). Obv., as N o. 4858.

4868. Five-cents (3'6 candareens). Obv., as No. 4858.

8;
Some coins of China. of the ancient type are described in Supplement B.

(pp. 397-408).
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SILVER.

BRONZE.

SILVER.

KWANG-TUNG PRQVINCE.

4861-2. Dollars (7 mace 2 candareens). Obv., Chinese dragon.

4863-4. Fifty-cents (3 mace 6 candareens). Obv., as N0. 4861.

4865-6. Twenty-cents (1 mace 4'4 candareens).
N0. 4861.

Obv., as

4867-8. Ten-cents (7-2 candareens). Obv., as No. 4861. .

4869. FiVB-0611178 (3'6 candareens). Obv., as N0. 4861.

4870-1. One-cent. Obv., as N0. 4861.

One of the dollars (Nos. 4861-2) is marked 7 mace 3 candareenn,
and one each of the fifty-cent, twenty-cent, and ten-cent pieces
is marked proportionately.

KIANG-NAN PROVINCE.

4872. Dollar (7 mace 2 candareens). Obv., Chinese dragon.

-1-873. Fifty-cents (3 mace 6 candareens). Obv., as N0. 4872.

4874. Twenty-cents (1 mace 4'4 candareens). Obv., as No. 4872.

4875. Dollar, “chopped,” according to the trade custom of
China.

INDIA (NATIVE COINS).

ASSAM.

4876. Rupee, A.S. 1661 (1739). Obv., inscription. (Sarveévari
Devi, wife of King Siva-simha).

KUCH-BEHAR.

4877. Half-rupee. Obv., inscription
Naréyana, A.D. 1771-1773).

(probably, Rijendra.

GWALIOR.

4878.fine-a.nn$*(J1y5j1'Rao, ATD. I843-1886).""'Ubii.}' inscription
in Nagari. Rev., Persian inscription. 1 _



mom (NATIVE).
'

36.1

MYSORE.

4879. Cash (Tippfi Sultan, about 1800 A.D.). Obv., elephant to COPPER.

right.

NEPAL.

RANA-BAHKDUR.

4880. Half-rupee, A.S. 1709 (A.D. 1787). 0111)., inscription. SILVER

4881. Eighth-rupee. Obv., inscription.

4882. Fanam. Obv., inscription. G0L1)_

4883. Fanam. Obv., inscription. SILVER,

HYDERABAD (NIZAM’S DOMINIONS)?

4884-5. Copper pieces (165 grs. each). Inscriptions illegible.

BARODA.

4886. Rupee (pattern or proof). Obv., bust to right of Gaekwar
Syiji Rao. Date incomplete on coin.

UNCERTAIN COINS.

4887. Copper piece of Southern India. COPPER.

4888. Copper i606 of some local Indian mint (18th or 19th
century .

4889.-Copper piece oflocal mint of Modern India (l9th" century
probably).
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COPPER.

SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

GOLD.

BATAVIA (DUTCH INDIA).
4891. TWO-St1V61‘8, 1784. Obv., monogram of the Dutch East

India Company.

4892. one-Stiver; 1785. Obv., as N0. 4891.

4893. One-stiver, 1786. Obv., as No. 4891.

4894. One-stiver, 1793. Obv., as No. 4891.

4895. one-Stivel‘, 1794. Obv., as No. 4891.

4895a. One-quarter-stiver Obv., as No. 4891.

The letters forming the monogram of the Company were V.O.C. for
Vereenigte Ostindische Compaq/'mle(United East India Company).

EAST INDIES (NETHERLANDS).

4896. Quarter-guilder, 1858. Obv., shield of arms.

4897. One-tenth-guilder, 1857. Obv., as No. 4896.

4898. One-twentieth-guilder, 1854. Obv., as No. 4896.

4899. Two-and-a-half-cents, 1858. Obv., as No. 4896.

4900. One-cent,
1860._ Obv., as No. 4896.

4901. Half-cent, 1860. a..,.. No. 4896.

INDO-CHINA (FRANCE).

4902. Piastre de Commerce, 1885. Obv., seated female figure
emblematical of the Republic.

4903-4. One-centime (pierced), 1896.
France protecting the colony.

Obv., emblems of

JAPAN.

(Momnau MACHINE-STRUOK C011\*s.)*

4906-7. Twenty-yen (pattern). Obv., Japanese dragon.

4908-9. Five-yen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906.

4910-1. Two-yen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906.

* Other coins of Japan are described in Supplement B. (pp. 410-412).
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4912-3. One-yen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906. SILVER.

r'" 1n
‘C-17'

4914-5. Fifty-sen (pattern). Obv., as N0. 4906.

4916-8. Fifty-sen (pattern). Obv., sun and rays.

4919-20. Twenty-sen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906.

4921-2. Ten-sen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906.

4923—4. Five-sen (pattern). Obv., as No. 4906.

4925. Five-yen. Obv., Japanese dragon. GOLD

The coins (Nos. 4925 to 4937) are specimens of the Meiji currency
introduced into Japan in 1870. These all bear the kiku-non-ha.na
mon or State emblem of Japan which consists of the conventionalised
bloom of the chrysanthemum.

4926. Two-yen, Obv., as No. 4925.

4927. One-yen. Obv., floral emblems and flags.
F: ‘l 9'

4928. One-yen. Obv., as N0. 4925. _
SILVER

4929. One-yen. Obv., as N0. 4925. (Centre of piece scooped
out and filled with lead.)

4930. Fifty-sen. Obv., as No. 4925.

4931. Twenty-sen. Obv., as N0.
4925.

4932. Ten-sen. Obv., as No. 4925.

4933. Five-sen. Obv., as No. 4925.

4934. Two-sen. Obv., as No. 4925. BRONZE.

4935. One-sen. Obv., as No. 4925.

4936. Half-sen. Obv., as No. 4925.

4937. One-rin. Obv., the kiku-non-hana-mon in the centre.
r"\7‘v'.-_¢1p-v~

. 101-in=lsen,a.ncl100sen=1yen. " - ' "“""’
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SILVER.

COPPER.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

COREA.

4940. Two-mace. Obv., Ta T‘ung, “ Great Eastern (Kingdom),‘_’
meaning Corea, and Erh ch‘ien for value, “ two mace.”

4941. One-mace. Similar inscription but reading Yi ch‘ien for
value, “ one-mace,” that is, one-tenth of a silver tael.

These coins have an inlaid centre of blue enamel which wore so
rapidly that the issue was soon suspended.

4942*-3. Half-won (A.D. 1905). Obv., Japanese dragon.

4944-5. Twenty-chon (A.D. 1905). Obv., Japanese dragon.

The above coins (Nos. 4942-5) are specimens of the coinage issued
by the Government of Japan for circulation in Corea. The half-won
corresponds in weight and fineness with the fifty-sen-piece of Japan
and the twenty-chon with the twenty-sen-piece. Oorean emblems are
shown on the reverses.

‘ »

PORTUGUESE INDIA.
4946. One-rupee, 1881. Obv., bust of Ludovicus I.

4947. Quarter-tanga, 1881. Obv., as No. 4945.

The coins of Portuguese India correspond in current value with
those of British India. The quarter-tanga. is equivalent to one-pice or
quarter-anna.

PERSIA.
4948-50. Two-k’ran-pieces. Obv., lion and sun.

SIAM.
4951. Double-tical. Obv., royal cypher (471-1 grains).

4952-3. Ticals. Obv., as No. 4951 (234-2 grs.).

4954. Half-tical. Obv., as
_N_o. 4951 (118'4 grs.).

4955. One-salung. Obv., as N0.
4951 (54-8 grs.).

4956. One-fuang. Obv., as No. 4951 (29-.3 grs.).

4957. Half-fuang. Obv., as No. 4951 (16 grs.).
‘

4958. One-pie. Obv., as N0. 4951 (8'4 grs.).

The pieces (Nos. 4951 to 4958) are specimens of the “ bullet"
money of Siam.

'

4959. TWO—8.ttS. Obv., bust of the king, Chulalongkorn L
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4960. One-att. 01.11., as N0. 4959. - 1111011211.

4961. Half-att. Obv., as No. 4959.

4962-3. Twenty-stangs. Obv., the triple-headed elephant of NICKEL.
'

Siam.

498,4-A-5. Ten-stangs. Obv., as N0. 4962.

4966-7. Five-stangs. Obv., as No. 4962.

4968-9. Two-and-a-half-stangs. Obv., as N0. 4962.

These nickel coins were not issued for circulation.

4970—1. Two-atts. Obv., bust of the king, Ghulalongkorn I. BRONZE.

4972-3. one-8.1312. Obv., as No. 4970.

64 atts = 1 tical, and 8 fuangs = 4 salungs = 1 tical.

III. AFRICA.

CONGO FREE STATE.

4981. Ten-centimes, 1888 (pierced). Obv., crowned mono- BRONZE,
grams.

4982. Five-centimes, 1887 (pierced). Obv., as No. 4966.

4983. Two-centimes, 188S‘(pierced). Obv., as No. 4966.

4984. One-centime, 1887 (pierced). Obv., as N0. 4966.

EGYPT.

4985. P011116. (100 piastres), A.H. 1255 (1839). Obv., imperial GOLD.
cypher with branch. Struck by Mohammed Ahmad, the
Mahdi, at Khartoum.

4986. Two-piastres, A.H.1233 (1817). Obv., imperial cypher. smvnn.

4987.
Ops-pigstre,

A.H. 1277 (1861). Obv., imperial cypher and
ranc, .
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COPPER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

NICKEL.

SILVER.

4988-9. Twenty-paras, A._H. 1277 (1861). Obv., imperial
cypher.

4990. Ten-paras, A.H. 1277 (1861). Ob:-., as No. 4988.

The above dates (Nos. 4985 to 4990) are those of the accession of the
monarchs in whose reign the coins were struck. '

4991-2. P0111103 (1885). Obv., imperial cypher and rose-branch.
A.H. 1293.

4993.
Twenty-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

4994. Ten-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

4995. Five-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

4996. Two-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 4991,

4997-8. One-pia.str<ais.*~()__I;_1;7., a_nd__date a_s No. 4991.

4999-5000. Five-ochr’-el-guerch. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

5001-2. Two-ochr’-e1-guerch. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

5003. One-ochr’-el-guerch. Obv., and date as No. 4991.

5004. Mahdi’s Medjidieh (1889). Obv., imperial cypher and
rose-branch. A.H. 1302.

Medjidieh, the Turkish pound of I00 piastres, is derived from the
name of the Sultan of Turkey, in whose reign the coin was intro
duced, viz., Sultan Abdul Medjid (1839-1861).

5005-6. Twenty-piastres (1904).
rose-branch.

Obv., imperial cypher and

5007-8. Ten-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 5005.

5009-10. Five-piastres. 01212., and date as No. 5005.

l 5011-2. Two-piastres. Obv., and date as No. 5005.

5013-4. 0116-pi8.St1‘8S. Obv., and date as N0. 5005.

One Egyptian pound = 100 piastres = 1,000 ochr‘-el-guerch.
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LIBERIA.
5026-7. Fifty-cents, 1896. Obv., bust of Liberty to left. SILVER

5028—9. Twenty-five-cents, 1896. Obv., as No. 5026.

5030-1. Ten-cents, 1896. Obv., as No. 5026.

5032-3. Two-cents, 1896. Obv., as No. 5026.
1

BRONZE

5034-5. Gents, 1896. Obv., as No. 5026.

p MOROCCO.

5036-7. Dollars, A.H. 1320-1 (1903). Obv., Arabic inscription. SILVER.

5038-9. Half-dollars. Obv., and date as No. 5036.

5040-1. Quarter-dollars. Obv., and date as No. 5036.’

5042—3. Fifty-centimes. Obv., and date as No. 5036.

5044-5. Twenty-five-centimes. Obv., and date as N 0. 5036.

5046-7. Ten-centimes. Obv., and date as No. 5036. BRONZE.

5048~9. Five-centimes. Obv., and date as No. 5036.

5050-1. Two-centimes. Obv., and date as N 0. 5036.

5052-3. One-centimes. Obv., and date as No. 5036.

One dollar or piastre is equivalent to 5 francs.

MUSCAT.
5054-5. Quarter-annas, A.H. 1315 (1897). Obv., Arabic i11- oorrna.

scription, and around, FESSULBIN TURKEE IMAM
OF MUSCAT AND OMAN.

NYASSA LAND.

5056 -'7. Twenty-reis, 1894. 01.5., inscription COM PANHIA Bnouzn
DO NYASSA . CABO DELGADO, with value and date.

5058'*9."T6n'-1"G1S,‘1894. O5v., inscription as”N0. 5056, with1
value and date. -
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GOLD.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC.
In 1874 a small quantity of Transvaal alluvial gold was sent to England by

President Burgers to be coined. The coins (S37 pieces) were struck in Birmingham,
and specimens were presented to members of the Volksraad by the President.
One of these coins (No. 5060) is shown in the Mint cases, but as no further
coinage was made, they are necessarily very rare.

President Kriiger in 1892 instituted a gold, silver, and bronze coinage for the
South African Republic. The first coins were struck in Berlin, and the German
die-engraver fell into a most lamentable error in cutting the Republican arms.
Instead of representing the national waggon with a. single shaft, he inserted a
double shaft. Gold ponds and half-ponds and five shilling pieces in silver were
struck with this maltreated device and circulated by Kriiger immediately previous
to the presidential election. His electioneering artifice proved, however, a huge
blunder, for the populace were highly inflamed at this affront to their coat-of
arms. The initials of the engraver, O.S., for Otto Schulz, formed the'Dutch
word for “ox,” and the term was freely applied to the would-be President.
Every effort was made by Kriiger and his friends to recall the obnoxious coins
from circulation, and their success is to be measured by the scarcity of these
“double-shaft” coins.

A mint was established in Pretoria, and coins with the single-shaft Waggon
were struck in the same year (1892).

The dates of issue up to the close of the mint in 1900 are as follows :—Ponds,
1892-1900 ; half-ponds, 1892-1897 ; crowns, 1892 ; half-crowns, florins, shillings,
sixpences, threepences, 1892-1897 ; penny, 1892-1894, 1898. In addition to these,
there are the double-shaft coins of 1892 only, viz., ponds, half-ponds, crowns.‘

A gold pond (siege piece) was struck in 1902 with Z. A. R. in monogram under
the date on the obv. and EEN POND on the re-v.

5969. Pond (Transvaal), 1874. Obv., bust of President Burgers
to left. -

5961. Pond, 1894. Obv., bust of President Paul Kruger to left.

5062. Half-pond, 1897. Obv., as N0. 5061.

5963. Crown, 1892. Obv., as No. 5061.

5964. Half-crown, 1896. Obv., as No. 5061.

5965. Florin, 1897. Obv., as No. 506_1.

1897. Obv., as N0. 5961.

5067. Sixpence, 1897. Obv., as No. 5061.

5068. Threepence, 1892. Obv., as No. 5061.

5069. Penny, 1892. Obv., as N5. 5061.

5070. Penny, 1898. Obv., as N0. 5061.

' Most of this information is obtained from an article in the Numi.wnatic
Clwuniclc, 3rd Series, N0. 79, p. 252.
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TUNIS.

5071-2. Eight-karubs, A.H. 1271 (1.1). 1854). Obv., Arabic saouzn.
inscription.

5073-4. Four-karubs. Obv., and date as No. 5071.

5075-6. Two-karubs. Obv., and date as N0. 5071.

5077—8. One-karubs. Obv., and date as No. 5071.

5079-80. Half-karubs. Obv., and date as No. 5071.

5081—2. Quarter-karubs. Obv., and date as No. 5071.

16 karubs =—.1 piastre, worth about 6d. British sterling.

ZANZIBAR.

5083-4. Ql'l8.1't81‘-&.l111&8,A.H.1304(A.D.1886). Obv., a pair of COPPER.
balances and date.

IV.—-AMERICA.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

5101-2. Eagles, 1859. Obv., bust of Liberty to left with coronet-. 001,1),

5103—4. Half-eagles, 1859. Obv., as No. 5101.

5105- 6. Three-dollars, 1859. Obv., bust of Liberty with plumes.

5107-8. Quarter-eagles, 1859. Obv., as No. 5106.

5109-10. Dollars, 1859. 01.5., as No. 5101.

5111. Half-dollar, 1795. - Obv., bust of -Liberty to right. g1LvER_

- 5112. Dime, 1796. Obv., as N0. 5111.

9070 2 A
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311-VEEL 5113. Half-dime, 1797. Obv., as N0. 5111.

5114. Quarter-dollar, 1834. Obv., bust to left with cap of

Liberty. _

Dime, 1834. Obv., 8.8 N0. 5114.

5116. Half-dime, 1834. Obv., as No. 5114.

5117. Dollar, 1836.
Obv., seated figure of Liberty.

5118-9. Dollar, 1859. Obv., as No. 5117.

5120. Dollar, 1869. Obv., as No. 5117.

5121. Dollar, 1878. Obv., laureated bust of Liberty to left.

5122. Dollar (trade), 1880. Obv., seated figure of Liberty to left
with olive branch and wheatsheaf.

5123-4. Half-dollars, 1859. Obv., as No. 5117.

5125. Half-dollar, 1869. 0511., as No._5117.

5126. Half-dollar, 1901. Obv., laureated bust to right.

5127. Quarter-dollar, 1853.
Obv.,_a-s

No. 5117.

5128-9. Quarter-dollars, 1859. Obv., as N0. 5117.

5130. Quarter-dollar, 1869. Obv., as N0. 5117.

5131-2. Quarter-dollars, 1903. Obv., as No. 5126.

5133-4. Dimes, 1859. Obv., as No. 5117.

5135. Dime, 1869. Obv., as No. 5117.

5136-7. Half-dimes, 1859. Obv., as No. 5117.

5138. Half-dime, 1869. Obv., as No. 5117.

5139-40. Three-cents, 1859. Obv., six~pointed star with stripes.



UNITED srxrss or AMERICA. .1371

5141. Three-cents,1869. Obv., as No. 5139. ,
' , s1r.v.un."J

5142. Five~cents, 1869. Obv., shield and motto—“ IN GOD NICKEL

WE TRUST.”

5143. Five-cents, 1870. Obv., as No. 5142.

5144. Five-cents, 1896. Obv., bust of Liberty to left" with
coronet.

5145. Three-cents, 1869. Obv., as No. 5144.

5146. Cent, 1856. Obv., flying eagle.

5147-8. Cents, 1859. Obv., bust of Liberty to left» with plumes.

5149-50. Two-cents, 1801. Obv., shield and motto—“ IN GOD COPPER
WE TRUST." ‘

5151. Two-cents,1869. 0bv.,asNo. 5149.

5152. Cent, 1785 (Connecticut): Obv., AUCTORI I CONNEC.
Laureated bust to right. Rev., INDE ET LIB : Liberty
seated facing left with olive branch and staff.

5153. Gent, 1787 (Connecticut). 01.11.. AUCTORI ; coumzc.
Laureated bust to left; stars in the legend. Rm-. as
No. 5152, but with stars in the legend.

5154. Cent,1786 (New Jersey). 01111, NOVA C/ESAREA. A
horse’s head, with a plough below, and date. Rev.,
UNUM . E. PLURIBUS . A shield argent, six pales
gules, a chief azure (stops, stars).

5155. C8111}, 1787 (New Jersey). As No. 5154, except the date.

5156. C6111}, 1788 (Massachusetts). Obv., COMMONWEALTH,
An Indian standing, facing left, with bow and arrow.
Rev., MASSACHUSETTS. An eagle displayed. and
the date below.

5157. Cent, undated (Kentucky). Obv., UNANIMITY IS THE
STRENGTH OF SOCIETY. A hand with scroll
inscribed ona csusn is JUST. Rev., UNUM E

PLURIBUS. The Kentucky triangle or pyramid.

9070 2 A 2
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°0PPER- 5158. Cent, 1837. 01111., bust 111Liberty to left laureated.

5159. Cent, 1837. Obv., bust of Liberty to left with inscribed
coronet.

5160. Cent, 1846. Obv., as No. 5159.

5161. Gent,
1851. 01111., as N11. 5159.

5162. Cent, 1856. Obv., as No. 5159.

5163. Cent, 1856 (small size). Obv., flying eagle to right.

5164. Cent, 1864. Obv., as No. 5163.

5165. Cent, 1866. Obv., as No. 5163.

5166. Cent, 1869. Obv., as No. 5163.

5167. Cent, 1888. Obv., as No. 5163.

5168. Cent, 1897. Obv., as No. 5163.

5169-70. Cents, 1899. 01111.. as N11. 5163.

5171-3. Cents, 1903. Obv., as No. 5163.

5174. Half-cent, 1793. Obv., bust of Liberty to left.

5175. Half-cent, 1853. Obv., bust of Liberty to left with coronet.

COINAGE FOR PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

‘SILVER. 5176. Un-peso, 1903. 01111., eagle and shield.

5177. Fifty-centavos, 1903. Obv., as No. 5176.

5178. Twenty-centavos, 1903. Obv., as No. 5176.

5179. Ten-centavos, 1903. Obv., as No. 5176.

mcxnt. 5180. Five-eentavos, 1903. Obv., as No. 5176.
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5181. One-centavo, 1904. Obv., as No. 5176.

5182. Half-centavo, 1903. Obv., as No. 5176.

The principal changes of weight and fineness in the coinsges of the United
States from 1792 are summarized in the following table. compiled from the
Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint, the dates being those of the Acts of
authorization. Where the weights of subsidiary coins are proportionate to that
of the unit, only that of the latter is given.

Date of Authority. Fineness.
I

Denominations.

Gonn
2 April, 1792 '9l6f,

‘
Eagle or ten-dollars (270 grs.), Half

eagle, Quarter-eagle.

28 June, 1834 899225 Eagle (258 grs.), Half-eagle, Quarter
eagle.

18 Jan., 1837 ... '900 Eagle (258 grs.), Hall-eagle, Quarter
eagle.

3 March, 1849 R '900 Double-eagle (516 grs.), One-dollar,
(discontinued 26 Sept, 1890).

21 Feb., 1853 '900 Three-dol1ars(77'4 grs.), (discontinued
26 Sept., 1890).

Sn.vnn—
2 April, 1792 -8924 Dollar (416 grs.), Half-dollar, Quarter

dollar, Dime, Halfidime.

18 Jan., 1837 ... '900 Dollar (4l2'5 grs.), Half-dollar,
Quarter-dollar, Dime, Half-dime.

3 March, 1851 "750 Three-cent-piece (12375 grs.).

21 Feb., 1853 ‘900 Quarter-dollar (96 grs.), Dime, Half
dime (Half - dime discontinued
12 Feb., 1873).

3 March, 1853 “J00
Three-cent-piece (11-52 grs.), (discon

tinued 12 Feb., 1873).
12 Feb., 1873 '900

Trade-dollar (420 grs.), (discontinued
19 Feb., 1887), Half-dollar (l92'9
grs.), Quarter-dollar, Dime.

3 March, 1875 '900 Twenty-cent-piece (77-16 grs.), (dis
continued 2 May, 1878).

Comma
2 April, 1792 Pure Cent (264 grs.), Half-cent.

14 Jan., 1793 Pure Cent (208 grs.), Half~cent.

26 Jan.,1796 Pure Cent (168 grs.), Half-cent (both dis
continued from 21 Feb., 1857).

BBON ZB.
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'

NICKEL.

Date of Authority. Fineness. Denominations.

NICKEL—- i

0 copper, Cent (72 grs.) (discontinued from21 Feb., 1857 as °/
_ 12 °/

0 nickel. 22 April, 1864).
3 March, 1865 75 °/
O

copper, Three-cent-piece (30 grs.) (discon
_ 25 °/

O

nickel. tinned from 26 Sept., 1890).

75 °/0 copper, Five-cent-piece (7 7'16 grs.).
25 °}

°

nickel.

B11or1zr.—
’ ' ‘ A“ '

95 °/
u

copper, Two cents (96 grs.), Cent (the. Two

: 5
. °/
=

22 April, 1864
tin and cent- piece _ discontinued from

12 Feb., 1873).

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. ‘

520.6. Twenty-centavos, 1897. Obv., bust of Liberty with cap
~ to left. »

5207. Ten-centavos, 1897. 01.5., as N5. 5206.

52908. Fivelceatavos, 18971" "iota, as N5. 5205;

100 centavos = 1 peso fuerfie or dollar.

BOLIVIA.
5209-10. Ten-centavos, 1892. Obv., arms and» supporters.

5211—2. i'1‘en-centavos, 1893.‘ 19125., aiins only.

5213'-4. Five-centavos, 1892. %Obv., arms and supporters.
1 Y

7

100 oentavos = 1 boliviano _brdollar.

'

BRAZIL. E

5215. Two-hundred-reis, 18711 01.5., shield of arms.

521617.Four-hundred-reis, £501.“ “Obv., bust sr"*1115s;iy'1'a'
right. ‘ 1-‘J

5218-9. Two-hundred-reis, 1951. Obv., as __

i

5220-1.
One-hundred-reis,V19(>1.

Ob1r.,as IiIo."5216.'

= * “'

.... ..1,0O0.;eis_=;1.1ni.lreifl
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CHILI.

5222. One-peso or Sol, 1895. Obv., a condor.

5223. Half-centavo, 1853. Obv., a five-pointed star.

100 centavos = l sol or peso.

UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA.

5224. Double-condor, 1873. 011.», bust of Liberty to left.

5225. Condor, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5226. Half-condor, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5227. Two-pesos, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5228. One-peso, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5229-30. One-pesos, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5231-2. Fifty-centavos, 1873. Obv., as N0. 5224.

5233-4. Twenty-centavos, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5235-6. Ten-centavos, 1874. Obv., as No. 5224.

5237-8. Five-centavos, 1873. Obv., as No. 5224.

5239-40. Fifty-centavos, 1874. Obv., as N0. 5224.

100 centavos = 1 peso, and 10
above coinage were engraved by Leonard G. Wyon.

REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA.

5241—2. Fifty-centavos, 191)0. Obv., bust of Liberty to left.

5243-4. Twenty-centavos, 1900. Obv., as No. 5241.

5245-6. Ten-centavos, 1900. Obv., as No. 5241.

SILVER.

COPPER.

GOLD.

SILVER.

pesos=1 condor. The dies for the

5247. Fifty-centavos, 1892. Obv., bust in profile of President
to left.
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SI LVER.

NICKEL.

SILVER,

NICKEL.

BRONLE.

GOLD.

SILVER.

COSTA RICA (CENTRAL AMERICA).

5248-9. Fifty-centavos, 1889. Obv., shield of arms.

5250-1. Twenty-five-centavos, 1889. Obv., as No. 5248. _

5252-3. Ten-centavos, 1889. Obv., as No. 5248.

5254-5. Five-centavos, 1889. Obv., as No. 5248.

100 centavos = 1 peso.

DOMINICA (SAN DOMINGO),

5256-7. Two-and-a.-half-centavos, 1888. Obv., shield of arms.

ECUADOR.

5258-9. Sucres, 1888. Obv., bust of President Sucre to left.

5260-1. Half-sucres, 1884. Obv., as No. 5258.

5262-3. Twenty-centavos (quintos), 1884. Obv., as No. 5258.

5264-5. Ten-centavos (decimos), 1884. Obv., as N0. 5258

5266-7. Five-centavos (vigesimos), 1884. Obv., arms of the
Republic.

5268-9. One-centavo, 1884. Obv., as No. 5266.

5270-1. Half-centavo, 1884. Obv., as No. 5266.

5272-3. Two-centavos, 1872. Obv., as No. 5266.

5274-5. One-centavo, 1872. Obv., as No. 5266.

5276. Condor, 1899. Obv., bust of President to left.

5277. Sucre, 1890. Obv., as N0. 5276.

5278. Half-sucre, 1884. Obv., as No. 5276.

5279. Twenty-centavos, 1892. Obv., as No. 5276.
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5280. Ten-centavos, 1884. 01111., as N11. 5276. slnvrm.

5281. Five-centavos, 1893. Obv., as N11. 5276.

5282. one-06n1’1&.V0, 1886. Obv., shield of arms. NIGKEI“

5283. Half-centavo, 1884. 01111., as N11. 5282.

5284. Half-centavo,1890. 01111., as No. 5282. BRONZE.

100 centavos =1 sucre or peso, and 10 sucres = 1 condor. The
suore like the capital of Bolivia derives its name from Marshal Sucre,
the general who in December, 1824, fought and won the last great
battle for independence at Ayacucho. He was born in 1793, and
assassinated in 1830.

GUATEMALA.

5285-6. One-pesos, 1894. Obv., seated figure of Liberty with SILVER.
cornucopia and a pair of balances.

5287-8. Four-reales, 1894. Obv., as No. 5285.

5289-90. TWO-T681168, 1894. Obv., as No. 5285.

5291-2. One-reales, 1894. Obv., as No. 5285.

5293-4. Half-reales, 1894. Obv., as No. 5285.

5295-6. Q\18.1'f181'-168.188, 1894. Obv., three mountains and the
radiate sun.

5297-8. Reales, 1901. 01111., as No. 5285. NICKEL.

5299-5300. Half-reales, 1901. 01111., as N11. 5285.

5301-2. Quarter-reales, 1901. Obv., as N11. 5295.

8 reales = 1 peso or dollar.

REPUBLIC OF HAITI.

5303-4. Twenty-centimes, 1863. 0111-., bust of President BRONZE.
Geifrard (1859-1867) to left.

5305-6. Ten-centimes, 1863. Obv., as N 11.5303.

5307-8. Five-centimes, 1863. Obv., as No. 5303.
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BRONZE.

SILVER.

BRONZE

GOLD.

SILVER.

5309-10. TWO-061113111188, 1881. Obv., bust of Liberty to right.

5311-2. One-centime, 1881.

100 centimes=l gourde or dollar. The gourde is of the same
weight and fineness as the French five-franc piece.

Obv., as N0. 5309.

MEXICO.

5313. Dollar, 1871. Obv., flying eagle and serpent.

5314. Dollar, 1872. Obv., as N0. 5313.

5315-6. DOIIBIS, 1896. Obv., as N0. 5313.

5317. Centavo, 1900. Obv., as N0. 5313.

The old Spanish “ piece of eight" was the direct progenitor of the
Mexican dollar which since 1822 has been struck in great quantities
for the Eastern trade. In I890 the decimal system (100 centa.vos=
1 dollar) was introduced into Mexico, so that the dollar is no longer a
peso of eight reales.

NEW GRANADA.

The Republic of New Granada had an independent existence from 1832 to 1863.
In the latter year it was incorporated with the United States of Colombia.

5318. Condor, 1818. Obv., bust of Liberty to left.

5319. Half-condor, 1848. Obv., as N0. 5318.

5320. Quarter-condor, 1848. Obv., as No. 5318.

5321. One-eighth-condor, 1848. Obv., as N0. 5318.

5322. Ten-reales, 1849. Obv., shield of arms with crest and
supporters.

5323. Eight-reales, 1848.
olive wreath.

Obv., shield of arms within an

A5324. Two-rea.les,1848. Obv., as No. 5323.

5325. R881, 1848. Obv., cornucopiae.

5326. Half-real, 1848. Obv., as No. 5325.
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5327. One-tenth-real, 1847. Obv., cap of Liberty within a corms.
radiate circle.

5328. One-twentieth-real, 1847. Obv., as No. 5327.

The dies for the above coinage were engraved by William Wyon.

NICARAGUA.

5329-30. Twenty-cents, 1887. Obv., arms of Republic. SILVER.

5331-2. Ten-cents, 1887. Obv., as No. 5329.

5333-4. Five-cents, 1887. Obv., as No. 5329.

PARAGUAY.

5335-6. Four-centesimos, 1870. Obv., radiate star within a Bnonza,
wreath of laurel and oak.

5337-8. Two-centesimos, 1870. Obv., as No. 5335.

5339-40. One-centesimo, 1870. Obv., as No. 5335.

SALVADOR (CENTRAL AMERICA).

5341. Ten-pesos, 1892. Obv., Laureated bust of Liberty to left. 901,11

5342. Two-and-a.-half-pesos, 1892. Obv., as No. 5341.

5343-4. Three-centa.v0s,1889. Obv., bust of President to left. ;;1GKEL_

5345-6. One-centavos, 1889. Obv., as No. 5343.

PERU.

5347. one-lib1‘8., 1898. Obv., bust of an ancient Peruvian chief G()L1)_
or Inca, with inscription, VERDAD I JUSTICIA (Truth
and Jnstice), to right.

5348. Half-libra, 1902. Obv., as No. 5347.

5349. 0116-801, 1886. Obv., seated figure of Liberty. g11,vE3_
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S[LVER.

BRONZE.

SILVER.

BRONZE.

COPPER.

NICKEL.

5359. Half-sol, 1886. Obv., as N0. 5349.

5351. One-fifth-sol, 1886. Obv., as N0. 5349.

5352. One-tenth-sol, 1886. Obv., as N0. 5349.

5353. One-twentieth-sol, 1886. Obv., as No. 5349.

5354. Two-centavos, 1886. Obv.. conventional sun.

5355. One-centavo, 1885. Obv., as N0. 5354.

100 centavos = 1 sol, and 10 soles = 1 libra. The libra. is equivalent
in weight and fineness to the British sovereign.

URUGUAY.

5356. One-peso, 1870. Obv., shield of arms of the Republic.

5357. Fifty-centesimos, 1870. Obv., as N 0. 5356.

5358. Twenty-centesimos, 1870. Obv., as N0. 5356.

5359. Ten-centesimos, 1870. Obv., as N0. 5356.

5360~1. Four-centesimos, 1869. Obv., conventional sun.

5362-3. Two-centesimos, 1869. Obv., as N0. 5360.

5364-5. One-centesimo, 1869. Obv., as N0. 5360.

100 centesimos = 1 peso.

VENEZUELA.

5366-9. One-centavos, 1843. Obv., bust with cap of Liberty.

5370-3. Half-centavos, 1843. Obv., as No. 5366.

5374-7. Quarter-centavos, 1843. Obv., as N0. 5366.

5378-9. One-centavos, 1858. Obv., as No. 5366.

5380-1. One-centavos,
1858. Obv., as No. 5366.BRONZE.

100 centavos= 1 venezolano or peso; 20 centavos=1 bolivar, a
term derived from Simon Bolivar (1783-1830) who delivered South
America from the Spanish yoke. »
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SUPPLEMENT (A.).

ROMAN COINS STRUCK IN BRITAIN
(A.D. 284-388).

During the period of the Roman occupation of Britain (A.D. 43-410), the
currency consisted (1) of Roman money imported into the country, and (2) of
Roman coins struck at London or Colchester, and bearing in most cases a
distinguishing mint-mark.

From the numerous hoards of Roman coins of the first class (1) which have
from time to time been discovered, it may be concluded that the importations
must have been of considerable extent, and were carried on throughout the period
of occupation. Both silver and copper coins are found, but gold pieces are of
infrequent occurrence. Some of the coins of this class bear inscriptions having
reference to the conquest of Britain.

The issue of Romano-British coins (2) was for a short period only, and com
menced with the establishment of mints at London and Colchester towards the
close of the third century (A.D. 286). The issue was continued with some inter
mission for about a hundred years, Magnus Maximus. who died in A.D. 388,
being the last Roman Emperor to strike coins in Britain.

London coins appear to have been struck throughout nearly the whole of this
period, but the mint at Camulodunum, or Colchester, seems to have been at work
during the reigns of the usurpers, Carausius and Allectus, only (A.D. 286-297).
The coins were struck in gold, silver, and copper (brass), those in the first-named
metal being very rare.

Most of the Romano-British coins bear a mint-mark indimting the place of
origin, but a few having no mint-name are assigned to Britain after comparison
with those issued from Continental mints,‘ from whose style of execution they
dilfer. The mint-mark of Colchestcr is C or CL, and that of London L, LL, LN,
or LON, with the prefix of P for Per-mzia Londinensis or of M for Muneta
Londinensia. AVG in the exergne is a contraction of Lnnrlinizun—Au_qusta, and
MSL of Moneta Signata L0ndine11.9ia. It has been suggested that CL is for
Clazzsmutzuzt(Southampton), but the theory has little or no support.

The obverse type is usually a profile portrait of the emperor, accompanied by
his name and titles, while the reverse type contains some allegorical figure such
as Salus, Pietas, 620.,or some military emblem such as the legionary standards.

In the obverse inscriptions the following abbreviated titles are used :—D. for
Dominus; N.,N0ster; P., I’l'It#; F., 1"eli.c; C.,('ue.m1'; AVG., Augustus; lMP.,
Imperator ; NOB., 2\'abilis.vin1z1s. AVGG . implies dual sovereignty (two
emperors), AVGGG., triple sovereignty (three emperors).

The Romano-British coins were struck during a period when the Imperial
currency suffered a series of changes usually in the direction of degradation.
In 301 A.D. Diocletian introduced a currency system whereby 1 libra. of gold =
50 aurei (gold coin) = 1,000 miliarensia (silver coin) = 50,000 denarii (bronze
coin). In 312 the weight of the gold coin known as the solidus was fixed at
1,‘; libra, and this unit, with its third (Iriem, 1‘remixsis), remained in use until
the fall of the Roman empire. The Roman libra or pound weighed 32745 grms.
or 505332 grs.

The bronze coins are generally known by collectors according to their size as
"‘ middle " or “ small." The larger coin is the double denarius, or follis, and the
smaller the denarius.

Of the coins named below, the following are believed to be hitherto unpublished
varieties, viz. :—Nos. R 16, R 58, R 62, R 80, R 81, R 93, R. 103, R 115, R 129,

‘R 135, R139, R 142.

' The coins numbered R 10.R 14,R 65,R 67,R 69,R 70 are Continental in style, and are
of doubtful Romano-British origin,
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BRONZE.
(Middle)

(Small)

(Midd1e.)

(Small)

A nDIOGLETIAN, 284-305.

R 1, Obv., D . N . DIOCLETIANO P. F. S . AVG. Laureated
bust of emperor to right. Rev., QVIE-S . AVGG.
Figure of Peace to left with branch and sceptre ; below,
PLN.

R 2_ Obv., IMP . C. DIOCLETIANVS . P. F. AVG. Radiate
bust to right. Rev., PAX AVGGG. Peace to left with
branch and sceptre ; below, ML XXI,

MAXIMIAN HERCULES, 285-308.

R 3, Obz}., IMP. MAXIMIANVS. P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
laureated. Rev., GENIO . POP . ROM. Genius of the
Roman people standing to left ; below, PLN,

R4_ Obv., D . N . MAXIMIANO . P. F. S . AVG. Bust to
right, laureated. Rev., siniilar to No. R 3.

R 5, Obv., similar to No. R4. Rev., HERCVLI CONSERVA
TORI. Hercules with club and lion-skin ; below, PLN.

R 6, Obv., similar to N0. R 4. Rev., ROMA AETER. Rome
seated within a temple. '

R7; Obv., IMP. C . MAXIMIANVS . P. F“. AVG. Radiate
bust to right. Rev., PAX AVGGG. Peace t0 16ft

with branch and sceptre; below, ML XXI; in the
field. SP.

GARAUSIUS, 286-293.

R8, Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG.
radiate. Rev., ADVENTVS . AVG.

- horseback to left. -

Bust to right,
Oarausius on

R 9, Obv., similar to No. R 8. Rev., COMES , AVG. Victory
to left with crown ; below, C, .

R10, Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . AV. Bust to right-,brad'iate.
Rev., CONCORDI . MIL. Carausius standing giving
the hand to Concord. (This coin is of Gaulish style.)
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R11. Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . F. AV. Bust to right,
radiate Rev-, CONCORDIA . M.

I
Two clasped hands.

R12, Obv., similar to N0. R 8. Rev., FELICIT . TEMP.
Felicity standing with caduceus and sceptre; below,
ML; in the field, FO.

R13, Obv., IMP’. CARAVSIVS . P . F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., FIDES MILITVM. Fidelity standing
with a military ensign in each hand.

R 14_ Bust to
Fortune

Obv., IMP . C . CARAVSIVS . IVG (AVG).
right, radiate. Rev., FORTVNA . REDV.
standing with a cornucopia and a shield (?).

R 15, Obv., similar to N0. R 14. Rev., FORTVNAE. Fortune
standing, to left, with wheel and cornucopia.

R 16_ Obv., similar to No. R 14. Rev., FORTVNAE.
seated, to left, on a wheel ; in the field, SC.

Fortune

R 17, Obv., similar to No. R 14, \vith P . F . Rev., HILARITAS .

AVG. Goddess of mirth standing, to left, with a long palm
and a cornucopia; below, ML XXI ; in the field, SP,

R18_ Obv., IMP _ CARAVSIVS , , _ Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., INVICTVS _ AVG. Personification of the Sun to
left, radiated, and holding a globe.

R19, Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . AVG. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., LAETIT . AVG. Joy standing with a garland and
an anchor ; below, C,

R20, Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., LAETI . AVG. Type similar to No. R 19.

R 21, Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., LAETITIA . AVG. Type similar to
No. R 19.

R22_ Obv., IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG.
right, radiate. Rev., LAETITIA . AVG. Type similar
to No. R 19 ; below, C ; in the field, SC.

Bust to

R 23, Obv., similar to No. R 22. Rev., similar to No. R 22 ; but
SP in the field.

R 24, Obv., similar to No. R 23. Rev., LEG . I . M. Ram to
right; below, Ml__

BRONZE.
(Small.)
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BRONZE.
(Sma1l.)

R 25. 01.0., IMP. CARAVS . . . . . AVG. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., LEG . ll . PARTH. Centaur to left; ML below.

R 26, Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. R8U., LEG . llll . FL. Lion to right.

R 27, Obv., similar to No. R 26. Rev., LEG , Vll , CL. Bull
to right.

LEG., &c., refers to the various Roman legions.

R 28, Obv., similar to No. R 26. Rev., LEG . Vlll . AVG. Bull
to right ; below, ML.

R, 29, Obv., similar to N0. R 26, but with AV. Rev., LITIT . AV.
Joy to left with flower and sceptre.

R30, Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., LITIT . AV. Joy to left with cornucopia
and a long caduceus.

R 31, Obv., similar to No. R 30. Rev., MARS VICTOR, Mars
to right with spear.

Obv., similar to No. R 30, but with C, Reta, MON ETA ,
AVG, Goddess of money standing to left with balance
and cornucopia ; below, C.

R 32.

R33, 01.5., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., MON ETA . AGG. Type as N0. R 32.

Obv., similar to No. R 33. Rcv., ORIENS . AVG. Per
sonification of Sun standing to left, with a globe;
below, C.

R 34.

R 35, 01.0., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. AVG. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., PAX . AVG. Peace standing to left, with olive
branch and sceptre ; below, C.

R 36, 055., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. R6U., PAX . AVG . Type as No. R 35, with C
below.

R 3'7, Obv., similar to No. R 36. Rev., similar to N0. R 35 ; but
ML below.

R 38, Obv., similar to No. R 36. Rev., similar to No. R 35 ; but
ML below, and FO in the field.

R 39, Obv., similar to No. R 36. Rev., similar to No. R 35 ; but
ML XXI below, and BE in the field.
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R 40, Obv., similar to No. R 36. Rev., similar to No. R 35; but BRONZE.

ML below, and SP in the field.

R 41_ Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . AVG. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., similar to No. R 35; but C below, and SP in the
field.

'

R 42_ Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS. P. AVG. Busttoright, radiate.
Rev., similar to No. R 35; but without letters below or
in the field.

R 43_ Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . AVG . Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., similar to No. R ~12.

R 44, Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. RB-difllie 1111811

to right. 1\’m~., PAX . AVG. Peace standing to left with
branch and sceptre ; below, C.

R 45, Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P. F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. R€l'., similar to No. R 44 ; but without C.

R 46_ Obv., IMP _ CARAVSIVS , P , AVG, Bust to right, radiate.
R8l'., similar to No. R 45.

R 47_ Obv., similar to N0. R 45. R/'v., similar to No. R 44 ; but
MLXX below, and BE in the field.

'

R 48. Obv., IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. I1’ez'., similar to No. R 45; but with SP in the
field.

R 49_ Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., similar to No. R 45 ; but with FO in the
field.

R 50. 05,», IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. R6lY., similar to No. R 44; but reading PAX _

AVGGG. and with SP in the field and C below.

R 51, Olnu, IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., similar to No. R 50 ; but MLXXI below.

R 52_ Obv., IMP . C . CARAVSIVS . P . F . I . AVG. Bust to
right, radiate. Reta, similar to N0. R 50.

R 53, Obv., similar to No. R 51. Rev., PROVID . AVG. Pr0~
vidence standing to left, pointing with a rod to a globe
at her feet, and holding a cornucopia ; in the field, SP,

R 54, Obv., similar to No. R 51. Rev., PROVID . AVG. Pro
vidence standing to left holding an orb and a cornu
copia ; in the field, SC,

9070 2 B

(Small.)
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B RONZE .

(SmalI.)
R 55.

R 56.

R 5'7.

R 58.

R 59.

R 60.

R 61.

R 62.

R 63.

R 64.

R 65.

R 66.

R 6'7.

R 68.

Obv., IMP . C . CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., similar to No. R 54 ; but with C below.

Obv., IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. F. INV. AVG. Bust
to right, radiate. Rev., PROVID . AVGGG. Type ‘=18

No. R 53; with C below.

I NV. = Invictu-s.

Obv., IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., PROVIDE . AVG. Type as N0. R 54

Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., PROVID . . . . AV. Type 38 N0- R 53;
but without SP.

Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., SAECVLI FELICIT. Carausius standing
to right with globe and spear.

Obv., similar to No. R 59. Rev., SALVS . AVG. Health
standing to left with sceptre, feeding a serpent entwined
round an altar.

Obv., similar to No. R 58 ;- but without F. Rev., similar to
No. R 60.

Obv., IMP. C . M . CARAVSIVS . AV. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., similar to N 0. R 60.

Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . AVG. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., SALVS , AVGGG. Health to right feeding a
serpent which she holds in her hands.

Obv., IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . F . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., SALVS . PVBLICA. Type similar to
N0. R 63 ; with ML XXI below and BE in the field.

Obv., IMP. C . CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., SECVRITAS . PERP. Security standing
at ease, leaning on a pillar, to the right, and her right
hand resting on her head. (This coin is of Gaulish style.)

Obv., similar to No. R 64. Rev., SPES PVBLICA. Hope
standing to left, with a flower in her right hand and
holding up a robe with the other.

Obv., IMP . C . CARAVSIVS . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., TEMPORVM . F. Happiness standing
to left with caduceus and cornucopia.

Obv., IMP . C . CARAVSIVS . P . AVG. Bust to rifillfi,

11-iadilate.

Rev., similar to No. R 67, but with SC in the
8 .
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R 69, Obv., similar to N0. R 67. R6L’., TVTELA [AVG]. Female BR0NZE
figure standing to left near an altar with a cornucopia.
(This coin is of Continental style.)

R 70_ Obv., similar to No. R 68. Rev., TVTELA P. Type
similar to No. R 69, but with a flower and without an
altar. (This coin is Gaulish in style.)

R '71_ Obv., IMP. CARAVSIVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right.
radiate. Rev., VICTORIA . AVG. Victory advancing
to the left ; below, MC.

R72, Obv.. IMP . CARAVSIVS . P . AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. R8l’., VICTORIA . AVG. Victory advancing
to the right ; below, MC.

R '73, Obv., IMP, CARAVSIVS , AVG. Bust to right. radiate.
Rev“ V|CTQR|A _ GER, Trophy of arms between two
captives bound and seated.

R '74, Obv., similar to No. R 71. R81’-, VIRTVS . AVG. Mars
advancing to the right with spear and trophy; below,
ML ; in the field, FO,

R 75, Obv., similar to No. R 71. Rein. VIRTVS . AVG. Soldier
standing with spear and shield.

ALLECTUS, 293-297.

R '76, Obv., IMP. C . ALLECTVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., COMES . AVG. Standing figure to left,
holding up flower ; below, MSL ; in the field, SA.

R77, Obv., similar to No. R 76. Rev., FIDES MILITVM.
Fidelity standing to left with two military ensigns;
below, C ; in the field, SP.

R 78, Obv., IMP . C. ALLECTVS. P. F. I . AVG. Bust to
right, radiate. Rezn, IOVI , CONSER. Jupiter standing
to left with thunderbolt and sceptre ; SP in the field.

R '79, Obv., similar to N0. R 76. Rev., LAETITIA . AVG. Joy
standing to left with crown and anchor; below, MSL;
in the field, SA.

R80, Obv., IMP. C. ALLECTVS . Pl . FEL . AVG. Bust
to right, radiate. Rev., LAETITI . AVG. Type as
No. R 79 ; below, C ; in the field, SP.

9070 2 B 2

(Small.)'
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BRONZE.
(Small.)

R 81. Obv., IMP. C . ALLECTVS . . . . Bust to left, radiate.
Rev., type as No. R 79 ; below, ML ; in the field, SP.

R 82. 0511-, IMP. C . ALLECTVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., LAETITIA . AVG. Galley with sail and
rowers ; below, QC.

R 83, Obv., IMP . C . ALLECTVS . AV. Bust to right, radiate.
Rev., similar to No. R 82.

R 84, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., ORIENS . AVG. The
sun (personified) standing to left holding a globe; below,
ML ; in the field, SP,

R 85, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., PAX . AVG. Peace
standing to left with olive branch and sceptre; below,
ML ; in the field, SA.

R 86, Obv., similar to N0. R 82. Rev., similar to No. R 85, but
MSL below.

R 8'7, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., similar to No. R 85, but
C below and SP in the field.

0111)., IMP. C . ALLECTVS . P. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., similar to No. R 87.

R 88.

R 89, Obv., similar to No. R 8'3. Rev., similar to No. R 85.

R 90, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., similar to No. R 85, but
MSL below. -

R 91, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., similar to No. R 85, but
C below and SP in the field.

R 92, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., similar to N0. R 85, but
ML below and SP in the field.

R 93, Obv., IMP . C . ALLECTVS . PIVS. FELIX . AVG.
'
Bust

to right, radiate. Rev., similar to No. R 85, but C below
and SP in the field.

R 94, Obv., similar to N0. R 82. Rev., PIETAS AVG. ‘P68-08

standing to left near an altar; below, ML ; in the field,
SA.

R 95, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., PROVID . AVG. Provi
dence standing to left holding a globe and cornucopia;
ML below and SA in the field.
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R 96, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., PROVID . AVG. Pro- BRONZE

vidence standing to left, and pointing with a rod to a

globe at her feet; below, ML ; in the field, SA.

R 97, Obv., IMP . C . ALLECTVS . P. AVG. Bust to right,
radiate. Rev., PROVID . AVG. Providence standing
to left, with globe and cornucopia; C below, and SP in
the field.

R 98, Obv.. similar to N0. R 82. Rev., PROVIDENTIA AVG.
Type similar to No. R 97; below, ML, and SA i11 the
field.

R 99, Obv., similar to No. R 84. Rev., PROVIDENTIA AVG
Type similar to No. R 97.

R 100, Obv., similar to No. R S2. Rev., PROVIDENTIA . AVG.
Type similar to No. R 96.

R 101, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., SALVS . AVG. Health
feeding a serpent ; below, ML ; in the field, SA.

R102, Obv., similar to No. R 97. Rev., TEMPORVM . FELIC.
Happiness standing to left, holding a caduceus and a

cornucopia; SP in the field, and C below.

R103, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., VICTORIA . AVG.
Victory standing to left, holding a crown; with ML
below, and SP in the field.

R 104, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., VIRTVS . AVG. Mars
helmeted standing to right, with spear and shield; ML
below, and SA in the field.

R 105, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., VIRTVS . AVG. Allectus
standing to right, with spear and globe ; below, ML ; in
the field, SA,

R 106, Obv., similar to N0. R 82. Rev., VIRTVS . AVG. Galley
to left, with sail and rowers ; QC below.

R 107, Obv., similar to No. R 82. Rev., similar to No R 106, but
vessel to right, and QL below.

CONSTANTIUS I. (GHLORUS), 292-306.

R108. Obv-. DIVO . CONSTANTIO . PIO. Bust to right,
laureated. Rev., MEMORIA . FELIX. An altar With
an eagle on each side ; below, PLN.

DIVO was the title of consecration.

(Middle)
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LICINIUS I., 307-324

BR01‘_TZE- R1()9, Obv., IMP . LICINIVS . P . F. AVG. Bust to right,
(Mlddle-3 laureated. Rev., COMITI . AAVVGG. Radiate figure

of sun personified standing to left, holding a globe and
whip ; below, PLN ; and in the field, a star.

(Sma1l.) R 110, Obv., similar to No. R 109. Rev., GENIO . POP . ROM.
Genius standing to left, with a patera and cornucopia;
below, PLN, and a star in the field.

R 111, Obv., similar to No. R 109. Rev., similar to No. R 110,
but SF in the field.

OONSTANTINE I., 307-337.

(Middm) R112, Obv., FL .VAL . CONSTANTINVS . NOB . C. Bust
to right, laureated. Rev., GENIO . POP. ROM. Genius
standing to right; below, PLN.

R113, Obv., IMP. CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to
right, laureated. Rev., similar to N0. R 112.

R114, Obv., similar to No. R 113. R8'U., MARTI , PATRI _

PROPVG. Mars helmeted to right, with spear, in
defensive posture; below, PLN,

R115, Obv., similar to No. R 112. Rev., ROMAE . AETER.
Rome seated in temple ; below, PLN.

R116, Obv., similar to No. R 113. Rev., PRINCIPI . IVVENTV
TIS . Constantine standing between two military
ensigns ; below, PLN,

(sma11_)
R117, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P . F. AVG. Bust to right,

laureated. Rev., ADVENTVS . AVG. Constantine on
horseback to left, with spear; a seated captive before
him ; below, PLN ; in the field, a star.

R118. Obv., CONSTANTINVS. P, AVG. Bust to right, lau
reated. Rev., similar to N0. R 117.

R, 119 Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Bust to right, laureated.
Rev., BEATA . TRANQVILLITAS. An altar sur~
mounted by a globe and stars, and inscribed VOTIS XX;
below, P . LON,
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R 120

R 121.

R 122

R 123.

R 124.

R 125.

R 126.

R 127.

R 128.

R 129.

R 130.

R 131.

R 132.

R 133.

R 134.

R 135.

. Obi‘-, CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Bust to left, laureated. BRONZE.
Rev., similar to No. R 119.

Obv., similar to No. R 120. Rev., similar to No. R 119;
but with PR in the field.

_ Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AG. Bust to right, helmeted.
Rev., similar to N0. R 119.

Obv., similar to No. R 120. Rev., BEAT. TRANQLITAS.
Type as No. R 119.

Obv., similar to No. R 122. Rev., similar to No. R 123.

Obv., similar to N0. R 120, but laureated. Rev., similar
to No. R 123, with FB in the field.

Obv., similar to No. R 125. Rev., similar to No. R 123,
with FB in the field.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Bust to right, laureated.
Rev., similar to No. R 123.

Obu.. similar to N0. R 127, but reading AG, Rev., similar
to No. R 123.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS , AG. Bust to left, radiate. Rev.,
BEATA .TRANQVILLITAS. Type as No. R 123, with
PA in the field.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS. P. AVG. Bust to left, hel
meted. Rev., COMITI . AVGG . NN. Radiate sun
standing to left with globe and whip; below, PLN; in
the field, a star.

Obv., similar to No. R 130. Rev., similar to No. R 130.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. AVG. Bust to left,
helmeted. Rev., similar to No. R 130.

01w-, CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to left,
laureated. Rev., similar to N0. R 130.

Obv., similar to No. R 133, but laureated bust to right.
Rev., similar to N0. R 130.

Obv., similar to N0. R 134. Rev., similar to N 0. R 130.

(Small)
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BRONZE.
(Sma.ll.)

R 136.

R 137.

R 138.

R 139.

R 140.

R 141.

R 142.

R 143.

R 144.

R 145.

R 146.

R 147.

R 148.

R 149.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Helmeted bust to left.
Rev., similar to No. R 130.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AG. Laureated bust to left.
Rev., similar to N0. R 130.

0511-, CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rem, CONCORD . MILIT. Concord standing
to left holding two military ensigns; below, PLN, and
a star in the field.

01.71., CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Bust to left,
helmeted. Rev, similar to No. R 138.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P . AVG. Helmeted bust to
left. Rev., similar to No. R 138.

01111-, CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Laureated bust
to left. Rev., similar to No. R 138.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AG. Laureated bust to right
wlth ornamented cuirass. Rev., similar to No. R 138.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. AVG. Laureated bust to
right. Rev., FELICITAS . AVGG. NN. Helmeted
figure seated to left with globe; below, PLN ; in the
field, a star.

Obv., IMP. CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., GENIO . POP. ROM. Genius standing
to left with a patera and a cornucopia; below, PLN ; in
the field, SP.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P . F . AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., similar to No. R 144, but with a star in
the field. r

Obv., similar to No. R 145. Rev., MARTI . CONSERVA
TORI. Mars standing to right with reversed spear and
buckler ; PLN below, and a star in the field.

I

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., similar to No. R 146.

ow, IMP . CONSTANTINVS . P .'F'. AVG." Lau
reated bust to right. Rev., similar to N0. R 146, but TF
in the field.

Obv., similar to N0. R 147. R6U., PRINCIPI . IVVEN
TVTIS. Constantine standing to right with spear and
globe ; below, PLN ; in the field, a star.
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R 150, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P . AVG. Helmeted bust to

left. Rev., PRINCIPI . INVENTVTIS. Constantine
standing to left with reversed spear and globe; below,
PLN ; in the field, a star.

R151, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. AVG. Laureated bust to

right. Rev., similar to No. R 150.

R 152, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. F . AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., PRINCIPI . IVVENTVTIS. Constantine
standing, grasping two military ensigns; below, PLN ;

in the field, a star.

R 153. Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Laureated bust to right.
Rev., SARMATIA . DEVICTA. Victory advancing to the
left with trophy and palm, before licr a seated captive with
bowed head; below, P, LON,

R154, Obv., similar to No. R 153. Rev., SOLI . INVICTO.
COMITI. The sun radiate (personified) standing to the
left holding a globe ; below, PLN ; in the field, TF.

R155, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Helmeted bust to left.
Rev., similar to No. R 154, but SF in the field.

R 156, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. AVG. Laureated bust to
right. Rev., similar to No. R 154.

R 157, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . P. F. AVG. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., similar to No. R 154.

R 158, Obv., similar to No. R 157. Rev., similar to No. R 154,
but a star in the field.

R 159. Obv., IMP . CONSTANTINVS. AVG. Laureated head
‘

to right. Rev., similar to No. R 154, but MLN below,
and SP in the field.

R 160, Obv., IMP . CONSTANTINVS . P. AVG.
head to right. Rev., similar to No. R 154.

Laureated

R 161, Obv., IMP. CONSTANTINVS . P . F. AVG. Laureated
head to right. Rev., similar to No. R 154.

R162. Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Bust to right with
laureated helmet. Rev., VICTORIAE . LAETAE .

PRINC . PERP. Two Victories standing holding a.

shield inscribed VOT . P . R over an altar; below, PLN,

BRONZE. '

(Sma.ll.)
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BRONZE.
(Sma.l1.)

R 163. Obv., CONSTANTINVS . MAX . AVG. Helmeted bust
to right. Rev., similar to N o. R 162.

R164. Ob”-, IMP . CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Helmeted bust
to left. Rev., similar to No. R 162.

R 165, Obv., CONSTANTINVS . AVG. Helmeted bust to left.
Rev.. VIRTVS . EXERCIT. A standard inscribed
VOT . XX, at the foot of which are two seated captives
with bowed heads ; below, PLN.

FAUSTA, THE WIFE OF CONSTANTINE I., 307-326.

R166, Obv., FLAV . MAX . FAVSTA . A. Bust to right. Rev.,
SALVS . REIPVBLICAE. Fausta standing holding
two infants; below, P . LON.

GRISPUS, 317-326.

R167, Obv., CRISPVS . NOBIL . C. Helmeted bust to left.
Rev., BEATA . TRANQVILLITAS. An altar inscribed
VOTIS . XX, surmounted by a globe and stars; below,
P _ LON ; in the field, PA.

R 168, Obv., similar to No. R 167. Rev., similar to No. R 167,
but without PA.

R 169, Obv., similar to No. R 167. Rev., similar to No. R 167.

R 170, Obv., similar to No. R 167. Rev., BEAT . TRANQLITAS.
Type as No. R 167, but without PA.

R171, Obv., similar to No. R 167, but smaller bust. Rev.,
similar to No. R 170.

R 172, Obv., CRISPVS . NOB . CAES. Laureated bust I0 right.
Rev., SOLI . INVICTO . COMITI. Radiate figure of
sun (personified) standing to left, holding a globe;
below, PLN ; in the field, a crescent.

R 173, Obv., similar to N0. R 172. Rev., similar to No. R 172,
but SP in the field.

R174, Obv., FL. IVL. CRISPVS . NOB . CAES. Laureated
bust to right. Rev., similar to N0. R 172, but a crescent
and a star in the field.
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R 1'75, Obv., CRISPVS . NOB . CAES. Laureated bust to right. BRONZE.

R 1'76.

R 1'77.

R 178.

R 179.

R 180.

R 181.

R 182.

R 183.

R 184.

R 185.

R 186.

Rev., VICTORIAE . LAETAE. PRINC. PERP. TWO
Victories holding over an altar a shield inscribed VOT .
P. R; below, PLN.

Obv., CRISPVS _ NOBIL _ C, Helmeted bust to right.
Rev., VIRTVS . EXERCIT. A standard inscribed
VOT . XX, at the foot of which are two seated captives
with bowed heads; below, P . LON,

OONSTANTINE IL, 337-340.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Bust to right,
radiate. R8l'., BEAT . TRANQLITAS. An altar with
globe and stars, inscribed VOTIS . XX .; below, P .
LON, ; in the field, FB.

Obv., similar to No. R 177, but bust to left. Rev., similar
to N0. R 177.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Helmeted bust
to right. Rev., similar to No. R 177, but without FB.

Obv-, CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Helmeted bust
to left. Reta, similar to No. R 179.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Small bust to
left, radiate. R8l'., similar to No. R 177,but PA in the field.

Obv., CONSTANTINVS. IVN . N . C. Helmeted bust
to left. R8L'., similar to N0. R 177, but without FB in
the field.

Obv-, CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Laureated bust
to right. Reta, GLORIA . EXERCITVS. Two soldiers,
each with spear and shield, and a military ensign between
them; below, PLO,

Obv-, CONSTANTINVS . IVN . NOB . C. Laureated
bust to right. Rev., PROVIDENTIA . CAESS. D001‘
surmounted by two towers, between which is a star;
below, P . LON.

Obv., similar to No. R 184. Rev., similar to No. R 184.

Obv-, FL. CL . CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N .C. Bust
to left, radiate. .R0t‘., VICTORIAE . LAETAE. PRINC .
PERP. Two Victories placing on an altar a shield,
inscribed P. R . ; below, PLN.

(Sma1l.)
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BRONZE. :

(Sma.ll.)
R187_ Obv., CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Bust to left,

radiate.‘ Rev., VIRTVS EXERCIT. A standard in
scribed VOT . XX ., with two seated captives at the foot;
below, PLN.

R 188. 01111-, CONSTANTINVS . IVN . N . C. Laureated bust
to right. Rev., SOLI . INVICTO . COMITI. Radiate
figure of sun (personified) standing, holding a globe in
one hand ; below, PLN ; in the field SP, ~

OONSTANTIUS II., 337-361.

R189, Obv., FLA . CONSTANTIVS . NOB . C. Laureated
bust to right. Rev., PROVIDENTIAE . CAESS. Door
of camp with two towers; above, a star; below,
P. LON.

R 190, Obv., FL. IVL . CONSTANTIVS. NOB . C. Laureated
bust to left. Rev., similar to No. R 189.
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SUPPLEMEN'l‘ (B.).

COINS OF THE FAR EAST, COMPRISING
THOSE OF CHINA, ANNAM, COREA,
AND JAPAN.

I. CHINA.
The earliest coins of China are usually assigned to the seventh century before

the Christian era. They are of two classes, viz., (1) the “ pu
"

coins (Nos. 1-3)
and the “tac ” or knife coins, of which Nos. 4-6 are examples of a later form of
the knife currency as revived by Wang Mang (A.D. 9-23).

The round form of the cash with the square hole in the centre (as it
was said by the Chinese, "round as the sky, square as the earth") has been
regarded as a survival of the “handle" of the knife money, which had a
pierced end.

The archaic form of writing used on the earlier coins is known as the Seal
character.

During the Liang Dynasty (A D. 502-556) iron money was introduced to
supersede the copper. The scheme proved a failure, for in ten years the iron
coins fell to one-third of their original circulating value.

A new order of coins described as the “currency of the inauguration” was
introduced by the T‘ang Dynasty, which began in A.D. 618. The weight of the
coins was increased, and on the reverse is found a small crescent (No. E 12),
which became a characteristic of Chinese coins for centuries, and is also to be
seen on the coins of adjacent countries. The origin of this curious mark is
attributed to an incident which occurred when Ngeu-yang-siun, a Chinese
Minister of State, showed a model in wax of the new coins to the Empress
Wen-teh. In touching the model, an impression was conveyed from the
Imperial finger-nail to the wax, and this impression was thereupon adopted by
the Government as a feature of the coins.

Up to the beginning of the sixteenth century the reigns of the emperors were
divided into periods, each of which received a distinctive name, which was
referred to for chronological purposes. The Chinese regnal years commence with
New Year’s day, and the broken year during which the late monarch ceased to
reign is not reckoned as part of the reign of his successor.

The modern epoch of Chinese monetary history cormncnces in 1644 with the
rise of the great Ch‘ing Dynasty, which still rules. Regularity of issue was
established. The period-names as shown on the coins were reduced to one which
corresponded with the reign. A central mint of the Board of Revenue or
Finance at Pekin issued standard coins, which were copied by the provincial
mints.

The proportion of metals used in the manufacture of cash up to 1722 was:
Copper 50, zinc 41-5, lead 6'5, and tin 2 parts, per 100. After that time equal
parts of copper and zinc were used. During the T‘ai P‘ing rebellion (1851-1864)
iron coins of a very inferior quality were cast.

Examples of machine-struck coins on Western models are shown in another
case (Nos. 4846-4875).

In the descriptions of the coins that follow, the translations of the Chinese
legends are enclosed in inverted commas. The coins for the most part are
arranged according to Lockhart’s Currency of the Farther East (1895).
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ROUND
COIN.

KNIFE
COINS.

PU COIN S.

SUNG
DYNASTY.

T‘ANG
DYNASTY.

ANCIENT PU COINS (circa B.O. 770-255).

E 1-2, Obv., Liang Ch‘ii Chin Wu Erh Shih Tang Liieh, “ Chin
Wu of Liang’s treasury: twenty equal to a Liieh.”
Rev., plain.

These coins are Chinese imitations of the real pieces.

WANG MANG, A.D. 9—23.

E 3, Obv., Ta Ch‘iian Wu Shih, in Seal character, “large coin
fifty.” Rev., plain.

E 4, Obv., Yi Tao, above and below the hole, “ one knife,” and
P‘ing Wu Ch‘ien, “equal to five thousand,” in Seal
character on the blade. Rev., plain.

E 5-6, Obv., Ch‘i Tao, “a graving knife,” round the hole, and
Wu P0, “ five hundred,” on the blade in Seal character.
Rev., plain.

E '7-8, Obv., Huo Pu, “ exchange pu or coin,” right and left in
Seal character. Rev., plain. On both sides a line runs
from the hole to the end of the coin.

E 9, Obv., Huo Ch‘iian, in Seal character, “ exchange currency.”
Rev., plain.

EMPEROR WEN TI, A.D. 424~4:s4.

E10, Obv., Wu Ohu, in Seal character, “five Chu.”
plain.

Rev.,

EMPEROR KAO TSU, A.D. 618-626.

E 11, Obv., K‘ai Yiian T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the inauguration.”
Rev., plain.

E 12.

E 13, Obv., as N 0. E 11. Rev., straight line to right of hole.

Obv., as No. E 11. Rev., crescent above the hole.

LI CHING, RULER OF THE SOUTHERN T‘ANG
STATE, .A..D. 943-961.

E 14, Obv., T‘ang Kuo T‘ung Pao, in Seal character, “ currency
of the State of T‘ang.” Rev., plain.

E 15, Obv., as No. E 14. Rev., dot to left of the hole,
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WANG SHEN-CHIH, RULER OF THE MIN STATE,
A.D. 892-925.

E 16, Obv., K‘ai Yiian T‘ung Pao, in Seal character, “ K‘ai Yuan
currency." Rev., crescent above the hole.

EMPEROR T‘AI TSU, A.D. 960-975.

E 17, Obv., Sung Yiian T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Sung Yuan
period." Rev., plain.

EMPEROR T‘AI TSUNG. A.D. 976-997.

E 18, Obv., T‘ai P‘ing T‘ung Pao, “currency of the T‘ai P‘ing
period." Rev., plain.

E 19, Obv., Shun Hua Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Shun
Hua period." Rev., plain.

E 20-1, Obv., Chih Tao Ytian Pao, “ original coin of the Chih
Tao period." Rev., plain.

E 22, Obv., as Nos. E 20-1, but in a different style of character.

EMPEROR CHEN TSUNG, A.D. 998-1022.

E 23-4, Obv., Hsien P‘ing Yiian Pao, “original coin of the
Hsien P‘ing period.” Rev., plain.

E 25, Obv., Ching Té Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Ching Te
period." Rev., plain.

E 26, Obv., Hsiang Fu Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Hsiang
Fu period.” Rev., plain.

7

E 27, Obv., T‘ien Hsi T‘ung Pao, “currency of the T‘ien Hsi
period." Rev., plain.

EMPEROR JEN TSUNG, A.D. 1023-1oes.

E 28, Obv., T‘ien Shéng Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the T‘ien
Sheng period." Rev., plain.

E 29, Obv., inscription as No. E 28, but in Seal character.

E 30, Obv., Ming Tao Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Ming Tao
period." Rev., plain.

TANG
DYNASTY.

SUNG
DYNASTY,
A.D. 960
1126.
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SUNG
DYNASTY,
A.D. 960
1126.

E 31, Obv., as N o. E 30, but in Seal character.

E 32, Obv., Ohing Yu‘Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Ching
Yu period ” in Seal character. Rev., plain.

E 33, Obv., Huang Sung T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Pao
Yiian period.” Rea, plain.

The coinage of this period was inscribed Huang Sung, “Imperial
Sung (dynasty) ”

to avoid the repetition of the character, pao.
(Of. E es.)

_ E 34, Obv., as N0. E 33, but in Seal character.

E 35, Obv., Chih Ho Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Chih Ho
period.” Reu., plain.

EMPEROR YING TSUNG, A.D. 1064-1067.

E 36, Obv., Ohih P‘ing T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Chih P‘ing
period.” Rev., plain.

E 3'7, Obv., Chih P‘ing Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Ohih
P‘ing period.” Rev., plain.

E 38, Obv., as No. E 37, but in Seal character.

EMPEROR SH]ilN TSUNG, 11.1). 1068-1085.

E 39, Obv., Hsi Ning Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Hsi Ning
period.” Rev.", plain. ’

E 40-1, Obv., as No. E 39, but in Seal characters.

E 42—3, Obv., Yiian Féng T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Yuan
. Feng period.” R6U., plain.

E 44, Obv., as No. E 42, but in Seal character.

E 45, Obv., as No. E 42. Rev., dot above the hole.

EMPERORAGHEAI TSUNG, A.D. 1086-1100.

E 46, Obv., Shao Sheng Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Shao
Sheng period.” Rev., plain.

E 4'7, Obv., as N0. E 46, but in Seal character.

E 48, Obv., Yiian Fu T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Yuan Fu
period.” Rev, plain. -

E 49, Obv., as No. E 48, but in Seal character.
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EMPEROR HUI TSUNG, A.D. 1101-1125.

E 50—1_ Obv., Shéng Sung Yiian Pao, “original coin of the SUNG
Chien Chung Ching Kuo period.” Rev., plain. DYNASTY

A.D. 960

The coinage was inscribed Shéng Sung, “sacred Sung (dynasty)," 1126

because the regnal title was so lengthy.

E 52_ Obv., as No. E 50, but in Seal characters.

E 53, Obv., Shung Ning T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Shung
Ning period." Rev., plain.

E 54_ Obv., Shung Ning Chung Pao, “ heavy coin of the Shung
Ning period.” Rev., plain.

E 55, Obv., Ta Kuan T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Ta Kuan
period.” Rev., plain.

E 56-7, Obv., Chéng Ho T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Chéng
Ho period.” Rev., plain.

E 58-9, Obv., Hsiian Ho T‘ung Pao, in Seal character, “ currency
of the Hsiian Ho period.” Rev., plain. These two coins
are of difierent sizes.

EMPEROR KAO TSUNG, A.D. 1127-1162.

E 60-1, Obv., Chien Yen T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Chien g()UTH1;RN
Yen period.” Rev., plain. The style of the characters SUNG

' ' DYNASTYdiffers on the two coins. All 1127_
1278.

EMPEROR HSIAO TSUNG, A.D. 1163-1189.

E 62, Obv., Shun Hsi Yiian Pao, “ original coin of the Shun Hsi
period.” Rev., Shih, “ ten,” for the regnal year.

E 63, Obv., as No. E 62. Rev., crescent above and dot below
the hole.

EMPEROR NING TSUNG, A.D. 1195-1224.

E 64—5_ Obv., Ch‘ing Yiian T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Oh‘ing
Yiian period.” Rev., San, third regnal year.

9070 2 O
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EMPEROR LI TSUNG, A.D. 1225-1264.

SOUTHERN E66, Obv., Ta. Sung Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Great

%T1l_1§_(iSTY,
Sung.” Rev, San, third (year of the Pao Oh‘ing period).

A.D. 1127
1278. E 67. Obv., Ching Ting Yiian Pao, “original coin of the Ching

Ting period.” Rev., San, third (year of the Ohing Ting
period).

EMPEROR HAI LING WANG, A.D. 1149-1160.

CHIN E 68_ Obv., Chéng Lung Yiian PHD, “original coin of the Chéiig
DYNASTY Lung period.” R8l'., plain.

SUNG CHU, RULER OF STING, A.D. 1335-1366.

REBEL E 69, Obv.. Lung Féng T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Lung Feng
GOINAGE. period.” Rev., Yung, “ everlasting ” above the hole, and

a crescent below it.

EMPEROR HUNG WU, A.D. 1368-1398.

MING E '7()_ Obv., Ta Chung T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Ta Chung
ASTY, - » -

2§)I:Tl368_
period. Rev., plain.

1643.

E 71-2, 0611., Hung Wu T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Hung Wu
period.” Rev., plain.

EMPEROR GH‘ENG TSU, A.D. 1403-1424.

E 73, Obv., Yung Lo T'ung Pao, “currency of the Yung Lo
period.” Re'u.. plain.

EMPEROR HSUAN TSUNG, A.D. 1426-1435.

E '74_ Obv., Hsuan Té T‘nng Pao, “currency of the Hsu-an Te
period.” Rev., plain. -

EMPEROR HSIEN TSUNG, A.D. 1465-1487.

E 75-6, Obv., Ch‘éng Hwa T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Ch‘éng
Hwa period.” Rev., plain. The two coins are of
difierent sizes.
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EMPEROR HSIAO TSUNG, A.D. 1488-1505.

E '77, Obv., Hung Chih T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Hung Chih
period.” Rev., plain.

EMPEROR WU TSUNG, A..D. 1506-1521.

E 78, Obv., Chéng Te T‘ung Pao, “currency of the _Chéng T6
period”; on the rim, a. dragon and a phaamx. Rev.,
“ Wén ”

?

EMPEROR SHIH TSUNG, A.D. 1522-1566.

E 79, Obv., Chia Ching T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Chia Ohing
period.” Rev., plain.

EMPEROR SHEN TSUNG, A.D. 1573-1619.

E80, Obv., Wan Li T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Wan Li
period.” Rev.,plaiu.

EMPEROR KUANG TSUNG, A..D. 1620.

E 81, Obv., T‘ai Ch‘ang T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the T‘ai Ch‘ang
period." Rev., plain.

EMPEROR HSI TSUNG, A.D. 1621-1627.

E 82, Obv., T‘ien Ch‘i T‘ung Pao, “currency of the T‘ien Ch‘i
period.” Rev., plain.

EMPEROR CHUANG LIEH TI, A.D. 1628-1643.

E 83-84, Obv., Ch‘ung (Jhéng T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the
Ch‘ung Chéng period.” Rev., dot over hole in one case ;

in the other, an inscription as on the obv.

E 85, Obv., as No. E 83. Rev., a horse above and a horse below
the hole.

This piece is an amulet or charm.

9010 202

MING
nrmsrr,
A.D. 1368»
1643.
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YU SUNG AT NAN-OHING, A.D. 1645.

DE9CE1‘l- E 86-'7, Obv., Hung Kuang T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Hung
Kuang period.” Rev., dot over the hole in one case ; in

EMPER0Rs_ the other, Erh, “ one equal to two.”

T‘ANG WANG AT FUOHOU, A.D. 1645.

E 88-9, 0111).. Lung Wu T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Lung Wu
period.” Rev., plain in one case; in the other, dot over
the hole.

YUNG MING WANG AT KUANG-TUNG AND
KUANG-HSI (circa A.D. 1646).

E 90, Obv., Yung Li T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Yung Li
period.” Rev., Yi Fen, “ equal to one fen of silver."

CHANG HSIEN-CHUNG, A.D. 1644.

REBEL E 91, Obv., Ta Shun T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Ta Shun
COIXAGR period.” Rev., Kung, “Board of Works.”

SUN K‘O-WANG, A.D. 1655.

E 92, Obv., Hsing Ch‘ao T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Hsing
Oh‘ao period.” Rev., Kung, “ Board of Works.”

E 93, Obv., as No. E 92. Rev., Wu Li, “ five li,” for value.

E 94, Obv., as N o. E 92. Rev., Yi Fen, “ one fen,” for value.

WU SAN-KUEI (circa 1674).

E 95-6, Obv., Li Yung T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Li Yung
Mint.” Rev., plain in one case; in the other, Yun, for
the Province of Yunnan.

E 9'7, Obv., as No. E 95. Rev., Wu Li, “ five li,” for value.

E 98, Obv., as No. E 95. Rev., Yi Fén, “ one fen,” for value.

E 99, Obv., Ch‘ao Wu T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Ch‘ao Wu
period.” Rev., plain.
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WU SHIH-FAN (circa 1679).

E 100, Obv., Hung Hua T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Hung Hua
(IIWJIBNEEGE'

period.” R6U., plain. 0 '

EMPEROR SHII-I TSU, A.D. 1644-1661.

From the rise of the Ching Dynasty many coins bear the names of the mints
in both Chinese and Manchu characters.

E 101, Obv., Shun Chih T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Shun Chih CH‘ING
period.” Rev., Pao Ch‘iian, in Manchu, “ Board of DYNASTY

Revenue Mint.”

E 102, Obv., as N0. E 101. Rev., Hsuan (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E103, Obv., as N0. E 101. Reu., Yi Li for value, “one
thousandth part of a tael ”; Yiin, for Mih-yiin in the
Province of Chih-li.

E 104, Obv., as No. E 101. Rev., T‘ung (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E 105, Obv., as No. E 101. Rem, plain.

EMPEROR snfine TSU JEN HUANG TI,
A.D. 1662-1722.

E 106-8, Obv., K‘ang Hsi T‘ung Pao, “currency of the K‘ang
Hsi period.” R/20., Pao Ch‘iian, in Manchu, “Board of
Revenue Mint.” Three sizes.

E 109-110, Obv., as No. E 106. Rev., Pao Yiian, in Manchu,
“ Board of Works Mint.” Two sizes.

E 111, Obv., as N0. E 106. Rev., Chiang (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E 112, Obv., as No. E 107. Rev., T‘ung (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E 113, Obv., as No.E 107. Rev., Che (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E 114, Obv., as No. E 107. Rev., Shen (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.
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CHING
DYNASTY. E 115, Obv., as No. E 107. Rev., Ch‘ang (mint) in Chinese and

Manchu.

E 116. Obv., as No. E 107. Rev., Kuang (mint) in Chinese and
Manchu.

E 117, Obv., as No. E 107, but Hsi is in a different character.
Rev., Pao Ch‘iian in Manchu, “ Board of Revenue Mint.”

This is a specimen of Lo Han brass cash said to have been produced
from metal resulting from melting down Buddhist images.

EMPEROR SHIH TSUNG HSIEN HUANG TI,
A.D. 1723-1735.

E 118, Obv., Yung Chéng T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Yung
Chéng period.” Rev., Pao Ch‘iian, “Board of Revenue
Mint.”

Obv., as No. E 118. Rev., Pao Ch‘iian, “currency of
Ch‘uan (province).”

E 119.

E 120, Obv., as No. E 118. Rev., Pao Che (mint) in Manchu.

E 121, Obv., as No. E 118. Rev., Pao Yiin (mint) in Manchu.

EMPEROR KAO TSUNG SHUN HUANG TI,
A.D. 1736-1795.

E 122-3, Obv., Ch‘ien Lung T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Ch‘ien
Lung period.” Rev., Pao Ch‘iian in Manchu, “Board of
Revenue Mint.” Two sizes.

E 124. Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Yiian in Manchu, “ Board
of Works Mint.”

' "

E 125, Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Su (mint) in Manchu.

E 126, Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Yiin (mint) in Manchu.

E 127, Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Fu (mint) in Manchu.

E 123, Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Su (mint) in Manchu.
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E 129, Obv., as No. 122. Rev., Pao Wu (mint) in Manchu.
gI%§NA(=‘éTY'

E 130, Obv., as No. E 122. Rev., Pao Ohih for Pao-ting Mint in
Chih-li.

EMPEROR JEN TSUNG JUI -HUANG TI,
A.D. 1796-1820.

*

E131, Obv., Chin Oh‘ing T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Chia
Ch‘ing period.” Rev., Pao Oh‘iian in Manchu, “ Board
of Revenue Mint.”

E132-3, Obv., as No. E 131. Reu., Pao Yiian, in Manchu,
“ Board of Works Mint." Two sizes.

EMPEROR HSEAN TSUNG GH‘ENG HUANG TI,
A.D. 1821-1850.

E 134, Obv., Tao Kuang T‘ung Pao, “currency of the Tao Ku-ang_
period.” Rev., Pao Oh‘ii-an in Manchu, “ Board of
Revenue Mint.”

E 135, Obv., as N0. E 134. Rev., Pao Yuan in Manchu, “Board
of Works Mint.”

E 136, Obv., as No. E 134. Rev., Pao Yiin (mint) in Manchu.

EMPEROR WEN TSUNG HSIEN HUANG TI,
A.D. 1851-1861.

E 137-8, Obv., Hsien Féng T‘ung Pao, “ currency of the Hsien
Feng period.” Rev., Pao Ch‘ang for Nan-ch‘ang Mint in
Chiang-hsi province. Two sizes.

E 139, Obv., as No. E 137. Rev., Pao Yiian in Manchu, “ Board
of Works Mint.”

E 140, Obv., as No. E 137. Rev., Pao Su (mint) in Manchu.

E 141, Obv., as No. E 137. R8U., Pao Kung (mint) in Manchu.

E 142, Obv., as No. E 137. Rev., Pao Ghé (mint) in Manchu.

E 143, Obv., as N0. E 137. Rev. as obv.
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OHING
DYNASTY.

REBEL
OOINAGE,
A.D. 1851
1864.

LY
DYNASTY,
A.D. 1010
1225.

LE
DYNASTY,
LD. 1428
1786.

E 144, 0bv., Hsien Fêng Chung Pao, " Heavy coin of the Hsien
Feng' period." Beu., Pao Yün (mint) ; Tang Shih,
“ equal to ten.”

E 145, Obv., Chi Hsiang Ju I, “Good luck as you wish it."
Rev., ?

This piece h! till amulet or charm.

EMPEROR MU TSUNG YI HUANG TI,
A.D. 1862-1874.

E 146, Obv., T‘ung Chih Tung Pao, “currency of the Tung
Chih period.” Beu., Pao Yün (mint) in Manchu.

II. ANNAM.

KING ANH TONG, A.D. 1139—1176.

E 147, Obv., Dai Dinh Thong Bao, “ currency of the Dai Dinh
period.” Rev.,p1ain.

KING' THUONG ĐÚC ĐỆ, A.D. 1509-1517.

E 148, 0bv., Hong Thuan Thong Bao, “currency Of the Hong
Thuan period.” Rev., plain.

KING THAN TONG, A.D. 1648-1662.

E 149, Obv., Vinh Tho Thong Bao, “ currency of the Vinh Tho
period.” Beu., plain.

EMPEROR HIEN TONG, A.D. 1740-1785.

E 150_ 01m., Canh Hung Thong Bao, “currency of the Canh
Hung period.” Rem., plain.

E 151, 01m., as No. E 150, but in diÍỈerent character.
Nhat, “ one ”

?

Beu.,

E 152, Olm.,' Canh Hung Oll Bao, “Large Coin of the Oanh
Hung period.” Rev., plain.
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KING OHIEU 'THONG DE, A..D. 1785.

E 153, Obv., Ohieu Dong Thong Bao, “currency of the Chieu LE
Thong period.” Rem, Thai (for the province of Thai

ìgN-'liềắYn
Nguyen)'

1785..

-

KING THE TO CAO HOANG DE, AJ). 1776-1820.

E 154, 01m., Gia Long Thong Bao, “currency of the Gia Long NGUYEN
' " ' DYNASTY

P6I‘l0d. Rev., plain. All 1776_r
PRESENT

E155_ 01111., as No. E 154. Beu., That Phan, “Seven Can- DAY
dareens,” referring to the weight of the coin.

KING THANH TO NHON HOANG DE,
A.D. 1820-1838.

E 156-7, 0bv., Minh Mang Thong Bao, “ currency of the Minh
Mang period.” Beu., plain.

KING HIEN TO CHUONG HOANG DE,
A..Đ. 1888-1846.

E 158, 01111., Thieu Tri Thong Bao, “ currency of the Thieu Tri
period." Rell., plain.

NGUYEN VAN HE, A.D. 1786-1791.

E 159_ 01m., Quang Trang Thong Bao, “currency Of the Quang REBEL
Trung period.” Rev., four crescents. COINAGE.

III. COREA.

E160, 0bv., Shang Ping 'Pung Pao, "Ordinary currency.”
Rev., at the top, Ying, for "Imperial Military Depart
ment ”

; at the bottom, Mu, “Wood,” one of the Ch‘ien
Tzũ Wên characters ; on the left, Erh, “ No. 2.”
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M IN
DYNASTY.

IV. JAPAN.
Copper mines began to be worked in Japan about A.D. 700, and from that time

the Japanese regularly cast copper coins in imitation of those of the Chinese.

The Kwan-ei-tu-h?) coinage, first issued in 1636, was continued without change
of obverse legend for 225 years. This issue embraces an immense number of
varieties of the reverse, and includes brass and iron coins as well as copper.

The oval bronze coins, known as the Tem-po coins (Nos. 180-4), were first put
into circulation in 1835. The characters above the hole on the reverse indicated
that the nominal value of the coin was 100 mon, a mcn being the value of one
small copper coin.

In 1870 the Meiji currency, based on European systems, was introduced (see
pp. 362-3).

EMPEROR G-EN-MIO, A.D. 708-714.

Obv., Wa Do Kai Chin (H0), “New precious article of
the Wodo or Japanese copper period.” Rev., plain.

E 166.

EMPEROR JIUN-NIN, A.D. 757-764.

E167. Obv., Man Nen Tsu H0, “currency for ten thousand
years.” Rev., plain.

EMPEROR SAGA, A.D. 810-835 ?

Obv., Fu-Ju Jin-H6, “Divine Treasure of Wealth and
Longevity.” Rev., plain.

E 168.

CIRCA A.D. 1412.

Obv., Ei-Raku Tsu H0, “current treasure of everlasting
happiness.” Rev., plain.

The legend of the Eiraku sen is said to have been adopted from the
Chinese. This specimen is in silver.

E 169.

EMPEROR GOQYO-ZEI, A.D. 1596-1614.

Obv., Kei Cho Tsu H0, “currency of the Kei Cho
period.” Rea, plain.

E 1'70.

EMPEROR REI-GEN, A.D. 1661-1672.

Obv., Kwan Ei Tsu H0, “currency of the Kwan Ei
period.” Rev._. Bun, for the period of Kwan Bun.

E 1'71.

From 1668 to 1683, large quantities of pieces were coined from
fragments of a great image of Buddha at Kioto which had been
destroyed by an earthquake.
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EMPEROR HIGASHI-YAM, A.D. 1704-1710.

E 172-3, Obv., Ho Ei Tsn Ho. “currency of the H6 Ei period." ASHRev., Ei Kin Se Yo, “to be long used for generations ’

without end," and Chin, “ precious.”
'

EMPEROR SAKURA-MACHI, A.D. 1736-1743.

E174, Obv., Kwan Ei Tsn Ho, “currency of the Kwan Ei
period." Rev., plain.

E 175, Obv., as No. E 174. Rev., J11, showing it was coined at
Ju-man-tsubo, in the suburb of Tokio, 1736.

EMPEROR GO SAKURA-MACHI, A.D. 1763-1770.

E176, Obv., as No. E 174. Rev., character showing it was
coined at Kuji in 1769.

E 177, Obv., as No. E 174. Rev., wavy lines.

E 178, Obv., Gin Go Momme, “silver fine Momme”; Mon Ji,
“Written character.” Rev., Jyoze, the name of the
hereditary oflicial of the silver mint of the Tokugawa
family.

The edges of this coin are decorated with wave-marks to denote
currency, and cherry blossoms to indicate ofiicial approval. It was
struck in 1765.

E 179. Square iron Sen (1784-1788). Obv., Sen-Dai Tsu-HO,
“ current treasure of Sen Dai.” Rev., plain.

E 180, Obv., Ryu-Kyu Tsn-Ho, “ current treasure of Luchu.”
Rev., To, “ value,” and the Japanese numeral for 100.

EMPEROR NINKO.

E181-4. Qbv., Tem P6 'l‘su Ho, “currency of the Tem P6
period” (1835). Rev., To-hiaku, “ the equivalent of a
hundred,” with a signature below the hole for the
mint.
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EMPEROR KOMEI, 1847-1864. A

MIN E 185-6, Obv., Bun Kiu Ei Ho, “the everlasting currency of
DYNAsTY- Bun Kiu ”

(1863). Rev., wavy lines. One piece is an
iron coin.

E 187-8, Obv., Ryu-Kyu Tsu-H6, in archaic characters, “current
treasure of Luchu.” Rev., Han Shu, “half of a Shu.”
Struck in 1862.

PROVINCIAL COINS, A.D. 1573-1688.

E 189, Obv., Gen-H0 Tsu-H6, “ current treasure of Gen-Ho ? ”
Rev., plain. "

This is a specimen of the Kajiki sen, coined in Kajiki in the
Province of Osumi, between the years 1573-1688. They bear 8.
resemblance to the Mito sen.

E190, Obv., Gen-Yu Tsu-H6, “current treasure of Gen-Yu.”
Rev., plain.

This is a specimen of the Mito sen. The period of its coinage is
uncertain. .

SILVER E191—2. Ichi-bu, 1854. Obv., Japanese inscription, “ Ichi Bu
Gin,” or “ 1 Bu silver.” R-21).,

“ Ginza,” the name of the
mint, the signature “Jyoze” (see No. E 178), and the
character “ J0,” meaning “ Guaranteed.” There are
cherry blossoms on the margin of both sides of the coin.

E 193-4. Ichi-shu, 1853. Obv., Japanese inscription, “ Ichi Shu
Gin,” or “ 1 Shu silver ”

; otherwise as No. E 191.
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APPENDIX NO. I.

The followin tables indicate the principal changes of standard of English
coins as issued gram the Mint, but they do not include the changes in current
values imposed by royal proclamation upon coins actually in circulation. They
are intended to supplement those given in the body of the catalogue by showing
the various fluctuations of standard in a single tabular summary.

These tables have been compiled after comparing the various particulars recorded
by Lowndes (1695), Follres (1745), Snelling (1762-1763), Leake (1793), and
Ruding (3rd ed., l840), as well as those in the more recent works of Kenyon
(1884), Hawkins (1887), and Grueber (1899). In the Report, published in
1849, of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the constitution of the
Royal Mint there is an elaborate analysis of 86 Mint Indentures, contained in
the Secretary’s Statement. This lengthy table, which is without particulars as
to fineness, must be referred to with caution, since it omits some important
indentures, and, in several instances, assigns the documents quoted to wrong
calendar years. Otherwise the table is of great value.

Ruding is the most helpful of the writers mentioned above, principally on
account of the quantity of historical matter he has amassed in the body of his
work. And it will be little disparagement to the value of this standard authority
of monetary history to mention that his successive statements are occasionally
contradictory, and that his tables (such as those on pp. l0-12, 88-90, of vol. i.)
require a careful revision in the light of his own text to render them complete
and correct. They contain some obvious errors too, such as those occurring on
p. 12, vol. i.

,

3rd ed., where 5} and 6 grs. are in two instances given as the
weights of farthings (silver) instead of 2 grs., the weights of the halfpennies
being wrong in the same proportion. In the same table the fine instead oi the
standard weights are given in the case of the silver coins of George III. (1816).
It is not certain whether Ruding's references to the Mint Indentures were made
to the original documents or whether they were compiled from other numismatic
works. The latter seems the more probable assumption.

(A-)

TABLE snownm THE PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE STANDARD

WEIGHT Am) Fms-sass or Escmsu GOLD COINS mom

THE TIME 011' HENRY III. (A.D. 1257).

Gold Unit oi Currency.
Current
v .

Date
-2t11'I'll11<‘>1l?i‘g'1-fie

or
°!C},:i:§:§)t Denomina- Current ‘miinght Fmenesf. _

£
.

s. (I
. R d cts.grs

41 Henry IH. (1257) .. 10 0 0 Penny 1 8
}

45

{

Fine Fine

49 Henry IH. (1265) .. 12 0 0 D0. 2 0 Do. Do

18 Edward III. (1343) .. 15 0 0 Florin 6 0 108

19 Edward III. (1344) .. 18 3 4 Noble 1365!

20 Edward 111.(1346) .. 14 0 0 Do.

6 8

128-‘, 23 3
]

994}:

25 Edward III. (1351) .. 15 0 0 Do. 120

13 Henry IV. (1411) .. 16 13 4 Do. 108
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Gold Unit of Currency.

Céirrent
,

Date of Indenture or I lalge f Fineness.
“‘"‘°"“'" °<>~"-4’ ”*":;*s*"*** °a'::* With‘ Per 1.. M..GOld' I I grams’ weight. mal.

i
£ s. d. s d cts. grs.

4 Edward 1v. (1464) ..
‘

2016 a Noble 8 4 10s \

5 Edward IV. (1465) .. Rose-noble 10 0 120 l

§2
2 10 0 23 3

;

9945;‘

5 Henry VII. (1489) .. Sovereign 20 0
}

240
18 Henry VIII. (1526) .. 27 0 0 Do. 22 6

18 Henry VIII. (1526l(a).. 25 2 6 Crown 5 0 672; 22 0 9163

34 Henry VIII. (1543) .. 28 1
6

‘
0 Sovereign ( 200 23 0 9585

36 Henry VIII. (1544) .. Do.

J

192 22 0 916]

}
3

0 0 0 20 0

37 Henry VIII. (1545) Do.

t

192 20 0 8331;

3 Edward VI. (1549) .. 34 0 0 Do. 169;’. 22 0 9163

4 Edward VI. (1550) .. 28 16 0 D0. 24 0

240 23 3
;

99432

6 Edward VI. (I552) .. 36 0 0 Do. 30 0

6 Edward Vl. (1552) .. 33 0 0 Do. 20 0 174;“; 22 0 916%

1 Mary (1553) .. .. Do. so 0 240

}
3

6 0 0 23 3; 9945';
14 Elizabeth (1572) Angel X 80

21 Elizabeth (1578)(b) .. 36 110; Do.

IM
O

0

79$} 23 3
} 992?‘,

25 Elizabeth (1583) .. 36 0 0 Do. 80

J

23 3
5

99452
43 Elizabeth (1601) .. 36 10 0 D0. 78%

43 Elizabeth (1601) .. 33 10 0 Sovereign

1 17135‘
20 0

{

22 0 9162

2 James I. (1604) .. .. 37 4 0 Do. l 154:2

3 James I. (1605) .. .. 40 10 0 Angel 10 0
€

71; 23 3
;

994?}
10 James I. (1612)(0) .. 44 ll 0 D0. 11 0

10 James I. (1612) .. .. Sovereign 22 0 15434
40 18 4 22 0 9l6§

17 James I. (1619) .. Do, 20 0 14 °§

17 James I. (1619) .. .. 44 0 0 Angel 65;’

g
m 0

g

‘

§2
s a
s 994;:

21 James I. (1623)(d) .. 44 10 0 Do. 64%;

(41)By a proclamation, dated 22nd August. 1526(18 Henry VH1.) the Tower pound
(5,400grs.) was abolished, and the pound troy (5,760grs.) used for weighing gold and silver'
in all mint transactions. At the same time, gold of a new standard (22cts.) was coined,
known as “ crown” gold, from the coin then introduced called the “crown of the rose.”
The two standards were issued concurrently with but little intermission until the reign of
Charles I., “crown” gold being finally adopted in 1663as the sole standard. Lowndes
curiously gives the date of the introduction of this standard as 1 Henry VIII.

(b) By an indenture, dated 19th December, 1578,John Lonison, Master of the Mint, was
authorised to coin 1 lb. of gold of the fineness of 23cts. 3

} grs. into £36ls. l0§d., and silver of

_113%s).1
dwt. fine into 60 shillings and 3 pence the pound weight. (Folkcs, p. 55; Rmling,

1
.

. ‘

(c) The indenture with Sir Richard Martyn, dated 18th ‘May, 1612,increased the current
value of 1 lb. of coined gold by 10 er cent. The pound of “ angel" gold became therelore
£4411s.,and that of “ crown” gold 0 188.4'84.exactly, usually quoted as £4018_s.4d. This
value of the “ old standard" pound was given incorrectly as £44by Lowndes. This error was
followed by Leake, Ruding (in his text, vol. i.

,

p. 368),and Kenyon. Snelling and the Mint
Commission (1849)are correct, and so is Ruding in his table (i., p. 89).

(d) In 1619the current values of gold coins were reduced by one-eleventh. and coins of
new designs introduced. This change is not noted by Lowndes, Folkes, Leake, or the
Royal Mint Commission. Snelling in his table (p. 35)gives the correct date (17 Jas. I.), but
the terms oi the next indenture (23 Jas. I.). Ruding follows him, but reproduces in his
table (p. 89)onl the part relating to “ angel " gold. Ken on, however, states tl e wei ht
correctly of bot the angel and the sovereign (laurel). e indenture of 1619 is relerr to
by Pollet in his summary or the Pyx verdicts.
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Gold Unit oi Currency.
Current , ___
Value

ot l lb. otDate oi Indenture or Fineness
Authority.

caiorfid Den‘p;r!:ina- (z,u‘:-lrlféitZijfiii? 8;

ihfiéii
'

; weig . ma .

£ n. v
i. I. fl.

'

cts. grs.

21 James I. (1623) .. .. 41 0 0 Sovereign

1 I

1401'} \

13 Oharles II. (1661)(r) .. 43 14 8 Broad

K
2

0 0 13112

l5 Charles II. (1663)(ll .. 44 10 0 Guinea I l l29:E H 0 918!

4 George I. (1717).. ..

g
m H

8
?

Do. 21 0 l29§X

56 George III. (1818) .. . Sovereign 20 0 l23|}Q

(e) The current value 0! the 1619gold coins was rained one-fifteenth by a
proclamation,dated 26th August, 1661,and the weights of the hammered coins are said y Kenyon to

have been proportionately reduced, as shown in the above table. He does not quote his
authority. however, and there is no evidence ot such s rate of coinage in the Pyx verdicts.

(f) The indenture under the terms ot which the pound weight of 22 cts. was cut into
44] pieces was dated 2-lth December. 1f$63,as may be seen in Folkes and Pollet, and is con
firmed bya Warrant oi that date existing in the Mint Records. The other authorities
named above, being misled by Lowndes, give 1670as the date of the change.

(B-)

TABLE SHOWING THE PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE STANDARD
WEIGHT AND FINENESS OF Euomsn SILVER Cows
mom THE TIME or THE CONQUEST (A.D. 1066).

Weight of Fineness.

the Silver v ~ s" rDate of Indentnre or
Authority. _ Penny Per

ll] grains. “L weight‘ Millesimnl.

£
.

n. d. ozs. dwts.

1 William I. (1066) 1 0 0 22}

8 Edward I. (1279) (a)... 1 0 3 22%

18 Edward III. (1343) (b) 1 2 2 205?, ,\ ll 2 925

19 Edward III. (1344) l 2 4 205$}

20 Edward III. (1346) 1 2 6 20 J

(a.) By an agreement between the king and W. de Turnemire, Master Moneyer
of England in 1279-1280, the pound of silver was coined into 243 pence, instead
of 240 as previously. Ruding (vol. i.

,

p. 193) notes that the agreement was
made in these terms, although he subsequently (vol. i.

,

p. 201) refers to the
28th Edward I. (1301)) as the date of the change in weight, a date which is

repeated by Hawkins. Whether 1279 is the exact date when the number 240
was altered to 243 is uncertain. In an article on the “English Currency under
Edward I.” by Crump and Hughes in the Ecorunnio Jm//rnal, vol. v. (1895), it is
assigned to the year 1276. The date given above (1279) cannot be far wrong, as
the Pipe Roll of the 15th year of Edward I. (March, 1281) records a public
notification of the change as having previously been made.

(b.) In the indentures of Edward III.’s reign a different rate was allowed for
halfpence and farthings, viz., 23.9.311.for halfpenoe and 28:. 5d. for farthings.
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Current _ Weight of
Fineness.

Date of Indenture or fliallgeof the Silver
Authority. ocoinéd _ Penny Per _ _

Silver.
"‘ g"“‘“-

lb. weight.
M‘n"“m"1

£ s. d. ozs. dwts.

25 Edward III. (1351) 1 5 0 18

13 Henry IV. (1411) 1 10 0 15
11 2 925

4 Edward IV.(l464) 1 11 6 12

18 Henry vm. (1526) 2 5 0 10;

34 Henry VIII. (1543)

36 Henry VIII. (1544)

10

[Q ® O v
-1

O

,Z
_/

x
i.
‘

I,
-+

r_
:»

*_
?.

\
m

_,
,_

._
..
.J

Q
}

O
O

Q
O

O

U
!

O Q

37 Henry VIII. (1545) l 4 3331

3 Edward VI. (1549) 6 500

}
3 12 0 6%

4 Edward VI. (1550) 3 250

6 Edward VI. (1552)

1

11 1 920%

1 Mary (15.33) 3 0 0 s 11 0 916;

3 Elizabeth (1561) J ll 2 925

21 Elizabeth (1578) 3 0 3 7.1%,‘; ll 1 920%

25 Elizabeth (1583) 3 0 0 8 ll 2 925

43 Elizabeth (1601) (0) ... 3 2 0 7%

}

11 2 925
56 George III. (1816) 3 6 0 71;‘;

(0.) On the 21st February, 1619, directions were given to the Attorney-General
for new indentures to be prepared whereby the pound weight of silver should be
coined into 66 shillings. This intended alteration, however, was subsequently
abandoned (Fulkes).

In 1626, a commission was instructed to coin the pound weight of silver into
70} shillings. This instruction does not appear to have been carried out.

It is interesting to observe that the proposal made in 1619 to coin the pound
sterling into 66 shillings was the rate adopted two centuries later (1816) on the
occasion of the next change of standard.

This last change was coincident with the establishment of gold as a mono
metallic standard of currency in Great Britain and Ireland. Gold coin was
made legal tender to an unlimited extent, while silver and copper coins became
token currencies. The former was restricted as legal tender to amounts not
exceeding £2, and the latter to amounts not exceeding one shilling.
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<0.)

TABLE SHOWING rm: PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE STANDARD

WEIGHT AND FINENESS or ENGLISH COPPER, TIN,
AND BRONZE COINS FROM THE TIME or (!m.a1.as II.
(A.D. 1672).

Current Value of - ‘

i Avoir. lb. of Coin.
w°'gh°'

DateolChange in —~~ ~ ~ ——
St'”nd"d'

Halfpencei Ha1f_

Metal.

Penoei
Fl\l't(llrl11gF.\I

Penny.
p°nny-

‘
_ _ _ ‘

a d. I. ii grains.

Charles II. (1672) - 1 a 111» Copper.

Charles II. ([684) — 1 8 17.3
.

},
Tin.

William and Mary (1690) —- 1 9 l66'6

William and Mary (I698)
l
- 1 9 its-is 1

George I. (1717) — 2 4

George II. (1129) - i ii

George iii. (1191) 1 4 -- coppen

George III. (1199) - i 6

George III. (1806) ... 2 0 2 U

Charles II. was the first monarch who established a regular copper currency

Victoria (1864!)

A copper currency for England was considered in the reign of Elizabeth, and
patterns prepared dated 1601, but no coins were struck until the following
reign. The proposals were for copper “ pledges” for halfpence and farthings
weighing 24 grs. and 12 grs. respectively.

A patent for the issue of copper farthings or tokens weighing six grains each,
was granted in 1613 to Lord Harrington of Exton. Patents were also granted
by Charles I. for similar issues. but there is no evidence of any authorised issues
by the Commonwealth.

for England. The tin coins issued by him and his successors had a plug of
copper in the centre.

9070 2 D
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TABLES SHOWING THE STANDARD WEIGHT AND FINENEss OF

BRITISH IMPERIAL AND COLONIAL CURRENT COINs.

(A.). IMPERIAL COINS.

Weight.

Denomination of Coin. Metal.

Grains. Grams.

Five-pound Gold 616-37239 3994028

Two-p ound Do. 246-54895 l5'97 611 _

Sovereign* Do. 12327447 7'98805
916.6

Half-sovereign Do. 6163723 3-99402

Crownf ... Silver 43636363 2827590 1

Double-florin D0. 349'09090 22'62072

i
Half-crown Do. 218'l8181 1413795

i
Florin Do. 174'54:'>-45 l1'31036

Shilling Do. 87'2 7272 5'65518 ‘
> 925

Sixpence Do. 4363636 2'82759

Fourpence D0. 2909090 1'88506 i

Threepence Do. 2l'81818 1'4l379 I

Twopence D0. 14'5454!'> 094253

€
Penny ... D0. 7"27272 0'47126 J
Penny Bronze 14583333 9'44984

1Mixe
d metal:

Halfpenny Do. s7-50000 5'66990
‘t’§lfI(’§(§)f9!fl‘Li’

Farthing Do. 43-15000 2'83-.195 i 11"“ (10)

* The weight of 9345 sovereigns is exactly equivalent to twenty Troy lbs., and
the weight of the individual gold pieces is calculated on this basis.

1- The weight of the Imperial silver coins is computed on the basis that sixty
six shillings weigh one Troy lb.
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(B.). COLONIAL COINS, monnmxo rnosa or Bnrnsn INDIA.

Denomination of Coin. Metal.

EUROPE:

Cyprus .. .. Eighteen-piastrel .. Silver 174-54 11-310

Nine-ptastres .. .. Do. 8727 5
'6

5
5

l

925
Four-and-nphall-plaatres Do. 43133 2827

IThree-piastres . . . . Do. 2900 1'885

Piastre . . . . . . Bronze 180 1l'664

Hal!-piastre . . . . . . D0. 90 5'832l

Quarter-piastre . . . . Do. 45 2916

Guernsey .. .. Eight-doubles .. -. Do. 150 9720

Four-doubles . . . . D0. 75 4860

Two-doubles .. .. Do. as em “°,)1r‘§nI’Z°e'_i°'

Ono-double .. .. .. Do. 35 2268

Jersey .. .. Penny .. .. .. Do. 14583 9450

Halfpenny .. .. .. Do. 87'50 5'670

Farthing .. .. .. Do. 4315 2835

Malta .. .. One-third-birthing .. Do. 14-ts:-'1 -945

ASIA:

Ceylon .. .. Fiity-cents .. .. .. Silver 90 51332

Twenty-flve—cents .. Do. 45 2916 > 800

Ten-cents .. -. .. Do. 18 1'166J

Five-cents .. .. .. Copper 2916 l8‘900\

Cent .. .. .. .. D0. 72‘92 4'725l

Halt-cent .. .. .. Do. 36'46 2362}
Pm’

Quarter-cent . . . . Do. 1823 l'l
8

ll

Hong Kong _, Fifty-cents .. .. .. Silver 209'52 135761

Twenty-cents . . . . Do. 83‘8l 5430

L 800
Ten-cents .. .. .. Do. 41'90

2715]
Five-cents .. .. .. 'Do. 20'96 1‘357J

Cent .. .. ,_ .. Bronze ll5'75 7'501

Mil .. _ .. .. Do. 1543 1 l Aslmwm

India, British .. Mohur .. .. 1. Gold 180 1l'664

Ten-rupees .. .. .. D0. 120
7776')

9l6'6

Five-rupees . . . . . . Do. 60 3888)

Rupee . . . . . . Silver 180 11‘664\

Half-rupee .. .. .. Do. 90 5'832l ,

Quarter-rupee .. . . Do. 45 2916

‘I 91626

Two-annas .. . . Do. 225 P
4

5
8

}
l

9070 2 D 2
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Gonomar. COINS—00/zt'i/med.

Weight.

Colony. Denomination of Coin. “{3§,§§’,’§,i,§,‘,',‘_1
Grains. Grams.

AsIA—cont. l

India,British——cont. Halt-anna .. Copper 200 12'960\

Quarter-anna Do. 100 (7480i
“

Half-pice -.. Do. 50

3
2

4
0

; Pure

One-twelfth-anna Do. ass 2-100

British dollar'* Silver 416 26'95'.’ 900

Mauritius.. .. Twenty-cents Do. 36

2
'3

3
3

§

800
Ten-cents Do. 18 l‘166

Five-cents Bronze 150 9720

Two-cents Do. 60
3'888[)-

Asblrglgzegal

(lent Do. 30 1'944J

Stgggvlfitsl
Settle- Dollar .. Silver 416 26'957 900

Fifty-cents .. Do. 209'52 13'576

Twenty-cents Do. 83‘81 5
‘4

3
0

l

Ten-cents Do. 41'90 2715

> 800

Five—cents Do. 20'96 l‘
3

5
7

J

Cents .. Copper 141
9331]

Half-cents Do. 72 -P665 Pure.

Quarter -cents Do. 36 2'333J

AFRICA 2

East Africa. and Fifty-cents . Silver 90 5'832
Uganda Protec-

§

800
torates. Twenty-five-cents Do. 45 2916

Ten—eents — — -- \

Five-cents - 29115 l8'900 l

Cent — 72'92 4725

>

One-tenth-cent — — —- J

AMERICA 2

British Guiana Fourpence .. Silver 1885 926
and West Indies.

British Honduras Fifty-cents .. Silver l79'33 ll'62~)\

Twenty-five-cents Do. 89‘67 5'8l0

l> 925
Ten-cents D0. 3687 232-i

l

Five-cents Do. 17‘93 l'l62J

Gent Bronze 144 9'33l As ImD9fll-l

Canada .. Fitty-cents .. Silver 17933 ll'620\

Twenty-five-cents Do. 89137 5'810

L 925
Ten-cents Do. 36'87 2324

Five-cents Do. l7'93 l'l
6

2
J

Gent .. .. Bronze 87'5 5'670 As Iml19l’iBl

' Struck for general circulation in the East,
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Conozuu. Coma-wntinued.

Weight.

Colony. Denomination of Coin.

Grains. Grams.

A1lERICA—con!. ‘

Jamaica .. .. Penny.. Nickel-1 l45'8§
Bronza.g r and

Ilinlfpenny .. .. .. Do. 1 87‘5 5‘670

1 ik m
; n c e r

Farthing .. .. .. Do. I 4315

2'836J‘

100.
pa

Newfoundland .. ,’I‘w0-dollar.-1 .. .. ‘ Gold 51364 3‘3J8
|

916%

Fifty-cents .. Silver 1 1a1-ii 11182

Twenty-cents Do. 7?}? 4713
925

Ten-cents .. .. .. Do. 36% 2356

Five-cents .. .. . Do. j 18'“? 1178

Cent. .. .. .. .. Bronze 87'5 ' 5'670 Aslmperial.

\ I
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APPENDIX NO. III.

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAUNDY MONEY.

The royal alms, known as His Ma]'esty’s Royal Maundy, are distributed
annually by the Lord High Almoner on Maundy Thursday on behalf of the
King.

The alms consist of various cash payments made to persons of both sexes above
sixty years of age who are in necessitous circumstances, and who have at one
time given employment to others and paid rates and taxes.

One of the maundy gifts is a payment, made in silver coins, of the value of as
many pence as the years of the reigning sovereigns age, to a. like number of
persons of both sexes. The money is paid entirely in silver coins of the nominal
value of 1d., 2d., 341.,and 4d. respectively, and it is to these small silver pieces,
which are struck specially at the Mint for the purpose, that the term “ Maundy
money

” is applied. These coins bear on the obverse the effigy of His Majesty
with the inscription (similar to that on other coins of the realm) EDWARDVS VII
1) 1 G : BRITT : OMN : REX F : D : IND : IMP : (in full, EDWARDUS VII DEI
GRATIA BRITANNIARUM OMNIUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR INDIE IMPERATOB),
and on the reverse the figure “ l,” “ 2," “ 3,” or “ 4,” surrounded by a wreath of
olive and oak and surmounted by the imperial crown. The edges of the coins are
not milled, and the threepences therefore are identical in design with the coins of
that denomination struck for general circulation. Collectors of coins frequently
purchase the maundy moneys from the original recipients at enhanced prices,
but maundy coins do not pass into general use. The first coinage of small silver
pieces intended solely for distribution on Maundy Thursday was struck about 1661.
Prior to that date silver pence had been struck for general circulation, and the
coins which formed part of the maundy alms were such as could be found in the
ordinary currency of the country. By the Coinage Act of 1870 (33 Vict., c. 10)
Maundy coins, being specified in the first schedule of this Act, are legal tender.

There are various theories as to the origin of the term “Maundy,” applied to
the Thursday before Easter. It may be derived from “ dies mandati,”-the day
of the mandate—as, on the day before Good Friday, Christ, after washing the
disciples’ feet, gave his new commandment, “That ye love one another"
(John xiii. 34). Hence arose the custom of washing the feet of the poor by
royal and other distinguished persons. This ceremony, which was accompanied
by doles of food and clothing, is first referred to by St. Augustine, Bishop
of Hippo, about A.D. 400.

Edward II., on 21st March, in his 19th year, washed the feet of 50 poor men
at Kenilworth. And Edward III., on the 20th March, in his 34th year, ordered
John de Newbury “to buy and deliver to Thomas de Keynes, the King’s Almoner,
200 ells of cloth of Candelwykstrete, 50 pairs of slippers, two short towels of
Paris (cloth), and 4 ells of linen of Flanders for the next Gena Domini,” that is

,

the Thursday before Good Friday, also called Maundy Thursday and Shere
Thursday.

In the year 1572 Queen Elizabeth went through a. grand Maundy Ceremony
in the Hall at Greenwich. Poor women corresponding in number to the age of
Her Majesty assembled, and these were duly arranged in the Great Hall. Tables
and benches were placed along the room, with a carpeted footway and cushions
in front of each poor person for the Queen to kneel upon. When all were in their
places, the Laundress, provided with a silver basin containing warm water and
sweet flowers, washed all their feet, and, after signing them a little above the
toes with a cross, kissed them. When a hymn had been sung, the Sub-Almoner
and the Lord High Almoner each in turn repeated the process. The Chaplain
having read an appropriate lesson, descriptive of the washing of the disciples‘
feet, and as it was considered that the feet of these poor women after their
repeated ablutions were by this time in a fit state for Her Majesty to deal with,
the Queen entered the Hall with great ceremony. Elizabeth, then in the 39th year
of her age, was attended by 39 ladies and gentlemen to correspond with the
number of poor folks. These attendants proceeded to array themselves in
aprons, and bearing towels and basins of water and sweet flowers, waited on the
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Queen, Whilst Her Majesty. kneeling on the cushions provided, washed, crossed,
and kissed as had been done before. After this the Queen distributed broadcloth
to make gowns, a pair of sleeves, a wooden platter, whereon was half a. side of
salmon, as much ling. six red herrings, and six loaves of “cheat” bread, together
with a white wooden dish of claret wine. Finally the towels used and the aprons
worn by the attendants were bestowed upon the recipients of the charity. At
the close of this somewhat lengthy ceremonial Her Majesty departed. The old
chronicler who recorded these proceedings pithily remarks that “ by this time the
sun was setting."

James II. was the last king of England who washed the feet of the recipients
of the Maundy doles. An old Record Book in the office of the Registrar-General at
Somerset House contains the following entry :—“ On Maundy Thursday, April 16,
1685, Our Gracious King James ye 2nd washed, wiped, and kissed the feet of
52 poor men with wonderful humility."

Thomas Delaune, in his Angliae Metro ml-is, or the Present State of London,
I690, says :—“ On the Thursday before ter, called Maundy Thursday, the
King, or his Lord High Almoner, assisted by the Sub-Almoner, was wont to
wash the feet of as many poor men as His Majesty had reigned years, and then
to wipe them with a towel (according to the pattern of Our Saviour). After
this he gave every one of them two-and-a-half yards of woollen cloth with which
to make a suit of clothes; also linen cloth for two shirts, as well as a pair of
stockings and a pair of shoes ; three dishes of fish in wooden platters, one of salt
salmon, a second of green fish or cod, a third of pickle-herrings—red herrings or
red sprats-—a gallon of beer, a quart bottle of wine, and four sixpenuy loaves of
bread, also a red leather purse with as many single pence as the King is years
old, and in such another purse as many shillings as the King has reigned years.
The Queen doth the like to diverse poor persons."

In the year 1724, an alteration was made in the nature of the gifts, the women
receiving an allowance of 34 shillings in money in lieu of clothing. This change
is said to have been occasioned by the scandal that arose from the haste made by
the recipients to try on their garments, which, not being made to measure,
sometimes fitted other persons better than the receiver.

A distribution in 1731 is described in the Gentleman’; Magazine (vol. i.
,

p. 172).
It was made at the Banqueting House, Whitehall, to 48 poor men and the same
number of poor women. Dinner was provided, consisting of boiled beef,
shoulders of mutton, and small bowls of ale. After this, each person had a

platter of bread and fish. Then shoes, stockings, linen, and woollen cloth were
distributed, also leathern bags containing silver pence, twopences, threepences,
and fourpences. as well as shillings, each person receiving about £4 in value.
His Grace, the Lord Archbishop of York, Lord High Almoner, also performed the
annual ceremony of washing the feet of a certain number of poor persons in the
Royal Chapel, Whitehall.

At the ceremony of washing the feet of the poor it was an ancient custom of
the kings and queens of England to present them with the gown worn on the
day of distribution. Queen Elizabeth, however, redeemed this gift by a money
payment of 20 shillings to each person, intended to represent the value of the
garment.

From 1731 to 1759 this payment was withheld, but was restored in the latter
year. In the year I837 another change took place, whereby an allowance of
30 shillings was made to each person in lieu of the gifts of food.

As no provision was made to ensure the suitability of the maundy gifts to the
various requirements of the poor persons, somewhat rough bartering among the
recipients frequently took place, and, with a view to check these practices, money
payments were from time to time substituted for the various doles, as mentioned
above, the last of the gifts in kind being that of the clothing for the men,
which was distributed so recently as the year 1881. It having been found, how
ever, that in most instances the men parted with the goods for less than their
original cost, the sum of £2 5s. per head is now given instead of clothing. Thus
the maundy alms are at the present time composed entirely of cash payments,
amounting in all to about £5 for each person.

The total sum is made up as follows :—(l) The gift of pence at the rate oi‘
one penny for each year of the sovereign’s age, which is handed to the selected
persons in a white leather purse; (2) sums of £1 10:. in lieu of provisions and
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£1 in lieu of the gown formerly given by the sovereign, inclosed in a red leather
purse ; (3) a further gift of £1 15.9.to the women and £2 58. to the men in lieu
of clothing, this last gift being inclosed in a paper packet.

The ceremony of the distribution of the maundy alms, which is of much
interest‘, took place in the Chapel Royal, Whitehall, from 1714 to 1890, but since
the latter date, the chapel having been transferred to the Royal United Service
Institution, the gifts have been distributed in Westminster Abbey.

Engravings, dated 1773, of a picture by S. H. Grimm represent the distribution
of the alms in the Chapel Royal, and the banquet in the ante-chapel.

“Till the construction of the new street into Whitehall, a few years ago, a
very curious little ceremony used to take place, viz., the conveyance of the alms
from the Almonry Office and residence of the Lord High Almoner in Scotland
to the Chapel at Whitehall. Suddenly confronted by this procession, a wanderer
who chanced to be straying in the byways of the neighbourhood of the Chapel
Royal would have been struck with surprise and wonder at the attire of the
figures who took part in it, for some were in mediesval. and some in modern
dress, some in clerical vestmcnts, others in lay garments. He would, perhaps,
have been startled if, unawares, he had met the detachment of stalwart Beef
eaters, with their halberds over their shoulders, escorting one of their number,

. who bore on his head a large gilt salver, filled with the curious old-fashioned
red and white purses with their strings hanging round like a fringe. And he
might have marvelled at the Sub-Almoncr, at his bevy of lay oflicials, and his
company of children, who, representing the children of the Almonry (one of the
divisions of the alms), carried bright bunches of flowers and wore white linen
scarves that were emblematic of the sweet flowers and towels used at the
obsolete ceremony of the feet washing. The little band would glide slowly by,
and, before the uninitiated spectator could recover from his astonishment, pass
through the door of the Chapel Royal at Whitehall and join the Lord High
Almoner, the Sub-Almoner, and the staff of the chapel, and then take part in
the service of prayer and thanksgiving, and in the ceremony of the distribution
of the royal gifts.”

In February, 1901, after the death of her late Majesty Queen Victoria, the
Lord High Almoner petitioned his present Majesty King Edward VII. to follow
the precedent adopted on the demise of William IV., to which proposal His
Majesty was graciously pleased to give his consent. This procedure was to the
effect that the numbers on the list of maundy recipients should be reduced to
numbers corresponding with the years of the reigning monarch, and that the
surviving recipients of the last Maundy of the previous reign should be placed
on a supplementary list, this said list to be absorbed as vacancies occurred. It
was further ordered that meanwhile no fresh appointments were to be made.

The above information is called from various sources. There is a description
of the Maundy ceremony in the Times for the 16th April, 1838. A good
historical article by Mr. H. J. Bidwell, of the Exchequer and Audit Department,
will be found on No. 2470 of the Gum-dian (p. 545), for the 5th April, 1893.
The paragraph quoted above on this page, is from 171e Old Royal Palace of
I‘Vl1<:'teha.ll,by the Rev. Edgar Sheppard, D.D., Sub-Dean of H.M. Chapels Royal,

and Sub-Almoner to the King (published by Longmans, 1902), in which book a
chapter is devoted to this interesting subject. ~
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APPENDIX No. IV.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF COIN-LEGENDS OR
MOTTOES, WITH TRANSLATIONS.

The mottoes contained in this Appendix, with one or two ex ceptions. occur on
the coins in the Mint collection.

The number given with the legend refers to the coin or one of the ooins on
which the legend may be found.

A Domino factum est istud et est mirabile in oculis nostris
[This is the Lorrl’s doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes

(Ps. cxviii.

_2
3 ; Mark xii. 11)]. 927

Adventus Aug. [The arrival of the Emperor]. R 8

Amictorllm Conservatrix [The protectress of the distressed].
1017

Agnus Dei qui tollit peccata. mundi miserere nobis [0 Lamb
of God, that takest a\vay the sin of the world, have mercy
upon us (011. John i. 29)]. 666

A1110!‘ populi praesidium 1'6g'iB [The love of the people is the
protection of the king]. 1113

And God direct our cours. 1261

Archetypus monetaa argentaa Anglia; [The pattern of English
silver money]. 1155

Auspicio regis et senatus Angliae [Under the auspices of the
king and the English parliament]. 3468

Auxilium meum a
. Domino [My help (cometh) from the Lord

(Ps. cxxi. 2)]. 6'77

B8110 Gt pace [In war and peace]. page l43

Benedictum sit nomen Domini [Blessed be the name of the
Lord (Ps. cxiii. 2)]. 668

Brun . Gt L . D111! . S . R . I . A . Th . et El . [Brunsvicensis
et Lunenburgensis Dux, Sacri Romani Imperii Archi-Thesaur
arius et Elector (Duke of Brunswick and Liineburg, Arch
Treasurer of the Holy Roman Empire and Elector)]. 1576
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Caroli fortuna resurgam [1, the fortune of Charles, shall rise
again]. 1233

Carolus a Carolo [Charles, the son of Charles]. 1354

Charitie and Change.
"

1270

Christo auspice reg-no [I reign under the auspices of Christ].
1114

Christo victore triumpho [I triumph in Christ the Victori0us.]
2891

Comes Aug. or Comiti Aug. [The companion of the Emperor].
R 9, R 130

Communitate 3.110178. [Communication facilitated ('i.e., by means
of the new bridge)]. 4311

Concordia Militum [The concord of the army]. R 10

Concordia salus [Concord (and) prosperity]. 3935

Crescite Gt multiplicamini [Increase and multiply (Gen. i. 28)].
3905

Crucis arma sequamur [Let us follow the arms of the cross].
2747

C11lt01‘6S S111 Deus protegit [God protects his worshippers].
1102

Da pacem Domine [Give peace, O Lord]. page 222

Das Land die Friichte bringt, im Harz der Thaler
klingt[The land yields the harvest, in the Harz (mountains) t e

dollar jingles]. 2552

Dat gloria vires [Glory gives strength]. 2759

DGGIIS e
t_ tutamen [An ornament and a safeguard (Virgil,

Aeneid, v. 262)]_ ]_3QQ

This inscription, which was first used on the edges of coins on the intro
duction of milled money in 1662, was suggested by Evelyn. The whole
paragraph in his “ Discourse of Medals” (1697), on the subject of pro
tecting the edges of coins is of interest. He says (p. 225) : “That now
our current Mill’d Moneys have all this while been less obnoxious to this
injurious Practice of (Jlippers is certainly due to either a less degenerate
Age, or the Contrivance of the Circumscriptizm about the Tra-no/1??or Edge
of the thicker Pieces, and Grenneling of the small and thinner, which for
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ought I know, is Modern. and its Inventor (who ever he were) worthy the
Honor of Medal himself; whether due to Monsieur Blondeau, our
Indnstrious Rawlina, or Symon (Brother to the late squalid Embom-r),
Gravers of the Royal Mi-nt to King Charles the First and Second, or
improv'd by the Direction of (Sir Ral 2h Fr1'eman's Successor) Mr. Slingaby,
to whom I suggested the Decus J: utamen out of a Viniet in Cardinal
de R-ichlieu’; Greek Ilaatament, printed at the Lourre, hindering his
intended Addition (in Annie), which neither would have become the
Impreu, nor stood gracefully in the Circle."

The Greek Testament to which Evelyn alludes is the sumptuous folio
(Editio Regia), printed in 1642 at the royal printing presses established
in Paris by Cardinal Richelieu. The latter died in the same year, and was
succeeded, as prime minister, by his friend Cardinal Mazarin. The Testa
ment is usually known at the present day as the Mazarin, but must not
be confounded with the Mazarin Bible, which is an early printed edition
(1450) of the Bible which came from Cardinal Mazarin‘s library, and is one
of the choicest treasures of Bibliomania.

The vignette in question will be found at the end of the Second
Epistle to the Corinthians (p. 299\. The motto is there depicted upon a
scroll above a caduceus and a club in saltire, with a wreath of olive and
oak, the whole being surrounded on three sides by a heavy ornamental
border.

Possibly the caduceus and club formed the addition “in. a1'mis" which
Slingsby suggested as an accompaniment of the motto, and which Evelyn
justly says would not “have become the Impress, nor stood gracefully in
the Circle." The proposed addition, however, may have been of the words
themselves, “in armis "

being the context in Virgil, though they are not
included in the vignette. The passage in the Aeneid, where the words of
the motto occur, is as follows :

“ At qui deinde locum tenuit virtute secundum,
Laevibus huic hamis consertam auroque trilieem
Loricam, quam Demoleo detraxerat ipse
Victor apud rapidum Simoénta sub Ilio alto
Donat habere viro, decus et tutamen in armis."

This passage is rendered by William Morris as follows :—
“ Then next for him who second place of might and valour bore

A mail-coat wove of polished rings with threefold wire of gold,
Which, from Demoleos the King had stripped in days of old.
A conqueror then by Simois swift beneath high-builded Troy,
He giveth now that lord to have a safeguard and a joy.”—

(Aeneid: qf Virgil, second erl., 1876.)

The exigencies of verse in this translation preferred the rendering, “ a
safeguard and a joy," to what is more exact, “an ornament and defence,"
which the glittering mail-coat of Demoleos truly was.

Decus et Tuvtamm is also the motto of the Worshipful Company of
Feltmakers, which was incorporated by James I. in 1604, and received a.
second charter, dated 27 June, 1667, from Charles II. after his Restoration.

Deus judex justus fortis et paciens [G0d, the just Judge, strong
and patientl. 676

D6118 nobis fiducia [God our trust]. 4464

Dilicie Domini cor humile [An humble heart is the delight of
the Lord]. 2750

Diligite justiciam [Observe justice]. 2748
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Dirigit Deus gressus meos [God orders my steps]. 1967

(Op. Psalm cxix. 133, Vulgate, where the imperative, dirige, occurs, as
on the “ Una ”

five-pound piece, No. 1966)].

Una. and the lion are thus referred to by Edmund Spenser (Faery
Queens, bk. i.

,

c. iii. 9
) :—

“ The Lyon would not leave her desolate,
But with her went along, as a strong gard

Of her chast person, and a. faythfull mate
Of her sad troubles and misfortunes hard :

Still, when she slept, he kept both watch and ward ;

And, when she wakt, he wayted diligent,
With humble service to her will prepard :

From her fayre eyes he tooke commandément,
And ever by her lookes conceivéd her intent."

Domine ne in furore Tuo arguas me [O Lord, rebuke me not
in Thy wrath (Ps. vi. 1)]. 617

Dominus adjutor et protector meus et in ipso speravit cor
meum [The Lord is my strength and my shield; my heart
hath trusted in him (Psaxxviii. 678

Dominus Protector meus et Liberator» meus [God is my
Defender and my Redeemer (op. Ps. lxx. 5)]. 2726

Dum spiro spero [Whilst 1 live (breathe), I hope]. 1239

Ecce grex [Behold the flock]. 2883

E886 quam videre [T0 be rather than to seem]. 4363

Exaltabitur in g101‘i& [He shall be exalted in glory (Ps. cxii.

9)]. I

618

EX &111‘0 Herciniae [From gold produced in Hercinia (a district
in Germany)]. 2598

EX nocte diem [Producing day out of night]. 1372

Expulsis piratis restituta. commercia. [Commerce restored by
the expulsion of the pirates]. 4112

Exurgat Deus et dissipentur inimici ejus [Let God arise and
let his enemies be scattered (Ps. lxviii. 1)]. 1019, 2759

Faciain 808 in gentem una.m [I will make them one nation

(Ezek. xxxvii. 22)]. ~ 1023

Fecit utraque unum [He has made both one (Eph. ii.
l4)].2756
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Felicitas Temp. [The felicity of the times]. R 12

Fides Militum [The fidelity of the army]. R 13

Floreat rex [May_the king flourish]. 2883

Florebit in wvum [It will flourish for all times]. 1157

Florent concordia. regna [Kingdoms flourish when united].
1096

Florent sceptra iis regna. his Jova. dat numeratque
[Sceptres flouris with the pious, Jehovah gives them king
doms and numbers them]. 2761

Fortune. Redux [Fortune that brings back (the Emperor in
safety)]. R 14

Gaurded with Angeles. 1260

Genio Pop. R0111. [To the Genius of the Roman people]. R 3

Gloria. Exercitus [The glory of the army]. R 183

Gloria. in excelsis Deo et in terra. pax hominibus [Glory be
to God in the highest, and in earth peace towards lnen

(Luke ii. 14)]. 663

God with us. 1246

Habilitada p01’ 81 GObi61'110 [Certified by the Government].
2256

Hanc Deus dedit [God has given this (1'.e. crown)]. 1242

Has nisi periturus mihi adimat nemo [Let no oneremove
these (letters) from me under penalty of death]. 1266

Henricus rosas regna. Jacobus [Henry (united) the roses,
James the kingdoms]. 1031

Herculi Conservatori [To Hercules the preserver]. R 5

His difi'61‘t rege tyrannus [In these a tyrant differs from a

king} 2775

His praasum ut prosim [I am set over them, that I may be

profitable to them]. 2791
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HD1101‘ regis judicium diligit [The king’s power loveth
judgment (Ps. xcix. 4)]. / 2743

Horum tuta fides [The faith of these is whole]. page 223

Ich dien [I serve].

Ignibus impar [Not able to resist fire]. 1430

Ihc, &c., see Jesus, &c.
‘

Inde Gt Lib Z [Independence and Liberty]. 5152

Indus uterque serviet uni [Both the Indies will serve one

(State) ]. 4201

In God we trust. 5142

Inimicos ejus induam confusione [As for his enemies, I will
clothe them with shame (Ps. cxxxii. 18)]. page 77

Inljustitia. Tua. libera. nos Domine [Deliver us, O Lord, in
Thy righteousness (op. Ps. xxxi. 1)].

This motto occurs on a Scottish half-testoon dated 1553, in the British
Museum.

In recto decus [Honour in rectitude]. 2686

Invictus Aug. [The invincibility of the emperor]. R 18

In virtute Tua libera me [In Thy strength deliver me]. 2751

Ionikon Kratos [The Ionian Government]. 3061

Jam non sunt duo sed una. ca.ro [They are no more twain, but
one flesh (Matt. xix. 6)]. ...

This legend occurs on twelve-penny or “Non Sunt ”
groats of 1558-1559

(Mary of Scotland).

Jesus [Ihc] autem transiens per medium illorum ibat
[But Jesus passing through the midst of them, went his way
(Luke iV- 30)} 616, 626, 791

JOVI 0011861‘. [To Jove the preserver]. R 78

Justitia. thronum firmat [Justice strengthens the throne].
1136

Justus fide vivit [The just man lives by faith ((42. Rom. i. 17)].
2749
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Lucema pedibus meis verbum tuum [Thy word is a lantern
unto my feet (Ps. cxix. 105)]. 882

Marti Patri Propug. [To Mars, the father and protector]. R 114

Melioris tessera fati [A token of better fortune].- page 238

Memoria felix [Happy memory]. R108

Moneta duplex [“ Double Tournois,” a French coin]. 6'71

Nach dem Leipziger Fusse [According to the Leipzig standard].
2658

Nach dem Reichs F118 [According to the Imperial standard].
2624

Nec aspera terrent [Rough places do not alarm]. 2569

Nemo me impune lacesset [N0 one shall hurt me with
impunity]. 2776

This celebrated motto was first used on coins of 1579, and is said to have
been suggested by George Buchanan, the distinguished Scottish scholar
(1506-1582).

Nummorum famulus [The servant of the coinage]. 1357

0 crux ave apes unica. [Hail l O cross, our only hope]. 730

Parva sub ingenti [Small things under great]. 4108

Pax missa. per orbem [Peace sent throughout the world]. 1558

Pax quaaritur 136110 [Peace is sought by war]. 1266

Per crucem Tuam salva nos Christe Redemptor [By thy
cross, save us, O Christ, our Redeemer]. 728

Pergo et perago [I undertake and I accomplish]. 3151

Per lignum crucis salvi sumus [By the wood of the cross are
we saved].

This motto occurs on rare specimens of the gold ecu of James V. of
Scotland.

Post mortem patris pro filio [After the death of the father for
the son]. 1242
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Posui Deum adjutorem meum [I have made God my Helper
(op. Ps. liv. 4)]. 1 - 634 ; the same in the plural, 940

Principi Juventutis [To the Prince of the youth]. R 149

Pro me Si mereor in me [For me ; but against me, if I deserve].
2770

Protector literis literaa nummis corona et salus [A protection
to the letters (on the face of the coin), the letters (on the
edge) a garland and a safeguard to the coinage]. 1263

Protegit et 01118.15 [It protects and adorns].

This motto occurs on the edges of the sixty-shilling and the forty
shilling pieces for Scotland of William and Ma.ry’s reign.

Providentia C3688. [The Providence of the Caesars]. R 189

Quae Deus eonjunxit nemo separet [What God hath joined
together, let no man put asunder (op. Matt. xix. 6)]. 1073

Quatuor maria. vindico [I claim the four seas]. 1362

Quiescat plebs [May the people remain in quietude]. 2884

Quocunque jeceris (gesseris) stabit [Wherever you throw it
,

it will stand]. 3076

Redde cuique quod suum est [Render to each that which is his
own]. page 72

Reddite quae C2BS8.1'iS C&3S&1.1‘i [Render to Caesar, Caesar’s things
(op. Matt. xxii. 21)]. 1361, 1829

Regem Jova protegit [Jehovah protects the king]. 2779

Regit 1111118utroque [One rules with both ('i.0., with sceptre and
trident)]. 1158

Reli io Protestantium leges Angliaa libertas Parliamenti
The religion of the Protestants, the laws of England, the

liberty of the Parliament]. 1173

Romae aeter. [T0 Rome the Eternal]. R 115

Rosa sine spina [A rose without a thorn]. 852

J

Rutilans rosa [A dazzling rose].

~ 839
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Rutilans I088. sine spina. [A dazzling rose without a thorn].
824

88.801111 Felicitas [The happiness of the age]. R 59

58.1118 populi supreme. 161 [The safety of the people is the
supreme law]. 2764

Salus Reipublicae suprema lex [The safety of the State is the
supreme law]. 1143

Salvum fac populum Tuum Domino [O Lord, save thy people
(Ps. xxviii. 9)]. 2738

S . Andreas reviviscens [St Andrew reviviscent]- 2689

Sans changer [Witholit change]. 3076

Sarmatia devicta. [Sarmatia subdued]. R 152

Scutum fidei proteget eum (or ea.m) [The shield of faith
shall protect him (or her)]. 884

Sept. Carolinae [North Carolina]. page 301

Servio Gt 11811128101’ [I serve, and am worn by use].
This motto occurs on a Scottish Pluck of 1557 (Mary).

Sit 1111 et 111! fllit [Let there be light, and there was light].
4426

Sit nomen Domini benedictum [Blessed be the name of the
Lord (Ps. cxiii. 2)]. 716

S011 D80 gloria [To God alone the glory]. 1366, 1374

S011 invictg comiti [To Sol, the unconquered companion].
R 154

Spero 1111110113.,probably an error; see spero meliora. 3894

SDGIO 111811018. [I hope for better things]. 2763

This motto probably alludes to James VI.’s expectation of succeeding to

the English throne.

Tali dicata. signo mens fluctuari nequit [Consecrated by such
a. sign the mind cannot waver]. 821

Temporum F6110. [The felicity of the times]. R 102

Te 80111111vereor. [Thee alone do I fear]. 2762

9070 , 2 E
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Thus united invincible. 1261

Timor Domini fons vitae [The fear of the Lord is a fountain of
life (Prov. xiv. 27)]. 905

Tueatur unita. D8118 [May God guard these united (kingdoms)].
1021, 2002

Tutela Aug. [The guardian of the Emperor]. R 69

Unanimity is the strength of society. 5157

Undiquaque colligitur [Collected from all parts]. 4475

Unita 13116111111‘[These united we guard]. 2792

Unum a Deo duobus sustineo [By the help of God I sustain one
with two]. 1017

Unum 6 pluribus [One out of many]. 5154

Utile dulci [The union of the useful and the pleasant (Horace,
De Arte Poetica, 343)]. 3910

Veritas temporis filia [Truth, the daughter of Time]. 931

Vicit L60 de tribu Juda. [The Lion of the tribe of Judah hath
prevailed (Rev. v. 5)].

H 2757

ViOit V61‘it&S [Truth has conquered].

This motto is found on Scottish lions or hardheads of 15584560 (Mary).
Hardhead or hardie was possibly corrupted from the French, hardi, a coin
first struck by Philippe le Hardi (see Nos. 677, 680).

Victoria G61‘. [The victory over the Germans]. R 73

Victoriae Laetae Princ. Perp. [The propitious and perpetual
Victories of Princes]. R 162

Vincit veritas [Truth conquers].

This legend occurs on Scottish hardheads of 1588 (James VI.).

Virtus Exercit. [The valour of the army]. R 165

V006 populi [By the voice of the people]. 2953

Xrc. regnat, Xrc. vincit, Xrc. imperat [Christ reigns, Christ
conquers, Christ commands]. 2732

Xrc. vincit, X1_‘6. regnat, Xrc. imperat [Christ conquers, Christreigns, Christ commands]. 664
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Abbey crown, or Ecn, 222.

Aberystwith mint, coins of, 103, 104.

Account, Anglo-Saxon moneys of, 3.

Ackey piece, Gold Coast coin, 296.

Addedomaros, coin of, 2.

Adelaide Sovereign, issue of, 321.

,, Government Assay Oflice at, 324.

Aelfred of Wessex, coins of, 15.

Aethelbearht of Wessex, coins of, 14.

Aethelberht of East Anglia, coins of, 8.

Aethelred II. of Northumbria, coins of,
11. 12.

Aethelred I. of Wessex, coins of, 14.

Aethelraed II. of England, coins of, 18.

,, coins of, imitated in Ire
land, 232.

Aethelstan of East Anglia. coins of, 8.

Aethelstan of Wessex, coin of, 15.

Aethelweard of East Anglia, coin of, 8.

Aethelwnlf of Wessex. coin of, 14.

Aire, siege piece of, 356.

Afghanistan, coins of, 358.

African Company, Royal, 116, 227, 296.

of Merchants, coins
of, 296.

H H

“Agnus Dei" on Anglo-Gallic coins,
45, 52.

Albert, W. A. J ., master of the Clausthal
mint, 20.-'>.

Alexander II. of Scotland, coins of, 217.

,, III. of Scotland, coins of, 217.

Alfonso, gold coin of Spain, 856.

Allectus, Romano-British,
387-389.

Alpha and Omega, on Saxon coin, 18.

Alwar State, India, rupee of, 286.

American Plantations, coins for, 300.

coins of,

“Anchor "
money, for Ceylon, 257.

Mauritius, 269.

West Indies, 317.

7! H 17

II 77 H

Angel, first issue of, 53, 54, 57.

,, last issue of, 96, 98.

,, used as a touch-piece, 126.

,, gold, 96. 414.

Angelet, or half-angel, issue of, 67.

Angelot, Anglo-Gallic coin, issue of, 56.

Anglesey, Copper Mines Co., 827.

,, tokens of, 842.

Henry II., 36 ;
Eleanor, wife of Henry II., 37 ;
Richard I.

,

37; Edward I. or II., 39;
Edward III., 44 ; Edward, the Black
Prince, 46; Richmrd II., 48; Henry
IV., 50; Henry V., 52; Henry VI.,
56 ; Henry VIII., 65, 73.

Anglo-Hanover coins, George I.
,

205-207 ;

George II., 207-209 ; George III.,
209-212 ; George IV., 212-213 ;

William IV., 213-211.

Anglo-Indian coins, see British India.

Anglo-Saxon coins, 3-21.

current in Scotland,
216.

,, ,, imitated in Ireland,
232.

Anna, multiples and divisions of, Bengal,
275-278; Bombay, 272-275; British
India, 283-287.

Anne, coins of, English, 137-143.

,, ,, Scottish, 231, 232.

Annam, coins of, 408, 409.

Antedrigus, coin of, 3
.

Anglo-Gallic coins,

N 1’

Antigua, farthing of, 314.

,, silver and copper coinages
applied for, 314.

Aquitaine, Anglo-Gallic deniers of, 36,
37.

,, ,, florin of, 45.

Arabia, coins of, 358.

Arabic numerals on coins, first use of, 68.

Archiepiscopal coins, see Ecclesiastical
mrim.

Argentine Republic, coins of, 374.

2 E 2
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Armorial bearings on English coins, first
use of, 40.

French included on” ”
English coins, 40;
omitted, 154.

, ,, alteration of, 50.

,, ,, Elanoverian included
on English coins,
144; omitted, 173.

,, ,, Scottish and Irish
added, ss.

,, ,, prevailing feature ofi
coin designs, 154.

Assay Oflice, Government, in Adelaide,
324 ; British Columbia, 307.

Athol, Duke of, Isle of Man, coins of,
250.

Atts, multiples of, Siam, 364, 365.

Australia, branch-mints in, 324—326.

,, coins struck in, 324-326.

,, “ dump," coin of, 324, 326.

,, “ holey” dollar, 324, 326.

light colour of gold coins of,
- 324.

,, one-pound tokens of, 324.

Austria-Hungary, coins of, 343, 344.

Aymary, P., superintends reform of
coinage, 29.

Bahamas, halfpenny of, 314.

,, threepcnces for, 314.

Bainbridge, Bp., initials of, on coin, 65.

Balance Half merk, Scottish coin, 225.

Baldred of Kent, coin of, 7.

Balemark of East India Co., on coins of
Bombay, 273, 274 ; Java, 288 ;
Madras, 279 ; Sumatra, 288; on token
of Manchester, 338.

Baliol, J ., Scotland, coins of, 218.

Baltimore, coins of, 300.

,, proposed copper coinage for,
300.

,, v Lord, efligy and arms on
coins, 300.

Banjarmassin, coin of, 291.

Bank dollar, issue of, 168.

,, tokens, Canadian, 303, 304.

Bank of England tokens, 168.

,, ,, arms on tokens, 168,

Bank of Ireland tokens, 242, 243.

Banu, coin of Roumania, 353.

Barbadoes, copper coinage for, 314, 315.

Base English money recoined for Ireland,
235.

Batavia, coins of, 362.

“Bath” ‘metal used for coins, 301.

Bavaria, coins of, 349.

Bawbee, coin of Scotland, 221, 222, 229,
230, 231.

,, current values of, 220.

,, derivation of term, 220.

B.D., initials of Bp. Bainbridge, on
coins, 65.

Beaumont, Bp., mint mark of, 39.
'

Beck, Bp., coin of, 38, 39.

Beeston Castle, siege piece struck at, 111.

Belgium, coins of, 344, 345.

Bello et Pace farthing, 143.

Benares mint, East India Co.’s coins
struck at, 275.

Bencoolen, coinage for, 288.

Bengal Presidency, coins of, 275-278.

Bentinck, Lord Wm., design for British
Indian coins suggested by, 283.

Beonna, earliest coins for East Anglia
struck by, 8.

Beorhtic of East Anglia, coin of, 9.

Berkshire, tokens of, 340.

Berlin, coins for South African Republic
struck at, 368.

Bermudas, coins of, 315.

Berwick mint, coins of, English, 38, 39 ;
Scottish, 220.

Bikanir State, India, rupee of, 286.

Billon coins, Ancient British, 3 ; Anglo
Gallic, 47 ; Scottish, first issue of, 220,
last issue of, 227.

Birmingham, coins struck at, English,
154,161, 166, 167, 168; Bank tokens,
168, 242 ; Irish, 243, 244 ; Cyprus, 245;
Guernsey, 247; Ionian Islands, 249;
Isle of Man, 250; Jersey, 252; British
North Borneo, 255; Brunei, 256; Hong
Kong, 262; Mauritius, 269; Madras,
279; Sarawak, 291 ; Straits Settle
ments, 292 ; British East Africa, 295 ;
Canada, 305; Nova Scotia, 309; New
foundland, 311; Prince Edward Island,
313; Bahamas, 314; Bermudas, 315;
Jamaica, 322; Pudukota, 287; Tra

gancore,
287 ; South African Republic,

68.
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Bit, coin of British Guiana, 817.

,, fourpence corresponds with, 317.

Bitts and multiples of, required for
St. Vincent, 316.

“ Blackdogs," coins so called, 314, 316.

Black farthings, issue of, in Scotland, 220.

Blacksmiths’ money, Irish siege pieces so
called, 236.

Blondean, P., struck Cromwell coins by
mill and screw, 114; erects new
machinery in Tower mint, 115.

Bodle, Scottish coin, issue of, 228, 229,
230, 231.

Boehm, J. E., model of Queen Victoria
by, 178.

Bolivar, coin of Venezuela, 380.

Bolivia, coins of, 374.

Boliviano, coin of Bolivia, 374.

Bombay mint, coinages up
272-275.

w 1836,

,, ,, established by East
India Co., 272.

,, ,, new machinery intro
duced into, in 1800,
272.

,, ,, British dollars struck
at, 287.

,, ,, British East Africa
coins struck at, 295.

,, ,, Straits dollars struck
at, 292.

,, Presidency, coins of, 272-275.

notes on monetary” "
history of, 272,
273.

Bonhorst, H. C., master of Clausthal
mint, 205.

Bonnet piece, Scottish, issue of, 220, 221.

Bordeaux, Anglo-Gallic coins of, 39, 46,
48.

Boston mint, New England, 299.

Boulton, M., coinages executed by, 154,
168, 242, 250, 279, 315, see also
Birmingham, coins struck at.

Bowes, Sir M., master of Tower mint, 74.

Brackenbury,
Tower, 61.

R., master worker in

Brass money, Bermudas, 315.

Irish, 238.7| ”

,, ,, Japan, 410.

',
,

,, Middle and small, Romano
British, 381-396.

Brauns, J. A., master of Zellerfield mint,
205.

Brazil, coins of, 374.

Breda, siege piece of, 356.

Briot, N., engraver to Tower mint, coins
Of, 101, I02

,, engraves dies for York mint,
110.

,, master of Scottish mint, 227.

Bristol mint, coins of, 22, 27, 38, 54, 58,
69, 72, 77, 104,134,135, 136.

, Sir W. Sharington, master
of, 69.

Britain-crown, first issue of, 90.

Britannia, figure of, on British dollars,
287 ; on British florin, 204 ; on British
groat, 175 ; first use on copper coins,

1 23.

British Columbia, mint at New West
minster, 07.

proposed gold coinage
for, 307.

,, dollars, first issue of, 287.

dies for, sent to Bombay,
287.

,. East Africa Co., coins of, 295, 296.

,, Guiana, coins of, 316--321.

I1 H

I1 9|

,, ,, first coins so inscribed,
317.

,, ,, fourpences for, 317, 318.

,, ,, rating of guilder in, 317.

,, ,, and West Indies, issue of
fourpence of special
design for, 318, 321.

,, Honduras, coins of, 323.

U.S. gold dollar, basis
of currency in, 323.

,, India, coins of, 282- 287.

17 I!

,, ,, East India Co. coins,
271-282. _

,, ,, uniform coinage intro
duced in 1835, 282.

,, ,, ‘silver sole legal tender in,
282.

_,, North Borneo, coins of, 255, 256.

Broad, gold coin of Cromwell, 115; of
Charles II., 117.

Broad-rim coins, issue in 1797, 161, 166.

Brock, T., model of Q. Victoria by, 178.

Bronze coinage, Imperial, first issue of,
179.
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Bronze coinage, composition of metal,
179, 245, 418.

,, coins, Romano-British, 381-396.

Brooke, James, coins for Sarawak, issued
by, 291.

,, ,, bust of, by Moore, 291.

,, Sir Charles, coins for Sarawak,
issued by, 291.

,, ,, bust of, by Moore,
291, 292.

Bruce, Robert, of Scotland. coin of, 218.

Bruel, L. A., master of the Hanover mint,
205,

Brunei, coins of, 256.

Brunswick - Wolfenbiittel, Anglo - Han
over, coins of, 215.

,, four-thaler piece of, 348.

Buchanan, George, motto on Scottish
coins suggested by, 431.

,, Hamilton & Co., Sarawak,
coinage for, 291.

Budgerooks, coins so called, 272.

Bulgaria, coins of, 345.

Bullet-money, Siam, specimens of, 364.

Burgred of Mercia, coins of, 6.

Burmah, coins of, 358.

Bushell, T., authorised to coin at
Aberystwith, 103; at Oxford, 107.

Cahors, Anglo-Gallic denier of, 39.

Calais mint, coins of, 42, 45, 47, 49, 52, 56.

,, ,, mark of, 42, 47.

Calcutta mint, coins struck at, for Bengal
Presidency, 275 ; British India, 284;
British East Africa 00., 295 ; Ceylon,
257, 260; Madras Presidency, 279,
281 ; Penang, 290 ; Mauritius, 269 ;
Straits Settlements, 292, 293.

Camulodunum mint, 1, 381.

Canada, early tokens of, 302-305.

,, regal issues for, 305-307.

,, Dominion of, first issue for, 305.

,, ,, currency based on
U.S. dollar, 305.

Canterbury mint, coins of, 5, 7, 23, 25, 26,
29, 32, ea, 34, 35,36,
38, 39, 59, 64, 72.

,, last issue of, 73, 76.

Carausius, Romano-British coins of, 382

387.

Carlisle mint, coins of, 29, 31, 32, 33, 111.

Carolina, halfpenny for, 300.

,, North, proposed coinage for, 301.

“Cartwheel” money, coins of 1797 so

called, 161.

Cash, coins of China, 359, 397.

,, division of the pagoda, 279.

,, eight, piece for Travanoore, 287.

,, multiples of, Bombay coins, 274;
Madras coins, 279, 280.

,, pattern, for Hong Kong, 268, 269.

C.D. initials of Bp. Tonstall on coins of
Henry VIIL, 71.

Cent, divisions of, for Penang, 290;
Sarawak, 291, 292; Straits
Settlements, 292-294.

,, multiples of, see under British N.
Borneo, Brunei, Ceylon, Hong
Kong, Mauritius, Sarawak,
Straits Settlements, Sierra Leone,

Canada, Mica Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland,
British Honduras, Netherlands,

Netberland East Indies, Liberia,
United States of America,

Nicaragua ; also the patterns
for decimal coinage, 197-200.

Centavo and multiples of, see under
Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Chili,
Colombia, Costa. Rica, Dominica,
Ecuador, Monica, Salvador, Peru.

Centesimo and multiples of, see under

Italy, Lombardy- Venice, Sardinia,
Paraguay, Uruguay.

Centime, multiples of, see under Belgium,
France, Congo Free State, Haiti.

Central America, see under Costa Rica
and Salvador.

Gentum, pattern florin so called, 193.

Ceylon, anchor-money for, 257.

,, coins of, 256-261.

,. copper coins struck at Calcutta,
257.

,, greats for, 257.

,,
haéglzand

quarter farthings for,

,, silver coinage based on Indian
rupee, 257.

,, three-halfpences for, 257.

Chaise, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45, 46.

Chalmers, R., on coins of Malacca, 289.

,, on anchor money, 257.
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Channel Islands, coins of, see Gzwrltaey,
Jersey.

,, type of Ancient British
coins, 3.

Chantry, Sir F., model of George IV. by,
170 ; of William IV. by, 175.

Charles I.
,

coins of, English, 96-112 ;

Scottish, 227, 228 ; Irish, 236.

Charles II., coins of, English, 115-126;
Scottish, 228, 229 ; Irish, 231.

Chester mint, coins of, 22, 28, 38, 105,
134, 135, 136.

Chichester mint, coins of, 22, 33, 34.

Chili, coins of, 375.

China, ancient coins of, 397—408.

,, composition of coinage metal, 397.

,, modern machine-struck coins of,
359, 360.

“Chopped " dollar, specimen of, 360.

- Christ's Hospital boken,'338.

Chuokram, coin for Travanoore, 287.

Clausthal mint, Anglo-Hanover, 205.

,, device on coins of, 205.

,, mint masters of, 205.

Cnut (Guthred) of Northumbria, coins
of, 13.

,, of England, coins of, 18 -20.

Coenwulf of Mercia, coins of, 6
.

Colchester, coins of, English, 29;
Romano-British, 1

,

381; siege-piece
of, 111.

Colombia, United States of, coins of, 375.

,, Republic of, coins of, 375.

“Colonial "
money, see anchor-irwney.

Combe-Martin, mint of Charles I.
,

96, 110.

Commonwealth, coins of, 113, 114.

Condor, South American coin, 375, 376,
878.

Congo Free State, coins of, 365.

Connecticut, cents of, 371.

Constantine I.
,

Romano-British coins of,
390- 394.

Constantine II., Romano-British coins
or, 395, 396.

Constantius Chlorus, Romano - British
coin of, 389.

Constantius II, Romano-British coins
of, 396.

Copper coins. England, Elizabeth, 81;
James I.

,

88, 95;
Charles I.

,

96, 111.

Scotland, introduction of,
224. -

,, ., Ireland, first issue of, 234.

,, stycas in Northumbria, 4
,

11, 12.

,, fractions of a dollar, proposed,
as Colonial coins, 269, 297,
317, 320.

,, mines, Anglesey Co., tokens
issued by, 327.

first working of, inH H
Japan, 410.

,, plug in tin coins, 123, 128, 131,
238.

Corea, coins of, 364, 409.

Cork, money of, necessity of, 236.

Cornwall, tokens of, 330, 331, 339.

Costa Rica, coins of, 376.

Countermarked coins, British sixpence
for Nicaragua, 195; Shillings of
Edward VI. with portcullis and
greyhound, 77 ; Spanish dollars with
bust of George III., 168; Crookston
dollar, 223 ; ryal, 225.

Coventry mint, coins of, 58, 59.

Crispus, Romano-British coins of, 394,
395.

Croker, J., mint engraver, 137, 148.

Cromwell, Oliver, coins of, 114, 115.

Crookston dollar, Scottish, issue of, 223.

Crosby, Dr., on American coins, 301, 302,
315.

Crown, English, gold coin, first issue, 68. K

,, ,, ,, last issue, 117.

,, ,, silver coin, first issue, 77.

,, Scottish, gold coin, first issue,
220.

,, ,, silver coin, 226, 231.

,, multiples and divisions of, see
Austria-Ilzt/igary, Scandinaria.

,, Gothic, 179, 183.

,, Petition, 124.

,, or ackey-piece, 296.

,, see also Five-Shilling piece.

Crowns, royal, difference between the
English and Scottish, 224.

Crux type of Anglo-Saxon coins, 18.

Cunnetti coins, 13.
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Cunobelinus, Ancient, British, coin of, 2.

Current values first marked on coins,
73,88.

see Appendices I. and
II. and notes through
out.

Cuthred of Kent, coin of, 7.

Cymbeline of Shakespeare, coins issued
by, 1.

Cyprus, British Colonial coins of, 245,
246.

,, Imperial silver coins current
in, 245.

Dacca mint, East India Co.’s bullion
coined at, 275.

Danish invaders, stycas struck by, in
Northumbria, ll.

Darien Company, bullion supplied by,
230.

,, pistols, Scottish coin, 230.

Dates first used on coins, English, silver,
73; gold, 79; copper, 123; Scottish,
221.

David I.
., Scottish coins first issued by,

216.

David II., of Scotland, coins of, 218.

Debased standard of fineness, English
coins, 65, 72, 78 ; Irish coins, 234, 235 ;

see also Appendix I.

Decade, pattern florin so inscribed, 193.

Decimal coinage, patterns for, 197-203.

,, system of coinage, introduced
in Canada, 305 ; Ceylon, 257.

“Declaration” coins of Charles I.
,

104
109.

Decus et Tutamen, first use on coins, 115 ;

history of, 426.

Dei Gratia, first use on English coins, 40.

,, omission on “ Godless
" florins

179.

,, ,, Irish coins, 241.

Demerara and Essequibo, coins of, 316
320.

pe rforated
dollar for,
316.

seealsoBriti:h
Guiana.

I1 H

Demi-gros, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45.

Demi-hardi d’or, Anglo-Gallic coin, 48.

Demi-lion, Scottish coin, 219.

Denarius, novus, 3
,

4
.

,, Romano-‘British coin, 381.

Denier, Anglo-Gallic coin, 36, 37, 39,
47, as.

,, of Flanders, of Germany and of
Ligny, 346.

Denier Tournois, Anglo-Gallic coin, 56.

Derby mint, coin of, 23.

De Saulles, dies engraved by, for Im
perial coins, 178, 203; Colonial, 245,
293, 323.

Devonshire, tokens of, 341.

Dime, pattern florin so called, 193.

,, United States America, coin of,
369.

Dinar, coin of Servia, 355.

Diocletian, Romano-British, coins of, 382. .

Dobra, coin of Portugal, 352.

Doit, coin of, Banjarmassin, 291.

,, ,, Java, 288.

Dollar, Bank, 168, 169.

,, British, dies for, 287.

,, ,, struck at Bombay, 287.

,, Canada, money of account, 305.

,, Crookston, 223.

,. China, 35:», 360.

,, “ chopped,” 360.

,, East India (portcullis), 271.

,, “ holey,” 324, 326.

,, Hong Kong, 261, 262.

reduction in weight
of, 261.

H '7

,, Mexican, 378.

,, ,, note on origin of, 378.

,, Morocco, 367.

,, pillar, 356.

,, perforated, 316.

,, Scottish, and parts of, 228, 229.

,, Spanish, countermarked for
English currency, 168.

note on origin of, 350.H 71

,, ,, Newfoundland currency
based on, 311.

,, ,, perforated for currency,
316, 324, 326.
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Dol1ar,Spanish, rating of, in English mint,
168.

,, ,, re-struck as Bank token,
168.

,, ,, ,, as double rupee,
279.

,, ,, weight and fineness in
1601, 271.

,, trade, for the East, various, 271.

,, United States America, gold, 369,
373; silver,
370, 373 ;
trade, 370,
373.

gold dol
lar, basis of
curreno in
British on
duras, 323;
Canada, 305.

,. divisions of, for general circula
tion in Colonies,
silver, 257, 269,317;
copper 269, 297,

19 Ii 9|

317, 318.

,, ,, struck for Hong
Kong, 261-264 ;
Mauritius, 270-1;
Sarawak, 291, 292 ;
StraitsSettlements,
292, 294 ; Canada,
305-307 ; Nova
Scotia, 309-311 ;
New Brunswick,
308, 309; New
foundland, 311,
312; China, 359,
360 ; Morocco, 367;
United States of
America, 369-374;
Mexico, 378.

Dominica, coins of, 376.

Dorohester mint, coins of, 24.

Dorobernia, 7, see Canterbury.

Dorrien Magens, shillings, 158.

Dorsetshire, tokens of, 339, 340.

Double, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45.

,, and multiples of, Guernsey, 247,
248.

,, origin of term, 247.

,, crown, gold coin, first issue of, 90.

,, dollar, see Two dolla rs.

,, florin, issue of, 179, 186.

pattern coin (five francs),
197.

,, sovereign, gold coin, 66,67 ; see
also Two pound piece.

9! n

Double tonrnois, coin of France, 347.

Dover mint, coin of, 27.

Drachma, coin of Greece, 349.

“ Drapier" letters against Wood's half
pence, 241.

Dreiling, coin of Lauenberg, 216.

,, ,, Schlcswig-Holstein,349.

Drop-presses, coins struck in, 301.

Droz, dies for Bermuda coins engraved by,
315.

,, pattern coins by, 167.

Dublin mint, coins of, 232, 233, 234, 237

Dubnovellannos, ancient British coin of,
2.

Dncat, coin of England (pattem), 197;
Anglo-Hanover, 205-209; Scotland,
223; Denmark, 346; Netherlands,
351.

Dump, New South Wales, coin so called,
324, 326.

Durham House, Strand, mint at, 74.

Durham mint, coins of, 29, 32, 33, 38, 39,
44, 50, es, 70, 11.

,, closed, 65.

Eadgar. of England, first sole monarch,
coins of, 17.

Eadmund of East Anglia, coins of, 9.

,, Wessex, coin of, 15.

,, Saint, memorial coinage of, 9,
10, ll.

Eadred of Wessex, coins of, 16.

Eadwald of East Anglia, coin of, 8.

Eadward the Confessor, coins of, 20, 21.

Eadweard the Elder of Wessex, coin of,
15.

Eadwig of Wessex, coin of, 16.

Eagle, coin of United States of America,
369.

Eanred of Northumbria, coins of, ll.
East Africa, coinage fol, 296, 420.

East Anglia, coins of, 8—ll.

East India Company,
incorporation

of,

,, first issue of coins
for British India
without name of,
283.

,, initials of,_ on five
gurnea piece, 148.
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East India Company, coins of, see under
Bengal, Bombay, Madras, British
India, Java, Sumatra, Penang, Straits
Settlements, St. Helena.

Eboracum. See Y01'k.

Ecclesiastical coins, issues of, in East
Anglia, 9-11; in Kent, 7; in
Northumbria, 12, 13; see also
C'anterbu1'_1/, Durham, York, mints
and Hem-y of Blo-is, 28.

Ecgberht of Kent, coins of, 6.

Ecgfrith, first issue of Northumbrian
coins made by, 11.

Ecu, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45.

,, Scottish coin, 220, 222.

Ecuador, coins of, 376, 377.

Edges of coins, first marked or milled, 81.
,, lettered, 114, 115.

,, letters and grainings on,
permanently intro
duced, 115.

Edinburgh mint, coins of, 137, 140, 141,
21s, 219, 220, 221, 222,
226,231

,, sale of buildings, 231.

Edward I.
,

coins of, English, 37-39;
Anglo-Gallic, 39.

,, II., coins of, English,
Anglo-Gallic, 39.

39;

Eighth thistle merk, Scottish. coin, 226.

Eleanor, queen of Henry II., coins of, 37.

Elephant and Castle, privy mark of
African Co., 116,
132,145.

,, on Gold Coast coins,
296.

Elizabeth, coins of, English, 81-88 ; Irish,
235 ; Colonial, 82, 271.

Essequibo, see Dememra.

,, III., coins of, English, 40-44;
Anglo-Gallic, 44, 45.

,, IV., coins of, English, 57-60 ;

Irish, 234.

,, V., coins of, English, 60-61.

,, VI., coins of, English, 73-78.

,, VII., coins Of, Imperial, 203, 204 ;

Colonial, see list of current
coins in App. No. II., 419-421,
and under various Colonies.

,, I , II. or III., Irish coins of, 233.

classification of
coins of, 37.

H 17

,, the Black Prince, coins of, 40,
46, 47.

,, the Confessor, coins of, 20, 21.

c e r e m 0 n y o f

touching sick
persons insti
tuted by, 126.

Egypt, coins of, 365, 366.

Eighteenpence token, Bank of England,
170 ; Jersey, 251, 252 ; tradesmen’s,
341.

Eighth penny, Laird’s token, 298.

H 1!

Essex, tokens of, 329, 330.

Eustace Fitzjohn, coin of, 28.

Eustace, son of Stephen, coin of, 28.

Evans, Sir John, on Ancient British
coins, 1-3.

Exeter change, Pid.cock’s exhibition
tokens, 335, 336.

Exeter mint, coins of, 23, 27, 29, 31, 32,
33,36, 105, 106, 134, 135, 136.

Falconer, J., assistant master of Scottish,
mint, 227.

Faluce, division of Madras pagoda, 279.

Fanam, coins of Madras, 279.

,, tokens in Ceylon, 256.

,, threehalfpence circulating as,
257.

Farukhabad mint, East India Co., coins
struck at, 275, 276, 277.

Farthing, English, silver, obtained by

d ivi d i n g

the penny,
16, 22, 36.

becomes re
gular part
of the coin
age, 37.

copper, first issue of,
123 ; Har

r i n g t o n
tokens, 88.

bronze, first issue of,
179 ; Queen
A.nne’s,137;

c 0 1 0 u re d

before is

sue, 179.

,, Scottish, first issue of, silver,
217 ; copper, 220.

,, Irish, silver, first issue of, 232.

,, Jamaica, nickel, issue of, 322,
323.
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Fausta, Romano-British, coin of, 394.

Fen, coin of China, 359, 404.

Fcrling or quarter nobles, 40.

Fidei Defensor. first used on coins, 144.

Fifty-second of a shilling, coin of Jer
sey, 252.

Fifty sous, coin of Mauritius, 269, 271.

Fiorino d'oro, gold coin of Florence, 45.

Five guinea piece, first issue of, 119.

,, pence Irish token, 242, 243.

,, pound piece of George III., 164 ; of
George IV., 171 ; of
Victoria, 180, 181 ;
Edward VII., 203.

.. .. .. P1'°1>°8°d design with
Neptune, 175.

,, ,, ,, struck at Sydney, 325.

,, ,, token of Adelaide, 324.

,, rupees, British India, 284.

,, ,, Madras, 280.

Flanders, coins of, 346.

F1axman's lion adopted for design of
British Indian coins, 283.

Fleur-do-lis, alteration of number in
French arms on English coins, 50.

Florin, gold, of England, 40; of Aqui
taine, 45.

,, silver, first issue of, 179.

,, “ Godless,” issue of, 179.

,, and multiples of, Netherlands,
351, 352.

,, type of penny, 38.

Follis, denomination of Roman coin,
381.

Fort Marlbro, on Sumatra coins, 288.

Forty-penny piece, Scottish, 228.

,, shilling piece, silver, Scottish, 229.

Four-hundredth of a dollar, Laird‘s
token, 298.

,, marks, Scottish coin, see Dollar.

Fourpence, see Grout.

,, shilling piece, English, see Double

florin.
Fox, Stephen, gold for coinage sent by

124.

Franc, multiples of, see Belgium, France

,, pattern decimal coin, so called,
197.

France, arms of, first used on English
coins, 40; alteration in number
of lis in, 50; omitted on
English coins, 154.

,, coins of, 346-348.

,, Indo-China, coins of, 362.

Francis the Dauphin, husband of Mary
of Scotland, coins of, 223.

Fuang, coin of Siam, 364, 365.

Garter sovereign, issue of, 157.

George I., coins of, English, 144-147;
Anglo-Hanoverian, 205 —207;
Irish, 241.

,, 11., coins of, English, 148-154;
Anglo-Hanoverian, 207-209;
Irish, 241, 242.

,, III., coins of, English, 155-170 ;
Anglo-Hanoverian, 209-212 ;
Irish, 242-244.

,, IV., coins of, English, 170-175;
Anglo-Hanoverian, 212-213;
Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, 215 ;
Irish, 244.

George and dragon design adopted foreoins
in 1s1s, 154 ;
revivedin 1871,
178.

first used on
George - noble,
67.

on pattern coins
by Leonard
Wyon, 191, 193.

used on Austra
lian coins, 324
326.

used on Canadian
bank tokens,
304.

George noble, coin of Henry VIII., 67.

Germany, coins of, 348.

,, denier of, 346.

Gibbs, Sir P., coinage for Barbados under
direction of, 314.

Gibraltar, coinage for, 246, 247.

,, traders’ tokens of, 247.

Gloucester mint, coins of, 22, 24, 29.

Glouwstershire, tokens of, 329, 330.

“ Godless " florin, issue of, 179, 183.

Gold coast, coins of, 296.
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Gold coinage, Ancient British, 1-3.

Anglo-Gallic, 44, 45, 46,48,,7 17
_ 52, 56.

,, ,, Anglo-Saxon, 3, 5.

,, ,, English, commenced by
Henry II1.,
35.

,, ,, ,, established by
Edward IIL,
40.

,, ,,
i

Scottish, introduction of,
by David II., 218.

,, ,, Irish, sole specimen of, 236.

,, ,, Colonial, British Columbia,
307.

H H 77 H India‘!
284.

, ,, East India. Co.,
272-284, 311.

,, ,, ,, Newfoundland,
311.

,, ,, South African Republic,
368.

,, ,, in Australian mints, 324
326.

,, coins, earliest mediaeval, of Europe,
45.

,, ,, Visigothic, 355, 356.

,, crown, introduction of, 65, 414.

,, imported for coinage by African Co.,
116.

,, ,, ,, by Darien Co.,
230.

n as n by Stephen
Fox, 124.

,, sole standard of value, 416.

,, “standard,” fineness originally
known as, 40, 81.

,, standard, angel, so called, 414.

,, touch-pieces, 126, 128, 143.

Gothic crown, issue of, 179, 183.

Gourde, coin of Haiti, 378.

Graceless or Godless fiorin, issue of, 179,
183.

Graham, T., initials of, on pattern dollar,
265.

Grain or Grano, coin of Malta, 253.

Graiuing, see Milling.

Grand Masters, Knights of St. John,
coins of, 350, 351.

Greece, coin of, 349.

Groats, English, order by Edward I., to
strike, 37.

distinction from Maundyn ,
fourpence, 185.

,, ,, first undoubted issue of,
40, 43.

,, ,, last issue of, 179.

,, ,, for West Indies, 317-321.

,, ,, with figure of Britannia,
introduction of, 175.

,, Scottish, first issue of, 218.

,, 234.

Gros blanc, Anglo-Gallic coin, 56.

,, d’argent, Anglo-Gallic coin, 52.

,, lion, Anglo-Gallic coin, 52.

,, Irish,

Groschen and multiples of, Anglo
Hanover, 206-216.

,, Prussia, 348.

Grueber, H. A., arrangement of Anglo
Saxon coins by, followed in Mint
Museum, 4.

Guatemala, coins of, 377.

Guernsey, bank token of, 247.

,, coins of, 247, 248.

Guiennois, Anglo-Gallic coin, 44, 46.

Guilder, multiples and divisions of,
British Guiana, 316-320 ; Demerara
and Essequibo, 316-320 ; Netherlands,
351, 352 ; Netherlaud East Indies. 362.

Guilloche, see under Milling.

Guinea, Elector, issue of, 145.

,, first issue of, 116.

,, last issue of, 144.

,, spade, issue of, 156.

,, weight of, basis of that of
sovereign, 117, 154.

,, current value, first, 117.

final, 132.

variations of, 132.

H 2)

H H

,, term, origin of, 116.

,, ,, first use in Mint indentures
of, 116.

Gun money, Irish, issue of, 237.

Guthred, regular coinage in Northumbria,
established by, 13.
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Hadley, see Robert of Hadley.

Half angel, first issue of, 53.

,, ,, last issue of, 89.

,, broad, coin of Cromwell, 115.

,, ,, Charles II., 117.

,, crown, English, gold, 68, 89.

,, ,, ,, silver, first issue of,
77.

,, ,, ,, tradesmen's token,
340.

,, ,, Scottish, silver, 226, 227, 231.

,, denier, coin of Aquitaine, 37.

,, dreiling, coin of Lauenberg, 216.

,, farthing, current in United King
dom, 179, 180.

demonetized in 1869, 180.11 H

,, ., struck for Ceylon, 257, 259.

,, ,, years of issue, 179, 257.

,, ,, Ireland, issue for, 234.

,,
fio:i)n,

gold, struck by Edward III.,

,, George-noble, issue of, 67,

,, great, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45.

English, first issue of, 40, 43.

,, ,, Scottish, first issue of, 218.

,, laurel, issue of, 89, 93.

H H

,, noble, English, first issue of, 40.

,, ,, Scottish, issue of, 225.

Halfpenny, English, silver, issue by John,
33, 34.

,, obtained by
dividingpen
nies_ 16, 21,
22,34.

,, regular issue
fromEdward
I., 37.

,, round form in
Saxon times,
16.

r, first issue of,
116, 123.

,, demonetiza -

i'.l('Il of, 180.

,, ,, bronze, first issue of,
l 79.

,, Irish, silver, first issue of, 232.

7! H

copper, first issue of,
234.

71 H

Halfpenny, Jamaica, nickel, issue of, 322,
323.

,, tradesmen‘s tokens, 327-343.

Half pistols, Scottish coin, 230.

,, quart, coin of Gibraltar, 247.

,, sovereign, first issue of, 68.

of smaller diameter isH H
sued, 175, 176.

,, ,, resembling sixpenoe in
design, 171, 180.

,, ,, struck in Australian
mints, 324-326.

,, thistle merk, Scottish coin, 226.

Halfdan, penny introduced into North
umbria by, 13.

,, coins struck at London by, 14.

Hammered money, last issue of, 115, 119.

Hampshire, tokens of, 327, 332, 339, 340,
341.

Hand of Providence, reverse type of
Saxon coin, 18.

Hanover arms, on English coins, insertion
of, 144.

omission of, 178.H H

,, badge of, the galloping horse,
205.

,, coins of, 216, 349.

,, mint, masters of, 205.

Hardhead, motto on Scottish coin so
called, 434 ; derivation of term, 434.

Hardi d'argent, Anglo-Gallic coin, 46, 47,
48, 50.

,, d’or, Anglo-Gallic coin, 46, 48.

,, origin of term, 46.

Hare, Alex., coins for
struck by, 291.

Harold, die-engraver for W. Wood, 241,
301.

,, I. of England, coins of, 20.

I1 IL n H 21

Harp on Irish coins, introduction of, 234.

Banjarmassin

Harrington tokens, issue of, 88, 95,

Hesse, C. H., master of Hanover mint,
205.

Hat piece, Scottish ooin so-called, 224.

Healing pieces, see Touch pieces.

Heaton and Sons, coinages by, included
under Bi/rminqha.1n..

Hecht, E. P. and J . B., masters of Ze1ler
feld mint, 205.
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VIohi-shu, ,, ,,

'He1lers and multiples of, see Austria
Hungary.

Henry I.
, English coins of, 25, 26.

,, II.‘, coins of, English, 29-32;
Anglo-Gallic, 37.

,, 111., coins of, English, 35, 36.

,, IV., coins of, English, 49, 50;
Anglo-Gallic, 50.

,, V., coins of, English, 50, 51;
Anglo-Gallic, 52.

,, VI., coins of, English, 53-55;
Anglo-Gallic, 56; Irish, 234.

,, VIL, coins of, English, 62, 65.

,, VlII., coins of, English, 65-72;
Anglo-Gallic, 73, Irish, 234.

of B1ois,Bp. of Winchester, coin
of, 28.

Hertfordshire, tokens of, 328, 340.

Hibernia used on Irish coins, 238, 241,
242, 243, 244.

Hill, C., designs for Nova Scotian coins
“ reduced

”
by, 309.

Hog‘-money, coins of Bermuda. so called,
315.

“ Holey ” dollar, 316, 326.

Hong-Kong, coinages for, 261-264.

currency based on the silver
dollar, 261.

,, pattern coins for, 264-269.

mint established, 261.

Captain Kinder,masterN H
of, 261.

,,» closed, and machinery
sold to Japan, 261.

,, ,, coins struck at, 261,
262.

Horst, H., master of Zellerfield mint, 205.

Humbug, monetary origin of the term,
237.

Hume, J., issue of greats suggested by,
175.

i

Hun, see Pagoda.

Hungary, see Austv-ia-Hungary.

Iceni, coins of the, 3
.

Iehi-bu, coin of Japan, 412.

412.

Ilchester mint, coins of, 30.

Imperial British East Africa Co. See
British East Africa.

,, silver coin supplied to Jamaica
at special rates, 322.

,, weights and fineness of current
coins, 418-421.

Inchiquin money, Irish, 236.

IND. IMP.,a.dded to inscription on British
coins, 178.

India, see British India.

,, Dutch, see Bataeia.

,, native coins of, 360, 361.

,, Portugiiese, coins of, 364.

Indo-China, coins of, 362.

Ionian Islands, British coinages for, 249.

Ipswich mint, coins of, 29, 33, 34.

Ireland, Bank of, tokens of, 242, 243.

Iron coins, China, 397 ; Japan, 410.

Isaac of York, moneyer of Henry II., 32.

Isle of Man, coins of, 250, 251.

Isle of Wight, token of, 332.

Italy, coins of, 350.

Jaenberht, Abp. of Canterbury, coin of, 7
.

Jamaica, Imperial silver coin at special
rates, supplied to, 322.

, nickel coins for, 322, 323.

,,~ proposed three-farthing piece
for, 322.

,, threepences and
pences for, 322.

three-half

,, correction of heraldic colouring
on coins of, 323.

James I. of England, coins of, English, 88
95 ; Irish, 235.

,, II. of England, coins of, English,
126-128 ; Irish, 237-240.

,, I. of Scotland, coins of, 220.

,, III. of Scotland, coins of, 220.

,, IV. of Scotland, coins of, 221.

,, V. of Scotland, coins of, 221.

,, VI. of Scotland, coins of, 223-227.

, ,, VII. of Scotland, coins of, 229.

Japan, ancient coins of, 410-412.

,, modern coins of, 362, 363.
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Japan, pattern coins for, 362, 363.

,, provincial coins of, 412.

Jasper models for coins by Pistrucci, 165.

Java, coins of, 288.

Jersey, coins of, 251-253.

,, silver tokens of, 251.

Joannese, coin of Portugal, 352'.

“Joe,” colloquial term for Joannaae,
which see.

“ Joeys,” nickname for greats, 175.

John, coins of, English, 33; Irish, 232,
233.

John Baliol, Scottish coins of, 218.

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, “touched” by
Queen Anne, 143.

Jones, Owen, design for Hong Kong
dollar by, 262.

Kapang, see Kepeng.

Karub, multiples and divisions of, Tunis,
369.

Kellow, Bp., mint mark of, 39.

Kent, kingdom of, coins cf, 6-7.

,, tokens of, 327, 330, 331, 332, 338.

Kentucky, token of, 371.

,, triangle, on coin, 371.

Kiku-non-hana-mon, on coins of Japan,
363.

Kingston-on-Hull mint, coin of, 38.

Kirkcudbright, token of, 332.

Knife coins of China, 397, 398.

Kopeck and multiples of, Russia, 353, 354.

Kran, coin of Persia, 364.

Kreuzer, coin of Austria-Hungary, 344.

,, ,, Bavaria, 349.

Krona, coin of Scandinavia, 357.

Kriiger President, South African Repub
lic, coins of, 368.

Kiichler, engraver for Boulton, 161.

coins of, 161, 166, 167, 169, 242,
250, 314.

,, privy mark of, 161.

Labuan, ceded to British Government,
289.

,, coins made current in, 255.

,, doubtful coin of, 289.

,, incorporated with North Borneo,
255.

Labyrinth, Chinese, on coins, 262, 287.

Laird‘s token, West Africa, 298.

Lammas, engraver for Wood, 301.

Lancashire, tokens of, 333, 338.f

Lancaster mint, coin of, 30.

Landau, siege piece of, 356.

La Rochelle mint, coins of, 46, 47.

Lathom House, siege piece of, 111.

Lauenberg, Anglo-Hanover, coins of, 216.

Launceston mint, coins of, 30.

Laurel, gold coin of James I.
,

_89,92.

Lead coins, East India Co., 272, 274.

Leicester mint, coin of, 26, 30

Lenn or Lynn mint, coins of, 33.

Leopard, Anglo-Gallic coin, 44-,46.

Lepton, coin of Greece, 349.

Leii, coin of Roumania, 353.

Lev, coin of Bulgaria, 345.

Lewes mint, coin of, 22.

Li, coin of China, 359, 404.

Liberia, coins of, 367.

Libra, coin of Peru, 379, 380

Libra, Roman pound weight, 381.

Licinius 1
., Romano-British coin of, 390.

Ligny, denier of, 346.

“Lima” on coins, 148.

Limerick mint, coins of, 233.

Limoges mint, coins of, 46, 47 .

Lincoln mint, coins of, 7
,

18, 19, 24, 25, 26,
30, 31, 32, as, 34, as.

Lincolnshire, tokens of, 340, 341.

Lion Scottish coin, 219, 222.

,, shilling, 170, 173, 204.

,, sixpence, 170, 173.

Lombardy-Venice, coin of, 550.
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London, coins with mint-name of, Saxon,
15,1"/,1s,19,20,21,27; William

I.
,

22; William II., 23, 24;
Henry I., 25 ; Stephen, 26 :

Henry II., 30, 31 ; Richard I.
,

32; John, 33, 34 ; Henry III.,
35, 36 ; Edward I., 38, 39 ;

Edward II., 39 ; Edward III.,
43, 44; Richard II., 48 ; Henry
IV., 50; Henry V., 51 ; Henry
VI., 54, 55; Edward IV., 59,
60; Edward V., 61 ; Richard
III., 61, 62 ; Henry VII., 64 ;

Henry VIII., 70, 72 ; Edward
VI., 78 ; Philip and Mary, 80.

,, tokens of, 333-338.

,, Romano-British coins of, 381
396.

,, mint established at, by Romans,

1
,

331.

,, principal mint of Mercia, 5.

,, eight moneyers at, 5
.

,, first penny bearing name of, 14.

,, in monogram on coins, 14, 15.

Longcross type of pennies introduced to
prevent clipping, 35.

Lowsley, Lt.-001., on the “coins and
tokens of Ceylon,” 256.

Lynn mint, coin of, 33.

Lucas, Lord, farthing so called, 124.

Lunde, J. W., master of Olausthal mint,
205.

Macuta, money of account, Sierra Leone,
297.

Madras mint, coins struck at, 279 ;estab
lishment of, 279 ; new
machinery for, 279 ;

closing of, 283.

,, Presidency, coins of, 279-282.

,, ,, currency of, based on
Hindu system, 279.

,, Presidency, pagoda currency, de
monetization of,
279.

,, ,, rupees, introduction
of, 279.

Magdalen Island, penny for, 313.

Magens, see Durrim Jllagamr.

Magius, P. L., master of the Olausthal
mint, 205.

Magnus Maximus, last Roman emperor to
strike coins in Britain, 1

,

381.

Maille or half nobles, issue of, 40.

Malacca, coins of, 289, see also Strait:
Settlements.

Malmesbury mint, coins of, 24.

Malta, British colonial coins of, 253, 254.

,, Knights of St. John, coins of, 350,
351.

Mancus,Anglo-Saxon money of account, 5
.

Maple leaf, 011coins of Canada, 305.

Maria. Theresa thaler, issue of, 344.

Marien groschen, see coins of Anglo
Hzmover, 205-216.

Mark, money of account, Anglo-Saxon,
multiples of, Germany, 348 ; Sweden,
357.

Marking, see Milling.

“Mark Newby "
halfpence, 302.

Marks of Value, see Values.

Mary, of England, English coins of, 78,
79 : Irish coins of, 234.

of Scotland, coins of, 221-223 ; see
also Philip and Mary, and Wil
liam and Mary.

Maryland, see Baltimore.

Masonic token, 337.

Massachusetts, cent of, 371.

,, early coins of, 299.

,, ,, report on, by
M1nt oflicers,
299.

Matilda, Empress, coin of, 27.

,, wife of Stephen, coin of, 27.

Maundy money, first issue of, 116.

,, history of the distribution
ceremony, 422-424.

various issues of, Charles
II., 123 ; James II., 128;
William and Mary, 130,
131 ; William III., 136,
137; Anne,142 ; George
I., 146,147 ; George II.,
151; George III., 155,
157, 158, 159; George
IV., 172, 173; William
IV., 177, 178; Victoria,
185, 186, 187, 188;
Edward VII., 204.

Mauritius, coins of, 269-271.

copper fractions of dollar pro
posed for, 269, 270.

,, currency based on Indian
rupee, 269.

issue of “ Colonial "
money for,

269.

,, threepences and three-ha1f
pences for, 269.

71
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Mayflower, on Nova Sootia coins. 309.

,, suggested by J. S. Thompson,
309.

Maximian-Hercules,
coins of, 382.

Romano - British

Mt-Lachlan, on a Nova Scotian penny of
1823, 309.

Mecklenbnrg-Schwerin, coin of, 349.

Medjidieh, Mahdi's, 366.

,, Turkish, 337.

Meiji currency, Japan, issue of, 363.

Melbourne, Australia, tokens of, 3-12.

mint, coins of, 325,
326.

date of open
ing of, 325.

J) 1!

11 ,1 11

mark of, on
coins, 325.

7! H Y!

Mercia, coins of, 5, 6.

,, mints of, 5.

,, penny first coined in, 5.

Merlen, J . B., die engraver of George IV.,
no; William IV., 115.

Mestrell Eloye, mill and screw for coin
ing, introduced by, 81.

Mexican dollars, specimens of, 378.

Mexico, coins of, 378.

Michaelis, G. F., master of Clausthal
mint, 205.

Middleburgh, siege piece of, 356.

Middlesex, tokens of, 332, 833-338.

Mil, Hong Kong coin, issue of, 261-263.

patterns, 268.‘I H H

,. ,, ,, yearsof issue,262.

Milled money in England, introduction
of, 81.

,, ,, ,, final adop
tion of,
115.

Milling or graining, first use of, 81, 115.

oblique, on coins,
144, at Jag.

:1 n

upright or straight,
273, 215, 276.

indented cord or
guilloche, 101, 314.

Milreis, coin of Brazil, 374.

Milton, J ., engraver of dies for Barbadoes,
314.

9070

H H

Mint, Birmingham. Ltd., coinages exe
cuted by, included under Birmingham.

Mints, increase of, under Anglo-Saxons, 4.

,, placed under one master, 37.

,, reduction in numbers of, 37, 40.

,, local mints of Charles I., 96,
103-112; of William III., l32.

,, provincial, gold first coined at, 57.

,, Roman, establishment of, in
Britain, l, 381.

Mintmarks on coins of Australian branch
mints, 325.

,, on coins of Bengal, 275.

,, on coins of Madras, 279.

,, last occurrence of, on English
coins, 119.

,, names of moneyers on Eng
lish coins, succeeded by, 40.

Mintnames, discontinuance on Scottish
coins, 217.

,, first used on Anglo-Saxon
coins, 16.

,, last used on English coins,
37, 73.

,, on Chinese coins, 404-408.

,, on Japanese coins, 411, 412.

Minton, die for Newfouudland engraved
by, 312.

,, work on rupee die, 285.

Model crown, pattern coin, 203.

,, halfpenny, pattern coin, 203.

,, penny, pattern coin, 203.

Mohur, gold coin, British India, 282-284.

Bengal, 275, 276.H )1

,, ,, Bombay, 272.

,, ,, Java, 288.

Moidore, coin of Portugal, 352.

Mombasa, on coins of British East Africa,
295.

Mon, coin of Japan, 410.

“ Money of necessity," Irish, 236, 238.

Moneyers, names of, placed on coins, 4,
ll, 18 ; discontinued, 37.

Montreal, bank token of, 303.

Moore, J ., engraver of dies for Sarawak,
291. -

Morocco, coins of, 367.

2 If
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Mouton d’or, Anglo-Gallic coin, 45.

Murshidabad mint, East India Company’s
coins struck at, 275.

Muscat, coins of, 367.

Nassau, arms of, on English coins, intro
duction of, 129; omission of, 137.

Neptune, proposed design for five-pound
piece with figure of, 175.

Netherlands, coins of, 351.

,, East Indies, coins of, 362.

Newark, siege pieces of, 111.

Newcastle mint, coins of, 30, 38, 39,_

Newfoundland, coins of, 311, 312.

,, currency of, on a gold
- basis, 311.

New Brunswick, coins and tokens of,
308,309.

,, tokens declared “ irre
gular,” 308.

,, England, see Massachusetts.

,, Granada, coins of, 378.

,, Jersey, cent of, 371.

,, ,, St. Patrick’s halfpence in,
- 302.

,, South Wales, dump, coin so called,
324, 326.

“holey” dollar, coin
so called, 324,326.

,, Zealand, tokens of, 343.

Nicaragua, coins of, 379.

7! H H

,, _ sixpence countermarked for
circulation in, 195.

Nickel coins, Jamaica, 322, 323; Argen
tine Republic, 374; Austria-Hungary,
343, 344 ; Belgium, 345 ; Bolivia, 374 ;
Brazil, 374; Bulgaria, 345; Dominica,
376; Ecuador, 376, 377; Egypt, 366;
France, 348; Guatemala, 377 ; Salva
dor, 379; Servia, 355; Siam, 365;
United States America, 371, 372, 374 ;~
Venezuela, 380.

N inepence, Bank of England token, 170.

Noble, English, first issue of, 40.

,, ,, current value of, 40, 5_7.

,, Calais, 42.

,, George, 67.

‘
Noble, Scottish, current value of, 218.

,, ,, of James VI., 225. .

,, Flanders, 346.

imitations of English nobles in
Netherlands, 57.

,, origin of term, 41.

-‘
V

“Non sunt ”
greats, 430.

Norfolk, tokens of, 339, 341, 342.

Northampton mint, coins of, 25, 30,31,'

32, 33,34, 35. _

“Northurnberland” shilling issued in
11s3,157.

Northumberland, token of,

Northumbria, coins of, 11-14.

,, Danish series of coins in,
13, 14.

,, styca. series in, 11.

Norway and Sweden, see Mandi-na-via.

Norwich mint, coins of, 24, 26, 27, 30,31,
34; during re-coinage of silver, 134,
135, 136.

Nottinghamshire, token of, 338.

Nova Oaesarea, on cent of New Jersey,
371.

Numerals as distinctive marks after
king’s name on coins, first use of, in
England, 35 ; subsequent adoption by
Henry VII., 62; first use in Scotland,
221.

Nyassa Land, coins of, 367.,

Oaktree twopence, coin of Massachusetts

A 299.

Obolus and multiples of, Ionian Is., 249.

Obsidional coins, see Siege-pieces.

Ochr’-el-guerch, coin of Egypt, 366.

'

Offa of Mercia, first pennies coined by, 5.

One hundred pence, on Newfoundland
two dollar piece, 311.

One-third groat, Scottish coin, 220.

,, mohur, see Five rupees.

0ra, Anglo-Saxon money of account, 5
.

fjre and multiples of, Scandinavia, 357.

Ormonde money, Irish siege pieces, 236.

Oval-shaped coins, Sumatra, 288 ; Japan,
410. .

O7".
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Oxford crown, by Rawlins, 107, 108. I Patterns for—o-ontiuued.

mint, coins of, 24, 21, 30, 32, 34,
\

D°11“» C°Y1°11»25B

36, 107, 1031 109- ,, Hong Kong, 264, 265.

Double florin, English (decimal
coinage), Victoria, 192, 197.

Double sovereign, English, Henry
VIII., 65, 66 (see Two pound piece).

Pa! type'°°ins °f‘21'22' Ducat, English (decimal coinage),
Pagoda, demonetization of, in Madras, Victoria, 197.

279'
_

Farthing, English, Commonwealth, 114.

1' ¥°1d»
°P°°““‘_"‘“

°**
_28°- ,, ,, Charles 11., 124,125.

,,
mc;1;3tary

umt of Hindu system,
" H William and Mary,

-
131, 132.

,, sub-divisions of, 279. ,, ,, Anne, 143.

Palladium, sixpenoe struck in, 177.
” ” George III" 163_

Para and multiples of Servia, 355. " ,_ Victoria, 196 (de(,i_

,, ,, Turkey,‘357.

5
1

3
1

1
1

coinage) 200,

P3333333»
30*“ Of,

3"; _ _
,,

"
nn of Man, 231.

Pans mint, Anglo-Gallic com of, 06.
Fif-,.Jh_me1, China, 359_

P'“'i*‘i‘1d°"i°" A”81°'G"1“° °°i“» 56- Fiftieth-dollar, Mauritius, 210.

P8;§h1'fl(.)1’;ii,
Sir W., Oxford mint directed Fifty sen’ Japan’ 363_

' '- . -

Patna mint, East India Company's bullion
Fwe cenmmes’ France’ 347'

coined at, 275. Five cents, English (decimal coinage),

Patricks or half-farthings issued in v‘°°°'“" 197' 198'

Ireland, 234. Five farthings, English (decimal coin

Patterns fol__ age), Victoria, 197.

Broad, English, Charles 11“ 124_ Five guineas, English, Charles II., 123.

,, rim 1 penny,'=EEnglish, George 11 1» G°°1’8° 111-1151
III., 166. Five pounds, English, George III., 164.

,, ,,
hafi;I1en112;%,'Engl1sh,

George ,_ ”
ggotrge.

IV"
1 1 U H 1 O a

,, ,, farthing, English, George f81nl‘£’)l.

I

III., 168. F.
'

_

’

1ve sen, Japan, 563.
-Gash, Hong Kong, 268, 269. Five yen’ Japan’ 362_

Cent’ E“F1“‘h (“°°im°1 °°i'1"-5°)? Florin, English, Victoria, 193, 134.Victoria, 19s, 200.

H Hong Kong, 267’ 268.
Four bitts, St. Vincent, 316.

Franc, English (decimal coinage),
» C‘m”'d“= 306- ' Vicwrin, 197.

1» N°‘"* S°°*i**1 311- Great, English, Edward 1
.,

31.
,, British Guiana, 820.

n ” Gharles L’ 100_
Crown, English, Edward VI., 75. n H William Iv” 177_

» 1» C1"-'16“, 11-»124- Guinea, English, Anne, 142.

,, ,, George III., 164, 165.
” H George L, 147_

~ H G°°rE° IV» 175- ,, ,, George 111., 162, 163.

11 vi William IV-» 176- Half-crown, English, Commonwealth,
,, ,, Victoria, 132, 1s3, 192, 114

203. ,, ,, George III., 164.

Dollar, Bank of England token, George . ,,
V

,, Victoria, 133,III-, 169- 191, 192, 193.
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Patterns for—c0ntinued.

Half-dollar, Hong Kong, 266.

,, British Guiana, 320.

Half-farthing, English (decimal coin
age), Victoria, 200.

'
Half-groat, English, Charles I., 102.

Half-guinea, English, George III., 162,
163.

Halfpenny, English, Charles II., 125.

,, ,, William and Mary,
132.

,, ,, Anne, 143.

,, ,, George III., _167.

,, ,, Victoria, 196 (deci= mal), 198, 199,
200, 201, 202, 203.

,, Irish, money of necessity,

K
’ James II., 238.

,, Isle of Man, 250, 251.

Half-quart, Gibraltar, 247.

Half-sovereign, English, George III.,
164.

,, ,, George IV.,
174.

,, ,, V ic t 0 r i a,
191, 192.

Half-tael, China, 359.

Half-testoon, Scottish, Mary, 222.

Hundredth-dollar, Mauritius, 270.

Mil, Hong Kong, 268.

Ninepence, Bank of England token,
George III., 170.

Penny, English, George III., 166.

,, ,, Victoria, 195, 196
(decimal), 197, 198,
199, 200, 201, 202,
203.

,, Irish, George III., 243.

,, Isle of Man, 251.

Quart, Gibraltar, 247.

Quarter-guilder, British Guiana, 319.

Quarter-guinea, English, George III.,
163.

Quarter-sovereign, English, Victoria,
192.

Rix dollar, Ceylon, 258.

Sen, Japan, multiples of, 363.

Shangai tael, China, 359.

Shilling, English, Charles I.
,

102.

, ,, ,, Commonwealth, 114.

' Patterns for-continued.
Shilling, English, George III., 165.

George IV., 175.

,, ,, Victoria, 194, 195.

Six-angel piece, English, Edward VI.,

7 6
.

Sixpence, English, Elizabeth, 88.

Commonwealth, 1 14.

,, ,, Victoria, 195.

Sovereign, English, George III., 165.

Victoria, 181, 191.

H H

H H

Tael, China, 359.

Ten-cents, English (decimal coinage),
Victoria, 197.

,, Hong Kong, 266, 267.

Ten centimes, France, 347.

Ten rupees, India, 284.

Ten sen, Japan, 363.

Tenth-tael, China, 359.

Third guinea, English, George III., 163.

Three-halfpence, British Guiana, 321.

Threepence, English, Charles 1., 100.

,, ,, Victoria, 195.

Three shillings, Bank of England token,
George III., 169.

Triple sovereign, English, Edward VI.,
74.

Twentieth-tael, China, 359.

Twenty centimes, Belgium, 345.

Twenty-sen, Japan, 363.

Twenty yen, Japan, 362.

Two-and-a-half centimes, France, 347.

Two-and-a-half francs, Belgium, 345.

Two cents, English (decimal coinage),
Victoria, 198.

,, British Guiana, 320.

Two dollars, Ceylon, 258.

,, Newfoundland, 311.

Two gunieas, English, George III., 162.

Twopence, English (decimal coinage),
Victoria, 202.

Two pounds, English, George III., 164.

George IV., 174.

William IV., 176.

Victoria, 181, we
Double sovereign.

Two quarts, Gibraltar, 247.

7! H

7! II

.‘? Q!
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Patterns f0r—c0nlinned.

Two sous, France, 347.

Two yen, Japan, 362.

Yen and multiples, Japan, 362, 363.

PAXS type of William I. coins, 22.

Penang, coins, of 290-1 ; see also Strait:

Settlements.

Penny, English, silver, divided into halves
and quarters, 16,
21.

,, ,, ,, florin type, 38.

,, ,, ,, introduction, o
i,

from the Conti
nent, 3

.

,, ,, ,, sceat and styca
displaced by, 4

.

.. .. .. wvewisn type.
16, 20, 65.

,, ,, ,, use for Manndy
glfifl, 116, 422
424.

,, , copper, first issue of, 154,

‘

1 55.

91 vi n
180.

,, ,, bronze, first issue of, 179.

,, Scottish, silver, introduction of,
by David I.

,

216.

,, Irish, silver, first issue of, 232.

copper, first issue of, 243.II H

,, see also under various Colonies,
and tradcsmen‘s tokens.

Perforated coins, 268, 269, 316, 326, 365,
397-412.

Persia, coins of, 364.

Perth, mint, Scotland, coins of, 219.

,, Western Australia, coins of,
325, 326.

date of
opening of,
325.

11 n m i ll t '
mark of,
325.

Peru, coins of, 379, 380.

Peseta, twenty-five, coin of Spain, 356.

Peso, coin of Argentine Republic, 374;
Chili, 375; Colombia, 375 ,- Salvador,
379; Uruguay, 380 ; Venezuela, 380.

Petit Blane, Anglo-Gallic coin, 56.

Petition crown by Simon, 124.

Pewter coins, Irish, 237, 238.

,, Bombay, 272.

demonetization of 1
1

1 Pie or twelfth anna, Bengal, 275-278;

1 Pillar dollar, specimen of, 356.

Bfefier, J. A., master of Zellerfeld mint,
205.

Pfennig and multiples of,Ang1o-Hanover,
Bavaria, Hanover, Mecklenburg
Schwcrin, Prussia, Saxony, 206-216.

Philip and Mary, coins of, English, 80,
81 ; Irish, 234.

Philippine Islands, coins of, 372, 373.

Piastre and divisions of, Cyprus bronze
coins, 246.

,, multiples of, Cyprus, silver
coins, 245,
246.

11 n EgyPt'v365a366i
Turkey, 357.

Pioe, with multiples and divisions of,
Bengal, 275-278; Bombay, 272-275;
British India, 282-289; Penang, 290
291.

Pidcook‘s tokens, London, 335, 336.

Bombay, 272-275; British India, 282
286; Pudukota, 287.

Pieoe of eight, 271 ; see Spanish Dollar.

Piedfort, 846, 347.

Pinetree shilling, coin of Massachusetts,
299.

Pingo Lewis, engraver of (lies for bank
tokens, 168, 170, 242; for Penang
coins, 290; for British Guiana coins,
316.

Pistole, Scottish coin, see Darien-pixtola.

Pistrucoi, B., coins bearing initials of,
159, 164, 171,172, 181, 259.

,, engraver of dies with George
and Dragon design, 154.

,, models in jasper by, 165.

,, dies for rix-dollar by, 257.7

Pitcher-plant, wreath of, on Newfound
land coins, 312.

Plack, Scottish coins, 220, 226, 433.

,, origin of term, 220.

Plantations, America, coin for, 300.

Plegmund, Abp. of Canterbury, coin of, 7
.

Plumes on coins from Welsh bullion, 94,
96, 132, 137, 145, 146, et al.

Poitiers mint, coin of, 46.

Poitou, denier of, 37.

Pole, William Wellesley, initials of, on
coins, 164,171, 172.

Pomegranate, badge of house of Aragon,
on coins, 79.
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Pond, coin of South African Republic,
368.

V,, coin of Transvaal, 368.

Pontefract, siege pieces of, 111.

Portcullis, countermark on shilling of -

Edward VI., 77.

,, money for East Indies, 82,
271.

Porto-Novo pagoda, Madras coin, 280.

Portraiture on coins, earliest example of,
62.

Portugal, coins of, 352, 353.

Portuguese India, coins of, 364.

Pound, Egyptian, 365, 366.

,, Mahdi’s, 365, 366.

,, Turkish, 366.

Pound piece in silver, 96, 107, 108.

Pound weight, Roman, 381.

,, Saxon, 4.

,, Tower, 4, 65. _

,, Troy, 4, 65, 414.

Poynter, Sir E. J ., coin designs by, 187.

Pretoria mint, coins of, 368.

Prince Edward Island, coins and tokens
of, 313.

Dominion currency
made legal tender
in, 313.

Prince of Wales Island, see Penang.

Proclamations relating to English coins,‘
by Gharles
I I.

,

1 1 7 ;

George IV.,
171 ; Wil

l i a m I V.,

1 7 5 ; V i c

toria, 180 ;

E d w a r d

VII., 203.

Irish coins, by
George IV.,
244. .

Prussia, coins of, 348, 349.

Pu coins of China, 397, 398.

Pudukota, copper coins for, 287.

Pulu-Penang, coins so inscribed, 290.

Pyx, trial of, in Starchamber, 271.

,, ,, institution of, 40.

Quart, coin for Gibraltar, 247.

,, origin of term, 246, 247.

Quarter angel, issue of, 68.

,, farthing for Ceylon, 257, 260.
i

,, " ,, years of issue, 257.

,, laurel, issue of, 89, 93.

,, noble, first issue of, by Edward
111., 40.

,, sovereign, pattern gold coin, 192.

,,. tanga, coin of Portuguese India,
364.

,, ,, current value of, 364.

Quebec, Bank token of, 304.

u

Raleigh token so called, 299.

Ramage, D., pattern shilling by, 114.

Rawlins, T., engraver at Oxford, 107, 109.

,, Oxford crown by, 108.

Real, fractions of, American plantations,
300 ; Arabia, 358 ; Guatemala,
377 ; New Granada, 378, 379 ;

Spain, 356.

,, multiples of, Guatemala, 377 ; New
Granada, 378.

Rebel money, struck in Ireland, 236.

Recoinage of English silver, 132.

Reddite crown, pattern, 124.

' Reducing-machine for dies, use of, 309.

Redwulf of Northumbria, coins of, 12.

Reis, multiples of, Brazil, 374; Nyassa
Land, 367 ; Portugal, 352, 353.

Rhuddlan mint, coins of, 32, 34.

Rial, see Ryal.

Richard I.
,

coins of, English, 32; Anglo
Gallic, 36.

II., coins of, English, 47, 48;
Anglo-Gallic, 48.

,, III., coins of, English, 61, 62.

Richmond, Duchess of, Frances Stewart
portrait of, on copper coins, 123.

Rider and divisions of, Scottish coins,
220, 224.

, Rigsbank daler, coin of Denmark, 346.
l

Riu, coin of Japan, 363.

Rixdollar, coin of Ceylon, 256, 258.

241.
Roach, or Roche, tokens for Ireland by,

I
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Robert Bruce, coin of, ‘218.

Robert III. of Scotland, coins of, 219.

Robert, Earl of Gloucester, coin of, 28.

Robert of Hadley, last moneyer's name
on coins, 37, 38.

Rochester mint, coin of, 34.

Roettier, J., appointed engraver in the
Tower, 124.

,, dies for Scottish coins en
graved by, 228.

Rogers, Capt, Governor of the Bahamas,
314.

Roger, Earl of Warwick, coin of, 28.

Roman coins imported into Britain for
currency, 1, 381.

current in Scotland, 216.

struck in Britain, l, 381
396.

,, mints in Britain, 1, 381.

,, system of currency, 381.

Rosa Americana, coins so known, 301,

19 I7

H 1'

302.

,, original design pro
, posed lor, 301.

Rose used on
golfidi

crowns of Henry VIII.,

,, ,, nobles of Edward IV., 57.

,, ,, sovereign of Henry VII., 63.

,, mark of silver from West of Eng
land mines, 120, 132, 137, 145,
146.

,, thistle and shamrock on coins of
George IV., I7 l-175; William IV.,
176-178; Victoria, 181-190.

,, united with sun on ryals, ; 57 as
a mintmark, 60, 61.

Rose noble, issue of, 57.

,, ryal, issue of, 89, 91.

Rouen mint, Anglo-Gallic ooin of, 56.

Roumania, coins of, 353.

Roxbnrgh mint, coin of, 217.

Royal crest, on shillings, 170, 203; six
pences, 170.

,, d’or, Anglo-Gallic coin, 46.

Runic letters, coin inscription partly in, 8.

Rupee, concurrent with pagoda in Madras,
279.

,, native coins copied for the, 272.

,, originally a native monetary unit
in, 272.

,, introduction of, into Madras, 279.

"' Rupee, divisions of, in Bengal, "275-278 ;
in Bombay, 272—275; in Madras,
27*.)-282; in British India, 282
287.

,, varieties of, coined in Bombay,
273 ; Bengal, 275, 276.

,, standard coin of Ceylon, 257 ; of
East Africa, ‘J95.

,, gold, Bombay, 273 ; Madras, 279.

,, Sicca, Bengal, 275.

,, Company's, adopted for British
India, 282.

,, ,, based on that of
Madras, 279.

,, Afghanistan, 358.

,, Alwar, 286.

,, Bikanir, 286.

,, Arkhat, imitated by East India
Co.,279.

,, ,, struck at Calcutta. 279.

,, Bombay, 273.

,, British East Africa, 295.

,, Burmah, 358.

,, Java, 288.

Madras, 279.

,, Mombasa, 295.

,, Penang, 290.

,, Portuguese India, 364.

,, Surat, coined at Bombay, 272, 274.

Rupertt, L. 0., master of the Zellerfeld
mint, 205.

'

Russia, coins of, 353, 354.

Ryal or Rial, English gold coin, first
issue of, 57.

,, Scottish gold coin, 222.

,, ,, silver coin, 221,
223, 225.

St. Andrew, Scottish coin so called, 219.

,, and cross on coins of Anglo
Hanover, 205 ; Scotland,
219.

St. Eadmund, memorial coinage of, 9-11.

St. Edmundsbury mint, coins of, 30, 31,
34, 35, 36, 38, 39.

,, Robert dc Hadeley,’
moneyer of, 37, 38,
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St. Helenaihalfpeuny for, 298.

,, proposed silver coins for, 298.

St. John, Knights of, coins of, 350, 351.

St.-L6 mint, Anglo-Gallic coin of, 5'2.

St. Martin on coin of Lincoln, 7.

St. Patrick, halfpenny and farthing,
Irish, 237 ; Colonial, 302.

St. Peter-‘s pence, 4, 13.

Salisbury mint, coins of, 23, 30, lll.
Salute, Anglo-Gallic coin, 52, 5 1.

Salvador, coins of, 379.
u

San Domingo, see Dominica.

Sardinia, coins of, 355.

Saxony, coins of, 349,

Scandinavia, coins of, 357.

Scarborough, siege piece of, 111.

Sceat coins, current in Mercia, 5; East
Anglia, 8.

,, meaning of term, 3.

Schilling, Anglo-Hanover coin, 216.

Schlemn, J . W., master of .the Clausthal
mint, 205. .

Schleswig-Holstein, coins of, 349.

Scottish coins, distinction from English
after the Union, 224.

ratio of current values of,
to English, 223.

Scudo, coin of Malta, 350.

Seal design, adapted for coins, 309, 314.

9| H

Sechsling, coin of Schleswig-Holstein,
349.

Seidensticker, C. E., master of the Zeller'
feld mint, 205.

Sen, multiples and divisions of, Japan,
363.

“ Septim
”

on coins of Henry VII., 62.

Servia, coins of, 355.

Seven shilling piece, see Third guinea.

Shah Alam, name of, on Bombay coins,
272 ; on Sicca. rupees (Bengal), 275.

Sharington, Sir W., master of the Bristol
mint, 69.

‘Shilling, Anglo-Saxon money of account,
5.

,, English, first issue of, 62, 65.

,, Scottish, 226, 227, 232.
,, Irish, first issue of, 234.

Shilling, tradesmen’s tokens, 327, 328,
329, 330, 331, 332, 33s, 339, 340,
341, 342.

,, Baltimore, 300.

,, New England, 299.

,, St. Helena, pattern, 298.

Shrewsbury mint, coins of, 20, 24, 32,
103,101.

Shropshire, tokens of, 330, 340.

Siam, coins of, 364, 365.

Sicca rupee, Bengal, 275.

Siege pieces, English, 111, 112.

,, Irish, 236.

,, _ Continental, 356.

,, South African Republic,368 .

Sierra Leone, coins of, 297.

,, proposed copper coinage

V for, 297. __
,, threepences, twopences,

and three-halfpennies
for, 297.

Sihtric III., of Ireland, coins of, 232.

Simon, I‘., dies for Cromwell coins en
graved by, 114.

'

,, petition crown by, 124.

Singapore, see Straits Settlements.

Sixpences, English, first issue of, 73.

,, Scottish, 228, 232.

Irish,coined from base English
money, 235.

tradesmen‘s tokens, 332, 333,
340, 342.

Six shilling token, Irish, 242. _

Sixty shillings, Scottish silver coin, 229.

Skilling, multiples and divisions of,
Denmark, 346; Scheswig-Holstein,
349.

Smirke, Sir R., architect of new mint
buildings on Tower Hill, 154.

Smith and Wright, Sarawak coinage
executed by, 291.

Soho mint, Birmingham, coinages at, see
Boulton and 1?i2'mi11ghmn.

Sol, coin of Chili, 375.

,, Peru, 379, 380.

Solidus, weight of Roman, 381.

H

Somer Islands, see Bermuda.

Somersetshire, tokens of, 327, 331, 332, 342.

, Sookoo-piece, see Two sookoos.
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Sous, bank tokens of Canada, 303.

,, fifty and twen
269, 271.

South African Republic, coins of, 368.

Southampton mint, coins of, 23, 24.

South Sea Company, initials of, on coins,
146.

Southwark mint, coins of, 22, 73--78.

mintmark of, 73.

ty-five, for Mauritius.

17 Y7

Sovereign, first issue of, by Henry VII.,
62, ca.

,, revival of, by George III., 154.

,, struck in Australian mints,
324 -326. 4

,, weight and fineness of, 154, 1

414, 418.

,, type of penny, 16, 20, 65.

Spade-guinea, issue of, 156.

Spain, coins of, 355.

Spanganberg, C. P., master of Clausthal
mint, 205.

Spanish dollars, countermarked for Eng
lish currency, 168.

note on history of, 356.

specimen of, 356.H 1

11 av re-struck for currency
in England, 168; in
Ireland, 242.

Spur-ryal, first issue of, 89, 91.

S S C on coins, for origin of bullion, 146.

Staiford mint, coins of, 24.

Stafiordshire, tokens of, 328, 331, 332,
333, 341.

Stamford mint, coins of, 23, 31.

Stampees, coins so-called, 316.

Standards of weight and fineness, see
notes and tables, pauim, and App. I.
and lI.

Standbroke, dies for W. Wood, engraved
by, 301. _

Stung, multiples of, Siam, 365.

Stanley family, Isle of Man, coins of, 250.

crest and motto on coins,
250.

Stater, Ancient'_British coins, 2, 3.

,, of Philip of Macedon, prototype of
British coins, 1.

Stephen, coins of, 26, 27.

,, and Matilda, coin of, 27.

Stepney mint, coins of, 22.

9070

I7 1!

Straits Settlements, coins of, 292-294.

,, ,, dollar, dies for, 293.

Stiver with multiples and divisions of,
Batavia, 362 ; Ceylon, 256-259 ;
Demerara, 316-319 ; Java, 288.

Stotinko and multiples of, Bulgaria, 345.

Styca coins in Northumbria, 4, ll, 12.

,, weight of, 4.

Sucre, coin of Ecuador. 376. 377.

Suflolk, tokens of, 328, 329, 330, 338, 340,
341.

Sumatra, coins of, 288.

,, coin reading“ Sultana ”
possibly

for, 289.

Surabaya, mint in Java, 288.

Surat, native mint at, 272.

,, rupees, coined at Bombay, 272-274.

Surrey, token of, 331.

Sussex, tokens of, 330, 331, 332, 339, 340
341.

Sweden, coins of, 357.

Swift, Dean, lettersiof, against Wood's
halfpence, 241.

Sword and sceptre piece and division of,
swans, 224.

Sydney mint, Australia, coins of, 324-326.

,, ,, established, 324.

,, ,, mint mark of,
324.

special design on
coins of, 324,
325.

Tael, coin of China, 359.

., patterns,“ 359.
1

Takoe piece, Gold Coast coin, 296.

Tamworth mint, coins of, 23, 24.

Tanner, J. S., mint engraver, 148.

Tao coins of China, 397.

Tarim and Saiwau, coins of, see Arabia.

Taro, and multiples, coins of Malta, 350,
351.

Tasciovanus, Ancient British, coin of, 2.

Tasmania, tokens of, 343.

Taunton mint, coins of, 31.

Tellicherry, coins of, 289.

,, mint, coins of, 289.

2G
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Tem-po coins of Japan, 410, 411.

Temsford mint, coin of, 31.

Ten pence, Irish token, 242-243.

,, rupees (two thirds Mohur) British
India, 282-284.

,, shillings, English gold coin, 113.

Scottish ,, 225.

silver coin, 225,
229, 230.

Testoon, English coin, 72.

,, Scottish coin, 222, 223.

Thaler, with divisions and multiples,
Anglo-Hanover, 206-216.

Theed, W., model of Queen Victoria by,
253, 262.

Thetford mint, coins of, 19, 21, 23.

Third of farthing, coin of Malta, 253-254.

,, guinea, first issue of, 154.

H H

1! $1 n

Thirteenth of a shilling, coin of Jersey,
251, 2.12.

Thirty pence, Scottish coin, 226.

,, ,, Irish token, 243.

,, shilling piece, Scottish, 221, 223,
225.

Thistle crown, English, first issue, 91.

,, noble, Scottish, 224.

Three farthings, silver, issue of, 81.

,, proposed Jamaica coin,
322.

Three halfpence, silver, English, first
issue of, 81.

,, Ceylon coin, 257.

Three halfpences, known as fanams in
Ceylon, 257.

Threehalfpences, issue for Mauritius, 269 ;
Sierra Leone, 297 ; Bahamas, 314 ; West
Indies, 317-321.

Threepence, first issue of , 73, 78.

,, Maundy, first issue of, 119.

,, special issue of, in 1762-3,
157.

,, issue of, for general circula
tion in United Kingdom,
179, 185.

,, for Malta, 253.

,, for Sierra Leone, 297.

for Bahamas, 314.

for West Indies, 317-321.

,, Treasury Authority for issue
of, to Colonies, 317, 318.

‘
Threepence, mint regulation of issues of,

to Colonies, 317, 318.

Three shillings, Bank of England token,
169.

,, Jersey token, 251, 252.

Three-swami pagoda, Madras coin, 280.

Throgmorton, Nicholas, master of Tower
mint, 76.

Thrymsa, Anglo-Saxon money of ac
count, 5.

Tical, coin of Siam, 364.

Tin coins, first issue of, 117.

,, p witllglcopper
plug, 123, 128,

Tincommius, ancient British, coin of, 2.

Ton, mintmark of N. Throgmorton, 76.

Tonstall, master of the mint under
Henry VI., 53.

,, Archbishop of Durham, coin
of, 71.

Touch-pieces, struck by Charles II., 126.

,, of James II., 128.

,, last struck by Anne, 143.

Dr. Johnson “ touched,"
143.

,, note on history of, 126.

Tournay groats, last issue of Anglo
Gallic coins, 65, 73.

Tower, Brackenbury, master workerin,
61. .

,, halfpence recoined for Ceylon,
257.

,, Hill, mint buildings erected on,
1810-12, 154.

,, mint, see London.

Trade dollars, British, 287 ; Hong Kong,
261,262; Mexican, 378; portcullis, 82,
271; Spanish, 356; Straits Settlements,
293, 294 ; United States, 370, 373.

Tradesmen’s tokens, Great Britain, 327 -

342.‘

Melbourne, 342.H H

,, ,, Tasmania, 343.

,, ,, New Zealand, 343.

Travancore, copper coins for, 287.

Tremissis. see Trims.

Triens, Visigothic, 355, 356.

,, Roman coin, 381.

Triple sovereign, pattern for, 74.

Triquetra, badge of Isle of Man, on coins,
250, 251.
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Triune, badge of Isle of Man, on coins,
250, 251.

Troyes mint, coins of, 56.

Tunis, coins of, 369.

Turkey, coins of, 357.

Turnemire, William de, consolidation of
English mints under, 37, 415.

Turner, Scottish coin, 226, 227, 228, 229.

,, origin of term, 224.

Twenty dollars, gold, British Columbia,
307.

Twenty-five sous, Mauritius, struck at
Calcutta, 271.

Twenty-fourth real, American planta
tions, 300.

Twenty-penny piece, Scottish coin, 227.

Twenty shillings, gold coin, English, 113.

,, ,, ,, Scottish, 225.

Twenty-sixth of a shilling, Jersey coin,
251, 252.

Two-and-sixpence, see Half-1-rvwn.

Two dollars, gold, Newfoundland, 311.

,, guineas, first issue of, 119.

,, hundred cents, on two-dollar piece,
311.

Twopence, copper, English, first issue of,
154 ; discontinued, 154.

,, Scottish, 226.

,, Sierra Leone, 297.

,, West Indies, 318.

,, see Ila If-grnat.

Two-pound piece, George TIL, 164.

» ,, ,, IV., 170, 171.

William IV., 176.

Victoria, 181, 182.

1 11

I9 77

,, ,, Edward VII., 203.

,, ,, struck at Sydney, 325.

,, ,, Adelaide token, 324.

,, ,, See also D0ul/l1'-S0z'e
reign.

Two quarts, Gibraltar copper coin, 247.

Two-sookoo piece, Sumatra, 288.

Uganda Protectorate, see East Af1-ina and
U;/alulzl.

Una and the lion, design for five-pound
piece, 180.

Una, reference to Spenser's Faery Queen,
428.

Unicorn, and divisions of, Scottish coins,
220.

Unit, and divisions of, Scottish coins,
226, 227.

Unite, gold, first issue of, English, 88.

United States, America, coins of, 369-374.

,, ,, coins of ,for Philip
pine Is., 372, 373.

,, ,, weights and fine
ness of coins, 373,
374.

Upper Canada, bank tokens of, 304.

Uruguay, coins of, 380.

Values, first marked on English silver
coins, 73 ; on gold coins, 88.

,, issue of coins without marks of,
from Charles II. to William
IV., I17.

Venezolano, coin of Venezuela, 380.

Venezuela, coins of, 330.

Verica, Ancient British, coin of, 2,

Victoria, coins of, Imperial, l78—203.

Colonial, are under
various colonies.

11 H

Vigmnnd, see Wi_1/mund.

Vigo, on coins of Anne, 137, 138, 139, 140.

Virginia halfpenny, issue of, 302 ; dies in
mint museum, 302.

Visigothic Kings, of Spain, coins of,
356,356.

“ Voce Populi,” copper coins, Irish, 241,
242.

Wallingford mint, coin of, 20.

Wareham, Archbishop of Canterbury,
coin of, 71.

,, mint, coin of, 23.

Warwick, coins struck at, 27.

Warwickshire, tokens or‘, 328, 331, 389,
341, 342.

Waterford mint, coin of, 233.

Watt of Birmingham. coins struck by,
262, 279. See also under Iii:-In ing/lam.
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W. C. C., on coins, for origin of bullion,
146.

'

Weights of coins. See notes preceding sec
tions and Appendix,
No. II.

of United States of
America, 373, 374.

Welsh bullion, coins from, 94, at 117.,see
Plumes.

'

H 7!

Welsh Copper Company, initials of, on
coins, 146.

Wessex, coins of, 14-16.

West Indies, coins of, 314, 323.

,, “anchor money,” 317, 318.

,, copper fractions of a dollar,
317, 318.

,, threepences and three-half
pences for, 317, 320, 321.

Wiener, C. H., pattern coins by, 194.

Wigmund, Archbishop of York, coins of,

12.

William I.
,

coins of, 22.

,, IL, coins of, 23, 21.

,, and Mary, coins of, English,
129-132; Scottish, 229, 230;
Irish, 241.

,, III., coins of, English, 132-137;

Scottish, 230, 251.

,, IV., coins of, English, 175-178 ;

Anglo-Hanoverian, 213-214.

,, I.
,

of Scotland, coins of, 217.

,, Il., of Scotland, coins of, 230, 231..

Wilton mint, coins of, 23, 24, 26, 31, 32.

Winchester mint, coins of, 18, 22, 24, 25,

26, 27, 31, 32, 34.

Winged lion of St.Mark, -A coins of Ionian
Zs., 249.

origin of device,
249.

Wire money, Maundy, 158.

Wolsey, Cardinal, initial: and badge on

York coins, 70, 71.

Won, Half, Corea, coin of, 364.

Wood, W., halfpence for Ireland by, 241.

Rosa. Americana coins by, 301.

H H

77

Worcester mint, coins of, 23, 24, 32.

Worcestershire, token of, 331.

W. W. P. (William Wellesley Pole), on

coins, 164, 171.

Wyon, J., coin dies by, 199, 324.

,, L. 0., engraves dies of Queen
Victoria, 178,179 ; pattern pieces,
191-193, 202 ; Colonial, 252,262,
305, 309, 312, 324 ; United States

of Colombia, 375.

,, T., jr., engraves dies for bank
tokens, 209, 242, 243, 251 ; for
Ceylon, 257 ; for Demerara, 316,

317.

,, W., dies of Imperial coins of
George IV., 170 ; of William IV.,
175; of Victoria,178; of Colonial
coins, 246, 249, 251, 257, 262, 269,

290, 317 ; of Granada coins,

378-9.

Yen, multiples of, Japan, 362, 363.

Yorke, Sir John, master of Southwark
mint, 73.

York mint, coins struck at, for East

Anglia, 9.

,, quasi- ecclesiastical coins

struck at, 13.

,, ecclesiastical, closed, 65.

,, coins of, ecclesiastical, 9
,

10,

11,12, 13, 14.

,, coins of, regal, 16, 20, 26, 27,

28,31, 32, 24, as, 39, 43, 44,

48,55, 58, 62, 64, 65, 70, 71,

.72, 78, 110, 134, 135, 136.

Yorkshire, tokens of, 332, 340, 342.

Zanzibar, coins of, 369.

Zellerfeld mint, Anglo-Hanover, masters

of, 205.

device on coins, 205.

,, ,, coins of, 205-212.

Zwekhert, master of Surabaya mint, 288.

77 77
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